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2011-01-17 21:56:14
stevejmoore: I'm at Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) âœˆ (3200 E. Airfield Dr., DFW Airport) w/ 70 others
http://4sq.com/fWbU6I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27122048622919680
2011-01-17 20:09:09
stevejmoore: @kellylou @alicemercer haha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27095099011760128
2011-01-17 20:03:09
stevejmoore: How on earth do flights get "slightly overbooked"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27093587237806081
2011-01-17 19:48:42
stevejmoore: @MSTA No need to say thanks :) Just keeping the most relevant MO ed tweets in there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27089950432301056
2011-01-17 18:34:26
stevejmoore: RT @OJTien: Yvon Chouinard and Patagonia's Philosophy http://bit.ly/hbQwiz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27071260131336193
2011-01-17 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @msta @hello_newman
@stevejmoore @mikedial @drdial
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27068972356608001
2011-01-17 18:20:53
stevejmoore: @katerino75 thanks Kate :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27067852787810304
2011-01-17 18:20:37
stevejmoore: Dear Sbarro Pizza, thank you for occupying every airport I have ever been to. The promise of your pie makes it
possible to fly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27067785750253568
2011-01-17 18:07:59
stevejmoore: Now for a 3 hr wait :) lots if reading to do thankfully (@ San Antonio International Airport (SAT) âœˆ w/ 5
others) http://4sq.com/hQ2vk1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27064607176654848
2011-01-17 17:28:38
stevejmoore: @paulbogush rightly so Paul :) haha
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27054703334391808
2011-01-17 16:59:21
stevejmoore: Leaving after a wonderful stay! (@ Purple Sage Ranch) http://4sq.com/gXSA43
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27047333250211840
2011-01-17 16:50:24
stevejmoore: Just Throw It Up and See What Happens http://bit.ly/hHEWfX #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27045080560832512
2011-01-17 04:56:11
stevejmoore: RT @sorbo11: checking out Twitter for first time. Looking to connect with science educators #scichat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26865343766986752
2011-01-17 04:16:41
stevejmoore: @paulbogush you never fail to amaze me Paul, thank you for the comments. You know I'm writing about you on
http://bit.ly/dgHsn4 #nwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26855401186136064
2011-01-17 03:03:59
stevejmoore: This is what's going on at #nwp http://youtu.be/yXEfjVnYkqM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26837108140285952
2011-01-17 02:36:53
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I love that idea Jen!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26830288831127552
2011-01-17 02:35:06
stevejmoore: @msstewart I loved Enchanted :) Very fun, very cute
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26829837050056705
2011-01-16 18:25:25
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @officialsps @cmillerdesign
@mmiller7571 @kimberlysmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26706604552364032
2011-01-16 17:43:45
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe Thanks Joe! Any chance you know how to embedd the "list" view of the timeline? When I toggle to it
the embed info doesn't change
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26696118620397568
2011-01-16 17:30:21
stevejmoore: My day has been filled with food memories for some reason. Whenever I drink Earl Grey I imagine Capt. JeanLuc Picard "Tea. Earl Grey. Hot."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26692749126279168
2011-01-16 17:16:12
stevejmoore: The TimeToast lever has popped up...http://bit.ly/gAiMwY #nwp Now it's time to find the butter and jam...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26689185968562177
2011-01-16 17:15:00
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe I have only read chunks of it during @gkcwp site events but I love it too. I wish I could move so many
places to work w/ #nwp tchrs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26688883139813376
2011-01-16 17:09:21
stevejmoore: @drjaxon Ooo, Peter Gabriel is on my playlist, switching to Solsbury Hill from Massive Attack
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26687462621323264
2011-01-16 17:08:44
stevejmoore: "Courage is contagious and contemplative" ~Margaret Wheatley http://amzn.to/eGhF3N #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26687307570479104
2011-01-16 16:58:36
stevejmoore: @now_awake I've gone from Philip Glass earlier to Passion Pit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26684758381568000
2011-01-16 16:58:06
stevejmoore: @now_awake ahhh, good song to get "stuck inside for weeks"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26684630178463744
2011-01-16 16:37:29
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe haha, that too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26679442449375232
2011-01-16 16:35:05
stevejmoore: Am I alone in the fact that every time I drink cranberry juice I think of Leo DiCaprio & Jack Nicholson in The
Departed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26678838914195456
2011-01-16 16:13:27
stevejmoore: @now_awake what are you jamming to? I see you doing the head bob in my peripheral vision every now and

then :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26673392727891968
2011-01-16 16:05:31
stevejmoore: Reading my own teaching blogs from last year has been quite an experience this weekend. Writing really restores
my soul. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26671398558638080
2011-01-16 15:43:31
stevejmoore: Thanks to @ucdjoe I'm using TimeToast to make my new teacher chronicle more dynamic! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665861758590976
2011-01-16 15:13:52
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe Thanks Joe! I thought it had a delicious sounding name. #TimeToast
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26658399521341441
2011-01-16 15:04:01
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe what was that digital timeline software you were talking about last night?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26655921585258496
2011-01-16 14:42:14
stevejmoore: @mrami2 @yoopertechgeek I couldn't agree more :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26650437478256640
2011-01-16 14:41:57
stevejmoore: Just noticed this on #nwp Digital Is resource upload page. Use the small clipboard button "paste from Word" and
you won't get funky spacing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26650368033161216
2011-01-16 14:28:44
stevejmoore: Analyzing Equitable Education in Jane Margolis' Stuck in the Shallow End | Digital Is ... http://t.co/nZGnwaj
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26647043040616448
2011-01-16 14:08:20
stevejmoore: I'm at Purple Sage Ranch w/ @mrami2 http://4sq.com/fmvXe1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26641908260409345
2011-01-16 01:39:58
stevejmoore: http://yfrog.com/h2p27erj @hickstro takes aim! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26453573281779712
2011-01-16 00:52:08
stevejmoore: Eggless homemade ice cream! http://yfrog.com/h4nxlozj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26441538057805824
2011-01-16 23:33:32
stevejmoore: "Being patient and being present" with our writing "isn't just a thing that happens to you, you have to engage in it"
~Kate Leuschke #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26784146344902656
2011-01-16 23:18:29
stevejmoore: Now @poh is sharing XKCD with us, if you haven't read this, you're missing out on the best nerd comicstrip
ever. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26780356304707584
2011-01-16 22:58:41
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis it'll be on Digital Is in one of the curated collections soon http://bit.ly/dgHsn4 !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26775375417712640
2011-01-16 22:57:58
stevejmoore: The @Poh just made my day with his "one Ning to rule them all" jibe #lotr #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26775195326877696
2011-01-16 22:52:11

stevejmoore: @writin4change help is on the way!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26773738171142144
2011-01-16 22:50:31
stevejmoore: RT @digitalyouth: Can you sum up your life in just six words? Thousands of teens are giving it a try in this
digital project:... http:// ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26773318757523456
2011-01-16 21:58:25
stevejmoore: "Disable Rich Text" could be on a protest sign if it had an exclamation point after it. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26760206478213121
2011-01-16 20:34:04
stevejmoore: I loved collaborating with @hickstro and @tracyrenee70 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26738978967257088
2011-01-16 20:25:38
stevejmoore: Something tells me that @chadsansing's inbox is going to be full of queries about video game/instructional design
from #nwp folks soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26736858226499584
2011-01-16 19:37:42
stevejmoore: @hickstro @tracyrenee70 http://bit.ly/gAiMwY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26724794741301249
2011-01-15 21:59:14
stevejmoore: "we need some new terminology to really capture what is going on...digital is one of those words..." @dogtrax
http://bit.ly/heLjJ5 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26398027908382720
2011-01-15 21:56:11
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 /applause!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26397260434636800
2011-01-15 21:53:01
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 you don't want people to misunderestimate you Chris :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26396461914652672
2011-01-15 21:50:32
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 looks good, but the problem I've seen with trying to do blog resumes is the reverse post order, try
http://VisualCV.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26395835369525249
2011-01-15 21:25:09
stevejmoore: Tried to open a giant PDF in my browser window from Google Docs and my netbook is crying.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26389447121575936
2011-01-15 21:18:06
stevejmoore: @kchichester I haven't watched Glee yet, but I have several songs on my ipod!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26387673778233344
2011-01-15 21:03:26
stevejmoore: My #nwp writings today are brought to you by the music of Nobuo Uematsu http://bit.ly/hilPXR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26383983747010560
2011-01-15 20:49:23
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst @grantbuell @msstewart this Kaplan things is great, think I'm going to set up a 24" monitor for my
class e-library now, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26380447453814784
2011-01-15 20:10:44
stevejmoore: All Kaplan ebooks free today on @Amazon http://amzn.to/fT4tww (via @MsStewart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26370719122194434
2011-01-15 20:09:34

stevejmoore: RT @msstewart: All Kaplan books for Kindle free today on Amazon. Can download app & read if you don't
have a Kindle. #holycow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26370428163325953
2011-01-15 20:09:00
stevejmoore: Realization: I've always had a fulcrum, but @writingproject gave me a place to stand. Now I can move the
world. #nwp #archimedes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26370286727200768
2011-01-15 20:06:57
stevejmoore: @poh is that your team or are you a G-men guy?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26369770332880896
2011-01-15 20:03:48
stevejmoore: @poh wait, is there still football happening? :) #youaresoright
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26368974992183296
2011-01-15 19:57:37
stevejmoore: Writing out a timeline of my first year of teaching in weekly blog posts. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26367421359067136
2011-01-15 19:26:37
stevejmoore: @samchaltain Sam, what a great post. Very very helpful to the the new teacher (me) just by naming the balancing
act we practice. #wow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26359617281855488
2011-01-15 19:05:00
stevejmoore: "Is teaching an art form so individualized, so magical and elusive, that it can never be codified?" @samchaltain
http://bit.ly/fqZ6uA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26354179488354304
2011-01-15 19:03:31
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe @poh per our conversation about grading last night, you should follow @joe_bower and read his stuff
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26353803921981442
2011-01-15 19:01:53
stevejmoore: @kylepace @nashworld you two will have to go without me! I'm at an #nwp retreat in the big T
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26353396181106690
2011-01-15 19:00:46
stevejmoore: @now_awake Here you go http://bit.ly/eSKq55
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26353114793644032
2011-01-15 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @jonathanferrell @msuweb
@stevejmoore @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26344187930615809
2011-01-15 17:58:04
stevejmoore: @now_awake Yes! It's the best for writing! #Darkroom #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26337332328144896
2011-01-15 17:55:53
stevejmoore: @nashworld ooo not cool. Are you there for a wrestling meet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26336786439475200
2011-01-15 16:30:43
stevejmoore: How do dance choreography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy fit together? Art/Science are not
opposing forces http://bit.ly/fXtQtE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26315352870748161
2011-01-15 16:24:14
stevejmoore: "Research is a formalized curiosity. It is poking and prying with a purpose." Zora Neale Hurston We need this
spirit in our teaching.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26313720317616128
2011-01-15 16:20:01
stevejmoore: Boys, gaming, and adapting how we view learning http://on.ted.com/8qAI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26312660316327936
2011-01-15 16:14:34
stevejmoore: @emwilkey I think your tinkering might lead to something good :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26311286451077121
2011-01-15 16:01:33
stevejmoore: @DocHorseTales I think you may be right! It's a good song.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26308013543391232
2011-01-15 15:48:25
stevejmoore: @heiditaylor but for you, does your philosophy direct how you use technology or vice versa? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26304707739779072
2011-01-15 15:47:17
stevejmoore: @msstewart @mtechman @poh @jenansbach yes Meredith :) Suddenly I'm compelled to go "feed the birds" and
gather my twopence...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26304422866853888
2011-01-15 15:45:22
stevejmoore: @mtechman haha, celebrity in the normal sense. but writing crushes: David Sedaris, Barbara Kingsolver, or
Billy Collins perhaps, you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26303939137765376
2011-01-15 15:41:34
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach awww I know I was an #nctefailure :( last year was the best!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26302983717257216
2011-01-15 15:40:56
stevejmoore: @heiditaylor do you think your philosophy changes when you aren't actively using technology? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26302825390669824
2011-01-15 15:39:41
stevejmoore: @BeckyFisher73 ooo, I like that wording. Thanks Becky! "contemporary tools" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26302510998224897
2011-01-15 15:39:11
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach oh no, there's no secrets in #nwp :) except for who my celebrity crush is, then you'd have to make
friends with @poh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26302385135554560
2011-01-15 15:38:08
stevejmoore: @hickstro I like how you phrase that and I'm keen on leaning that way, "transparent, ubiquitous part of our
pedagogy" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26302119556415489
2011-01-15 15:37:03
stevejmoore: For my #nwp tweeps: If you want to start this day with some non-linguistic composition, play with this
http://bit.ly/gSEjFf #music
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26301845177634818
2011-01-15 15:29:45
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe it's loaded for me personally because of how connected my experiences are. I have to try hard to
divorce myself from "digital" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26300008160563200
2011-01-15 15:28:52
stevejmoore: @Rogers_Suzanne sometimes those alliterations just pop out! This time it was Ps :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26299786030219264
2011-01-15 15:18:08

stevejmoore: When I hear "digital"... I'm on guard http://bit.ly/f8821B New blog post: "Deep in the Heart" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26297086735552512
2011-01-15 15:16:10
stevejmoore: @DocHorseTales that's an old song by Gene Autry I believe, fitting for my weekend in Texas :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26296589983158272
2011-01-15 15:01:41
stevejmoore: @poh asking where we are in the state of education today in regards to @writingproject is never too
grandiose! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26292945267195906
2011-01-15 14:56:03
stevejmoore: Where do "technology" and "digital" fit into your educational philosophy? Do they need to be there? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26291530251636736
2011-01-15 14:40:26
stevejmoore: @mrami2 thanks :) I wrote mine last night b/c I knew I wouldn't do it this morning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26287600188784640
2011-01-15 14:39:32
stevejmoore: @ucdjoe ooo yours was hypertextual #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26287373893505024
2011-01-15 14:33:49
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I will as much as possible, but I'd follow the #nwp tag too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26285934832001024
2011-01-15 14:32:59
stevejmoore: Crowd amplified innovation in teacher inquiry, blogging my practice, tweeting and writing my heart out. Clouds,
Crowds, and Composition #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26285725179707393
2011-01-15 14:32:39
stevejmoore: We're writing a 140 character text about our explorations in digital literacies this weekend. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26285639821430786
2011-01-15 14:11:55
stevejmoore: @swalker2 thanks for the response, I think you're right about perceptions of what education "is," how can we
bridge that divide?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26280420836376577
2011-01-15 14:10:14
stevejmoore: @drjaxon haha, I'm sorry I ever brought it up now... #ohtexas
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26279998474166272
2011-01-15 14:01:32
stevejmoore: "Back in the saddle again, out where a friend is a friend..." #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26277810339319808
2011-01-15 13:51:40
stevejmoore: I'm at Purple Sage Ranch w/ @mrami2 http://4sq.com/ebdqAr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26275326975807489
2011-01-15 03:58:34
stevejmoore: Just learned that @ucdjoe was in the "walnut improvement" biz before teaching :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26126067882270720
2011-01-15 03:32:37
stevejmoore: Having a conversation with #nwp folks that @samchaltain would be a boon to. What do we value in schools?
Why teach?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26119534943408128
2011-01-15 01:53:40
stevejmoore: Crowd amplified innovation in teacher inquiry, blogging my practice, tweeting and writing my heart out. Clouds,

Crowds, and Composition #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26094634874699776
2011-01-15 01:44:50
stevejmoore: Deep in the heart of Texas... the @writingproject is hard at work #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26092411683872770
2011-01-15 01:43:21
stevejmoore: Excited to start work on digital literacies resources for #nwp Digital Is http://bit.ly/dgHsn4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26092037325455360
2011-01-15 01:41:47
stevejmoore: @yoopertechgeek @mrami2 yes, we need to sit down and chat. Just name the time and place
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26091646722514944
2011-01-14 23:34:30
stevejmoore: I made it! (@ Purple Sage Ranch) [pic]: http://4sq.com/e5qDoD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26059610758586368
2011-01-14 23:09:10
stevejmoore: @poh do you want to be charged by a stampede of hungry teachers Paul? I can rile these people up if needed! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26053239086518273
2011-01-14 23:05:40
stevejmoore: @poh according to Google Maps, we're 45 min away from Purple Sage with a busload of #nwp folks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26052358056181761
2011-01-14 21:06:34
stevejmoore: Ugh. Finally here at rainy SAT (@ San Antonio International Airport (SAT) âœˆ w/ 13 others)
http://4sq.com/fkYBSH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26022383458459648
2011-01-14 19:42:04
stevejmoore: Back on the plane after being rerouted through the security checkpoint again. Only 2 hrs late!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26001120904089600
2011-01-14 19:37:03
stevejmoore: @kchichester good for you guys! I'll be there soon :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25999854903762945
2011-01-14 19:36:23
stevejmoore: @lawyervon hardly, it's a 1 hr hop from Dallas to San Antonio! #bleh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25999690508013568
2011-01-14 18:37:25
stevejmoore: ACTâ€™s Report on the Common Core State Standards http://t.co/smrocco by @pdkintl director
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25984848581632000
2011-01-14 18:28:06
stevejmoore: Not going anywhere for a while, TSA is requiring us to unload and reboard.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25982505492418560
2011-01-14 18:25:54
stevejmoore: @lawyervon yeah that sounds pretty close, the TSA is coming in and making us all reboard. #awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25981950669881344
2011-01-14 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @nashworld @serwin @officialsps
@thart74 @ghartman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25981793089888256
2011-01-14 18:04:26
stevejmoore: An "administrative error" has us grounded at DFW going on 30 minutes now. Boo.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25976550591565825

2011-01-14 15:18:38
stevejmoore: Landed and only taxied for about 2 minutes! DFW is on it today. (@ Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport
(DFW) âœˆ) http://4sq.com/fOOPsX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25934822752911360
2011-01-14 13:26:14
stevejmoore: KCI to DFW (@ Kansas City International Airport (MCI) âœˆ w/ 7 others) http://4sq.com/ftr5tA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25906537520177152
2011-01-14 12:29:31
stevejmoore: Riding the tram to the AA terminal (@ Kansas City International Airport (MCI) Employee Parking)
http://4sq.com/i3KDX4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25892263745822720
2011-01-13 22:49:45
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence) http://4sq.com/hZfSk5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25685962210148352
2011-01-13 23:28:52
stevejmoore: "In the end, we decide if we're remembered for what happened to us or for what we did with it."~Randy K.
Milholland
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25695805482475520
2011-01-13 18:58:54
stevejmoore: Dear @Twitter, why did I just get referred through YOU to an anonymous survey about Twitter which led me to
SPAM-like "$1000 Winner" ads?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25627868524445696
2011-01-13 18:25:30
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @mhtalbut @elanghorst
@sarahholmes @jyokley @msta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25619464498192384
2011-01-13 17:36:22
stevejmoore: RT @Robyn_Mindsteps: Have you fallen for one of these Seven Myths About Rigor? | Mindsteps Inc.
http://bit.ly/gDyta4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25607095705411584
2011-01-13 17:35:43
stevejmoore: RT @alfiekohn: 4th grade teacher explains â€œWhy I Gave Up Classroom Discipline Systemsâ€ :
http://bit.ly/e9LEV4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25606933662666753
2011-01-13 16:45:12
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Surprise: are US schools are best in world? http://tinyurl.com/4pm9jhx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25594220215533569
2011-01-13 16:41:24
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Privatization: It's "for the children." Sure. For "some" children, sometimes. But destroy
public education and all wil ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25593264178470912
2011-01-13 16:37:33
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks wind chill yesterday was -20, actual temp high was 8 degrees. 25 sounds great!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25592294514102272
2011-01-13 16:36:35
stevejmoore: @katerino75 not leaving until Friday. My brain apparently had the dumb yesterday. : / Good to be at school at
least one day this week.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25592051064111105
2011-01-13 16:34:02
stevejmoore: Looking for in kind book donations in KC? http://bit.ly/hVaixG via @UnitedWayGKC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25591412976254976

2011-01-13 03:30:26
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks it's a shame Donalyn, I'm looking forward to returning to Texas this year. It's got to be warmer
than KC right now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25394210781790208
2011-01-13 03:29:43
stevejmoore: @poh Apparently my brain is taken a snow day too, I'm not flying in until Friday. Being off school for so long
does strange things to you...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25394030909063168
2011-01-13 03:19:41
stevejmoore: @katerino75 Ommmmmmm....ommmm...maybe it will come to me on the plane tomorrow... :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25391505912897536
2011-01-13 03:19:00
stevejmoore: like @poh, I am heading to San Antonio in the am. Looking forward to seeing @hickstro @yoopertechgeek &
@tracyrenee70 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25391332491010048
2011-01-13 00:43:21
stevejmoore: Couple miles on the bike and then some yoga (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/ia4Eba
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25352165715353601
2011-01-12 22:45:05
stevejmoore: '"My father said, 'When in doubt, castle.'" ~Kurt Vonnegut
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25322398978940928
2011-01-12 20:59:04
stevejmoore: I'm at Target (1850 NW Chipman Rd., Lee's Summit) http://4sq.com/fU622A
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25295720621801472
2011-01-12 20:50:31
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Bookworm" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/fQq0QS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25293567446487040
2011-01-12 20:50:31
stevejmoore: I'm at Border Books (1664 w chipman rd, Lee's Summit) http://4sq.com/hQtEsH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25293567282909184
2011-01-12 19:34:14
stevejmoore: I'm at R.A. Sawmill Lounge http://4sq.com/gI5PCb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25274370926579712
2011-01-12 18:25:22
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @chollingsworth @clane
@msuweb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25257041400434688
2011-01-12 16:28:40
stevejmoore: New Journalism: http://paulallison.tumblr.com/post/2712834949/each-mission-has-three-objectives-learn via
@paulallison
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25227674263756800
2011-01-12 04:26:42
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 same here, holy snow days Batman!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25045984908148736
2011-01-12 02:48:07
stevejmoore: Nearing 4k words on student responses to essay finals. Had a huge impact on midterms, had to write to them
again!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25021174601752577
2011-01-11 23:23:04
stevejmoore: We made it out of the house! (@ El maguey) http://4sq.com/fEOzoG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24969570431279104

2011-01-11 22:40:41
stevejmoore: When students tell you something was "really hard" but express that w/o regret for having done it, that's a good
thing :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24958905700319233
2011-01-11 22:33:02
stevejmoore: I'm proud of the fact that I exercise constraint in my blog and that I've never taken out space to unfairly lambast
someone. That's all.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24956979789168640
2011-01-11 18:25:58
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @serwin @cmcgee200 @drdial
@shaybert @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24894802684280832
2011-01-11 17:49:29
stevejmoore: "Try to pick a profession in which you can enjoy even the most mundane, tedious parts. Then you will always be
happy." ~Will Shortz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24885622594342913
2011-01-11 16:54:24
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 it could be worse, you could be watching Snooki and Michelle Rhee on the Today Show
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24871760239271936
2011-01-11 16:52:21
stevejmoore: Okay, now I have to get an iPad http://bit.ly/i2h6gs #prezi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24871245086461952
2011-01-11 16:48:30
stevejmoore: RT @timage: Criti-schism: When your opinion causes division instead of discussion.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24870276026077185
2011-01-11 16:45:16
stevejmoore: @Holtsman glad it worked for you :) Those shortcuts are a nice alternative too. My students used to pull that in
the PC lab and leave them!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24869463186735104
2011-01-11 16:37:16
stevejmoore: RT @KCPT: ... let Congress know how important public broadcasting is to you, before it is too late!
http://fb.me/ERT6qrhO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24867450235392000
2011-01-11 16:15:25
stevejmoore: @Holtsman To Rotate Screen By 90o to the Right, Hit Ctrl + Alt + Right Arrow Key (-->) in Succession & Hold
http://bit.ly/f3iIWx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24861950034837504
2011-01-11 15:59:27
stevejmoore: Snow Day: Part Deux means finishing grading my English final essays and finishing our Harry Potter marathon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24857933300891648
2011-01-11 03:05:51
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 I think they're talking about #edcampomaha not sure though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24663250918449152
2011-01-11 03:05:10
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn applying for the urban leadership & policy studies in education phd at Univ of Missouri-KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24663077081325568
2011-01-11 02:28:25
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn keep on hopping :) I'll be starting mine next year hopefully
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24653829857345536
2011-01-11 01:59:37
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn good to know! How do you like your doc program at OSU?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24646580468453376
2011-01-11 01:20:45
stevejmoore: @ProfTK gotta love the public domain classics! Is the brightness of the iPad distracting for long term reading?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24636801066995712
2011-01-11 01:19:14
stevejmoore: The difference between Michael Gambon's Dumbledore and Richard Harris's is like the difference between Peter
O'Toole and Robin Williams
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24636419850903553
2011-01-11 01:07:34
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn I had no idea! Thanks for the tidbit! I'm afraid I still don't know who that is, UK band?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24633481883549696
2011-01-11 00:31:43
stevejmoore: Never noticed it before but, in The Prisoner of Azkaban film, there's a wizard reading Stephen Hawking's "A
Brief History of Time"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24624458559918080
2011-01-11 00:09:19
stevejmoore: @ProfTK if it's a book I don't care to have a copy of, I can save $5-10 on cover price and read it NOW. What
more could you want? How's that
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24618823126618112
2011-01-11 00:08:21
stevejmoore: @ProfTK well, I don't even have a Kindle (yet) but I have an iPhone with the Kindle app and a netbook on which
I use the Kindle for PC app!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24618581757005825
2011-01-10 23:52:44
stevejmoore: Approaching the halfway point in grading essay finals...lots of good :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24614648326135810
2011-01-10 18:26:01
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ktvee @brpumphrey @msta
@iteachgrade2 @officialsps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24532427535810560
2011-01-10 18:02:51
stevejmoore: @OnePersonToo we do have to make them up at the end of the year, but the unexpected rest is nice :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24526597449064448
2011-01-10 18:01:26
stevejmoore: Dear Amazon Kindle reader: I love you. That is all. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24526243697270784
2011-01-10 15:25:22
stevejmoore: Snow day, slept in, pancakes and coffee with the wife :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24486964854001665
2011-01-10 02:10:28
stevejmoore: Excited to help kick off Ruskin HS's @writingproject PD tomorrow, unless there's a snow day that is...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24286925208690688
2011-01-09 22:29:55
stevejmoore: @web20classroom wind chill made it about 5 degrees, but we were layered and ready. At least the first half was
good...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24231421904166912
2011-01-09 22:29:24
stevejmoore: @plugusin @Waukeestudent yep, we didn't go together, but @kylepace was there at Arrowhead with me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24231289838116864
2011-01-09 22:28:07

stevejmoore: After an exhausting loss, I'm just glad the Chiefs are improving this year, won the West, and got a challenging
playoff experience.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24230968877387776
2011-01-09 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @ozarkswp @gveagles
@kimberlysmoore @cmillerdesign @cmcgee200
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24169849806651392
2011-01-09 16:59:56
stevejmoore: RT @royanlee: @stevejmoore No one thinks the #chiefs can beat the #ravens. I'm rooting for them! #underdogs
#NFL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24148378338201600
2011-01-09 16:59:32
stevejmoore: Excited for the B-2 Bomber flyover at Arrowhead!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24148276588584960
2011-01-09 15:52:16
stevejmoore: PLAYOFFS!!! (@ Arrowhead Stadium w/ @kylepace) http://4sq.com/euh6zQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24131348704796672
2011-01-09 15:50:08
stevejmoore: Getting ready to join the Sea of Red! http://yfrog.com/h0uahxxj http://yfrog.com/h8c86sj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24130812504965120
2011-01-09 15:30:49
stevejmoore: All bundled up and ready to watch some CHIEFS at ARROWHEAD!!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24125951377936384
2011-01-09 04:55:16
stevejmoore: @dolt287 #lookinatyoueveryothersportsplayoffsystem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23966008519696384
2011-01-09 04:05:22
stevejmoore: @dolt287 what a day for football!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23953452627402752
2011-01-09 04:03:57
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins @JasonSaxon @phsprincipal what a GAME!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23953094748413952
2011-01-09 04:02:45
stevejmoore: ANOTHER UPSET!! #JETS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23952794872451073
2011-01-09 03:46:05
stevejmoore: Pulling for the JETS. I'd rather them go to New England than KC! Not that the Steeler's are pushovers... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23948599134003201
2011-01-09 03:17:15
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I'm rooting for the J-E-T-S right now (we play the Steelers if they win and we win tomorrow right?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23941340756705281
2011-01-09 00:59:53
stevejmoore: Holy Seahawks Batman!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23906771399614464
2011-01-08 23:39:48
stevejmoore: RT @davidwees: What the enemies of public school education believe. "The Weak Case for Public Education"
http://is.gd/kouwj #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23886618880385024
2011-01-08 23:36:33
stevejmoore: RT @jackiegerstein: Linguists vote 'app' Word of the Year http://bit.ly/gSDOxf

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23885802316496896
2011-01-08 23:35:20
stevejmoore: This game is awesome! Go Seahawks! Gotta love the underdog story.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23885496769843200
2011-01-08 23:34:02
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 well I assume that @ideaguy42 will I'll you in on most things :) DM me your email an I'll get you in
board!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23885169890951168
2011-01-08 23:05:01
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 it's June 24th, I need to get the proposal info page up online, I will email it to you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23877864348717056
2011-01-08 21:03:47
stevejmoore: Bleh (@ Summit Fair shopping center) http://4sq.com/fQuPz0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23847355581210624
2011-01-08 18:53:13
stevejmoore: 2nd Graders Form Friendships Through Blogs http://bit.ly/f2sK5v #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23814499056226304
2011-01-08 18:52:46
stevejmoore: @kchichester well now I'm jealous! Have a good flight with all those cool people! @hickstro @yoopertechgeek
@mrami2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23814384274903041
2011-01-08 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @msta @wmchamberlain
@nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23807476973441024
2011-01-08 18:19:29
stevejmoore: @kchichester I'm excited to meet you too! It's going to be a great weekend, I can't wait!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23806007746498560
2011-01-08 18:19:03
stevejmoore: @katerino75 I'll be freezing my tail off AT the Chiefs game :-D #tomahawkchop
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23805898275168257
2011-01-08 17:55:49
stevejmoore: @katerino75 when do you want to meet and talk about Boston? http://bit.ly/eLK7n3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23800053332189184
2011-01-08 17:52:42
stevejmoore: @katerino75 Anne Farmer is, there will be a lot to share! #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23799267722272768
2011-01-08 17:32:31
stevejmoore: Seeing tears from an elem teacher talk about non-native Eng speakers realizing the value of their 1st language.
#gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23794189879742464
2011-01-08 17:20:45
stevejmoore: Hearing about blogging with 2nd graders in the #gkcwp! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23791228004868096
2011-01-08 17:18:31
stevejmoore: listening to 6 word memoirs from students in the urban/rural collaborative blogging project @gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23790666672771072
2011-01-08 17:14:06
stevejmoore: Noticing a theme about our #gkcwp urban/rural collaborative blogging: Even amidst "complete failure"
kids/teachers want to try again. #nwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23789554762776576
2011-01-08 17:13:17
stevejmoore: @MrChase @Taml17 excited to hear about what you're planning! I'll look for more as it comes.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23789347455115264
2011-01-08 17:11:43
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 The Greater Kansas City Writing Project is hosting it at Central Middle in KCK. Interested in
presenting?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23788955971358721
2011-01-08 17:10:25
stevejmoore: "The Internet has changed the way we read. There is no doubt about it." via @davidwees http://wp.me/pPx06-Ko
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23788626873683968
2011-01-08 17:07:11
stevejmoore: Do you know how your students would define an urban/rural/suburban school? #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23787812297908224
2011-01-08 17:05:55
stevejmoore: RT @mdprier: Listening to celebrations, challenges of collaborating with rural, urban, and suburban schools...
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23787496089321472
2011-01-08 17:03:37
stevejmoore: Here's what our @WritingProject site claims in KC: http://bit.ly/g6zwRx #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23786916381982720
2011-01-08 17:02:35
stevejmoore: Does anyone do collaborative blogging projects across different grade levels and content areas? #edchat #edtech
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23786657077526529
2011-01-08 16:47:43
stevejmoore: Call for Proposals: 2011 ESL/CLD Conference http://bit.ly/e6Cdqh "Serving Culturally & Linguistically Diverse
Students" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23782916408475648
2011-01-08 16:45:49
stevejmoore: @mdprier we need to tweet out the link too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23782435548299264
2011-01-08 16:34:00
stevejmoore: Listenting to @MdPrier's incredible teaching story about the @WritingProject Urban/Rural Blogging Project
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23779463900700675
2011-01-08 14:56:33
stevejmoore: I'm at Writing Center At UMKC (5201 Rockhill Road, Kansas City) http://4sq.com/gcSk1i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23754940572766208
2011-01-08 01:35:00
stevejmoore: Mmmm duck! (@ Bua Thai) http://4sq.com/dO3JAo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23553223356841984
2011-01-07 22:58:50
stevejmoore: I'm at Best Buy (19110 E 39th St. S, Independence) http://4sq.com/dK9GeG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23513920413114368
2011-01-07 20:12:53
stevejmoore: I love that our afternoon meetings are off-site on Fridays. (@ Panera Bread) http://4sq.com/fOGT5v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23472159720472576
2011-01-07 18:54:57
stevejmoore: Watching kids write finals today I'm concluded; the most rewarding thing in teaching is just stepping back and

watching. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23452545452081153
2011-01-07 18:30:57
stevejmoore: "Perfection is overrated, particularly if it keeps you from trying things that are interesting." http://bit.ly/fiQz1J #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23446507516600320
2011-01-07 18:25:51
stevejmoore: "Inquiring means listening with the intention of genuinely understanding" ~Peter Senge, et al. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23445224067960833
2011-01-07 18:25:37
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @kevcreutz @shaybert @bltg
@mhtalbut @officialsps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23445163506409473
2011-01-07 17:45:24
stevejmoore: Reading: Teachersâ€™ Pastoral Role in Response to the Needs of Orphaned Learners http://bit.ly/gh0Q5A on
Intl Jrnl of Ed Policy & Leadership
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23435042189479936
2011-01-07 17:20:53
stevejmoore: @DrTimony A side note: your site is very easy on the eye, truly makes sense (most sites don't), and is an
enviable piece of design! #props
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23428875992178688
2011-01-07 17:17:51
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: Would love some feedback on how I am teaching my new current events elective.
http://bit.ly/eWMULC #comments4me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23428109181128705
2011-01-07 17:17:25
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: RT @MSTA: kids understand research affects them. let them know what trends in education are
being talked about. (always ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23428002876493824
2011-01-07 17:11:50
stevejmoore: @DrTimony I like this, "don't be offended, be sober" advice not many are ready to take honestly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23426597969207296
2011-01-07 17:10:57
stevejmoore: @DrTimony never thought about framing it that way. Relationships are vital to undrstnd, but many do not know
what a prof. one looks like.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23426373569740801
2011-01-07 17:04:38
stevejmoore: @GWoodJCG @DrTimony just reaching for a bit more on that tweet, thanks. How do you see professionalism vs
humanism in (new) teachers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23424783790116864
2011-01-07 16:59:51
stevejmoore: "Problems with education in America provide jobs and beau coup income for those who reveal it..."
http://bit.ly/ffFvIY #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23423581710983168
2011-01-07 16:55:50
stevejmoore: @DrTimony @gwoodjcg those 140 characters are packed with implications I'm not sure to be offended by or not.
"yng tchrs lack creativity..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23422567956094976
2011-01-07 14:52:03
stevejmoore: RT @oliverquinlan: Is there anyone in my network in china? My class would like to ask if it snows there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23391419506888704
2011-01-07 14:49:48

stevejmoore: Day 2 of finals is off and running! Kids are writing writing writing and I'm excitedly dreading going through 5
classes of essay finals. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23390854441865216
2011-01-07 13:58:20
stevejmoore: @msstewart woah, that's new to me! #GoogleDocs #Video
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23377899193106432
2011-01-07 13:57:53
stevejmoore: Are we acting more like body-builders or pro athletes in education? http://bit.ly/gd2jlW #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23377786370531329
2011-01-06 16:25:30
stevejmoore: "The story of your life is not your life. It is your story." ~John Barth #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23052549338701824
2011-01-06 16:15:59
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Research in 2010 on market-based reforms. Not encouraging. Ideology trumps evidence.
http://shankerblog.org/?p=1510
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23050152046493697
2011-01-06 16:14:25
stevejmoore: Aaaand finals have begun. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23049758281048065
2011-01-06 15:21:59
stevejmoore: A student just got the second layer of the Rubik's cube after working for weeks with me and on his own! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23036564053434368
2011-01-06 03:39:54
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher don't worry, you won't ever be as hated as the Raiders :) You think Mr. Elway is going to make
some good changes?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22859878531858432
2011-01-06 03:24:09
stevejmoore: @ProfTK Reading this http://bit.ly/hDTeq4 from @HarvardBiz good stuff! I agree w/ you about honesty for sure.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22855915048804352
2011-01-06 03:22:50
stevejmoore: @poh ohhh but we have come to enjoy the suffering in baseball. We're after the Cubs coveted position as
loveable lifelong losers. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22855584214687744
2011-01-06 03:05:35
stevejmoore: @poh It's strange, I know, but we in the Arrowhead nation are seeing some postseason action. Also, we still have
a head coach unlike many...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22851241822396417
2011-01-06 03:04:00
stevejmoore: Wow, just flipped to the UMKC vs KU game... 45-96, I'll let you guess whose ahead. #NoSurprise
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22850846073036800
2011-01-06 03:02:45
stevejmoore: @jonbecker should've known about @bedtheteacher! At least his #Broncos have the #2 pick next year!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22850530212585472
2011-01-06 03:00:32
stevejmoore: @jonbecker The Broncos have fans?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22849972294647808
2011-01-06 02:59:55
stevejmoore: "IQ and technical skills are important, but emotional intelligence is the sine qua non of leadership." ~Daniel
Goleman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22849818263035904

2011-01-06 00:47:04
stevejmoore: Yoga: giving it a shot tonight. (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/gTUsRN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22816383012184064
2011-01-06 22:37:57
stevejmoore: I've heard there's book learnin' to do here... (@ Kansas City Public Library: Plaza Branch) http://4sq.com/g3icLJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23146280393904128
2011-01-06 22:10:35
stevejmoore: Are our #edreform efforts more like a body-builder or a pro athlete? http://bit.ly/gd2jlW #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23139389416677376
2011-01-06 22:08:57
stevejmoore: Finishing up my first blog post in over a month. December was a nice hiatus, but it feels great to be writing again.
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23138980803379200
2011-01-06 18:52:08
stevejmoore: @bhsprincipal in an urban core school with no gym, we utilize the surrounding parks for fittness opportunities
that keep students active
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23089448090603521
2011-01-06 18:46:05
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: Late mid-week shocker: young adults get their 'news' from the 'net, not from television -Engadget http://engt.co/gmRggF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23087929022742529
2011-01-06 18:25:25
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @drdial @wbass3
@chollingsworth @kylepace @kimberlysmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23082726533890048
2011-01-06 18:20:17
stevejmoore: RT @kkrausen: @caseydaugherty A paraphrased quote from one of my classmates for the deli guy. "The
familiarity of education masks its co ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23081434642120704
2011-01-06 18:19:41
stevejmoore: RT @mcsweeneys: Things I Have Needed to Google While Writing Poems to Turn In to My MFA Workshop.
http://bit.ly/dOIMSK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23081285467504640
2011-01-06 18:16:32
stevejmoore: Reading: "collaborative school reform is a story worth telling" http://huff.to/eD7VJI #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23080490768539649
2011-01-06 18:14:42
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr It wasn't a violent act during the day for whatever that's worth, just sad that bullying would make
them go that far
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23080028703035392
2011-01-06 17:54:27
stevejmoore: Two girls try to "blow up" KC School after hours b/c of unaddressed bullying http://bit.ly/ffEgd4 via @KCstar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23074934389481472
2011-01-06 17:49:43
stevejmoore: RT @KCPubLibrary: There's great discussion of the Huck Finn controversy on our Facebook page. Come join!
http://www.facebook.com/kclibrary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23073740506013697
2011-01-05 21:53:40
stevejmoore: "Teach people how to learn." - Peter Bregman - @HarvardBiz: http://bit.ly/fhl5RG via @DanielPink
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22772745381085184
2011-01-05 21:14:26

stevejmoore: No Internet at school again today, had to depart to where I could work online! (@ Roasterie Cafe)
http://4sq.com/gDWY5t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22762872941584384
2011-01-05 18:40:43
stevejmoore: Can't eat school lunch today (tuna) but discovered I have a Moon Pie in my desk! Win! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22724188380864512
2011-01-05 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @kevcreutz @wmchamberlain @msta
@mikedial @officialsps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22720317533200384
2011-01-05 17:31:05
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 What is your topic? I'll let you know if I can provide some data
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22706664817827840
2011-01-05 17:30:24
stevejmoore: @danwitte It's just such a logical break...It seems strange to stretch beyond it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22706493979627520
2011-01-05 16:26:48
stevejmoore: @MrChase Ooo, that's a good one! I've been trying to get more stuff like that to stimulate brain function.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22690489329258497
2011-01-05 16:02:35
stevejmoore: Attendance is much better today and I'm glad! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22684394565148672
2011-01-05 16:01:06
stevejmoore: RT @chronicle: After 2 years of steep decline, job outlook for Ph.D.'s in English and other languages appears to
be stabilizing: http:// ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22684019334316032
2011-01-05 16:03:54
stevejmoore: I've noticed a huge cognitive advantage to keeping Rubik's Cubes in my Writing Workshop classroom. Kids pick
them up when they're stuck #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22682530155077632
2011-01-05 15:34:52
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 people should be jealous! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22677418682613760
2011-01-05 15:34:22
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 It's going to be a good game I think. I'll be there! #ChiefsRavens
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22677293549748224
2011-01-05 15:27:27
stevejmoore: @BuzzyBeyond pardon the late response, I'm glad you liked that link. I played with those squares for a long time
making tunes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22675551151980544
2011-01-05 15:20:09
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 How was your break? Are you working on your dissertation a lot? Hope 2nd semester goes off
without a hitch for you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22673714172657665
2011-01-05 15:19:21
stevejmoore: @KimberlySMoore Thank you Kim!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22673515362652161
2011-01-05 15:19:04
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut I hope your return to classes is smooth too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22673441874251776

2011-01-05 15:18:40
stevejmoore: @marita_t thank you so much for the message, sorry my reply is tardy! Hope your break was refreshing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22673340887994368
2011-01-05 15:17:52
stevejmoore: Seeing a lot of good writing this morning. Lots of talking with bursts of absolute silence and concentration. I love
it! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22673138047262720
2011-01-05 15:15:55
stevejmoore: On a strange schedule this year, finishing 1st semester this week. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22672648119001088
2011-01-05 01:37:54
stevejmoore: Just me, some hot tea, wi-fi, and a $150k federal grant application. #Ahhh #CracksKnuckles (@ Starbucks) [pic]:
http://4sq.com/ezLVnN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22466789547966464
2011-01-04 18:26:01
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22358100182827008
2011-01-04 17:20:18
stevejmoore: @edutopia in rural and urban schools there needs to be across-the-board unfiltered Internet access 1:1 by 2020
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22341564525182976
2011-01-04 17:10:27
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: Interesting Q: What do u think the future of #education will look like in 2020... & beyond?
http://bit.ly/hQuLKT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22339085297262592
2011-01-04 17:09:21
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'm with you! The day is going fast! I missed sleeping in too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22338809270108160
2011-01-04 15:26:18
stevejmoore: @grantbuell haha, if only so much of my work didn't require the Internet...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22312875318050816
2011-01-04 15:22:17
stevejmoore: No Internet, no email make Steve go something something!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22311861768691712
2011-01-04 13:22:08
stevejmoore: Back to school! I'm excited, are you? (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/fUCdy3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22281627933614080
2011-01-04 00:28:42
stevejmoore: I'm at Texas Roadhouse (455 NE Coronado Drive, Blue Springs) http://4sq.com/dVhQwq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22086985472540672
2011-01-03 19:00:39
stevejmoore: I'm at Salon Ami Day Spa (18920 East Valley View Parkway, Independence) http://4sq.com/h0c6nC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22004431373467648
2011-01-03 18:25:31
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200 @kimberlysmoore
@jonathanferrell @allofek12 @msuweb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21995589503819777
2011-01-03 18:08:27
stevejmoore: My to-do list is long and full, but it is waiting patiently until I return to a "work" state of mind tomorrow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21991294905614337
2011-01-03 17:30:17

stevejmoore: Compose a beautifully simple loop of music with an image [click the squares] http://bit.ly/gSEjFf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21981689299345408
2011-01-03 16:38:25
stevejmoore: Some teachers are doing "Professional" development today, but I'm doing "personal" development on my last
vacation day :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21968635660607488
2011-01-02 20:44:41
stevejmoore: Can we just sit the starters and end this embarrassment already? Yikes Chiefs, you know how to make it hurt.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21668223279693824
2011-01-02 20:34:17
stevejmoore: This is the worst game ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21665603760689152
2011-01-02 20:27:06
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 Just read a lot of Poe and hope the Ravens fandom appears as a result :) #Nevermore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21663795755614208
2011-01-02 20:24:04
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 I'm afraid it is less fun today so far... the Faders are putting some pain on us
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21663035970035712
2011-01-02 20:17:06
stevejmoore: The Chiefs will strike back against the Evil Empire.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21661280360210432
2011-01-02 20:00:43
stevejmoore: THAT'S RIGHT CHIEFS!! EAT IT RAIDERS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21657157959163904
2011-01-02 19:57:14
stevejmoore: JAMAL CHARLES!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21656281953607680
2011-01-02 19:29:40
stevejmoore: This game is not to my liking. #Chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21649344683839490
2011-01-02 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @msta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21633149674987520
2011-01-02 00:19:57
stevejmoore: Go Mavericks! (@ Independence Events Center w/ 5 others) [pic]: http://4sq.com/hdzGMh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21360008721596416
2011-01-01 22:56:39
stevejmoore: I'm at Carrabba's Italian Grill (19900 E Valleyview Parkway, Little Blue Parkway, Independence)
http://4sq.com/gWWugt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21339044239638529
2011-01-01 18:25:22
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @chollingsworth @mikedial
@allofek12
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21270773003976704
2010-12-31 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20908362669498369
2010-12-31 18:19:43
stevejmoore: Adding Golden Eggroll to my list of places visited in my houseshoes. #vacation (@ Golden Eggroll)
http://4sq.com/dNGp7J

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20906965567803393
2010-12-30 21:09:01
stevejmoore: I'm on @KylePace's territory... (@ Hy-Vee) http://4sq.com/e7tG54
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20587180661411840
2010-12-30 20:58:10
stevejmoore: Earning major husband points with all these shopping stops (@ Hobby Lobby) http://4sq.com/fJ6nfT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20584452019191808
2010-12-30 20:42:00
stevejmoore: Shame on those fro-yos for not having an allergy info sheet! (@ Orange Leaf) http://4sq.com/ecW0rZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20580383099719682
2010-12-30 19:40:38
stevejmoore: I'm at Summit Fair shopping center (Nw blue pkwy, Chipman rd, Lee's Summit) http://4sq.com/fCvtBW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20564939076804608
2010-12-30 18:25:26
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @msta @brpumphrey @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20546014637203456
2010-12-30 16:24:47
stevejmoore: I'm at Blue Springs Family YMCA (1300 Adams Dairy Parkway, Blue Springs) http://4sq.com/eem9Ui
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20515653605658624
2010-12-29 22:26:52
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology caught a bunch of nice trout!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20244384364634112
2010-12-29 21:30:43
stevejmoore: Upgrading our hockey tickets to rinkside! (@ Independence Events Center) http://4sq.com/iesGEf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20230254404571137
2010-12-29 21:01:11
stevejmoore: I'm at JC Penney (17610 E 39th St, Independence) http://4sq.com/hN9NCB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20222822836084736
2010-12-29 20:29:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Kohl's (18800 39th Street, Independence) http://4sq.com/ePjDFM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20214798067175424
2010-12-29 20:07:58
stevejmoore: Noooooooooooodles! (@ Noodles & Company) http://4sq.com/dOsE00
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20209429802647554
2010-12-29 19:55:28
stevejmoore: I'm at Independence Center (18813 E 39th St S, at MO 291, Independence) http://4sq.com/gP5TZX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20206283634245632
2010-12-29 18:57:54
stevejmoore: Excited to have nothing to do today but hang out with my wife, clean, and recover from Christmas travels :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20191797267406849
2010-12-29 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @jonathanferrell @mhtalbut
@emwilkey @kimberlysmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20183601819684864
2010-12-29 17:56:38
stevejmoore: Meh. Gave them another chance, not terribly impressed. (@ Sports Clips) http://4sq.com/h94F6B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20176378204782592
2010-12-29 05:05:42
stevejmoore: Home! Sweet home! (@ Blue Springs, MO) http://4sq.com/eMXNKI

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19982366986477568
2010-12-28 18:25:22
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @bltg @shaybert @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19821224725053440
2010-12-28 16:13:13
stevejmoore: It may be freezing outside, but I'm going fishing on the White River
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19787965928579074
2010-12-28 00:53:40
stevejmoore: One of the only places open... (@ Rowdy Beaver) http://4sq.com/i2LZhe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19556553895976960
2010-12-28 00:06:03
stevejmoore: I'm at Chelsea's Corner Cafe (10 Mountain St, Eureka Springs) http://4sq.com/hdS1Ga
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19544571079819264
2010-12-28 00:04:41
stevejmoore: It's actually fairly lively here considering most stuff is closed (@ Eureka Springs) http://4sq.com/fa0Rr4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19544229000777729
2010-12-27 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @officialsps @mhtalbut
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19458827803959297
2010-12-27 00:12:47
stevejmoore: Chiefs win the AFC West!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19183875896909825
2010-12-26 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @mmiller7571
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19096419444989952
2010-12-26 18:08:58
stevejmoore: Touchdown KANSAS CITY!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19092321484148737
2010-12-26 17:37:45
stevejmoore: Time to watch the CHIEFS trounce those tender Titans!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19084463510134785
2010-12-25 23:23:40
stevejmoore: I'm at Golden, MO http://4sq.com/gD0j85
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18809127216087041
2010-12-24 18:25:17
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @mgier @mhtalbut
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18371649619361792
2010-12-24 03:36:31
stevejmoore: I'm at Wal-mart http://4sq.com/exj8AK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18147986626318336
2010-12-23 18:25:21
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @pcwoessner @shaybert
@kimberlysmoore @kevcreutz @msuweb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18009281211146241
2010-12-23 16:18:15
stevejmoore: I'm at Blue Springs Family YMCA (1300 Adams Dairy Parkway, Blue Springs) http://4sq.com/ewovfV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17977292814815232
2010-12-22 18:25:22
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @terri_science @ideaguy42 @msta

@nashworld @officialsps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17646894171815937
2010-12-22 18:24:31
stevejmoore: Time for our building Christmas potluck! (@ Seton Academy) [pic]: http://4sq.com/gAKU0y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17646681285726209
2010-12-22 15:51:07
stevejmoore: Ice skating with students today! (@ Crown Center Ice Terrace) [pic]: http://4sq.com/iffu1s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17608079164055552
2010-12-21 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @hinds24 @drdial @kevcreutz
@lslay @wbass3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284496562847745
2010-12-20 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @msuweb @mikedial @mhtalbut
@nashworld @officialsps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16922103404036097
2010-12-19 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @lslay @msta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16559717627203585
2010-12-19 17:44:14
stevejmoore: Time to watch the Chiefs battle the Rams! (@ Tanner's Bar & Grill) http://4sq.com/guvgL3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16549380525920256
2010-12-18 23:45:57
stevejmoore: Seeing "Everything Must Go!!" in a bookstore window induces a panic in me comparable only to being attacked
by an army of ninja zombies.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16278022193684480
2010-12-18 22:27:39
stevejmoore: I'm at Old Navy (15290 West 119th Street, Black Bob Rd, Olathe). http://4sq.com/fbhDfy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16258316971806720
2010-12-18 21:42:43
stevejmoore: I'm at Borders Bookstore (15350 West 119th St., S. Strang Line Rd, Olathe). http://4sq.com/fcwPqv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16247010399100928
2010-12-18 20:48:04
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut that is awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16233254239608832
2010-12-18 20:47:52
stevejmoore: Heading over to the dark side (Kansas) to do some shopping and then a staff Christmas Party!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16233206139322368
2010-12-18 18:52:41
stevejmoore: I'm at Guido's Pizza (Highway 7, Pleasant Hill). http://4sq.com/hseVcd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16204217140121600
2010-12-18 18:25:26
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @wbass3 @ghartman
@shaybert @bltg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16197362808524800
2010-12-18 14:28:25
stevejmoore: Time for the Music N Motion Christmas show! (@ Pleasant Hill High School) http://4sq.com/ekVfU8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16137714722152450
2010-12-17 20:18:12
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (2405 Grand Blvd., Suite 100, 24th & Grand, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/8N8SFW

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15863351699570688
2010-12-17 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @terri_science @elanghorst @lslay
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15834942709702656
2010-12-17 15:32:25
stevejmoore: @poh Just make sure you don't see it in 3-D, I'm downvoting 3-D Tron because of the
"headacheheadacheheadacheAWESOMEheadache" pattern it had
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15791431629144064
2010-12-17 15:11:19
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: Delicious it would seem is going away. Move your Bookmarks elsewhere. Options: Diigo or
Google Bookmarks #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15786123565473793
2010-12-17 15:06:27
stevejmoore: @MikeDial That is something to celebrate! I hope to be there when today is over!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15784898019201024
2010-12-17 15:06:01
stevejmoore: Students are reading with focus, writing, planning, and making me proud!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15784786505236480
2010-12-17 14:24:47
stevejmoore: Teachers at Seton Academy work on their staff journals http://bit.ly/gyFpoc during a @WritingProject Inservice
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15774411185459200
2010-12-17 14:21:17
stevejmoore: More proof not to listen to Robert Butler about any movie: Tron was awesome fun but the 3-D was a horrific
letdown http://bit.ly/eTwyT6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15773531568607233
2010-12-17 05:02:46
stevejmoore: TRON!!1 (@ AMC Independence 20) http://4sq.com/6copLM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15632977547493376
2010-12-17 01:22:31
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Sadly, I won't be able to go! Going to Texas and DC in the Spring and really can't travel any more
beyond that! Have fun though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15577547156754434
2010-12-17 00:56:01
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 >> out of context :) I have to correct to "Robert Dillon" or Bob the Principal not Bob the Music Icon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15570878863507456
2010-12-17 00:55:15
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 you're too kind Bob! By the way, I've caught myself several times asking people "Do you know Bob
Dillon?" Which sounds funny >>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15570687917826048
2010-12-16 23:09:46
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 jealous! Enjoy your Pad!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15544142314606592
2010-12-16 23:09:11
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 coffee, cake, and university student lackeys who can help do paperwork while serving coffee and
cake :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15543992624091136
2010-12-16 23:07:31
stevejmoore: Mr. Rubik's Cube, be on your guard I'm out to scramble you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15543572732317696

2010-12-16 22:36:22
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15535734819655680
2010-12-16 20:05:26
stevejmoore: @MSTA just keep tweeting! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15497750611238912
2010-12-16 18:25:27
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @allofek12 @pcwoessner
@stevejmoore @msuweb @msta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15472591275827200
2010-12-16 17:17:34
stevejmoore: Continuing our discussion of the global middle class in Writing Workshop http://youtu.be/jbkSRLYSojo &
http://bit.ly/h4cwjF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15455505996578816
2010-12-16 13:25:44
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15397161436979200
2010-12-16 00:19:29
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 keep tweeting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15199298392166401
2010-12-15 18:34:40
stevejmoore: Students are watching Morgan Spurlock spend 30 Days in jail and writing about the "correctional" system.
http://bit.ly/hdXmIP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15112523103600640
2010-12-15 18:25:32
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ghartman @ozarkswp
@cmcgee200 @officialsps @mgier
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15110221609312256
2010-12-15 17:36:06
stevejmoore: Talking about writing our history and taking in Howard Zinn http://bit.ly/giMpXV on Netflix
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15097783140745217
2010-12-15 15:20:46
stevejmoore: RT @poh: 1 question questionnaire: What is your educational philosophy? http://bit.ly/eku5H4 #edchat #nwp
Pass it on!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15063724360466432
2010-12-15 15:20:31
stevejmoore: Writing Workshop class reading David Brooks article on middle class http://bit.ly/h4cwjF and watching video
http://youtu.be/jbkSRLYSojo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15063659902410753
2010-12-15 02:25:37
stevejmoore: Hockey time, I'm starting to get a feel for this game...just a little (@ B & D Skating Rink) http://4sq.com/bQMfoY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14868652767584256
2010-12-14 19:32:00
stevejmoore: A police incident 2 blocks away put us on lockdown for 1/2 an hour. No one was hurt, school dismissed on time
http://bit.ly/hUl81P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14764559986331649
2010-12-14 18:25:30
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kimberlysmoore @mikedial
@kylepace @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14747827007655936
2010-12-14 17:46:17

stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Call your senators to ask them to VOTE YES on Omnibus bill for #nwp funding? Vote is
tomorrow. http://bit.ly/bDnpvT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14737957973925888
2010-12-14 17:46:03
stevejmoore: .@poh @andreazellner thanks for the RTs! Whats your philosophy of education? http://bit.ly/eku5H4 #edchat
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14737896787415040
2010-12-14 14:32:17
stevejmoore: "All men should strive/to learn before they die/what they are running from, and to, and why." ~James Thurber
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14689134832525312
2010-12-14 14:17:13
stevejmoore: 1 question questionnaire: What is your educational philosophy? http://bit.ly/eku5H4 #edchat #nwp Pass it on!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14685344079290368
2010-12-14 14:08:37
stevejmoore: Finishing talking about "Relations" by Eula Biss http://bit.ly/hWYUp0 and watching http://bit.ly/eFlPdE Off and
Running on @POVdocs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14683181148012544
2010-12-14 00:31:02
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 that comment is zoned for emotional development #IntellectualRealEstate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14477427099049984
2010-12-13 23:57:05
stevejmoore: reading about @dogtrax and the WMWP in the @writingproject continuity report
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14468883733811200
2010-12-13 23:37:04
stevejmoore: Study group and pizza! (@ Minsky's Pizza) http://4sq.com/9RbBru
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14463845430988800
2010-12-13 22:47:09
stevejmoore: I'm at Roasterie Cafe (6223 Brookside Blvd, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/7ilcAw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14451285839314946
2010-12-13 21:26:28
stevejmoore: Monday, you old dog you...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14430980265742336
2010-12-13 18:25:23
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200 @msta @drdial
@msuweb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14385410876637184
2010-12-12 18:25:26
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @shaybert @emwilkey
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14023035262599168
2010-12-11 20:47:10
stevejmoore: Reading a bit about education, curriculum, & democracy http://yfrog.com/h4v79vj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13696313963061249
2010-12-11 20:32:53
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (605 Coronado Blvd, Adams Dairy Blvd, Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/6hZ0ap
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13692721667510272
2010-12-11 18:30:49
stevejmoore: I'm at B & D Skating Rink (Independence). http://4sq.com/bQMfoY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13662001897144320
2010-12-11 18:30:49
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of B & D Skating Rink on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/bQMfoY

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13662001863589888
2010-12-11 18:30:49
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Super Mayor" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/fEQJy9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13662001796489217
2010-12-11 18:25:21
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @parkwayschools @msta
@mhtalbut
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13660624315744256
2010-12-11 16:25:10
stevejmoore: Hockey. (@ B & D) http://4sq.com/gGTIzP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13630378900201472
2010-12-11 04:11:16
stevejmoore: @ASCD_Inservice They're reading "Memento Mori" and writing about images of death, it's interesting so far :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13445687408594944
2010-12-10 20:08:53
stevejmoore: Great place for a meeting to end the week! (@ Panera Bread) http://4sq.com/8N8SFW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13324292003471362
2010-12-10 18:25:34
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @officialsps @kimberlysmoore
@ghartman @drdial @kevcreutz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13298291743653888
2010-12-10 18:07:34
stevejmoore: Starting an excerpt from "When You Are Engulfed in Flames" by David Sedaris today in Eng 12.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13293763099103232
2010-12-10 17:48:14
stevejmoore: Taking about cultural literacy today in my Writing Workshop class. What do "literate" people need to know?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13288895772884992
2010-12-10 02:11:43
stevejmoore: Hockey time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13053214593130497
2010-12-09 18:45:46
stevejmoore: Our schools should be preparing students to learn, not just to earn.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12940986070081536
2010-12-09 18:25:28
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @msuweb @allofek12
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12935880138301440
2010-12-09 13:17:38
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12858408956862464
2010-12-09 01:47:14
stevejmoore: So many exciting things happening right now :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12684663596261376
2010-12-09 01:31:11
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: RT @writingproject Call senators by Dec. 14 to VOTE YES on the Omnibus bill for #nwp to
receive funding: http://bit.ly/hCOauI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12680627631427584
2010-12-09 01:29:36
stevejmoore: @msstewart It's a good place :) I've got to plan something to contribute to it in the next few months so I'm doing
my homework!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12680227599683584

2010-12-09 01:14:27
stevejmoore: Exploring the @WritingProject Digital Is collections http://bit.ly/aFI5wp #nwp "The NWP Digital Is website is a
collection..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12676417028362240
2010-12-08 22:04:17
stevejmoore: Buying gifts for family and hockey socks for myself. (@ Dick's Sporting Goods) http://4sq.com/a8SH9a
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12628557175984130
2010-12-08 20:18:51
stevejmoore: http://yfrog.com/h26vqj students taking in a hip-hop show in the afternoon at ArtsTechKC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12602023056777216
2010-12-08 19:25:33
stevejmoore: Getting ready to see ShowTime, a Paseo Academy of the Arts graduate do a show for our students at
ArtsTech/Seton Academy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12588612596015105
2010-12-08 19:19:12
stevejmoore: I'm at Arts and Technology Building (Overland Park). http://4sq.com/bRmkHD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12587013572141056
2010-12-08 18:25:23
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @kevcreutz @wmchamberlain
@drtoddmorgan @officialsps @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12573469837369344
2010-12-08 17:58:46
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn lol, I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12566770476916737
2010-12-08 17:43:20
stevejmoore: Sophomores are reading pieces on cultural literacy and digging into aphorisms and "commonly used" phrases.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12562889776832512
2010-12-08 16:37:08
stevejmoore: My freshman are reading "Relations" by Eula Biss http://bit.ly/hWYUp0 and talking about the Clark doll studies
and racial identity.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12546226801090560
2010-12-08 14:31:59
stevejmoore: "Imagine." ~John Lennon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12514734280548352
2010-12-08 13:24:48
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12497824423874560
2010-12-08 00:00:57
stevejmoore: Time for a Bratzel! (@ Flying Saucer Draught Emporium) http://4sq.com/31fFF7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12295531153854464
2010-12-07 22:29:05
stevejmoore: Found a nice quiet place to read and some hot tea on a cold day :) (@ Tea Drops Downtown)
http://4sq.com/dfKA86
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12272412926156802
2010-12-07 21:46:44
stevejmoore: "There are no unteachable children. There are only schools and teachers and parents who fail to teach them."
~Mortimer J Adler
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12261753899454464
2010-12-07 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @msuweb @ideaguy42
@katerino75 @cmcgee200

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12211054482300928
2010-12-07 16:36:51
stevejmoore: My students are inspiring me today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12183769922408449
2010-12-07 13:20:37
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12134386543632384
2010-12-06 22:30:18
stevejmoore: Buying more student books! (@ Barnes & Noble) http://4sq.com/7ib1vm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11910330489774080
2010-12-06 22:30:18
stevejmoore: I just ousted Kimberly S. as the mayor of Barnes & Noble on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/7ib1vm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11910327549566976
2010-12-06 20:01:34
stevejmoore: Just contacted Emanuel Cleaver about funding the @WritingProject in the FY2011 budget #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11872899216441344
2010-12-06 18:25:14
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @officialsps @nashworld
@kevcreutz @jonathanferrell @ghartman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11848657724772352
2010-12-06 17:56:45
stevejmoore: It's square pizza day!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11841487977324544
2010-12-06 17:46:08
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: RT @blkdrama: Make time for a phone call today to your US Congressman. #nwp Ask them to
include @WritingProject $ in budget
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11838816675434496
2010-12-06 17:35:26
stevejmoore: Thanks to @GKCWPkline for lending me "Why School" by Mike Rose. I've been wanting to read it for a while!
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11836123475091456
2010-12-06 17:31:20
stevejmoore: Happy Monday to everyone! Hope your day is productive and positive!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11835091382697985
2010-12-06 13:23:07
stevejmoore: I'm at QuikTrip (4740 South Arrowhead Drive, Independence). http://4sq.com/cao54r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11772624896000000
2010-12-05 23:20:06
stevejmoore: Harry Potter in a cinema suite!! (@ AMC Studio 30) http://4sq.com/xk1a5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11560473216417792
2010-12-05 22:44:54
stevejmoore: I'm at Best Buy (11705 S Strang Line Rd., W 119th St., Olathe) w/ 2 others. http://4sq.com/7eWjJg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11551614791843840
2010-12-05 20:23:21
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst I often refer to them as smell machines too, who needs candles that smell like cookies when you
can make bread?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11515991615864832
2010-12-05 20:22:43
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign I need to get that one, I read American Gods last year and loved it, have Stardust on my shelf
next.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11515835310936064
2010-12-05 19:57:29
stevejmoore: I am not a fan of Terrance Copper right now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11509482248998912
2010-12-05 18:25:27
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @chollingsworth
@caseydaugherty @cmcgee200
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11486324057964544
2010-12-05 15:14:37
stevejmoore: Donuts shmonuts! I'm having a bagel. (@ Einstein Bros. Bagels) http://4sq.com/awvCFu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11438297708494848
2010-12-04 22:30:49
stevejmoore: I'm at Teocali Mexican Restaurant & Cantina w/ @mdprier. http://4sq.com/8Io3NR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11185681787260929
2010-12-04 19:47:54
stevejmoore: Rendering our thoughts on inquiry and "inservices" #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/feEMM6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11144683895918592
2010-12-04 19:21:52
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200 @kylepace
@chollingsworth @ParkwaySchools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11138132514705408
2010-12-04 17:12:34
stevejmoore: How do you bring the world into your classroom? #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11105593913769984
2010-12-04 16:52:20
stevejmoore: Talking about place, ethnography, anthropology, and tending roses at @gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11100502502678529
2010-12-04 16:50:15
stevejmoore: @mdprier yes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11099976323039232
2010-12-04 15:56:26
stevejmoore: Forgot to check in! What a beautiful plan to spend a day! (@ Diastole w/ @mdprier) http://4sq.com/cpyaBq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11086435314569216
2010-12-04 15:54:45
stevejmoore: As teachers in the #gkcwp we are like stone soup, we all bring something different to the pot. ~@katerino75
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11086009538187265
2010-12-04 15:34:02
stevejmoore: Reading #nwp materials at our @GKCWP work day http://yfrog.com/myipr0j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11080796475490304
2010-12-04 01:21:13
stevejmoore: @msstewart @poh I happened to like the awkward TSA patdown kiss, made me chuckle. The Toy Story article
is good too #newyorker
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10866180482924544
2010-12-04 00:58:01
stevejmoore: RT @vondamcfarlin: RT @poh: RT @mrami2: 2010 National Teacher of the Year @SarahWessling will host
#engchat on December 6 at 7 PM EST. P ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10860341114175488
2010-12-04 00:56:27
stevejmoore: @j_allen @ideaguy42 @andreazellner thanks :) it feels good to have it done, now on to the charter application

process!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10859947591999488
2010-12-03 21:31:38
stevejmoore: Accredited!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10808402447966208
2010-12-03 20:29:48
stevejmoore: Getting our Accreditation report from NCA: http://yfrog.com/eo3drj (it's good news!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10792839399079936
2010-12-03 18:25:36
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @nashworld
@wmchamberlain @officialSPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10761585333116928
2010-12-03 18:13:13
stevejmoore: Encouraging that when students are told they can go to lunch early, they STAYED and kept writing/planning their
PLPs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10758466985525248
2010-12-03 03:17:49
stevejmoore: @jonbecker ooo now I'm interested, thanks Jon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10533132365209600
2010-12-03 03:14:48
stevejmoore: @msstewart just added it to my list :) it's available for 1 cent on Amazon! I'll buy it tomorrow. Thanks Meredith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10532375997980672
2010-12-03 03:10:59
stevejmoore: @jonbecker I have not! I'm guessing I should add it to my Amazon list asap upon your suggestion though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10531412847370241
2010-12-03 03:08:40
stevejmoore: @jonbecker it's more historical, social, and civic than really analytical or exploratory of the laws. It's making me
read while watching tho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10530831378415617
2010-12-03 03:04:13
stevejmoore: Learning more about Thurgood Marshall, Plessy v Ferguson, and Brown v Board of Ed in "With All Deliberate
Speed"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10529711344066561
2010-12-03 03:00:47
stevejmoore: RT @xgravity23: Now you can â€œSave Favorite Tweetsâ€
Diigo. #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10528846495358976

to @Diigo http://bit.ly/fmIBoX !! Sweet, I love

2010-12-03 02:49:16
stevejmoore: Watching "With All Deliberate Speed" http://imdb.to/gc8E0H about Brown v Board #edlaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10525948852047872
2010-12-03 00:46:42
stevejmoore: Just had a great meeting with my urban-rural partnership co-teacher from PHHS, we have a lot of sharing to do!
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10495103168684033
2010-12-03 00:45:25
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner thanks Andrea :) one more day tomorrow and we're done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10494779846565888
2010-12-02 21:37:38
stevejmoore: Glowing with school pride and hope after an exceptional (but exhausting) day of NCA accreditation meetings.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10447523298676736

2010-12-02 21:36:38
stevejmoore: @BMcCormick65 It was wonderful to meet you today! Looking forward to tomorrow too. Enjoy your visit to
ArtsTech!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10447274438041600
2010-12-02 18:25:28
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @officialSPS @wmchamberlain
@DrDial @nashworld @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10399162835140608
2010-12-02 16:09:14
stevejmoore: I think my NCA presentation was a success!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10364877935747072
2010-12-02 13:15:47
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10321227692384256
2010-12-01 22:17:03
stevejmoore: I'm at Chop Tops Westport (611 w 39th, 39th and Pennsylvania, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/aHTW8v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095055968669696
2010-12-01 22:17:03
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "You're not in Kansas Anymore" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/ecVMc8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095055519879168
2010-12-01 20:52:00
stevejmoore: Preparing for our NCA accreditation meetings/observations this week. Lots of binders I'm converting to our wiki!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10073650485002240
2010-12-01 18:28:56
stevejmoore: RT @Katiemc827: Help! Need ideas/articles to help principal trying to move away from merit/honor roll
#edchat #cpchat #edadmin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10037646852100096
2010-12-01 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @officialSPS @MSTA
@stevejmoore @wbass3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10036733768896512
2010-12-01 04:00:41
stevejmoore: Enjoying watching "Harvard Beats Yale 29-29"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9819145419890688
2010-12-01 02:45:59
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 respond some in journals and a lot in person and through their peers. They respond to each other
too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9800347656658944
2010-12-01 02:31:38
stevejmoore: Watching The Lottery and re-reading @SamChaltain's WaPo article http://wapo.st/eXYMp7 Sad to see US vs
THEM mentality in Edu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9796734284734464
2010-11-30 21:55:37
stevejmoore: How do you keep what you DO connected to what you BELIEVE? >> I write. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9727274177798144
2010-11-30 21:42:48
stevejmoore: "Somewhere in the future, I'm remembering today" via @nathanremington http://bit.ly/dOPCn5 The Charm of
5:30 by David Berman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9724049395552257
2010-11-30 21:26:31
stevejmoore: Dear University Departments of Web Design: Can we please partner with public schools so they can have

functional Websites? #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9719951820591104
2010-11-30 20:48:32
stevejmoore: @klbz I'm jealous! @rdngteach @jenansbach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9710392200658944
2010-11-30 19:02:55
stevejmoore: @FriedBob haha, I like the use of "farm" I think the numbers are deceiving. They are higher b/c of closed
schools, those kids didn't grad...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9683810664849409
2010-11-30 18:55:45
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD The US graduation rate climbed from 72% in 2001 to 75% in 2008... http://bit.ly/eLyyih
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9682009563594752
2010-11-30 18:25:31
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/fjLPD2 â–¸ Top stories today by @stevejmoore @wmchamberlain
@DrDial @Clane
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9674401142276096
2010-11-30 17:04:33
stevejmoore: Reading student journals. I love seeing ideas and writing start to snowball! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9654026354302976
2010-11-30 15:00:30
stevejmoore: All it takes is one instance every now and then of students exploring, reading, and truly directing their own
learning to sustain me. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9622804680933376
2010-11-30 14:58:29
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Senate defeats Coburn amendment 39-56 (well short of 2/3 vote needed A tribute to advocacy work of
our tchrs & friends. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9622297899958272
2010-11-30 14:13:10
stevejmoore: Students should not play life, or study it while the community supports them at this game, but earnestly live it...
http://bit.ly/fFJOuJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9610894434631680
2010-11-30 05:29:18
stevejmoore: @pammoran @cat3y I follow her mow, thanks Pam!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9479059306192896
2010-11-30 04:44:11
stevejmoore: Just got the latest @ASCD member book by Carol Ann Tomlinson on DiffIn, good stuff!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9467705480454144
2010-11-30 04:32:29
stevejmoore: Just got my @KCUR Member Card! I didn't even realize how awesome the benefits are, pledging more next year!
@nprnews
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9464761351671808
2010-11-30 00:00:38
stevejmoore: I'm at Charlie Hooper's Brookside Bar & Grille. http://4sq.com/ieTku8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9396346557571072
2010-11-29 23:08:44
stevejmoore: @jorech it's hard to teach something when you don't DO it on a regular basis! We need to learn alongside kids.
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9383286908391425
2010-11-29 23:07:41
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner That's awesome! Congrats! I'd love to read it. Is it fiction? #nanowrimo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9383020989517825

2010-11-29 23:00:03
stevejmoore: @jorech write with them, cultivate the positive moments in class that come naturally! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9381102561001472
2010-11-29 22:59:24
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner go you! #nanowrimo I didn't make it to 50k the 1st (and currently only) time I did it. Got to
about where you are.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9380936072302597
2010-11-29 22:55:45
stevejmoore: It's true I like "having written" but the act of creation/composition is invigorating like nothing else. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9380020116000769
2010-11-29 22:34:00
stevejmoore: I'm at Roasterie Cafe (6223 Brookside Blvd, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/7ilcAw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9374545098055680
2010-11-29 20:55:09
stevejmoore: RT @gavintachibana: .@SenJonKyl (R-Ariz.) admits "not all earmarks are wasteful." Good pork, bad pork
http://t.co/q4KKYDK #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9349669926731776
2010-11-29 20:43:30
stevejmoore: Dear Monday, you win! I'm exhausted already!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9346735570681856
2010-11-29 18:25:17
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @stevejmoore
@kevcreutz @Clane
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9311953843388416
2010-11-29 14:04:10
stevejmoore: The message in NYC Schools from Klein "be quiet and stay loyal" as @edu_traveler writes: http://bit.ly/dVf6ag
#edchat #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9246239904239616
2010-11-29 13:57:58
stevejmoore: Even Computer OSes need to Coexist: http://bit.ly/bGFE7B #nerdiness
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9244681216991232
2010-11-28 19:21:05
stevejmoore: I've been neglecting social media in favor of family, hope you're all having a wonderful break :) #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8963606905364480
2010-11-28 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @wmchamberlain @kylepace
@MSTA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8949572357332992
2010-11-27 18:50:50
stevejmoore: Exhausted and hungry after hockey! (@ Chipotle) http://4sq.com/ddWmqR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8593609007824896
2010-11-27 18:25:25
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kevcreutz @jonathanferrell
@MSTA @iteachgrade2 @KimberlySMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8587212232851457
2010-11-26 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @MSTA @kylepace
@KimberlySMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8224797691486208
2010-11-26 18:22:41
stevejmoore: I'm at Corner Cafe (4215 Little Blue Pkwy, at E Valley View Pkwy, Independence). http://4sq.com/8YfBHn

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8224134144196608
2010-11-26 16:13:32
stevejmoore: Spent Black Friday morning in the best way: asleep. Then, coffee and the paper. Hope everyone else had a
relaxing morning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8191635414327296
2010-11-25 15:17:52
stevejmoore: .@poh if you're watching the parade, my high school Alma mater marching band is first in the lineup!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815235645734914
2010-11-25 15:15:10
stevejmoore: RT @StoryCorps: Don't forget: 2010 National Day of Listening is tmrw! Get lost in a conversation with a loved
one! http://bit.ly/SCNDL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7814557342900224
2010-11-25 14:59:37
stevejmoore: Happy Thanksgiving! The sky may be grey here in the Midwest, but who cares when there's pie!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7810643222597632
2010-11-25 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @KimberlySMoore
@DrDial
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7862406365585408
2010-11-25 15:27:09
stevejmoore: Al Roker: I wouldn't advise walking *into* another marching band to interview them while they play. #justsayin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7817573768888320
2010-11-24 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @KimberlySMoore
@stevejmoore @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7500011201888256
2010-11-24 03:19:02
stevejmoore: Watching Jeff Bridges take on Encom in the original TRON
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7271950866972672
2010-11-24 03:10:56
stevejmoore: @emwilkey @AndreaZellner @gavintachibana @kkrausen http://bit.ly/eMq9Nu <-- Or --> http://bit.ly/gvXTPL
Either way is cool with me, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7269911613149185
2010-11-24 03:07:50
stevejmoore: Two two day weeks in a row...but somehow I think I've done more in those weeks than normal! I'm very thankful
it's Thanksgiving soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7269131430662145
2010-11-23 22:36:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7200799184658432
2010-11-23 19:04:40
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Senate Amendment Threatens to Doom Writing Project http://bit.ly/emSLEt #nwp
Remember to call your Senators!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7147539673382912
2010-11-23 19:03:57
stevejmoore: I do like @budtheteacher: I take notes and take a picture often @donalynbooks @hickstro @chadsansing
@stevejmoore @msstewart #livescribe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7147356369719296
2010-11-23 18:25:17
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ideaguy42 @Shaybert
@ELanghorst @ParkwaySchools

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7137626649796608
2010-11-23 14:24:17
stevejmoore: @kkrausen Thanks for the B-day wishes! It was great to meet you too Kelsey! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7076977726984193
2010-11-23 13:18:36
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7060446871818241
2010-11-23 00:23:08
stevejmoore: Dear Internet, Here is what I demand for my birthday: An advance copy of the Tron Legacy OST by Daft Punk.
That is all.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6865293221568513
2010-11-23 00:04:34
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell that is AWESOME! Thank you Shelly :-D !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6860623245737985
2010-11-23 00:04:14
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @ShellTerrell @web20classroom @RdngTeach @michellek107 @poh @JenAnsbach
@donalynbooks Thanks for the B-day wishes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6860538323664896
2010-11-22 21:54:02
stevejmoore: RT @reneehobbs: Common Core rationale elegant and clear but when tied only to more TESTS, it means more
same-old-same-old for K-12
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6827770537574400
2010-11-22 21:52:13
stevejmoore: @joelmalley thanks for the reply, I think I figured it out. Was selecting too many folders to share simultaneously!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6827317481439233
2010-11-22 21:51:40
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 have faith in yourself Nicole :) you do just fine with Web stuffs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6827175034494976
2010-11-22 21:50:25
stevejmoore: Just called @ClaireCMc about voting NO on the Coburn amendment, which would kill @writingproject
http://yfrog.com/5i5sosj #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6826861900333056
2010-11-22 21:46:36
stevejmoore: Please give Sen. Claire McCaskill @ClaireCMc a call to vote NO on the Coburn amendment, which would end
funding for #NWP (202) 224-6154
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6825902709149697
2010-11-22 21:24:27
stevejmoore: @xgravity23 thanks for the RT! I think I figured it out now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6820328617541632
2010-11-22 21:00:07
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 I think I figured it out, I was trying to share too many folders at once
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6814204019347456
2010-11-22 20:48:31
stevejmoore: Anyone know why I can't share folders in Google docs? "you've exceeded your quota for sharing" this is a NEW
acct, can't share w/ 1 person
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6811285593264128
2010-11-22 19:16:17
stevejmoore: Had a great morning and a stormy afternoon, but you've got to love the good and the challenging weather that
come with teaching.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6788075262844929

2010-11-22 18:49:49
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP I was working on recruiting @wmchamberlain this month at #edcampkc :) He has some travel
restrictions, but he'd be awesome! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6781412938092544
2010-11-22 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @MSUWEB
@KimberlySMoore @mhtalbut @wbass3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6775232878612480
2010-11-22 17:09:48
stevejmoore: Love it when an opportunity to infuse math and writing comes along! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6756244933054464
2010-11-22 17:01:15
stevejmoore: Even after a wonderful weekend working w/ other educators at #ncte10 #nwpam10 I am even more blessed to
come learn w/ my students. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6754090444922881
2010-11-22 13:13:14
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6696709912535040
2010-11-22 12:49:25
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: Calling my senators today to urge them to vote against Senator Coburn's amendment that
ends funding for RIF, #NWP, & TFA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6690716105314305
2010-11-22 02:21:15
stevejmoore: I'm at SPIN! Neapolitan Pizza (1808 D NW Chipman Rd, Lee's Summit). http://4sq.com/aAHOZd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6532632779165696
2010-11-21 21:22:12
stevejmoore: And the Chiefs are 5-0 at home now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6457371748470784
2010-11-21 21:20:32
stevejmoore: A New #Edchat Poll Has Posted. What Do You Want To Talk About? Vote Now! http://bit.ly/daMOsy
#nwpam10 folks from my roundtables VOTE! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6456952213209089
2010-11-21 21:03:43
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Agree completely. RT @luhoka: Another great #NWPam10. So grt to see old friends, make new
friends & learn along the way. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6452720034643969
2010-11-21 21:02:12
stevejmoore: WOOO! Bowe TD on an awesome pass by Cassel!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6452339145711617
2010-11-21 20:22:37
stevejmoore: I don't agree with that call, Ken Weisenhunt is right to be mad. #Chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6442380278370304
2010-11-21 20:08:09
stevejmoore: RT @ArrowheadPride: Pittsburgh is dominating Oakland....Chiefs could get the AFC West back.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6438737030414336
2010-11-21 20:07:55
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach :-D Oh yeah. Chiefs time! You still in Orlando?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6438678117228544
2010-11-21 19:54:03
stevejmoore: JAMAL CHARLES!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6435188124950529

2010-11-21 19:53:31
stevejmoore: @azjd This is a good day for us so far then :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6435055274557440
2010-11-21 19:51:24
stevejmoore: @azjd Are you a KC fan living in AZ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6434521511628800
2010-11-21 19:35:30
stevejmoore: A nervous set of run plays up the gut from the KC endzone... glad that's over. 14-3 KC over ARI at half. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6430522792214528
2010-11-21 18:55:52
stevejmoore: Home sweet HOME after a wonderful but long trip. (@ Blue Springs MO) http://4sq.com/bPY271
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6420547189612544
2010-11-21 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ELanghorst @chollingsworth
@pcwoessner @KimberlySMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6412857126158336
2010-11-21 17:50:27
stevejmoore: Back home in Cowtown! (@ Terminal A - Kansas City Int'l Airport (MCI)) http://4sq.com/c69afM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6404086349955072
2010-11-21 17:18:59
stevejmoore: @HeatherCato haha yeah about that... It's made my composition process take an interesting scenic detour
#nwpam10 but I'm glad to be online
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6396165541068800
2010-11-21 17:04:22
stevejmoore: @mdprier now that is awesome #KCFTWOMGBBQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6392486448603136
2010-11-21 17:01:53
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner so sorry you got sick :-( hope you find respite at home! Great to see you f2f :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6391864609472512
2010-11-21 17:00:04
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: @clairecmc Please reconsider your position on earmarks. There's nothing "nutty" about the
National Writing Project. ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6391407048654849
2010-11-21 16:51:44
stevejmoore: Does anyone else have an issue with the Twitter for iPhone app just really sucking?
#OrMaybeItsJustMy3GonIOS4ThatSucks #ReallyLongTags
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6389306381828097
2010-11-21 16:49:36
stevejmoore: Reading @wired flying back from an education conference means now I'm contemplating metaphors about alleles
& "genetic" leadership #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6388770731462657
2010-11-21 16:43:58
stevejmoore: RT @donalynbooks: "Readers have the write to enjoy bad writing." @maryleehahn #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6387353274818562
2010-11-21 16:39:38
stevejmoore: I only seem to drink Ginger Ale on airplanes. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6386261950472192
2010-11-21 16:37:10
stevejmoore: @danamhuff I know! Another time :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6385640933429250

2010-11-21 16:35:47
stevejmoore: @mdprier no wand, I really wanted a Hogwarts preppy sweater, settled for a scarf and patch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6385293129158656
2010-11-21 16:26:22
stevejmoore: Cruising at 40k feet and enjoying my @Wired and @AirTran Wifi from MCO to KCI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6382926308573184
2010-11-21 13:49:52
stevejmoore: @mdprier @msestep at gate 90 with Anne Farmer and Jane Frick!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6343540024020992
2010-11-21 13:47:34
stevejmoore: Well I didn't make it to Harry Potter's Wizarding World but I did find a gift shop in MCO!
http://yfrog.com/mgftqadj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6342960085991426
2010-11-21 13:01:04
stevejmoore: Flying home soon...reading some good books on the way (@ Orlando International Airport (MCO) w/ @mdprier)
http://4sq.com/bAtFs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6331259554897920
2010-11-21 12:44:35
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach safe travels to you too Jen!! I hope you got enough Disney to hold you over until next time :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6327112340340736
2010-11-21 12:42:42
stevejmoore: I'm headed to MCO with @chadsansing after a magical conference at #nwpam10 & #ncte10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6326637834539008
2010-11-21 12:33:45
stevejmoore: @MsEstep safe travels to you April! Glad we finally got some video fo you last night! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6324384318889984
2010-11-21 12:31:44
stevejmoore: RT @budtheteacher: Today's poem, from yesterday's #nwpam10 general session: "Silent Flyer" by
@donalynbooks. http://j.mp/aBq2sn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6323877307224065
2010-11-21 12:31:41
stevejmoore: @poh good to see you again Paul! Safe travels to you and @emwilke! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6323866821464064
2010-11-21 12:30:10
stevejmoore: RT @velmaworkman: Safe travels. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6323482346393600
2010-11-21 12:29:45
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Nothing like a little airport time to catch up on thinking. And I've got a lot to do after
#nwpam10 //Me too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6323379372036096
2010-11-21 12:27:28
stevejmoore: On the Magical Express at Old Key West headed to Orlando Int'l. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6322801845735424
2010-11-21 04:00:09
stevejmoore: Dang @chadsansing is really typing with purpose... Can't wait to see what it turns into! Something #ncte10 related
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6195133947056128
2010-11-21 03:41:42
stevejmoore: I'm at Old Key West Resort (1510 North Cove Rd, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista).
http://4sq.com/6baN9s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190488310779906

2010-11-21 03:21:25
stevejmoore: Leaving the Disney Contemporary :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6185383586963456
2010-11-21 02:50:09
stevejmoore: Wrapping up a great weekend at #nwpam10 with some great folks: @msestep @mdprier!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6177517689896960
2010-11-21 00:40:03
stevejmoore: Sadly, I am deciding to not join all of the awesome teachers at the #ECning (@englishcomp) tweetup tonight at
#ncte10 #Exhausted #MyLoss :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6144775434543104
2010-11-20 23:49:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Contemporary Resort w/ @mdprier. http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6132005091676161
2010-11-20 22:22:15
stevejmoore: Time for a meat pie and chips (@ Cookes Of Dublin) http://4sq.com/dxcFZu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6110097281388544
2010-11-20 21:14:25
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner glad I could help bring a smile :-) hope your meetings didn't erase it either! I'm sure they were
productive.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6093026665439232
2010-11-20 21:12:02
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 actually the milkshake I got was kinda disappointing :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6092428750626816
2010-11-20 20:33:20
stevejmoore: I think @KylePace was right, its milkshake time! (@ Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop)
http://4sq.com/8wt4kk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6082687727042560
2010-11-20 19:57:37
stevejmoore: EEEEEEEEEEEK!! I'm 8 again! (@ LEGO Imagination Center) http://4sq.com/4mPsCt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6073699560067072
2010-11-20 19:50:51
stevejmoore: Finally made it! (@ Downtown Disney Marketplace w/ 3 others) http://4sq.com/7XcgdU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6071995921858560
2010-11-20 19:46:09
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach @msstewart Thanks! :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6070812570292224
2010-11-20 19:42:11
stevejmoore: Really angry about the "shortest & simplest" bus route I'm on from Magic Kingdom to Downtown Disney. Almost
back to where I started... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6069816964161536
2010-11-20 19:09:39
stevejmoore: Making a magical bus connection. I feel like I've been on busses all day! (@ Disney's Wilderness Lodge)
http://4sq.com/b907kP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6061626990006273
2010-11-20 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @Shaybert @chollingsworth
@mhtalbut @MSTA @MSUWEB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6050467024998401
2010-11-20 17:56:27
stevejmoore: How cute! via @karagraci: We just ran into some future TCs... http://twitpic.com/38krsu #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6043205002858498

2010-11-20 17:55:13
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 just as I'm thinking about how cute the little birds are flying around me indoors...
http://yfrog.com/3mnuilj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6042898143387649
2010-11-20 17:46:24
stevejmoore: I'm at Contempo Cafe (4600 North World Drive, Lake Buena Vista). http://4sq.com/7HNo2q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6040679541116929
2010-11-20 17:37:53
stevejmoore: Time for some lunch (@ Contemporary Resort) http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038535312248832
2010-11-20 17:28:54
stevejmoore: #nwpam10. Keep connecting after the meeting: http://bit.ly/amYtG0 via @writingproject
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6036274922127360
2010-11-20 17:26:26
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach yesterday was awesome and I'm only sad I didn't get to sit at your table! #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6035651686309888
2010-11-20 17:25:16
stevejmoore: On my way back to #nwpam10 and the contemporary for lunch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6035358848389120
2010-11-20 17:24:27
stevejmoore: I've met so many awesome people at #nwpam10 I can't tell you how much fun this has been! It'll be very sad to
leave tomorrow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6035153121976320
2010-11-20 17:22:02
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: More great NWP Makes pics: RT @pkittle: http://twitpic.com/38k314 #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6034545199546368
2010-11-20 17:17:32
stevejmoore: Disney bus driver: "when I first started driving this bus, park tickets were $14!" #nwpam10 #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6033414176116737
2010-11-20 16:05:40
stevejmoore: @NaNoWriMoYWP I can confirm that! @donalynbooks talked you up on stge! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6015326688907264
2010-11-20 16:04:17
stevejmoore: @luhoka it was good to meet you last night Luke! I had fun, good stories.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6014979429892096
2010-11-20 16:02:58
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 I have been in transit for an hour trying to get to Old Key West #MagicFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6014648847437824
2010-11-19 23:51:59
stevejmoore: Jealous that @DonalynBooks is going to Harry Potter World!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770293406605312
2010-11-19 23:50:28
stevejmoore: Food times! (@ Wolfgang Puck Cafe) http://4sq.com/bgyrQo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5769909669728256
2010-11-19 23:48:39
stevejmoore: I'm at Downtown Disney Marketplace (1780 E Buena Vista Dr, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista) w/ 3
others. http://4sq.com/7XcgdU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5769452196995072
2010-11-19 23:14:36
stevejmoore: See my digital/paper GoingOn space #nwpam10 http://yfrog.com/n39nybj

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5760883623989250
2010-11-19 22:00:37
stevejmoore: RT @joelmalley: The books do not change, but we do. We see ourselves in different characters. Jim Burke
#nwpam10 #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5742265867702272
2010-11-19 21:57:16
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: NWP taught me that I was a writer. And I then gave that powerful gift to my students. We
are writers together. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5741420748996608
2010-11-19 21:43:53
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: When was last time you were aware of the way you speak/your dialect? Reflect.
#nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5738055080087553
2010-11-19 21:36:33
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 I have some serious writing to do after today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5736209481465856
2010-11-19 21:33:52
stevejmoore: @mdprier sounds cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5735535620395009
2010-11-19 21:32:41
stevejmoore: Doing a really cool text rendering-like protocol "appreciative inquiry" at #nwpam10 D20
http://yfrog.com/4jmqvuj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5735236839153665
2010-11-19 20:29:01
stevejmoore: @tpennay nice to meet you too! I enjoyed the paper too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5719213209559041
2010-11-19 19:17:38
stevejmoore: Back to #nwpam10 to learn about GoingOn! (@ Contemporary Resort w/ 4 others) http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5701250083454976
2010-11-19 19:15:48
stevejmoore: My first roundtable group shares their on-the-spot inquiry compositions about digital media #ncte10 #nwpam10
http://bit.ly/cruAPD #cinch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5700787950845953
2010-11-19 19:11:07
stevejmoore: @emwilkey @elyseea I'm headed to that session now for what's left of it! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5699610534223872
2010-11-19 19:04:50
stevejmoore: WOW! So much great conversation at my roundtable, I feel very fortunate to have had everyone there! leaving
#ncte10 for #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5698028191092737
2010-11-19 19:02:17
stevejmoore: @andreajnichols that's the one!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5697385393029121
2010-11-19 19:01:54
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks I was so thrilled when you came in and sat down! It was wonderful to have you at the table :)
#ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5697289603518465
2010-11-19 19:00:12
stevejmoore: @nooccar good to see you Devon! Thanks for coming to our session! #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5696863340593152

2010-11-19 18:52:17
stevejmoore: My #ncte10 roundtable shares their questions about digital media on #cinch #Cinch: http://bit.ly/amNjoA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5694872178655232
2010-11-19 18:25:29
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @Clane @nashworld
@chollingsworth @officialSPS @ELanghorst
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5688127708463104
2010-11-19 16:42:13
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 I haven't even opened my laptop on this trip! Enjoying spending time with a pen and paper. Blogging
will come later... #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5662137426903040
2010-11-19 16:38:25
stevejmoore: @msstewart I know! It'll be good to hang out with you @RdngTeach and @JenAnsbach! #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5661181331120129
2010-11-19 16:35:27
stevejmoore: Had just enough time to grab a signed copy of @DonalynBooks's book before leaving #nwpam10 for #ncte10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5660433516068864
2010-11-19 16:06:16
stevejmoore: RT @gkt1: #NWP Gen. Session - @donalynbooks delivering perfect keynote. My tweet wouldn't do it justice.
Will have to watch online @ nwp ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653091626000384
2010-11-19 15:55:25
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 @donalynbooks so deftly mingles chuckles and tears, serious and silly. :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5650361184419841
2010-11-19 15:51:34
stevejmoore: RT @joelmalley: Ass Ass writing. Assign, Assess. Bad model which doesn't teach writing. - Donalyn Miller
#nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5649393298440192
2010-11-19 15:46:53
stevejmoore: RT @poh: RT @budtheteacher: .@donalynbooks is very, very funny. She might hate writing, but she's really
good at it. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5648214237642752
2010-11-19 15:41:35
stevejmoore: "The @writingproject gave me a home when I needed one." ~@donalynbooks #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5646880688050176
2010-11-19 15:38:55
stevejmoore: The National Writing Project: Not waking for Superman since 1974 #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5646207238017024
2010-11-19 15:36:13
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 We have been waiting for @DonalynBooks not Superman!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5645530151522304
2010-11-19 15:34:11
stevejmoore: RT @poh: @GailDesler @AndreaZellner @joelmalley We (NWP staff) are recording her. Her talk will go up
online at NWP.org #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5645017947312129
2010-11-19 15:32:54
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: Me, too. RT @joelmalley: Gosh, I love Sharon Washington. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5644694792962049
2010-11-19 15:29:40
stevejmoore: @mdprier I agree :) catching up is good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5643878359109632

2010-11-19 15:26:09
stevejmoore: At #nwpam10 #ncte10 we don't need to wait for anyone to save us. #SorrySuperman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5642994904473601
2010-11-19 14:41:48
stevejmoore: Almost time for the #nwpam10 keynote with @donalynbooks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5631833827975168
2010-11-19 14:40:49
stevejmoore: @MsEstep I'm in here at the general session!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5631587051900928
2010-11-19 14:12:11
stevejmoore: I'm at Contemporary Resort w/ @mdprier. http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5624379870285824
2010-11-19 13:40:43
stevejmoore: It's so cute to watch how excited kids get before they go into the parks :) #Disney #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5616463788380160
2010-11-19 13:39:17
stevejmoore: @MsEstep I agree! We need to arrange a meeting today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5616099886370816
2010-11-19 13:26:29
stevejmoore: @MsEstep I agree! We need to meetup today! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5612879730442240
2010-11-19 00:24:03
stevejmoore: I'm at Old Key West Resort (1510 North Cove Rd, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista).
http://4sq.com/6baN9s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5415974819864576
2010-11-18 22:16:52
stevejmoore: @MrsMerawi I think you're right! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5383967368814592
2010-11-18 21:47:07
stevejmoore: I'm at Polynesian Resort (1600 Seven Seas Dr, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista). http://4sq.com/6edeog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5376479747641344
2010-11-18 21:45:40
stevejmoore: Poster boy @MDPrier prepares for USN at #nwpam10 http://yfrog.com/2frgcoj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5376114314706944
2010-11-18 21:23:48
stevejmoore: I'm at Contemporary Resort (4600 N World Dr, at Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista) w/ 5 others.
http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5370613942190081
2010-11-18 21:01:04
stevejmoore: I'm at NCTE Conference 2010. http://4sq.com/9jaAnN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5364889648373760
2010-11-18 19:45:14
stevejmoore: @drjaxon oooo I'm interested!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5345805946847232
2010-11-18 19:44:10
stevejmoore: @andreajnichols awesome! How did it go? #nwpam10 #TIW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5345538480275457
2010-11-18 19:43:22
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: Empowering students to be critical consumers & literate citizens means examining all
aspects of culture, not just the ...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5345336084135936
2010-11-18 19:43:02
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner: Literacy is more than a checklist of skills. It is a negotiation, in many ways, of author and
reader. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5345255675142144
2010-11-18 19:41:09
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: I think we should have some sessions on helping sites use protocols to think through
challenges. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5344780103974912
2010-11-18 19:30:07
stevejmoore: @dropoutnation but can careless use of a phrase with bad implications be damaging to our intentions?
#bestpractices #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5342003529261056
2010-11-18 19:24:41
stevejmoore: @teacherman82 we do it at @GKCWP! Teacher inquiry group is one of the best parts of my month! Awesome
work being done. #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5340637582852096
2010-11-18 19:21:17
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 how many other @writingproject sites use the Teacher Inquiry Workshop model rather than "demos"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5339780866899968
2010-11-18 19:14:47
stevejmoore: @weemooseus @poh @j_Allen I do my best to give a good frown and furrowed brow when I hear it used
#bestpractice #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5338146338242560
2010-11-18 19:12:27
stevejmoore: @emwilkey @budtheteacher @paulallison wish I was there! Hope to hear about it! #ethics #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5337558514929664
2010-11-18 19:10:07
stevejmoore: @writingproject social media helps to build and maintain continuity at @GKCWP #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5336971631140864
2010-11-18 19:08:29
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Grt quest. RT @brianfay: Does process of creating digital portfolio overwhelm creative acts it is
supposed to document? #nwpa ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5336560413179904
2010-11-18 19:07:37
stevejmoore: RT @weemooseus: @stevejmoore Who determines "Best" practices? Is what is best for one teacher/group of
students "Best" for another?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5336341323714560
2010-11-18 19:06:22
stevejmoore: Something still irks me about the superlative term "best" practices. #nwpam10 #ncte10 Is it just semantics or
something deeper implied?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5336027380064256
2010-11-18 19:01:43
stevejmoore: @msstewart I'm headed over to register after my current session at #nwpam10 I don't even have a conference
book yet :( #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5334854187094016
2010-11-18 18:58:55
stevejmoore: â€œ@kelleemoye: "All good teachers tinker. Do baby steps, then add." -@LiteracyWorld #NCTE10â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5334149623717888
2010-11-18 18:58:15
stevejmoore: @chadsansing you need to follow Cody @popgunchaos and Thomas @tmmaerke and Larry @lneuberger

#nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5333982627504129
2010-11-18 18:55:55
stevejmoore: RT @cb717: Looking fwd to @skajder @hickstro @budtheteacher's talk in a few on new literacies #NCTE10
(really smart thinkers)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5333395588517888
2010-11-18 18:55:00
stevejmoore: Straddling #ncte10 and #nwpam10 is a lot of work here at Disney... Presenting at both is even more fun.
#MonorailMaster
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5333166051033088
2010-11-18 18:52:42
stevejmoore: RT @nooccar: @msstewart haha my response was to have the kids make the rubric WITH YOU. #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5332585785856000
2010-11-18 18:52:18
stevejmoore: RT @chadsansing: #ncte10 straight from Coronado mgmt: NO FREE WIFI; $9.99/day is global WDW initiative
& MGMT has neither capability nor ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5332484845735936
2010-11-18 18:50:49
stevejmoore: RT @poh: RT @kkrausen: Check out the #nwp Booth at the NCTE Convention tomorrow #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5332114769715200
2010-11-18 18:50:33
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 developing better inservices gallery walk http://yfrog.com/76aijlj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5332047061061632
2010-11-18 18:48:05
stevejmoore: @HeatherCato hah! Somewhere, an imagineer is being fired... #eww #payphones
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5331426060795904
2010-11-18 18:25:24
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @DrDial @ghartman
@wmchamberlain @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5325718317699072
2010-11-18 17:27:22
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 we have a spectator here at the Polynesian Resort #gkcwp http://yfrog.com/09stktj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5311113923133440
2010-11-18 16:11:56
stevejmoore: @HeatherCato now I can connect your name and face!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5292130658418688
2010-11-18 16:09:07
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 there are a lot of concerns about infrastructure when considering adopting more digital practice.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5291421598748672
2010-11-18 16:05:52
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 excited that @dogtrax came to my roundtable :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5290603109687296
2010-11-18 16:03:10
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 my digital literacy tips: 1)#edchat 2)#cinch 3) blog w/ a purpose! 4) pick & stick.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5289921283620864
2010-11-18 15:32:48
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 my first roundtable group was awesome! Thanks to all who came at A17!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5282280356454400
2010-11-18 14:38:49
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 How would you define a digital literacy?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5268694812860416
2010-11-18 14:25:07
stevejmoore: #nwpam10 about to start my roundtable on Digital Literacy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5265245874429953
2010-11-18 13:17:49
stevejmoore: I'm at Contemporary Resort (4600 N World Dr, at Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista) w/ 3 others.
http://4sq.com/4PyKnU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5248310977757184
2010-11-18 13:16:33
stevejmoore: I'm at Magic Kingdom (3111 World Dr, at Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista). http://4sq.com/4RdJlv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247991015276544
2010-11-18 13:16:32
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Photogenic" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/cBtG7f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247989790539776
2010-11-18 13:00:44
stevejmoore: @MsEstep sorry to hear that April! I have my charger with me if you want to try it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5244010746617856
2010-11-18 12:58:30
stevejmoore: Heading over to the Magic Kingdom and then riding the monorail to Disney Contemporary for #nwpam10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5243450542784513
2010-11-18 02:32:21
stevejmoore: I'm at House Of Blues (1490 E Buena Vista Dr, Lake Buena Vista) w/ 16 others. http://4sq.com/793poP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5085874123444225
2010-11-18 02:29:03
stevejmoore: I'm at Downtown Disney Marketplace (1780 E Buena Vista Dr, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista) w/ 8
others. http://4sq.com/7XcgdU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5085042057412608
2010-11-18 01:56:29
stevejmoore: @popgunchaos @ozarkswp @lneuberg are you going to Downtown Disney?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5076849629601792
2010-11-18 01:15:06
stevejmoore: I'm at Old Key West Resort (1510 North Cove Rd, Walt Disney World, Lake Buena Vista).
http://4sq.com/6baN9s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5066432073175040
2010-11-18 00:43:21
stevejmoore: On the Magical Express!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5058443845042176
2010-11-18 00:38:59
stevejmoore: @msstewart you mean you're not camping out?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057344702513152
2010-11-18 00:22:31
stevejmoore: Hooray! @ChadSansing is here! Now we can seek out a cab, lodging and nightlife.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5053199543173120
2010-11-17 23:38:04
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I'm still at the airport waiting for my cab-sharing pal @chadsansing :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5042016199118848
2010-11-17 22:42:32
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner @poh yeah we should try to get some people together tonight. Just realized I forgot my
swimsuit! Bah!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5028039507320832

2010-11-17 22:34:52
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner I'm staying at the Old Key West Resort through Friday and then at Disney Contemp. Saturday
night. R there meetups tonight?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5026108072267776
2010-11-17 22:30:02
stevejmoore: @GKCWP I'm here too! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5024892948848640
2010-11-17 22:27:12
stevejmoore: @andreazellner did you just land in Orlando?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5024178595962881
2010-11-17 22:21:57
stevejmoore: LANDED! (@ Orlando International Airport (MCO) w/ 34 others) http://4sq.com/bAtFs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5022859667709953
2010-11-17 19:17:52
stevejmoore: @mdprier nice! See you later tonight!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4976530555928576
2010-11-17 19:01:45
stevejmoore: 41 minutes from take-off @ KCI to Orlando!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4972478464000001
2010-11-17 18:25:30
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore
@chollingsworth @kylepace @ELanghorst
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4963355479515136
2010-11-17 17:57:23
stevejmoore: I'm here plenty early for my flight to Orlando. #nwpam10 #ncte10 here I come! (@ Terminal A - Kansas City Int'l
Airport (MCI))
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4956277855748096
2010-11-17 03:52:09
stevejmoore: Sadly, I waited for an hour and a half and didn't get to play any hockey tonight. Have to wait 'til next Thursday
now. :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4743570045009920
2010-11-17 01:46:16
stevejmoore: @poh @caseydaugherty ahhh I'm familiar with the high school but not the beer! I'm also not allergic to high
schools :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4711889070198784
2010-11-17 00:36:52
stevejmoore: @poh What is a Free State?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4694424286134273
2010-11-17 00:28:28
stevejmoore: @j_allen haha, no kidding :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4692311044792321
2010-11-16 21:11:12
stevejmoore: If you live in the KC area and have a degree social work let me know. JOB possibility. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4642665924657153
2010-11-16 18:25:21
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @chollingsworth @nashworld
@SErwin @KimberlySMoore @pcwoessner
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4600930553036800
2010-11-16 17:27:24
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP it's a nice airport though! Not a lot of lines. See you tomorrow! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4586346362445824

2010-11-16 16:38:34
stevejmoore: Student: "Cant I just keep writing in my journal? I've just got a lot on my mind." Me: "Yes!" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4574057668284416
2010-11-16 15:37:05
stevejmoore: @klbz okay, it should be edited!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4558580896235520
2010-11-16 15:35:28
stevejmoore: @klbz looking into it! I'll fill in the gap #ncte10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4558176523395072
2010-11-16 14:38:48
stevejmoore: I'm excited. Lots of work to do today before I fly out to Orlando Wed-Sun. Hockey and packing tonight!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4543914727968769
2010-11-16 03:12:13
stevejmoore: More Baseball: The Tenth Inning on @KCPT tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4371129540022272
2010-11-15 23:54:44
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4321432846733312
2010-11-15 23:54:11
stevejmoore: @bdn723 yeah! Come on over Ben! I'm to the left of the entrance when you come in.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4321292731817985
2010-11-15 23:51:48
stevejmoore: @bdn723 the one in Independence by Red Robin, you near?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4320692975702016
2010-11-15 23:43:00
stevejmoore: Was going to the gym today, but the power at my house went out and the gym's too. Can't even heat up my dinner :
( Wifi at Panera.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4318481524719616
2010-11-15 23:36:20
stevejmoore: @mizzouatheart how exciting! I can't wait to hear/read more about it. Who is your charter through?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4316802070876160
2010-11-15 22:57:59
stevejmoore: Just got galley copies of the book I'm published in! Whoop! http://yfrog.com/f1wb1ij
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4307149261901824
2010-11-15 20:27:50
stevejmoore: @mizzouatheart I'm enjoying reading your blog and I'm curious, what is the charter you are working on in KC?
(follow & DM if you want)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4269365205663744
2010-11-15 20:23:34
stevejmoore: @College_Success @mizzouatheart @MsEstep @dropoutnation @sraslim @Thanks2Teachers thanks for the
RTs today! Hope your Monday was good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4268291929407488
2010-11-15 18:25:17
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200 @stevejmoore
@nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4238523859206144
2010-11-15 17:53:07
stevejmoore: RT @afwysocki: How could one not like this J.D.Salinger? http://bit.ly/cXOC5D #engchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4230429343223808
2010-11-15 17:51:20

stevejmoore: @AndersonGL @leaky Ask Joseph Campbell :) It's this generation's most powerful myth! Rowling owes a great
debt to Tolkien
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4229979122434049
2010-11-15 17:46:05
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: The myth of the culture of poverty: http://bit.ly/9SFpXD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4228657597911041
2010-11-15 17:42:08
stevejmoore: @charteralliance how can/do charters work as innovative partners w/ public schools? How can practices
transfer?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4227664034398208
2010-11-15 17:41:25
stevejmoore: Do lack of high expectations & bureaucracy hold public schools back? via @charteralliance http://bit.ly/aj1s7J
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4227484354617344
2010-11-15 17:15:31
stevejmoore: My Writing Workshop students are interviewing each other about goal setting, planning, and reflection. The room
is abuzz!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4220965521195008
2010-11-15 17:04:30
stevejmoore: @poh yes, it will be good to see you and @emwilkey again! Can't wait for #nwpam10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4218194868830208
2010-11-15 16:05:31
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: Attention EDU Bloggers: Teacher Blog Contests and Giveaways. http://bit.ly/bSWEGj #Edchat
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4203352346853376
2010-11-15 15:59:18
stevejmoore: Worry List | "Rank your worries worst through first..." http://bit.ly/ahAgKI via @KCStar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4201785510076416
2010-11-15 15:26:12
stevejmoore: RT @poh: I'm really looking forward to seeing @donalynbooks and hearing her keynote at the #nwp Annual Mtg
this Friday. >>ditto!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4193458038247424
2010-11-15 15:20:52
stevejmoore: "Words without thought are dead sounds; thoughts without words are nothing." ~Max Muller #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4192114229383169
2010-11-15 15:11:19
stevejmoore: "A joyful life is an individual creation that cannot be copied from a recipe" ~Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4189711719464960
2010-11-15 00:32:21
stevejmoore: Teacher Inquiry Group meeting! (@ Writing Center At UMKC) http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3968513307844608
2010-11-14 23:39:48
stevejmoore: I'm at University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) (5110 Cherry St, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5fTdAK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3955286180102144
2010-11-14 22:19:43
stevejmoore: Aaaaand turning the Chiefs game off. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3935134860451840
2010-11-14 21:39:00
stevejmoore: Chiefs, you forgot to put in an NFL defense today. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3924886317699072
2010-11-14 18:25:17

stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @kylepace
@nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3876134399778816
2010-11-14 03:57:12
stevejmoore: I may or may not have spent a half hour practice skating in a parking lot with my hockey stick tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3657676978388992
2010-11-13 18:25:14
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @terri_science @chollingsworth
@wmchamberlain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3513735725457408
2010-11-13 16:16:51
stevejmoore: Hockey time (@ B & D) http://4sq.com/bwzJhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3481425537933314
2010-11-13 04:32:48
stevejmoore: @poh we can make lanyards at #nwpam10 if you want Paul :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3304247613460480
2010-11-13 03:45:02
stevejmoore: I'm more than a little excited to start playing hockey tomorrow for the first time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3292226524291073
2010-11-13 20:02:36
stevejmoore: I'm at Park. http://4sq.com/bkrXLZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3538238585180160
2010-11-13 18:50:09
stevejmoore: WHOOOOOOO! Had a great morning playing hockey, even managed to score a few goals! Lots to learn though.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3520006029574144
2010-11-12 23:26:03
stevejmoore: Whose Voice Matters Most in Education? http://bit.ly/a0EMF8 via @NMHS_Principal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3227051968430080
2010-11-12 23:14:22
stevejmoore: There are only 15 messages in my inbox (all read). I win a prize right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3224112084287488
2010-11-12 23:09:42
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign very cool! are you going to put a finish on it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3222937683361793
2010-11-12 23:02:23
stevejmoore: Heard this on @KCUR today, the composer just died. Listen to this incredibly beautiful and powerful piece
http://youtu.be/miLV0o4AhE4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3221092881670144
2010-11-12 19:24:33
stevejmoore: @kbrosious I think the same thing! It's the odd pastel-like color I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166277094871040
2010-11-12 19:24:08
stevejmoore: @MsEstep I got a decent scholarship but didn't really think about the impact of the cost until later... had HS
blinders on :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166169133481984
2010-11-12 19:23:00
stevejmoore: @gkcwpkline thanks for that Peter Elbow article, it is fitting perfectly into what I'm searching for. Now I have
even more to write about...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3165883828539392

2010-11-12 19:08:36
stevejmoore: @nmhs_principal you coached hockey didn't you Eric?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3162260667113473
2010-11-12 19:05:43
stevejmoore: @MsEstep @rmbyrne I'd have even more if I hadn't left my private liberal arts college for state school! #eeek
$25k/yr adds up evn w schlrshp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3161533697761280
2010-11-12 18:52:35
stevejmoore: @AASAHQ I've known two wonderful women superintendents who have had little trouble with things "standing
in their way" they lead the way!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3158230951796737
2010-11-12 18:46:33
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne ahh and here I am just starting my repayment :) planning on going back to school to defer some
subsidized loans! Congrats to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3156713528098816
2010-11-12 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @cmcgee200 @kylepace
@wmchamberlain @Clane @ParkwaySchools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151354411360256
2010-11-12 17:40:18
stevejmoore: @LindaAragoni that has to be the best response about poetry I've heard yet in class :) So funny and yet so
poignant!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3140039076741120
2010-11-12 17:27:47
stevejmoore: @klbz I thought so! the students had great responses about what it could be about, wrote example 1st lines too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3136889301241856
2010-11-12 17:26:19
stevejmoore: "Now that I've looked into the heart of the poem, like a surgeon..." I prompted--> Student reply: "I think I've lost
my scalpel" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3136522027012096
2010-11-12 15:19:41
stevejmoore: Make a prediction: what is the short story "The Two-Minute Journey Home Was Not, However, Without Its
Problems" about? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3104652392407040
2010-11-12 14:08:56
stevejmoore: Happy Friday! (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3086846485602304
2010-11-12 02:04:37
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 haha! Well, Oreo's are milk's favorite cookie, and I'm their favorite person!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2904566752346112
2010-11-11 23:51:52
stevejmoore: Someone crazy has convinced me to start playing hockey... (@ Play it again sports) http://4sq.com/bnHWkH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2871159364259840
2010-11-11 19:34:43
stevejmoore: Excited for part 3 of our 6+1 Trait Writing workshop with Scot Squires of @parkhillschools #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2806447519834112
2010-11-11 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @wmchamberlain @DrDial
@terri_science @KimberlySMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2788981133549568
2010-11-11 18:15:26

stevejmoore: @michellek107 haha! Isn't that a song? F"rim fram sauce w/ the awesome glaze and shifafa on the side" It's a
blues song I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2786492321636353
2010-11-11 17:57:25
stevejmoore: Man... kids are just awesome today. Does it get better than this? I don't know if I can handle more awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2781959914790912
2010-11-11 17:56:39
stevejmoore: @AndersonGL well put :) We all need to consider how we use those roles in our life! #turtle #jimmy #putterupper
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2781765399748608
2010-11-11 13:15:36
stevejmoore: There's something called "energy coffee" on sale here... I do not understand this product. (@ QuikTrip)
http://4sq.com/cao54r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2711039976144896
2010-11-11 04:24:57
stevejmoore: @AndersonGL @RdngTeach I think Twitter has put a few good turtles up on some fence posts :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2577496839032832
2010-11-11 04:04:17
stevejmoore: "If you see a turtle on a fencepost, you know he had help getting there!" ~Little Jimmy Dickens
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2572293591007232
2010-11-11 03:41:10
stevejmoore: Getting students in the urban core to apply for college: http://bit.ly/d8KyfV on @ASCD's EDge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2566478020739072
2010-11-11 03:14:23
stevejmoore: What an incredible experience. Just spent over an hour sharing with pre-service teachers at UMKC. What an
important group of people.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2559736155217920
2010-11-11 03:09:56
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I hope your ears were burning today b/c I was talking about you! It'll be great to see you next
week Casey! #nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2558616783552512
2010-11-11 00:56:16
stevejmoore: I'm at UMKC - School of Education. http://4sq.com/cTZhVi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2524977857306624
2010-11-10 23:21:07
stevejmoore: @usamimi74 c'est trÃ©s bon! #Aixois
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2501031522992128
2010-11-10 23:19:43
stevejmoore: Excited to speak with student teachers at UMKC tonight! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500681235697664
2010-11-10 22:50:59
stevejmoore: I'm at Aixois (301 East 55th Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5XSDc0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2493450549198848
2010-11-10 21:55:10
stevejmoore: RT @hellostanley illusion of agreement occurs when people agree over bullet points instead of sketches
http://twitpic.com/35noo9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2479405234397184
2010-11-10 21:53:03
stevejmoore: Just had a nice chat w/ @AndreaZellner about our Digital Literacies Roundtable for #nwpam10! Apparently we
met w/o knowing it at #NCTE09!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2478869177171968

2010-11-10 19:14:16
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: New! Science Inquiry Carnival: Inquiry-Based Projects for the Classroom http://bit.ly/bOlCIK
(via@brunsell) #STEM #scichat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438909644509184
2010-11-10 19:11:36
stevejmoore: @ijohnpederson I was in on a Skype call with about 8 people once, that was the biggest
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438240392978435
2010-11-10 19:11:15
stevejmoore: RT @donnamurdoch: U.S. Education department releases National Education Technology Plan
http://post.ly/1BHws
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438152782356480
2010-11-10 19:10:58
stevejmoore: Find out who's blogging and tweeting at #nwpam10 http://bit.ly/aXgGMx #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438080439001088
2010-11-10 18:47:55
stevejmoore: RT @KCPubLibrary: How much would Hemingway's lost manuscript go for at auction? http://ow.ly/37vGx
#KCPLbooks #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2432278965788673
2010-11-10 18:36:16
stevejmoore: Student quote of the day: "It's not gossip, it's current events, Mr. Moore" said with a knowing grin.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2429349047308288
2010-11-10 18:34:42
stevejmoore: RT @cmcgee200: Hands down the BEST website for graphing data: http://bit.ly/vvZWP #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2428954375888897
2010-11-10 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @stevejmoore @kylepace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426587974737920
2010-11-10 14:59:00
stevejmoore: RT @poh: RT @tracyrenee70: Spelman Students Beat Out Harvard and MIT for Best Mobile App :
http://bit.ly/aXthuU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2374671844507648
2010-11-10 14:57:16
stevejmoore: RT @andreazellner: One week until Orlando! Here are some tips: http://bit.ly/90nOrJ & http://bit.ly/dycvU6
#nwp #nwpam10 via @poh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2374235968245760
2010-11-10 14:23:51
stevejmoore: @sharonlflynn @LiterallyReady @web20classroom thanks for the mentions! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2365825256267777
2010-11-10 03:32:53
stevejmoore: @Larryferlazzo so funny :) a friend shared that with me earlier. "I'm going to write about Hamlet, and death"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2202005443452928
2010-11-10 02:52:14
stevejmoore: This is really interesting http://bit.ly/9cffbp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2191773552087040
2010-11-10 02:39:23
stevejmoore: This American Life tonight was about Toxie the Toxic Asset. Excellent show on @PRI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2188542641967104
2010-11-10 02:38:29
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO oh, I thought you meant...okay. They taste the same to me I guess. Just dunk them longer!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2188313804935168

2010-11-10 02:36:50
stevejmoore: @BarbInNebraska food brings us together :) especially dessert.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2187899864883201
2010-11-10 02:36:25
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO haha, I've never had deep-fried Oreos!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2187792377454592
2010-11-10 02:26:02
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher Just remind them that you have a black belt and you wrote Six Sigma on it. You're an efficiency
guru!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2185181020553216
2010-11-10 02:24:52
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO @justintarte @msstewart @mailman1175 @BarbInNebraska you can't go wrong w/ this
plan, plus it's nostalgic :) #Oreos #Milk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2184885892554752
2010-11-10 02:08:41
stevejmoore: My milk is expiring today...1/3 gallon left...only one solution: going to buy Oreos.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2180815106609152
2010-11-10 02:05:33
stevejmoore: @mbteach hah! Now that is a hilarious way to rebel against a book.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2180024966840320
2010-11-10 01:40:55
stevejmoore: I don't have any good ideas... http://bit.ly/9Scpfj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173828952227840
2010-11-10 01:09:15
stevejmoore: @MsEstep well @dogtrax just informed me of that tag's official status :) I can sacrifice 2 characters for #nwp
#nwpam10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2165859099353088
2010-11-10 00:54:03
stevejmoore: @Linda704 @mbteach they are the words of a master neological craftsman :) @hermit4lyfe #borken
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2162032166051840
2010-11-10 00:51:40
stevejmoore: @mbteach "borken" and "wonky" might just be my two favorite words. :) I can thank @hermit4lyfe for "borken"
while we worked together.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2161433705979905
2010-11-10 00:50:48
stevejmoore: @MsEstep bah, that's a long tag... should we rebel? ;) Those two characters could be any number of digits or
added punctuation in my tweets!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2161214377426944
2010-11-10 00:46:23
stevejmoore: @dogtrax ugh, I hope #nwpam10 isn't the tag... #nwp10 would be shorter don't you think? I will look into autotagging... #cinch #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2160105244065793
2010-11-10 00:45:24
stevejmoore: @dogtrax I still have an over-loaded RSS feeder, but Twitter has taken it's place! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2159858275057664
2010-11-10 00:44:55
stevejmoore: Tweetdeck is borken on my machine for some reason, but I did fix my profile pic to not look like I'm in a cave.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2159734509535233
2010-11-10 00:43:41
stevejmoore: @smkohl thanks :) Just had one of those awesome and inspiring days with kids
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2159422428155904

2010-11-10 00:43:16
stevejmoore: @dogtrax flattered :) I've messed with an auto-tweet function on my blog but it's never suited me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2159319575433217
2010-11-10 00:24:24
stevejmoore: @dogtrax woah, did I even tweet that blog post?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2154570968993792
2010-11-09 19:54:02
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain After the crazy (awesome) weekend, my blood pressure was spiked again w/ the Chiefs game,
now starting to dip again... you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2086531338600448
2010-11-09 19:53:16
stevejmoore: If I had one piece of advice for today's youth it would be... http://onion.com/cG8R5h
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2086336756449280
2010-11-09 19:49:41
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: You find time to teach what is valuable in your classroom. Is blogging and commenting
worth your time? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2085436625256448
2010-11-09 19:15:08
stevejmoore: @Neilstephenson that is a little tricky detail about it, I think the anchor can change though.
Parent/teacher/friend/etc #kite
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2076741493325824
2010-11-09 19:14:18
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth well you're kind of a big deal here in the Show Me State :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2076532470190080
2010-11-09 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @stevejmoore
@kylepace @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2064192706187264
2010-11-09 17:24:50
stevejmoore: Teaching is like running with a kite, it's the best when you can let it go and watch it fly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048984092774400
2010-11-09 17:23:25
stevejmoore: @MrsMerawi I was sad, but had a moment with the student about it. It was an opportunity, hopefully more
meaning b/c of the value
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048627736317952
2010-11-09 17:22:14
stevejmoore: RT @DrTimony: Blogs allow students to practice the skills of responding to world instead of reacting to it.
Learn to value words... #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048329550667776
2010-11-09 16:38:07
stevejmoore: @MSTA not to mention Frank McCourt died shortly after I met him and got his autograph in the book.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2037228771483648
2010-11-09 16:32:20
stevejmoore: Sigh, a student came up to my desk and started scribbling on the tops of books. Wish she hadn't done it on my
signed copy of Teacher Man.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2035772618182656
2010-11-09 16:05:55
stevejmoore: RT @GrammarGirl: The e-book of "Grammar Girl's Quick and Dirty Tips for Better Writing" is on sale for only
$4.99 http://j.mp/9XtjKD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029122721157120
2010-11-09 14:26:45

stevejmoore: RT @kellylou: So proud of my 4th grade novelists! http://twitpic.com/35bmrr #nwp #nanowrimo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004169766469632
2010-11-09 14:24:46
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz Hole in My Heart is another good one, but nothing beats He-Man Woman Hater and the intro solo by
Nuno Betancourt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2003669214035969
2010-11-09 14:24:14
stevejmoore: Lots of good happening this week, but lots of crazy too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2003532651696128
2010-11-09 14:23:24
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz good band, I think I may need a hair metal station on Pandora for my drive home now :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2003326719754240
2010-11-09 14:20:57
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz More than wordle, is all you have to do to make me learn... #extreme
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2002709288853504
2010-11-09 14:15:42
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis I know, it's driving me mad! I want my document to look the same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2001388150198273
2010-11-09 03:11:16
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis you were so right about American Typewriter! still can't find the right face for the title...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1834177955631104
2010-11-08 23:44:03
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis yeah, I can't get the little serif on the apostrophe...I'm on open office on my netbook, going home
to office 2008 font bank
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1782030203355136
2010-11-08 23:25:32
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis Thanks Gayle! I'm experimenting with those now. Let me know if you think of others
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777371145310208
2010-11-08 22:57:41
stevejmoore: @lawyervon oh yeah this place is like heaven, only 15 minutes from school :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1770358952693760
2010-11-08 22:57:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell muchos gracias, I will try those out. Knew I could count on you good sir.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1770209266376704
2010-11-08 22:40:08
stevejmoore: I'm at Roasterie Cafe (6223 Brookside Blvd, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/7ilcAw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1765943646621696
2010-11-08 22:00:24
stevejmoore: Web /Print Designers: Can someone please tell me what typefaces are used in this ad? http://bit.ly/bc1As4
#MadMen #Design
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1755945122136064
2010-11-08 21:33:37
stevejmoore: @web20classroom @tomwhitby :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1749203701207040
2010-11-08 21:27:42
stevejmoore: @web20classroom my assessment of @tomwhitby's "test" shows it didn't have much (many) character(s).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1747713473388544
2010-11-08 18:25:19
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @chollingsworth @caseydaugherty
@nashworld @officialSPS

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1701817301868544
2010-11-08 00:59:37
stevejmoore: I give up. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1438659446312960
2010-11-08 00:50:51
stevejmoore: The officiating in this game is atrocious. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1436450973290496
2010-11-08 00:20:15
stevejmoore: CHIEFS!!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1428749656522752
2010-11-08 00:16:26
stevejmoore: Thats what you get for playing dirty Raiders! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1427789269958656
2010-11-08 00:13:09
stevejmoore: This game is ridiculous. Can we have two plays in a row with no penalties? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426965173108736
2010-11-07 23:35:26
stevejmoore: We don't need to make offensive yards, we can just wait for the Raiders to get a penalty every single play. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1417471252758529
2010-11-07 23:07:23
stevejmoore: Boy this Raiders team hasn't committed enough penalties yet. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1410414533410817
2010-11-07 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @bltg
@kylepace @mgier @kevcreutz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1339431885737984
2010-11-06 21:44:34
stevejmoore: Exhausted after a long and exciting day at #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1027184168800257
2010-11-06 21:03:23
stevejmoore: #edcampkc lost sunglasses? http://yfrog.com/n0d54aj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1016820467240961
2010-11-06 20:59:09
stevejmoore: Learning Conditions wordle from our #edcampkc session http://yfrog.com/f1q6jp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1015753411141632
2010-11-06 20:56:11
stevejmoore: #edcampkc behold! The winner of the Kindle http://yfrog.com/79dyrgj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1015008280453120
2010-11-06 19:56:30
stevejmoore: My learning story: http://bit.ly/dxuU4M #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/999988721098752
2010-11-06 19:51:07
stevejmoore: Words about learning: post your response on TypeWithMe http://bit.ly/9NkPUy #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/998635336634368
2010-11-06 19:49:44
stevejmoore: What are the conditions of learning? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/998284965445632
2010-11-06 19:37:20
stevejmoore: Starting our session on conditions of learning and currency in democracy #edcampkc Watch it here:

http://ustre.am/pGcM #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/995165426683904
2010-11-06 19:16:24
stevejmoore: @jorech I would settle for Chris Nicastro! #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/989897108230144
2010-11-06 19:16:01
stevejmoore: Re-typing, re-flecting on @CmillerDesign's session about time and social media at #edcampkc
http://bit.ly/aLUtVZ On Being Alone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/989802031751168
2010-11-06 19:06:26
stevejmoore: @tbbrwn just speaking for myself, but if I'm at #ecampkc and in a session I'm not watching another one on
ustream :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/987387278659585
2010-11-06 18:55:51
stevejmoore: @MikeDial @justintarte it would be an incredible school :) #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/984726596747264
2010-11-06 18:43:57
stevejmoore: @poh we wish you were here too! You can catch @litmaven67 and I talking about our #gkcwp teacher inquiry
project @ 2:35 on Ustream #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/981730034978816
2010-11-06 18:41:08
stevejmoore: RT @jorech: "What you see first and most, is what you tend to believe." @ChrisVacek #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/981022086795264
2010-11-06 18:35:18
stevejmoore: Just a note: any #edcampkc post/tweet that involves writing/composition, I am tagging as #nwp for
@writingproject too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/979554281721856
2010-11-06 18:34:44
stevejmoore: RT @fliegs: http://bit.ly/bCHn6l blog that extols student blogging in first grade #EdCampKC #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/979412723957760
2010-11-06 18:28:43
stevejmoore: RT @Mrskmpeters: Blogging isn't just writing, it's writing for a real audience. #edcampkc #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/977897774911488
2010-11-06 18:25:32
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @wmchamberlain @nashworld
@KimberlySMoore @kevcreutz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/977094049800192
2010-11-06 18:21:16
stevejmoore: "I don't believe the glass is half-empty or half-full, it's just twice as large as it needs to be" ~@ChrisVacek
#edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/976023046848512
2010-11-06 18:20:10
stevejmoore: What about Tesla @ChrisVacek? #ChangeAgent #RuleBreaker #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/975743584571393
2010-11-06 18:19:25
stevejmoore: I'm in @chrisvacek's session at #edcampkc "Pay IT Forward"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/975555344203776
2010-11-06 17:53:55
stevejmoore: I won an @edutopia dvd at #edcampkc! Thanks to them for making so many donations!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/969141372592128

2010-11-06 17:33:22
stevejmoore: #edcampkc @kylepace is drawing names for all the wonderful prizes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/963966226399232
2010-11-06 16:52:14
stevejmoore: Do stuff that doesn't suck. Spend your time doing things that are awesome instead ~@cmillerdesign #edcampkc
#wisdom :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/953614239539200
2010-11-06 16:48:42
stevejmoore: So much good is here at @cmillerdesign's session at #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/952727173599232
2010-11-06 16:42:12
stevejmoore: "you're going to fail" @mgier Failure is not only an option, it is the (only?) path to success. #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/951091772530688
2010-11-06 16:41:06
stevejmoore: There need to be innovators in education, but also people who know how to plug in those innovations.
#edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/950812696125441
2010-11-06 16:38:29
stevejmoore: I have to write I have to write I have to write (but I have to remember to breathe too) #edcampkc #nwp #time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/950156702785536
2010-11-06 16:34:02
stevejmoore: @dogtrax the tweetup will be wherever @poh is :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/949037402427393
2010-11-06 16:33:08
stevejmoore: The best thing is the tool you CHOOSE to use plus YOU. There's no perfect tool. #edchatkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/948809756577792
2010-11-06 16:09:01
stevejmoore: When do you reach info overload? #edcampkc @cmillerdesign
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/942740368003072
2010-11-06 16:04:15
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr haha, did the snow stick?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/941542583836675
2010-11-06 16:03:37
stevejmoore: RT @fliegs: Next year, one third of the districts in Iowa will be 1:1 #EdCampKC #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/941381828747265
2010-11-06 16:02:06
stevejmoore: Loving what @cmillerdesign is talking about. Even as I tweet about it, I'm contemplating "governing access" and
being "on" too much. #edcamp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/940999845093376
2010-11-06 16:00:54
stevejmoore: It's great that we can communicate in person & electronically, but how plugged in do we need to be as teachers?
#edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/940698308182016
2010-11-06 16:00:15
stevejmoore: My netbook charger cord has a short in it. #NotCool #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/940535242035200
2010-11-06 15:56:30
stevejmoore: How can teachers make the most of their finite time, w/ such infinite responsibility? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/939589376151552
2010-11-06 15:53:51

stevejmoore: RT @mgier: "As educators... we do a lot!" -- @cmillerdesign #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/938922708312064
2010-11-06 15:52:59
stevejmoore: I'm at EdCampKC w/ @shannonmmiller. http://4sq.com/a6ovrn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/938705455939584
2010-11-06 15:51:50
stevejmoore: Thanks to @KevCreutz for stepping up and presenting on the spot! #edcampkc Good stuff about PLNs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/938416078327808
2010-11-06 15:51:46
stevejmoore: #edcampkc I'm at @cmillerdesign's session "managing your focus" http://yfrog.com/ghw6jj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/938399523405825
2010-11-06 15:50:48
stevejmoore: "teachers, by definition, are knowledge workers" @cmillerdesign #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/938155263926272
2010-11-06 15:22:06
stevejmoore: Really great stuff from @Jswiatek about empowering students as PD experts on tech. #studentsteachingteachers
#edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930932613709824
2010-11-06 15:21:00
stevejmoore: @fliegs that's okay :( we'll just have to talk later #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930655546384384
2010-11-06 15:20:31
stevejmoore: Great Q via @crb78: how to apply digital storytelling to science? #edcampkc I think #nwp people might reply...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930533517299712
2010-11-06 15:20:03
stevejmoore: #EdCampKC tweeters, there is an OPEN session in 151 next hour! Put yourself out there and start a conversation!
We want to hear/see you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930418547228673
2010-11-06 15:19:04
stevejmoore: RT @mgier: Why do some school districts not use FREE software? Because you usually get what you pay for.
#edcampkc #goodpoint
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930169845981184
2010-11-06 15:18:41
stevejmoore: The next challenge in education: information infrastructure. #edcampkc How do we re-scale & re-focus?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/930074593337344
2010-11-06 15:17:43
stevejmoore: @blairteach Just posed your Q to @Jswiatek at #edcampkc thanks for posting! talking infrastructure now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/929830224789504
2010-11-06 15:12:38
stevejmoore: @KathyPerret There is 1 room that is streaming right now at #edcampkc, a total of 4 sessions will be streamed
all day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/928552614633472
2010-11-06 15:11:53
stevejmoore: Why do you think school districts choose not to use FREE software but complain about cost/effectiveness of what
is paid for? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/928362990145536
2010-11-06 15:10:28
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: FYI: RT @j_allen: Quick #edcampkc note: Room 151 is OPEN next session. Ed Reform moved to
last session, same room.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/928006222651392

2010-11-06 15:08:08
stevejmoore: @ktenkely @krusesclassroom we wish you were here too! #edcampkc there will be sessions w/ online
collaboration options!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/927420404203520
2010-11-06 15:07:08
stevejmoore: @fliegs oh bah! now I can't come to your session!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/927168519471104
2010-11-06 15:04:01
stevejmoore: Watching @jswiatek takl about using Typewith.Me at #edcampkc http://bit.ly/b3D954 And @litmaven67 and
will use it in our session later!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/926381428965376
2010-11-06 14:59:05
stevejmoore: Can't be at EdCamp KC ? Follow the live feed on UStream! http://bit.ly/ctJUPp http://fb.me/DfKzVM2g
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/925139717857280
2010-11-06 14:56:41
stevejmoore: Can't be at #EdCampKC ? Follow the live feed on UStream! http://bit.ly/ctJUPp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/924535826161666
2010-11-06 14:53:29
stevejmoore: .@donalynbooks we wish you were here too! Also, THANK YOU for signing your books, what a personal
touch :) #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/923731660636160
2010-11-06 14:51:41
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: #edcampkc @jswiatek says age is irrelevant and students of all ages have skills they can share
with their teachers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/923278717751296
2010-11-06 14:51:08
stevejmoore: RT @CMillerDesign: Don't we all have stories to share? Using digital tools we can ALL share with each other.
#EdCampKC #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/923138724470784
2010-11-06 14:50:50
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: here, here! RT @j_allen: Kudos to the UCM IT staff for getting the network back up and running.
#knockonwood #edcampkc amen!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/923065043128321
2010-11-06 14:50:00
stevejmoore: In the #EdCampKc Ustream room listening to @jswiatek talk about empowering student-driven PD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/922854652645376
2010-11-06 14:30:47
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Enjoyed today's blog by Seth Godin about the trouble with trying to please everyone:
http://bit.ly/ctGf6T
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/918021325455360
2010-11-06 13:43:26
stevejmoore: Lots of great donations for #edcampkc from @donalynbooks @edutopia @samchaltain @artandwriting
@plugusin & more! http://yfrog.com/1aqygxj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/906103638458368
2010-11-06 13:39:37
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 I'm in the back room at #edcampkc when you get here, I haven't signed us up for a time yet, but there
are plenty of open slots
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/905142593392640
2010-11-06 13:23:16
stevejmoore: Worry not! Help for Wifi is at the front desk at #EdCampKC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/901028505452544

2010-11-06 13:14:06
stevejmoore: Things are taking shape here at #edcampkc!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/898722552619008
2010-11-06 12:43:32
stevejmoore: I can't believe this all fit in my tiny car! #edcampkc http://yfrog.com/71eh9j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/891030962442240
2010-11-06 11:54:55
stevejmoore: Picking up a billion bagels for #EdCampKC ! (@ Panera) http://4sq.com/bKIcsP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/878792545406977
2010-11-06 03:57:02
stevejmoore: â€œ@michellek107: Tonight I have met @fliegs @jorech @nashworld and @stevejmoore F2F for the first
time! :-) #edcampkcâ€ me too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/758531179413505
2010-11-06 00:02:28
stevejmoore: I'm at Stuey Mcbrews (321 SE Main St, 3rd and Main, Lee's Summit). http://4sq.com/b7jEJ3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/699500515561472
2010-11-05 23:21:07
stevejmoore: On my way to the #edcampkc tweetup!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/689092958359552
2010-11-05 21:39:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Price chopper (1100 missouri 7, Blue springs). http://4sq.com/bXRPZ4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/663470622113792
2010-11-05 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @nashworld @MSTA @kylepace
@KimberlySMoore @bltg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/614636655222784
2010-11-05 14:59:57
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/562973349257217
2010-11-05 01:48:23
stevejmoore: I've got a brand new pair of roller skates. http://youtu.be/ZIFknAdVvNM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/363766931783680
2010-11-05 01:32:20
stevejmoore: Garrison Keillor on The Office at the end was nice. My woes are gone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/359728152580096
2010-11-04 18:39:14
stevejmoore: Rough terrain, knee-deep/digging sideways, left and right/ out of mind, out of... #haiku
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29691083500
2010-11-04 18:33:17
stevejmoore: @TheOtherLeslie love the picture, is that from Mari Gras or some other parade/festival?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29690661356
2010-11-04 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @stevejmoore
@officialSPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29690123977
2010-11-04 16:54:42
stevejmoore: Do you <3 math? http://bit.ly/9usUtk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29683405106
2010-11-04 16:49:04
stevejmoore: RT @dolt287: #chiefs vs. #raiders biggest match up of the weekend via @espn Go Chiefs!!!!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29682974679
2010-11-04 16:41:17
stevejmoore: @dogtrax seeing that piece yesterday made me smile from ear to ear :D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29682370135
2010-11-04 16:40:49
stevejmoore: @dogtrax When I was in college, someone told me I was the only person on earth who hated bananas. I proved
them wrong http://on.fb.me/cZeeEa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29682331743
2010-11-04 15:52:53
stevejmoore: My students are writing about things they can't stand then reading from @newyorker about "Bananas"
http://nyr.kr/bwlUQ4 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29678476872
2010-11-04 15:37:05
stevejmoore: RT @AndersonGL anyone have the link to the video about literacy that makes a different kind of sense as it runs
backward & forward? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29677180872
2010-11-04 14:41:09
stevejmoore: When trying to differentiate, I'm finding that it really helps to NOT deal in absolutes w/ kids. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29672524422
2010-11-04 03:00:14
stevejmoore: @cronkb also, I keep seeing the Austin City Limits commercials for this weekend. It's gonna be good. Sarah
Jarosz's music is beautiful @KCPT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29634256877
2010-11-04 02:58:20
stevejmoore: @cronkb yeah, I just say "hey look, the elephant is out again!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29634120180
2010-11-04 02:54:57
stevejmoore: Apparently asking my <1 year old Dell netbook to run Firefox w/ 1 tab open is too much today. #PCFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29633882178
2010-11-04 02:46:32
stevejmoore: @cronkb there was a circus across from my dorm in Springfield, girlfriend came to visit, shocked to see an
elephant walking down the street.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29633278086
2010-11-04 02:34:53
stevejmoore: @didiross @JeffreyEducator @cronkb I went when I was a young kid, but don't remember much. #circus
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29632434049
2010-11-04 02:22:22
stevejmoore: Watching "Circus" on @KCPT http://www.kcpt.org/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29631507731
2010-11-04 02:21:42
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks no worries :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29631458364
2010-11-04 02:15:12
stevejmoore: @anbranch check out http://bit.ly/cNjLsS It's free participant-driven PD and it will be at the UCM campus in
Lee's Summit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29630972302
2010-11-04 02:01:55
stevejmoore: EdCamp KC is this Saturday. Will you be there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29629954068
2010-11-04 01:12:17

stevejmoore: @donalynbooks just got your books in the mail for #edcampkc!! Just in time, thank you so much Donalyn!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29625900536
2010-11-04 00:28:32
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: #EdCampKC weather forecast! http://twitpic.com/33o1yo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29622343456
2010-11-04 23:50:20
stevejmoore: @jswiatek go buy a bunch of cheap socks and replace his pillow stuffings with them. #prank
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/334059062435840
2010-11-04 23:47:03
stevejmoore: @mbteach haha, well I can't pull them off like you can Mary Beth ;) #NotBaldYetOkay
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/333232256057344
2010-11-04 23:46:19
stevejmoore: @ktenkely isn't Wix awesome? I used it for my @writingproject portfolio this summer #nwp
http://bit.ly/9MQz9W #wix #flash
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/333047429861376
2010-11-04 23:42:02
stevejmoore: @mbteach Just decided it was time to put up a new one after the great once-in-a-decade hairstyle shift of 2010.
#NotThatDrastic #meh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/331969787334656
2010-11-04 23:41:00
stevejmoore: @jorech It's going to be incredible, I can't wait! #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/331709946003456
2010-11-04 23:40:34
stevejmoore: Teach order of operations w/ smores http://yfrog.com/5zrb4p #mmmmath
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/331599891660800
2010-11-04 23:37:52
stevejmoore: Liking what I'm reading: Core Beliefs - http://bit.ly/ccQuEH #edchat via @baldy7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/330922985529344
2010-11-04 23:36:26
stevejmoore: @awessley haha! #batman win.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/330561889505280
2010-11-04 23:35:35
stevejmoore: @jorech are you going to do a presentation/conversation? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/330347434741760
2010-11-04 23:26:57
stevejmoore: @kylepace how awesome is that! #MomFTW #cookies!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/328175410216960
2010-11-04 23:06:30
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner I'm fully expecting that we crash the wifi at some point at #edcampkc with all our tweeting :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/323027438927872
2010-11-04 22:35:19
stevejmoore: @dogtrax They read the story on their own. I saw some chuckle. I just kinda left it as it was. Didn't really cause a
stir though. #meh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/315181410287617
2010-11-04 22:22:46
stevejmoore: Today is my Friday! Wooooot! #edcampkc stuff tomorrow and Saturday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/312022696722432
2010-11-04 22:21:41
stevejmoore: @Cassyt haha, nice! What a great mom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/311750847107072

2010-11-04 22:20:48
stevejmoore: @kylepace wahoo! Can't wait for Saturday! My wife is going to join us for the tweetup tomorrow night too!
#edcmapkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/311525633949696
2010-11-04 22:19:32
stevejmoore: I just ousted @kim_hoang as the mayor of Panera Bread on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/311209433767936
2010-11-04 22:19:32
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/311208796229632
2010-11-04 20:13:09
stevejmoore: RT @kellylou: Our #nanowrimo excitement is spreading! Other students heard about it and started novels on their
own time! How cool is th ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29697434009
2010-11-03 23:20:51
stevejmoore: I'm at Border Books (1664 w chipman rd, Lee's Summit). http://4sq.com/7D5UdN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29616667779
2010-11-03 20:57:09
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: On Teachers Teaching Teachers tonight: talking about #nwp Digital Is project // 9:00 pm Eastern
at http://bit.ly/9e16S6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29605289527
2010-11-03 20:54:12
stevejmoore: RT @ktenley "How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world."
~Anne Frank
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29605084894
2010-11-03 20:43:32
stevejmoore: So I've decided to take another crack at solving the Rubik's Cube. Not having fun with the layer two corners.
Soon as I get 1, I lose 1.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29604341038
2010-11-03 18:32:45
stevejmoore: @jonbecker it's like how my "e" portfolio in college was 100% scanned documents, nothing composed in "e"
format. #lame
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29595379150
2010-11-03 18:27:38
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 @Wired has some of the best ones, there are a lot on @mashable too. I'll @ you if I find some
#infographics
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29595031676
2010-11-03 18:27:08
stevejmoore: RT @cmcgee200: Doing a lesson on #infographics, any advice/good ones to use? #edchat #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29594998011
2010-11-03 18:25:44
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @officialSPS @ideaguy42
@stevejmoore @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29594903610
2010-11-03 18:21:56
stevejmoore: RT @legalclips: OK ballot initiative calling for minimum school funding level fails http://bit.ly/aP5D9Q
#edpolicy #edlaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29594643226
2010-11-03 18:15:41
stevejmoore: @brendajburrell sounds good, if you find out it was a small variety let me know. Sounds tasty! How are you btw?
I miss the Burrells!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29594222779

2010-11-03 18:01:25
stevejmoore: @brendajburrell did you go through with it? I've never thought about peeling a grapefruit and eating it. I'd need
sugar.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29593234366
2010-11-03 17:48:35
stevejmoore: RT @edtechtalk: Wow! Have you seen the NWP's new Digital Is? Join Digital Is creators & coordinators:
http://bit.ly/dDxo0n #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29592327700
2010-11-03 17:47:20
stevejmoore: Finding the New Me(dia) in Composing. http://bit.ly/9iOdhG Blog: @AfWysocki's session on digital new media.
#nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29592241529
2010-11-03 16:47:32
stevejmoore: @brendajburrell Did you discover that before or after you bit into it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29587947106
2010-11-03 14:53:36
stevejmoore: @bethstill I agree!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29578347092
2010-11-03 14:10:35
stevejmoore: Does it get better than watching a group of students immersed in voluntary self-directed study?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29574595822
2010-11-03 14:09:08
stevejmoore: @MSTA thanks to you in return! Your tweets are important to follow for Missouri Educators.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29574468008
2010-11-03 14:08:11
stevejmoore: .@lb81379 @linze01020 welcome to Twitter! Reach out to people, make conversation, and you will learn a lot
here! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29574386015
2010-11-03 00:59:56
stevejmoore: Vote for my friend filmmaker Nick Everhart's (of D movie "fame" http://imdb.to/93uTWq) Sprint Epic Movie-->
http://bit.ly/bAI90j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29524603960
2010-11-02 21:39:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29507768340
2010-11-02 18:25:23
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @nashworld @officialSPS
@wmchamberlain @allofek12 @MSTA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29494273802
2010-11-02 13:26:27
stevejmoore: RT @NASSP: @NMHS_principal intervu: how to expand use of #socmed in schools http://ow.ly/335Xd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29469294787
2010-11-02 13:25:58
stevejmoore: Is your school a leader or a laggard when it comes to investing in IT? http://bit.ly/c7pgwR via @HarvardBiz
#edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29469252519
2010-11-02 13:20:41
stevejmoore: RT @pgsimoes: New Issue of the Journal of Workplace Learning http://dlvr.it/7vg3B (@bhallresearch)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29468814974
2010-11-02 13:16:56
stevejmoore: RT @jswiatek: PLN, I'm showing Google Docs to district support staff. Can you take a second to edit this doc?

http://bit.ly/bP69p7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29468504754
2010-11-01 23:49:40
stevejmoore: @di_chamberlain how exciting! You can't be in a better place as a blossoming teacher than Twitter. You can get
a lot of exposure to ideas.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29418431299
2010-11-01 23:49:05
stevejmoore: @jorech Glad you'll be there! Looking forward to meeting you Jon. #edcampkc @kylepace has done so much to
ensure it will be awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29418385125
2010-11-01 23:47:43
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 I love the Punch Brothers! The whole unfortunate break-up of Nickel Creek produced some good
solo acts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29418280765
2010-11-01 23:38:31
stevejmoore: @di_chamberlain welcome to Twitter! Are you a teacher as well?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29417561516
2010-11-01 23:18:05
stevejmoore: This week's commuting music: Blink 182, Sarah Jarosz, DragonForce, Peter Gabriel, Rolling Stones, Jakob
Dylan, Hans Zimmer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29415942853
2010-11-01 22:56:53
stevejmoore: RT @dlegore: Can't wait for #edcampKC!! Counting down!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29414229566
2010-11-01 22:50:49
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29413746657
2010-11-01 20:53:49
stevejmoore: Long ride to the top #fb http://yfrog.com/4pld8j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29405178846
2010-11-01 20:46:09
stevejmoore: Time for an exciting meeting... (@ Kansas City City Hall) http://4sq.com/cmyxNo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29404660801
2010-11-01 19:36:34
stevejmoore: @FriedBob sounds like it would be great for kids who like classical and have a concept for it, lots of narrative
possibility
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29400075265
2010-11-01 19:29:52
stevejmoore: measuring allows-->comparison allows-->competition allows-->winning/losing <--NOT education ~Marcus
Buckingham
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29399635450
2010-11-01 19:13:42
stevejmoore: Is writing ever free from direct or indirect collaboration? http://bit.ly/cecHp7 #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29398574426
2010-11-01 19:03:23
stevejmoore: It is a privilege to teach.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29397879858
2010-11-01 18:51:27
stevejmoore: Is it possible to have authentic classrooms? http://bit.ly/bXdSIX #nwp on DigitalIs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29397123911

2010-11-01 18:43:32
stevejmoore: Weekly Poem: W.S. Merwin reads 'By Dark' http://ow.ly/32Icl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29396644376
2010-11-01 18:43:17
stevejmoore: RT @mcleod: Tell me it ain't so! http://bit.ly/9y95oG #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29396629686
2010-11-01 17:44:33
stevejmoore: RT @Teachhub: Use LeBron's latest commercial as a classroom writing activity with our featured video writing
prompt! http://bit.ly/cVCQlC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29392845732
2010-11-01 17:43:37
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: RT @poh: Checking out the just-launched #NWP Digital Is website: http://bit.ly/dgHsn4
#edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29392778453
2010-11-01 17:42:30
stevejmoore: Yesterday's administrative practices won't create tomorrows leaders http://t.co/CFRBfYA segregation won't lead
to innovation. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29392697761
2010-11-01 17:34:23
stevejmoore: Davis Guggenheim: Do you Dither? http://t.co/rnkGnx5 #edreform #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29392103845
2010-11-01 15:32:34
stevejmoore: @mbteach http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gary-stager/why-should-she-work-for-y_b_774534.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29382514709
2010-11-01 14:46:32
stevejmoore: Why Should A Young Teacher Work for You? http://t.co/aYRYfeY via @GaryStager #edchat #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29378559994
2010-11-01 14:33:57
stevejmoore: The week is off to a good start. It's a quiet, productive morning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29377460517
2010-11-01 12:47:19
stevejmoore: I'm at Seton Academy (23rd Street, Benton Ave., Kansas City). http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29368436509
2010-10-31 23:07:59
stevejmoore: The 3-D version of the @KCStar today is...kinda gimmicky. Fun idea, but it just gave me a headache.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29319448868
2010-10-31 22:30:29
stevejmoore: C'mon Seattle, I'm pullin' for you! Stop those Ray-das!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29316539732
2010-10-31 20:55:33
stevejmoore: I agree w/ @levarburton: Is it me or do the KC Chiefs have the most unfortunately named kicker in history?
#succop #namefail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29309759271
2010-10-31 20:54:23
stevejmoore: RT @jackiegerstein: Microsoft Honors Top Teachers http://bit.ly/dvukJa none of these projects measured
success via metrics; test scores
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29309676432
2010-10-31 20:47:30
stevejmoore: I think watching that Chiefs/Bills game had the same effect as smoking a whole carton of cigarettes on my health.
#NotGood
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29309211356

2010-10-31 20:46:13
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: #CHIEFS WIN! #CHIEFS WIN!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29309123272
2010-10-31 20:44:54
stevejmoore: My whole body is numb. Holy cow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29309032198
2010-10-31 20:43:47
stevejmoore: I CAN'T DO THIS MUCH LONGER!! #CHIEFS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29308955894
2010-10-31 20:39:12
stevejmoore: Heart palpitations. #Chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29308640510
2010-10-31 20:37:21
stevejmoore: @kylepace this game is going to give me an ulcer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29308511662
2010-10-31 20:31:54
stevejmoore: @dolt287 what IS this game!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29308148331
2010-10-31 20:30:40
stevejmoore: What. on. earth.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29308065035
2010-10-31 20:24:45
stevejmoore: NO GOOD BILLS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29307665934
2010-10-31 20:12:52
stevejmoore: @ArrowheadPride really? how about, get it down the field however we can. Forget Charles stats, I want the 5-2!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29306853768
2010-10-31 20:04:16
stevejmoore: Oh man. This Chiefs game is brought to you by cardiologists all over KC. Heart. Attacks.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29306266556
2010-10-31 19:57:26
stevejmoore: Todd Haley: you are giving me a conniption .
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29305808482
2010-10-31 18:26:40
stevejmoore: Wallace Gilberry just karate-chopped Fitzpatrick in the neck. Dang. #chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29299840005
2010-10-31 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore @nashworld
@MSTA @kylepace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29299746637
2010-10-30 23:24:27
stevejmoore: Cinnamon, coriander, cumin, and curry in with onions and peppers are being sautÃ©ed with chicken and sweet
potatoes. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29226121844
2010-10-30 18:25:31
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @stevejmoore @chollingsworth
@Clane @thart74 @MSTA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29207124259
2010-10-30 18:13:01
stevejmoore: I'm at Chop Tops Westport (611 w 39th, 39th and Pennsylvania, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/aHTW8v

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29206257267
2010-10-30 16:42:57
stevejmoore: Reply w/ #Wysocki #nwp why should teachers try Twitter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29199543277
2010-10-30 16:40:26
stevejmoore: Anyone know what the link for the collaborative sketching tool is? Sketch with me or something? #edchat #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29199339269
2010-10-30 16:29:34
stevejmoore: Trying to stump a bit on Why Teachers Should Join Twitter at the @afwysocki session http://bit.ly/9MyzUx #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29198491138
2010-10-30 15:41:36
stevejmoore: @TashaWhitton that IS the best thing about #nwp is working in "non-English" environments. I'd love to work w/
shop teachers, I'm jealous!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29194389851
2010-10-30 15:03:44
stevejmoore: @TashaWhitton that sounds exciting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29191027697
2010-10-30 15:03:09
stevejmoore: @dogtrax It's such a cool name!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29190973720
2010-10-30 14:48:47
stevejmoore: @TopherGL @poh @dogtrax thanks! and thanks for the RTs I suggest her book: http://amzn.to/bkFTBS #wysocki
Writing New Media
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29189710954
2010-10-30 14:47:17
stevejmoore: Design (and composition) is non-linear and recursive #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29189583302
2010-10-30 14:19:13
stevejmoore: It is awesome to share the room with writers & teachers from UMKC, KU, Rockhurst, JCCC, and SWECC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29187158268
2010-10-30 14:15:47
stevejmoore: My wordle of day 1 with @AfWysocki on Digital New Media Composition http://bit.ly/cWJmxx #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29186869841
2010-10-30 14:04:07
stevejmoore: I'm at University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) (5110 Cherry St, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5fTdAK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29185888292
2010-10-30 14:01:58
stevejmoore: Back for day two of @afwysocki's Composing w/ Digital New Media workshop #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29185713331
2010-10-30 02:13:13
stevejmoore: Just saw Tony Woods at KC Comedy Club. Hil.arious. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29144984252
2010-10-30 00:22:40
stevejmoore: I'm at Improv Dinner Theater. http://4sq.com/bCdiqH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29136437113
2010-10-29 22:35:29
stevejmoore: I'm at The Foundry at McCoy's (4057 Pennsylvania Ave, on Westport Rd, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9sqV9r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29128788997
2010-10-29 20:54:49

stevejmoore: RT @sjseidel: @stevejmoore Anything can be a text because everything can be read, interpreted, and responded
to. #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29121968966
2010-10-29 20:54:34
stevejmoore: Learning about ARGs ILBs and things I'm sad and embarrassed to not know in digital gaming culture
http://bit.ly/dmn85W how awesome! #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29121952349
2010-10-29 20:22:38
stevejmoore: RT @colonelb: @elem_principal Traditional grading system worked 30 years ago for different schooling results
desired. Not now. #ascdfc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29119874288
2010-10-29 20:02:36
stevejmoore: Imperative of the Day: BLOG.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29118571102
2010-10-29 19:55:45
stevejmoore: Talking about the master/slave identity in philosophy (& composition) and all I can think of is Hard Drives
http://bit.ly/awG86W #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29118125662
2010-10-29 19:22:36
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 was it one of those dull sit-n-get fests? #nsta #badprez
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29115969606
2010-10-29 18:31:22
stevejmoore: How do you define "text" ? (reply w/ #wysocki) #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29112517602
2010-10-29 18:25:21
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ParkwaySchools @nashworld
@wbass3 @DrDial
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29112102239
2010-10-29 17:51:18
stevejmoore: Back for an afternoon session on new media (@ Cockefair Hall) http://4sq.com/9zNOac
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29109692885
2010-10-29 17:42:17
stevejmoore: I'm at Writing Center At UMKC (5201 Rockhill Road, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29109042342
2010-10-29 17:08:44
stevejmoore: Breaking for lunch: on a tech & learning high after the first few hours w/ #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29106507171
2010-10-29 17:05:31
stevejmoore: New media tools offer an environment in which many points of entry are immediately validated and encouraged
spontaneously. #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29106244391
2010-10-29 17:04:25
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth the room was full of people just toying with Prezi to express something. It was awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29106159197
2010-10-29 16:54:44
stevejmoore: On Friday afternoons, my brain often feels like the wires beneath the table: connected, but tangled.
http://flic.kr/p/qXCsP via @dogtrax
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29105403527
2010-10-29 16:49:16
stevejmoore: New Media means understanding that things on YouTube are our modern cultural fairy tales ~@afwysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29104969113

2010-10-29 16:47:06
stevejmoore: man I'm glad that's not my lab! via @mbteach http://flic.kr/p/qXCsP #wysocki #caption
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29104796171
2010-10-29 16:46:11
stevejmoore: Educators NEED to understand the Creative Commons & Fair Use. Need. #nwp #edchat #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29104723936
2010-10-29 16:45:36
stevejmoore: "Resistance is futile" #StarTrek #Borg #wysocki http://flic.kr/p/qXCsP via @jasonflom #caption
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29104675992
2010-10-29 16:40:51
stevejmoore: How would you caption this photograph? http://flic.kr/p/qXCsP #nwp respond w/ #wysocki tag
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29104292182
2010-10-29 16:31:39
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth let me know if that one works :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29103534177
2010-10-29 16:31:27
stevejmoore: My 1 hr Prezi using Creative Commons Flickr images tagged "ennui" http://bit.ly/cLUe8r #nwp #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29103518502
2010-10-29 16:29:47
stevejmoore: #Wysocki is talking about how all writers & teachers are designers, aestheticians, and user-experience creators.
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29103381885
2010-10-29 16:26:59
stevejmoore: My 1 hr Prezi using Creative Commons Flickr images tagged "ennui" http://bit.ly/9mRsiI #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29103156128
2010-10-29 16:23:56
stevejmoore: Incubate your ideas and compose within the bounds of the medium, whether that is Flash, HTML, transparent text,
or something like Prezi #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29102906562
2010-10-29 16:21:12
stevejmoore: RT @dmchugh675: New Prezi on "Paragraph Burgers" Mmmmmmm - literacy initiative. http://bit.ly/bddNLx
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29102679808
2010-10-29 16:20:29
stevejmoore: @hoprea @cyberteacher thansk for the mentions!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29102620259
2010-10-29 15:21:46
stevejmoore: Hearing people say "This is great. We never get a chance to play" at #wysocki session. Playing leads to
learning :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29097628953
2010-10-29 15:12:49
stevejmoore: Flash crash on my netbook :-( #prezi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29096831630
2010-10-29 15:05:03
stevejmoore: Now: spend an hour making a Prezi. <--best words I've heard in a meeting/session ever. #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29096138080
2010-10-29 14:52:05
stevejmoore: I never knew the Prezi control icon was called "the Zebra" but I totally get it. #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29094983398
2010-10-29 14:45:49

stevejmoore: Love hearing all the GASP! reactions to first-time Prezi users at @afwysocki's session #nwp #NewMedia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29094418313
2010-10-29 14:40:31
stevejmoore: @feistylibrarian that's great! I think you will be met with plenty of "oooo's" and "aaaah's" :) #prezi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29093938655
2010-10-29 14:37:18
stevejmoore: Check out how we're composing/discussing #NewMedia http://bit.ly/9h1wgf @UMKC w/ @afwysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29093640934
2010-10-29 14:32:01
stevejmoore: We are using Prezi to "re-MEDIAte" a text. What a great exercise in dynamic composition. #nwp #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29093163349
2010-10-29 14:27:43
stevejmoore: Now: Let's make stuff with Prezi #wysocki #nwp #yay
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29092778809
2010-10-29 14:25:09
stevejmoore: The actual "composing" and reproduction process of a text shapes and grafts meaning to medium. #nwp #wysocki
#newmedia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29092549479
2010-10-29 14:23:02
stevejmoore: What is a neutral space for text? A blank page? Blank screen? #nwp #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29092360824
2010-10-29 14:20:44
stevejmoore: Talking about transparent text vs hypermediated text, immediate and dynamic meaning in text. #wysocki #nwp
#wheee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29092155164
2010-10-29 14:08:25
stevejmoore: Thinking: "There's no one here who's on Twitter, Wow! What an opportunity!" a la #DanPink & #TomsShoes
#nwp #wysocki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29091036984
2010-10-29 14:04:24
stevejmoore: Starting w/ Prezi... I like this. #wysocki #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29090668090
2010-10-29 14:02:11
stevejmoore: @henloe didn't actually "go" to #NSTA just hung out with @ideaguy42 and @cmcgee200 and a bunch of other
science nerds!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29090473951
2010-10-29 14:00:56
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 haha, I did miss out on that, but it was a blast last night.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29090365884
2010-10-29 14:00:28
stevejmoore: Just checked in at @afwysocki workshop "Working Creatively w/ Digital New Media Texts" @UMKC #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29090321120
2010-10-29 13:50:25
stevejmoore: I'm at University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) (5110 Cherry St, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5fTdAK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29089427278
2010-10-29 13:17:23
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29086536921
2010-10-29 03:46:52

stevejmoore: Excited for the workshop at UMKC with @afwysocki tomorrow #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29054188356
2010-10-29 02:43:41
stevejmoore: Had a great time hanging out with @ideaguy42 and @cmcgee200 tonight! Can't wait for #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29049529178
2010-10-29 02:27:37
stevejmoore: Thanks to @pearson for the wonderful dinner at #NSTA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29048310423
2010-10-29 00:31:11
stevejmoore: RT @ideaguy42: Thanks to @stevejmoore for the tour of Seton High, the most hopeful mission driven school I've
seen in a while. You shoul ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29038917808
2010-10-28 23:21:22
stevejmoore: Hanging out at #NSTA with @ideaguy42 and @cmcgee200
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29033147476
2010-10-28 23:18:31
stevejmoore: I'm at Lidia's Kansas City (101 W 22nd St, Kansas City) w/ 2 others. http://4sq.com/72ccNM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29032917799
2010-10-28 22:22:02
stevejmoore: I'm at 12th Street Lounge - Marriott (200 West 12th Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/cFXdPU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29028492043
2010-10-28 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @DrDial @ParkwaySchools
@chollingsworth @kevcreutz @officialSPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29012743281
2010-10-28 17:03:17
stevejmoore: RT @NancyW "Rigid scripting of childhood & adolescence has made young Americans risk & failure adverse. "
http://bit.ly/c0gXGQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29007067279
2010-10-28 16:16:23
stevejmoore: RT @SamGliksman: Using Google Earth in the Math Curriculum http://bit.ly/ckEzAK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29003362818
2010-10-28 15:44:39
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD How do charters differ? Demand for charter schools is increasing, but misconceptions still exist
http://bit.ly/9QllkK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/29000711676
2010-10-28 15:34:44
stevejmoore: Remember 6 word memoirs? via @nprnews: Whole Worlds In Less Than 25 Words http://n.pr/aeya8v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28999862640
2010-10-28 15:34:22
stevejmoore: It takes a while to peter out, but the best kinds of calm (that "old classroom compliance") come when students
value their work.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28999829618
2010-10-28 15:22:23
stevejmoore: I'm not the only one who messes up his socks! http://bit.ly/ca4nd0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28998812463
2010-10-28 15:20:30
stevejmoore: While an individual administrator doesnâ€™t have the power to change an entire staffâ€™s attitude, the other
teachers do. ~@PrincipalsPage
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28998650101

2010-10-28 15:18:45
stevejmoore: Is Bill Nye at #NSTA? If so, I am totally crashing it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28998495553
2010-10-28 15:16:56
stevejmoore: RT @principalspage How to Change the Attitude of a Reluctant School Staff http://bit.ly/cqp2XS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28998341113
2010-10-28 13:08:44
stevejmoore: @cmcgee200 that's terrible!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28987124697
2010-10-28 13:07:58
stevejmoore: Good luck to @ideaguy42 on his presentation at #NSTA today at the KC Convention Center!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28987060428
2010-10-28 02:39:04
stevejmoore: @ashkev haha, yeah. Looked pretty good for 85. Loved the Mahler too of course
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28950913092
2010-10-28 02:19:12
stevejmoore: I don't know much about conducting, but Pierre Boulez Conducts the Chicago Symphony w/ strangely limp hands.
Not sure he bends at the waist.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28949432608
2010-10-28 01:31:58
stevejmoore: Oh yeah, baseball.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28945626317
2010-10-28 00:18:39
stevejmoore: I'm at Barnes & Noble (19120 E 39th St., Independence). http://4sq.com/7ib1vm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28939607580
2010-10-27 23:36:01
stevejmoore: Picking up something special for the wife (@ Foo's Fabulous Frozen Custard) http://4sq.com/bIYm5x
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28936054714
2010-10-27 23:20:28
stevejmoore: @msstewart Niiiiiice! I missed the chance to take a pic of my '99 Corola's 133333.33 odometer recently
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28934755911
2010-10-27 23:19:18
stevejmoore: "Help me Rhonda" is playing at @TheRoasterieCafe and is taking me back to listening to my mom's records...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28934657809
2010-10-27 23:03:03
stevejmoore: "The pressure children feel to overachieve comes from a place of weakness rather than a place of strength."
~@JeniferFox
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28933298856
2010-10-27 21:47:47
stevejmoore: @jyokley @Robyn_Mindsteps @melaniemcbride @TeacherSabrina @ruth4916 @jdmyrmel @caseydaugherty
@ASCD Thanks for the RTs and comments today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28927435537
2010-10-27 21:28:29
stevejmoore: Time for a Clover made Sidamo (@ Roasterie Cafe w/ 2 others) http://4sq.com/7ilcAw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28926047345
2010-10-27 20:11:36
stevejmoore: RT @mrhmiddleschool: 8th graders in Mrs Kelley's social studies class debate wether the colonies should
declare independence. http://ow. ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28920684202
2010-10-27 20:06:45

stevejmoore: We could fire "bad" teachers or intervene and engage in discourse "Start with the Adults" http://t.co/0aHzxcW
via @ed_leadership
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28920359550
2010-10-27 19:53:13
stevejmoore: RT @Ed_Leadership: You canâ€™t change student behaviors if the adults in the school donâ€™t have the right
attitude: http://bit.ly/drORwE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28919460864
2010-10-27 19:29:29
stevejmoore: Does your school use Pacing Guides? http://t.co/zNvX8V0 via @Ed_Leadership Do you rush to "cover"
material?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28917895309
2010-10-27 19:22:39
stevejmoore: â€œThe key to assessment is the word itself. It comes from the Latin verb assidire: to sit beside. We are not
ranking...â€ Barry Lane #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28917445652
2010-10-27 19:12:46
stevejmoore: @mdprier via @davidwees colleague is teaching IB Psychology w/ Human Relationships option & looking for
collaborators. Reply to @tlkirsten
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28916793421
2010-10-27 18:25:15
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @ELanghorst @kevcreutz @LSR7
@stevejmoore @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28913608271
2010-10-27 18:24:57
stevejmoore: Joel Klein wants us to "face the hard facts" that standardized test scores are the best judge of "quality" in
education http://bit.ly/9BsUZ0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28913587466
2010-10-27 18:19:55
stevejmoore: Poor pedagogy + technology = accelerated malpractice via @Joe_Bower
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28913250709
2010-10-27 18:19:00
stevejmoore: [reading] RT @charteralliance Joe Klein's letter to teachers explaining his support for public release...
http://bit.ly/ce8V95
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28913188431
2010-10-27 18:11:07
stevejmoore: RT @pammoran: @jonbecker says "even the art world has 21 c standards" http://yfrog.com/ncj71qj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28912649042
2010-10-27 15:49:26
stevejmoore: Students are exponentially more engaged when you work in the same medium alongside them.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28901910033
2010-10-27 15:48:12
stevejmoore: @DrTimony you win, ha! I love that quote. on my laptop Carl Sagan: "Somewhere, something incredible is
waiting to be known"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28901807876
2010-10-27 14:53:52
stevejmoore: RT @PrincipalDiff: RT @mcleod: Ohio School District To Replace Snow Days With Online Learning
http://goo.gl/ba9y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28897099149
2010-10-27 14:53:33
stevejmoore: @irasocol @drtimony @lparisi "Ever Tried? Ever Failed? Try again. Fail again. Fail Better." ~Samuel Beckett
On my wall in class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28897070786

2010-10-27 14:49:38
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain That would be awesome! #edcampkc #halloween
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28896724952
2010-10-27 14:47:56
stevejmoore: RT @HarvardBiz: The Daily Stat: Chemical Engineering Outranks Other Majors in Career Satisfaction
http://s.hbr.org/cZP38b
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28896576532
2010-10-27 14:38:41
stevejmoore: RT @jonbecker: Duncan: standards, assessment, cut scores, blah, blah, blah... Silver lining? I just won buzzword
bingo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28895757287
2010-10-27 14:36:11
stevejmoore: @DrTimony @irasocol @lparisi Is that just semantic? You don't believe in failure as a stamp on an action, but a
step to another?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28895535576
2010-10-27 14:07:28
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: "...we need to watch our peers [teach] more often" Agreed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28893076678
2010-10-27 13:54:24
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: Google Docs Launches Snazzy New Chart Maker http://rww.to/c3xvJ3 #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28891939207
2010-10-27 13:47:47
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol: RT @LParisi: "There's no innovation without trial and failure." Your challenge today...let your
kids fail.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28891365540
2010-10-27 13:46:57
stevejmoore: @azjd thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28891293867
2010-10-27 01:25:48
stevejmoore: I'm at Wal-mart. http://4sq.com/bkUEcb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28846463413
2010-10-27 01:11:13
stevejmoore: Do I go out to buy more pens/pencils for my classroom or do I sit at home and watch a documentary about Welsh
castles on @KCPT...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28845240522
2010-10-27 00:16:40
stevejmoore: Just got @JeniferFox's book in the mail, can't wait to read it! http://yfrog.com/bcaggfj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28840524853
2010-10-26 22:26:01
stevejmoore: Striking gold at the library today! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28831162426
2010-10-26 21:49:21
stevejmoore: I'm at UMKC's Miller Nichols Library (800 east 51 street, Rockhill Road, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/dAZ7Fz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28828406455
2010-10-26 21:30:34
stevejmoore: I'm at UMKC - School of Education. http://4sq.com/cTZhVi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28827066976
2010-10-26 21:06:48
stevejmoore: Tough day in the trenches today, but ground was captured, challenges triumphed over. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28825412729

2010-10-26 18:47:06
stevejmoore: The Quidditch World Cup in New York this November, see how muggles play this magical game
http://bit.ly/brsAg1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28816134540
2010-10-26 18:41:16
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO haha, have you watched Mad Men? lots of good content on marketing/lying/communication
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28815749257
2010-10-26 18:39:48
stevejmoore: @SErwin then again, I have a tiny Dell netbook camera :) @cpoole27's Macbook probably shows better :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28815648689
2010-10-26 18:38:59
stevejmoore: @SErwin You will get a pretty poor picture w/ a laptop mounted camera. If you want to show a roomfull of
people I'd go w/ a separate cam
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28815594552
2010-10-26 18:25:23
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @Shaybert @stevejmoore
@officialSPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28814673304
2010-10-26 16:52:16
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: Hand tools were great for thousands of years, but try to use them instead of power tools today
& building will stop.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28808020256
2010-10-26 16:47:03
stevejmoore: @dpeter @mikekaechele thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28807622422
2010-10-26 16:08:35
stevejmoore: The best motivator of a student to learn is seeing another student do the same willingly and then having to make
that choice.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28804541942
2010-10-26 15:35:21
stevejmoore: Finding great success so far in student-designed self-assessments. Much more engagement, buy-in, & focus on
learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28801729378
2010-10-26 14:23:00
stevejmoore: @MsEstep as long as you're not plotting something against me April ;) I'm always down for #nwp shenanigans
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28795331969
2010-10-26 13:54:08
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner I'm sure any kind of foolishness w/ @msestep @poh @paulwhankins and @donalynbooks
would be worth reading :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28792734043
2010-10-26 13:51:33
stevejmoore: KC MO District & charters need to overcome adversarial relationship http://bit.ly/cbu2G1 via @KCStar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28792505263
2010-10-26 13:49:53
stevejmoore: @MsEstep what did I miss last night?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28792356580
2010-10-26 12:09:21
stevejmoore: Daz Bog coffee and a chocolate doughnut (@ Lamars) http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28783902687
2010-10-26 00:32:59
stevejmoore: RT @EduTechSmith: Looking for people in #Mexico to answer some ?s for 6th graders research project. Please

help. http://bit.ly/a8igNJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28741311619
2010-10-26 00:31:35
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax @wcgaskins Why I'm Not on Facebook http://bit.ly/dh57r5 #nwp via @poh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28741196058
2010-10-26 00:28:07
stevejmoore: RT @KCPubLibrary: Trudeau: "The opposite of comedy isn't seriousness, it's despair." #doonesbury #kc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28740907877
2010-10-26 00:24:52
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr yikes it looks like some mean weather up there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28740643437
2010-10-26 00:02:30
stevejmoore: Bah, House is a rerun tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28738782625
2010-10-25 20:53:39
stevejmoore: I think AT&T knows when I'm telling a really boring story because that's exactly when all of my calls are
dropped.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28724091905
2010-10-25 19:58:13
stevejmoore: RT @Parentella: Thomas Toch -- 5 Myths About Merit Pay for Teachers http://su.pr/73qU2t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28720579611
2010-10-25 19:46:37
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth you just have to be willing to try things and believe you're capable of doing them :) or when you
fail, know you'll be okay.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28719918072
2010-10-25 19:14:29
stevejmoore: Do you teach in phrases or in binary beats? http://bit.ly/bUc9Zv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28717976699
2010-10-25 19:14:03
stevejmoore: @msstewart You go girl :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28717947922
2010-10-25 19:02:27
stevejmoore: RT @Shaybert: World's highest performing schools place efforts primarily on pedagogical practice not digital
gadgets http://slate.me/9yg0tX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28717191252
2010-10-25 18:56:17
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth My wife and I are both very different cooks, she can follow/adapt any recipe, I am an improv
only guy/ sous chef :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28716783899
2010-10-25 18:55:12
stevejmoore: RT @garystager: Bill Gates reminds us why we should not let him anywhere near education policy http://bit.ly/ckmYJT #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28716714908
2010-10-25 18:27:02
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth I think an important soft skill for culinary arts is willingness to experiment and follow
directions #chefjeff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28714848454
2010-10-25 18:25:16
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @stevejmoore @Shaybert
@KimberlySMoore @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28714732275

2010-10-25 15:32:12
stevejmoore: @paulwhankins @AndreaZellner I haven't done NaNoWriMo since 2005... not sure I will this year, but I always
enjoy reading what others do!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28701577339
2010-10-25 15:14:48
stevejmoore: RT @ScottElias: Scrivener 2.0 is coming. A preview should be available today with official, full release on Nov
1. http://bit.ly/dkDtrt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28700037549
2010-10-25 15:14:15
stevejmoore: @Shaybert yay! She said she would be sharing it. I'm excited to hear more from FCCLA, such an awesome
group!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28699989455
2010-10-25 14:43:20
stevejmoore: @EduTechSmith @ideaguy42 @mr_johansson @karacornejo thanks for the replies, I'm going to make my plea
for Google I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28697219975
2010-10-25 14:25:30
stevejmoore: What does your school use for student e-mail? #edchat #nwp #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28695653911
2010-10-25 13:41:19
stevejmoore: RT @principalspage "We Get It. College is Great. But So is Welding" college isn't for everyone...
http://bit.ly/aew3b3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28691765404
2010-10-25 13:14:25
stevejmoore: Back to school! Excited to reconnect my kids through our online Urban-Rural partnership site that was just
unblocked! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28689457890
2010-10-24 20:14:40
stevejmoore: @kylepace The Bills game is at Arrowhead too on 10/31
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28625145613
2010-10-24 20:10:26
stevejmoore: 42-20 Chiefs over Jags! Highest score since last year's 44-24 win over Denver.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28624860230
2010-10-24 19:56:47
stevejmoore: If you didn't think the Chiefs proved themselves fighters in their two road losses, surely this home win will
convince. "Chiefs Will."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28623886497
2010-10-24 19:51:24
stevejmoore: @BMcCormick65 @kylepace wooop! #chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28623500836
2010-10-24 19:50:20
stevejmoore: Chiefs 35 Jags 20. 3:46 to play.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28623426081
2010-10-24 19:45:07
stevejmoore: That's what the #1 rushing team in the NFL looks like. BOOM. #Chiefs.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28623061069
2010-10-24 19:33:25
stevejmoore: RT @ArrowheadPride: I'm usually down with going for it on 4th down but that last one puzzles me. Biggest key
is making it a two-score game.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28622215029
2010-10-24 18:52:53

stevejmoore: Dear NFL receivers, when you play KC just punch our secondary in the face, don't worry WE will get the
penalty.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28619412657
2010-10-24 18:49:01
stevejmoore: .@briankotts how about "irresponsbile adults + students + facebook = toxic mix"? http://bit.ly/c5Oe3Y Plenty of
teachers acting like adults
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28619152829
2010-10-24 18:46:24
stevejmoore: A big pass to D Bowe for a TD!! #CHIEFS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28618978316
2010-10-24 18:29:42
stevejmoore: @jpacubas @tpeters24 it looked like it was just Sims-Walker to me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28617834495
2010-10-24 18:25:22
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @dianadell @kevcreutz @kylepace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28617522730
2010-10-24 18:24:04
stevejmoore: Not pleased with NFL referees. What's with these horrible pass interference calls on KC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28617430329
2010-10-24 17:07:29
stevejmoore: @johawke @poh yeah the pumpkin was probably not too happy to have a candle implant either :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28611945505
2010-10-24 17:06:19
stevejmoore: Let's go Chiefs!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28611872665
2010-10-24 00:39:06
stevejmoore: Carved my sad little pumpkin :) http://yfrog.com/mw5xvmj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28548154018
2010-10-24 22:42:41
stevejmoore: Going out to Pleasant Hill to play my part in a high school vampire scavenger hunt/ interactive drama party. Yes,
really. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28635327191
2010-10-24 21:35:53
stevejmoore: Oakland? 38-0 over Denver? 20 minutes into the game!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28630554219
2010-10-24 20:32:30
stevejmoore: RT @ConanOBrien: If NFL receiver Terrell Owens called timeout during overtime, it would be a TO TO in OT.
Who says I donâ€™t know football?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28626337036
2010-10-23 18:37:34
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 you know we wish you could be there :) #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28524662584
2010-10-23 18:25:14
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @nashworld
@mmiller7571 @officialSPS @wbass3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28523843096
2010-10-23 15:27:11
stevejmoore: Going to the pumpkin patch in Pleasant Hill!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28509992623
2010-10-23 15:25:04

stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Guess The Google: a fun, addicting game with Google Images. http://bit.ly/9czFGw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28509809225
2010-10-23 15:24:18
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: #EdCampKC is two weeks from today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28509743121
2010-10-22 20:57:40
stevejmoore: @FriedBob hahaha, yes would be me. Was not a trig whiz.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28439252774
2010-10-22 18:25:18
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @KimberlySMoore
@chollingsworth @officialSPS @DrDial
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28428916658
2010-10-22 14:31:04
stevejmoore: @poh @kylepace thanks for the RTs on the proposal!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28409809421
2010-10-22 14:08:27
stevejmoore: I love reading compilations of student writing. Their journals show so much about their learning. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28407808499
2010-10-22 14:06:22
stevejmoore: @kcur glad to give back to the station that gives so much! #kcur
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28407622588
2010-10-22 13:55:32
stevejmoore: RT @suemaden: Kansas Citians - I made my pledge for @kcur, have you? #publicradio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28406661657
2010-10-22 13:32:28
stevejmoore: Just made my pledge to @KCUR make yours to become a member and support public radio! #kcur www.kcur.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28404643233
2010-10-22 12:58:32
stevejmoore: Seeking proposals for the Annual Young Writers Conference in Kansas City this March http://bit.ly/c3Uyw7
Please RT #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28401764802
2010-10-22 03:12:00
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Download a free chapter of NWP's new book, "Because Digital Writing Matters."
http://on.fb.me/bnnBTc "Like" the Face ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28368807239
2010-10-22 03:11:13
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: It's a little early for #FF but we have a new #OWP Tweeter--#yalit author @kim_pid #nwp.
Follow her!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28368751120
2010-10-21 21:34:10
stevejmoore: Time for a whiz burger and a root beer float! (@ Bill & Ann's Mugs Up) http://4sq.com/9GKTfY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28062350401
2010-10-21 20:40:19
stevejmoore: RT @Darcy1968: â€œ@deangroom: Dear teachers: my kids can't do homework anymore We used the time for
learning instead. The parents.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28058662094
2010-10-21 20:28:09
stevejmoore: Google Docs and NiceNet were just unblocked at school... I don't even know what to say I'm so filled with joy.
Now if only kids had e-mail.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28057852618

2010-10-21 18:25:20
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @DrDial @pcwoessner
@stevejmoore @ParkwaySchools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28049806199
2010-10-21 17:50:12
stevejmoore: The Answer Sheet - Threats to school reform ... are within school reform http://t.co/g4B7LwO via @Diigo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28047438471
2010-10-21 16:21:40
stevejmoore: RT @popgunchaos: Video games in the composition classroom is the topic of http://bit.ly/cz3DMr today. Check
it out! #nwp #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28041198530
2010-10-21 15:56:16
stevejmoore: RT @Digin4ed: Duke University joins growing open access journal movement http://tinyurl.com/38g4khl
#highered #smcedu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28039110567
2010-10-21 14:32:14
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: New face of education policy: Everyone an expert, except those who actually teach
children.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28031894457
2010-10-21 14:05:06
stevejmoore: Finally integrated my @Diigo RSS feed into my website in a "What I'm Reading" page http://bit.ly/aAFFCt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28029556660
2010-10-21 13:11:11
stevejmoore: @DrMelSmith Welcome to the wonderful world of Twitter! You're lucky to have savvy educators like @drdial
& @nashworld!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28025049371
2010-10-21 13:03:28
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld @DrDial St. Joe Superintendent @DrMelSmith has a 1st post on her blog! "So I started
Tweeting" http://is.gd/gbabI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/28024419763
2010-10-21 02:21:00
stevejmoore: RT @JeniferFox: Check this video out -- Google founder Sergey Brin discusses his experience as a Montessori
student http://t.co/sO1kQ8v ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27988131727
2010-10-21 00:05:23
stevejmoore: The principles in math at similar to life: Find familiar numbers and make relationships. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27977707541
2010-10-20 22:36:46
stevejmoore: Just ran into my 2nd grade teacher Mrs. Peve from William Bryant Elementary in Blue Springs! She remembered
my name! More proof #elem rocks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27970763611
2010-10-20 22:20:11
stevejmoore: Fishing for charter school reading: throw something at me. Pro/Con/Unbiased #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27969501187
2010-10-20 22:18:20
stevejmoore: @MrsMerawi I'm doing my best to carry on :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27969360947
2010-10-20 22:17:20
stevejmoore: @BuzzyBeyond haha, yes it's strange! Socks are a vital part of your attitude I always say...or something like that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27969286965
2010-10-20 22:15:42

stevejmoore: @Jepson http://bit.ly/cQcpAR Xtranormal is a fun site to make short movies on, give it a shot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27969162486
2010-10-20 22:12:06
stevejmoore: Today I put on the wrong socks. They match, but they are totally different completely black socks. Now I feel all
weird. :-S
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27968900388
2010-10-20 22:09:44
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin haha! How's the school of law in the OKC treating you? Y3 this year?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27968725881
2010-10-20 20:51:34
stevejmoore: I'm telling you, if you listen to the Inception score while you do anything it will feel 10x as important. #Writing
#Inspiration #WAAAAAAH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27963957073
2010-10-20 18:53:01
stevejmoore: Reformâ„¢ narrowly defines school improvement as...endless standardized testing prep, teacher bashing
and...obedience http://huff.to/a3CgCO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27956157233
2010-10-20 18:35:45
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @chollingsworth @MSTA
@kevcreutz @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27954950234
2010-10-20 17:53:13
stevejmoore: Celebrate Fall and National Chemistry Week with @Wired http://bit.ly/dhhGK9 #ChemEd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27951955541
2010-10-20 17:30:06
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: If you missed the live chat w/ @DianeRavitch catch the recording on http://EDUPLN.com
#edchat #drchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27950284700
2010-10-20 17:29:13
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP I had a great time! I look forward to hearing from them. Are they blogging about their student
teaching? I'd be glad to post/reply
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27950218414
2010-10-20 17:02:36
stevejmoore: "Mandating a practice not only creates an environment that undermines good teaching, but also creates an illusion
of quality." ~Maja Wilson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27948225609
2010-10-20 17:00:02
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: We're having a blast making Webcomics to celebrate National Day on Writing. Here are a few:
http://goo.gl/MCgx #ndow #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27948025337
2010-10-20 16:00:06
stevejmoore: RT @jswiatek: RT @google: Did you catch this? You can now drag and drop images in Google Docs:
http://goo.gl/bvqk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27943780349
2010-10-20 15:58:36
stevejmoore: RT @GrammarGirl: Today is @ncte's National Day on Writing! Share your creative works in the National
Writing Gallery http://j.mp/av8Gvt #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27943652382
2010-10-20 14:58:08
stevejmoore: @spillarke @samchaltain @cyberteacher @RogueTeaching @MSTA thanks for the RTs :) Have a good
Wednesday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27938444787

2010-10-20 14:52:57
stevejmoore: [successful] teaching depends upon continuous responsive and principle-grounded decision making
http://bit.ly/bmDPqQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27937996337
2010-10-20 14:41:18
stevejmoore: RT @NancyW: @shannonmmiller I agree-100%. Autonomy, mastery, and purpose. Transfers "power" and who
does work. Authentic tasks=engagement.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27937004512
2010-10-20 14:40:59
stevejmoore: There's a great strength that comes from being trusted. When actions relay that signal, the jolt is powerful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27936978354
2010-10-19 23:29:45
stevejmoore: Practicing my maths with some hot tea (@ Starbucks) http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27879022240
2010-10-19 21:03:35
stevejmoore: RT @PhilWP86: Tomorrow is the National Day on Writing! http://bit.ly/9UEIkL #ncte #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27868173193
2010-10-19 21:03:16
stevejmoore: Thanks to @DianeRavitch for answering my question about charters. #drchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27868151890
2010-10-19 21:02:52
stevejmoore: Thank you to @shellterrell @tomwhitby @kylepace and @DianeRavitch for hosting the great chat! #drchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27868125448
2010-10-19 20:24:56
stevejmoore: RT @tgwynn: Why would schools want to share secrets to success when high stakes testing makes it better off for
them not to. -@dianeravitch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27865514703
2010-10-19 20:21:51
stevejmoore: Math teachers: my hat is off to you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27865307105
2010-10-19 18:27:44
stevejmoore: Excited to Skype into class with student teachers at @MissouriState w/ @ozarkswp ! #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27857514499
2010-10-19 18:25:26
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @kylepace @KimberlySMoore
@kevcreutz @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27857357965
2010-10-19 17:21:07
stevejmoore: RT @theartguy: RT @mrlosik: Myth: Kids will automatically abuse tech tools in all of the ways the grown-ups
think they will. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27852839409
2010-10-19 17:19:23
stevejmoore: http://fb.me/Exwn45jt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27852712907
2010-10-19 17:01:05
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! http://bit.ly/bT6GKR â–¸ Top stories today by @MSTA @Oh_the_Places
@MissouriEd @KimberlySMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27851330212
2010-10-19 14:32:23
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Basic idea in public education: schools belong to public, not to rich donors
http://tinyurl.com/39h3ro6

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27838457428
2010-10-19 13:43:46
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD Looking for 3 stdnt music groups to perform at our @ASCD Annual Conf. in San Francisco. Can
anyone suggest a group? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27834106232
2010-10-19 13:19:13
stevejmoore: RT @mikekaechele Great article about learning and how schools oppose it! @budtheteacher @willrich45
http://bit.ly/aB2yuw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27831999918
2010-10-19 12:07:43
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27826397657
2010-10-19 03:08:50
stevejmoore: Way to go Lara Moritz on @kmbc 9 News in KC for just saying "Obama Bin Laden" #Really?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27797817798
2010-10-18 21:58:15
stevejmoore: I'm at Flying Saucer Draught Emporium (101 E 13th St, at Walnut, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/31fFF7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27772968348
2010-10-18 20:47:05
stevejmoore: RT @briankotts: [INFOGRAPHIC] Technology In The Classroom http://bit.ly/dl852I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27767964676
2010-10-18 20:46:34
stevejmoore: RT @blairteach: "Journalism: A Key to good thinking skills." Lots of resources for starting a classroom
newspaper. http://bit.ly/9eqHsb #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27767929561
2010-10-18 20:46:06
stevejmoore: Re-acquainting myself with long division http://youtu.be/IIwlBjNLpjI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27767897408
2010-10-18 19:53:46
stevejmoore: RT @RMHS_AP: #edchat Looking for article/blog post about teacher collab w/ explanation that it doesnt mean
standardization of practice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27764376990
2010-10-18 19:50:20
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Today's selection from #NWP's Gallery for @dayonwriting: "Recognizing the Elephant"
http://bit.ly/a4t19V
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27764150946
2010-10-18 19:39:59
stevejmoore: The person next to me at the library coffee shop is talking some serious drama on her phone, also how astrology
will fix it. #Entertainment
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27763468190
2010-10-18 18:50:18
stevejmoore: A malfunctioning fire alarm at school means I'm spending my afternoon studying at the library!
http://4sq.com/8ThoD9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27760172556
2010-10-18 16:31:56
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: "All learning pivots on who we think we are who see ourselves as capable of becoming."
Frank Smith
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27750353755
2010-10-18 16:31:15
stevejmoore: Thanks to @allofek12 there will be a drawing for an Amazon KINDLE at #EdCampKC! Register to come and
win, it's FREE http://bit.ly/cNjLsS

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27750300664
2010-10-18 15:39:41
stevejmoore: 120 educators are registered to attend #EdCampKC ! Join the PD revolution in KC http://bit.ly/cNjLsS #nwp
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27745940652
2010-10-18 14:26:46
stevejmoore: 10 fun questions kids can answer w/ WolframAlpha http://bit.ly/ap9FCG via @kylepace #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27739256673
2010-10-18 14:25:06
stevejmoore: Watching 95% of my class work independently, inquisitively, and in-depth is about as rewarding as it gets. Still
worrying about the 5%...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27739106860
2010-10-18 14:22:21
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell Tomorrow speak live to @dianeravitch Propose Qs here! http://bit.ly/cOJ1nK #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27738862309
2010-10-18 14:21:31
stevejmoore: Is it worth going to an expensive college? http://bit.ly/b0ypCL via @grammargirl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27738786796
2010-10-18 14:17:49
stevejmoore: Read the Ed Organizations Daily http://bit.ly/aSBsGX featured links from @edjurist @edutopia @grammargirl &
more!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27738454957
2010-10-18 14:13:52
stevejmoore: Excited to Skype into class w/ @MissouriState student teachers today and chat with @OzarksWP's students!
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27738100654
2010-10-18 14:12:49
stevejmoore: Back to another exciting Monday at school! Kids are knee-deep in chartering vocabulary explorations, I love to
watch them go!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27738005608
2010-10-18 13:08:15
stevejmoore: By virtue of the title alone, I'm reading "Waiting for Batman" via @DocHorseTales http://wapo.st/8ZeDwr #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27732464658
2010-10-17 23:33:50
stevejmoore: New rule: if the Chiefs lose, the rest of the AFC West has to lose too. Easy enough. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27682670919
2010-10-17 21:34:05
stevejmoore: @awessley the Chiefs secondary, definitely.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27673802840
2010-10-17 20:23:50
stevejmoore: I'm at Kansas City Convention Center (201 W 13th St, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/bU0ERh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27668999102
2010-10-17 19:37:58
stevejmoore: CHIEFS! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27665729073
2010-10-17 19:16:20
stevejmoore: I'm at Cosentino's Market Downtown (10 E 13th St, Power & Light District, Kansas City).
http://4sq.com/7w89Mc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27664181350
2010-10-17 18:12:37

stevejmoore: I'm at The Mixx (4855 Main Street, Country Club Plaza, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/6Nz8Nb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27659700601
2010-10-17 18:00:34
stevejmoore: I'm at Yogurtini (4853 Main St., Kansas City). http://4sq.com/c1QF90
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27658841868
2010-10-17 17:18:11
stevejmoore: I'm at Pizza 51 (5060 Oak Street, at 51st Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5zGFSZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27655762624
2010-10-16 18:07:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart @budtheteacher guess I'm behind! I'll have to get to watching. #teach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27563462734
2010-10-16 18:00:05
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Have questions about #EdCampKC? MSTA's @kylepace answers many of them in today's post
http://ow.ly/2U21P #edchat #gtchat #teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27562890036
2010-10-16 16:59:52
stevejmoore: @msstewart @budtheteacher I'm really liking the Danza show too, has the second episode aired yet? I've just
been catching it on Hulu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27558246844
2010-10-16 16:42:53
stevejmoore: I'm at Baby Cakes (108 Missouri Ave, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/d8EKDr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27556865414
2010-10-16 16:35:14
stevejmoore: I'm at Bloom Baking Company (15 East 3rd Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9iBpIa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27556225314
2010-10-16 16:28:31
stevejmoore: I'm at Lollicup (409 Main St, City Market, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/asvk9i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27555651242
2010-10-16 15:49:49
stevejmoore: Time for delicious produce! (@ City Market w/ 2 others) http://4sq.com/4P8qGH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27552235141
2010-10-16 15:42:54
stevejmoore: RT @shannonmmiller: RT @profespringer: RT @dwarlick: From yesterday "We teach the way that we were
taught." Perhaps we should teach the ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27551625905
2010-10-16 15:40:00
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: It is more important for students to learn what questions to askâ€”and how to ask themâ€”than
to learn the answers - Robert S ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27551365680
2010-10-16 15:38:37
stevejmoore: â€œ@irasocol Twitter is my major educational research support system. Connects me with the global bestâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27551241780
2010-10-16 15:32:35
stevejmoore: Looking back on the days when I did Tech Support: http://xkcd.com/806 (via @xkcdapp) and I was "that dude" :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27550702146
2010-10-16 01:18:03
stevejmoore: At the KC Ballet, Tchaikovsky's Pas de Doux is next. http://yfrog.com/5jcgjpj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27496570984
2010-10-16 00:15:12
stevejmoore: Kansas City Ballet, Slaughter on Tenth Avenue by George Ballanchine (@ Lyric Opera of Kansas City)

http://4sq.com/80AaNr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27491564943
2010-10-15 22:59:12
stevejmoore: I'm at GlacÃ© Artisan Ice Cream (4960 Main St., Kansas City). http://4sq.com/bbHq5D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27485951902
2010-10-15 21:56:33
stevejmoore: Dinner at our engagement restaurant :) (@ Grand St. Cafe) http://4sq.com/cWfZ4Z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27481546030
2010-10-15 20:45:17
stevejmoore: "It's amazing what you can get done when you don't care who gets the credit." ~Harry Truman
http://bit.ly/9K9bmK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27476657012
2010-10-15 20:24:43
stevejmoore: RT @mrwejr: @davidwees I wrote a post on "10 Skils For Doing School" last year that was a wee bit cynical
http://bit.ly/baEMaD #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27475260364
2010-10-15 20:22:40
stevejmoore: @MSTA excellent! Looking forward to meeting "you" :) at #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27475122195
2010-10-15 20:15:16
stevejmoore: Strive 2 take pleasure & pride from how U help students 2 learn & become excited abt learning, not just from the
curriculum itself~ Kohn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27474620637
2010-10-15 19:31:00
stevejmoore: Engagement, Satisfaction, & Purpose are symptoms of understanding your DRIVE http://youtu.be/u6XAPnuFjJc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27471588585
2010-10-15 19:30:19
stevejmoore: @AndersonGL Yes! It's good, I'm still reading it, but am in a PD meeting which keeps getting in the way.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27471541563
2010-10-15 19:29:36
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain "Waiting for Memerman"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27471490035
2010-10-15 18:50:33
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr my wife is a dancer, knew she wanted to see this show. 3 years (4 this summer). Sounds like your
weekend will be relaxing-enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27468742188
2010-10-15 18:49:27
stevejmoore: "Mandating practices in the effort to improve teaching paradoxically creates the kind of environment that
undermines good teaching" @pdkintl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27468662292
2010-10-15 18:42:19
stevejmoore: [reading] "There Really Are a Lot of Bad Teachers Out There" http://bit.ly/9n1NKx by Maja Wilson in the latest
Kappan. #Vonnegut #Bergeron
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27468153711
2010-10-15 18:40:14
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr thanks :) Going to the KC Ballet tonight with my wife, eating dinner where we did the night we got
engaged. You?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27468005510
2010-10-15 16:51:13
stevejmoore: @cheripatterson welcome to Twitter! I hope find conversation and connections as so many have! Try clicking
#edchat on Tuesday evenings

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27459534889
2010-10-15 16:49:18
stevejmoore: @teachingwthsoul @poh it's the biggest problem in school tech right now, access to Internet/info for learning is
being censored. #filters
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27459368751
2010-10-15 16:47:49
stevejmoore: RT @tappedinorg & @poh 10/20/10 National Day on Writing: http://bit.ly/9UEIkL #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27459241303
2010-10-15 16:35:00
stevejmoore: Reading The #NWP Daily contributions by @budtheteacher @NWPSiteLeaders & @poh â–¸ via @dogtrax
http://bit.ly/cMOq4f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27458150736
2010-10-15 16:33:35
stevejmoore: What Does It Take to Make a Teacher? http://bit.ly/bmDPqQ via The Kappan #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27458023314
2010-10-15 15:42:17
stevejmoore: For-profit college stocks tumble http://usat.me/40637146
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27453274649
2010-10-15 15:32:30
stevejmoore: If you want a smile, check out @dpeter's bow tie and yellow shirt. :-) I love it! You have to have a sunny
disposition to wear that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27452336696
2010-10-15 15:23:40
stevejmoore: Didn't expect my writing workshop class to start off w/ a discussion about binary and calculus! I guess STEM
happens!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27451495515
2010-10-15 14:51:40
stevejmoore: @TopherGL http://lat.ms/drL8O0 Here's the LA Times coverage of the teacher suicide
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27448384023
2010-10-15 14:50:22
stevejmoore: RT @poh @djakes how to tweet from PPT, Keynote, Prezi while presenting http://bit.ly/aoJcOc #nwp #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27448256828
2010-10-15 14:49:38
stevejmoore: @TopherGL I agree, after class I will look!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27448185823
2010-10-15 14:33:45
stevejmoore: @TopherGL Just because of the "Tween Tribune" readership, it's a student online magazine. I'm sure the story is
elsewhere too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27446645880
2010-10-15 14:32:09
stevejmoore: @EveWeb @tonnet @bircherd thanks for the #ff mention :) have a great Friday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27446494175
2010-10-15 14:12:31
stevejmoore: Tragic. An LA teacher who reached out to struggling kids, ranked as ineffective publicly, commits suicide.
http://bit.ly/9eHcQC #VALUEADDED?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27444627942
2010-10-15 13:15:28
stevejmoore: Core of â€œschl reformâ€ : whatâ€™s gd for the well-off [inquiry, choices] is diff from whatâ€™s gd for the
poor [wksheets, compliance] -DMeier
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27439514183

2010-10-15 13:14:38
stevejmoore: Follow these great @MissouriEd folks! @wmchamberlain @kylepace @bltg @MikeDial @mdprier @kevcreutz
@mgier @nashworld #FF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27439442843
2010-10-15 13:12:57
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Todayâ€™s Resource: #EdCampKC is not your great-grandmotherâ€™s education conference.
Nov. 6 in Leeâ€™s Summit. http://ow.ly/2TqsY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27439298528
2010-10-15 13:12:48
stevejmoore: Teachers with something to say to #followfriday @MsEstep @AndreaZellner @dogtrax @budtheteacher
@SARAallen91 @lamoureuxr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27439286751
2010-10-15 13:05:00
stevejmoore: RT @djakes: Design informs intent. Learning begins when stdnts walk thru door & R prepared 4 learning by the
space design. #tltechforum
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27438624817
2010-10-15 03:38:40
stevejmoore: Thanks to @ElyseEA @dogtrax @wmchamberlain for the comments and affirmation! http://bit.ly/aSGmTZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27407183745
2010-10-14 21:56:40
stevejmoore: I'm at Writing Center At UMKC w/ @mdprier. http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27379904059
2010-10-14 21:20:07
stevejmoore: "Public or charter. Bush or Obama. Good or bad. Union or not. Democrat or Republican. Just. Not. Helping."
http://huff.to/cMkm8x #binary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27377326097
2010-10-14 21:17:44
stevejmoore: @TeacherSabrina How fun! Great work on your students' parts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27377157647
2010-10-14 21:06:32
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 hope you feel better Nicole!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27376384243
2010-10-14 21:04:47
stevejmoore: @poh @kylepace Thanks Kyle and Paul! I've known for a while and have been waiting for momentum to build :)
#edcampkc & #nwp will move it fwd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27376264672
2010-10-14 21:00:46
stevejmoore: Education Conference To Focus On Teacher Contracts http://huff.to/bUKYYQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27375986290
2010-10-14 20:56:51
stevejmoore: Collaborative student poem: "Hate as the Opposite of Love" Hate is dark. Hate is someone trying to jump you.
Hate is the blind eye of love
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27375715894
2010-10-14 20:51:27
stevejmoore: Fixed the embedded video about learning in my new post http://bit.ly/aSGmTZ "Faces of Learning"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27375349033
2010-10-14 20:37:38
stevejmoore: @cogberry @ASCD @Angela_Watson @lamoureuxr thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27374399216
2010-10-14 20:02:35
stevejmoore: My "thank you" to a teacher is being published in a new book edited by @SamChaltain | Faces of Learning

http://bit.ly/aSGmTZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27371958220
2010-10-14 18:37:36
stevejmoore: RT @poh: If you don't follow @mrchase's blog, you really should. Stories from a teacher, stories about teachers.
http://ow.ly/2TwmT #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27366199006
2010-10-14 14:52:58
stevejmoore: A "benevolent dictatorship may make for an orderly class, but it rarely helps kids become better people"
http://bit.ly/9chlrU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27347969302
2010-10-14 14:52:22
stevejmoore: "never play 'gotcha' with the kids with your expectations" @jonathanferrell @mcleod What I Ask of SLA
Teachers http://bit.ly/bWa7RY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27347913801
2010-10-14 14:43:31
stevejmoore: Dear President Obama: It's Not You; It's Your Education Policy http://t.co/RkJYeoJ #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27347101709
2010-10-14 14:13:30
stevejmoore: Checking in on @SamChaltain's chat about @m_Rhee in #DCPS http://tbd.ly/9OEYnw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27344341366
2010-10-14 14:09:08
stevejmoore: What Oman Can Teach Us via @NYTimes http://nyti.ms/aBzNAu #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27343935592
2010-10-14 02:36:46
stevejmoore: @principalspage I love your candidness, humor, and accessibility. Unique in superintendents for sure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27302779964
2010-10-14 02:34:01
stevejmoore: "if we learn to accept having the 2nd to last word w/ kids we can avoid a power struggle" -Brian Mendler via
@Katiemc827 @principalspage
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27302558712
2010-10-14 02:32:00
stevejmoore: Cell Phones in School. http://t.co/jxR6E6g via @principalspage #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27302395805
2010-10-14 02:28:35
stevejmoore: @principalspage I always enjoy your blog posts :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27302120468
2010-10-14 02:20:34
stevejmoore: RT @principalspage: New PrincipalsPage.com Blog... A Good School Administrator Can Smell Trouble...
http://goo.gl/Mb5z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27301459400
2010-10-14 02:17:29
stevejmoore: RT @poh: @AndreaZellner and @dogtrax quoted in this piece about #nwp involvement in the National Day on
Writing http://ow.ly/2TcCe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27301203647
2010-10-14 00:16:58
stevejmoore: Hans Zimmer + new noise deadening headphones = perhaps too many decibels on the ol' tympanic membrane
#ouch #pause
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27290640528
2010-10-14 22:48:02
stevejmoore: via @theRSAorg see @SirKenRobinson Animated â€“ Changing Education Paradigms http://ow.ly/1r8yAC
#edchat

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27383699102
2010-10-14 22:40:53
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I'm well Jen how are you? Looking forward to Disney town this Winter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27383163686
2010-10-14 22:34:38
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner Thanks Andrea :) Looking forward to meeting you at the national meeting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27382697657
2010-10-14 22:33:27
stevejmoore: Sitting with @mdprier at the @UMKC Writing Center for our @gkcwp leadership team meeting #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27382606348
2010-10-14 22:32:51
stevejmoore: RT @luhoka: 30 min. until NWP Radio. Writing at the Center: The National Day on Writing, feat.
@AndreaZellner @shirlbro and others! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27382561188
2010-10-13 23:56:47
stevejmoore: @krains :-) Thanks for the affirmation, your brackets made me worry I'd made a typo for a moment.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27289006023
2010-10-13 23:52:41
stevejmoore: RT @cmcgee200: Systems Thinking: Donâ€™t focus on individual components, focus on components as they
relate to everything around them. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27288681942
2010-10-13 23:39:59
stevejmoore: Expressing a tangible sense of hope for each student that comes in the door might be the most important thing a
teacher does.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27287670773
2010-10-13 23:36:56
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27287431281
2010-10-13 22:16:56
stevejmoore: Spending some time at the beautiful @KCPubLibrary http://yfrog.com/6gw6wj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27281311571
2010-10-13 21:29:36
stevejmoore: I'm at Kansas City Public Library: Central Library (14 West 10th Street, Baltimore Avenue, Kansas City).
http://4sq.com/8ThoD9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27277957175
2010-10-13 19:16:53
stevejmoore: I'm at art tech (15th holmes, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9OgmhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27269007067
2010-10-13 16:20:11
stevejmoore: Are kids "too young to research?" http://bit.ly/drkFvT #STEM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27256119656
2010-10-13 15:30:42
stevejmoore: Who is the "edublob" that @heritage is referencing http://bit.ly/97cFS2? Are you part of "big ed"? Where does
Rhee fall short? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27251826382
2010-10-13 15:26:43
stevejmoore: @slaggyc @zecool @InglesInteract @chadsansing @edtechsteve thanks for engaging in the #edchat last night!
Great to converse w/ you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27251469135
2010-10-13 15:26:14

stevejmoore: @HPTeachExchange @corifraser @julied39 @ImagineLearning @kathweaver @JerryAdkins @markbrumley
@Pen63 thx for the #edchat last night!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27251425323
2010-10-13 13:48:44
stevejmoore: @MrChase I will have to look into that! Thanks for the suggestion.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27242570143
2010-10-13 13:48:06
stevejmoore: A nice list of suggestions for new teachers, #10 is reflect in a blog! http://bit.ly/9hhanM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27242514768
2010-10-13 02:53:19
stevejmoore: @MrChase I'm just chillin' at the moment, but this is going to be incredible writing music. It will be replacing the
Batman Begins score
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27203066673
2010-10-13 02:38:50
stevejmoore: In case you were unsure, I can attest that the Hans Zimmer score for Inception is really incredible, you might pee
your pants. WAAAAAAA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27201795354
2010-10-12 23:22:27
stevejmoore: @markbrumley There's a lot about an online environment that makes those things easier! Some things are always
better f2f though #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183464062
2010-10-12 23:21:53
stevejmoore: Left my lappy cord at school, losing power :-/ Have to leave this AWESOME #edchat Forge ahead chatters!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183419543
2010-10-12 23:20:59
stevejmoore: RT @mrwejr: @neilringrose teachers are so afraid of being judged by peers #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183347100
2010-10-12 23:20:23
stevejmoore: Teachers who connect w/ students listen, react, proact, and reflect #edchat <<That's MY "good" #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183296903
2010-10-12 23:19:44
stevejmoore: RT @Akevy613: Is good teaching something that comes naturally or is it taught? #edchat >> I think that's a false
dichotomy. Not either/or
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183243488
2010-10-12 23:18:51
stevejmoore: There can still be organic bottom-up leadership encouraged/decentralized in our current system #edchat Looks
like trust & learning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183175165
2010-10-12 23:17:52
stevejmoore: via @chadsansing what is the teachers responsibility to kids & the system? relationship b/t school & outside?
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27183097926
2010-10-12 23:16:30
stevejmoore: The more we focus on using the language of "good/bad" the less clear our ideas of teaching become. What
VERBS are impt to teaching? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182991769
2010-10-12 23:15:11
stevejmoore: Love it! @ImagineLearning "good teacher is also a good learner" #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182888678
2010-10-12 23:14:34
stevejmoore: "Autonomy-supportive teachers seek a student's initiative - whereas controlling teachers seek a student's

compliance." #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182842679
2010-10-12 23:13:24
stevejmoore: .@slaggyc When leadership is set up as only top-down, then U don't validate bottom-up ideas easily. That's
modeling "bad" teaching #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182752885
2010-10-12 23:11:46
stevejmoore: .@HPTeachExchange enjoying it is an important part of the "goodness" :-) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182627209
2010-10-12 23:11:06
stevejmoore: .@mrwejr I think "good" leadership is just as specific to community as "good" teaching. #edchat Needs to be
defined/examined by all involved
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182575751
2010-10-12 23:09:46
stevejmoore: Good to hear from @InglesInteract that schools need support systems to develop/define "good" teaching #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182471600
2010-10-12 23:08:48
stevejmoore: RT @TheNerdyTeacher: "Good" teaching for one group fo students could be "bad" for another. Differentiation is
key for good teaching. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182398490
2010-10-12 23:08:31
stevejmoore: #edchat @slaggyc's point is good. Teachers need to be reflective. We're all "good" and "bad" with certain things.
When do U stop/look/learn?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182376496
2010-10-12 23:07:09
stevejmoore: Another great point from @HPTeachExchange "good" teachers don't see "teaching" as a chore. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182273250
2010-10-12 23:06:20
stevejmoore: I think @rdridout hits a key point about empathy in "good" teaching. #edchat but can an empath teach "badly"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182210102
2010-10-12 23:05:14
stevejmoore: Just the language of good/bad teaching is troublesome. Need to talk about the role of a teacher for each
community. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182117318
2010-10-12 23:04:31
stevejmoore: The trouble w/ adjectives like "good" and "bad" is they end up meaning everything/nothing. #edchat What do we
want teachers to DO?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27182060612
2010-10-12 23:03:37
stevejmoore: I've been out of the #edchat habit since this summer, glad to be back in a coffeeshop while its going on!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181993317
2010-10-12 23:02:25
stevejmoore: @MusickEd I bet you're right about music collaboration, probably more isolation possible being the lone music
edu in your building in cases
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181902285
2010-10-12 23:00:55
stevejmoore: @tebotweets @runfardvs we could all use a bit more chemistry in our life :) Chemistry teachers are catalysts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181786338
2010-10-12 22:58:49
stevejmoore: @MusickEd Thanks for replying :) your tweet helped us hear what others are envisioning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181621643

2010-10-12 22:58:20
stevejmoore: @SLazarOtC I thought that a bit too, many don't do any collaborating, or maybe monthly. My whole staff meets at
least 1 hr a day. It helps!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181585614
2010-10-12 22:57:26
stevejmoore: Woke up this morning and thought, for the first time since I was a freshman in high school, "I should change my
haircut." Strange.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27181517463
2010-10-12 22:50:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Scooter's Coffee House (1116 SW State Route 7, Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/c1PW7O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27180981686
2010-10-12 21:10:34
stevejmoore: "Tax Problems?," "DNA Test!," and "Lawn Care" signs on the same post on my commute into KC.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27173998754
2010-10-12 20:32:55
stevejmoore: @kylepace can't wait! #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27171476835
2010-10-12 18:34:12
stevejmoore: What is your school's vision for students, learning, and teaching? #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27163511808
2010-10-12 16:22:14
stevejmoore: Teachers spend an average of 2.7 hrs collaborating w/ other teachers per week in the US. Is that enough?
http://bit.ly/cAX4iR NO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27153676588
2010-10-12 16:11:49
stevejmoore: RT @Teachhub: Check out today's Real Teacher Blog: Why Value-Added Assessment & Science Don't Mix at
http://ow.ly/2Se4c
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27152789400
2010-10-12 15:42:54
stevejmoore: RT @MrsBMG: If u like #itec10, you will love #edcampkc http://edcampkc.wikispaces.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27150237794
2010-10-12 14:12:50
stevejmoore: Greedy teachers and altruistic billionaires http://huff.to/9Z36xY via @brainyandbrawny
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27141954705
2010-10-12 14:08:34
stevejmoore: Students writing metacognitively this morning about our habits, purposes, and values in Writing Workshop.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27141551857
2010-10-12 14:01:05
stevejmoore: Stories from Terri Hart, Erin Wilkey, and Kevin Creutz today in the Missouri Educator Community Daily News.
http://fb.me/v8w06iRs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27140857427
2010-10-12 12:12:36
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27132256568
2010-10-11 22:38:22
stevejmoore: Study group meeting (@ Writing Center At UMKC) http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27075116733
2010-10-11 22:38:21
stevejmoore: I just ousted Blue M. as the mayor of Writing Center At UMKC on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27075116455

2010-10-11 21:55:57
stevejmoore: @poh @emwilkey what kind of music was it? Think I saw a picture posted of a bass fiddle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27072106250
2010-10-11 21:48:38
stevejmoore: First time to the Roasterie in KC, glad to be where there's a Clover! (@ Roasterie Cafe) http://4sq.com/7ilcAw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27071611877
2010-10-11 20:49:40
stevejmoore: @spedteacher that's awesome, I bet they love seeing the representations of how the first Congress met, documents
formed, etc.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27067720903
2010-10-11 20:48:53
stevejmoore: @poh went camping w/ the wife on the Missouri River, beautiful weekend! Hiking, campfire, stars, smores, etc.
Chiefs lost though :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27067669092
2010-10-11 19:50:30
stevejmoore: "Standardized minds create collateral debt obligations and credit default swaps." ~@karlfisch
http://huff.to/cPflz7 #standards
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27063784756
2010-10-11 19:45:19
stevejmoore: @poh thanks for the RT Paul, I've been finding that feeling a theme on Fridays. Sometimes even on Monday!
Restful weekend for you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27063438249
2010-10-11 19:44:24
stevejmoore: [reading] via @karlfisch http://huff.to/dzQCOO What Should Students Know and Be Able To Do? Support/push
back is welcome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27063376558
2010-10-11 19:32:23
stevejmoore: We need interesting and powerful adults who can help raise another generationâ€”of interesting and powerful
adults. http://bit.ly/90x0vC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27062625960
2010-10-11 18:55:17
stevejmoore: Listening to Nobuo Uematsu "Distant Worlds: Music from Final Fantasy" http://youtu.be/pZh8FWzK8QE while
planning/reading/writing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27060106878
2010-10-11 18:51:22
stevejmoore: Didn't tweet this enough last week but, my job is awesome. Year 2 of teaching is so different.
#AlwaysExcitedtoLearn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27059843379
2010-10-11 18:15:21
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo I thought about doing the same thing with my reading class last year w/ the Nelson Denny Reading
Test, I should've done it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27057331819
2010-10-11 16:47:43
stevejmoore: @spedteacher excellent! Which episode did you watch? I think the part where he talks about the painting is great.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27050679384
2010-10-11 16:46:51
stevejmoore: @musicfreakie @mme_henderson @MrsMerawi @daveandcori @bltg @yess321 thanks for the RTs! Hope you
enjoy those posts, look fwd to reading more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27050610674
2010-10-11 16:20:24
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo I completely get that vibe from you and I think I come from a similar desire to see his ideal
classroom. At least he did teach.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27048410715
2010-10-11 15:55:25
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo examine practice + read about others' + get to know students = differentiated solutions to reading
challenges #ThoughtsOnKohn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27046255300
2010-10-11 15:53:13
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo Tough question. The process for not losing students is much different than that of interesting them in
the 1st place.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27046068609
2010-10-11 14:12:22
stevejmoore: Stepping back this hour and letting my English 9 students choose how and with whom they read. Exciting to watch
them take charge :) #success
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27036985481
2010-10-11 14:09:53
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo What in Kohn's writing about motivation & reading are you most curious about?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27036756341
2010-10-11 13:58:48
stevejmoore: "When a chef throws a knife at a diner, we donâ€™t call it bad cooking" http://bit.ly/bsmQq0 #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27035755708
2010-10-11 13:55:31
stevejmoore: RT @budtheteacher: Today's poem: "Their Bodies" by David Wagoner http://bit.ly/8X7Rjd #nwp #engchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27035455891
2010-10-11 13:46:49
stevejmoore: [reading] @PrincipalDiff responds to @TomWhitby on #Tenure "Teachers depend on the good work of other
teachers." http://bit.ly/cAULyM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27034804076
2010-10-11 13:23:49
stevejmoore: "Some of the reforms proposed arenâ€™t designed to fix schools; theyâ€™re designed to blow them up."
http://bit.ly/bLj94X
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27032867724
2010-10-11 13:13:20
stevejmoore: RT @Robyn_Mindsteps If your reforms will destroy kids, schools, and teachers, please help the bear..
http://bit.ly/ajV9lj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27032021227
2010-10-11 13:12:22
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: The #1 instructional decision-maker in a classroom is the student. He or she can opt in or out
of the learning at any time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27031943820
2010-10-11 13:11:00
stevejmoore: "The more you rely on coercion and extrinsic [rewards]... the less interest students are likely to have..."
http://bit.ly/95EaQO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27031833381
2010-10-11 13:05:44
stevejmoore: @B_Wagoner not if Superman is their teacher, don't forget that ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/27031405381
2010-10-11 01:07:18
stevejmoore: On Disc 3 of John Adams, wherein the Alien & Sedition Acts are signed into law.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26987546119
2010-10-10 23:57:42
stevejmoore: Wouldn't want to be in the Chargers' locker room after today's game. I think Norv Turner should call
Schottenheimer just to do the yelling.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26982413159
2010-10-10 23:53:01
stevejmoore: Holy Raiders upset Batman! AFC West: KC: 3-1, all others are 2-3 #NotWhatIExpected
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26982075971
2010-10-10 23:46:46
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo I agree!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26981622903
2010-10-10 21:56:33
stevejmoore: RT @waffles4thesoul Writing creativly=major component of my essence not as necessary as H2O more impt thn
fantasy football & sillybands #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26974346553
2010-10-10 21:30:30
stevejmoore: RT @engltchrleo via @MariaMontessori Great article: How to Create Non-Readers, by Alfie Kohn
http://bit.ly/cpU5gP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26972747634
2010-10-10 21:27:59
stevejmoore: As much as I'd like to see da evil Raidas upset the AFC West standings with a win over the Bolts, it's hard to
cheer for them...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26972590388
2010-10-10 20:05:13
stevejmoore: Sigh. A few battle-worthy moments in the game, but my Chiefs fall to Peyton in Indy.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26967071728
2010-10-10 20:00:48
stevejmoore: @russgoerend @wmchamberlain I'll be staying in my home for #edcampkc :) Looking forward to meeting you
guys!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26966764360
2010-10-10 19:57:16
stevejmoore: Really Colquit? Had better things to do on the sidelines than hold for the kick? #fail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26966508317
2010-10-10 19:29:51
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins Respect! I guess Arrowhead is just not as welcoming :-) Could be that or an outcry at the beer
prices.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26964513158
2010-10-10 19:08:59
stevejmoore: Really shocked at how quiet this Indy crowd is. You're in a dome, at home, and tied w/ KC. Arrowhead would be
deafening!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26963008327
2010-10-10 19:04:23
stevejmoore: @awessley I'd rather it be 9-9 than 9-6 though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26962668323
2010-10-10 19:01:49
stevejmoore: @CapsCop Well when you're actually yelling it's not.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26962481761
2010-10-10 19:00:09
stevejmoore: INTERCEPTION PEYTON! HOO-AH!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26962348600
2010-10-10 18:54:00
stevejmoore: Didn't expect a no touchdown game today in Indy. 9-6 Ponies over Chiefs at the moment.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26961905209
2010-10-10 18:41:30

stevejmoore: Chiefs Secondary? More like tertiary today... I want to see some defensive maneuvering on Peyton! C'mon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26961004307
2010-10-10 18:34:06
stevejmoore: @kylepace No kidding, 3-6 against the Ponies is okay with me at the moment. I'm seeing a lot of good, even if the
gambles didn't pay off yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26960474949
2010-10-10 17:48:46
stevejmoore: @kylepace The Chiefs D showed up for work today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26957189834
2010-10-10 17:44:09
stevejmoore: Not that I like seeing a 6 point deficit in Indy, but the Chiefs of the past would have a 14 point deficit by now.
#Progress
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26956845299
2010-10-10 17:03:46
stevejmoore: CHIEFS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26953781851
2010-10-09 16:50:16
stevejmoore: Last update before camping and relaxing isolation! (@ Katfish Katys) http://4sq.com/bjOQdQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26859027258
2010-10-08 22:26:26
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain yay! #edcampkc Where are you staying?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26790081111
2010-10-08 22:26:00
stevejmoore: My Friday jam on the drive home: http://youtu.be/eMwn_hnoS5Y Solsbury Hill by Peter Gabriel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26790051454
2010-10-08 18:53:47
stevejmoore: via @friedbob http://xkcd.com/803/ How do you address good questions in class? [comic]
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26776018880
2010-10-08 18:53:16
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Ha! Hadn't seen that one yet today. Totally the first one, but that's awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26775985896
2010-10-08 18:52:15
stevejmoore: @web20classroom Glad you agree :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26775918205
2010-10-08 18:19:01
stevejmoore: @tnvora @stevefarber thanks for the RT, love that quote!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26773650044
2010-10-08 17:51:07
stevejmoore: @sywtt thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26771674247
2010-10-08 17:45:55
stevejmoore: Square pizza + chocolate milk = best school lunch ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26771291897
2010-10-08 17:36:42
stevejmoore: Kids are excited and asking about going to Africa after speaking with our guest today and seeing a video w/ KC
kids going to Tanzania.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26770603542
2010-10-08 17:27:36
stevejmoore: @lawyervon oh good, didn't know if there was a Clover in KC! I have had Roasterie coffee, but haven't been
there. Thx for the heads-up!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26769910694
2010-10-08 15:39:56
stevejmoore: Students are hearing about the 1968 Race Riots in KC from someone who experienced it in person.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26760796691
2010-10-08 14:44:05
stevejmoore: "Balance is important, but balance isn't binary" <-- love it Bud! http://bit.ly/adf0Y3 @budtheteacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26755582528
2010-10-08 14:42:21
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison It's a god documentary, and there's a lot of material on the @POVdocs site, worth watching!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26755421617
2010-10-08 14:41:29
stevejmoore: Reading http://bit.ly/adf0Y3 @Budtheteacher's post on Being Alone and "balance"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26755340248
2010-10-08 14:32:07
stevejmoore: After watching A Panther in Africa from @PBS http://to.pbs.org/btNoR9 my Eng 11 students are talking w/ a
former KC Black Panther today.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26754456759
2010-10-08 14:24:27
stevejmoore: @jorech I agree, it's a nice service, but I hope they are being upgraded soon. #GoogleSites
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26753729459
2010-10-08 14:21:01
stevejmoore: Replying to @KylePace's comment on Being Alone http://bit.ly/adkk8L "Does a difficult time make it easier to
disconnect?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26753410269
2010-10-08 14:16:49
stevejmoore: @msstewart I fixed that Tanya Davis link on my blog, http://bit.ly/aLUtVZ thanks for pointing me in the right
direction Meredith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26753027127
2010-10-08 02:15:37
stevejmoore: RT @chrislehmann: Read this: @samchaltain gets it right. The last two paragraphs will make you cheer or cry -http://ow.ly/2PVZu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26708909768
2010-10-08 02:10:21
stevejmoore: [reading] via @chrislehmann Every educator/parent should see http://ow.ly/2Qnt2 I'm really speechless. This
should chill anyone...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26708503000
2010-10-08 01:43:20
stevejmoore: Replies to the thoughtful comments by @budtheteacher @poh @aimeebogush @andreazellner @dogtrax
@katerino75 @clane http://bit.ly/9LJNel #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26706331481
2010-10-08 01:18:03
stevejmoore: â€œI seldom end up where I wanted to go, but almost always end up where I need to be.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26704263764

~Douglas Adams

2010-10-07 17:26:53
stevejmoore: I went to Algebra I class to participate today. Love playing the part of active student! http://yfrog.com/n69qmoj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26670427091
2010-10-07 17:11:06
stevejmoore: @EdTechUNcon oh really? My delete button is absent on that column, maybe I need to do it in settings\
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26669227170
2010-10-07 16:46:06

stevejmoore: @EdTechUNcon oh really? My delete button is absent on that column, maybe I need to do it in settings
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665631388
2010-10-07 16:44:24
stevejmoore: Loving today. Great interactions with students, lots of challenges being taken on by learners!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665302731
2010-10-07 16:43:33
stevejmoore: @EdTechUNcon oh really? My delete button is absent on that column, maybe I need to do it in settings
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665132995
2010-10-07 16:43:05
stevejmoore: @EdTechUNcon oh really? My delete button is absent on that column, maybe I need to do it in settings
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665036800
2010-10-07 16:43:02
stevejmoore: @EdTechUNcon oh really? My delete button is absent on that column, maybe I need to do it in settings
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26665027851
2010-10-07 15:03:34
stevejmoore: If you haven't updated TweetDeck, don't. It installs an un-deleteable "trending topics" column :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26656466721
2010-10-07 14:19:35
stevejmoore: So excited to see conversations between my urban class and an rural one nearby. Kids are loving NiceNet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26652637123
2010-10-07 14:07:56
stevejmoore: @tbakernwp @lamoureuxr @ELanghorst @AndreaZellner thanks for the RTs :) Have a good Thursday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26651617406
2010-10-07 14:05:06
stevejmoore: RT @LearningFirst: Help Jumpstart break the world record for most kids reading the same book the same day
w/an adult http://bit.ly/Xt8lE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26651371528
2010-10-07 13:30:54
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz that sounds exciting, do tweet some video/pictures!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26648472275
2010-10-07 13:29:51
stevejmoore: RT @MsEstep: RT @SarahDarerLitt If we had more teachers like @PaulwHankins USA would b better
http://bit.ly/bLfPoZ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26648383097
2010-10-07 13:28:42
stevejmoore: Flattered! My blog was listed alongside @Edutopia @TeacherMagazine @chadsansing and @PoliticsK12 in a
"Best" list http://bit.ly/9b9HIc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26648289429
2010-10-07 23:36:34
stevejmoore: I'm at Best Buy (19110 E 39th St S, Independence). http://4sq.com/dfbCMM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26696095338
2010-10-07 23:22:09
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth well now that we've met in person I have even more evidence of how cool you are Christy :)
Keep tweeting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26694961541
2010-10-07 23:21:15
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Read stories from @chollingsworth @dianadell @kimberlysmoore and many others on MO
Ed Daily http://bit.ly/dt4eHM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26694891265
2010-10-07 23:08:42

stevejmoore: "Thankfully Struggling" http://bit.ly/doYOMK reflection on what makes our school(s) tick. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26693908414
2010-10-07 22:28:39
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 I use techno music! Another bad thing, my iPhone headphones have gone missing! I can't jam out
while I write today! #Boo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26690896610
2010-10-07 22:27:09
stevejmoore: I've had this blog post up since July http://bit.ly/aUhGkp, had to clean up a few embarrassing typos before #nwp
published it :) #ItHappens
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26690789570
2010-10-07 22:18:38
stevejmoore: Trying to lower my heart rate after high-energy (frustrating) discussion of grades, attendance, & real learning
assessment. Writing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26690160297
2010-10-07 22:16:41
stevejmoore: @lawyervon Where did you go for coffee when you were in Law school at UMKC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26690019620
2010-10-07 22:16:13
stevejmoore: @lawyervon but really, I'm glad you're here to look out for me and my inner coffee snob :-) My wife and friends
don't understand...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26689986033
2010-10-07 22:15:18
stevejmoore: @lawyervon I have so FEW options up here! Seriously! KC (at least the 'burbs) is NO Springfield... #CoffeeFail
I'm distraught!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26689919827
2010-10-07 21:51:50
stevejmoore: I just ousted @kim_hoang as the mayor of Panera Bread on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26688222373
2010-10-07 18:39:56
stevejmoore: RT @NancyW: RT @budtheteacher: Help me shift conv. frm "supporting technology integration" to "supporting
good teaching and learning." YES!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26675424019
2010-10-07 18:39:27
stevejmoore: @amandacdykes hang in there, it's crazy here too. We were just wondering what's up w/ this lunar cycle...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26675392883
2010-10-07 18:38:59
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: read my featured story in #nwp's gallery to celebrate the National Day on Writing--Oct. 20!
http://bit.ly/b4Pvgn #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26675361823
2010-10-07 18:28:20
stevejmoore: @writingproject Thanks #nwp !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26674649299
2010-10-07 18:19:57
stevejmoore: @elanaleoni Thanks Elana! :) I'm in good company with you guys.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26674080579
2010-10-06 03:06:56
stevejmoore: Thinking I should write this down on paper, turn off my cell phone, close my laptop, and go sit somewhere.
http://youtu.be/k7X7sZzSXYs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26517270302
2010-10-06 03:05:25
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Sorry I missed #engchat, led by the great @msstewart But I plan to check the archive, and you can too:

http://bit.ly/d3u5ED
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26517158417
2010-10-06 02:48:59
stevejmoore: I posted my comments about Tony Danza in "Teach" on the @MSTA blog http://bit.ly/cVuMLE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26515934653
2010-10-06 02:15:06
stevejmoore: @MrsMerawi catching up on Hulu, no cable or DVR :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26513399901
2010-10-06 02:14:29
stevejmoore: @cakeypal I'm watching it on Hulu, I think I will have to blog about it soon though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26513352136
2010-10-06 02:00:50
stevejmoore: Watching "Teach" with Tony Danza. Already sensing that this will be good. Really. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26512298629
2010-10-06 00:50:53
stevejmoore: The American dream, principals speaking out, and a 7th grader's personal learning environment. All shared by...
http://fb.me/uLOpIpmJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26506910457
2010-10-06 00:48:44
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: A 7th grade student gives a tour of her personal learning environment. (great video)
http://youtu.be/YEls3tq5wIY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26506769995
2010-10-06 00:23:41
stevejmoore: Two days, two very productive meetings with fellow #nwp TCs about school culture and writing. #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26504829881
2010-10-06 23:04:20
stevejmoore: I'm at Legends Of Asia. http://4sq.com/dsq7aA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26593560932
2010-10-06 22:01:01
stevejmoore: I'm at Border Books (1664 w chipman rd, Lee's Summit). http://4sq.com/7D5UdN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26588765801
2010-10-06 21:34:29
stevejmoore: @msstewart good idea! I'll edit that link
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26586911957
2010-10-06 21:27:37
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Responded to the great comments from @stevejmoore @ELanghorst & @wmchamberlain on Tony
Danza in "Teach" on the @MSTA blog http ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26586434758
2010-10-06 21:10:36
stevejmoore: On Being Alone. http://bit.ly/aLUtVZ My 2nd attempt to make a Web fast (inspired by @poh) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26585265273
2010-10-06 20:39:20
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Don't give up on writing by hand. Research shows it engages the brain in learning:
http://bit.ly/cQAzAb #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26583117064
2010-10-06 20:39:04
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison @lawyervon it's a little oxymoronic, yes :) I haven't decided how to go about it yet, but I think
I'm going to do a fast.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26583099773
2010-10-06 19:37:25

stevejmoore: Writing in our staff journals about teaching "technicians" bs "professionals" #nwp http://yfrog.com/na282pj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26579058401
2010-10-06 18:41:39
stevejmoore: Writing about unplugging, disconnecting, going offline, and exploring the value of being alone. Blog post to come.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26575483467
2010-10-06 18:40:43
stevejmoore: @wildelycreative had a lot to do with what was going on in class, all individual performance work today, just
made me think.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26575424336
2010-10-06 18:39:54
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain maybe it will take shape after a few episodes...looking forward to reading it later on :) #teach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26575371565
2010-10-06 18:19:39
stevejmoore: @marita_t it's really a beautiful poem, making me stop. and think.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26574078399
2010-10-06 18:18:21
stevejmoore: After hollering at some lunch-time stragglers that "class is about to start!" I wondered: "starting" class, might be
diff for each...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26573995817
2010-10-06 12:04:02
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26544730332
2010-10-05 21:25:16
stevejmoore: I'm at American Jazz Museum (1616 E 18th St, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/bRKxC8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26491591479
2010-10-05 21:19:14
stevejmoore: Meetings in the Jazz District are my favorite. (@ 18th & Vine District) http://4sq.com/9AMLGH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26491180255
2010-10-05 19:29:47
stevejmoore: Our whole staff just spent 30 minutes writing in journals and talking about our practice! Success! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26483915862
2010-10-05 18:54:17
stevejmoore: My principal just got our staff journals to encourage reflective writing! #nwp http://yfrog.com/n6cktj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26481615869
2010-10-05 18:37:48
stevejmoore: dividing a profession of 5 mil into good/bad teachers misses an opportunity to show how all must continue to
learn http://bit.ly/b2D6KI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26480576356
2010-10-05 18:35:50
stevejmoore: RT @DrDial @Jgaddie @AWintour: Learn from the mistakes of others. You don't have time to make them all
yourself.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26480441436
2010-10-05 18:27:47
stevejmoore: The Textbook Contest http://bit.ly/cncogc via @IraSocol Post a comment, win some books!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26479918913
2010-10-05 17:49:15
stevejmoore: RT @aleah: The only thing better than beans and cornbread is leftover beans and cornbread. <agreed!>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26477404583
2010-10-05 17:28:43
stevejmoore: RT @alansitomer: Diane Ravitch on a tear... I love it! http://bit.ly/aVjc4I

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26475968476
2010-10-05 17:25:24
stevejmoore: @MissTyneal @msstewart @jasonschmidt123 @Teachhub @daveandcori thanks for the RTs :) Twitter is messy
and non-linear too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26475732092
2010-10-05 16:50:27
stevejmoore: Differentiated instruction is messy, non-linear, loud at times, frustrated often, but wow is it better than sit 'n get
instruction.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26473110771
2010-10-05 01:34:03
stevejmoore: "The space between people like Alfie Kohn and Robert Marzano, between Deborah Meier and Ed Hirsch, could
fill volumes." ~@chrislehmann
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26415594162
2010-10-05 01:31:31
stevejmoore: "This Isn't An Education Debate" @chrislehmann's post in the new HuffPo Education section:
http://huff.to/bH4pS3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26415387102
2010-10-05 00:13:35
stevejmoore: Great meeting today with @litmaven67 for our #gkcwp inquiry, may do a joint presentation at #edcampkc to kick
it off...#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26408996493
2010-10-05 15:27:02
stevejmoore: RT @jonathanferrell: Motivation in the classroom. Alfie Kohn vs Dwight Schrute http://t.co/5aREW3P - This is
perfect.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26466350756
2010-10-05 00:04:07
stevejmoore: Read what other educators are reading in Missouri http://fb.me/JkLQATio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26408232771
2010-10-04 13:41:57
stevejmoore: @hello_newman success!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26362906578
2010-10-04 19:34:02
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut @jonbecker going through NCA for my school this year, I feel your pain!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26389360366
2010-10-04 13:33:46
stevejmoore: Never in my wildest dreams... http://bit.ly/cwHZgy #Chiefs are the only undefeated team in the NFL!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26362195127
2010-10-04 19:31:59
stevejmoore: The lovely @msstewart is hosting #engchat tonight 7PM EST: Creating Cross-Curricular Experiences in ELA
Class. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26389235892
2010-10-04 13:31:52
stevejmoore: 10 hrs of sleep last night, still feel tired & a little sick. Think I'll need another 8:30 bedtime tonight. :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26362042022
2010-10-04 19:23:41
stevejmoore: RT @jclarey: "2 types of job: one you shower before, other you shower after" http://bit.ly/biVSKX (on not going
to college)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26388719390
2010-10-04 13:29:40
stevejmoore: @saune yeah, no kidding!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26361862264

2010-10-04 19:18:42
stevejmoore: My inbox is so bloated I'm getting a ulcer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26388361611
2010-10-04 19:12:09
stevejmoore: Check out what ideas are being discussed at #EdCampKC http://bit.ly/c4exPT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26387959233
2010-10-04 19:11:31
stevejmoore: @msstewart /wavesback :) I blame it on the lack of coffee shops w/ wifi open late in Blue Springs. There's
nowhere for me to lurk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26387921253
2010-10-04 18:39:43
stevejmoore: RT @bltg @kylepace: Schedule for #edcampKC! http://bit.ly/aPPLkG Can't wait!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26386842124
2010-10-04 18:36:19
stevejmoore: I find I'm using Twitter a lot differently this year. Taking in more info, less interaction. Trying to amend this!
Adapting to new pace.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26386621805
2010-10-04 18:27:54
stevejmoore: @ktenkely I try to follow anyone who starts conversation w/ me, sometimes that doesn't stay, takes me a while to
unfollow. Lists, tweetdeck.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26386061794
2010-10-04 18:22:55
stevejmoore: What would you do if you & your students had 10 min a day to engage w the world however you liked?
http://ht.ly/2OdHz #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26385740109
2010-10-04 18:16:26
stevejmoore: @mbteach I signed up for it and made some demos, not really "using" it though atm, seems useable though.
#schoology
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26385317013
2010-10-04 18:15:19
stevejmoore: What Does 'Career-Ready' Mean, Anyway http://t.co/qSybpIN via @educationweek
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26385241340
2010-10-04 16:47:09
stevejmoore: RT @emwilkey: Fall 2010 #gkcwp newsletter includes a fantastic profile of tc teacher-rebel @uncertainwonder!
http://ow.ly/2Oath (PDF) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26378963032
2010-10-04 14:14:57
stevejmoore: Is Scribd only allowing logins through Facebook now? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26365762054
2010-10-04 14:14:31
stevejmoore: @RileyFreeman Not a CFL fan? There have been a few Chiefs to come out of Canada I've noticed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26365723788
2010-10-04 14:00:29
stevejmoore: @RileyFreeman I wouldn't be surprised if they don't, but it's nice to see some success right now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26364488132
2010-10-03 04:19:53
stevejmoore: Kanye on SNL? I'm never impressed by how awesome he seems to think he is. #EntertainmentFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26236549128
2010-10-03 01:21:08
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 it's already getting cold, we're bundled up! You in the stands?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26223535586

2010-10-03 00:49:04
stevejmoore: @music_hurts no way!! I'll cheer for your band!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26221290086
2010-10-03 00:30:55
stevejmoore: Can't wait to see @BSpringsMarchin in exhibition at 10pm!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26220029667
2010-10-03 17:56:10
stevejmoore: I'm at Jason's Deli- Lee's Summit (1690 NW Chipman Road, Lees Summit). http://4sq.com/bR7Fjq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26287515985
2010-10-02 23:47:50
stevejmoore: Marching band festival!! (@ Blue Springs High School) http://4sq.com/dAvDX3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26217179526
2010-10-02 21:59:11
stevejmoore: @PodPirate it just surpassed MySpace in traffic, second only to FB now. I still use it every day to connect w/
other teachers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26210313761
2010-10-02 21:56:49
stevejmoore: Saw the B-2 Bomber fly overhead today #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26210175282
2010-10-02 21:44:39
stevejmoore: @Horizons93 thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26209460773
2010-10-02 21:44:11
stevejmoore: @micwalker thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26209433601
2010-10-02 21:42:34
stevejmoore: @TheDSCWay that sounds like fun too ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26209340857
2010-10-02 21:41:12
stevejmoore: @saraallen91 thanks for the RT Sara! How've you been?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26209261120
2010-10-02 20:16:13
stevejmoore: My wife would totally win the "Husband Calling" contest this morning #fb http://yfrog.com/bhr7vvj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26204175034
2010-10-02 19:32:03
stevejmoore: 1855 Fall Festival (@ Missouri Town) http://4sq.com/9GGBbv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26201535778
2010-10-02 19:12:33
stevejmoore: Slept in, homemade waffles, coffee, saturday NPR, newspaper, cleaned house, packed up summer clothes,
laundry, marching band festival later!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26200303730
2010-10-01 03:04:05
stevejmoore: Guns, Germs, & Digital Writing? #nwp http://bit.ly/dkKSNV My wonky take on anthropology, geography, and
blogging w/ swords.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26043484678
2010-10-01 02:26:31
stevejmoore: Must-read from @MrChase http://bit.ly/dciQmx "Not Broken"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26040102242
2010-10-01 02:04:39
stevejmoore: @dancallahan well I will check them both out in more detail, thanks for the endorsement

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26038132679
2010-10-01 01:59:37
stevejmoore: @dancallahan I think I'd buy it based off of just that one song!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26037676924
2010-10-01 01:57:04
stevejmoore: @katerino75 we had the rocket tots, pizza, fries, cheese platter, some world beers and I had a tall dry cider.
Good place!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26037453545
2010-10-01 01:55:42
stevejmoore: Loving this song today: http://youtu.be/OvMVCHhwTPs "You and I" by Ingrid Michaelson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26037333795
2010-10-01 01:52:28
stevejmoore: Putting the finishing touches on my review of #NWP's new book Because Digital Writing Matters, will post
tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26037049291
2010-10-01 21:18:44
stevejmoore: Time for a root beer float and greasy burger! (@ Bill & Ann's Mugs Up) http://4sq.com/9GKTfY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26115974244
2010-10-01 20:16:23
stevejmoore: RT @kjarrett: Reading, blown away by: @TeacherSabrina's Saving Schools from the 'Supermen'
http://ow.ly/2N9Bv (via @mikeklonsky)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26111823176
2010-10-01 20:15:04
stevejmoore: @ProfTK @prestwickhouse you too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26111737294
2010-10-01 15:07:05
stevejmoore: "I'm switching from missiles to guns" Today is day 2 of hot tea in the morning rather than coffee...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26088140732
2010-10-01 20:12:39
stevejmoore: @sarahjoaustin haha, that's different. I'm there with you on that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26111583801
2010-10-01 14:53:04
stevejmoore: @Tiffsnoopy You might check on @englishcomp's Ning http://bit.ly/bws8vA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26086840252
2010-10-01 20:03:43
stevejmoore: If your PD sessions aren't modeling the kinds of habits you want in your classroom, point that out.
PD=teaching=modeling learning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26111009713
2010-10-01 13:42:06
stevejmoore: Urban core freshman begin collaborating with rural Missouri students on NiceNet today! #nwp Reading Harper
Lee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26080443611
2010-10-01 19:51:27
stevejmoore: "I'm not a number." Lawrence College's "conscientious objection" to standardized test scores for admission
http://bit.ly/cd72WG via @ElyseEA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26110217566
2010-10-01 13:40:22
stevejmoore: @dancallahan music-suggesting stalkers are the best!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26080300289
2010-10-01 19:47:12

stevejmoore: What kind of attitude do you have if your response to a student question is "not now, I'm teaching." ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26109945999
2010-10-01 13:40:05
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26080276444
2010-10-01 18:31:19
stevejmoore: Are you doing whatever you can to make my children self-directed, self-organized, passionate learners?
http://bit.ly/bgWRRV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26104910696
2010-10-01 13:09:03
stevejmoore: @dogtrax Thanks for the plug Kevin!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26077734647
2010-10-01 18:09:48
stevejmoore: Mapping Banned Books in America http://n.pr/byXTVJ #SpeakLoudly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26103402114
2010-10-01 12:50:02
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: Wkly Poll: Should all kids go 2 college? http://bit.ly/9d4hib (63% say No)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26076282576
2010-10-01 18:08:07
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: What are you doing for the National Day on Writing? Hear what others are doing on #NWP
Radio: http://bit.ly/cnJobm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26103282132
2010-10-01 12:49:46
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: "Social Media is not going away; so it's time to embrace it not ban it."
http://tinyurl.com/24h5tlj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26076260883
2010-10-01 18:01:35
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr haha, well keep enjoying the beauty of the Fall. I know to expect a storm of wintery tweets as soon
as you see precipitation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26102810179
2010-10-01 12:45:05
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: A Great Google Docs Tip Sheet: http://scr.bi/bphNrG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26075877100
2010-10-01 17:50:18
stevejmoore: Seniors are reading http://bit.ly/axPZ8r about high quality college essays, exploring examples. From JuCo to Ivy
League.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26101988299
2010-10-01 16:58:25
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr also, is it snowing up there yet? I am ready for sledding season!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26097974758
2010-10-01 16:57:31
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz is "Balanced Literacy" some kind of keyword? What is/are your research question(s)?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26097901093
2010-10-01 16:56:34
stevejmoore: Students at @MissouriState #SpeakLoudly about banned books http://bit.ly/b0zIyJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26097824104
2010-10-01 16:51:49
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: PLN: come through for me. Looking for Balanced Literacy resources so I can begin research on
implementation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26097435515

2010-10-01 16:51:23
stevejmoore: @j_allen It used to be in the footer of the main page, I think it's long gone now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26097399732
2010-10-01 16:43:28
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr so far, my opinion is that both are equally diuretic, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26096713961
2010-10-01 15:14:54
stevejmoore: @j_allen did you ever notice it said that at the bottom of pages on Facebook? Always made me chuckle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26088846565
2010-10-01 15:14:17
stevejmoore: @popgunchaos I still ended up with a toddy in my hand by the end of the day, but wanted to give tea a shot, but
you're right, it ain't java!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26088790050
2010-09-30 22:28:23
stevejmoore: I'm at Flying Saucer Draught Emporium (101 E 13th St, at Walnut, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/31fFF7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26020581760
2010-09-30 22:13:36
stevejmoore: Meeting my family members who work downtown! (@ KCP&L;) http://4sq.com/9jF824
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26019505478
2010-09-30 20:43:05
stevejmoore: Checking out "Kevin Hodgson's review of Because Digitral Writing Matters" on #NWP Book Group Network:
http://ning.it/dkbDoH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26013194815
2010-09-30 20:37:37
stevejmoore: It's strange, some of my students refuse to blow their nose in the classroom, saying it's rude. Guess I just grew up
w/ a boogery family.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26012835491
2010-09-30 20:25:55
stevejmoore: Need to remember to put the Amelie score back onto my iPod later tonight. Love me some French accordion
music.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26012049361
2010-09-30 20:16:21
stevejmoore: RT @NWPSiteLeaders: Teachers Headline Capitol Hill Event on Digital Media & Writing http://bit.ly/bfBEVd /
your #NWP at work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26011409308
2010-09-30 20:06:49
stevejmoore: I'm at Aixois (301 East 55th Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/5XSDc0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/26010770791
2010-09-30 17:01:15
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst thoughts on Tony Danza reality show starting Friday in which he teaches 10th grade English in
Philly? http://bit.ly/96PoPX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25997729365
2010-09-30 14:13:16
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP You donâ€™t have to be in DC for today's #nwpâ€™s congressional briefing. Follow tweets
from the mtg: http://bit.ly/aIi2qY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25982873662
2010-09-30 14:12:44
stevejmoore: @nelson_atkins Students who went seemed most interested in the African masks and Native American art, I was
drawn to the Rothko painting
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25982824254
2010-09-30 14:11:45

stevejmoore: My Writing Workshop students are using other student writing to build stronger vocabularies today #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25982736469
2010-09-30 14:00:24
stevejmoore: @j_allen yeah I think that's on Wallwisher, I'll check back on it after school
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25981718766
2010-09-30 13:59:54
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: Isn't it a great day to be educating students! #bestjobintheworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25981669540
2010-09-30 13:22:53
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Every teacher needs PD in the effective use of digital tools for teaching and learning:
http://bit.ly/aIi2qY #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25978498762
2010-09-30 13:05:20
stevejmoore: RT @AndersonGL @alfiekohn (Donald Graves) We learn more from hanging around someone who does it than
from being told how itâ€™s done #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25977076477
2010-09-30 02:00:23
stevejmoore: via @nashworld @MikeDial Athletes Are you "that guy?" = http://bit.ly/biTxaA -you'll laugh. "That guy" was
most of my high school, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25939465961
2010-09-30 01:57:35
stevejmoore: @katerino75 I extend my teacher heart to you for whatever it's worth!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25939234156
2010-09-30 01:28:07
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke Woooooot! Congrats!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25936807704
2010-09-30 01:09:46
stevejmoore: http://fb.me/J5QusBAv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25935318040
2010-09-30 01:09:02
stevejmoore: RT @jutecht: The Case For Social Media in Schools http://bit.ly/bv2mdT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25935258179
2010-09-30 01:07:46
stevejmoore: @FMindlin's Passion in teaching: http://t.co/b9aMgzQ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25935156842
2010-09-30 01:02:31
stevejmoore: Excellent blog post on @Parentella about the fact and fiction of "Superman" http://bit.ly/cRqsFO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25934715340
2010-09-30 00:09:30
stevejmoore: Got my @ASCD Annual Conference booklet in the mail today, excited to see @kevcreutz and
@NMHS_Principal are presenting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25930505439
2010-09-29 18:41:42
stevejmoore: Going back to the @Nelson_Atkins museum today with a handful of students!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25907618107
2010-09-29 18:41:00
stevejmoore: My seniors were talking about hyperbole and reading Hugh Gallagher's NYU application essay
http://bit.ly/deSO7d #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25907573436
2010-09-29 03:17:11

stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 @timlauer It was very good! Reminds me why I collected baseball cards as a kid...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25848813880
2010-09-29 03:14:57
stevejmoore: Ready why @BudtheTeacher isn't waiting for Superman, channeling Chris Crutcher instead #nwp
http://bit.ly/cBaabb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25848640735
2010-09-29 00:44:32
stevejmoore: Watching Ken Burns's documentary about Baseball on PBS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25836481035
2010-09-29 00:32:08
stevejmoore: @kylepace that's awesome! I take it we have UCM & Odin to thank for that? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25835467442
2010-09-29 00:31:13
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: 1 hour of grad credit will be available for attending #edcampkc if interested!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25835394827
2010-09-29 00:29:46
stevejmoore: RT @chrislehmann: #edchat @educationnation This is the education that Oprah and Arne Duncan support. It is
cruel to children and teacher ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25835277536
2010-09-29 00:19:11
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @web20classroom: Now Is Your Chance To Tell Arne Duncan What Is On Your Mind:
http://bit.ly/dfK63L #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25834610987
2010-09-29 23:39:07
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I haven't heard Marcy Playground in a long time, thanks for posting the song Thomas!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25928142310
2010-09-29 21:41:12
stevejmoore: "reflection is the prelude to wisdom" http://yfrog.com/f5kg3ij
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25919550244
2010-09-29 19:54:32
stevejmoore: @rcburrell delicious color theory...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25912422074
2010-09-29 19:31:42
stevejmoore: Standing in front of Mark Rothko's "Untitled No. 11, 1963" at the @Nelson_Atkins http://yfrog.com/5brypoj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25910909502
2010-09-29 19:14:36
stevejmoore: Back at the art museum! (@ Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art) http://4sq.com/7l9Khu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25909773488
2010-09-28 00:56:57
stevejmoore: Guns, Germs, and Steel (NatGeo series) is finally available on Netflix streaming! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25739591048
2010-09-28 00:56:16
stevejmoore: @kylepace let's plan to meet up another day this week, I could meet you at Borders in LS tomorrow if you want!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25739534300
2010-09-28 00:10:09
stevejmoore: Just when I get comfy... a pizza guy comes in and they close the @starbucks lobby! boo! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25735744661
2010-09-28 00:09:14
stevejmoore: @kylepace actually, I was just informed that their lobby would be closing in 20 min...so nevermind!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25735670306

2010-09-28 00:08:01
stevejmoore: @kylepace yeah I'll be here, but don't make the trip just for me. We'll catch up again soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25735572229
2010-09-28 23:52:16
stevejmoore: RT @teacherdebra: Prents need 2B educated about what we R doing, otherwise, they 2 may be wedded to testing
and traditional ways #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832490313
2010-09-28 23:50:07
stevejmoore: RT @michellek107: @pammoran I ask a LOT of questions of my kids. They used to get frustrated- "just tell us.!
Now they want to discover! ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832318992
2010-09-28 23:49:19
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: We need to take back educational reform from the business people and the politicians who
highjacked it. Reform #Edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832254404
2010-09-28 23:49:00
stevejmoore: RT @davidwees: Many mentoring programs are unsuccessful b/c the person being mentored doesn't follow their
path, they follow mentor. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832230683
2010-09-28 23:48:34
stevejmoore: RT @baldy7: #edchat honestly, what percentage of teachers do you think want change? Change is uncomfortable.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832197125
2010-09-28 23:48:03
stevejmoore: RT @michellek107: @pammoran @danielespejo @gfred33 when I say "teach," I really mean "learn with my
students." :-) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832155027
2010-09-28 23:47:41
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: We need to focus on collaborative and mentoring Observations for positive assessment of
teachers. Reform #Edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832126767
2010-09-28 23:46:05
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP @caseydaugherty sounds good, wish I was there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25832000383
2010-09-28 23:34:26
stevejmoore: I'm at Blue Springs Family YMCA (1300 Adams Dairy Parkway, Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25831087623
2010-09-28 22:47:08
stevejmoore: Started two blog posts tonight, breaking to go to the gym instead. Need some motion.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25827486922
2010-09-28 22:45:46
stevejmoore: RT @BrianStPierre: anyone have a good online tool for creating storyboards? #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25827385967
2010-09-28 22:43:23
stevejmoore: RT @sanmccarron: A student comments on teacher merit pay. http://stager.tv/blog/?p=1477
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25827209122
2010-09-28 22:42:26
stevejmoore: RT @blkdrama: Here's a great response to new teachers from Tom #nwp http://bit.ly/csnfmj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25827140025
2010-09-28 17:27:23
stevejmoore: "Becasue Digital Writing Matters" review on Glogster by @dogtrax http://bit.ly/c3bAqz #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25804677277

2010-09-28 13:14:46
stevejmoore: RT @Molsmcc: Courageous honesty. RT @JasonFlom: Reading "My One Wish: To Be Superman" by
@ChadRatliff http://bit.ly/bXO7EW #edchat #edu ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25783071244
2010-09-28 13:14:27
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: Post from Diane Ravitch on futility of merit pay. http://tinyurl.com/238vhpb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25783045917
2010-09-28 22:38:17
stevejmoore: Did an interview with @MSTA today about my experiences as a new teacher using social media. Told why it
SHOULD be used.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25826829919
2010-09-28 22:35:31
stevejmoore: Read the Missouri Ed Daily and see what other Missouri Educators are sharing online. http://fb.me/ImBAKd1d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25826626801
2010-09-28 22:32:42
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins Katie Kline at the @gkcwp is pretty much my hero. Using the books in an urban-rural
partnership w/ 1 of @bltg's schools #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25826421034
2010-09-28 22:31:27
stevejmoore: @MsEstep @tmmaerke the devil appeared in my living room one night & gave them to me for a kazoo solo.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25826329449
2010-09-28 22:28:31
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 I love the new covers, I've got the film, audio book, and am doing the urban-rural partnership with
Pleasant Hill #nwp #tkam
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25826104496
2010-09-28 21:50:47
stevejmoore: I'm at Panera Bread (18800 40 HWY, Independence). http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25823238504
2010-09-28 21:15:00
stevejmoore: Thanks to the @GKCWP for donating a class set of To Kill a Mockingbird to my school!
http://twitpic.com/2svul8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25820634746
2010-09-28 20:15:14
stevejmoore: The @MissouriEd Daily is out! http://bit.ly/dt4eHN Lots of Show Me voices featured.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25816427420
2010-09-28 20:02:30
stevejmoore: Must-read: http://bit.ly/dazzWF My One Wish: To Be Superman by @chadratliff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25815521628
2010-09-28 18:04:00
stevejmoore: @mtrump that being said, I agree kids need the space and practice of writing slower, focusing, and going nondigital.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25807222099
2010-09-28 18:03:18
stevejmoore: @mtrump I still know how to write in cursive, but I can type almost 90 wpm. I like writing physically, but prefer
typing b/c of speed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25807175263
2010-09-28 18:00:56
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Thanks for including @MSTA in the Missouri Ed Daily @stevejmoore! All about education in the
Show Me State http://ow.ly/2L5PT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25807011004
2010-09-28 17:28:52

stevejmoore: Kids just plain write more when they're in front of a computer. There's no question. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25804784851
2010-09-27 23:56:11
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks no worries, the gift is much appreciated & there's plenty of time before the event!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25734599425
2010-09-27 23:55:29
stevejmoore: @kylepace I'm at the Sbux in Blue Springs right now on 7HW if you're out and around. Otherwise I can get them
to you later. No rush!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25734544430
2010-09-27 23:53:18
stevejmoore: reading Tom Brokow's views on To Kill a Mockingbird http://shar.es/04jsb #engchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25734369423
2010-09-27 23:48:56
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25734018155
2010-09-27 23:22:16
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks It's Nov 6th in Lee's Summit, MO just SE of downtown KC.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731849605
2010-09-27 23:22:06
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks It's Nov 6th in Lee's Summit, MO just SE of downtown KC.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731833518
2010-09-27 23:21:47
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks It's Nov 6th in Lee's Summit, MO just SE of downtown KC.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731802268
2010-09-27 23:20:44
stevejmoore: The Missouri Ed Daily is out! Are you sharing info online about education in the Show Me State?
http://fb.me/H0RNYt56
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731698956
2010-09-27 23:19:22
stevejmoore: Need to slip away & write about the #NWP book "Because Digital Writing Matters." Thanks @poh! Just finished
it this weekend.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731562857
2010-09-27 23:14:50
stevejmoore: @kylepace Do you have a place for books donated to #edcampkc in your office maybe? The backseat of my car
is very small! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731092095
2010-09-27 23:14:08
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks I still haven't gotten your books in the mail, I wonder if you got them back? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25731030452
2010-09-27 23:12:53
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins @andreazellner @dogtrax Monday as in today or a week from today?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25730916544
2010-09-27 23:10:51
stevejmoore: I wish I had a dollar for every day I felt like I could use a day off and then I'm proven wrong by my students.
Another great day. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25730697716
2010-09-27 17:58:27
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner that was fast! I just finished reading my copy. Thanks for posting it! #nwp #DigitalW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25708294348
2010-09-27 17:57:49

stevejmoore: @poh they were pretty proud of their poems, I'm hoping to share more of their writing online in the future, maybe
AV too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25708250977
2010-09-27 17:57:25
stevejmoore: Students are reading from Billy Collins' Poetry 180, pg 265 "Tuesday 9:00 AM" by Denver Buston, talking text
visualization.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25708224197
2010-09-27 17:12:39
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Re-reading "An Upset Educator's Letter to Oprah - Ask Teachers" by #nwp 's @dbgilders You should
read it, too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25705085599
2010-09-27 16:06:14
stevejmoore: @ASCD thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25699787475
2010-09-27 16:05:56
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 well I'm glad to follow and I look forward to what you will share :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25699763119
2010-09-27 14:26:35
stevejmoore: Kids are sharing their Where I'm From poems out loud today! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25691036630
2010-09-27 12:07:30
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25680138163
2010-09-27 00:41:24
stevejmoore: RT @tgwynn: A must read by @garystager "Education Nation & Ideological Blindness" http://bit.ly/dq9daM
#educationnation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25639486822
2010-09-27 00:39:31
stevejmoore: RT @TheEngTeacher: The Best Posts & Articles About The Teacher-Bashing â€œWaiting For Supermanâ€
Movie & Associated Events http://bit.ly/c5 ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25639335123
2010-09-27 00:34:51
stevejmoore: RT @ndcollier: RT @ileducprof: "We need great PUBLIC education for all of our schools." ~Geoffrey Canada
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638958434
2010-09-27 00:30:23
stevejmoore: RT @bjnichols: â€œI arise in the morning torn between a desire to improve (or save) the world and a desire to
enjoy (or savor) the world.â€ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638611145
2010-09-27 00:28:12
stevejmoore: RT @ktenkely: Dear Michelle Rhee, how exactly do you define bad teachers. Or good for that matter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638441524
2010-09-27 00:27:38
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: Talk at #educationnation about teacher evaluations. Joe still hung up on trying to evaluate
teachers like business mo ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638397825
2010-09-27 00:25:16
stevejmoore: RT @budtheteacher: Why can't we use pay to inspire teachers? Because it doesn't work. Important detail.
#educationnation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638219640
2010-09-27 00:23:16
stevejmoore: @ascd will you link @litmaven67 to your EdLeadership issue in response to Newsweek? Thanks!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25638064082
2010-09-27 00:06:51
stevejmoore: @litmaven67 I can't believe I wasn't following you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25636785924
2010-09-26 23:06:52
stevejmoore: Teacher inquiry group meeting (@ Writing Center At UMKC) http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25632178995
2010-09-26 20:09:06
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 that's an accomplishment! Even more than getting the inbox to zero I think!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25620015416
2010-09-26 20:07:57
stevejmoore: @ArrowheadPride stupid garbage TD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25619940896
2010-09-26 19:46:56
stevejmoore: CHIEFS. Yes. 31-3. Wow. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25618532739
2010-09-26 19:20:09
stevejmoore: @kylepace this game is awesome! #chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25616709719
2010-09-26 19:19:34
stevejmoore: @jpacubas no kidding!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25616668147
2010-09-26 19:18:44
stevejmoore: CHIEFS!! 24-3! We're contenders not pretenders! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25616612402
2010-09-26 18:46:42
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of The Backes Estate on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/cM48J7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25614416846
2010-09-26 17:52:04
stevejmoore: Kansas City Chiefs touchdown! 7-0 against the 49ers. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25610557079
2010-09-26 03:26:40
stevejmoore: I'm at The Backes Estate. http://4sq.com/cM48J7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25556468547
2010-09-26 02:34:18
stevejmoore: Watching @MissouriState battle Illinois State in overtime after a 34-34 regulation. Go bears! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25552640606
2010-09-25 00:51:44
stevejmoore: Best politician name ever on a billboard "Dudenhoffer" in Linn, MO #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25454391814
2010-09-25 00:26:16
stevejmoore: I'm at Linn, MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25452533110
2010-09-25 00:05:01
stevejmoore: RT @wittsalley: Follow Friday in Missouri education: @CliffDavis104, @ghartman, @HalHigdon,
@kaygee713, @ldoepker, @MCCATweet, @stevejmo ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25450982319
2010-09-25 00:02:08
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: Gr8 article! Rethinking Homework http://bit.ly/c6SkeS #edreform #edchat #ntchat #ptchat via

@whatedsaid
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25450779212
2010-09-25 14:24:54
stevejmoore: @mccallumgs that one is pretty classic!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25502120842
2010-09-25 13:19:52
stevejmoore: It's a beautiful foggy morning in Chamois! (@ Chamois, MO)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25497210771
2010-09-24 13:00:23
stevejmoore: Happy Friday to everyone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25401401658
2010-09-24 12:59:48
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Happy National Punctuation Day! http://ow.ly/2IPD2 How will you celebrate?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25401351958
2010-09-24 12:59:22
stevejmoore: @nashworld I love that movie. "Do you like apples?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25401320268
2010-09-24 23:58:39
stevejmoore: @2ndgradetchr hang in there! Tomorrow will be brighter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25450524250
2010-09-24 23:57:54
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: 6 Ways to Improve Your Wifi Network http://tinyurl.com/3yerxhw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25450471776
2010-09-24 19:09:59
stevejmoore: @KimberlySMoore Sounds interesting, waiting for the link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25431114936
2010-09-24 18:59:17
stevejmoore: @Mollybmom Thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25430393222
2010-09-24 18:59:07
stevejmoore: @AndersonGL Thanks for the mention Gary :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25430381594
2010-09-24 18:58:51
stevejmoore: @tonnet Thank you for the #ff :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25430364576
2010-09-24 18:47:22
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: Would love some feedback on my latest post http://bit.ly/aPpCZO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25429612445
2010-09-24 17:04:22
stevejmoore: @ewellburn @ericmacknight @MsEstep thanks for the RTs, it's an important read I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25422179354
2010-09-24 16:24:09
stevejmoore: Why the Waiting for Superman premiere was chilling: http://bit.ly/aInlqf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25418906129
2010-09-24 15:41:31
stevejmoore: As my first responses to journals are coming out, kids are slowly developing pride in their writing! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25415170694
2010-09-24 14:33:46
stevejmoore: @dogtrax @paulwhankins me too, looking forward to reading it! #nwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25409155101
2010-09-24 14:29:29
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr I miss that kind of Fall...enjoy it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25408786307
2010-09-24 14:29:07
stevejmoore: [reading] via @tonnet How uniformity killed the #education systemâ€¦ http://t.co/6FZvO86
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25408755210
2010-09-24 14:05:03
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld "Teachers need to build their own social capital. Form and join groups. Use social media."
@dianeravitch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25406646001
2010-09-24 13:17:53
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: Don't mistake busy for getting things done. // Or "time-on-task" for "learning"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25402773014
2010-09-24 13:16:57
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 What? No ellipsis...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25402697547
2010-09-23 01:43:25
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 Thanks Bob! Glad you found it useful! Trying to add more people to the list all the time, you're on it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25265900821
2010-09-23 01:09:22
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: "What I thought was a roadblock really doesn't have me stuck. It can direct my observations-my
inquiry."-Michelle #OWP Inquiry
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25263006065
2010-09-23 01:05:51
stevejmoore: @MZimmer557 @iteachhistory @BrewCuse @corifraser @Mollybmom Thanks for the RTs :) Hope your week
is going well too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25262692586
2010-09-23 00:54:39
stevejmoore: @jpalladino @amandacdykes thanks for the RTs! It was a challenging day, but the bouceback feeling was worth
sharing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25261721007
2010-09-23 00:54:05
stevejmoore: @jpalladino I thought the same thing, just keep dialoging with people and don't worry about the #s :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25261674593
2010-09-23 00:47:22
stevejmoore: Being a teacher has to be the best job on earth. I just love finding new things to explore with kids. You have to
love learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25261122612
2010-09-23 00:13:53
stevejmoore: Revisiting PBS's spotlight on Pete O'Neil and the Black Panthers in Kansas City http://youtu.be/IQpU0JmAyDo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25258452019
2010-09-23 18:41:52
stevejmoore: Time to grade journals. Lots of student writing to go through before Friday! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25331698193
2010-09-23 16:56:36
stevejmoore: RT @fmindlin: Uttering a word is like striking a note on the keyboard of the imagination-Wittgenstein,from
nwsltr @ http://wordsmith.org ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25324280222
2010-09-23 16:51:34

stevejmoore: Not sure it was necessary for my IT director to snark "no one here is smarter than me" after I crashed my profile
w/ Portable Apps #really?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25323885876
2010-09-23 13:26:03
stevejmoore: Thanks to @fmindlin for the thoughtful response about internal/external dialogue in teaching
http://bit.ly/duEWPo !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25306520390
2010-09-23 12:59:22
stevejmoore: Inquiry "It involves letting go of control and giving kids an opportunity to explore, wonder, question and
experiment" http://bit.ly/bSw42X
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25304432024
2010-09-23 12:07:18
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25300690577
2010-09-22 23:54:42
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz the school year is exciting and challenging every day so far. I'm enjoying it! You? Is this year 2 of
your principalship?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25256955683
2010-09-22 22:40:40
stevejmoore: I'm at Blue Springs Family YMCA (1300 Adams Dairy Parkway, Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25251595974
2010-09-22 21:42:11
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of Bill & Ann's Mugs Up on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9GKTfY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25247662577
2010-09-22 21:42:10
stevejmoore: Ahhh root beer float. (@ Bill & Ann's Mugs Up) http://4sq.com/9GKTfY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25247662306
2010-09-22 18:56:12
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 Sounds like what I'm searching for every day! Keep reflecting and striving...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25236843281
2010-09-22 17:46:14
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: PLN: Help me develop a presentation for educators who are already utilizing a PLN.
http://bit.ly/agkhjY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25232008493
2010-09-22 17:45:52
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: To be the best, surround yourself with the best. Learn from, grow with, and serve those around
you http://bit.ly/c5vNMA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25231982905
2010-09-22 17:45:06
stevejmoore: RT @ideaguy42: Building my presentation for principals on free ways to unleash professional development. Any
ideas to share?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25231927906
2010-09-22 17:43:12
stevejmoore: RT @wbass3: listening to Dan Pinks #TEDtalk on motivation http://bit.ly/bngUF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25231795151
2010-09-22 16:20:52
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP @poh "offering your reflections to an audience, even a small one, you make yourself part of a
larger world" Gawande #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25225571086
2010-09-22 15:53:19
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats haha, yeah so you're okay for now :)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25223305643
2010-09-22 14:43:23
stevejmoore: For the typical student attending a 4-year public university...college begins to pay off at about age 33
http://usat.ly/cG7Y51
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25217346817
2010-09-22 13:56:53
stevejmoore: @SimpleK12 @jyokley thanks for the RTs, it's one of my favorite quotes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25213412717
2010-09-22 02:59:26
stevejmoore: via Inspiration Bonanza, this morning I read this post and was reminded of why I love stories & 1st per. narrator
http://t.co/CAUXYYt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25177919667
2010-09-22 13:45:09
stevejmoore: Kids in Writing Workshop are responding to Carl Sagan, Einstein, Doug Adams quotes this morning. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25212452524
2010-09-22 13:27:47
stevejmoore: "Somewhere, something incredible is waiting to be known." ~Carl Sagan
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25211066849
2010-09-21 23:54:22
stevejmoore: I'm at Writing Center At UMKC w/ @mdprier. http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25163619460
2010-09-21 21:00:02
stevejmoore: @jyokley thanks for pointing out @bltg's blog, I hadn't seen it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25151147668
2010-09-21 20:59:44
stevejmoore: How does your school promote college readiness? via @ASCD #Edge http://bit.ly/cTG1yd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25151126786
2010-09-21 20:54:55
stevejmoore: Check out Pleasant Hill assistant superintendent Becky Gallagher's blog: http://fb.me/GfsCkKHT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25150808644
2010-09-21 20:48:02
stevejmoore: RT @jyokley: @bltg has also got a pretty good blog goin' on! http://bit.ly/bYDxIm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25150361020
2010-09-21 20:28:28
stevejmoore: @johnccarver There need to be MORE supts on Twitter. @bltg is one I know who uses it well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25149082850
2010-09-21 20:27:30
stevejmoore: RT @johnccarver: SUPTS on Twitter we need to connect! DM me your e-mail and will share google doc with
you! Supts you are not alone! : )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25149020638
2010-09-21 20:25:27
stevejmoore: @mdprier what a great TED talk, love it! #NowIWantHam
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25148888692
2010-09-21 16:24:41
stevejmoore: excited about my freshman class (in the urban core) reading TKAM at the same time as rural Pleasant Hill
freshman, collaborating on #NiceNet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25132676030
2010-09-21 13:22:48
stevejmoore: RT @Mike_Somers: "The Beauty of Your Own Story" http://bit.ly/duEWPo A reflection on Wonder Years and
teaching narrative. #nwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25117810812
2010-09-21 13:02:31
stevejmoore: News from Kyle Pace, Thomas Maerke, Casey Daugherty, Susan Hayden Herbert, and Missouri State Teachers
Association... http://fb.me/xZQQwzaX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25116057842
2010-09-21 12:58:12
stevejmoore: RT @nenifoofer: The #engchat Daily is out! http://bit.ly/aKypiq â–¸ Top stories today by @cybraryman1
@stevejmoore @gjmueller @cwilkeson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25115708439
2010-09-21 02:43:22
stevejmoore: RT @mbteach: RT @wmchamberlain: @joe_bower maybe we should write blog posts about how to host talk
shows, #howhardcanthatbe #Oprah
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25082722546
2010-09-21 02:36:58
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins No problem. Your piece was powerful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25082257860
2010-09-21 02:35:33
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins @RogueTeaching @budtheteacher @caseydaugherty Thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25082150456
2010-09-21 02:35:00
stevejmoore: @jorech great poll, getting the # of results you need?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25082103749
2010-09-21 01:29:07
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @jorech: Pls respond to these 3 (or 4) Yes or no questions about your school network
http://bit.ly/cteosV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25077040014
2010-09-21 01:28:14
stevejmoore: @bdn723 you're allowed to substitute "beer" or "baseball" for "writing" Ben :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25076969675
2010-09-21 01:23:16
stevejmoore: Ahhh, writing is a healing balm, lowers the heart rate I drove up with coffee and emails. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25076573885
2010-09-21 01:20:50
stevejmoore: Honor choice. Foster discourse in the classroom. Celebrate the discovery that comes from indep reading.
http://bit.ly/bUuQIp #speakloudly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25076380564
2010-09-21 01:15:01
stevejmoore: @katerino75 Thanks for the RT Kate :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25075921426
2010-09-21 01:14:47
stevejmoore: "The Beauty of Your Own Story" http://bit.ly/duEWPo A reflection on Wonder Years and teaching narrative.
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25075903989
2010-09-21 01:13:40
stevejmoore: Whether you're a unpopular and confused middle schooler or a new teacher in a strange chapter of a familiar
book, your story is important >>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25075816090
2010-09-21 00:44:54
stevejmoore: @PaulWHankins Thanks for the RTs Paul
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25073530125

2010-09-21 00:27:45
stevejmoore: Reading @donalynbooks Literature Is Our Network: #SpeakLoudly for Speak http://t.co/6F7LHJt via
@educationweek #engchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25072209618
2010-09-21 00:25:04
stevejmoore: Bobbling around ideas about: electric current, AC/DC, Tesla/Edison, direct instruction/collaboration, and
competition in American Education.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25072010097
2010-09-21 00:22:04
stevejmoore: I love grappling with ideas I don't understand. I think that's what being a teacher is about. Each kid, each day is
that challenge.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25071786386
2010-09-21 00:19:29
stevejmoore: Listening to Theo Bleckmann after hearing http://n.pr/aEfGQA about "I Dwell in Possibility" on @KCUR So
eerily beautiful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25071587926
2010-09-20 21:00:47
stevejmoore: @ideaguy42 how'd it go? I'm excited to hear about it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25057392872
2010-09-20 20:55:37
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @amandacdykes @Becky_Ellis_ @jugermann excellent! I knew Twitter would come through!
Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25057060754
2010-09-20 20:47:00
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: Wesley Scroggins calls Vonnegut, Speak and others soft porn. #speakloudly via
@HuffPostBooks http://huff.to/dwAC2O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25056485511
2010-09-20 20:46:08
stevejmoore: Any suggestions for where I should buy plane tickets from? Looking for tickets to Orlando in November.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25056424401
2010-09-20 20:11:50
stevejmoore: Another successful day of learning in the urban core!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25054259498
2010-09-20 19:15:15
stevejmoore: Using GoToMeeting at school for staff PD today, @GrammarGirl would be proud I think :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25050708659
2010-09-20 18:30:44
stevejmoore: @KimberlySMoore small world! I have family in Warrensberg too, but on the non-Moore side. Where do you
teach?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25047956977
2010-09-20 18:29:43
stevejmoore: RT @aleah: Win a Wesley Scroggins Filthy Books Prize Pack! http://bit.ly/axYzTx #SpeakLoudly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25047889708
2010-09-20 12:06:52
stevejmoore: I'm at Einstein Bros. Bagels (Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/awvCFu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25019188860
2010-09-20 23:55:21
stevejmoore: I just ousted @vanguard1219 as the mayor of Border Books on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/7D5UdN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25069775818
2010-09-20 22:12:12
stevejmoore: I think I've found my new haircut venue in KC (@ Chop Tops Westport) http://4sq.com/aHTW8v

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25062311719
2010-09-20 21:17:07
stevejmoore: Just posted: "#SpeakLoudly about Book Banning in Missouri" on #NWP Book Group Network:
http://ning.it/bfv99j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25058458835
2010-09-20 21:01:54
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: RT @poh: Speak out against book banning of YA novels in Missouri: http://ow.ly/2H7jP #nwp
(via @tmmaerke)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/25057465223
2010-09-19 23:00:13
stevejmoore: RT @Mevurah: RT @Miss_Tammy: Don't want your kid to read a particular book? Fine. Don't want any other
kids to read it either? Not fine.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24973999133
2010-09-19 22:59:27
stevejmoore: Another blog about the Republic, MO school district's banning of books like @halseanderson's and
Slaughterhouse 5 http://bit.ly/9l4Vsd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24973943569
2010-09-19 21:50:57
stevejmoore: I apologize to all of the #NFL players I drafted in my fantasy league, b/c it appears to have cursed them. 4 are out
injured now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24969515535
2010-09-19 21:21:30
stevejmoore: Very sad to read about book banning/censorship of @halseanderson's book (and others) at my old school
http://bit.ly/bM3Ox6 #nwp #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24967718417
2010-09-19 20:43:16
stevejmoore: @halseanderson I taught #Speak at Republic MO HS two years ago before the current uproar, I'm saddened by
the responses & censorship
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24965355657
2010-09-19 20:12:36
stevejmoore: Well, it was an ugly 1st half, but a W's a W! GO CHIEFS! 2-0 #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24963420110
2010-09-19 20:06:04
stevejmoore: C'MON CHIEFS!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24962996755
2010-09-19 19:54:26
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: A New #Edchat Poll Has Posted. What Do You Want To Talk About? Vote Now!
http://bit.ly/ahuxFy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24962237696
2010-09-19 19:39:46
stevejmoore: Okay, now this Matt Cassel is looking like a different QB... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24961283356
2010-09-19 18:48:00
stevejmoore: Stock in Matt Cassel is dropping precipitously; also, stock in my abilities as a fantasy football GM. #nfl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24957892678
2010-09-19 16:44:21
stevejmoore: I'm at Planet Sub (4926 Main Street, 50th & Main, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9gdE5s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24949428629
2010-09-19 01:27:30
stevejmoore: I won at Bingo! (@ Fall Fun Fest)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24895287064

2010-09-18 02:24:45
stevejmoore: I need some #nwp people to tell @henloe why she should bring her talents and questions to an NWP site in 2011!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24813041282
2010-09-18 00:31:20
stevejmoore: I'm at Wings-A-Blazin' w/ @kylepace. http://4sq.com/aK1cVL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24804992163
2010-09-18 20:24:26
stevejmoore: I'm at OakGlenn Winery w/ @kylepace. http://4sq.com/4veCWW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24877440001
2010-09-18 17:41:39
stevejmoore: RT @jacobsoboroff: There are few things that go better with a weekend morning cup of coffee than the
@NPRWeekend theme song.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24867439674
2010-09-18 17:17:04
stevejmoore: Listening to @clane talk about "What Not to Present"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24865656821
2010-09-18 16:56:22
stevejmoore: Listening to @KylePace talk about #edcampkc http://twitpic.com/2pom4k
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24864083866
2010-09-18 16:47:13
stevejmoore: Hanging out with @Clane @ideaguy42 @chollingsworth @cmcgee200 @kylepace @cyberteacher @ghartman
@haenloe and many more!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24863376479
2010-09-18 15:32:26
stevejmoore: @kylepace @ghartman how many of us will be at Simon's?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24857444050
2010-09-18 14:59:52
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @msstewart haha! Who knows what stories the Magic of Disney will inspire this year...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24854774438
2010-09-18 14:58:23
stevejmoore: @ghartman good to finally meet you too Gina! See you in a bit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24854657092
2010-09-18 14:52:09
stevejmoore: @BillCelis thanks for the FF mention yesterday! I was just telling @kylepace that he should follow you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24854163714
2010-09-18 14:48:25
stevejmoore: I'm at Hermann, MO. http://4sq.com/alFfcr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24853870496
2010-09-17 02:15:08
stevejmoore: RT @RdngTeach & donalynbooks No job is easy if you do it right. #teaching #library
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24720021665
2010-09-17 02:14:06
stevejmoore: @johnsonmaryj sounds like spam
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24719937690
2010-09-17 02:13:20
stevejmoore: Everyone needs to share with @mctownsley why #Prezi is awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24719874727
2010-09-17 02:12:49
stevejmoore: @mctownsley web-based, pretty, easy to use, animation, free, creative, non-linear and it's NOT powerpoint. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24719832763

2010-09-17 02:10:34
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe watching the Top Gear where Richard is doing up old cop cars and paints "In jail, no one can hear
you scream" on his. #win
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24719643849
2010-09-17 22:44:48
stevejmoore: I'm at Columbia MO (Boone). http://4sq.com/9fMebG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24797954471
2010-09-17 20:21:55
stevejmoore: I'm at Bill & Ann's Mugs Up (700 E. 23rd St., Independence). http://4sq.com/9GKTfY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24789089142
2010-09-17 19:48:23
stevejmoore: Trying to make the best of Bad PD Fest 2010 Part 3...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24787008683
2010-09-17 19:47:59
stevejmoore: [reading] @ASCD EdWeek shares Michelle Rhee's reflections on her 3.5 year tenure as chancellor of #DCPS
http://bit.ly/bypAKB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24786985131
2010-09-17 16:48:04
stevejmoore: What is "Good" Teaching? http://t.co/zoh9TZt via @MissouriEd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24774492584
2010-09-17 16:34:16
stevejmoore: @ProfTK I love the tagline in your profile, kids love the "eureka!" moments too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24773362867
2010-09-17 16:33:39
stevejmoore: RT @ProfTK RT @kevcreutz: I have a question. Is teaching an art or a science? <Yes!> :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24773312600
2010-09-17 15:50:56
stevejmoore: Starting to see the first signs of kids going on writing/reading/processing auto-pilot (in a good way) like to see
autonomy developing! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769673069
2010-09-17 15:47:10
stevejmoore: RT @NWPSiteLeaders: Maine Writing Project plans for the National Day on Writing http://bit.ly/a4V6wx #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769343634
2010-09-17 15:46:39
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: I have a question. Is teaching an art or a science?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769296962
2010-09-17 15:46:31
stevejmoore: #followfriday not following these educators? @kylepace @tomwhitby @web20classroom @rmbyrne @poh
Then you're doing it wrong! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769285554
2010-09-17 15:45:08
stevejmoore: .@ELanghorst Used TypeWith.Me yesterday to work on student revision suggestions!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769161886
2010-09-17 15:44:35
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: Today in Class - using Type With Me (for the first time) with my students to discuss our article
of the week on food safety
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769113168
2010-09-17 15:44:13
stevejmoore: My suggestions for #followfriday: Awesome @MissouriEd ucators! @nashworld @wmchamberlain @ghartman
@kevcreutz @ELanghorst
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24769080021

2010-09-17 15:43:03
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron yay! and happy Friday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24768977117
2010-09-17 15:42:52
stevejmoore: @emwilkey that's a good read!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24768961323
2010-09-17 15:32:17
stevejmoore: I feel it every day this year so clearly: I love what I do. Love it. #teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24768025801
2010-09-17 02:43:56
stevejmoore: .@BHS_Doyle dang...did someone burn you with a bad prezi?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24722433989
2010-09-17 02:39:22
stevejmoore: RT @nyates314 @mctownsley fave part is ability 2 have meaningful structure at multiple scales arranged
logically (though nonlinearly) #prezi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24722070079
2010-09-17 02:38:19
stevejmoore: @mctownsley @BHS_Doyle You can make Prezis that don't cause seizures, and the info is up to the user. I think
it's a nice change of scenery.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24721985480
2010-09-17 02:17:27
stevejmoore: @JerryAdkins show how you use social media for your own learning, then talk about modeling learning for
students
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24720208553
2010-09-17 02:16:52
stevejmoore: @mctownsley guess I'm a bit of a Prezi-vangelist :) I suppose there could be cons...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24720162260
2010-09-16 23:39:10
stevejmoore: Time for a little par three practice (@ Family Golf Park) http://4sq.com/bIHPrx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24707841360
2010-09-16 20:26:31
stevejmoore: Check out the pictures my Seton Academy students took at the @Nelson_Atkins yesterday! http://bit.ly/b6Fsld
#Animoto
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24694723026
2010-09-16 20:25:37
stevejmoore: RT @canyonsdave Sally Ride " ...Sports helped me learn to work on a team, which is a very important skill
when you're on the space shuttle."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24694665440
2010-09-16 20:21:00
stevejmoore: Well worth 19 minutes of your time: via @gcouros What's moving the wheel? http://bit.ly/cWYR5X
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24694363964
2010-09-16 20:09:56
stevejmoore: I love that the #TED founder is using Prezi in this speech!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24693636817
2010-09-16 20:06:08
stevejmoore: Innovation does not exist without desire, doesn't spread w/o a crowd, isn't clear w/o a light http://bit.ly/cAX3QV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24693391989
2010-09-16 20:01:34
stevejmoore: Watching http://bit.ly/cAX3QV You Can Lead Change on @gcouros's site via @WalterASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24693102001

2010-09-16 19:53:33
stevejmoore: RT @cuevash: Some great images here of the new Dell inspiron duo tablet http://ht.ly/2FrhZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24692570708
2010-09-16 19:49:25
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth hey good deal! Can't wait to meet you either!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24692301148
2010-09-16 18:32:31
stevejmoore: I have a ton of Gmail filters in action, but I'm still liking how Priority Inbox helps a little too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24687341704
2010-09-16 18:31:13
stevejmoore: @nelson_atkins Oh, we'll be back for sure. Kids were great: curious and polite! I need to come back alone on my
own and wander.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24687258408
2010-09-16 17:54:41
stevejmoore: Pumped for the @MissouriEd Tweetup this weekend in Hermann, MO! @Ghartman http://bit.ly/9njkcL is the
mastermind, should be fun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24684849302
2010-09-16 17:44:22
stevejmoore: RT @ghartman: Looking for some good articles for our district professional development committee to read. Any
suggestions?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24684154624
2010-09-16 17:44:07
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Good question. RT @kevcreutz What is the best interview question you have ever asked or been
asked in a teacher interview?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24684136870
2010-09-16 17:43:39
stevejmoore: RT @kevcreutz: Using the word â€œweâ€
also. http://bit.ly/aIUdqC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24684105077

instead of the word â€œIâ€

can help make your vision their vision

2010-09-16 15:08:45
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: Will Richardson talking about new NCTE literacy standards: http://is.gd/fdque
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24671852176
2010-09-16 14:20:02
stevejmoore: @nelson_atkins thanks for the RT, the kids had a great time and are working on pieces of their own at
ArtsTechKC now http://bit.ly/cmfWno
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24667715179
2010-09-16 13:59:41
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty RT @MsEstep: Save the Date: September 26th at 8PM EST. @DonalynBooks and
@PaulWHankins are back with #TitleTalk. #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24666027032
2010-09-16 13:59:15
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth: Most Powerful Colors of the Web - good for discussing color theory! http://bit.ly/aryCTc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24665991720
2010-09-16 13:35:42
stevejmoore: @gret thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24664113666
2010-09-16 13:17:11
stevejmoore: "The first year of teaching feels a lot like trying to notice the landscape on a cross continental flight."
http://bit.ly/dAb3ck #ntchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24662677373
2010-09-16 13:15:44

stevejmoore: One of our new teachers posted a reflective blog! http://bit.ly/dAb3ck Please leave a comment! #nwp #ntchat
#KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24662567647
2010-09-15 13:22:47
stevejmoore: An open letter to Brian Williams and NBC: http://bit.ly/bWDVkj by Brian Crosby
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24569105096
2010-09-15 13:13:59
stevejmoore: Yong Zhao on NBC's upcoming Education Summit http://bit.ly/bHzXcv via @JasonFlom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24568433326
2010-09-15 02:24:10
stevejmoore: Watching "Sphere." Not as good as the book, and the book isn't fantastic, but I love Crichton :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24532101530
2010-09-15 02:07:43
stevejmoore: via @poh Brilliant post on Banned Books by @PaulWHankins http://bit.ly/b76NyA #nwp Love reading about
teachers as "lead learners"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24530835972
2010-09-15 01:59:02
stevejmoore: Really great episode of This American Life on NPR tonight. Spent a long time in my driveway.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24530161709
2010-09-15 22:07:50
stevejmoore: Pan fried noodles with extra shitake mushrooms. Just what I need after a long day of learning with kids! (@
Noodles & Company)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24607546754
2010-09-15 20:51:21
stevejmoore: http://twitvid.com/V6ECB - Students admiring Native American artifacts at @Nelson_Atkins
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24602596558
2010-09-15 20:43:04
stevejmoore: Students from Seton Academy KC are admiring an Edo suit of armor at @nelson_atkins #fb
http://twitpic.com/2oqy9t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24602064685
2010-09-15 19:42:38
stevejmoore: â€œ@stevejmoore: Students ready to take notes and sketch at the @nelsonatkinsmuseum
http://twitpic.com/2oqi8qâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24598119893
2010-09-15 19:41:49
stevejmoore: Students ready to take notes and sketch at the @nelson_atkins http://twitpic.com/2oqi8q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24598067713
2010-09-15 19:34:19
stevejmoore: Field trip! (@ Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art) http://4sq.com/7l9Khu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24597589656
2010-09-15 19:34:19
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Superstar" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/95NqDq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24597589648
2010-09-15 19:12:06
stevejmoore: RT @TheEngTeacher: Celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month: Join Prestwick House in celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month,... http://bit.ly/am4U ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24596125267
2010-09-15 17:38:33
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats helps establish leaders within your existing student body too, find out who will help
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24589940050

2010-09-15 17:00:40
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats trying to go back and use student response to our understanding of roles for student and teacher,
repetition, examples...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24587188236
2010-09-15 16:46:56
stevejmoore: Two new students today! They just keep coming!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24586130328
2010-09-15 16:46:32
stevejmoore: @tpeters24 @grantbuell I think of all my computers as "Jerry" now. "I AM HAPPY."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24586100187
2010-09-15 15:00:22
stevejmoore: @tmsaue1 @MsEstep @dlpd17 @wbass3 @edtechsteve @AndreaZellner @web20classroom
@web20classroom @tylertoone Thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24577231536
2010-09-15 13:50:07
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner That is exciting! I'm jealous! I met him briefly at @ASCD and would love to work in a class w/
him.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24571267961
2010-09-15 13:43:00
stevejmoore: [watching] @schools4me: Video â€“ Response to principal who bans social media http://is.gd/fbOle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24570694402
2010-09-15 13:29:26
stevejmoore: RT @AndreaZellner: Yong Zhao Â» Blog Archive Â» Donâ€™t Romanticize Testing in China
http://bit.ly/bMS1KF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24569618827
2010-09-15 13:28:48
stevejmoore: Put in for @ASCD and @Edutopia's book giveaway: http://bit.ly/cP0c5S
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24569569594
2010-09-15 13:27:30
stevejmoore: One of my students is bragging about her Where I'm From poem to another student this morning :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24569471435
2010-09-14 05:17:37
stevejmoore: KANSAS CITY!!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24450352560
2010-09-14 23:50:47
stevejmoore: ESPN says that KC Chiefs may have the best rookie class in the NFL #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24520245738
2010-09-14 23:40:05
stevejmoore: @nelson_atkins I'll probably get a few tweets out broadcasting our tour with students :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24519474418
2010-09-14 23:02:12
stevejmoore: Back to the gym after too much time off! (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24516708966
2010-09-14 20:47:37
stevejmoore: @mandybflora @poh that's the magic of #NWP people are enthusiastic even when they don't know the details
yet :) #tweetup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24507733960
2010-09-14 20:36:36
stevejmoore: RT @rkiker: Priceless Dilbert on most businesses' (& schools') approach to social media: http://bit.ly/a90bAE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24507035607

2010-09-14 20:32:25
stevejmoore: Excited to investigate identity & roles race and parenting w/ my freshman writers. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24506773739
2010-09-14 20:29:41
stevejmoore: @ianaddison hah, not my headline :) #grammar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24506599725
2010-09-14 20:22:54
stevejmoore: Another great headline from today: http://bit.ly/aUr6X0 Man Attacks Truck with Sword #STL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24506173597
2010-09-14 20:18:53
stevejmoore: Another great day with students. Working on encouraging my staff to blog reflectively now... #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24505916026
2010-09-14 20:18:04
stevejmoore: RT @cyberteacher @kylepace @jjensenls Looking forward to seeing you at the MO Educators Tweetup this
weekend. http://bit.ly/dtyrRg agreed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24505865780
2010-09-14 19:14:45
stevejmoore: @jwindsor Only in Cowtown...I thought it was a fitting response to the attack w/ the frying pan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24501851438
2010-09-14 19:12:05
stevejmoore: I love #Prezi, but is this book really necessary? http://amzn.to/apuGdS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24501681789
2010-09-14 19:03:48
stevejmoore: Best News Today: Attacked by a man wielding a frying pan and a knife, an Overland Park man swung his banjo.
http://bit.ly/buDCIM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24501132899
2010-09-14 18:56:00
stevejmoore: SAT scores rise steadily with family income, and fall as family income declines. http://tinyurl.com/28for6s via
@DianeRavitch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24500605448
2010-09-14 18:50:49
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Poverty not "bad" teachers is problem. Hunt 4 "bad" teachers keeps best from wrkn in hineed schools. #edreform #cpchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24500275578
2010-09-14 17:45:08
stevejmoore: RT @poh: RT @willrich45: For anyone using my book in your ed class, would be happy to Skype in if you like.
Just send me a reply. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24495927392
2010-09-14 12:00:24
stevejmoore: I just ousted @dkbarnes124 as the mayor of Lamars on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24469011871
2010-09-14 03:48:19
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: @RhiannonAlly Water and electricity don't mix...doesn't San Diego know this?!? :) #Chiefsrock
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24444693577
2010-09-14 03:47:57
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut @kylepace I know! It's gonna be an early morning tomorrow :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24444666668
2010-09-14 03:34:06
stevejmoore: McCLUSTER BOMBED!!!! #CHIEFS 3fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24443644137

2010-09-14 03:21:05
stevejmoore: KANSAS CITY CHIEFS TOUCHDOWN!!! #FB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24442672555
2010-09-14 02:44:12
stevejmoore: What's sad? Losing my first fantasy football game 86-87. #fail #fb http://twitpic.com/2o8ip7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24439872120
2010-09-13 20:13:55
stevejmoore: Excited about taking our students (about 1/2 the school) to the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art on Wednesday!
http://bit.ly/dqdGjY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24411791533
2010-09-13 20:01:04
stevejmoore: Nice surprise to my day: my principal just named me NCA Administrative Chair of Accreditation! Hooray
Responsibility!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24410991718
2010-09-13 19:10:13
stevejmoore: trying to watch an episode of @PBS's POV to plan a lesson with, but the streaming video keeps quitting. #boo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24407910604
2010-09-13 18:49:40
stevejmoore: Another great day with exciting students today. We were all a bit sluggish, but did a lot of work together!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24406642432
2010-09-13 18:34:17
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Don't have PCs for all kids, so just pen, paper, marker & board for us!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24405675551
2010-09-13 18:33:37
stevejmoore: â€œThere should be moderation in all things.â€
#EdReform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24405633190

~Telemachus via @SamChaltain http://bit.ly/9QQTzv #DCPS

2010-09-13 16:53:20
stevejmoore: RT @Mike_Somers: RT @poh: "Carriage" http://xkcd.com/788/ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24398789402
2010-09-13 22:42:27
stevejmoore: I'm at Writing Center At UMKC (5201 Rockhill Road, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9kQpUk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24421393838
2010-09-13 22:11:30
stevejmoore: Having an iced Toddy with one of my favorite people! Paula Isgrig! (@ Aixois) http://4sq.com/5XSDc0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24419289895
2010-09-13 21:01:20
stevejmoore: Thoughts on the new Gmail Priority Inbox feature?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24414758288
2010-09-13 20:58:06
stevejmoore: .@EnglishProfi 1,000 Jazz albums? I can think of only 2 that are absolutely required: Take Five, by Dave
Brubeck and Blue by Miles Davis. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24414548367
2010-09-13 20:27:03
stevejmoore: My writing workshop class is going to be reading from past http://bit.ly/dCDD1E Scholastic Art & Writing
students' work tomorrow #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24412609350
2010-09-13 20:23:23
stevejmoore: @nashworld I've seen some pretty boring student work displays (w/ great student work), that one looks high
class!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24412377932

2010-09-13 20:22:28
stevejmoore: @amandacdykes Mine was Junior Mints and cold coffee today :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24412322381
2010-09-13 20:16:17
stevejmoore: @nashworld that is a neat showcase!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24411939772
2010-09-13 20:15:13
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher sounds intriguing, you should do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24411873950
2010-09-13 20:15:03
stevejmoore: Call for Papers for the Digital Media and Learning Conference 2011: "Designing Learning Futures" Plz spread
the word! http://bit.ly/cX6u5t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24411862617
2010-09-13 20:14:34
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr thanks :) still snowless up there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24411832190
2010-09-12 17:33:20
stevejmoore: I'm at Bloom Baking Company (15 East 3rd Street, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/9iBpIa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24302022198
2010-09-12 16:57:54
stevejmoore: Time for delicious food! (@ City Market w/ 3 others) http://4sq.com/4P8qGH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24299354535
2010-09-11 23:57:05
stevejmoore: I'm at El Maguey (South Broadway, SW 20th Street, Oak Grove). http://4sq.com/bJNtMO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24236250057
2010-09-11 21:48:05
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign we were glad to have you join us! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24228277211
2010-09-11 20:26:47
stevejmoore: Hitting a few god balls with Eva (@ Family Golf Park) http://4sq.com/bIHPrx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24223594243
2010-09-11 17:34:47
stevejmoore: @poh thanks Paul!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24212837879
2010-09-11 16:04:50
stevejmoore: Listening to Charlotte Lyman, a principal at Central in KCMO, talk about her #nwp experience this summer at
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24205981949
2010-09-11 15:27:06
stevejmoore: With the returning teacher consultants and our guests at Guest Day 2010! #GKCWP #nwp
http://twitpic.com/2neoi7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24202931542
2010-09-11 14:51:53
stevejmoore: I'm at Diastole (2501 Holmes, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/cpyaBq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24200069999
2010-09-11 04:17:03
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut there were a few men's shoes, 2 of 12 aisles or so :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24166603601
2010-09-11 00:28:19
stevejmoore: Do I dare shoe shop with my wife... (@ DSW) http://4sq.com/ad7fCo

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24150514513
2010-09-10 19:33:45
stevejmoore: The challenges of non-teachers teaching teachers how to teach are limitless & approaching infinity.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24131888417
2010-09-10 19:32:15
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP oh yes, thanks! #alwaysmodel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24131796527
2010-09-10 19:26:18
stevejmoore: We, as teachers, often make assumptions about complex ideas: â€œTake notes!â€
â€œPut your thoughts down!â€ Need to scaffold 1st.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24131423044

â€œStart writing!â€

2010-09-10 19:21:52
stevejmoore: @msstewart There's something about discomfort that just drives my brain, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24131151442
2010-09-10 19:13:38
stevejmoore: Does (New information + Confusion)x effort = learning?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24130645185
2010-09-10 19:06:38
stevejmoore: There's nothing like bad PD to put a fire under you to produce something useful for your practice and profession.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24130204539
2010-09-10 18:49:05
stevejmoore: Working with Dr. Jan Roosa today, a clinical psychologist helping us with our psychosocial skills as a teaching
staff. Using deliberate lang
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24129074608
2010-09-10 17:48:33
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @iPodsibilities I agree, it's valuable. Digital portfolios would be ideal!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24125090276
2010-09-10 17:47:58
stevejmoore: The best part about eating the same lunch as my students every day: I always get my fill of chocolate milk. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24125050700
2010-09-10 17:47:32
stevejmoore: It's amazing how some classes operate in a totally silent environment, and the next on complete chaos.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24125021285
2010-09-10 12:01:26
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24098202120
2010-09-10 23:13:45
stevejmoore: Boigas! (@ b:2 a burger boutique) http://4sq.com/aORdqB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24145559290
2010-09-10 20:25:24
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology going to any national conferences this year? I'll be at #NCTE #NWP #ASCD for sure
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24135009789
2010-09-10 20:24:04
stevejmoore: @ktenkely after this session, I would rather spend an hour on lettuce! It would be more nutritionally dense.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134928854
2010-09-10 20:22:27
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology btw your website is slick! I'm a fan.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134834926
2010-09-10 20:20:40

stevejmoore: @ktenkely Haha! Now people around me are wondering what I just laughed out loud at. You've blown my
cover ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134731961
2010-09-10 20:19:47
stevejmoore: @klbz Yes, that sounds lousy to me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134679727
2010-09-10 20:18:51
stevejmoore: @blairteach yes! "It's not MY job to teach these kids how to do Y, I'm just the X teacher"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134625770
2010-09-10 20:18:11
stevejmoore: @JasonFlom haha, then I would be calling you to meet me @ Teddy Roosevelt's bar in Texas...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134585717
2010-09-10 20:17:21
stevejmoore: @B_Wagoner I know! this presenter demanded to work on Fridays. #Erg. Which would be fine if it was useful
PD!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134536970
2010-09-10 20:15:21
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology No kidding. Only motivates us to work harder to replace them someday and provide useful &
authentic instruction.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134419160
2010-09-10 20:14:22
stevejmoore: After an hour lecture, nothing is more painful than hearing "I don't like to lecture" from the presenter.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134361581
2010-09-10 20:11:02
stevejmoore: "we owe our greatest fidelity to learning, and to helping people create the optimal environments in which it can
occur" ~@samchaltain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134169205
2010-09-10 20:09:27
stevejmoore: @klbz good point, what lousy models have you seen used/taught?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24134074958
2010-09-10 20:07:37
stevejmoore: Even my principal is rubbing his eyes and looking bored during this wheel-spinning exercise in how not to teach.
#PDfail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24133965995
2010-09-10 20:06:27
stevejmoore: 2nd part of our PD today is literally "how/why to have a conversation w/ a student" ... really?! #SitNget #PDfail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24133898405
2010-09-10 20:04:15
stevejmoore: I think our new teachers are being shut down by being dragged through bad PD we feel like we "have" to use. Not
reflective? Not useful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24133762463
2010-09-10 19:39:35
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP and I remember you writing w/ us too :) #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24132245396
2010-09-10 19:38:24
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP They are still a little taken aback by it I think :) but they really feel what I'm writing w/ them is
honest and worth doing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24132172418
2010-09-10 00:47:41
stevejmoore: FOOTBALL! #nfl #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24059329144

2010-09-09 21:17:54
stevejmoore: Does your district keep student writing portfolios? I just dug mine up from Blue Springs, It is surprising & brings
back fond memories.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24044165414
2010-09-09 18:37:34
stevejmoore: While reading a paper I wrote in high school I noticed a missed typo, "hat-motivated." Priceless. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24034024469
2010-09-09 16:51:53
stevejmoore: RT @tombarrett: If I haven't help promote your class blog just send me the link and I will happily help out :-)
#classblogs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24026467107
2010-09-09 01:13:08
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign Chris, I love the website! It looks very slick!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23964895976
2010-09-09 16:47:10
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: How does your school address bullying? Experts discuss local & national strategies in the Sept.
Whole Child podcast. http://bi ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24026087274
2010-09-09 01:11:31
stevejmoore: Finally met @KylePace in person, good to know he's right across town from me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23964772262
2010-09-09 16:46:27
stevejmoore: RT @KCPubLibrary: 1,000 people went to Jonathan Franzen's reading last night in NYC. Will you be in the
crowd at Unity Temple on 9/22? h ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24026030023
2010-09-09 16:46:03
stevejmoore: RT @edwebb: I love teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24025998163
2010-09-09 16:45:22
stevejmoore: RT @karlfisch: The word is that @googleapps will be enabling Blogger/Reader/Picasa very, very soon (hours to
days, not weeks).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24025943415
2010-09-09 16:08:42
stevejmoore: @bethstill wow! I BET that was a good conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24022894198
2010-09-09 16:04:16
stevejmoore: RT @bethstill: Despite this result, we had a great class discussion about current events.
http://twitpic.com/2mqv0c
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24022512478
2010-09-09 16:03:32
stevejmoore: I'm excited that @donalynbooks will be the keynote speaker at #NWP Annual Meeting in Orlando! Don't miss it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24022447571
2010-09-09 13:11:23
stevejmoore: We need to "be able to leverage student strengths to overcome the things which cause them trouble"
http://is.gd/f2qKh via @irasocol #sped
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24007797542
2010-09-09 13:09:02
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol: What a good IEP looks like http://is.gd/f2qKh new blog post @larryferlazzo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24007614500
2010-09-09 13:07:05
stevejmoore: "good teaching goes beyond stagecraft..." http://bit.ly/d0CARW What do you think "good" teaching is? Please

comment!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/24007465531
2010-09-08 22:54:55
stevejmoore: Meeting w/ @KylePace and @CMillerDesign (@ Houlihan's) http://4sq.com/dkB6YE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23955269036
2010-09-08 22:03:24
stevejmoore: Books + wifi = happiness (@ Border Books) http://4sq.com/7D5UdN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23951584165
2010-09-08 19:29:14
stevejmoore: @j_allen I bet they get it pretty quickly :) I'm going to have to check myself now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23941340878
2010-09-08 19:25:26
stevejmoore: @j_allen @danreeve @RdngTeach It's a wall sticker marketed at the college dorm crowd. $10 at Target!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23941100191
2010-09-08 19:24:55
stevejmoore: @j_allen haha, you're on for that. Might be a good conversation starter.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23941067660
2010-09-08 19:06:35
stevejmoore: My book nook has new art today: the NY skyline http://twitpic.com/2mhmgr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23939882817
2010-09-08 18:49:59
stevejmoore: Excited to chill with @CMillerDesign and @KylePace this evening in Lee's Summit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23938819267
2010-09-08 18:49:03
stevejmoore: RT @jonbecker: Wow. Just wow. #highered... RT @gsiemens: Great look at an interesting university model:
http://bit.ly/d2FDEc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23938760725
2010-09-08 18:48:18
stevejmoore: Hilarious NYU application essay from the early 1990s http://bit.ly/iXYNO Great example of hyperbole.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23938711940
2010-09-08 17:22:07
stevejmoore: Having another good day, but man do I miss my long lunches from last year... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23932820130
2010-09-08 14:02:11
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr Oh no, now I've jinxed you! I'm sorry! :) #snow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23916366118
2010-09-08 12:08:41
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23908226614
2010-09-07 22:28:03
stevejmoore: @jasoncarle "allergies are not as much fun as..." Trimming your toenails with a truncheon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23858028831
2010-09-07 22:27:10
stevejmoore: RT @jasoncarle: Allergies are not as much fun as . . . (complete this sentence)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23857968414
2010-09-07 22:22:06
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I convinced my neighbor (biology) to go with little groups rather than rows, I think he's liking it :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23857623820
2010-09-07 22:13:47

stevejmoore: Only 17% of teachers responding use "traditional rows" for their seating (via @TeachHub) http://bit.ly/xP4UV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23857056735
2010-09-07 22:11:59
stevejmoore: Had a great afternoon meeting discussing our NCA re-accreditation process. I'm working to get all our teachers
WRITING reflectively! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23856931026
2010-09-07 22:06:00
stevejmoore: Visiting the best-run Panera in the KC metro! (@ Panera Bread) http://4sq.com/9PSluT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23856512953
2010-09-07 18:31:11
stevejmoore: What a rewarding day. It's the challenges they don't prepare you for in college that reap the best benefits in
teaching. Love.My.Job. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23260734406
2010-09-07 16:24:14
stevejmoore: @FriedBob mine got so deep into the mug that I couldn't get them together again.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23251447096
2010-09-07 16:12:21
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I liked it before that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23250458771
2010-09-07 16:12:13
stevejmoore: @FriedBob that's the exact one that I had break on me. The slight narrowing as it goes down made the sieve come
unscrewed and get stuck :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23250448555
2010-09-07 15:51:06
stevejmoore: students are picking out, team-reading and processing newspaper articles from the @KCstar this morning. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23248721803
2010-09-07 15:40:53
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I was so sad, my travel press broke this summer! the sieve got jammed inside!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23247836325
2010-09-07 15:38:48
stevejmoore: @shfarnsworth thanks for the response! I'll be using a portfolio summatively but with a few formative evaluations
(some me, some peer)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23247664382
2010-09-07 13:19:16
stevejmoore: starting kids off today with some common writing time in their journals prompted by one of 4 quotes around the
room.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23236128223
2010-09-07 13:18:08
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain my father-in-law always has a "new" and "faster" way to suggest that we drive from Golden to
KC :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23236044891
2010-09-07 12:47:02
stevejmoore: I'm at Seton Academy (23rd Street, Benton Ave., Kansas City). http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23233853418
2010-09-07 11:57:12
stevejmoore: RT @bhsprincipal: RT @willrich45: "Some of the most hallowed advice on study habits is flat wrong."
http://nyti.ms/9J685R Whoa. #bhsweb20
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23230670904
2010-09-07 11:56:00
stevejmoore: Stuck behind lots of slow trucks near Monett, MO... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23230598982

2010-09-07 11:54:37
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23230516809
2010-09-06 23:35:46
stevejmoore: I'm at Bombay Palace (1313 NE Douglas Street, Lee's Summit). http://4sq.com/ayOLhJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23187004031
2010-09-06 22:17:21
stevejmoore: Spent a little time drawing up evaluation and learning goal criteria last night; what categories do you focus on in
writing? #nwp #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23181939725
2010-09-06 22:16:05
stevejmoore: It's amazing, out of the past 3 Sundays, 2 of my @KCstar editions have been stolen, then when I'm gone over
labor day, they're all here!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23181856119
2010-09-06 22:15:14
stevejmoore: Glad to be back home from the lake. Only damage: a minor sunburn to my neck and some fishhook cuts on my
fingers. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23181798520
2010-09-06 22:14:59
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr haha, in a normal world it would be you writing about snow first! :) I hope you have a few more
weeks w/o it though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23181780363
2010-09-06 17:54:29
stevejmoore: I'm at Quiznos. http://4sq.com/bRDXQb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23165241741
2010-09-06 17:03:03
stevejmoore: Stuck behind lots of slow trucks near Monett, MO... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23161612896
2010-09-06 15:39:31
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe that's a nice view too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23155022105
2010-09-06 15:39:03
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe I'm lucky if I ever get more than two bars at the lake, Golden is kinda in a ditch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23154983707
2010-09-06 04:00:36
stevejmoore: I'm going to make a website whose sole purpose is to oust TV commercial producers w/ unreasonable volume.
You're going down violators! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23114591140
2010-09-05 17:35:24
stevejmoore: Live well full of trout from this morning on the White River in Arkansas #fb http://twitpic.com/2lkybr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23076145220
2010-09-05 12:02:05
stevejmoore: RT @willrich45: Readng: http://nyti.ms/dvVr4F "None of us can afford to think in old rubrics for new
generations of readers.â€ [Me: learn ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23053305562
2010-09-05 12:01:20
stevejmoore: Driving through Arkansas this morning, my father-in-law's pickup doesn't have windows; it has a series of everchanging postcards. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23053266232
2010-09-05 11:56:17
stevejmoore: It's a foggy Ozark mountain morning #fb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23053004081
2010-09-05 11:55:47
stevejmoore: RT @russgoerend: Pulled Quote from Jim Drier's "When I Quit Giving Homework" | ASCD Inservice
http://j.mp/dBYQtN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23052979159
2010-09-05 01:45:54
stevejmoore: @hammondccms usually Kentucky bass or walleye but this was a blue gill
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23021266747
2010-09-04 00:27:59
stevejmoore: Time to do some weekending. (@ Tablerock @ Shell Knob, MO) http://4sq.com/autE1P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22933061934
2010-09-04 23:59:22
stevejmoore: @hammondccms Table Rock Lake in SW Missouri and Arkansas, my In-laws live there. Very different than the
Rockies!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23014843923
2010-09-04 23:47:34
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach you know it! I'll be there in Olando!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23014151152
2010-09-04 22:02:40
stevejmoore: @joe_bower thanks for the quote Joe!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23008063505
2010-09-04 22:02:03
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Autonomy-supportive tchrs seek a studentâ€™s initiative â€¦ whereas controlling tchrs seek a
studentâ€™s compliance. J. Reeve, ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23008027388
2010-09-04 22:01:30
stevejmoore: Not a moment later than I said I was failing at fishing, I catch the only fish of the day! http://twitpic.com/2lan70
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23007993819
2010-09-04 21:39:31
stevejmoore: Even when you fail at fishing, you win at relaxing :) #fb http://twitpic.com/2lafza
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23006738558
2010-09-04 20:47:37
stevejmoore: Is fishin' and hopin' and thinkin'...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/23003817338
2010-09-04 17:45:31
stevejmoore: On our way down to Arkansas on the river (@ Roaring River State Park) http://4sq.com/cEkQj1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22993298092
2010-09-04 14:44:08
stevejmoore: @spillarke I'm going to try to record a few to share :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22981191255
2010-09-03 22:34:14
stevejmoore: @spillarke we are still writing them, they will pick up on Tuesday and we'll continue working on them!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22925890641
2010-09-03 19:49:49
stevejmoore: Headed to Table Rock Lake! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22915374080
2010-09-03 17:17:04
stevejmoore: All Writing Is Personal http://bit.ly/9fhjcy via @englishcomp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22905376317

2010-09-03 17:16:09
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: I love that people can turn to the EC Ning for recommendations for comfortable shoes to
teach in. That's what's real fo ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22905310072
2010-09-03 13:09:56
stevejmoore: School of Life aphorisms, useful for discussion, writing prompts, etc http://bit.ly/Ppkbe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22885414555
2010-09-03 11:59:26
stevejmoore: Friday calls for a doughnut! (@ Lamars) http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22880766026
2010-09-03 02:14:24
stevejmoore: Wow, there is some serious footballing going on at Arrowhead tonight! Go CHIEFS! #nfl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22850931072
2010-09-03 02:13:08
stevejmoore: @mdprier I would legitimately be terrified to go there, lol. I would rather base jump from the top of a building.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22850843454
2010-09-02 02:53:51
stevejmoore: Positive Classroom Management http://bit.ly/11n2ee via @edutopia Excellent piece!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22764607584
2010-09-02 02:21:14
stevejmoore: I have such a sweet job. #teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22762398676
2010-09-02 18:38:47
stevejmoore: Got my email inbox down to 36 from 48, streamlined my bacon, deleted my spam, and read my ham. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22821053556
2010-09-02 15:34:44
stevejmoore: Writing Workshop students are journaling about past experiences with writing and future applications.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22807992347
2010-09-02 13:29:56
stevejmoore: @MrsHult That is awesome! I hope to see some of it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22797919470
2010-09-02 13:20:05
stevejmoore: @MrsHult Ooo, sounds fun! Are they adding notes about themselves to their own class google map?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22797185350
2010-09-02 13:11:20
stevejmoore: Freshman Eng class is writing "Where I'm From" poems today after reading http://bit.ly/72A4K on Tuesday #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22796548182
2010-09-02 13:10:19
stevejmoore: @mdprier I hate you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22796461571
2010-09-02 13:09:06
stevejmoore: @Jepson woo hoo! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22796369011
2010-09-02 12:03:37
stevejmoore: I'm at Lamars. http://4sq.com/9tZdZL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22792077431
2010-09-01 00:57:26
stevejmoore: @blairteach I have my wife to thank for that, she's my culinary hero! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22664879853

2010-09-01 00:54:39
stevejmoore: Pork chop, brown sugar acorn squash and cous cous for dinner. Mmmm #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22664668742
2010-09-01 00:50:17
stevejmoore: @timbwatkins what was it that interested you? Would you mind if I dare your comment with my students? Thanks
in advance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22664341335
2010-09-01 21:46:02
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of Mugs Up Drive In on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/aDeuLZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22743231179
2010-09-01 21:43:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart the Google Nexus phone is incredible and can be used on any contract, worth looking at
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22743077515
2010-09-01 20:58:09
stevejmoore: @msstewart We just got 1 new phone and found out AT&T; CHARGES you for your old one if you keep it, that's
their "recycling incentive"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22740021281
2010-09-01 20:56:54
stevejmoore: Wikispaces, your tables are all janky!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22739942107
2010-09-01 20:32:02
stevejmoore: Reading from the #spedchat tag discussion last night, lots of good conversation...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22738385604
2010-09-01 14:38:12
stevejmoore: Reading today's @KCStar with students on my ELMO projector http://twitpic.com/2k8wp7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22712584725
2010-08-31 02:41:15
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: If we ended teacher certification and opened up the jobs to anyone interested would the
quality of teachers increase?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22579947703
2010-08-31 02:23:37
stevejmoore: @bltg It should be eye-opening to each of our freshman lit classes, urban core meets sub-rural! #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22578672040
2010-08-31 23:32:07
stevejmoore: Maybe I should just replace my couch at home and podium at school with a bike... (@ Blue Springs Family
YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22658683643
2010-08-31 21:37:46
stevejmoore: Haven't been here since I was in middle school. A black cow for me! (@ Mugs Up Drive In)
http://4sq.com/aDeuLZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22651012310
2010-08-31 17:43:21
stevejmoore: @mdprier no, the time limit is inhumane or no it isn't a necessary supervision tool?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22636311498
2010-08-31 17:39:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart some days I eat with them, some days I'm a lunch server b/c of our size
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22636080802
2010-08-31 17:25:48
stevejmoore: Watching PBS's 2010 documentary "College, Inc." on Netflix with my Seniors http://to.pbs.org/d27wBp on forprofit secondary ed. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22635112481

2010-08-31 17:03:12
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @wfryer: Just learned about http://edcampkc.wikispaces.com #edcampkc scheduled for 6
Nov 2010 - looks GREAT! Lees Summi ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22633498405
2010-08-31 17:02:47
stevejmoore: RT @NancyW: RT @val_green: Excellent prezi on Problem Based Learning and 21st century skills (via
@web20classroom) http://bit.ly/9R3Ojc ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22633467929
2010-08-31 17:01:32
stevejmoore: Is 20 min an inhumane amount of time to consume a healthy lunch at school or is it a necessary supervisory tool?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22633377198
2010-08-30 00:54:30
stevejmoore: I'm at GlacÃ© Artisan Ice Cream (4960 Main St., Kansas City). http://4sq.com/bbHq5D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22482143360
2010-08-30 00:54:30
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Bender" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/cPIRic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22482142677
2010-08-30 00:01:00
stevejmoore: What is your ideal teaching situation? #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/9VAN8Z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22478501707
2010-08-30 23:35:13
stevejmoore: Exercise can be addicting... (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22566346219
2010-08-30 20:37:43
stevejmoore: Meeting with one of @bltg's teachers for an #nwp #GKCWP partnership (@ Pleasant Hill High School)
http://4sq.com/d9FKNC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22554235822
2010-08-30 18:39:03
stevejmoore: Culture building efforts are going much more smoothly this year. The kids are helping to author who we are as a
class & where we will go #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22546946491
2010-08-30 18:37:52
stevejmoore: Week 2 is in full swing! Talking about what a "learning student" (as opposed to a "good" one) is and how it looks
to learn in my class.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22546874958
2010-08-30 12:32:40
stevejmoore: @nashworld you can get goat cheese and wildflower honey ice cream!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22520036138
2010-08-30 12:32:09
stevejmoore: @mgier some were saying that GlacÃ© was better than Murray's. I liked them both!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22520004860
2010-08-30 12:31:06
stevejmoore: Thousands of candles can be lit from a single candle and its life is never shortened; happiness is never lessened
by being shared. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22519937592
2010-08-30 11:57:56
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22517833356
2010-08-29 19:57:38
stevejmoore: @kylepace @cmillerdesign I concur! #excellentidea
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22463324093

2010-08-29 19:37:29
stevejmoore: Day 6 of regular biking (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22462187637
2010-08-29 17:15:34
stevejmoore: Noodles! (@ Noodles & Company) http://4sq.com/cEawqH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22453458308
2010-08-28 23:11:54
stevejmoore: Two days off, back to the grind! (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22390343557
2010-08-28 15:45:32
stevejmoore: Coffee with @hermit4lyfe before the draft (@ Starbucks) http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22362690207
2010-08-28 01:47:04
stevejmoore: @kylepace @mmiller7571 yeah we need to harass her until she comes! #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22316186393
2010-08-28 01:46:58
stevejmoore: @kylepace cool so you're probably directly below me! #arrowhead
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22316179674
2010-08-28 01:21:53
stevejmoore: Arrowhead is packed for preseason against the Eagles http://twitpic.com/2istor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22314487260
2010-08-28 01:19:21
stevejmoore: Warpaint just almost walked all over one of the Eagles. That's just how KC rolls. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22314316832
2010-08-28 01:19:21
stevejmoore: @kylepace section 334 up in the endzone, you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22314316521
2010-08-27 23:18:27
stevejmoore: And the home of the... CHIEFS!! (@ Arrowhead Stadium w/ @kylepace) http://4sq.com/9dIidH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22306493688
2010-08-27 23:18:26
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Swarm" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/dvQeeJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22306492614
2010-08-27 18:18:20
stevejmoore: @sarahholmes are your students going outside to gather the leaves?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22287840189
2010-08-27 16:17:58
stevejmoore: Planning on teaching with PBS's @FacesofAmerica special for my Sophomore English class.
http://to.pbs.org/8RgVpj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22279236002
2010-08-27 15:31:17
stevejmoore: #FF @NAESP @Teachhub @EdWriters @educationweek @prestwickhouse @GrammarGirl @SPLC_org
@ASCD Useful Ed Orgs to follow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22276298020
2010-08-27 15:30:03
stevejmoore: #FF @tomwhitby @willrich45 @rmbyrne @shannonmmiller @pammoran @dlaufenberg @web20classroom
@mbteach @NMHS_Principal @chrislehmann #EdLeaders
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22276193510
2010-08-27 15:27:27
stevejmoore: #ff super duper #NWP teachers to follow: @dogtrax @OzarksWP @budtheteacher @tmmaerke @popgunchaos

@MsEstep @caseydaugherty @poh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22275981187
2010-08-27 15:25:10
stevejmoore: It's Friday! I owe some serious #ff @s to my amazing PLN members. Haven't been able to share as much, but I
have been learning from you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22275797014
2010-08-27 15:22:30
stevejmoore: pumped that @hermit4lyfe is coming in tomorrow for the Xth annual KC Fantasy Football draft! Go
Philosoraptors!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22275583536
2010-08-27 15:20:26
stevejmoore: My freshman English class is full of learning heroes. They are hilarious! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22275416177
2010-08-27 13:25:08
stevejmoore: @mdprier what is the @gkcwp google cal email address I need to put in to add it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22266333651
2010-08-27 12:15:03
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Explorer" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/b96lRy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22261730502
2010-08-26 02:12:31
stevejmoore: Thanks @mdprier my fear of dolls and butterflies may be irrational but it's very real!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22140932197
2010-08-26 01:12:58
stevejmoore: @B_Wagoner I printed your post put and put it on my desk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22136065307
2010-08-26 23:52:06
stevejmoore: Fantasy Football rules meeting (@ Buffalo Wild Wings-Lee's Summit) http://4sq.com/6g8MJq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22220255127
2010-08-26 23:06:48
stevejmoore: @jugermann I'd love to see what they produced, is it online anywhere?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22217175639
2010-08-26 22:42:24
stevejmoore: @mdprier It's a pay league w/ a decent purse (mostly my family) so we are serious, but it's so fun. Mostly punfilled email harassing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22215542672
2010-08-26 22:41:10
stevejmoore: @jugermann reading Cathy Vatterott's book "Rethinking Homework"? Sounds like it will be an interesting year of
changes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22215462990
2010-08-26 22:35:39
stevejmoore: My sophomores and I covered "if we can't do it on paper in person we can't do it w/ computers" today while
journaling and collaborating. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22215108156
2010-08-26 22:26:37
stevejmoore: @mdprier I'm jealous! I have a fantasy football rules meeting tonight (it's serious stuff)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22214514599
2010-08-26 22:24:11
stevejmoore: 10 Reading Revolutions Before E-Books - Science and Tech - The Atlantic http://bit.ly/9WfZPC via
www.diigo.com/~stevejmoore via @poh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22214354809

2010-08-26 22:22:05
stevejmoore: "Twitter's not stupid -- you just have boring friends" http://bit.ly/ak6Hgb via @kelseyproud
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22214219943
2010-08-26 22:17:30
stevejmoore: @rodericksilva Thanks Roderick, I'll check it out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22213921933
2010-08-26 22:16:03
stevejmoore: @jugermann really? What is Monett doing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22213828834
2010-08-26 22:11:57
stevejmoore: Wow. My job is draining, challenging, eye-opening, and more important than I previously realized (in a good
way). #urbancore #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22213565111
2010-08-26 14:19:01
stevejmoore: Asking students in writing workshop: what challenges you as a reader/writer? #nwp #engchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22181231998
2010-08-26 13:25:26
stevejmoore: "KC doing [standards-based] is smart thing and very brave...but you hope they're doing their homework and have
their act together" ~Marzano
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22177161863
2010-08-26 13:23:05
stevejmoore: @bhsprincipal @pammoran thanks! It's a paraphrase of Siddhartha Gautama.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22176990102
2010-08-26 13:18:25
stevejmoore: @Neilstephenson thank you for the link to your school's professional learning journ(ey)al, looking forward to
reading and sharing it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22176650887
2010-08-26 13:10:39
stevejmoore: Day 2 of instruction and I get to see the rest of my classes! (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22176093289
2010-08-26 13:06:29
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Can't say the #Chiefs don't have awesome fans! http://twitpic.com/2i5zf1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22175798794
2010-08-26 13:05:19
stevejmoore: RT @rmbyrne: Good resource shared by @kristenswanson : I Write Like - http://bit.ly/cwX0RL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22175716107
2010-08-26 13:00:12
stevejmoore: Keep an eye on KC: A standards-based revolution arrives in the district http://bit.ly/9YVdOf @kcstar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22175343591
2010-08-25 22:50:14
stevejmoore: KC T-Bones vs the Gary Rail Cats! (@ Community America Ballpark) http://4sq.com/djMa4u
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22126281109
2010-08-25 22:50:13
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Super User" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/bV4ArP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22126280071
2010-08-25 21:30:13
stevejmoore: I'm at The Legends at Village West (1843 Village West Parkway, Kansas City). http://4sq.com/7ejUtk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22120995101
2010-08-25 20:35:32
stevejmoore: "how do you balance being directive, or providing models, with being non-directive enough to enable students to

make their own discoveries?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22117506502
2010-08-25 19:06:19
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal @bhsprincipal the string strung too tightly snaps, the one too loose makes no sound...
#balance
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22111905884
2010-08-25 18:55:59
stevejmoore: I'm convinced that good teaching requires theatrical skill. Whatever your population of students, you have to
show enthusiasm authentically.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22111264151
2010-08-25 18:35:16
stevejmoore: Creating a Passion for Learning: Creating a Vision for Collaboration http://goo.gl/b/Ug5T (via @B_Wagoner)
#PLC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22110019347
2010-08-25 16:22:30
stevejmoore: @B_Wagoner :) that's encouraging to hear, my principal is actually teaching a section of French this year and he
is excited.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22101377583
2010-08-25 15:57:45
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP uhhh yeah! #skype #psteach Just email me when you're planning on it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22099540748
2010-08-25 15:56:40
stevejmoore: Students were pleasantly surprised when I sat down and started writing WITH them. #nwp #psteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22099460681
2010-08-25 15:42:21
stevejmoore: Are you a pre-service teacher in a student teaching or practicum setting? Share and tweet with the #psteach tag!
#edchat #nwp #highered
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22098395499
2010-08-25 15:37:54
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP #psteach I'm so glad this is tagged! I can't wait to see what develops! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22098060679
2010-08-25 15:20:36
stevejmoore: First class of freshman: awesome! 2 pgs of writing, 3 white boards full of discussion (their words), smiles,
questions, & "time flew" :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22096741139
2010-08-25 13:19:12
stevejmoore: Checking out "School would be just great if only__________________" on @englishcomp Ning:
http://ning.it/9JrKgJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22087528679
2010-08-25 13:15:03
stevejmoore: [Reading] "Founding a Secondary Writing Center" on @EnglishComp Ning: http://ning.it/dwivjD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22087234334
2010-08-25 13:06:20
stevejmoore: Checking out "School would be just great if only__________________" on English Companion Ning:
http://ning.it/9JrKgJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22086618996
2010-08-25 12:43:40
stevejmoore: First instructional day! (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22085087647
2010-08-25 12:38:18
stevejmoore: @jdriel @Waamster A/B days rotate w/o regard for week, 90 min classes, 3 per day+ shorter afternoon electives

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22084751199
2010-08-25 02:31:21
stevejmoore: @bhsprincipal @davidwees @B_Wagoner @Becky_Ellis_ @Brunsell @OzarksWP @poh @fliegs
@johnson237 @TwitClass @JenAnsbach thx for your replies!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22053524708
2010-08-25 02:29:17
stevejmoore: First instructional day with kids tomorrow! My first day teaching on a modified block schedule too. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22053371458
2010-08-25 02:28:36
stevejmoore: I've ridden 37 miles on a stationary bike at the gym in the past 4 days. Think I'm taking tomorrow off! Woo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22053323306
2010-08-25 11:57:48
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22082274406
2010-08-24 22:23:38
stevejmoore: Day 4 in a row of biking at the Y! (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22036139095
2010-08-24 22:23:36
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Local" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/d2N1AL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22036136698
2010-08-24 19:03:58
stevejmoore: @jonbecker I think u ronto something with it being bad form, u should want to include the author in conversation
(if they actually respond!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22023605895
2010-08-24 18:31:14
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach we have each other :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22021660203
2010-08-24 18:30:54
stevejmoore: @jonbecker ahhh, I gotcha. But does the author of the post own every permutation of conversation? Is Post X+me
= X alone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22021641098
2010-08-24 17:40:36
stevejmoore: Sharing with my new staff how/why to use Twitter as PD http://bit.ly/ccI2qq Weigh in! #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22018528581
2010-08-24 16:59:00
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: #Edchat Topic Tonight at 7PM EDT. How do we engage students who find participatory
learning uncomfortable?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22015793290
2010-08-24 16:58:15
stevejmoore: @jonbecker do you think because you want a more robust analysis/reflection on the linked material and not just
pointing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22015743034
2010-08-24 16:55:24
stevejmoore: [reading] via WSJ.com - Needs Improvement: Where Teacher Report Cards Fall Short
http://on.wsj.com/9dOXup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22015551018
2010-08-24 16:39:32
stevejmoore: â€œIt ainâ€™t what you donâ€™t know that gets you into trouble. Itâ€™s what you know for sure that just
ainâ€™t so.â€ â€”Mark Twain #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22014440453

2010-08-24 16:37:06
stevejmoore: Value-Added Measures in the MLB don't work either. http://bit.ly/alZQ0A #VAM #edreform #LAtimes #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/22014270439
2010-08-24 12:40:12
stevejmoore: @msstewart now I'm locked out of my school!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21997323417
2010-08-24 11:59:43
stevejmoore: I'm at Starbucks. http://4sq.com/aLfBKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21994815396
2010-08-24 01:49:05
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 yeah... At least the rolls are good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21962439917
2010-08-23 23:58:42
stevejmoore: Helping raise money for my wife's studio by buffet eating (@ Golden Corral) http://4sq.com/cVwt1T
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21954644461
2010-08-23 23:12:22
stevejmoore: @Price86 happy with your draft?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21951385773
2010-08-23 22:54:04
stevejmoore: Goal: 10 miles today on the bike (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21950111926
2010-08-23 19:57:26
stevejmoore: Our students are going to get the chance to build/repair and take home their own PC this year through ArtsTech
KC. Life skills! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21938853748
2010-08-23 19:20:25
stevejmoore: Touring the kids through ArtsTech (@ art tech) http://4sq.com/9OgmhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21936705717
2010-08-23 19:20:25
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of art tech on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9OgmhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21936705485
2010-08-23 17:46:23
stevejmoore: @SimpleCEO It's strange...finished my master's degree and now have time to work out...going to ride at least 10
mi today! Go do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21931179411
2010-08-23 17:02:02
stevejmoore: @MsEstep yes! When do you start April?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928453248
2010-08-23 17:01:44
stevejmoore: @MSTA what they don't know is they will have to face their own responses later on and reflect... just on the
board now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928435080
2010-08-23 17:01:20
stevejmoore: @elaan I am glad to be back :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928409259
2010-08-23 17:00:36
stevejmoore: @EdConti "to prepare myself for the world" "to learn" "to become a better person"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928362509
2010-08-23 16:58:05
stevejmoore: I have never experienced this feeling before: I cannot wait to go to the gym today. #strangebutcool #fb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928197273
2010-08-23 16:56:31
stevejmoore: Pearson Education is gathering student voices, will your school share? http://setonkc.edublogs.org/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928097183
2010-08-23 16:55:14
stevejmoore: I've missed a lot of good conversation on Twitter the past week or so, but the school year is up and running now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21928015421
2010-08-23 16:53:32
stevejmoore: Asking my students "why are you in school?" and getting great responses!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21927904657
2010-08-23 16:52:51
stevejmoore: @WholeChildAdv I advocate for whole child education because kids want to see the big picture, they deserve to.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21927861538
2010-08-23 16:51:33
stevejmoore: @kylepace Thanks for the shout out Kyle, I can't wait for #edcampkc!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21927777015
2010-08-23 16:51:10
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty thanks Casey! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21927752014
2010-08-23 16:50:31
stevejmoore: So far, the first day with kids is SO EXCITING! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21927710214
2010-08-21 20:30:43
stevejmoore: Eva is going to learn to swing a golf club today! (@ Family Golf Park) http://4sq.com/bIHPrx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21775534670
2010-08-21 20:30:43
stevejmoore: I just ousted @mikeberlin as the mayor of Family Golf Park on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/bIHPrx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21775534665
2010-08-21 15:43:02
stevejmoore: Back to the gym! (@ Blue Springs Family YMCA) http://4sq.com/cem23d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21757942300
2010-08-20 22:46:48
stevejmoore: Having a nice staff dinner at the end of an arduous week! (@ Bulldog Bar & Grill w/ 2 others)
http://4sq.com/7QlKnL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21701095779
2010-08-19 22:58:54
stevejmoore: @Price86 I'm logged in and ready for the draft this Sunday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21614827626
2010-08-19 22:54:10
stevejmoore: Wow. What an amazing week at my new school! Getting to do so many things I couldn't have even dreamed up
last year.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21614527018
2010-08-19 00:49:46
stevejmoore: Time for a bucket. (@ Family Golf Park) http://4sq.com/bIHPrx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21534892768
2010-08-18 22:16:31
stevejmoore: RT @ghartman: K12 Online Conference 2010 accepting Proposals http://bit.ly/bJMnNF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21524757408
2010-08-18 22:15:10

stevejmoore: Behold! The Leaning Tower of Takeout! http://twitpic.com/2fzs18
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21524669592
2010-08-18 17:25:07
stevejmoore: 18th & Vine at lunch for a shrimp po-boy! (@ Danny's Big Easy) http://4sq.com/cgdDXY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21506806028
2010-08-18 13:48:25
stevejmoore: Authoring/discussing our values and goals for the year at Seton http://twitpic.com/2fw01o
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21491518771
2010-08-18 12:01:19
stevejmoore: I'm at Scooter's Coffee House (1116 SW State Route 7, Blue Springs). http://4sq.com/c1PW7O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21484478940
2010-08-17 23:51:09
stevejmoore: Missouri Educator voices from Lee's Summit, St. Joe, St. Louis, and Springfield are sharing resources today on...
http://fb.me/DHk88KjP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21443853241
2010-08-17 23:30:55
stevejmoore: @CRFederman @The1066 @jimmiebjr @karlaolson @clane thanks for the responses!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21442478791
2010-08-17 22:26:25
stevejmoore: I'll be sharing your responses w/ my staff: "If you could help rebuild/rebrand a school from scratch, what is ONE
thing you would do?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21438222232
2010-08-17 22:08:51
stevejmoore: If you could help rebuild/rebrand a school from scratch, what is ONE thing you would do? #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21437063877
2010-08-17 22:02:31
stevejmoore: "Dream big, dream fast! Write!" My principal says upon delegating grant writing opportunities.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21436651366
2010-08-17 21:30:45
stevejmoore: Great Short Video Explaining The Problems With â€œValue-Addedâ€
http://networkedblogs.com/6X6N9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21434601612

Teacher Assessment

2010-08-17 21:25:14
stevejmoore: Time for some quiet writing and coffee. (@ Scooter's Coffee House) http://4sq.com/c1PW7O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21434245093
2010-08-17 17:55:29
stevejmoore: Touring ArtsTech in downtown KC! (@ art tech) http://4sq.com/9OgmhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21421776018
2010-08-17 17:55:29
stevejmoore: I just unlocked the "Adventurer" badge on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/9MJnB9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21421775869
2010-08-17 14:01:50
stevejmoore: Working with a psychologist on the physiology of learning and choice-making. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21405380986
2010-08-17 12:28:27
stevejmoore: I just became the mayor of Seton Academy on @foursquare! http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21399125464
2010-08-17 12:28:27
stevejmoore: Back for day two at my new school! (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21399125419

2010-08-16 18:33:58
stevejmoore: "You are the professional, I am here to help, not micromanage." -my principal (wow) #grateful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21335856703
2010-08-16 17:06:15
stevejmoore: Burnt ends! (@ Arthur Bryant's Barbeque) http://4sq.com/8SQFdr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21330308148
2010-08-16 17:00:50
stevejmoore: RT @Teachhub: RT @eyeoneducation Duncan wasn't kidding when he promised school districts... "States: Come
Get Your Edujobs Money" http:/ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21329929346
2010-08-16 16:45:31
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron have a great start!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21328873006
2010-08-16 16:44:39
stevejmoore: I think it's awesome that my principal is teaching a section of French this year! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21328811089
2010-08-16 15:34:09
stevejmoore: Did I mention how excited I am about this school? #wow #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21323778910
2010-08-16 15:31:45
stevejmoore: @shfarnsworth @jeffreyeducator thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21323609654
2010-08-16 14:27:05
stevejmoore: First day at my new job is going great! (@ Seton Academy) http://4sq.com/buzrq7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21318960512
2010-08-16 13:39:06
stevejmoore: I am SO excited about my new school, our teachers, and our mission for kids in KC! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21315519887
2010-08-16 13:03:10
stevejmoore: Meeting my new teaching associates this morning! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21313022496
2010-08-15 15:07:51
stevejmoore: Addie Gaines needs a good explanation of how Wikis are different than Blogs. Help her out! http://bit.ly/btve9t
http://fb.me/G9w2tUPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21237213938
2010-08-15 00:42:07
stevejmoore: I'm so full! (@ Buca di Beppo) http://4sq.com/9SmEqi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21190013039
2010-08-14 16:11:05
stevejmoore: KC farmers' market this morning! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21160779934
2010-08-13 02:36:33
stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new video on #NWP Site Leaders http://bit.ly/b0mQrD http://ning.it/bIKdal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21027819847
2010-08-13 02:12:12
stevejmoore: Just found this: Blog of a first year head principal in St. Louis. Dr. Robert Dillion. @ideaguy42
http://bit.ly/dwoFkA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21026090923
2010-08-13 20:56:38
stevejmoore: Do yourself a favor, read this humorous blog on parents in education by @JasonFlom http://bit.ly/bGvd03 on

Ecology of Ed :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21094822841
2010-08-13 19:35:42
stevejmoore: Register online at http://edcampkc.eventbrite.com It's Free! EdCamp KC http://fb.me/ETCavU4t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21089987874
2010-08-13 18:06:52
stevejmoore: What's happening in Missouri Ed today? http://bit.ly/bO0WLA http://fb.me/u1gBc5Fj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21084497694
2010-08-13 18:04:50
stevejmoore: Just got a giant box of books in donation to #EdCampKC! Thanks to the Alliance for Young Artists & Writers!
#nwp http://twitpic.com/2edkxv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21084360465
2010-08-12 23:42:19
stevejmoore: @lawyervon Wouldn't be much of a TMBG fan if I couldn't! "You cannot change the laws of physics Jim"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21015729312
2010-08-12 23:41:25
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach how are you Jen? Starting school soon?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21015669372
2010-08-12 23:07:35
stevejmoore: Help @kylepace @rmbyrne, @mrplough07, @mbteach, @web20classroom tell #sxsw why Social Media should
be in schools. http://bit.ly/bOzvi1 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21013405169
2010-08-12 22:18:35
stevejmoore: @tpeters24 yes! You're a giant!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21010186040
2010-08-12 22:17:42
stevejmoore: Missouri Educators, come be a part of Gina Hartman's networking meet-up in Hernmann, MO September 18. Find
time... http://fb.me/tY73j02s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21010129204
2010-08-12 22:12:59
stevejmoore: RT @ghartman: Attention Missouri Educators! Tweet up is scheduled on September 18th in Hermann.
http://bit.ly/bp0Vnr Join us!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21009821125
2010-08-12 22:12:47
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: Going on NWP Blogtalk Radio later today w/ @blkdrama to talk about writing after the summer
ends http://bit.ly/bB6TiJ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21009807347
2010-08-12 22:11:24
stevejmoore: I'm star-trekkin' across the universe. Always going forward, still can't find reverse.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21009716271
2010-08-12 20:50:37
stevejmoore: The @GKCWP director Katie Kline talks ELLs on Fox4 KC News http://bit.ly/aWeAkQ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21004424705
2010-08-12 20:35:17
stevejmoore: See that your part of the Midwest is represented at EdCamp KC on the Attendee Google Map.
http://fb.me/EpiNx8CP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21003550826
2010-08-12 20:32:54
stevejmoore: See who is going to #EdCampKC! Check the new attendee map out http://bit.ly/aE21LG!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/21003494009

2010-08-12 18:24:40
stevejmoore: I wish I was at @TEDxKC today...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20995979753
2010-08-12 18:20:53
stevejmoore: Check out #EdCampKC's new video on FB http://bit.ly/9jbqZk via @MissouriEd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20995754397
2010-08-12 18:16:23
stevejmoore: Coming soon... http://fb.me/Fy1fv5Su
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20995483672
2010-08-12 18:13:14
stevejmoore: The Wiki for EdCamp KC is up! Midwest educators (Missouri and otherwise) should sign up for this unique PD
experience. http://fb.me/Fnr8WWII
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20995289370
2010-08-11 17:58:33
stevejmoore: Bought this on a hunch last year, must go get the others! http://amzn.to/bRfJgJ #DaveEggers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20904897815
2010-08-11 16:12:29
stevejmoore: Should She Stay or Should She Go? http://bit.ly/djGJh4 Rhee in DC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20897694487
2010-08-10 03:57:55
stevejmoore: I was quoted in the latest issue of @ASCD's Education Update on the last page. Read some of my views on
#RTTT in your copy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20765034246
2010-08-10 00:10:45
stevejmoore: @kchichester well, I'm flattered! I'm sure it had to be @poh... Hope you're enjoying #nwpm wish I could be
there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20748706238
2010-08-10 20:22:30
stevejmoore: @poh It's not my work, but a former colleague at @caseydaugherty's school, The talented Caleb Stokes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20822518389
2010-08-10 19:47:27
stevejmoore: A Short History of the English Language Through Cursing http://bit.ly/axdgMJ #Prezi Rated PG #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20820313149
2010-08-10 19:36:31
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty oh you had me... :) I'm glad it was fun and I'm jealous you got to eat Amy's baking! When does
RepMo start?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20819638764
2010-08-10 19:00:48
stevejmoore: @davidwees I would go!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20817496457
2010-08-10 19:00:29
stevejmoore: @AndersonGL It's one of my favorites to write to. More dramatic and dynamic than my other favorite: Philip
Glass. A nice contrast!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20817474528
2010-08-10 18:54:06
stevejmoore: 1st Album I bought on iTunes via my iPhone and my most listened to: http://bit.ly/ccWocg "Yo-Yo Ma Plays
Ennio Morricone"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20817085754
2010-08-10 18:25:16
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty haha! Was this just because I left!? You all were waiting so you could eat EGGS! ;) Sad I'm not
there!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20815318259
2010-08-10 18:24:18
stevejmoore: Does this sound like a horrible idea to anyone else? http://bit.ly/cnt2P9 Are grades assets to bet with?
Campbell's Law anyone? #HigherEd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20815260019
2010-08-10 18:17:13
stevejmoore: A Short History of the English Language Through Cursing http://bit.ly/axdgMJ #Prezi Rated PG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20814825287
2010-08-10 15:47:03
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: Preparing for another high-stress, high-reward school year? Find balance with the August Whole
Child podcast. http://bit.ly/9xofOt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20804602774
2010-08-10 15:46:46
stevejmoore: @KylePace got the email from @shannonmmiller and have updated the donations I have so far for #EdCampKC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20804582148
2010-08-10 15:34:37
stevejmoore: "What if you donâ€™t want to run a company with the sole goal of getting rich? What if you want to do good?"
@KCStar http://bit.ly/cBd6Ra
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20803693666
2010-08-09 21:52:28
stevejmoore: "Is there really such a thing as "uncritically thinking?" Great Q via http://bit.ly/bJDOGz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20739713996
2010-08-09 21:51:58
stevejmoore: "When you have one eye on the goal, you only have one eye on the path." http://bit.ly/bJDOGz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20739683722
2010-08-09 21:40:48
stevejmoore: With EdCamp KC coming up, this post is timely. http://fb.me/xhh1FLEs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20739018542
2010-08-09 21:39:02
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace @edcampnyc post by @kjarrett about why #EdCamp is such an effective DIY PD opportunity:
http://bit.ly/bhHdiI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20738911404
2010-08-09 20:56:43
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: RT @writingproject: 40 Engaging Texts for African American Adolescent Males
http://bit.ly/9vZ0M0 #nwp // @janetmorri ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20736402673
2010-08-09 20:56:22
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Good point! RT @ScottElias: Aligning Data with School Mission: Collecting & Using the Right Data
for School Improvement http: ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20736382640
2010-08-09 20:52:55
stevejmoore: @Ron_Peck I enjoyed teaching the same thing all day, but this will be a new and exciting challenge!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20736184035
2010-08-09 20:50:29
stevejmoore: What are Missouri educators tweeting today? http://fb.me/EK2dc9KI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20736042660
2010-08-09 17:42:28
stevejmoore: RT @mooresclassroom: Historical Facebook: Really great educational facebook template. Best I've seen yet via
@rmbyrne http://tinyurl.com ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20725267666

2010-08-09 17:41:04
stevejmoore: @FriedBob talking about preps for teaching :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20725184189
2010-08-09 15:48:58
stevejmoore: 1 prep, 2 prep, 3 prep, 4! Why not add on just one more! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20717802100
2010-08-09 01:17:57
stevejmoore: @MsEstep @mdprier now that looks good April! Most of my bragging is about my wife. I'm just her sous chef!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20669365073
2010-08-09 01:15:50
stevejmoore: FOOTBALL! #NFL #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20669230137
2010-08-08 20:41:33
stevejmoore: RT @TEDxKC: Listen to TEDxKC interview today on KCUR. Brene Brown TEDxKC presenter is featured
along with event curator, Mike... http:/ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20653318635
2010-08-08 20:38:38
stevejmoore: Baking honey wheat bread and watching Season 3 of Mad Men #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20653174693
2010-08-08 16:48:22
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd haha, it was not as good as the French version I saw in college but it got a few laughs. Go rent The
Dinner Game to see the orig
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20641002813
2010-08-08 16:46:39
stevejmoore: Tried to recreate Gailey's sweet browns this morning. Not too hard, but hard to get just right. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20640894281
2010-08-07 23:04:24
stevejmoore: Dinner for Schmucks it is! Thanks for your help! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20583878196
2010-08-07 21:33:09
stevejmoore: Tonight: Tandoori chicken, asparagus, and sweet potato mash. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20579381595
2010-08-07 20:28:42
stevejmoore: RT @craigkielburger: Step in the right direction: UN adopts resolution recognizing human right to drinking water
& sanitation http://ow. ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20576316283
2010-08-07 20:22:51
stevejmoore: I learned a lot about other teachers in college, but I didn't learn as much about the teacher I would become until
this year. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20576046370
2010-08-07 17:29:33
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology I think we could work something out, sure. What will you be in town for?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20567006525
2010-08-07 16:35:14
stevejmoore: Eva and I can't decide: Dinner for Schmucks or The Other Guys? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20563522381
2010-08-06 02:43:49
stevejmoore: "It's harder to be kind than to be clever" http://youtu.be/vBmavNoChZc! Jeff Bezos shares his wisdom at
Princeton commencement.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20434173687

2010-08-06 02:23:03
stevejmoore: "If at first the idea is not absurd, then there is no hope for it." -Einstein #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20432711357
2010-08-06 20:58:51
stevejmoore: @mgier could be worse, you could have ceiling cats... http://bit.ly/dg3UJC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20498264572
2010-08-06 20:44:26
stevejmoore: Reading http://bit.ly/cl6DfA The Art of Choosing by @SamChaltain after seeing Sheena Iyengar's #TED talk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20497457439
2010-08-06 20:42:32
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP thanks Keri, I'll check it out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20497349091
2010-08-06 20:42:18
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I think I'm going to get that one next time, got Japanese Pan noodles this time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20497336563
2010-08-06 20:32:50
stevejmoore: Feeling like this: http://youtu.be/Pdk2cJpSXLg on my #iPhone 3G w/ iOS 4 #fail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20496824760
2010-08-06 20:25:22
stevejmoore: Had Noodles & Co. for the first time today. YUM.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20496403086
2010-08-06 20:22:52
stevejmoore: Now that I'm in KC for good, finally got subscribed to the @KCStar!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20496264638
2010-08-06 19:38:35
stevejmoore: [reading] via @NMHS_Principal: My latest post: Building Momentum http://bit.ly/cNT7jX #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20493742138
2010-08-06 16:18:19
stevejmoore: RT @TEDxKC: Have a ticket(s) to #TEDxKC and can't attend? Looking for a ticket? Well you people should get
together in the... http://f ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20481027375
2010-08-06 16:17:44
stevejmoore: RT @TEDxKC: TEDxKC on KCUR today at 11AM CDT. Mike Lundgren will be joined by BrenÃ© Brown for
Kraske's Up To Date. http://fb.me/Gg9rfHOb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20480987317
2010-08-06 16:03:04
stevejmoore: Dear Apple, I have loved my iPhone 3G since I got it, but iOS 4 has absolutely ruined it. I will accept your
apology & a new 4th gen iPhone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20479962901
2010-08-06 15:18:44
stevejmoore: @MusickEd interesting! I will have to dig that movie up. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20476716827
2010-08-05 20:33:34
stevejmoore: Ed Advocacy Pays Off, Jobs Bill Passes http://bit.ly/beimZ5 via @ASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20414733480
2010-08-05 17:55:24
stevejmoore: @ozarkswp where is the online submission form for the MO lit journal you mentioned at #mwpn ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20405681056
2010-08-05 17:03:23
stevejmoore: @nashworld that's an awesome picture! where was it taken?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20402423457
2010-08-05 16:58:20
stevejmoore: Playing with a metaphor for schools as analog TV sets, fiddling with knobs to adjust the picture/program #nwp
#mwpn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20402079113
2010-08-05 16:45:21
stevejmoore: Ready for Shakespeare's Pizza for lunch!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20401176273
2010-08-05 16:43:10
stevejmoore: Are you driven by technology or principles? Interesting reflection for #nwp #mwpn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20401031319
2010-08-05 15:59:15
stevejmoore: RT @mbteach: What tool(s) have you use/do you plan to use the first week of school? Pls fill out my short survey
http://bit.ly/aVDHro Pl ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20397974276
2010-08-05 15:58:16
stevejmoore: Have you written a grant about studying media literacy? I'd love to read it! #mwpn #nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20397904872
2010-08-05 15:52:54
stevejmoore: Working on grant design on media literacy at #mwpn #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20397532669
2010-08-04 22:14:44
stevejmoore: Uh-oh, @mdprier is my ROOMIE at #MWPN :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20337358675
2010-08-04 21:10:20
stevejmoore: @mdprier @poh @ozarkswp @tmmaerke I'm gonna have to keep a closer eye on my man bag now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20333478474
2010-08-04 19:31:21
stevejmoore: Listening to @mdprier and Nikki Thompson talk about their #nwp Urban Sites grant for cross-geographical
classroom collaboration #MWPN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20327611998
2010-08-04 17:50:56
stevejmoore: MO DESE is planning to roll out a CLE/GLE transition pathway to the new CommonCore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20321711391
2010-08-04 17:44:29
stevejmoore: Listening to the MO state of the state on writing/literacy education #MWPN #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20321331649
2010-08-04 17:24:46
stevejmoore: Sitting next to @ozarkswp @tmmaerke at the #MWPN at Mizzou! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20320094476
2010-08-04 16:18:10
stevejmoore: On my way to #MWPN writing retreat in Columbia, MO #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20315795493
2010-08-04 14:23:20
stevejmoore: Watched "College, Inc" last night on Netflix via PBS http://to.pbs.org/cnn0dh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20307960719
2010-08-03 23:52:44
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I can't even begin to describe what is wrong, lol I'm stopped my efforts for today.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20260271226

2010-08-03 23:27:45
stevejmoore: Okay, my computer box is back up and running...but it shouldn't be (I nuked the drive) #ZombiePC #ImConfused
#DoingItWrong
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20258653443
2010-08-03 22:17:18
stevejmoore: Thank the interwebs for Hirens BootCD and it's magic repairing tools of justice. I did something fiercely wrong
to my machine. #StillFailing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20254199110
2010-08-03 19:34:52
stevejmoore: Managed to delete my old Win7 RC partition (permissions locked previously) and now just need to span it.
#GettingThere
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20245032007
2010-08-03 19:26:58
stevejmoore: @lionsima That's what my friend Juard always told me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20244579319
2010-08-03 19:23:25
stevejmoore: I know just enough to get myself in trouble when I go poking around inside my computer. #sigh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20244370370
2010-08-03 19:21:11
stevejmoore: @kylepace Lucky you to get to work with Kyle! Hello from Blue Springs, MO!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20244233709
2010-08-03 19:20:24
stevejmoore: Not cool: trying to repair my Win7 install, I accidentally set the an inactive partition to boot w/ no BOOTMGR
#Grumble #Fail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20244186858
2010-08-03 18:42:39
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP yay! It will be good to see you as well Keri! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20242004378
2010-08-03 18:42:03
stevejmoore: @nashworld way to set the record straight! Always wanted my own personal Alton Brown to rush in and dispel
food myth/misnomer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20241971111
2010-08-03 18:39:39
stevejmoore: Just in case you ever need to wish someone a happy birthday in Afrikaans: "Veels geluk met jou verjaarsdag!" I'll
save you the Google :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20241837791
2010-08-03 18:28:06
stevejmoore: The Missouri Educators Daily http://bit.ly/a1gbrj Twitter News
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20241153050
2010-08-03 18:15:50
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: Reading process of a tweeter @jayrosen_nyu http://bit.ly/bOlnGe (via @willrich45)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20240461475
2010-08-03 18:14:38
stevejmoore: Excited for the Missouri @writingproject writing retreat starting tomorrow! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20240392397
2010-08-03 18:13:53
stevejmoore: RT @Foodimentary: Did you know Watermelon is actually a vegetable? It is related to cucumbers, pumpkins &
squash. #DidYaKnow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20240350509
2010-08-03 18:13:25
stevejmoore: @arosey @jimmiebjr It's so true! I've done both as well. Here's to Double Nerddom!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20240324344
2010-08-03 18:12:39
stevejmoore: Had a great meeting w/ a clinical psychologist about the physiology of learning today. Excited to participate in
more research on learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20240282860
2010-08-03 16:55:26
stevejmoore: RT @arosey: @stevejmoore Fantasy football = D&D; for jocks (I play both. I am a double-nerd)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20235548495
2010-08-02 20:28:05
stevejmoore: @ericswatkins wasn't even close, sounds exiting though! I am teaching at an alternative school in KC's urban
core. All 4 grades of English!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20165484009
2010-08-02 20:26:18
stevejmoore: It's almost TIME!! http://twitpic.com/2b1ufe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20165385283
2010-08-02 17:45:46
stevejmoore: At @ParkHillSchools working with Scot Squires on my new curricula
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20156152150
2010-08-02 03:52:57
stevejmoore: @ericswatkins excited to start at USC? What are you taking Eric? PoliSci? Writing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20111957604
2010-08-02 03:08:52
stevejmoore: Starting Mad Men season 3. This show is really good.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20109241117
2010-08-02 02:51:44
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe what was your fantasy football team's name last year? Just curious.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20108164557
2010-08-01 00:51:45
stevejmoore: A nice dinner from our farmers' market trappings, homemade bread baking, dog walked, and now for ice cream :)
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20029547552
2010-08-01 23:21:10
stevejmoore: "Common sense is not always common practice" -Stephen Covey #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20095258917
2010-08-01 21:51:05
stevejmoore: @Price86 Not August 28th, drafting for my family pay league on that day, when are you thinking?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20090111546
2010-08-01 19:58:07
stevejmoore: @Price86 if someone else is vying for my spot I'm okay with giving it up, but if you need another man and it's
still free then I'm in!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20084242100
2010-08-01 19:55:38
stevejmoore: @paulbogush nice! Why kind of bread? We made potato
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20084120041
2010-08-01 19:30:13
stevejmoore: Drove by @bltg's office (I think) in Pleasant Hill. Checking out my wife's new job!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20082824986
2010-08-01 18:08:30
stevejmoore: Wonderful lunch at Cafe Europa today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20078585169

2010-08-01 02:17:41
stevejmoore: Nothing like walking in the door and smelling fresh bread baked. #mmm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20034564456
2010-07-31 00:39:22
stevejmoore: "Testimony in some of the papers indicate that Chewbacca used mind-alerting drugs while on Endor."
#WookieLeaks http://is.gd/dTTdH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19951825675
2010-07-31 17:48:31
stevejmoore: RT @yzhaomsu: NBC to host education summit (http://bit.ly/9N06uy) and what I hope it would do:
http://zhao.educ.msu.edu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20008000714
2010-07-31 17:22:21
stevejmoore: Iron Man works at Costco in Independence, MO! #TonyStark http://twitpic.com/2aernk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/20006420344
2010-07-31 15:01:22
stevejmoore: Headed down to the KC farmers' market! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19997071062
2010-07-31 03:05:02
stevejmoore: @theprofspage brilliant! Thank you for what is now my new phone wallpaper!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19961163230
2010-07-31 00:48:01
stevejmoore: @theprofspage hahaha, that sounds like a good photo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19952359962
2010-07-30 23:35:10
stevejmoore: Tonight: Winstead's cheeseburger, fries, and old fashioned shake for dinner. I wonder what's on Netflix... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19947960762
2010-07-30 22:05:46
stevejmoore: "There exists behind every great educator the understanding of the importance of relationships" @ryanbretag
http://is.gd/dTGy4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19942756487
2010-07-30 22:04:58
stevejmoore: RT @ryanbretag: "Forcing tech into poor lessons wonâ€™t make them... better, it'll just allow their impact to be
heard farther..." http:// ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19942708370
2010-07-30 21:59:26
stevejmoore: @profesorM interesting educators wanting to share/learn on Twitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19942374417
2010-07-30 19:47:11
stevejmoore: #WCS making a video of Rich Kent's 10 reasons why you can't have a writing center #nwp
http://twitpic.com/2a3nhw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19934832170
2010-07-30 19:41:42
stevejmoore: @mgier better than the ones who openly tell you "I am so glad I am out of the classroom!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19934508854
2010-07-30 19:30:29
stevejmoore: "I love revision. Where else can spilled milk be turned into ice cream?" -Katherine Patterson #WCS #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19933855913
2010-07-30 19:02:37
stevejmoore: Teachers: if you aren't following @msstewart @kylepace & @paulbogush, then wake up and smell the awesome.
#ff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19932219681

2010-07-30 18:59:08
stevejmoore: RT @mdprier: Check out Richard Kent's writing center page. http://bit.ly/cjdtCs #nwp #gkcwp #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19931989030
2010-07-30 18:57:54
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: This is a PPT that has 20 Great PLN Recommendations from Kristina Peters "People to Meet
PLN"h ttp://bit.ly/dkCkcT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19931917477
2010-07-30 18:42:16
stevejmoore: @AndreaZellner thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930987699
2010-07-30 18:42:00
stevejmoore: @Jscognam thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930971548
2010-07-30 18:39:49
stevejmoore: "You don't need a smartboard to teach writing" Dr Kent #WCS #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930836968
2010-07-30 18:38:37
stevejmoore: Talking to a HS admin at #WCS so glad to hear, "love being a principal but I miss teaching!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930764834
2010-07-30 18:35:13
stevejmoore: #WCS hearing about starting where the student is (with writing center peer tutoring) much like what
@robyn_mindsteps writes about
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930558885
2010-07-30 18:31:53
stevejmoore: RT @mdprier: "It is not about the product but the process" regarding writing I Dr. Kent #nwp #gkcwp #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930351022
2010-07-30 18:30:47
stevejmoore: "Writing centers are not places for fat heads or academics, but a place for all writing in the community" #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930281320
2010-07-30 18:28:03
stevejmoore: How can a writing center be useful to non-collegebound students? --> make sure it is NOT a place of remediation
-Dr Kent #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19930108039
2010-07-30 18:24:40
stevejmoore: "Nearly all colleges and universities around the US have a writing center. Why don't you?" -Dr Kent #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929903427
2010-07-30 18:23:29
stevejmoore: @MrChase thanks for the link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929830727
2010-07-30 18:22:49
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP @caseydaugherty thanks for your replies on #wcs ! You've been added to our conversation here @
the summit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929791093
2010-07-30 18:21:36
stevejmoore: â€œ@MrChase @OzarksWP Give this a look. It's something going into its second year at SLA.
http://ow.ly/2iVlYâ€ #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929716970
2010-07-30 18:20:42
stevejmoore: â€œ@caseydaugherty: @stevejmoore #WCS helping other teachers realize the value of writing ctr to help
develop the writing, not "correct" it.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929662110

2010-07-30 18:16:46
stevejmoore: #WCS Dr. Kent - writing centers in college are very different than in a secondary school, but share some traits
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19929418632
2010-07-30 18:09:09
stevejmoore: Follow discussion on secondary writing centers on #WCS tag
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19928945387
2010-07-30 18:06:04
stevejmoore: Skype-ing with Rich Kent, director of the Maine Writing Project #nwp and author of Secondary writing centers
#WCS http://twitpic.com/2a2tp1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19928755220
2010-07-30 16:29:29
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher @gayle_francis "Texting" or SMS is a transmission medium. It can be professional or not. The
writer makes that call #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19922233862
2010-07-30 16:21:23
stevejmoore: Via @gayle_francis Texting is writing. But students must understand it's not professional and that SAE is still
important #WCS #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19921654998
2010-07-30 16:14:25
stevejmoore: #WCS what place does peer tutoring have in your school? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19921153155
2010-07-30 16:05:19
stevejmoore: #WCS hearing a lot of connection between HS writing center success and volunteer tutoring programs like
Missouri's A+ Program
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19920495047
2010-07-30 16:00:18
stevejmoore: Hearing about the new Writing Center at Blue Springs South HS #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19920116078
2010-07-30 15:51:22
stevejmoore: You don't have to be a good writer to be a good peer tutor, you need to be a good listener. #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19919458976
2010-07-30 15:48:27
stevejmoore: RT @mdprier: Starting a wriitng center with students rather than teachers is and interesting idea. #nwp #gkcwp
#WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19919242902
2010-07-30 15:29:45
stevejmoore: Have thoughts on establishing a writing center in your school? Tag #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19917849535
2010-07-30 15:28:20
stevejmoore: RT @mdprier: Is texting not writing? What are your thoughts regarding this? #nwp #gkcwp #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19917740382
2010-07-30 15:26:56
stevejmoore: .@OzarksWP how do you think CLAW at @missouristate helps encourage good writing? Can its successes
transfer to K-12. #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19917638373
2010-07-30 15:23:13
stevejmoore: Via @Rogers_Suzanne College interns could staff a K-12 writing center. Perhaps part of an M.Ed program req
many hrs working 121 #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19917358257
2010-07-30 15:20:26
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: @stevejmoore In my class: texting is composing. Students compose drafts on their phones, then

bring in class to type, resh ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19917147279
2010-07-30 14:57:41
stevejmoore: Did your college have a writing center? Thoughts on it? #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19915417562
2010-07-30 14:56:33
stevejmoore: @4thGrdTeach thanks for your reply!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19915333062
2010-07-30 14:55:06
stevejmoore: @MsEstep thanks for responding April!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19915225313
2010-07-30 14:54:26
stevejmoore: Higher Ed: how can Writing Centers be transitioned into K-12 environments? #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19915176085
2010-07-30 14:51:48
stevejmoore: Just heard "texting is not writing" at #WCS can't we see it as unrevised writing? Writing w/ various purpose?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19914980296
2010-07-30 14:46:09
stevejmoore: Does your school have a writing center? Respond if you are K-12 or Higher Ed. Tag #WCS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19914565479
2010-07-30 14:35:47
stevejmoore: Setting our goals and canvassing our motivations at the Writing Center Summit http://twitpic.com/2a0zg8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19913816093
2010-07-30 14:07:09
stevejmoore: At the Writing Center Summit at the Kauffman Conference Center #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19911929415
2010-07-29 20:53:44
stevejmoore: @msstewart @jenansbach I'm tired of all this lazy summer business, I'm getting restless!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19854235919
2010-07-29 20:51:27
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP @lauraburdette I do! She taught w/ you when I took 405!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19854114738
2010-07-29 20:49:52
stevejmoore: Via @writingproject #nwp Tweeting in the Summer Institute and Beyond w/ @stevejmoore @msestep and
others: http://bit.ly/aQFaWkâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19854027448
2010-07-29 01:10:50
stevejmoore: RT @edtechtalk: Join us http://edtechtalk.com/live Learn of resources and curriculum dealing with the BP oil
spill http://bit.ly/9Ll7o6 #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19785447851
2010-07-29 00:41:57
stevejmoore: @spillarke very excited too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19783558661
2010-07-29 00:41:29
stevejmoore: @msstewart we start on Aug 23 and teachers a week before :) You?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19783527777
2010-07-29 00:40:52
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks can't wait to meet my new kids :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19783489801

2010-07-29 00:38:03
stevejmoore: Collaboration can't be effective w/o self-reflection or individuals will be counteractive in the collab efforts.
~Jen Carbonneau
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19783311718
2010-07-29 00:36:10
stevejmoore: Learning should be the shared property of everybody, not a prescribed/carried out list, not just blank canvass
~@SamChaltain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19783193453
2010-07-29 00:17:59
stevejmoore: "kirsten olson: we like our meritocratic myths 'everyone can succeed if they just try hard enough'"
http://bit.ly/c57zMl join conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19782037081
2010-07-29 00:16:15
stevejmoore: Schools need to be unleashing human potential http://bit.ly/c57zMl Join the conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19781928013
2010-07-29 00:09:36
stevejmoore: Schools need to become more orderly, but not more controlled ~ @SamChaltain on Future of Ed session
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19781506947
2010-07-29 00:02:42
stevejmoore: On the Elluminate environment ready to hear about Democratic Learning Communities: http://bit.ly/c57zMl Come
join the conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19781072753
2010-07-28 20:32:07
stevejmoore: @msstewart we canceled cable to save money and now I've given up my PC in my office to use it as a
DVR/Media center, we spoiled ourselves :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19768285850
2010-07-28 20:25:18
stevejmoore: I wish TweetDeck would let you change the size of the font. I've got my PC plugged into my TV now and it's hard
to see from the couch!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19767887131
2010-07-28 20:20:42
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I'll be downtown tomorrow if you want we can meet for lunch somewhere, when will you be eating
lunch?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19767621366
2010-07-28 19:54:25
stevejmoore: @woodpainter I like to get away from my keyboard to write in on paper sometimes. I've got DarkRoom for when
I type, two color word proc.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19766089194
2010-07-28 19:42:32
stevejmoore: Forgot to mention this is the wonderful @PaulBogush's post http://bit.ly/bfv3JI on "unplugged" Acoustic
Teaching #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19765402398
2010-07-28 19:41:35
stevejmoore: Don't miss @SamChaltain on @SteveHargadon's Future of Educ. session tonight 8 EST http://bit.ly/bNYzkL
#edchat #nwp #edpolicy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19765346911
2010-07-28 19:37:37
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz thought there was a chance, unique name it seemed. They were great teachers too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19765118627
2010-07-28 19:37:04
stevejmoore: @FriedBob not sure, I haven't been following it that closely, just saw the development & tweeted it. You still in
KC?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19765087472
2010-07-28 23:50:35
stevejmoore: I'm ready to get back into the classroom.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19780307840
2010-07-28 19:35:00
stevejmoore: For teachers into technology, what does it mean to be "unplugged"? http://bit.ly/bfv3JI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19764970560
2010-07-28 23:47:10
stevejmoore: @dpeter I think of when I experience learning, as a teacher, I am better able to lead my students to it. We need 2
practice learning I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19780094425
2010-07-28 17:23:29
stevejmoore: RT @BreakingNews: Judge blocks controversial portions of Arizona immigration law, incl. prt makes failing 2
carry registration papers crime
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19757030283
2010-07-28 23:46:05
stevejmoore: @tenprincipal that sounds pretty tasty!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19780026392
2010-07-28 15:09:23
stevejmoore: RT @ssppreads: Join educators from across the country in teaching about the Gulf Oil Spill - http://bit.ly/cL5rpz
#NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19747740752
2010-07-28 23:41:50
stevejmoore: Don't miss @SamChaltain on @SteveHargadon's Future of Educ. session in 20 min http://bit.ly/bNYzkL #edchat
#edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19779757526
2010-07-28 15:08:52
stevejmoore: @nashworld I'm sure we'll cross paths eventually now that I'm in KC, also don't believe anything
@laurenrconklin tells you about me :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19747704055
2010-07-28 22:31:05
stevejmoore: @dpeter I think learning supersedes teaching in PD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19775273290
2010-07-28 14:24:36
stevejmoore: @LauraBurdette welcome to Twitter and the amazing conversations that take place here! #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19744431702
2010-07-28 22:30:35
stevejmoore: RT @dpeter: Is the focus of PD on (1) improving teaching, (2) improving learning, or (3) both?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19775242517
2010-07-28 14:22:33
stevejmoore: To all the school districts in MO who block social media: Listen to your largest teaching association!
http://bit.ly/cgXRYs via @msta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19744281390
2010-07-28 22:25:13
stevejmoore: @jacquelinesuz go see it in the theater!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19774912709
2010-07-28 14:16:40
stevejmoore: @CynYounger @DrGarcia Looks like I missed something last night after #edchat! You're awesome too
Cynthia! :) Bring on Yr 2!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19743850375

2010-07-28 22:24:22
stevejmoore: Via @B_Wagoner "I have learned to use the word 'impossible' with the greatest caution" Wernher von Braun
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19774860926
2010-07-28 21:23:01
stevejmoore: Great local green beans for lunch today, might be dinner too... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19771199416
2010-07-28 20:37:05
stevejmoore: @msstewart it's not too bad ;) http://twitpic.com/29isef
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19768574291
2010-07-28 00:14:03
stevejmoore: I'm not sure having #engchat directly after #edchat is a good idea. I'm tapped and need to reflect/write! Pardon
me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19697032232
2010-07-27 23:30:03
stevejmoore: RT @jerihurd too easy to overwhelm teachers/students with too many tools. Need to limit to most useful. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694707970
2010-07-27 23:28:42
stevejmoore: In restrictive communities you must install the values of social media in already accepted mediums, then make the
pitch. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694622878
2010-07-27 23:24:18
stevejmoore: RT @bjnichols: Digital citizenship is critical in today's world. It doesn't involve banning. It is about teaching
proper use of SM #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694346568
2010-07-27 23:22:25
stevejmoore: How has our relationship with info changed b/c of SM? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694233227
2010-07-27 23:21:09
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: With respect to all my friends online, face to face is impossible to beat when it comes to
sharing and learning. SM i ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694154937
2010-07-27 23:19:53
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: With respect to all my friends online, face to face is impossible to beat when it comes to
sharing and learning #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694072750
2010-07-27 23:19:25
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: We have to be careful not to sacrifice our class community to social media. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694044679
2010-07-27 23:18:47
stevejmoore: As a techie myself, I have to stop and ask myself freq. "When am I losing people who don't care about the tool,
only the info?" #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694006365
2010-07-27 23:17:23
stevejmoore: RT @SocialMediaInEd: Does everything have to be universally accepted? SM is a tool and if used properly can
be useful in education #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693919277
2010-07-27 23:14:23
stevejmoore: I think @mbteach hits at a kernel of truth, SM is not all good or all bad, so we have to SHOW how it is good.
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693723808
2010-07-27 23:13:46

stevejmoore: RT @mbteach: Devils advocate: is social media ALWAYS the best thing for teaching & learning or are there
some truths to the myths? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693686195
2010-07-27 23:12:21
stevejmoore: Just like @bjnichols said, use SM right at your school and the community will see its value & participate #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693599211
2010-07-27 23:10:32
stevejmoore: Make a conversation in your school, then fill it with the good examples you make together of social media in Ed
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693485200
2010-07-27 23:08:43
stevejmoore: We can't be dissuaded by how some use and understand SM, we must show how we use it in Ed for good.
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693370158
2010-07-27 23:07:14
stevejmoore: @nashworld it's good to be in St. Joe Mo :) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693277012
2010-07-27 23:06:16
stevejmoore: When the media focuses on a locally pertinent example of using social media to solve a problem then it will be
accepted in Ed #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19693215514
2010-07-27 22:56:42
stevejmoore: For the next hour my tweets will be part of #edchat. Be sure to include the hashtag in your tweets. Welcome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19692603763
2010-07-27 22:16:32
stevejmoore: RT @cybraryman1: Topic for #engchat: what procedures do u establish at beg of year in classroom? Please join
& RT @ 8 PM EST after #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19690146980
2010-07-27 22:15:20
stevejmoore: RT @CynYounger Tonight's #edchat What myths & misconceptions of Social Media need to be debunked b4
schools accept it as a tool for learning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19690072311
2010-07-27 21:57:51
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: #ASCDpolicy States that didn't make the cut in #Rttt round 2: AL, AR, CT, IA, ME, MI, MS, MO,
MT, NE, NV, NH, NM, OK, UT, WA, WI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19689017028
2010-07-27 21:30:50
stevejmoore: @msstewart @jmiscavish @4thGrdTeach apparently I am the last person on earth to see this film, lol. That, or I
just have nerdy friends :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19687436419
2010-07-27 21:19:42
stevejmoore: Designers: How do typefaces translate into non-Roman alphabets? Can a font in Cyrillic exist in Kanji?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19686794395
2010-07-27 21:17:03
stevejmoore: As we learn, are we discovering knowledge or creating it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19686644972
2010-07-27 21:14:52
stevejmoore: Watching "Helvetica" and learning about typography and the font you see every day. http://youtu.be/Bw7bVDV8rs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19686522143
2010-07-27 16:06:20

stevejmoore: RT @subterraneanglo: "Before you can learn to love to read poetry, you must learn to love your own poetry." Dr.
Chris Kirunda #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19667836066
2010-07-27 15:34:29
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz Is Frank Wegner related to Scott and Sandra Wegner? They were ed admin profs at @missouristate
whom I had
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19665582820
2010-07-27 15:32:26
stevejmoore: Ooooo Shiny http://bit.ly/cTTpJG Apple's Magic Trackpad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19665438242
2010-07-27 04:53:21
stevejmoore: .@poh beautiful night outside, $5 seats, good hot dogs, with friends, so we matched a team low for point deficit,
it was great! #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19631413304
2010-07-27 04:15:12
stevejmoore: Nearly got to witness the worst shut-out in Major League history thanks to the #Royals. 19-1 #NotPretty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19629151697
2010-07-27 02:25:31
stevejmoore: 17-0 feels pretty bad any time, but it feels especially worse in the 7th inning. #Royals #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19621799163
2010-07-27 01:56:55
stevejmoore: Mercy Rule. #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19619875281
2010-07-27 00:47:51
stevejmoore: Watching Greinke pitch tonight at the #Royals game! http://twitpic.com/2904k1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19615677847
2010-07-27 23:59:40
stevejmoore: Great #edchat tonight, thanks for the conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19696488242
2010-07-27 23:51:32
stevejmoore: @web20classroom I think everyone already did, that's why we're having the issue of blocking and this
conversation today #edchat :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19696064150
2010-07-27 23:50:32
stevejmoore: I believe that no text or tool is outdated, always learning that can take place. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19696002929
2010-07-27 23:48:44
stevejmoore: RT @fliegs Start with how it will increase learning before you ever mention the name of the tool. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695892400
2010-07-27 23:48:26
stevejmoore: What is it about SM that creates opportunity for learning? That's the Q non-users need answered in exhaustive
detail. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695873030
2010-07-27 23:47:36
stevejmoore: @tracymercier I spent the last year trying to figure it out! It changes with every class :) #edchat #NoPCs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695821477
2010-07-27 23:45:42
stevejmoore: You can't just say "We need to use Twitter" to a principal/parent/teacher, you need to talk about what's behind it.
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695698821

2010-07-27 23:45:00
stevejmoore: How can you use SM in classes w/o computers? What values are left for a teacher? #edchat There must be values
UNDER the tech.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695650807
2010-07-27 23:44:35
stevejmoore: RT @buffyjhamilton You can't embrace what you don't know. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695623745
2010-07-27 23:42:39
stevejmoore: @findingDulcinea we can't neglect the conversations that need to happen for it to be useful in good ways though
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695503627
2010-07-27 23:40:21
stevejmoore: RT @lamoureuxr not all parents embrace SM and educators need to respect that. #edchat // We need to know our
communities, act accordingly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695359383
2010-07-27 23:39:39
stevejmoore: RT @JoHart we are all early adopters so we tend to "get" whatever is new! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695313539
2010-07-27 23:37:36
stevejmoore: @kylepace @wmchamberlain Yes, there needs to be more proof of the role of SM in Ed, not only more arguing
for its use. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695184452
2010-07-27 23:36:18
stevejmoore: RT @mbteach @colleengreene Part of the problem with SM is that we are still figuring out the right tools to use
for what. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695104085
2010-07-27 23:35:15
stevejmoore: RT @SocialMediaInEd It's gone from static to dynamic, what was true last week may be wrong tomorrow. More
contributors & bigger aud #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19695037622
2010-07-27 23:33:59
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain ooo, good point for #edchat we're getting great exposure to ideas, but maybe not going that
deep (atm)? Need to reflect.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694958467
2010-07-27 23:32:56
stevejmoore: Collaboration, clarity, community, and communication are all keys in SM. We can value those w/o SM and
should before adopting. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694894661
2010-07-27 23:31:20
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace We need to model, model, model. Our successes will convince others to give it a go! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694793267
2010-07-27 23:30:46
stevejmoore: How can you use SM in classes w/o computers? What values are left for a teacher? #edchat There must be values
UNDER the tech.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19694756120
2010-07-26 21:30:47
stevejmoore: Had a great walk in the woods near our house with Eva, now off to the Royals game!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19603590194
2010-07-26 19:19:19
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby with the power vested in me by your PLN, I hereby affirm you and all your talents and contributions
to education!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19596154427

2010-07-26 19:09:58
stevejmoore: I am DONE with my Dell trackpad!! #Grrr #MindOfItsOwn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19595622423
2010-07-26 19:05:29
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby I'm happy it meant that to you Tom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19595370414
2010-07-26 18:42:20
stevejmoore: I agree with @OzarksWP You need to put it on Scribd @tmmaerke !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19594039976
2010-07-26 18:24:07
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby I'm reading your post now, thanks for migrating too :) I'll be posting a comment soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19593004116
2010-07-26 18:16:19
stevejmoore: @MsGajda I've heard only good things about it. It's been on my amazon list for a while now, may just have to get
it sooner!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19592550296
2010-07-26 18:15:38
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke congratulations! What is your new degree in?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19592508867
2010-07-26 17:29:11
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach yes :) http://bit.ly/9OrY9l The dog is taking a nap and dreaming about going through
@paulbogush's garden
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19589747979
2010-07-26 17:16:26
stevejmoore: The kinds of problems education is facing today cannot be solved by using carrots and sticks http://bit.ly/b3uDru
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19588972505
2010-07-26 17:13:15
stevejmoore: Listening to Dan Pink talk about motivation and the harm of extrinsic incentives http://bit.ly/b3uDru #TED
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19588774171
2010-07-26 16:59:15
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby anytime Tom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19587884015
2010-07-26 16:59:08
stevejmoore: @mgier that tweet just made my day, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19587876747
2010-07-26 16:57:06
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 naming as in giving something/someone a role or identity. What book did you think of?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19587748229
2010-07-26 16:53:55
stevejmoore: via @tomwhitby Join #edchat on facebook for continued conversations and new connections w/ almost 1000
others! http://bit.ly/aN71KJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19587542306
2010-07-26 16:08:29
stevejmoore: @IamTam It's a good one :) Where are you teaching now Tamila?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19584555029
2010-07-26 16:06:14
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: Today's National Writing Project Twitter News http://bit.ly/9S8xmF More neat stuff #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19584404407
2010-07-26 16:04:45
stevejmoore: RT @brianfay: What do you want to keep reading and writing about after the Summer Institute? #nwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19584303582
2010-07-26 16:01:51
stevejmoore: RT @Shaybert "Rigor is found in the process of research, scholarship, study, practice ( Biggs and Buchler) , not
the content."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19584106844
2010-07-26 15:56:25
stevejmoore: "To read without reflecting is like eating without digesting." - Edmund Burke
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19583728273
2010-07-26 15:33:28
stevejmoore: Will you be going to EdCamp KC? Get information here for this FREE Education *unconference* You won't
want to miss it! http://fb.me/wQ4ehcYu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19582161793
2010-07-26 15:31:24
stevejmoore: I love using DarkRoom for writing on my netbook. http://bit.ly/cHJr3z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19582017940
2010-07-26 14:49:21
stevejmoore: MOHELA helping fund Access Missouri scholarships program http://fb.me/sy1sddci
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19579017675
2010-07-26 14:48:25
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: MOHELA helping fund Access Missouri scholarships program http://bit.ly/91x1KF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19578951783
2010-07-26 14:48:08
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I'm sure it would've been exciting, I haven't been to a soccer game since KC had an indoor team
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19578931802
2010-07-26 14:37:43
stevejmoore: via @KCStar the Wizards put a spell on Manchester United #booyah http://bit.ly/9GQbUN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19578185699
2010-07-26 14:30:30
stevejmoore: What are you building? http://bit.ly/9OrY9l Every piece of great technology is about relationships between
people and ideas
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19577669384
2010-07-26 14:27:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart @JenAnsbach @JenAnsbach ah, lol. Thanks to WP for posting w/o my knowledge :P I'll link in a
sec!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19577482550
2010-07-26 13:18:45
stevejmoore: New blog post: What Are You Building?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19572689899
2010-07-25 21:28:19
stevejmoore: @digiblu oh even better if it's on Netflix. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19522408007
2010-07-25 21:19:13
stevejmoore: @pepepacha I'm just now on the chapter about language development, really enjoying it so far
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521949680
2010-07-25 21:18:50
stevejmoore: @digiblu where did you get the video? I'd love to see that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521929673
2010-07-25 21:18:13
stevejmoore: @mdprier I was curious about dealing w/ identity through naming things specifically. Maybe even branding... not
sure what kind of class yet

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521898296
2010-07-25 21:13:22
stevejmoore: "Easy reading is damn hard writing" ~Nathaniel Hawthorne
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521654824
2010-07-25 21:10:47
stevejmoore: http://fb.me/FL71KbYo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521525460
2010-07-25 21:09:11
stevejmoore: I have to admit, it's much easier to read Guns, Germs, & Steel then to listen to the audiobook.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521443649
2010-07-25 21:01:03
stevejmoore: @mdprier In Spirited Away the young girl loses her name when she is captured and she forgets who she is, theme
of identity. Great movie too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19521032239
2010-07-25 20:53:46
stevejmoore: @FriedBob very cool, maybe we can meet for lunch some day, I may be going down there. My Dad works in that
building (I think...)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520661021
2010-07-25 20:52:03
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Swagat is good Indian food on Zona Rosa, Lots of good food on 39th Street, more $$$ food on the
Country Club Plaza
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520576863
2010-07-25 20:50:24
stevejmoore: RT @sapereaude Vote on a topic for #engchat following #edchat on Tues at 8 PM EST. http://bit.ly/ace7iA #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520494885
2010-07-25 20:49:51
stevejmoore: @FriedBob where will you be? Downtown somewhere? The last two places I ate were Papa Lou's (soul food)
and Blue Koi (dumplings, noodles)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520465991
2010-07-25 20:44:58
stevejmoore: And you thought an 8 megapixel camera was good. Kepler mission's 95 MP camera spots 700 new planets.
http://bit.ly/cVodAQ (via @PeterVogel)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520222537
2010-07-25 20:44:17
stevejmoore: "We accomplish nothing by burying hatchets in one another's backs" via @joe_bower response to @mcleod on
@DianeRavitch http://bit.ly/aXkDYd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19520188754
2010-07-25 20:22:54
stevejmoore: reading a new education blog by @Kathrynwiki http://bit.ly/cdkTg2 #nwp check it out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19519135134
2010-07-25 20:20:57
stevejmoore: @Kathrynwiki I think you're right, and we need to help empower other teachers and leaders too. Looking at your
blog now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19519038131
2010-07-25 20:17:56
stevejmoore: Looking to design a humanities unit based on importance of "naming," considering using Spirited Away, what
other movies use this theme? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19518885627
2010-07-25 20:06:11
stevejmoore: There R so many talented tchrs who have lost sense of their own strength, drowning in a system no 1 wants 2 b in
or change. Need empowerment

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19518307954
2010-07-25 18:26:52
stevejmoore: @mdprier haven't done much besides sign up right now, but it's intriguing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19513339436
2010-07-25 15:06:20
stevejmoore: Just created a profile on www.SociallyLearning.com checking out this arena for teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19501979452
2010-07-25 14:20:30
stevejmoore: @room214 I bought the kind w/ no chicory, didn't know if it would be good w/ chicory...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19499118883
2010-07-25 14:17:23
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I don't often agree w/ Edelstein or Mondello, I thought Inception was beautifully crafted
narrative.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498933218
2010-07-25 14:15:34
stevejmoore: @room214 that's what it says on the can, have you had it/been there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498823975
2010-07-25 14:09:43
stevejmoore: RT @russeltarr: RT @quote_daily: Don't let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do. John Wooden.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498473547
2010-07-25 14:09:13
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: "It takes just 1 person, 1 action, 1 idea to inspire change" Gr8 post by @kunami10
http://bit.ly/9jTwDS #edchat #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498443841
2010-07-25 14:08:35
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: RT @ChrisLAtkinson: The Tempered Radical - Tools for Successful Digital
Conversations http://bit.ly/bRRxXS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498406507
2010-07-25 14:07:13
stevejmoore: My grandma is learning Facebook, too funny! http://twitpic.com/28kk2i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19498324312
2010-07-25 13:27:31
stevejmoore: Trying some new coffee this morning from World Market, Cafe du Monde. Not bad so far.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19496005768
2010-07-25 13:21:47
stevejmoore: Calling all bloggers! â€“ Leadership Day 2010 | Dangerously Irrelevant http://bit.ly/9Q22AC via
@web20classroom #edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19495689787
2010-07-25 13:21:24
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: Calling all bloggers! â€“ Leadership Day 2010 | Dangerously Irrelevant
http://bit.ly/9Q22AC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19495669448
2010-07-25 13:20:28
stevejmoore: [Reading] @IraSocol's prez "Toolbelt Theory 2.0" http://slidesha.re/bJrq0M
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19495619018
2010-07-24 22:01:21
stevejmoore: .@OzarksWP @caseydaugherty The best song of tall tales from a sailor is this one: http://bit.ly/bH7TDa a la
Kirk Douglas.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19449283577
2010-07-24 21:54:22

stevejmoore: @OzarksWP @mdprier I'm sure it's a fun time! Wish I were there, but I am enjoying my time off! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19448947595
2010-07-24 21:21:55
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP @mdprier Are you guys at a site leaders conference? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19447432578
2010-07-24 20:41:12
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I need to call you soon friend.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19445531098
2010-07-24 17:06:44
stevejmoore: RT @poh @Janalon expanding list of web sources @ Fair Use in education http://bit.ly/cgnuY4 #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19434464535
2010-07-24 17:06:13
stevejmoore: @Digin4ed so you teach online through higher ed I'm assuming?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19434433477
2010-07-24 17:05:16
stevejmoore: @Digin4ed I am, I'll find you and add you #linkedin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19434375228
2010-07-24 16:58:33
stevejmoore: See what an online biology class in Kansas looks like with @insightschools http://youtu.be/0jIe5-QY4XE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19433956232
2010-07-24 16:54:56
stevejmoore: Who teaches at an online high school? Anyone? Interested in your experiences!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19433739749
2010-07-24 16:51:34
stevejmoore: @room214 I hope so too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19433534677
2010-07-24 16:43:22
stevejmoore: @room214 that's what I was assuming, has nothing to do with CIPA in that case! Could be affected by district or
building policy though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19433023666
2010-07-24 16:42:27
stevejmoore: @DrStevePerry how do you determine the commitment of your teachers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19432966494
2010-07-24 16:40:52
stevejmoore: @coysbwizjet Thanks for the RT :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19432867148
2010-07-24 16:36:35
stevejmoore: @room214 what do you mean their own bandwidth? #CIPA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19432600191
2010-07-24 16:33:54
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Oh I know! It's so crazy, I haven't watched it too long. I love the intro, some beautiful and
strange visuals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19432431007
2010-07-24 16:18:44
stevejmoore: Pondering E.D. Hirsch, Common Core, and our direction in education via "Equal Knowledge" article in
EducationNext http://bit.ly/cQrumS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19431454501
2010-07-24 16:07:14
stevejmoore: If you don't seek out opinions that you're strongly opposed to and seek to understand them, you are cheating
yourself.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19430703041
2010-07-24 15:33:36
stevejmoore: Just discovered the EducationNext Journal of Opinion and Research http://bit.ly/9x5Xpw reading in physical
form this morning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19428493167
2010-07-24 14:54:54
stevejmoore: @pammoran I think just for Hans Zimmer's score alone it was worth it. I was shaking in my seat--literally!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19425885692
2010-07-24 14:54:19
stevejmoore: [reading] Reviewing "Rethinking Homework" by Cathy Vatterott by @jasomflom on Ecology of Ed
http://bit.ly/cvysA5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19425848933
2010-07-24 14:25:57
stevejmoore: Listening to http://n.pr/buxU7p talk about narrative, exposition, and dreams in Inception on @NPRnews
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19424027822
2010-07-24 14:19:55
stevejmoore: After seeing Inception last night, I was glad to see that Fellini's "8 1/2" is on Netflix streaming. Queued.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19423651670
2010-07-24 13:58:22
stevejmoore: @sciteacheraker @pammoran I highly suggest seeing it in IMAX, it's incredible that way. #Inception
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19422330553
2010-07-24 03:57:19
stevejmoore: The verdict on Inception: superlative. Go see it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19393516378
2010-07-23 21:22:51
stevejmoore: Going to see Inception tonight at the IMAX!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19369592791
2010-07-23 15:39:43
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: Of the Millions of PPL using Twitter, Facebook & Ning, how do we attract the Educators to the
PLN side of social Media?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19348584551
2010-07-23 15:37:19
stevejmoore: The MEC gets a mention on Scholastic's website! http://fb.me/FeJAAHms
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19348409889
2010-07-23 15:04:49
stevejmoore: "What skill does it take to get to a position of fearless participation as a learner?" http://bit.ly/9GVjzM
#MustRead #Edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19346042386
2010-07-23 02:06:09
stevejmoore: Making dark chocolate French press cookies with Eva #fb http://twitpic.com/27qcye
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19302364356
2010-07-23 01:44:52
stevejmoore: Keep informed about the changes on @MissouriEd. Since the Ning platform is no longer free, it's migrated!
http://bit.ly/cetevq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19300961735
2010-07-22 02:31:18
stevejmoore: Playing cooperative Super Mario World (SNES) with Eva :) she was raised on Sonic the Hedgehog so this is an
adjustment. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19220228672
2010-07-22 23:57:49

stevejmoore: Keep informed about the changes on the Missouri Educator Community. Since the Ning platform is no longer
free,... http://fb.me/vXvumv8q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19294147105
2010-07-22 23:52:21
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Important Message: The Missouri Ed Community has outgrown Ning and is MOVING! Read:
http://ning.it/cHIf0f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19293810823
2010-07-22 20:33:38
stevejmoore: New wireless network name at home: "Smorgasbord"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19281835896
2010-07-22 19:25:38
stevejmoore: Dear Every Software Developer: I DO NOT WANT TO INSTALL YOUR TOOLBAR. NO ONE DOES. And
now I have uninstalled your software.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19278012237
2010-07-22 18:58:13
stevejmoore: Internet is up at home! Netflix subscribed! Streaming TV/Movies through Windows 7 Media Center on the new
TV! No need for cable!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19276452376
2010-07-22 18:56:45
stevejmoore: Read my guest blog on @PrestwickHouse http://bit.ly/aH3uRm How Can Reflective Writing Make You a Better
Reader? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19276369558
2010-07-22 17:45:36
stevejmoore: So far I'm noticing no difference between @comcast's 16 meg "blazing" Internet and my old @ATT 6 meg
service. Wish it weren't my only option
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19272126976
2010-07-22 17:24:12
stevejmoore: @newfirewithin thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19270738624
2010-07-22 17:23:46
stevejmoore: â€œ@newfirewithin I enjoyed a guest blog on how reflective writing makes you a better reader. Good stuff.
http://bit.ly/bXZRTwâ€ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19270711364
2010-07-22 17:13:23
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: The Web Means the End of Forgetting http://nyti.ms/a7fVPS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19270045054
2010-07-22 16:57:10
stevejmoore: RT @DianeRavitch: Never in history has there been a US Dept of Ed that was so muscular promoting "reforms"
based on no evidence.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19269117739
2010-07-22 16:45:05
stevejmoore: RT @DoremiGirl: RT @alexgfrancisco: Top 10 Grant Writing Tips for Teachers from #ISTE10
http://goo.gl/BVxt by @akenuam
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19268301510
2010-07-22 16:44:37
stevejmoore: Comcast finally getting installed today, possibly the most expensive Internet on the planet, and my only choice.
$57/mo cheapest plan. #FAIL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19268269156
2010-07-21 15:25:20
stevejmoore: http://fb.me/zwv3Y8dk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19084497648

2010-07-21 15:21:06
stevejmoore: Wish I could stay at @starbucks longer and sip on wifi, but I need to head home and eat some lunch. Back to
@samchaltain's book then.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19084201208
2010-07-21 15:14:23
stevejmoore: .@Truetiger05 I know some wonderful #TFA people but the larger focus/lauding of the program is incomplete, it
won't "fix" the profession!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19083720524
2010-07-21 15:12:36
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol I want wild creative thinkers who know how they learn. That's my standard.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19083590496
2010-07-21 15:12:06
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: Atkinson: NC working to dispell notion that all PD must take place in a physical environment
#ruraled
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19083552557
2010-07-21 15:10:50
stevejmoore: @temperedradical @DrSmartEd @MrMacnology @waynecolvin @kylepace @bltg @TheresaPayne @jmackr
@beckyjoy thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19083460246
2010-07-21 15:07:09
stevejmoore: â€œCommon Coreâ€ Standards And English Language Learners http://bit.ly/9hqu6S via @tomwhitby
@larryferlazzo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19083198658
2010-07-21 15:01:11
stevejmoore: If TFA's goal = 2 get best teachers in neediest schools, why not scout out the best teachers already in schools?
http://nyti.ms/aZa2tq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19082769765
2010-07-21 14:43:35
stevejmoore: An ovr-emphasis on performance measurement cn exclude democratic discourse, participatory gov & critical
reflection. http://nyti.ms/bl8zkM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19081489028
2010-07-21 14:37:13
stevejmoore: @poh do you know when our Twitter podcast is going to be on TTT? I'm anxious to listen to it as a whole and
share it! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19081026985
2010-07-21 14:32:36
stevejmoore: We should "nourish curiosity" not instill more competition http://nyti.ms/dnofPv via @alfiekohn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19080696320
2010-07-21 14:28:52
stevejmoore: [Reading] opposing views on Common Core Standards http://nyti.ms/csiXQ8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19080427300
2010-07-21 14:19:21
stevejmoore: [reading] via @kevcreutz An Administrator's Responsibility - Lead, encourage, teach http://bit.ly/aPu5wW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19079754909
2010-07-21 14:18:33
stevejmoore: Is Teach for America just a career stepping stone or does it really impact the profession long-term?
http://nyti.ms/anA2lI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19079697627
2010-07-21 14:04:35
stevejmoore: @MsEstep we heard a great prez by a math teacher consultant at #gkcwp, lots of writing to do w/ math! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19078707511

2010-07-21 14:03:32
stevejmoore: [reading] Will National Standards Improve Education? via @NYtimes & @alfiekohn http://nyti.ms/bdQIsK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19078634263
2010-07-21 13:57:32
stevejmoore: RT @CBethM "A thousand-mile journey begins with a single step." - Lao Tzu #cawp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19078206524
2010-07-21 13:55:05
stevejmoore: Just registered for the Missouri Educator's Tweetup in September Come join! http://bit.ly/9njkcL I'll be talking
about @MissouriEd on Sat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19078038144
2010-07-21 01:06:04
stevejmoore: Finally got things figured out w/ @Comcast, 3rd party error. Still not thrilled, but will have Net on Thursday.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19036872216
2010-07-21 01:04:19
stevejmoore: @ComcastBonnie took more than an hour and many connections but found out that a 3rd party had done a botched
job on their sale. Cost time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19036764232
2010-07-20 01:14:08
stevejmoore: Watching "Up" with Eva. Ready to cry. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18956818149
2010-07-20 20:16:56
stevejmoore: Are there ANY ISPs that have usable customer service?! @Comcast charged me, shipped modem, then says I
have no acct or service.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/19019664494
2010-07-19 21:46:17
stevejmoore: @msstewart complete opposite from last year :) Subrural single prep load to urban alt school, all grades! Maybe
I'll do elem next year :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18945536556
2010-07-19 21:45:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart English, all of grades 9-12
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18945477630
2010-07-19 21:44:45
stevejmoore: [reading] Schools of Excellence AND Equity? Using Equity Audits as a Tool to Expose a Flawed System of
Recognition http://www.ijepl.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18945453213
2010-07-19 21:36:52
stevejmoore: Genius: "similes are like metaphors in that they're both analogies" http://xkcd.com/762/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18945033283
2010-07-19 21:34:13
stevejmoore: @averyteach @MsEstep it's an exciting thing to set up your classroom, now I just need to plan four new
curriculums from the ground :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944896293
2010-07-19 21:33:38
stevejmoore: @pmcash yes, thankfully there is AC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944866902
2010-07-19 21:33:18
stevejmoore: Best possible license plate for a Tesla. http://bit.ly/aaDbKi via @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944849290
2010-07-19 21:32:04
stevejmoore: @lhmiles2 oh sorry to hear that, I am fortunate to have nice desks, if not much else!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944784659

2010-07-19 21:22:42
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/26w2pn Need to put up my signs, posters still, but the big stuff is in!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944274084
2010-07-19 21:22:15
stevejmoore: Started moving desks into more collaborative spaces: http://twitpic.com/26w2f2 & http://twitpic.com/26w2o4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944250546
2010-07-19 21:19:04
stevejmoore: Here's how it started, lined up in claustrophobic, competitive, compliance-demanding rows:
http://twitpic.com/26w29x >> Then I moved 'em...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18944078780
2010-07-19 21:14:06
stevejmoore: Write your senators to save education jobs: http://bit.ly/dB8bSS via @ascd Educator Advocates #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18943817125
2010-07-19 21:05:38
stevejmoore: @thecoffeeethic Please open a location in KC. Please, please please!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18943377870
2010-07-19 20:58:03
stevejmoore: Fun site to analyze your writing style compared to notable authors: http://iwl.me/ I Write Like... #nwp (via
@shellterrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18942991194
2010-07-19 18:46:29
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe go go gadget homeownership!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18936332135
2010-07-19 18:32:45
stevejmoore: Reducing "information noise" is the newest 21st century literacy http://bit.ly/dDhegj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18935583948
2010-07-19 18:19:39
stevejmoore: Thanks to a friend at @ParkHillSchools for donating used technology to my classroom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18934846417
2010-07-19 18:18:25
stevejmoore: RT @EDUCATIONCEO: RT @AJCinEducation: 29 percent of schools don't make 'adequate yearly progress' Â |
ajc.com: http://bit.ly/bbCFo5 via @ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18934778049
2010-07-19 17:41:14
stevejmoore: [reading] All Systems Go! by @samchaltain http://bit.ly/a2QWTz #systemsthinking #edreform #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18932617117
2010-07-19 17:38:10
stevejmoore: @paulbogush It was demonstrated to me first through kids, but ultimately through the Internet for relationships w/
other educators.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18932433335
2010-07-19 17:36:27
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty @msestep I have a picture somewhere, but the library had two books on display side-by-side
roughly: Internet & Conspiracy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18932329842
2010-07-19 17:34:00
stevejmoore: New E-Anthology post: #nwp http://www.nwp.org/cs/ea/view/dt/58778
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18932183227
2010-07-19 17:30:00
stevejmoore: @theatrerachel hah! I love it, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18931936278

2010-07-19 17:29:53
stevejmoore: RT @theatrerachel: @stevejmoore ...speaking of gadgets and things that help education: http://ow.ly/2dvXY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18931929530
2010-07-19 17:16:07
stevejmoore: @bonitadee you and your teachers really lay the foundation though! I need to do more observing in elem!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18931091437
2010-07-19 17:11:58
stevejmoore: Money might buy you gadgets-maybe even things that help--but the best tools in education are relationships.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930833451
2010-07-19 17:10:52
stevejmoore: @bonitadee grades 9-12 of English! I'm the only one :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930765659
2010-07-19 17:10:11
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: RT @ASCD: #ASCDpolicy Mass. is only state with organized and significant pushback
against the #Commoncore. http://bit.ly/ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930721630
2010-07-19 17:07:32
stevejmoore: I have 3 novel sets for 4 grades, 2 anthologies; going to need to do some serious planning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930547708
2010-07-19 17:05:07
stevejmoore: @VanessaSCassie sounds good, it's a message that needs to be written and sent to those in charge!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930452422
2010-07-19 17:02:49
stevejmoore: [reading] via @ascd Test of new Pittsburgh teacher-evaluation system earns kudos http://sbne.ws/r/5aO1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18930307498
2010-07-19 16:55:56
stevejmoore: @VanessaSCassie consider it done! Always glad to lend an opinion in a survey.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18929859355
2010-07-19 16:55:34
stevejmoore: @allofek12 Seton Center HS, small downtown KC alt school/charter, I'm *the* English teacher :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18929836520
2010-07-19 16:54:43
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Can you access Google Docs yet? I know some (admins) were fighting for that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18929782063
2010-07-19 16:52:28
stevejmoore: *shudder* I had to use IE for a whole 5 minutes before I got Chrome installed. Glad that's over. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18929639159
2010-07-19 16:49:00
stevejmoore: At least for now, Twitter is not blocked at my new school! A small victory for more open access in education!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18929416413
2010-07-19 15:33:39
stevejmoore: Setting up my new classroom this morning. Very exciting! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18924392809
2010-07-18 19:00:49
stevejmoore: At the Blue Springs Civic Center seeing The Sound of Music #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18858305790
2010-07-17 14:10:22
stevejmoore: On the agenda for today, editing in Word, blogging, Google Apps, Web Apps... #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18768260009

2010-07-17 14:05:15
stevejmoore: Spending the morning with @gkcwp folks at @mdprier's paperless teaching workshop
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18767955494
2010-07-17 22:38:51
stevejmoore: RT @jenniferdpope: @stevejmoore: "I think the role of an educator is to be a model of respect and facilitator for
students to become ind ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18795783478
2010-07-17 21:22:23
stevejmoore: Off to Cowgill, MO to see the best fireworks show ever! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18792134471
2010-07-17 21:14:37
stevejmoore: RT @ToughLoveforX: @B_Wagoner @stevejmoore: "I think the role of an educator is [my 2Â¢ First to teach the
kid to write. Then other stuff ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18791781447
2010-07-17 21:14:33
stevejmoore: RT @bonitadee: RT @stevejmoore: "I think the role of an educator is..." >changing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18791778023
2010-07-17 21:14:15
stevejmoore: RT @paulbogush: @stevejmoore Which comes first..."stronger schools" or stronger "classrooms?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18791765103
2010-07-17 20:07:00
stevejmoore: RT @mrsenorhill: @B_Wagoner @stevejmoore "I think the role of an educator is..." to connect people with tools
that connect them with kno ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788712848
2010-07-17 20:04:57
stevejmoore: @B_Wagoner oh good! I can wait to hear your take on it. I'll be blogging it as soon as I'm done.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788616471
2010-07-17 20:03:13
stevejmoore: Via @samchaltain: What no one else will say about Teach for America - http://bit.ly/avTME3 #edreform #TFA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788537127
2010-07-17 19:59:09
stevejmoore: RT @samchaltain: My new blog: How to Start a Movement, Part II (Hint: It involves Marisa Tomei) http://bit.ly/c0EJeK #edreform #education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788338478
2010-07-17 19:57:20
stevejmoore: .@B_Wagoner thanks for the RTs! Reading "American Schools" by Sam Chaltain and I highly recommend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788255434
2010-07-17 19:52:35
stevejmoore: "I think the role of an educator is..." (fill it in and RT)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18788039169
2010-07-17 19:49:05
stevejmoore: "To make stronger schools we must create stronger relationships between people." -@SamChaltain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18787877876
2010-07-17 19:23:18
stevejmoore: The only simple non-linear problems in education are the ones answered in the back of text books. We need to
think differently.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18786666567
2010-07-17 19:17:18
stevejmoore: "In the future, *how* we educate our children may prove to be more important than *how much*." Allan Blinder
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18786377260

2010-07-17 19:08:59
stevejmoore: "We tend to focus on isolated snapshots of parts of the system and wonder why our deepest problems never seem
to get solved." Peter Senge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18785968332
2010-07-17 16:28:49
stevejmoore: List of Web 2.0 tools from @gkcwp paperless workshop: http://bit.ly/aseT2S #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18777044133
2010-07-17 16:23:24
stevejmoore: When choosing from a list of new tools, be intentional about your purpose. Why do you need a new tool? What do
you want to do?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18776707370
2010-07-17 16:21:32
stevejmoore: @tonitheisen merci beaucoup pour la RT :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18776591020
2010-07-17 16:19:20
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Great one by @tombarrett - 21 Interesting Ways To Use Wallwisher In The
Classroom...http://bit.ly/9VN7DK #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18776451687
2010-07-17 16:17:19
stevejmoore: Don't worry about what the next great Web 2.0 tool is, you'll always be catching up, learn to focus, try out, and
edit your choices.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18776323608
2010-07-17 02:24:33
stevejmoore: RT @ScottElias: How-To: Combining Hazel and Dropbox to Automate File Management
http://instapaper.com/z122c8ka // Great ideas here for t ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18733961090
2010-07-17 16:15:14
stevejmoore: There are so many learning tools out there to use. My best advice to teachers & students: be a curious explorer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18776191945
2010-07-17 16:07:26
stevejmoore: reading via @alfiekohn: Permissive parents? Narcissistic youth? I challenge the conventional wisdom
http://bit.ly/dtsTPN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18775693344
2010-07-17 15:39:25
stevejmoore: Michael Prier of @gkcwp is showing off @Animoto this morning at our paperless workshop #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18773886041
2010-07-17 15:34:40
stevejmoore: Paul Donovan of @gkcwp is presenting on Google Apps in one room and I'm listening to @mdprier talk in
another #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18773581407
2010-07-17 15:25:17
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty thanks you Casey! :) The #gkcwp workshop peeps thank you too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18772981859
2010-07-17 15:22:48
stevejmoore: My notes from @mdprier's Paperless Classroom workshop this morning #gkcwp http://bit.ly/bTLLjj #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18772823316
2010-07-17 14:56:30
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty hey what was the email system that Willow Springs used for their students? Something with a
duck?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18771104749
2010-07-17 14:52:03

stevejmoore: Hearing about http://bit.ly/batVWi Pecha Kucha at #gkcwp Sharing and encouraging "chit-chat" in our classes
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18770822870
2010-07-17 14:47:14
stevejmoore: [reading] via @budtheteacher: CO's comparison of Common Core to their new standards. 10 days for public
comment. http://bit.ly/apbfEL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18770517596
2010-07-17 14:44:57
stevejmoore: A great student blog example from @mdprier's class http://bit.ly/9nxpDa 30 days, 30 comments, cultural folk
tales. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18770370960
2010-07-17 14:34:47
stevejmoore: Anyone out there using www.NiceNet.org in their class?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18769736457
2010-07-17 14:34:03
stevejmoore: .@mdprier is using www.tikatok.com to create children's stories and publish on demand #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18769691494
2010-07-17 14:23:49
stevejmoore: Hearing about crafting a folk tale pastiche merging culture and tale with http://bit.ly/bHqRZO from @mdprier
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18769061726
2010-07-17 14:16:17
stevejmoore: Reading from http://bit.ly/b2QZOY"Digital Storytelling: Extending the Potential for Struggling Writers" #gkcwp
#nwp with @mdprier
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18768613906
2010-07-16 21:09:53
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Attention Art Teachers Here are reviews of resources for SMARTBoards at http://bit.ly/aJRyJa
(via @tappedinorg)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18715912531
2010-07-16 20:44:48
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz I'm sure she was proud, hope the summer brings more fisherman's luck to you both!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18714567875
2010-07-16 20:38:14
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz How cute! Congrats to the new angler in your family. Is that a little crappie?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18714220380
2010-07-16 20:36:06
stevejmoore: Working on a new blog post for @PrestwickHouse and listening to some good tunes: http://bit.ly/92ZJd8 "Moths
Wings"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18714106444
2010-07-16 20:10:31
stevejmoore: Back at @starbucks in Blue Springs, more Internet-y goodness, more exhausted from hanging decorations at
home.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18712702161
2010-07-15 20:40:25
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty uh yeah, there is nothing as good as @thecoffeeethic in KC! Definitely not in Blue Springs.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18629806935
2010-07-15 16:43:06
stevejmoore: Always excited to find out what I can learn from YOU.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18615613673
2010-07-15 16:39:46
stevejmoore: Sigh, I should really leave @starbucks and its free wifi in Blue Springs and head home, but there's still so much

more to read/write...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18615385802
2010-07-15 16:32:57
stevejmoore: Excited I'm going to be in @PDKintl's September issue of Connections! http://bit.ly/cpaovn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18614917904
2010-07-15 16:30:17
stevejmoore: @pepepacha Looking forward to connecting w/ you again too! I'd be glad to export some of this Midwestern heat
to you if you're short in CA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18614730260
2010-07-15 15:59:12
stevejmoore: Trekking through all the "need-to-do" Internet tasks and working my way back to the collaborative things like
blogging/tweeting/etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18612557895
2010-07-15 15:55:43
stevejmoore: I <3 the Internets. Getting so much done this morning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18612312789
2010-07-15 15:53:13
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: "I have the confidence to contribute" @poh: Reading & learning from @kchichester's
http://ow.ly/2bSA4 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18612135039
2010-07-15 15:52:46
stevejmoore: @LindaAragoni haha, there's always soemthing that gets lost in transition...right now we're hunting for our nice
Calphalon pots :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18612104155
2010-07-15 15:26:56
stevejmoore: Got a miniature lap fan for my netbook (which rivals the surface of the sun when charging). My legs are saved!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18610257242
2010-07-15 15:20:10
stevejmoore: MO Teachers: take @MSTA's social media survey http://bit.ly/cHFfir
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18609784402
2010-07-15 15:14:13
stevejmoore: [reading] http://bit.ly/bfzVDb Cross-country Collaboration: It All Started w/ Twitter by @kchichester #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18609375076
2010-07-15 15:12:17
stevejmoore: Thank you @Starbucks for finally getting free wifi, now I will actually come in and stay! #ItsAboutTime
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18609242335
2010-07-15 15:11:22
stevejmoore: There's so much I've missed since moving. I've been out of the Twitter loop! Internet may be up next week @ new
place.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18609180184
2010-07-15 01:52:07
stevejmoore: So exhausted, all boxes in, most unpacked but still no Internet at home :( #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18565697693
2010-07-14 04:10:13
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "All of my memories seem to have been replaced by images of cats ordering cheeseburgers."
~S. Colbert
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18492553449
2010-07-13 18:16:59
stevejmoore: Passed the principal licensure exam!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18456442718

2010-07-12 00:03:30
stevejmoore: @Parentella just had some delicious pakora per your suggestion! http://twitpic.com/24iy01
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18313649311
2010-07-12 00:02:19
stevejmoore: Had a great dinner at Bombay Palace with @cmillerdesign!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18313584368
2010-07-11 21:31:21
stevejmoore: Absence x heart = heart^(fondness)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18304773488

2010-07-11 20:17:27
stevejmoore: RT @BillCelis:
ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
@thevuvuzelahorn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18297795478
2010-07-11 20:16:36
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: Alright @ksprweather, get rid of the weather map for the second half or I make #ksprsucks a
trending topic for the next fo ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18297736279
2010-07-11 18:26:37
stevejmoore: @gayle_francis eight miles high and falling fast... #DonMcLean
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18289768570
2010-07-11 02:52:46
stevejmoore: @poh just got to reading all of your tweets. Had I read them before I would've said "Kaplah!" in person #Klingon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18240625531
2010-07-11 02:50:33
stevejmoore: Helter skelter in a summer swelter... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18240499664
2010-07-11 00:47:15
stevejmoore: Having a good ol' time hanging out with @emwilkey and @poh in KC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18233761866
2010-07-10 04:26:22
stevejmoore: Watching "The Informant!" and it's awesome! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18172504136
2010-07-09 03:12:17
stevejmoore: "The sea is just a wetter version of the sky..." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18086372300
2010-07-09 02:05:17
stevejmoore: Portfolio done! On to things that won't induce carpal tunnel! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18081862712
2010-07-09 02:04:02
stevejmoore: RT @Lneuburger: Listening to #NWP Blog Talk Radio http://bit.ly/bB6TiJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18081772367
2010-07-09 01:51:05
stevejmoore: Almost done with my #nwp #gkcwp portfolio! Making a multimedia page on www.Wix.com to showcase my
writing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18080792439
2010-07-09 15:05:44
stevejmoore: Last day of #gkcwp Summer Institute :-( Sharing our writing portfolios!
http://www.wix.com/stevejmoore/gkcwp-home-page
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18124832301

2010-07-08 15:02:53
stevejmoore: @msstewart Love the new picture Meredith! Are you still in the Garden State?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18040535048
2010-07-08 14:56:25
stevejmoore: Making an Amazon wishlist for our #gkcwp teaching practice books. #nwp Will share soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18040068054
2010-07-08 13:51:32
stevejmoore: What should new teachers read? via @edutopia http://bit.ly/bftrz7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18035656715
2010-07-08 13:48:28
stevejmoore: [reading] via @Teachhub: Kansas City schools are taking differentiated instruction to a whole new level
http://ow.ly/28EOQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18035462567
2010-07-08 03:22:52
stevejmoore: â€œ@DanielPink: Hofstadter's Law: It always takes longer than you expect, even when you take into account
Hofstadter's Law. (via Wired)â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18004368640
2010-07-08 03:14:22
stevejmoore: @poh @caseydaugherty @msestep @paulallison what a great time, good to really hear your voices! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18003793731
2010-07-08 03:13:15
stevejmoore: @paulallison so good to chat with you tonight on #TTT! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18003718229
2010-07-08 00:53:08
stevejmoore: RT @edtechtalk: writing in summer institutes. New to the equation: social media (like twitter)
http://edtechtalk.com/live in 10 min #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17994700320
2010-07-08 00:44:03
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke @msestep hahaha, I wasn't fast enough to interrupt you Thomas #kanyestyle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17994159337
2010-07-08 21:38:52
stevejmoore: Okay, I'm going to try and build a sub domain on my website to host my #nwp #gkcwp portfolio writing, think I
remember how to do this stuff.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18064591617
2010-07-08 21:33:28
stevejmoore: .@CBethM Hello to #hicawp from Kansas City, MO! Hope your SI is challenging and exciting! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18064301854
2010-07-08 21:23:30
stevejmoore: @Parentella oh those sound good, I may have to try to make them sometime. Thanks for sharing :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18063760135
2010-07-08 21:20:38
stevejmoore: @katerino75 Oh good, I'll add it! #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18063603996
2010-07-08 21:11:55
stevejmoore: Booklist for @GKCWP 2010 as suggested/studied by our #nwp fellows http://bit.ly/cQqXGq Reply w/ feedback
and #gkcwp tag!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18063140792
2010-07-08 19:19:59
stevejmoore: @Parentella ooo what an image! What is Pakoras?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18057111716

2010-07-08 19:09:30
stevejmoore: @MsEstep @Parentella I love the sound of rain, it was kind of nice :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18056539287
2010-07-08 19:09:03
stevejmoore: Writing poems emulating Mary Oliver's "When Death Comes" #nwp http://bit.ly/xYEX4 #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18056514296
2010-07-08 18:47:25
stevejmoore: if you can dream - and not make dreams your master;If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim...
http://bit.ly/1b0NoT #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18055303653
2010-07-08 18:17:24
stevejmoore: f you can dream - and not make dreams your master;If you can think - and not make thoughts your aim...
http://bit.ly/1b0NoT #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18053580385
2010-07-08 18:15:06
stevejmoore: Hearing about poetry and teaching from Glenn North, poet in residence at the American Jazz Museum #gkcwp
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18053443146
2010-07-08 16:28:51
stevejmoore: "I lead by listening" ~Jeff Bzxter #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18046525274
2010-07-08 16:25:16
stevejmoore: .@CynYounger is channeling Ben Folds "It's okay if you don't know everything/why ya gotta act like you know
when you don't know?" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18046275527
2010-07-08 16:12:09
stevejmoore: Overheard at #gkcwp "Be a promiscuous reader" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18045370036
2010-07-08 15:53:25
stevejmoore: All the furious typing going on around me at @gkcwp sounds like rain on a tin roof... #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18044062757
2010-07-08 15:26:21
stevejmoore: Me as a writer. Me as a reader. #nwp http://twitpic.com/23hq8s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/18042186523
2010-07-07 16:14:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty hahaha reminds me of our lunch room the past year...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17960414090
2010-07-07 16:11:57
stevejmoore: @cb717 thanks for the response, how do you communicate that need for action to your students? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17960249303
2010-07-07 15:55:24
stevejmoore: @kchichester lol! I wish I was there to hear that! Have you tried xtranormal again today? I haven't been back to it
since your tweet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17959056435
2010-07-07 15:47:16
stevejmoore: How do you define "critical thinking"? I'm exploring and writing about its definitions in various contexts. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17958478396
2010-07-07 15:45:22
stevejmoore: Experiencing the benefits of struggle, conversation, and writing together. #nwp We can only create new
knowledge together.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17958340477

2010-07-07 15:43:43
stevejmoore: How can we help students build a sense of hope for each other? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17958219865
2010-07-07 15:42:06
stevejmoore: Discussing love, humility, faith, and hope in terms of teaching, #nwp, and Pablo Friere's philosophy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17958100814
2010-07-07 15:15:55
stevejmoore: Without an intense faith in people, dialogue is a face that quickly degenerates into paternalistic manipulation.
#nwp ~Pablo Freire
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17956185285
2010-07-07 15:09:06
stevejmoore: "Dialogue cannot exist without humility...Self-sufficiency is incompatible with dialogue..." ~Pablo Freire #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17955671979
2010-07-07 14:38:02
stevejmoore: @mguhlin yeah, it was fun! I was pleased to get what I was hoping for #outlander
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17953389591
2010-07-07 14:03:29
stevejmoore: [reading] via @CynYounger: Still looking for feedback if possible about my latest blog. http://bit.ly/cHHav2
#nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17950911729
2010-07-07 22:55:44
stevejmoore: @dogtrax it's gonna focus on connections/twitter-as-pd and online conversations #nwp #ttt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17987690643
2010-07-07 21:09:59
stevejmoore: Excited to be on the #nwp Teachers Teaching Teachers webcast tonight with @poh @caseydaugherty and others!
http://bit.ly/dwFPHJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17981631726
2010-07-07 21:02:06
stevejmoore: Really wishing I had internet at home right now. Gonna need to sign up for something soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17981139543
2010-07-07 19:26:11
stevejmoore: @cynyounger @odamchris @laurenrconklin @katerino75 @mdprier #nwp #gkcwp Are YOU a robot ally?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17973537652
2010-07-07 18:54:18
stevejmoore: More than any issue of diversity, we all share the human condition. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17971381423
2010-07-07 18:37:42
stevejmoore: Holy parenthetical phrases Batman! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17970356523
2010-07-07 17:55:00
stevejmoore: [reading] via @ASCD @walterASCD: Attention-Grabbing Common Core Standards Map http://bit.ly/9FJf3u
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17967344199
2010-07-07 17:27:52
stevejmoore: "Democracy is the recurrent suspicion that more than half of the people are right more than half of the time.â€
E.B. White
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17965533262
2010-07-07 17:00:22
stevejmoore: My wordle on diversity prompt: http://yfrog.com/b5vs2hp #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17963653697
2010-07-07 16:48:55

stevejmoore: We're Wordling our way to understanding diversity. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17962859619
2010-07-07 16:46:35
stevejmoore: "Difficulties increase the nearer we get to the goal. â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17962698469

Goethe #nwp

2010-07-07 16:46:10
stevejmoore: @wbasinger I love your "soup" quotes! Thanks for the RT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17962669981
2010-07-07 16:35:35
stevejmoore: Studying: Creating Spaces for Study and Action Under the Social Justice Umbrella #nwp http://bit.ly/9vSS73
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17961924859
2010-07-07 16:25:36
stevejmoore: Hearing about the #nwp project outreach network grant at #gkcwp.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17961214045
2010-07-07 16:15:35
stevejmoore: Using WriteRoom today to isolate my typing area http://bit.ly/Fl4bC #theMatrixHasYou PC Version is
"DarkRoom" http://bit.ly/59Iof4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17960510229
2010-07-07 03:00:02
stevejmoore: Watching "Outlander." Vikings, time travel and an alien dragon, what more could you want?! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17917025656
2010-07-06 19:34:02
stevejmoore: I'm without Internet in my new home for a while. Looking forward to the focus it will allow, but I will miss my
evening Summer Twittering.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17890801836
2010-07-06 19:26:40
stevejmoore: Reading @SamChaltain's words on #EdReform "we must lead with a fundamental respect for our opponents" <-hard to find http://bit.ly/8ZTgHm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17890369735
2010-07-06 19:23:34
stevejmoore: [reading] What Ghandi would think about "The Lottery" http://bit.ly/8ZTgHm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17890187687
2010-07-06 19:20:29
stevejmoore: "As a euphemism for K-12 curriculum, standards are a bad idea" ~Deborah Meier in April @Ed_Leadership
http://bit.ly/9Wy4en
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17890002710
2010-07-06 19:13:21
stevejmoore: Challenge: write a poem comprised entirely of CAPTCHA texts/phrases http://bit.ly/ae8MA #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17889542425
2010-07-06 19:01:35
stevejmoore: Checking out Chris Mattingly's multimedia art journal "Public Republic" http://bit.ly/aOfLlS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17888737182
2010-07-06 18:56:39
stevejmoore: What do you see in this painting? http://bit.ly/97GIVJ #nwp What is the woman looking at?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17888414448
2010-07-06 18:40:27
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign sounds good, just give me a ring sometime this weekend and I'll get you the tank! Have a great
week at <3 Land!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17887355713
2010-07-06 18:20:47

stevejmoore: Melanie Burdick of UMKC is presenting an inquiry for #gkcwp this afternoon. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17886151730
2010-07-06 18:17:20
stevejmoore: Compiling a list of awesome KC area teachers to invite to #nwp preview in September. Holler at me. #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17885947356
2010-07-06 16:36:32
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign I'm carting around your fish tank whenever you want to meet up!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17879683405
2010-07-06 16:05:48
stevejmoore: "Walking Out" a la Stanley Plumly (@NewYorker) today at #gkcwp. Reflecting in our own writing. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17877624919
2010-07-06 15:59:32
stevejmoore: Exploring "They Really Taught Us How to Write" via @NCTE at #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17877194576
2010-07-06 15:41:32
stevejmoore: @poh @paulwhankins @muwp @ecning All of #nwp should follow @MsStweart, she's just awesome :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17875979286
2010-07-06 14:57:24
stevejmoore: Breaking into leadership groups #nwp #gkcwp what is your role as a leader in education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17872912657
2010-07-06 14:10:01
stevejmoore: Last week of #gkcwp! Sad that it's ending! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17869760425
2010-07-05 01:25:34
stevejmoore: Heading back out on the boat for night two of fireworks! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17756464004
2010-07-05 17:05:15
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe we had great weather didn't we, get any tubing in?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17804098036
2010-07-05 17:04:09
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach the dog survived the day of explosions :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17804030089
2010-07-05 17:02:56
stevejmoore: Back to KC to unpack in my new house!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17803955139
2010-07-04 23:06:29
stevejmoore: @kchichester I didn't even know there was an app, I just used the site online!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17749724184
2010-07-04 17:12:49
stevejmoore: Anyone ever been in a golf cart parade? Boom. Done. http://twitpic.com/22fan5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17733280536
2010-07-04 17:12:28
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe yeah I'll be on the lake Sunday but not Monday. I'll wave across the water to you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17733261628
2010-07-03 16:09:01
stevejmoore: RT @hermit4lyfe: Haha, Twitter 503'd immediately after Germany scored a goal. #worldcup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17660048803
2010-07-03 16:07:49
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe yeah I'll be on the lake Sunday but not Monday. I'll wave across the water to you.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17659958532
2010-07-02 23:55:09
stevejmoore: Well the dogs know what good BBQ smells like http://twitpic.com/21vvt6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17609499055
2010-07-02 23:15:49
stevejmoore: @wendyzwarren I'm glad you're giving it another shot :) I still need to read that article you sent me. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17607432359
2010-07-02 23:14:40
stevejmoore: At the lake! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17607371045
2010-07-02 17:29:23
stevejmoore: Teach/Collaborate/Stop dissin'/Ice might be cool, but it's wreckin' our mission. #Edchat #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17587304127
2010-07-02 17:18:49
stevejmoore: Dear Fail Whale, you're very cute, but I've seen enough of you for today. You're all up in my biz! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17586648362
2010-07-02 17:05:04
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol re: @laurenrconklin plagiarism is usually a direct result of bad assignments http://bit.ly/dCM74A
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17586002400
2010-07-02 16:54:55
stevejmoore: Is *plagiarism* a direct result of failed instruction? #nwp #gkcwp (via @laurenrconklin)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17585626486
2010-07-02 16:50:28
stevejmoore: Using the language of assessment doesn't mean you understand the nature of valuable practice for learning. Scot
Squires of @parkhillschools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17585470651
2010-07-02 16:48:51
stevejmoore: @johntspencer I have not, where can I find it? #StephenDavis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17585418534
2010-07-02 16:44:39
stevejmoore: I think #nwp and #iste10 are making the fail whale a trending topic :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17585283911
2010-07-02 16:28:11
stevejmoore: Thinking about going "unplugged" for the last week of #gkcwp's Summer Institute. #nwp No net, no tweeting, just
writing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17584873766
2010-07-02 16:14:21
stevejmoore: [reading] via @cburell: RT @cburell What China Can Teach Writing Teachers http://bit.ly/cGeiZZ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17584472860
2010-07-02 16:08:58
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD #edpolicy White House threatens veto of edujobs bill over $500m offset from #Rttt
http://bit.ly/cLi6Cm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17584310507
2010-07-02 15:49:44
stevejmoore: @johntspencer The one about putting lipstick on a pig, has the bonfire picture, I'm coming back to leave a
comment when I break for lunch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17583204826
2010-07-02 15:23:57
stevejmoore: @johntspencer Interesting post on your front page about technology, I love the message!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17580551414
2010-07-02 15:19:37
stevejmoore: Channeling Tim Gunn (of @projectrunway) today at #gkcwp MAKE IT WORK (for each student)! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17580214493
2010-07-02 15:16:45
stevejmoore: RT @katerino75: "I'm that guy who reads the shampoo bottle in the shower" ha! @odamchris #nwp
#AlwaysLearning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17579992799
2010-07-02 15:12:47
stevejmoore: "I'm here to teach everybody, not just those that learn like me." ~Kim Brownlee #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17579660451
2010-07-02 15:10:43
stevejmoore: @katerino75 http://bit.ly/bGFE7B <-- Shakespearean characters A-Z today @woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17579433580
2010-07-02 15:09:55
stevejmoore: RT @samchaltain: Our new elem school in DC (Fall 2011 opening) needs to find its instructional leader. Who
knows a superstar? http://bit ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17579324761
2010-07-02 15:06:45
stevejmoore: How Easy Is Learning? #nwp Have you pondered this question as a teacher?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17579094522
2010-07-02 14:56:22
stevejmoore: Talking about building fluid intelligence, building backgruond knowledge with Kim Brownlee #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17578332322
2010-07-02 14:51:39
stevejmoore: @thart74 :) thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17577988146
2010-07-02 14:37:06
stevejmoore: ESCRIBAMOS! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17576860982
2010-07-02 14:20:28
stevejmoore: via @karagraci @dogtrax Today's @writingproject Twitter News http://bit.ly/9S8xmF (I really like this news
format) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17575575994
2010-07-02 14:13:06
stevejmoore: Watching Kimberley Brownlee of Liberty, MO (@LNHSNews) give a teacher inquiry workshop @gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17575000525
2010-07-02 14:03:46
stevejmoore: 15 Things You Should Know About Coffee http://bit.ly/co5CG2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17574173444
2010-07-02 14:02:00
stevejmoore: @katarino75 http://bit.ly/bGFE7B <-- Shakespearean characters A-Z today @woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17574038583
2010-07-02 13:43:30
stevejmoore: What educational organizations do you belong to? http://bit.ly/9LRMgl via @edutopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17572636222
2010-07-02 02:32:23
stevejmoore: RT @poh: RT @writingproject: Followâ€”or Post toâ€”Two New #NWP Blogs - Here's how!
http://bit.ly/aWwVHi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17539082509

2010-07-02 02:30:05
stevejmoore: â€œ@ejulez: Young Educators Rock Denver: http://www.ejulez.comâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17538936471
2010-07-01 17:39:22
stevejmoore: I want Sloane Crosley's new book: How Did You Get This Number http://n.pr/9hoBiK @nprnews
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17509026790
2010-07-01 17:36:13
stevejmoore: Culinary lessons in chemical bonding: phyllo dough does not retain its elasticity under microwave stimulation.
#PastryFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17508823649
2010-07-01 16:04:08
stevejmoore: Using "Assume/Aspire/Argue/Agree" framework to explore and render this text http://nyti.ms/9uN43f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17502551863
2010-07-01 15:59:59
stevejmoore: [reading] Building a Better Teacher, by Doug Lemov http://nyti.ms/9uN43f at #gkcwp and discussing #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17502254716
2010-07-01 15:32:19
stevejmoore: How do you set your norms, get through the storms, and encourage kids to perform? #nwp #mgmt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17500335209
2010-07-01 15:05:54
stevejmoore: @MrChase looooong and loouuuud and cleeeeaaar! I agree, I wanted to float to the ceiling :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17498509617
2010-07-01 14:58:29
stevejmoore: Great discussion at #gkcwp on deconstructing discipline as a first year teacher. Sharing experiences & supporting
each other. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17497995053
2010-07-01 14:55:06
stevejmoore: @MrChase YES! One of the best movie moments ever :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17497767787
2010-07-01 14:38:54
stevejmoore: new teacher inquiry workshop at #nwp sharing how to deal with real discipline examples
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17496702382
2010-07-01 14:37:14
stevejmoore: [wow] Student suggestion to frustrated/empathetic new teacher: "you need to be more like Hitler."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17496593146
2010-07-01 14:32:47
stevejmoore: What can we do to buffer new teacher frustration? My answer: plug them in to a PLN. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17496302381
2010-07-01 14:29:56
stevejmoore: "We should all go to deep dark places to see what we need to bring us back" ~Paige Stoltenberg #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17496110227
2010-07-01 14:23:52
stevejmoore: "When you lose your power to laugh, you lose your power to think straight." ~Inherit the Wind #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17495719737
2010-07-01 14:23:27
stevejmoore: "A sense of humor, more than anything else, has helped me in teaching." ~Jeff Baxter #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17495693550
2010-07-01 14:15:04
stevejmoore: Paige Stoltenberg of #gkcwp asks us what keeps us going as teachers? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17495151076

2010-07-01 13:56:13
stevejmoore: My new principal, Stephen Aspleaf is joining me at #gkcwp today! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17493942963
2010-07-01 12:49:04
stevejmoore: @WendyWarren Hi Wendy! I found you, thanks for all your conversation on the #NWP site!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17489969267
2010-07-01 23:08:49
stevejmoore: @kchichester woo! Share it when you're done! #nwp #xtranormal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17527129599
2010-07-01 19:50:50
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP I know you've done pre-serv tch blogging (I was there!) but those blogs were closed to the outside
world if I remember. Right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17516674132
2010-07-01 19:43:24
stevejmoore: @poh you may be right...working on that now :) #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17516283384
2010-07-01 19:30:28
stevejmoore: @poh my group go onto talking about Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance and "quality" splitting
ourselves... #nwp interesting stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515578261
2010-07-01 19:29:25
stevejmoore: The Montana @writingproject's @wendyzwarren is making my summer with all her #nwp comments :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515517612
2010-07-01 19:26:17
stevejmoore: [Examining] How can public reflection promote the growth of new teachers? #nwp http://bit.ly/bLSZ7E
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515344266
2010-07-01 19:23:07
stevejmoore: It seems there is a subconscious understanding that American students are dissociated from math ability
#NotaMathPerson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515168727
2010-07-01 19:21:27
stevejmoore: How do you teach math/logic in your non-math classroom? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515078039
2010-07-01 19:20:29
stevejmoore: What is it about math/numeracy that makes students say: "I feel like I shouldn't get it because no one else gets it"
#nwp #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17515024486
2010-07-01 18:59:19
stevejmoore: I suppose I should write "sharing our books part 1, 2, 3, etc" so they don't look like duplicates #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17513836441
2010-07-01 18:58:56
stevejmoore: Sharing our books #nwp #gkcwp http://twitpic.com/21k3io
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17513816022
2010-07-01 18:58:15
stevejmoore: Sharing our books #nwp #gkcwp http://twitpic.com/21k3cr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17513780654
2010-07-01 18:57:21
stevejmoore: @AdmiMom definitely. Love Tribes. To you as an admin, what is jumping out as applicable to ed leadership?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17513732681
2010-07-01 18:56:16

stevejmoore: Sharing our books #nwp #gkcwp http://twitpic.com/21k2wm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17513673762
2010-07-01 18:22:27
stevejmoore: Visiting teacher consultant for @writingproject is talking about teaching math that incorporates literacy #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17511711097
2010-07-01 17:59:34
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, well I have no idea :) I'm flattered though Paul
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17510292487
2010-07-01 17:52:02
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP the "researching" and the "writing" are connected, woven together by the curiosity that brought you
to the question I think. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17509826643
2010-07-01 17:50:34
stevejmoore: @paulbogush hmmm something I quoted or wrote in a blog?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17509735838
2010-06-30 14:25:39
stevejmoore: Chris Odam is giving a teacher inquiry workshop "Preserving the Art Form" #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17417689139
2010-06-30 14:22:34
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck yes! Camel dance it is!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17417482708
2010-06-30 14:22:24
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe People just liked it better that waaaaaaaayyyyy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17417471583
2010-06-30 14:22:05
stevejmoore: "The @writingproject is about each of you, the teachers I hope to become." ~Ameisha Tubbs of @gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17417450050
2010-06-30 14:15:21
stevejmoore: Just used http://bit.ly/br1nmf to vote for our #gkcwp t-shirt design #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17416998029
2010-06-30 13:29:53
stevejmoore: Did you know Istanbul was once Constantinople, now it's Istanbul, not Constantinople?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17414029200
2010-06-30 22:31:01
stevejmoore: @cynyounger @odamchris @educationceo the TypeWithMe can plot/play your text as it happened!
http://bit.ly/ba6zKH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17446131906
2010-06-30 13:22:31
stevejmoore: [reading] via @dogtrax Wilma Ortiz Mass. Teacher of the Year on learning, teaching, social justice.
http://bit.ly/9aAsMv #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17413571010
2010-06-30 22:15:21
stevejmoore: Alex Tabarrok on how "Ideas Trump Crises" http://bit.ly/duXHV #TED
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17445272540
2010-06-30 13:21:33
stevejmoore: Week 3, day 3 of #nwp summer institute at #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17413511484
2010-06-30 22:10:04
stevejmoore: Why Do Social Networks Matter? http://bit.ly/GsI7U #nwp #iste10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17444982719

2010-06-30 13:19:03
stevejmoore: @katerino75 my wife introduced me to Gene Kelly, An American in Paris is my absolute favorite though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17413356231
2010-06-30 22:07:10
stevejmoore: Watching Aditi Shankardass on TED http://bit.ly/cobiGj brain diagnoses based only on behavior (considering
#sped)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17444823729
2010-06-30 21:44:29
stevejmoore: RT @Seecantrill @writingproject: Followâ€”or Post @ New #NWP Blogs http://bit.ly/aWwVHi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17443605410
2010-06-30 20:13:48
stevejmoore: Demonstrating TypeWithMe -->http://bit.ly/cK5ne5 Jump in and say hello from wherever you are! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17438828635
2010-06-30 19:48:59
stevejmoore: @odamchris http://bit.ly/bcfNb0 <-- click there for MO teachers I've found
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437545536
2010-06-30 19:45:02
stevejmoore: [reading] via @Parentella http://bit.ly/bhEHnY Can Twitter Help with Education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437342176
2010-06-30 19:41:01
stevejmoore: .@odamchris you may want to check this out: http://bit.ly/aVoMw3 Twitter in Plain English on the @MissouriEd
Twitter group #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437137821
2010-06-30 19:39:18
stevejmoore: RT @EDUCATIONCEO: Hey Tweets! We have another new #teacher here who could use some tweeps!
@odamchris Thanks! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437049380
2010-06-30 19:38:55
stevejmoore: @CynYounger awww snap, /highfive to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437029606
2010-06-30 19:38:36
stevejmoore: @odamchris CHRIS! You're tweeting! Ginsberg would be proud, let this be the angry fix you were hungering for.
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17437013061
2010-06-30 19:37:11
stevejmoore: Are you an "insatiable learner"? http://bit.ly/cZZTnU via @ascd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17436941631
2010-06-30 18:59:22
stevejmoore: Today has been an incredible day at #gkcwp Great thoughts, conversation, and writing going on. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17434940645
2010-06-30 18:16:02
stevejmoore: Deconstructing and exploring the rituals of school from an anthropological perspective. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17432592934
2010-06-30 15:53:07
stevejmoore: Ubuntu: sawabona <--> shikoba #nwp http://twitpic.com/219ik2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17423702784
2010-06-30 15:43:19
stevejmoore: "I want to assure you will all earnestness, that no writing is a waste of time." ~Brenda Ueland #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17423041117
2010-06-30 15:01:55

stevejmoore: "We don't just have one audience, there's not just one way." ~Chris Odam #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17420181257
2010-06-30 14:54:02
stevejmoore: "The moment I read Van Gogh's letter I knew what art was, it was love" ~Brenda Euland #nwp #gkcwp
Discussing art and craetive writing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17419629998
2010-06-30 14:31:05
stevejmoore: Listening to Andrew Bird sing "Measuring Cups" and contemplating education #gkcwp #nwp
http://youtu.be/kuKtKxdX0p4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17418060641
2010-06-30 03:41:13
stevejmoore: My secret: Lulu used to work the NY Times crossword clue line http://twitpic.com/214yoi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17386033529
2010-06-30 02:04:55
stevejmoore: @dmmagic http://bit.ly/nRXwc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17379922952
2010-06-30 02:04:08
stevejmoore: @CynYounger Girl, you just asked Gene Kelly to sing in the rain: http://bit.ly/FSoJq #GoogleDocs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17379873532
2010-06-30 00:23:10
stevejmoore: Walked around Westport with my girl on my arm, ate at Jerusalem Cafe! #kc #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17373676280
2010-06-30 00:14:34
stevejmoore: @CynYounger I suppose you can shop at both stores too :) #blogvjourn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17373166763
2010-06-30 00:13:55
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher good point! @cynyounger @poh "with blogs the review comes after" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17373128968
2010-06-30 00:07:21
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal thanks for the teaching/acting link Eric, I used to be an improv guy and use the same skills
teaching!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372744650
2010-06-30 00:06:30
stevejmoore: Learning Stories via @RethinkLearning http://bit.ly/abYecd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372695167
2010-06-30 00:04:38
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: Educators study stage techniques for enhancing classroom lessons http://bit.ly/bkH207
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372585855
2010-06-30 00:04:09
stevejmoore: @FriedBob shoot me a tweet and we'll grab some KC grub my friend, is the Wheel Inn Drive-In still in Sedalia?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372558419
2010-06-30 00:03:14
stevejmoore: @CynYounger at the same time, the slow speed of journals doesn't guarantee great conversation either, even if
the article is great
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372504047
2010-06-30 00:02:38
stevejmoore: @CynYounger Yeah, the speed of conversation is definitely greater w/ blogs than journals, but speed DNE
quality (even tho there r gr8 blgs)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372469671
2010-06-30 00:01:07

stevejmoore: @poh @cynyounger Maybe blogging/commenting and journal writing/peer reviewing are like Gap and Old Navy,
same company, different status
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372378330
2010-06-29 17:52:45
stevejmoore: Watching the intro to Koyaanisquatsi! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17351723872
2010-06-29 17:28:09
stevejmoore: What is tonight's #edchat about? have been in my #nwp world
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17350211604
2010-06-29 16:46:35
stevejmoore: Started our day talking about public performance and watched this: http://youtu.be/ehhCvk03tNI BOOM goes the
dynamite! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17347248721
2010-06-29 15:49:44
stevejmoore: Jeff Baxter starts every class with "Do you have any questions?" #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17342496060
2010-06-29 15:42:22
stevejmoore: "Students not seeing their teachers model reading creates major credibility problems." ~Jeff Baxter #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17341943066
2010-06-29 15:40:40
stevejmoore: "I always write with my students." ~Jeff Baxter #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17341819286
2010-06-29 15:18:50
stevejmoore: Looking at Allen Ginsberg "Is About" poetry with the incomparable Jeff Baxter #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17340201859
2010-06-29 15:18:13
stevejmoore: @ncte definitely glad for the Pearson Mini Nings for classes though! #ning Excited for #NCTE10 too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17340155965
2010-06-29 15:01:12
stevejmoore: "I still wonder how I can teach better, I still love teaching, I'm not thinking about retiring." ~Jeff Baxter of
Lawrence, KS #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17338922615
2010-06-29 14:48:38
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 @caseydaugherty I think there needs to be evidence, I expect pictures, audio, video ;) #owp
#nwp@mmiller7571
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17338035771
2010-06-29 14:47:37
stevejmoore: @ncte yes, but it's only for Ning Mini, more than 150 members and it's $20/month! @missouried is what I'm
looking for, 120 members & growing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17337958362
2010-06-29 13:20:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yes, my wife got a great job opportunity in Pleasant Hill and we're both from KC so we decided
to move back, hard choice!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17331605230
2010-06-29 13:12:39
stevejmoore: Week 3, Day 2 of #gkcwp! Exploring "going public" with our writing today. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17331107088
2010-06-29 12:13:24
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yeah, I'm in KC now :) just got moved this weekend. I'm at the @gkcwp for my summer institute.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17327573008

2010-06-29 23:59:28
stevejmoore: @poh @cynyounger I think even w/ comments a blog is not "peer reviewed" b/c there is no precedent for author
to edit (even if they do) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372271552
2010-06-29 23:58:03
stevejmoore: @FriedBob yep, I'm here for good now! Only reason we're heading down near/through SGF is to go to Table
Rock :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372189765
2010-06-29 23:57:24
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove ooh I like that! I'm quoting you tomorrow. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17372152294
2010-06-29 20:04:22
stevejmoore: How do you share the learning experience with your students? How do you define learning? #nwp
http://bit.ly/bLSZ7E
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17359702952
2010-06-29 19:55:11
stevejmoore: How is knowledge like water? http://bit.ly/bLSZ7E #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17359234393
2010-06-29 18:50:17
stevejmoore: Someone just said "wikipedia is not a source!" Don't challenge me! :) http://bit.ly/bzKD6w #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17355323020
2010-06-29 18:46:18
stevejmoore: Listening to @cynyounger talk about blogging as publishing in her experiences on Twitter! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17355086412
2010-06-29 02:53:42
stevejmoore: Excited that my new principal will be joining #gkcwp for a guest day on Thursday! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17300562334
2010-06-29 02:14:39
stevejmoore: @poh I made a rough one for #gkcwp tonight so we can frame our burning Qs for "going public" I'll send you a
copy later on!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17298065745
2010-06-29 01:48:12
stevejmoore: @MsEstep *does the stankly leg dance in response, but incorrectly so a small child notices and makes a fool of
me*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17296391194
2010-06-29 01:47:19
stevejmoore: @DrDial haha, and yes I am here in KC now! Doing @writingproject #nwp for the summer and then teaching
downtown at Seton Center HS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17296337040
2010-06-29 01:46:24
stevejmoore: Putting together a list of scholarly journals for #gkcwp #nwp fellows to work on submitting to after this summer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17296280068
2010-06-29 01:24:28
stevejmoore: @MsEstep gotta retweet and spread the learning love!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17294922523
2010-06-29 01:19:36
stevejmoore: @DrDial good students deserve cotton candy :) I agree
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17294617068
2010-06-29 01:18:09
stevejmoore: @MikeDial Let's show those Sox who's boss! @kcroyals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17294525855

2010-06-29 00:40:25
stevejmoore: @CafeRico if not, then I will clap for you, lol. I just crossed 13k and no one clapped for me that I know of.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17292218809
2010-06-29 00:20:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I may have been a lump o' coal waiting for pressure, but @mmiller7571 is already a gem
#BrowniePoints! #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17291010190
2010-06-29 00:18:43
stevejmoore: @CafeRico I think someone in the @librarycongress looks at your tweet and claps #tweet3k
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17290920494
2010-06-28 03:33:15
stevejmoore: Rented a movie to watch tonight, but ended up hanging out with my dad on the couch, two laptops, two food rests.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17222822211
2010-06-28 03:31:41
stevejmoore: RT @canyonsdave: If charters are really public schools, they have to abide by 1st Amendment--both the spirit
and the letter of the law
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17222703874
2010-06-28 03:31:10
stevejmoore: RT @donalynbooks: @PaulWHankins If I could recommend just one professional development opportunity for
teachers, it would be #nwp hands down
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17222664545
2010-06-28 03:29:06
stevejmoore: @MsEstep moving is no bueno, but we're in this area code permanently now so there will be no more "big"
moves
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17222511868
2010-06-28 03:00:24
stevejmoore: @MsEstep that might be another good thing to blog about (for you or me) "how can/is tweeting be writing?"
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17220016672
2010-06-28 02:59:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty @BarbaraDay @edmostrangelove @Karma2215 thanks for the tweets! The move was a
success for today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17219902056
2010-06-28 02:58:39
stevejmoore: @ashleydburleson Thanks for reading! I'm glad you found it interesting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17219841284
2010-06-28 02:57:17
stevejmoore: @MsEstep Moved across Missouri today! Springfield --> KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17219710548
2010-06-28 22:19:42
stevejmoore: @jyokley good for you, being "that person" with the surge protector :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284013461
2010-06-28 22:13:40
stevejmoore: @cmoor4 In Settings >> Notifications #tweetdeck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283683495
2010-06-28 22:12:33
stevejmoore: @UHaul_Cares No problem, I'm no SEO expert, used to work in tech though. At least you caught the tweet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283622486
2010-06-28 22:11:35
stevejmoore: .@CynYounger During my 1st year I joined: @ASCD @PDKintl @MSTA @Edutopia @NCTE (I may be
missing a few) Cost me a few bucks, but worth it.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283569015
2010-06-28 22:09:36
stevejmoore: @misspelsor it should turn off if you hit shift another five times :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283458346
2010-06-28 22:09:09
stevejmoore: So many awesome people are at #ISTE10 I'm jealous! Living vicariously through Twitter is good too though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283433222
2010-06-28 22:07:53
stevejmoore: @UHaul_Cares Your location in Springfield, MO (Campbell Ave) gave superb service (Racena W.)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283364053
2010-06-28 22:06:13
stevejmoore: @UHaul_Cares either way thanks for tweeting back, I just did a complaint on uhaul.com chat and Virginia was
very helpful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283272725
2010-06-28 22:05:43
stevejmoore: @UHaul_Cares you ARE on twitter :) might want to fix your SEO, Googleing "Twitter Uhaul" should bring you
up on pg 1 #ecommerce
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283244605
2010-06-28 22:04:38
stevejmoore: RT @CynYounger what professional teaching journals would you recommend new teachers get? #edchat #ntchat
#iste10 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283183685
2010-06-28 22:04:10
stevejmoore: @CynYounger yes! you're learning the power of the network on Twitter! Good question! The hammer finds a
nail! :) #HighFive #ntchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283158285
2010-06-28 22:03:30
stevejmoore: @poh hey is there a public version of the Ning/Social Media forum post you did on the 25th? I was going to link
to it #nwp :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17283120842
2010-06-28 21:45:17
stevejmoore: @AndrewVorce dang, I definitely will next time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17282113843
2010-06-28 21:37:21
stevejmoore: Anyone moving to or from the KC area: stay away from the Uhaul location on 40 HW in Blue Springs. Run by
rude and unprofessional people.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17281682557
2010-06-28 21:35:13
stevejmoore: Went looking for Uhaul on Twitter and found this: http://bit.ly/afN9RP In the process of formally complaining
about Blue Springs location.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17281568480
2010-06-28 20:50:48
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Done does not exist #inmind #iste10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17279126865
2010-06-28 19:43:13
stevejmoore: @msstewart I just noticed that etherpad is no longer up! Sad! Are you using typewith.me instead?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17274992358
2010-06-28 19:32:56
stevejmoore: Sawabona!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17274421620

2010-06-28 19:32:02
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'll reimburse you for a week's worth of coffee if you feel pressured at #owp :) It's a welcoming
place #nwp @writingproject
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17274362273
2010-06-28 19:14:37
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Oh, you're so right!! :) #nwp "Tweeting is writing" @mmiller7571
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17273247094
2010-06-28 18:45:12
stevejmoore: I think I owe James Newton Howard a royalty check after the past year of using his music to inspire my writing.
#nwp #batman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17271416999
2010-06-28 18:40:20
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 you'd better you tweeting, blogging, google certified teacher you! ;) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17271141663
2010-06-28 18:33:20
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Yes! You will meet @caseydaugherty whom I taught with at RHS! You will love #owp! Please
tweet when you aren't writing! :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17270734915
2010-06-28 18:24:16
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: "Use observation to start writing. Use what's around u instead of building it all in ur head."
~Shelli #nwp #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17270170308
2010-06-28 18:23:34
stevejmoore: @tracybaisden woot podcasting! don't forget about #cinch too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17270126681
2010-06-28 18:23:08
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo when sticky keys is on, functions that require "shift+[insert key]" don't require you to hit shift
anymore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17270100819
2010-06-28 18:22:24
stevejmoore: @misspelsor @josie1212 it happens in high school a lot too :) @engltchrleo you have to hit shift 5 times in a
row and then it sticks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17270055160
2010-06-28 18:05:57
stevejmoore: Talking about "going public" with our burning issues #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17269077624
2010-06-28 17:53:04
stevejmoore: Discussing stages of group dynamics: forming, storming, norming, & ultimately performing #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17268294542
2010-06-28 17:44:12
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth if the rubric makes the path to success veer through the valley of PPT, then you must change the
map, redrawn the lines.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17267759619
2010-06-28 17:43:02
stevejmoore: WHO EVER USES STICKY KEYS!? HONESTLY WINDOWS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17267689570
2010-06-28 17:19:49
stevejmoore: RT @allofek12: The Science Behind Feeling Good While Social Networking http://huff.to/bPkow5 #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17266258693
2010-06-28 17:18:27
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth I couldn't agree more! "e-portfolio" is a term I attach to an archaic understanding of what the

digital world allows.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17266174517
2010-06-28 17:16:38
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "CEOs in top companies do not delegate creative work. Neither should educational leaders." ~
Cheryl Lemke #iste10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17266062874
2010-06-28 17:16:16
stevejmoore: RT @dianadell: Technical interest should not supersede user interests. #iste10 #opensource
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17266041524
2010-06-28 17:16:05
stevejmoore: Listening to Yo Yo Ma play the music of Ennio Morricone over lunch. It's something special for sure. I love that
you can hear Ma breathing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17266029302
2010-06-28 17:09:46
stevejmoore: RT @FaizaK: It is Monday morning, and I am already feeling like this...http://bit.ly/ca8Yz2 // yeah I'm there
too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17265629990
2010-06-28 16:34:19
stevejmoore: Aftering hearing a piece by Kim Brownlee about a swingset, we're discussing revising the agenda for the
afternoon... #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17263362591
2010-06-28 15:03:47
stevejmoore: How can we, and students, learn from serving a community need? #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17257347820
2010-06-28 15:00:04
stevejmoore: It's really exciting to come, as writers, together and hear from a history teacher. Gets us out of our element! #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17257094988
2010-06-28 14:53:29
stevejmoore: How do you think globally as an educator? When and how do you go beyond your own country? #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17256666782
2010-06-28 14:48:20
stevejmoore: Writing about what it means to be a citizen #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17256329220
2010-06-28 14:43:18
stevejmoore: It's important to come to a place where we are uncomfortable in order for conversation to be valuable. #gkcwp
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17255991119
2010-06-28 14:28:49
stevejmoore: Listening to Ameisha Tubbs's teacher inquiry workshop "Service-Learning: A Tool to Promote Citizenship and
Community" #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17255044053
2010-06-28 14:23:09
stevejmoore: What efforts do you make to decode jargon while you're presenting ideas to fellow educators? How important is
this? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17254686913
2010-06-28 14:06:26
stevejmoore: Seeing a summary of last Friday at #gkcwp with Wordle #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17253574471
2010-06-28 14:03:39
stevejmoore: Doing some writing about the spirit of "ubuntu" today, not the operating system, the ideal. Anyone have links

about it? #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17253398372
2010-06-28 13:47:33
stevejmoore: I was almost happy to merge onto I-70 today and commute because I wasn't doing it in a 26' truck!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17252356899
2010-06-28 13:46:31
stevejmoore: Week 3 of #gkcwp starting! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17252289913
2010-06-28 23:28:42
stevejmoore: What pro ed orgs do you benefit from? Share on @Edutopia New Teachers group: http://bit.ly/dhwFOj (via
@elanaleoni & @CynYounger)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17287987615
2010-06-28 23:02:43
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove only you could make the mundane so "magic" Ed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17286449530
2010-06-28 22:43:12
stevejmoore: @elanaleoni ooo thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17285324434
2010-06-28 22:35:19
stevejmoore: Social Media Folks: What are you replacing Ning with?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284882401
2010-06-28 22:34:20
stevejmoore: @poh Thanks Paul!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284828561
2010-06-28 22:34:12
stevejmoore: @Parentella nope. I can't afford all these conferences, that's why there's Twitter :) #iste10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284820541
2010-06-28 22:33:23
stevejmoore: I've been too busy to gloat on time, but for all the Cardinals fans out there: Booyah. Boo to the yah. (@kcroyals)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284775701
2010-06-28 22:20:50
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 you might even thrive :) #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284078378
2010-06-28 22:20:25
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: "Guest Day" at Ozarks Writing Project is tomorrow! Please join--Siceluff 126
http://ning.it/d8Svel @missouristate #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17284054671
2010-06-27 17:44:31
stevejmoore: Getting on the road in my 26' truck now! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17182440506
2010-06-27 17:39:20
stevejmoore: Loaded the truck this morning, but here's the painful part: http://twitpic.com/20hxq0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17182145727
2010-06-27 17:37:28
stevejmoore: I used #Shazam to discover Roadhouse Blues by The Doors http://shz.am/t505380
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17182038020
2010-06-27 03:36:49
stevejmoore: Back in Springfield packing before the big move tomorrow! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17137684657

2010-06-26 04:18:45
stevejmoore: Thanks to google Translator, I can read the stories from the Puerto Rico Writing Project and respond! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17067592255
2010-06-26 04:00:00
stevejmoore: @CynYounger that's what I had in my email inbox... strange. : /
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17066518548
2010-06-26 16:09:22
stevejmoore: @KCroyals game today!! http://twitpic.com/205q5a
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17101374982
2010-06-25 23:14:30
stevejmoore: Dumplings with Dad at Blue Koi. #KC #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17050403114
2010-06-25 18:43:01
stevejmoore: Arthur Bryant's BBQ coma. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17035498610
2010-06-25 05:14:07
stevejmoore: @livesofteachers I haven't upgraded myself yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16990649160
2010-06-25 17:49:55
stevejmoore: The line at Authur Bryant's is insane! #notsurprised #kcbbq http://twitpic.com/1zvcfz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17032230543
2010-06-25 05:13:54
stevejmoore: @livesofteachers I found: http://bit.ly/czuigv and http://bit.ly/cyQ6vq on the forums for WP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16990638076
2010-06-25 16:54:20
stevejmoore: Writing marathon today in KC! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17028617872
2010-06-25 05:00:57
stevejmoore: @livesofteachers blogging disaster? what happened?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16989937300
2010-06-25 16:46:00
stevejmoore: Ellen Steigman of the Southeastern Louisiana Writing Project's book http://bit.ly/9TaGrs #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17028064068
2010-06-25 04:57:39
stevejmoore: [reading] via @samchaltain: Dear Mr. President: Just Go With the Flow http://huff.to/a8jYTi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16989752188
2010-06-25 16:16:49
stevejmoore: Oh geez, everyone here is so stinkin' awesome. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17026069466
2010-06-25 04:21:40
stevejmoore: "If you're doing something you love, an hour feels like five minutes." ~Ken Robinson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16987747989
2010-06-25 16:07:04
stevejmoore: Freewriting prompt: PEN. 7 min. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17025368923
2010-06-25 04:14:48
stevejmoore: "If you're dong something you love, an hour feels like five minutes." ~Ken Robinson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16987345844
2010-06-25 15:56:00

stevejmoore: Ellen Steigman of the Louisiana @writingproject is giving a workshop on writing marathons at #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17024532999
2010-06-25 04:08:20
stevejmoore: "The dogmas of the quiet past are inadequate to the stormy present. The occasion is piled high w/ difficulty & we
must rise w/ it." ~Lincoln
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16986960875
2010-06-25 15:45:57
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke @msestep hear hear! Let's give a holler for her! #muwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17023720538
2010-06-25 03:50:47
stevejmoore: via @RethinkLearning http://youtu.be/e1tajQRRcls What's your learning story?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16985889711
2010-06-25 15:32:42
stevejmoore: @MsEstep Oh, I bet the #owp would challenge you on the love of Post-its, I know @ozarkswp and
@caseydaugherty love them :) #nwp #muwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17022710837
2010-06-25 03:46:34
stevejmoore: How does the 1st Amendment related to public schools? http://youtu.be/PApNiVD9CTs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16985630851
2010-06-25 15:11:02
stevejmoore: @cronkb I think you can shred and freeze potatoes for a while. I'm trying to recall what Alton Brown says about
it...you may ask @paulbogush
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17021092952
2010-06-25 03:27:51
stevejmoore: @kylepace I added the #EdCampKC event to the @MissouriEd Community http://ning.it/9Piwif
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16984453694
2010-06-25 15:06:21
stevejmoore: @FriedBob yeah, it's a big issue, haven't hacked at it yet :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17020747628
2010-06-25 01:50:24
stevejmoore: Every time I do a crossword puzzle I cant help but think of David Sedaris & that chapter in When You Are
Engulfed in Flames. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16978221792
2010-06-25 15:05:02
stevejmoore: Talking about diaspora and the racial experience in KC schools #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17020650637
2010-06-25 01:39:47
stevejmoore: I'm going to do this @kcstar crossword puzzle before I get back to writing #fb http://twitpic.com/1zoorw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16977550596
2010-06-25 15:02:13
stevejmoore: @MsEstep awww shucks :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17020437772
2010-06-25 01:33:13
stevejmoore: â€œ@kjarrett: Ning Blog Â» Pearson to provide Ning Mini for free to educators http://ow.ly/22ZUfâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16977141816
2010-06-25 14:47:42
stevejmoore: The one thing I keep thinking during all of these #nwp teacher inquiry workshops is: "I want to be in YOUR
classroom!" #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17019345622
2010-06-25 00:50:04

stevejmoore: @Lneuburger thanks for responding Larry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16974466747
2010-06-25 14:31:48
stevejmoore: Let it be known that the #muwp fellows are awesome :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17018125230
2010-06-25 00:49:44
stevejmoore: @MsEstep @sapereaude thanks for responding on the EAnthology! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16974446141
2010-06-25 14:30:44
stevejmoore: @FriedBob probably talking about the adoption of common core standards, I definitely have thoughts on it :)
Blog-length thoughts...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17018035515
2010-06-25 14:24:49
stevejmoore: Michelle Deline #gkcwp is giving a teacher inquiry workshop now #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17017595699
2010-06-25 13:58:52
stevejmoore: @MsEstep of course not :) Have a fun Friday! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17015737094
2010-06-25 13:58:21
stevejmoore: Using Google Translate http://bit.ly/bTUeDT to read pieces from the Puerto Rico @WritingProject #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17015698313
2010-06-25 13:55:16
stevejmoore: @MsEstep Just promise to TWEET about it ;) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17015465961
2010-06-25 13:55:01
stevejmoore: @MsEstep please do! :-D Remember that there is one on the E-anthology and one on my website that is public.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17015446558
2010-06-25 13:45:23
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth haha, teach the young child about the joy of Rock.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17014760870
2010-06-25 13:43:08
stevejmoore: @prestwickhouse Thanks Annie :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17014604408
2010-06-25 13:42:58
stevejmoore: @billcellis :) thanks for the mention Bill
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17014593638
2010-06-25 13:27:07
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: its dangerous for everyone! NYTimes: Study Finds Adult Drivers Are the Worst Text Messaging
Offenders http://nyti.ms/a1XJtl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/17013524255
2010-06-24 23:43:06
stevejmoore: Why Teachers Should Join Twitter http://bit.ly/9nhO67
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16970434124
2010-06-24 23:38:58
stevejmoore: @emwilkey yes! I will post it to my blog and add a bit of content!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16970185988
2010-06-24 22:56:55
stevejmoore: Kyle told me you were not well this week. I hope you're on the mend Ken! You'll be in my thoughts.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16967702560

2010-06-24 22:56:16
stevejmoore: #NWP folks: E-Anthology post "Why You Should Be on Twitter" http://bit.ly/bwyyY6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16967667019
2010-06-24 22:33:17
stevejmoore: "We need schools to reinforce democratic practices that extend beyond the school's walls" ~@SamChaltain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16966360809
2010-06-24 03:47:55
stevejmoore: [reading] via @cynyounger http://bit.ly/cGn08F "I decided to take a chance and reach out." #nwp #edchat #yay!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16901269751
2010-06-24 03:36:55
stevejmoore: Part 1 of my interview with @AmyBlogTalk of @CinchCast #Cinch: http://bit.ly/cwXAjU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16900585658
2010-06-24 02:49:13
stevejmoore: Recording part 1 of my interview with @cinchcast's @amyblogtalk !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16897578940
2010-06-24 02:41:55
stevejmoore: @laurenrconklin nonsense! Once you learn how you can use it, Twitter is a wonderful learning tool :) But yes,
you can get sucked in.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16897121243
2010-06-24 02:40:13
stevejmoore: @CynYounger link us to your blog post! Just paste the long link into TweetDeck and it'll shorten!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16897015305
2010-06-24 02:18:10
stevejmoore: Wm Chamberlain Responds to the Anna Karenina Principle: What does a successful school look like? "We can't
make... http://fb.me/A92apaYu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16895625001
2010-06-24 02:16:58
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: New Blogs on the MEC http://ning.it/dy6CCb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16895550402
2010-06-24 02:03:53
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology Very slick! did you do your logo?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16894724328
2010-06-24 01:58:35
stevejmoore: Listening to the Batman Begins soundtrack makes me feel like I'm in a Batcave planning to save the world and not
tweeting in a basement.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16894382332
2010-06-24 01:55:58
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Checking out "Help--How do you grade 180 elementary school papers?"
http://ning.it/bqEK4Z #nwp #gkcwp #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16894222917
2010-06-24 21:43:08
stevejmoore: RT @elem_principal: I wish my district would unblock facebook. Many interesting links today on Twitter are
blocked for me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16963546998
2010-06-24 01:42:46
stevejmoore: @kylepace This is exciting, you are so awesome for getting the ball rolling!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16893405868
2010-06-24 21:32:00
stevejmoore: @odinjurkowski tell me about MoDLA, it sounds interesting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16962933729

2010-06-24 01:40:35
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology please do, I'd love to grab a coffee and talk shop if you're in KC. How's the website going?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16893271003
2010-06-24 21:20:23
stevejmoore: Added myself to the wiki for #EdCampKC http://bit.ly/cng1b2 Are you going? 11.6.2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16962283798
2010-06-24 01:37:03
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology It's still being planned, but it looks like Nov 6, check http://tinyurl.com/33dde55 or w/
@kylepace #EdCampKC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16893050386
2010-06-24 21:08:38
stevejmoore: [reading] In Defense of Teachers via @Newsweek http://bit.ly/bC9JrO by Raina Kelley
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16961633219
2010-06-24 01:32:37
stevejmoore: @kylepace I'll rally whatever troops/sponsors I can #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16892772943
2010-06-24 21:07:48
stevejmoore: [reading] http://bit.ly/d02Q3i Are all low-income students alike?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16961586916
2010-06-24 01:29:55
stevejmoore: @kylepace I've been out of the loop apparently! Are you organizing this Kyle? How can I help? #edcampkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16892598464
2010-06-24 18:53:36
stevejmoore: "Empathy and boundry must thoroughly shake hands and we do not have the luxury of being teachers without
being therapists" Dylan Carter #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16952039784
2010-06-24 01:27:16
stevejmoore: Shut up! Why have I just heard about this?! @CynYounger @mdprier Have you seen this? http://bit.ly/cng1b2
#EdCampKC @kylepace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16892434589
2010-06-24 18:31:25
stevejmoore: @joe_bower haha, I do know some of the provinces ;) I would like to visit someday too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16950388607
2010-06-24 18:08:18
stevejmoore: @Robyn_Mindsteps chatting with lots of folks about your book at #nwp http://bit.ly/cAlNDo <-- quoted your
mastery steps here #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948840072
2010-06-24 18:05:45
stevejmoore: RT @Robyn_Mindsteps: RT @umairh The essence of mastery isn't running the race faster. It's being able to sit
stiller.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948677433
2010-06-24 18:05:16
stevejmoore: @joe_bower what is #abed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948645559
2010-06-24 18:04:56
stevejmoore: Lunch at McCoy's in Westport. Mmm.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948623522
2010-06-24 18:03:43
stevejmoore: @joe_bower haha, I'm not with him, this was back in March. I love reading your blog Joe, as a new teacher I'm
still trying to digest it all.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948545336

2010-06-24 18:02:23
stevejmoore: @anotherschwab or I have no idea, I just thought it would be interesting to read! Thanks for the link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948459947
2010-06-24 18:01:52
stevejmoore: [reading] via @samchaltain: RT @DanielPink: Does greater competition improve performance or increase
cheating? http://bit.ly/9iHEn8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948425420
2010-06-24 18:00:48
stevejmoore: RT @teach42: Pearson subsidizing NIng's for educators in North America: Ning Mini http://tinyurl.com/2dov59x
#woot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16948355231
2010-06-24 17:52:47
stevejmoore: â€œ@gayle_francis: Thinking students aren't "A" capable sounds like an excuse to not have lesson plans that
include all kids.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16947845451
2010-06-24 16:31:10
stevejmoore: @joe_bower >>... figure out what his time-based/standards-based ideas are born from. Still reading/thinking
about grades/creativity etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16942381269
2010-06-24 16:30:30
stevejmoore: @joe_bower I was hoping to catch your attention Joe :) the stigma comment is something I garnered from chatting
w/ Marzano trying to...>>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16942334444
2010-06-24 16:15:05
stevejmoore: After listening to @KCUR this morning (re: McChrystal/Petraeus) I'm ordering a copy of the Army
Counterinsurgency Manual to use in my class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16941220104
2010-06-24 16:00:22
stevejmoore: @kchichester good deal! I've been watching the #nwp feed and am trying to dig into what other sites are doing
#emwp #gkcwp Be sure to share!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16940088280
2010-06-24 15:45:43
stevejmoore: @kchichester and thank you! I'm glad you liked it! Where is #emwp?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16938705094
2010-06-24 15:39:25
stevejmoore: @kchichester it's on my YouTube page too: http://youtu.be/KDXRbK843xE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16938176287
2010-06-24 15:38:31
stevejmoore: Just as Robyn Jackson asks us to carefully examine our personal metaphors for teaching, we need to be aware of
how we speak about them #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16938099900
2010-06-24 15:35:48
stevejmoore: Digging back into thoughts on Zhao/Marzano http://bit.ly/8XzzpJ #nwp #gkcwp Reblogging on this topic soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16937886908
2010-06-24 15:26:49
stevejmoore: I think there is a shocking lack of conversation about the legitimacy of grading and equity in our schools today.
#gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16937154141
2010-06-24 15:25:56
stevejmoore: If we don't believe that all students are "A" capable, then why do we have such a grading system? #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16937090084

2010-06-24 15:17:26
stevejmoore: wading through discussions about grading, time-based education...I'm writing feverishly about Marzano and
removing the stigma of grades #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16936479066
2010-06-24 15:05:18
stevejmoore: Robyn is struggling with the Power of I program and motivating students #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16935607985
2010-06-24 15:04:42
stevejmoore: Respond with #gkcwp if you use th"e Power of I" program in your school. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16935567299
2010-06-24 14:50:11
stevejmoore: MC King just led us in the UNRAAVEL rap and it was awesome. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16934592114
2010-06-24 14:37:31
stevejmoore: Robyn King asks: What motivates you? #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16933708809
2010-06-24 14:25:46
stevejmoore: More and more teachers are embracing and using Prezi for their inquiry workshop! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16932890660
2010-06-24 14:23:49
stevejmoore: Teachers teaching teachers for the win. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16932743228
2010-06-24 13:34:33
stevejmoore: Ready for #gkcwp Week 2, Day 4. Going to Jerusalem Cafe for lunch today! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16929444536
2010-06-24 13:32:20
stevejmoore: .
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16929300996
2010-06-23 00:29:08
stevejmoore: Retry #5 of syncing my iTunes today. Never thought I'd say it, but iTunes can die in a fire.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16810108046
2010-06-23 00:24:04
stevejmoore: [Special Twitter Preview!] No Rick Roll this time, I promise :-) #gkcwp My Scribe Notes for today:
http://youtu.be/KDXRbK843xE #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16809802688
2010-06-23 00:10:00
stevejmoore: @ToughLoveforX any school with teachers from #nwp @writingproject can model reflection and feedback in my
experience! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808957228
2010-06-23 00:01:12
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I'm so glad you're teaching methods now :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808427163
2010-06-23 00:00:32
stevejmoore: @ryanbretag @RushaSams @evemarfil @mritzius @mattguthrie @21stcenturychem @graingered @kevcreutz
@EDUCATIONCEO thx for conversing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808384628
2010-06-23 23:42:53
stevejmoore: @CynYounger yeah, I'd be glad to show you Diigo tomorrow :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16886114435
2010-06-23 23:42:39

stevejmoore: @CynYounger the @edutopia PBL camp looks interesting and I'm sure it would be worth it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16886100511
2010-06-23 23:41:19
stevejmoore: [reading] via @chadsansing: "State-by-State Illusions of Reading Proficiency" http://bit.ly/9xvP22
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16886023166
2010-06-23 23:39:30
stevejmoore: @CynYounger Diigo is what I use for social bookmarking, I love it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16885914415
2010-06-23 20:08:20
stevejmoore: Another day of writing at #gkcwp has left me excited and exhausted at the same time #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16873960275
2010-06-23 19:17:45
stevejmoore: Talking about teaching perceptions and 2nd career teachers #nwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/bQHadd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16870992677
2010-06-23 17:07:17
stevejmoore: The KC School MO School District is lucky to have Charlette Lyman as a principal. #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16863182156
2010-06-23 17:04:45
stevejmoore: "Good teachers are okay with being unappreciated" ~@Katarino75 #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16863019290
2010-06-23 16:59:24
stevejmoore: The best administrators miss being a teacher. #gkcwp #nwp So thankful to have one here at SI like that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16862660380
2010-06-23 16:55:47
stevejmoore: A lot of experienced teachers tell newbies to "just wait" when you ask about what makes a great teacher. As if
time alone will make you #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16862432372
2010-06-23 16:50:20
stevejmoore: Discussing films about teaching and asking "what does good teaching look like?" #gkcwp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16862123223
2010-06-23 16:14:40
stevejmoore: @ozarkswp I've never been in a class at MSU where fire alarms were paid any attention :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16860259304
2010-06-23 16:04:07
stevejmoore: Listening to a KC administrator talk about her experiences with difficult veteran teachers/ communicating "good
teaching" #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16859793353
2010-06-23 16:00:50
stevejmoore: Discussion teacher movies just makes me think of this: http://youtu.be/ZVF-nirSq5s #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16859635560
2010-06-23 15:53:09
stevejmoore: Watching "Reel to Real: Conversations about Good Teaching" a teacher inquiry workshop by Charlette Lyman an
admin in KC MO School Dist #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16859172611
2010-06-23 15:25:05
stevejmoore: .@pickledtreats what are your students' learning GOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAALs for next year? #worldcup
#nwp ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16857275500
2010-06-23 15:18:00
stevejmoore: "Don't wait for your district to give you a mentor, go out and find one." ~Tina Hinds #nwp #gkcwp

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16856827235
2010-06-23 15:15:00
stevejmoore: .@cynyounger's teacher inquiry workshop is stemming from last night's #edchat and the struggle of the new
teacher #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16856635053
2010-06-23 15:13:37
stevejmoore: "I don't want to just stay in teaching, I want to be good at it." <--how can other teachers and admins address this
new teacher #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16856539370
2010-06-23 15:13:03
stevejmoore: "Keeping new teachers in teaching is notthe same as helping them become good teachers" ~@cynyounger quoting
@ed_leadership #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16856500429
2010-06-23 14:49:22
stevejmoore: "It's hard to work in a school that views education as a business. It is not a business" ~@CynYounger #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16855083935
2010-06-23 14:36:24
stevejmoore: What was your transition from year 1-2 as a teacher like? #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/9F8zzK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16854251725
2010-06-23 14:16:52
stevejmoore: Watching @CynYounger give her Teacher Inquiry Workshop "For the Curricularly Impaired" watching for
#edchat influences from last night #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16852891275
2010-06-23 14:15:29
stevejmoore: My real #gkcwp My Scribe Notes for today: http://youtu.be/KDXRbK843xE #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16852799598
2010-06-23 14:14:12
stevejmoore: Rats! I tried to Rick Roll #gkcwp but TweetDeck didn't allow Rick Astley to sing! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16852714878
2010-06-23 14:04:33
stevejmoore: #gkcwp Scribe Notes for today: if you thought Prezi, Cinch, and Animoto were cool check this:
http://youtu.be/dQw4w9WgXcQ #nwp Part 1/2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16852074471
2010-06-23 13:47:58
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty we had our anniversary dinner this past weekend, we're actually apart today! I have pics on
facebook of what I cooked her :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16850977447
2010-06-23 13:37:57
stevejmoore: Today, I've been married to a beautiful, intelligent, and talented woman for three years. I'm a lucky man. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16850338002
2010-06-23 13:24:24
stevejmoore: How #gkcwp answers "when will I use writing in REAL life?" #nwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/9mOHZa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16849478629
2010-06-23 13:23:49
stevejmoore: @lionsima :( sorry to hear about, where are you looking for a job?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16849443189
2010-06-23 13:23:27
stevejmoore: @sassysunflwr yeah, iTunes was not my friend yesterday! Did you get your issues figured out with it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16849420695

2010-06-22 23:41:25
stevejmoore: @ryanbretag agree, I really like some of the concepts/ideas behind DuFour but oh wow has its poor use caused
some damage #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807260542
2010-06-22 23:40:04
stevejmoore: @21stprincipal I try to forget. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807181485
2010-06-22 23:39:40
stevejmoore: @RushaSams Best experience was Twitter, Web 2.0, PLNs, sharing writing, blogging, and teachers empowering
each other not competing #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807159346
2010-06-22 23:38:04
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: @kylepace Might help to have less experience, better empathy. #edchat #mentoring
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807065546
2010-06-22 23:37:34
stevejmoore: @ryanbretag I'll go with that :) my experiences involved scripting every single minute of a "lesson plan" and unit.
Yes. Every. Min. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807037073
2010-06-22 23:36:11
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: I fear too many new (& old) tchrs are being sold that this is real learning #edchat
http://twitpic.com/1z411p #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806958544
2010-06-22 23:35:48
stevejmoore: @web20classroom using a PLN is a great way to get the same conference like experience too #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806935964
2010-06-22 23:35:06
stevejmoore: The worst thing about my teacher prep experience was Madeline Hunter. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806894131
2010-06-22 23:34:00
stevejmoore: @katerino75 click here---> #edchat and join the conversation Kate :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806830675
2010-06-22 23:33:18
stevejmoore: Getting to go to two national conferences for free was a dramatic help for me as a new teacher! #edchat #ncte09
#ascd10 I got BIG context.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806790780
2010-06-22 23:28:55
stevejmoore: @Brunsell I had about 60 hrs prior to student teaching and it was not nearly enough #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806533994
2010-06-22 23:27:54
stevejmoore: I would not have survived the same way during the past yr (my 1st) without my PLN #edchat I owe so much to
everyone here!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806475258
2010-06-22 23:26:49
stevejmoore: ~@joe_bower: Exp tchrs need 2 share mistakes & model how they've learned 2 shift from blaming kids 2
improve self http://j.mp/bCXNqJ #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806414030
2010-06-22 23:25:06
stevejmoore: I agree with @laflecha new teachers need peers to work with too, not just mentors. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806315697
2010-06-22 23:59:59
stevejmoore: @Brunsell @web20classroom @techmunoz @whatedsaid @TheDSCWay @arosey @megginball @McTeach

@lionsima @JerryAdkins @mbteach thx for conversing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808344431
2010-06-22 23:24:15
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol: If we had more multiage or inclusive team teaching new teachers could grow alongside masters
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806266841
2010-06-22 23:59:25
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty @MrsLauer @joe_bower @pm_rodriguez @ColinTGraham @wmchamberlain @hadleyjf
@DrGarcia @whatedsaid thx for the conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808309420
2010-06-22 23:24:00
stevejmoore: @arosey I started off @augustanacollege transfered to @missouristate very different advising experience!
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806251887
2010-06-22 23:58:42
stevejmoore: Okay, now that I'm mentally exhausted from #nwp during the day and #edchat at night it's time to leave my PC :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808267432
2010-06-22 23:23:27
stevejmoore: @CynYounger good good :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806219974
2010-06-22 23:56:48
stevejmoore: I like how @joe_bower frames it: remove sticks/carrots and just give feedback #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808156532
2010-06-22 23:23:20
stevejmoore: @Brunsell but they are ready b/c of all the lab hours right? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806213552
2010-06-22 23:55:27
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain haha, I wrote a lot! If I missed a week, I would usually go back and double post ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808077912
2010-06-22 23:21:14
stevejmoore: @cynyounger are you overwhelmed yet? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806096268
2010-06-22 23:54:55
stevejmoore: Reflection, Acceptance, Revision, and Safety: Keys to My 1st Year #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808045642
2010-06-22 23:19:49
stevejmoore: @arosey unless you go to a small college, you don't get to choose your college advisor, & not many mentors are
chosen sadly! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16806014353
2010-06-22 23:54:10
stevejmoore: @DrGarcia thanks! @cynyounger is a new teacher blogger as well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16808002630
2010-06-22 23:18:52
stevejmoore: I did like all the theory in Ed School, but there needs to be consistent practice. Think of how often chem majors r
in lab #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805964266
2010-06-22 23:53:24
stevejmoore: @JerryAdkins that's awesome! where is it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807958494
2010-06-22 23:17:32

stevejmoore: There's too much of a culture of privilege within teaching. Newbies get the "tough jobs" that the vets should excel
at and MODEL #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805890844
2010-06-22 23:52:45
stevejmoore: @RushaSams Iearned the law, my school's policy, and rocked the boat as much as I could without tipping anyone
overboard #edchat #blogging
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807920012
2010-06-22 23:16:09
stevejmoore: .@kylepace My go-to person as a newbie was/is @caseydaugherty #edchat (Casey, you need to get in on the
EdChat!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805812504
2010-06-22 23:51:41
stevejmoore: .@russechd that's right, new teachers don't benefit from "valentine" evaluations or harsh punishments #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807858526
2010-06-22 23:15:26
stevejmoore: RT @StephaSteph25: Just like students, novices need opps to make mistakes, learn from them, not be punished
from them. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805772449
2010-06-22 23:51:00
stevejmoore: Being empowered by my PLN has helped me to keep my desire to teach alive during my 1st year #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807819307
2010-06-22 23:15:09
stevejmoore: RT @CHuckeba: I get the best ideas from the new teachers I started working with. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805755636
2010-06-22 23:50:12
stevejmoore: RT @ryanbretag: @hshawjr great teachers and administrators do rock the boat and that one needs rocking :-)
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807770598
2010-06-22 23:13:22
stevejmoore: @MsEstep oh snap! #RickRoll'd :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805658101
2010-06-22 23:48:11
stevejmoore: @towittertoo @kylepace @tomwhitby and @web20classroom as far as I can tell #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807653406
2010-06-22 23:13:03
stevejmoore: RT @techmunoz: RT @librario868 New teachers are handed the curriculum then must teach w/o understanding
it. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805640699
2010-06-22 23:47:30
stevejmoore: I blogged every single week of my first year http://bit.ly/bRa0C and it saved me from going mad. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807614808
2010-06-22 23:12:38
stevejmoore: RT @cuevash: Every tchr should be able to mentor a tchr in training. If they are not qualified to mentor, y r they
teaching? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805618576
2010-06-22 23:46:52
stevejmoore: @CynYounger 2010 conference for the International Society for Technology in Education http://bit.ly/230WV
#iste10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807578354
2010-06-22 23:12:05
stevejmoore: @cybraryman1 I agree, the old guard needs to huff it to a public school classroom for experience or retire. Too

much drone/groan #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805590419
2010-06-22 23:10:42
stevejmoore: @21stcenturychem is your picture of caffeine or theobromine?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805514241
2010-06-22 23:09:43
stevejmoore: .@kylepace I think a strong admin can make up for a lot for a new teacher. #edchat They can inspire confidence
and boost energy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805457521
2010-06-22 23:08:49
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz that's what I like to hear :) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805406324
2010-06-22 23:05:01
stevejmoore: @cynyounger I'd also suggest following @educationceo @kylepace and @web20classroom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805189109
2010-06-22 23:03:46
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz who sets the goals? how are new teachers measured? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805116941
2010-06-22 23:03:12
stevejmoore: New teachers need strong support from their fellow teachers in order to succeed. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805085366
2010-06-22 23:01:46
stevejmoore: For the next hour, my tweets will be part of #edchat!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16805002824
2010-06-22 23:01:19
stevejmoore: @CynYounger shoot! I'm sorry about the time, at least you've got it now :) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16804976893
2010-06-22 23:01:00
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Tonight's topic: How should todayâ€™s new teacher be prepared as he/she enters the classroom
for the first time? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16804959077
2010-06-22 22:39:48
stevejmoore: @CynYounger It's pretty nice :) I'm glad to see you're following @edutopia, you should also follow:
@nmhs_principal @ascd @russgoerend #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16803746527
2010-06-22 22:37:36
stevejmoore: Okay @gkcwp if you thought Prezi, Cinch, and Animoto were cool just wait until tomorrow. Here's a preview:
http://youtu.be/dQw4w9WgXcQ #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16803623413
2010-06-22 22:35:14
stevejmoore: @CynYounger yes! High Five :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16803491022
2010-06-22 20:57:23
stevejmoore: #DrivingMusic Yesterday was Common & the 808 http://youtu.be/7huKJg7NR0Q, today it was Sarah Jarosz &
the banjo http://youtu.be/H1Fj4JZwKkg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16798135976
2010-06-22 20:49:58
stevejmoore: Dear @gkcwp folks, you're in for something Xtranormal with my scribe notes tomorrow... Just a warning ;) #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16797738290

2010-06-22 19:21:13
stevejmoore: Hey @ozarkswp folks, what were the guidelines for your #owp writing marathon? Anything you'd share with
#gkcwp? #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16792630253
2010-06-22 19:07:43
stevejmoore: @dianadell Hello from a former SGF teacher now in KC! Twitter is awesome for learning/conversation/PD!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16791857307
2010-06-22 18:44:09
stevejmoore: For your subject, how do you answer the question "how will I use this in the real world?" #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16790529717
2010-06-22 18:43:42
stevejmoore: This napkin is sponsored by @ascd's @wholechildadv http://twitpic.com/1z23nu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16790503633
2010-06-22 18:14:28
stevejmoore: @mdprier what are you doing this weekend?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16788813098
2010-06-22 18:14:08
stevejmoore: RT @CynYounger: Anyone know of any books that discuss helping new teachers learn to teach curriculum??
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16788793500
2010-06-22 17:57:02
stevejmoore: Hey @tomwhitby @shellterrell @kylepace I've got @cynyounger who is interested in joining the #edchat help
her out! :) She's a new teacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16787800877
2010-06-22 17:55:43
stevejmoore: RT @dgende: Excellent: "Twitter as a PLN" http://bit.ly/63EfOb #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16787724769
2010-06-22 17:52:05
stevejmoore: Talking with @cynyounger about hash tags! #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16787516950
2010-06-22 17:42:21
stevejmoore: @mdprier are you at the Zoooo today?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16786949899
2010-06-22 17:17:03
stevejmoore: LUNCH. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16785445479
2010-06-22 17:08:59
stevejmoore: I'm noticing as we go through our teacher inquiry workshops (demos) #nwp that we all share similar elements in
our burning question. #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16784956698
2010-06-22 17:06:55
stevejmoore: @poh Thanks! I'll share this with the fellows who aren't on Twitter. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16784832899
2010-06-22 16:59:57
stevejmoore: @katerino75 keep on tweeting! :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16784406567
2010-06-22 16:42:53
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 you'd probably have a greater chance at a spot in a summer institute b/c you're not an English teacher.
#nwp seeks diverse ed voices
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16783337901

2010-06-22 16:42:11
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 Yes, there are sites all over Missouri's Writing Project Network. Columbia, St. Joe, STL, KC, &
Springfield #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16783292578
2010-06-22 16:30:00
stevejmoore: .@MomsL8 You're in luck, the @writingproject is NOT just for English teachers, any teacher Pre-K-College
who USES writing for learning #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16782490189
2010-06-22 16:14:47
stevejmoore: .@MomsL8 http://bit.ly/ck5goK @gkcwp is a part of @writingproject I'm at the Summer Institute through July
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16781566015
2010-06-22 16:12:30
stevejmoore: How do you capture the cultural identity of your school community and use it as a learning tool? #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16781440305
2010-06-22 16:10:40
stevejmoore: .@katerino75 glad to see your tweet squeak out during #gkcwp! Keep it up! I'll try to keep mine different and
echo yours #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16781336701
2010-06-22 16:04:58
stevejmoore: "How will culturally relevant teaching practices improve student writing?" ~ Tina McGrew of KC MO School
Dist. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16781017258
2010-06-22 15:58:15
stevejmoore: If my __1__ teacher would have recognized __2__, I would have been more successul. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16780596705
2010-06-22 15:55:36
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: That's why we need PLNs like Twitter (#edchat) RT @vamosNB: "Isolation breeds eogcentrism,"
Wiggins #ascdSC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16780416291
2010-06-22 15:35:41
stevejmoore: @CBethM How exciting! You will love it! #nwp What is your chapter? Any others in your SI on Twitter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16779259901
2010-06-22 15:34:16
stevejmoore: "It doesn't feel like a presentation because you all helped me!" ~@laurenrconklin #gkcwp #nwp That's the beauty
of teacher inquiry in action
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16779185356
2010-06-22 15:31:42
stevejmoore: Chris Odam of Paseo HS in KC let's his students write their own rubric contents to encourage democratic
learning. #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16779051656
2010-06-22 15:03:48
stevejmoore: @Nightenbelle you forgot the tag #OmNomNom #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16777518933
2010-06-22 14:58:07
stevejmoore: "What kind of input opportunities do you provide your students with?" ~@laurenrconklin #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16777207359
2010-06-22 14:48:23
stevejmoore: Julie Bono of @ParkHillSchools shares a time when she was out of her comfort zone #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch:
http://bit.ly/b7gVcT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16776649225
2010-06-22 14:47:19

stevejmoore: Looking at Kelly Gallagher, Nancy Atwell, Vokoun & Bigelow on the issue of student choice. ~@laurenrconklin
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16776584689
2010-06-22 14:46:09
stevejmoore: "How can I intentionally provide my students w/ choices in class to build their confidence and sense of
community" @laurenrconklin #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16776510420
2010-06-22 14:20:51
stevejmoore: Good advice from Lauren on doing a Prezi: type out your ideas first and then cut/paste into your Prezi #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16774835696
2010-06-22 14:19:42
stevejmoore: Lauren Conklin of @parkhillschools is giving a teacher inquiry workshop today on student choice in writing.
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16774762049
2010-06-22 14:17:08
stevejmoore: After hearing/reading about the @ozarkswp writing marathon yesterday, I'm excited to do one on Friday! #owp
#nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16774601096
2010-06-22 14:08:26
stevejmoore: Our notes today at #gkcwp are in the form of Facebook status updates. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16774040418
2010-06-22 00:55:46
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Great topic choices for tomorrow's #edchat! Make sure you have voted here: http://bit.ly/97n7VF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16734351802
2010-06-22 23:45:35
stevejmoore: Just realized I haven't said the word *collaboration* yet. Exp teachers need to model it an bring in newbies
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807504915
2010-06-22 23:44:14
stevejmoore: New teachers need to engage in self-reflection and then get authentic feedback. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807424286
2010-06-22 23:43:14
stevejmoore: @mbteach I was very lucky, but part of it was opportunities like @ascd that came about through my PLN #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807366397
2010-06-22 23:42:41
stevejmoore: @JerryAdkins hey nice new picture! job hunt on the go?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807333700
2010-06-22 23:41:55
stevejmoore: I think new teachers need to feel HEARD. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16807289061
2010-06-21 04:28:23
stevejmoore: listening to @ascd author interview with @PrincipalKafele about his book http://bit.ly/913xnu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16668851442
2010-06-21 04:12:19
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 Hvordan gÃ¥r det?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16667999988
2010-06-21 04:09:51
stevejmoore: The Anna Karenina Principle: http://bit.ly/9h2fbH Do all successful schools look alike?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16667864510
2010-06-21 03:58:38

stevejmoore: @PrincipalKafele thanks very much for sharing Baruti!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16667227623
2010-06-21 03:31:50
stevejmoore: @PrincipalKafele I think strong leadership is a vital component to successful organizations, yes! What in your
kids is successful?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16665630856
2010-06-21 02:53:52
stevejmoore: @ScottElias haha I think "proficient enough to be dangerous" describes 90% of web designers/tech support out
there (including me)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16663392593
2010-06-21 02:48:51
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I'm jealous that you and @msstewart get to hang out this summer, I'll have to wait until Nov &
#ncte10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16663094924
2010-06-21 02:48:23
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach the dog is good :) she's relaxing a lot more than I am this summer as we move across the state!
http://twitpic.com/1ymg9c
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16663067596
2010-06-21 02:46:54
stevejmoore: @PrincipalKafele thanks for your response! What do you think Newark Tech does that makes it successful?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16662978995
2010-06-21 02:45:01
stevejmoore: @aroberthunt sounds interesting, I'll look forward to seeing what you tweet about it! #nwp #muwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16662865173
2010-06-21 01:04:35
stevejmoore: What does a successful school look like? #Cinch: http://bit.ly/cWwZdq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16657046170
2010-06-21 23:06:28
stevejmoore: @MikeDial oh man that sounds good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16728017703
2010-06-21 22:28:38
stevejmoore: [Incredible] via @efeldhusen: Interactive map of where Americans Are Moving - http://bit.ly/blHsRL #edtech
#education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16725882800
2010-06-21 22:23:30
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology who are you going with as a hosting provider?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16725597602
2010-06-21 22:23:07
stevejmoore: @ianaddison thanks for sharing, I added myself and took a browse!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16725578196
2010-06-21 22:07:59
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 takk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16724759586
2010-06-21 22:07:00
stevejmoore: RT @mtrox2295: Writing cannot be separated from the human experience. #nwp #owp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16724707250
2010-06-21 22:06:02
stevejmoore: @MrMacnology jeremymacdonald.net is available, I know how it is to have two common names :) I'd never get
my name in a domain!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16724653890

2010-06-21 21:51:29
stevejmoore: @Mr_Macnology Is www.macnology.com available? I like that
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16723869761
2010-06-21 21:50:05
stevejmoore: Okay, iPhone OS 4 Here we go...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16723795462
2010-06-21 21:36:02
stevejmoore: RT @cvwponline: RT @teachsuccess1: #NWP Radio--Invitational Summer Institute: What Will Your Site Be
Reading..? http://tinyurl.com/386qgav
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16723050306
2010-06-21 21:33:57
stevejmoore: Created new filters in Gmail: WHEW took my volume down to a manageable level.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16722939816
2010-06-21 21:26:29
stevejmoore: @averyteach @averyteach you can ask @tmmaerke at #owp too, they have a great display up for their teachers to
follow. #wifitti #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16722538570
2010-06-21 21:25:36
stevejmoore: @TheNerdyTeacher @averyteach Wifitti is a great tool to publicly display tweets in a pleasing way. Works
great for conferences/workshops.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16722490916
2010-06-21 21:08:47
stevejmoore: Why is Twitter awesome? Because I can follow two @WritingProject summer institutes at once! #owp #gkcwp
#nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16721609244
2010-06-21 21:07:57
stevejmoore: @Nightenbelle I'm curious (looking back through tweets) what became of your "ownership in classroom vs
education" discussion? #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16721567550
2010-06-21 21:07:11
stevejmoore: I'm a little jealous that @ozarkswp gets to hang out with @rayner23 b/c he's awesome. Keep it up Cody! I'm
down with #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16721529323
2010-06-21 21:04:58
stevejmoore: I was inspired by @caseydaugherty to join #nwp and to write with my students. Loving every minute of #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16721412494
2010-06-21 21:02:14
stevejmoore: Enjoying listening via @tmmaerke to @WritingWoman7 after the Writing Marathon #Cinch: http://bit.ly/cHLh1z
#owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16721271066
2010-06-21 19:53:24
stevejmoore: #nwp folks: you HAVE to read this: Reform & the Fishtank #gkcwp (I'll ask him if I can post it for non-NWP
folks) http://bit.ly/aND6sM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16717535160
2010-06-20 22:42:58
stevejmoore: On the road (again) back to KC, Garrison Keilor on @ksmu and eventually @kcur
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16649653120
2010-06-20 19:17:41
stevejmoore: @aroberthunt what's your demo for #nwp about? #muwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16638320293
2010-06-20 18:29:28

stevejmoore: Bought my last bags of Mudhouse coffee: Zen Blend and Ethiopia Yirgacheffe. The bar for KC coffee has been
set high! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16635726201
2010-06-20 17:25:04
stevejmoore: Getting our last breakfast at Gailey's in SGF: here's a look at their sweet browns! http://twitpic.com/1yi3z0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16632106334
2010-06-19 20:10:31
stevejmoore: Give your best Twitter advice to newbies @cynyounger @katerino75 @laurenrconklin They're great teachers
wanting to make connections!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16568875651
2010-06-19 18:16:38
stevejmoore: @thebethanyc yay for you Bethany! :-) take the world by storm!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16563319481
2010-06-19 18:15:50
stevejmoore: @katerino75 hey! Glad to see you on Twitter Kate! When we're discussing the writing project put "#nwp" in your
tweet and "#gkcwp"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16563277559
2010-06-19 15:08:32
stevejmoore: Working on packing important things in my car this weeknd (like the OED) http://twitpic.com/1y5bd9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16552082888
2010-06-19 15:07:46
stevejmoore: My heart goes out to this guy today: I once had his job. 100 degree heat! http://twitpic.com/1y5b3s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16552033943
2010-06-19 02:34:00
stevejmoore: @CynYounger I use a FB app called "selective twitter status" so when I type "#fb" at the end of a tweet it
updates my status on facebook
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16515458345
2010-06-19 02:20:01
stevejmoore: I've got two new KC teachers who need your help with Twitter: @CynYounger & @LaurenrConklin #nwp
#gkcwp Share your wisdom & follow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16514648760
2010-06-19 02:18:40
stevejmoore: @CynYounger youu have to take to heart that Twitter is foremost about sharing and conversation, find people
whose voice interests u & reply
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16514571574
2010-06-19 02:17:21
stevejmoore: @CynYounger Hey! Welcome to Twitter! I'll be glad to answer any question you have about norms and the
practice of teaching. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16514496217
2010-06-19 23:37:20
stevejmoore: Cooking for my wife tonight: filets w/ balsamic wine glaze, yellow rose potatoes w/ garlic cream sauce, &
asparagus spears.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16578012997
2010-06-19 20:18:36
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Working (slowly) on finding the best solution for this community when Ning stops being free
later this summer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16569241299
2010-06-18 21:24:51
stevejmoore: .@thart74 Needs your help deciding between Diigo and Delicious. I say Diigo, give your input!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16499106827
2010-06-18 21:21:23

stevejmoore: RT @msstewart: Never underestimate what arriving on time and asking nicely can accomplish
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16498934984
2010-06-18 21:20:49
stevejmoore: RT @digitalnative: #FF Essential educators to follow @tomwhitby @web20classroom @ShellTerrell
@willrich45 @dwarlick @TeachPaperless
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16498906861
2010-06-18 18:36:49
stevejmoore: Ted Fabiano shares why he doesn't cook #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/azjGme
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16489922370
2010-06-18 18:28:49
stevejmoore: Lauren Conklin talks German chocolate cake and kitchen fires #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/bvX1pR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16489451873
2010-06-18 18:18:49
stevejmoore: Jeff Baxter shares the wisdom of a forboding neighbor and the taste of rhubarb pie. #Cinch: http://bit.ly/aJh8Pz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16488864046
2010-06-18 18:13:48
stevejmoore: The Odie One shares his poetry and rap on deviled eggs #nwp #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/aC9Jnh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16488573979
2010-06-18 17:34:49
stevejmoore: Julie Bono shares a touching personal story about loss and the legacy food carries #Cinch: http://bit.ly/d1wx5r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16486262695
2010-06-18 17:22:50
stevejmoore: April Jones shares a personal food memory at #gkcwp #nwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/bV05LV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16485518251
2010-06-18 04:46:44
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher I hear ya, sometimes I go to m.website.com rather than the regular, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16446082117
2010-06-18 04:29:09
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher Control+MouseScrollWheelUp ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16445060424
2010-06-18 04:28:21
stevejmoore: Just finished "An Education," beautiful film, 3.5/5 stars
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16445011040
2010-06-18 01:50:40
stevejmoore: @rayner23 You ever drop an egg and on the floor you see it break? You go and get a mop so you can clean up
your mistake. #entropy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16433027862
2010-06-18 01:46:08
stevejmoore: @wholechildadv @ascd I hope your ears were burning today because I talked about your whole child tenets at
#gkcwp #nwp http://bit.ly/cD44kO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16432708059
2010-06-17 20:38:52
stevejmoore: Had to take 40 HW all the way out of KC instead of 70, so I resigned to driving somewhere/thing I enjoy (golf
balls) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16416204672
2010-06-17 19:03:20
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 we heard a preschool teacher give workshop this morning (we used crayons, it was awesome)
#nwp and we have an admin too #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16410194559
2010-06-17 19:02:28

stevejmoore: Connected with an old @augustana college friend on the #nwp e-Anthology! Neither of us even knew the other
was a writing teacher!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16410143814
2010-06-17 19:01:04
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke hope you converted a few more tweeting teachers to add to our #nwp community of public learners!
#owp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16410063504
2010-06-17 19:00:13
stevejmoore: [reading] @RethinkLearning: What are the best questions to ask prospective principals? http://bit.ly/cgImlZ
http://fb.me/zFZfhxS7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16410011047
2010-06-17 18:59:54
stevejmoore: @rayner23 haha, #throwdown #nwp they call me the hip-hoppopotamus my lyrics are bottomless...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409990565
2010-06-17 18:58:33
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @aimeebogush Thank you so much for your feedback! :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409915837
2010-06-17 18:57:25
stevejmoore: Love this via @SigningElle Tweeting is how I cast my net into the great teaching sea to see what I can catch
#NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409853396
2010-06-17 18:56:46
stevejmoore: So many awesome tweeting teachers have shared for #nwp! Thank you! Your words are being echoed and
discussed! #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409816666
2010-06-17 18:56:05
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: Hello from NC! I use Twitter to connect to 1000's of awesome educators from all over
the globe! Learning rocks! #NWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409779647
2010-06-17 18:55:51
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: #NWP I use Twitter because it connects me w/ people all over the world who are passionate
about the same things I am.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409766969
2010-06-17 18:54:59
stevejmoore: RT @poh I use Twitter to expand my thinking and get glimpses into the minds of very smart educators. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409717976
2010-06-17 18:54:30
stevejmoore: RT @mhtalbut: I use Twitter to see what other tools teachers are using in the classroom. #DWT #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409689563
2010-06-17 18:54:16
stevejmoore: @nashworld hey I'm here at #gkcwp hanging out with Conklin, she said you knew each other, we went to HS
together!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409676341
2010-06-17 18:53:28
stevejmoore: RT @emwilkey: Twitter is my PLC without the mess of building politics. I mostly read and gather ideas. #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16409631678
2010-06-17 04:12:08
stevejmoore: References in my TIW for tomorrow #nwp: Peter Senge, Yong Zhao, Sam Chaltain, Robyn Jackson, & ASCD's
Whole Child #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16361966244
2010-06-17 03:14:22

stevejmoore: I'm of the opinion now that it is nigh impossible to do a good Prezi without a 24" monitor. Holy screen real estate
Batman!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16358408049
2010-06-17 03:12:07
stevejmoore: Spent the evening hanging out with family, ordered pizza, movie etc. Now to touch up my Teacher Inquiry Wkshp
4 tomorrow! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16358266279
2010-06-16 04:03:50
stevejmoore: @jr57 I think so if you're responding to the strategy quotation :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16280190003
2010-06-16 02:31:29
stevejmoore: Working on my Prezi for #nwp TIW focusing my inquiry on how to maintain an atmosphere where students have
choice in learning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16274182493
2010-06-16 02:30:12
stevejmoore: Just ordered on Amazon: American Schools by Sam Chaltain and Why We Teach by Sonia Nieto
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16274097840
2010-06-16 00:40:31
stevejmoore: What is Critical Thinking? How do we teach it? And how does it fit into great PBL? http://bit.ly/dqddoC (via
@edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16267024620
2010-06-16 00:18:54
stevejmoore: Very honored that a little piece of my personal narrative about learning is going to be in Sam Chaltain's new book
due out next year!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16265771295
2010-06-16 00:13:27
stevejmoore: "Strategy should always precede structure if you want a finely tuned organization" http://bit.ly/ch0hzI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16265438538
2010-06-16 23:42:23
stevejmoore: RT @writingproject: Check out #nwp radio's show: Writing in the SI Foundational Practice and Emergent
Opportunities: http://bit.ly/dmxXdQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16344730459
2010-06-16 19:05:59
stevejmoore: Claire M. Iwai asks us how writing is connected to learning and how we define it. #nwp #Cinch:
http://bit.ly/bURnX4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16328349248
2010-06-16 17:13:12
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty we started doing our demos/TIWs yesterday and they are going very well so far! It is
confidence inspiring :) #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16321883200
2010-06-16 16:14:00
stevejmoore: How do you feel about sharing your writing? #nwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/bYXgnx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16318026995
2010-06-16 16:13:56
stevejmoore: @ASCD wish I could be there at #ascdSC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16318022214
2010-06-16 16:10:54
stevejmoore: More polleverywhere.com showing up in our teacher inquiry workshops! lots of actively engaged teachers! #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16317816093
2010-06-16 15:55:13

stevejmoore: Ready for Julie Bono's Teacher Inquiry Workshop! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16316638759
2010-06-16 15:53:15
stevejmoore: @msstewart hey did you get my g doc comment? It appeared to save before I closed it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16316424494
2010-06-16 15:52:26
stevejmoore: @AAEteachers haha! #failwhale
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16316337729
2010-06-16 15:51:28
stevejmoore: It is truly a beautiful day in KC, I'm glad there are lots of windows @ The Writer's Place
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16316268858
2010-06-16 15:48:57
stevejmoore: @JesGraham yay! that's a good feeling :) #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16316082197
2010-06-16 15:41:46
stevejmoore: @rayner23 what what! #owp #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16315545474
2010-06-16 15:41:16
stevejmoore: @emwilkey I wish I had a better system, but currently I'm just using my iPhone and trying to get close with the
mic to #cinch #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16315509060
2010-06-16 15:09:30
stevejmoore: I love using DarkRoom to type in a fullscreen text isolated environment http://bit.ly/cHJr3z Check it out #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16313049200
2010-06-16 15:06:47
stevejmoore: I think #owp has the most #nwp tweets so far this week! @mdprier and I are giving it our darndest though :)
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16312812639
2010-06-16 15:05:32
stevejmoore: [reading] "The War of the Wall" by Toni Cade Bambara and discussing revision with Stacy Goddard #nwp
#gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16312726446
2010-06-16 14:56:42
stevejmoore: Ahhh demo! I knew I'd heard @caseydaugherty use the term before @MsEstep Thanks! #nwp #TIW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16312095486
2010-06-15 22:03:21
stevejmoore: @kylepace Hey Kyle, @pluke17 mentioned that your @alfredmusic link was broken -->http://cli.gs/HmBehU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16258000017
2010-06-15 22:01:49
stevejmoore: @poh What is the TL Network listserv? Should I have access to that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16257916794
2010-06-15 22:01:06
stevejmoore: If this picture doesn't make you happy then you have no soul. http://bit.ly/b3yOXK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16257876302
2010-06-15 21:52:15
stevejmoore: @poh Dylan is an amazing storyteller, he's a great addition to our group. His story made me emotional and
hungry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16257433174
2010-06-15 21:51:16
stevejmoore: Haven't used my @Animoto account in months since it' was practically illegal to use at my previous school,

excited to start again!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16257381070
2010-06-15 21:43:09
stevejmoore: "Is there ANY reason to maintain a time-based system of schooling?" Q via @SamChaltain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256937557
2010-06-15 21:38:25
stevejmoore: [reading] by @samchaltain http://bit.ly/c5Kkf9 Starting a School, Part I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256683204
2010-06-15 21:35:28
stevejmoore: @mdprier VideoLan Media Player is VLC, there's a Mac client too, quite useful trick to have in your bag
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256529430
2010-06-15 21:34:03
stevejmoore: RT @alfredmusic: Tchrs, learn to inc. technology in your music class w/this handy guide by @kylepace and Greg
Foreman. http://cli.gs/HmBehU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256454039
2010-06-15 21:33:18
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Missouri's State Board of Education adopts Common Core Academic Standards. More info to
come.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256414334
2010-06-15 21:32:25
stevejmoore: RT @Shaybert: MO FFA has 28 more "likes" than Missouri FCCLA Can MO FCCLA get more than other MO
CTSOs http://bit.ly/cuiLrQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256368058
2010-06-15 21:30:41
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl @IamTam @rayner23 thanks for sharing why you teach! #nwp #gkcwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256275230
2010-06-15 21:30:06
stevejmoore: @rayner23 you forgot the bling bling with your dolla dollas!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256240370
2010-06-15 21:29:13
stevejmoore: @CinchCast @blogtalkradio @AmyBlogTalk @LynnJacobs012 @poh @luc_germain thanks for the RTs Lots of
great story sharing/writing going on #nwp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16256192829
2010-06-14 04:08:03
stevejmoore: Just added a new blog post on Greater Kansas City Writing Project http://ning.it/bcbm80
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16121872831
2010-06-14 03:11:59
stevejmoore: Excited for #gkcwp ISI to start tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16118674105
2010-06-13 18:57:16
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Ahhhh, sorry about that! I'm MSU and not Mizzou anyhow, so we're both okay I suppose. Maybe
we'll be playing each other soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16090761450
2010-06-13 18:56:13
stevejmoore: Per my dancing tweet earlier http://bit.ly/ccJIY1 #fools #dancing @evacmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16090672291
2010-06-13 18:42:52
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I'm a little late to this (have been on Twittercation lately) but how dare you (CO) leave the Big
XII! :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16089943998

2010-06-13 18:35:44
stevejmoore: Very excited about @gkcwp tomorrow for @writingproject SIS to start!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16089488986
2010-06-13 18:35:08
stevejmoore: "We're fools whether we dance or not....so we might as well dance." Japanese Proverb via @evacmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16089454615
2010-06-12 03:16:30
stevejmoore: I'm all studied up for the Principal Licensure Exam tomorrow, 4 hours of fun for me! Here's to a cramped hand
tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15975354893
2010-06-12 19:55:24
stevejmoore: After an exhausting but successful morning, I am awarding myself with...a nap! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16026171962
2010-06-12 19:54:29
stevejmoore: @mritzius @pammoran I could've finished the 2nd section with twice as much writing if I could have typed it. It
would have been legible too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16026123191
2010-06-12 19:52:27
stevejmoore: @mritzius @pammoran haha, yeah it was certainly grueling! My handwriting was barely legible by the last few
pages. I had ~45 min on MC too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16026013746
2010-06-12 17:44:26
stevejmoore: Post-Mortem on the SLLA: Homicide by way of the pen. I'm listed as suspect #1. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16018370361
2010-06-12 17:43:03
stevejmoore: @jonbecker @pammoran Scholastic Leaders Licensure Assessment from ETS for MO's principal licensure
requirements.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/16018291656
2010-06-10 03:20:53
stevejmoore: Packing, packing, packing, golf, Steak & Shake, packing, packing, sleep...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15822654334
2010-06-08 23:06:58
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 thanks Leslie :) it's a stressful but joyful time right now. I've seen your FB updates, your family is
in our thoughts.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15738922358
2010-06-08 23:03:35
stevejmoore: No time to tweet lately! Packing up my house and studying for the greuling principal exam this Saturday.
#WhatSummerBreak?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15738737471
2010-06-06 18:26:08
stevejmoore: WE FOUND A BEAUTIFUL PLACE TO LIVE IN BLUE SPRINGS!!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15572333959
2010-06-01 15:30:11
stevejmoore: After a stupendous three days on the lake, the only place I'm sunburned is the inside of my right knee. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15185244747
2010-05-31 02:09:56
stevejmoore: Time for a campfire! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15078692859
2010-05-30 23:46:02
stevejmoore: Another picture perfect day on Table Rock Lake. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15071713092

2010-05-30 16:11:52
stevejmoore: Time to go tubing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15050520878
2010-05-30 02:12:15
stevejmoore: Time to go fishin' in the dark! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15012726067
2010-05-30 00:10:48
stevejmoore: No fish today, but one of the most perfect days on the lake in recent memory. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/15006835398
2010-05-29 19:08:40
stevejmoore: Table Rock Lake here I come! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14992990391
2010-05-29 16:13:42
stevejmoore: Feeling Kind of Blue in honor of Miles Davis's birthday today. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14983882788
2010-05-29 15:46:48
stevejmoore: Dear Gmail, why can I not use an HTML signature!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14982268989
2010-05-29 14:53:58
stevejmoore: Listening to http://n.pr/dCfuPS John Lithgow talk Shakespeare on @ksmu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14979112887
2010-05-28 22:25:41
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Thanks Jen! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14935928014
2010-05-28 21:44:29
stevejmoore: @Horizons93 I'll be a teacher at an alternative school in downtown Kansas City, MO. I'm not even sure what I'll
be teaching yet! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14933942076
2010-05-28 21:43:23
stevejmoore: Reading via @NMHS_Principal "I don't think there's any one change that should be applied to all schools"
http://bit.ly/axIHWD A student post
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14933890483
2010-05-28 21:10:15
stevejmoore: Goodbye comfy suburban school, new building, and wonderful 1st job, hello unknown challenges in the urban
core of KC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14932325923
2010-05-28 15:10:04
stevejmoore: @AddieGaines that sounds really exciting! #wiki #elem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14912274047
2010-05-28 15:08:06
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @colleenmclain: Looking for middle and high school #Animoto project ideas. Have any you
want to share?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14912147446
2010-05-28 15:07:52
stevejmoore: @SErwin woo! Enjoy being done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14912133587
2010-05-28 15:06:27
stevejmoore: @ksmu @caseydaugherty haha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14912042412
2010-05-27 22:37:19

stevejmoore: Listening to Counting Crows, "getting right to the heart of matters/ it's the heart that matters more..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14863823682
2010-05-27 22:24:26
stevejmoore: Schooooooools out for Summer! (Not forever)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14863163525
2010-05-27 15:40:30
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty See you at the assembly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14842205711
2010-05-27 12:36:35
stevejmoore: Last day of school...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14831400656
2010-05-26 16:26:27
stevejmoore: RT @AndersonGL: My favorite metaphor/reminder of why I come to work: As I enter the school each morning, I
hold the door open for students.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14773910459
2010-05-25 15:57:23
stevejmoore: @Cassyt well I had a few pan-galactic gargleblasters this morning to remind m :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14701711992
2010-05-25 15:46:23
stevejmoore: Do you have your towel with you today? #42 http://www.towel-day.com/en/ #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14701054616
2010-05-24 23:32:31
stevejmoore: @elanaleoni hey thanks for the heads-up on the Edutopia poll, I will be glad to give my input!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14654711052
2010-05-24 17:12:07
stevejmoore: @stoppedupmath kudos to you! I have no kids yet and am taking a break before I go back for another degree.
Enjoy the last days of school!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14635837181
2010-05-24 14:24:28
stevejmoore: @mattscully thanks for the wikipedia link last week, I haven't gotten around to reading it yet, but sounds relevant!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14626217185
2010-05-24 14:24:11
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl thanks for the music suggestion, I'll check him out (Paul Dateh)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14626199953
2010-05-24 14:23:06
stevejmoore: @nicegrl99 @BillCelis @SigningElle thanks for the RTs and mentions last week!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14626136648
2010-05-24 14:03:21
stevejmoore: Long, exhausting, but ultimately wonderful weekend. Last week of school, moving, finding a new home, leaving
the best first job ever... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14624974005
2010-05-21 18:38:58
stevejmoore: Wedding rehersal for at the beautiful Villas in KC http://twitpic.com/1pqxau
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14445750144
2010-05-20 21:56:11
stevejmoore: @BlogWellDone I think it behooves a good leader (read: chef) to ensure his/her sous chefs/cooks are well
prepared
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14387540590
2010-05-20 21:46:01
stevejmoore: "Usually chefs who yell at their cooks are just expressing anger that they didn't prepare them for the job they

knew was ahead" Mario Batali
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14387093037
2010-05-20 02:36:30
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz My top is 89 WPM, but I had to sit and practice for about 20 min to get that speed! Not sustainable :)
#carpaltunnel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14334006167
2010-05-20 02:34:30
stevejmoore: @mattscully thanks for the RT :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14333891776
2010-05-20 01:26:55
stevejmoore: @21stprincipal oh I was kidding, I got a kick out of it. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14329942246
2010-05-20 01:25:53
stevejmoore: The Angler's Guide to Research: Or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Use Wikipedia http://bit.ly/d5HYqp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14329883661
2010-05-20 01:16:07
stevejmoore: @21stprincipal some kids might learn organic chemistry from the Kardashians... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14329319298
2010-05-20 00:13:47
stevejmoore: I'm not contributing much to the public feed lately on Twitter, but I'm enjoying writing, reflecting, and lurking
freely!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14325854581
2010-05-19 22:54:21
stevejmoore: Writing again. For me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14321675927
2010-05-19 22:12:01
stevejmoore: Are you a thermometer or thermostat? via @mrhgaddis-So you want to be an administrator http://bit.ly/ajlA9C
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14319556128
2010-05-19 21:58:41
stevejmoore: Read stories from Missouri Educators via RethinkLearningNow http://bit.ly/cH4AVq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14318909828
2010-05-19 12:51:33
stevejmoore: It's hard to believe that next week is finals week...Big projects are finishing up and kids are getting ready to
present in class!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14293300571
2010-05-18 22:40:50
stevejmoore: Stark licking your chops, It's almost squirrel season in Missouri. That's right, squirrel season.
http://bit.ly/bhDhSq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14254679678
2010-05-18 22:32:45
stevejmoore: Listening to the audiobook of Guns, Germs, and Steel. Why did I never take an anthropology class in college?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14254270623
2010-05-18 22:31:06
stevejmoore: @nashworld Only one week of school left too! How long does St Joe have left?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14254187713
2010-05-18 22:24:45
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: "Make a kid feel stupid and he'll act stupider" - John Caldwell Holt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14253868832
2010-05-18 22:24:32
stevejmoore: For the past 5 years I have always been studying, writing, or procrastinating from doing so when at coffeeshops.

Today, I'm just sipping :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14253858358
2010-05-18 22:23:24
stevejmoore: Just got my last haircut at the Walnut St. Barber Shop in downtown Springfield. I'm a little sad...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14253800603
2010-05-18 17:07:02
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: Check out the parade of tweets for this #Edchat http://bit.ly/bxFCgO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14239062395
2010-05-18 03:07:59
stevejmoore: I called it: three days after graduation and I'm sick.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14202822106
2010-05-18 02:14:37
stevejmoore: RT @GuyKawasaki: A to Z Geek Alphabet http://idek.net/1XFM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14199783900
2010-05-18 01:55:07
stevejmoore: I just signed the @WritingProject E-Anthology Guestbook! http://ning.it/9xvZ28
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14198642092
2010-05-17 02:11:01
stevejmoore: My lovely wife bought me new Birkenstoks. The ones on the left I bought in 1999, it's time they retire...
http://twitpic.com/1ohtp9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14134486303
2010-05-17 01:29:00
stevejmoore: RT @gann24: @stevejmoore another one letter difference...."data gathering tool" and "data gathering fool" HA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14132344776
2010-05-17 01:18:14
stevejmoore: Creating separate sections in your Word document for varied page number style headers http://bit.ly/auBzTM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14131809708
2010-05-17 01:15:18
stevejmoore: @msstewart pardon me, I need to father some data...lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14131660999
2010-05-17 01:08:04
stevejmoore: "Data gathering tool" and "Data fathering tool" are only one letter different. I am glad I caught this...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14131296947
2010-05-17 00:46:15
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison haha, I was waiting patiently in a comfy chair nearby. No one in my house has pant suits.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14130216076
2010-05-17 00:45:14
stevejmoore: I do not understand what Microsoft Word (2007) thinks it's doing with its tab stop formatting...It has never been
user-friendly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14130165373
2010-05-17 00:02:23
stevejmoore: @DrGarcia @librarybeth Thanks! It feels special to wear the hood.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14128041531
2010-05-17 00:01:28
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl @amandacdykes @EDUCATIONCEO @koolkat222 thanks :) I think we're a good shopping team.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14127994884
2010-05-17 20:05:17
stevejmoore: @msstewart My 1999 Doc Marten's didn't make it nearly as long, they got thrown out in 2006.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14180620060

2010-05-17 17:23:26
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG they're great sandals!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14173465560
2010-05-17 17:23:06
stevejmoore: @msstewart They would hold together longer, but the left shoe has a giant hole on bottom, only leather b/t foot &
floor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14173448843
2010-05-16 23:56:46
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I did, thank you! It feels wonderful to be done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14127763110
2010-05-16 23:35:20
stevejmoore: Sauteeing morel mushrooms!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14126764016
2010-05-16 21:43:43
stevejmoore: Aren't I a good husband? Dress shopping with my wife voluntarily: http://twitpic.com/1ofvvq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14121611135
2010-05-15 00:16:29
stevejmoore: I was just graduated! WOOOT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14006036925
2010-05-15 00:15:32
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP aww thanks!! I didn't see you there Keri!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14005991555
2010-05-15 22:42:03
stevejmoore: Golfing in the rain this morning, wedding shower in the afternoon. Now: IRON MAN 2.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14062292420
2010-05-15 21:30:44
stevejmoore: @poh If nothing else, you can cheer on new players who will someday move on to MLB teams a la Jonny Damon.
#Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14059521941
2010-05-15 15:14:40
stevejmoore: Thanks for the well wishes! @OzarksWP @jamsterus @hrmason @edtechsteve @amandacdykes @tenteacher
@chadsansing @mbteach @dgilson @ScottElias
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14042343279
2010-05-15 15:12:40
stevejmoore: Thanks for the well wishes! @DrDial @RegalhcsA @johawke @cb717 @echoln @teacherspirit
@donalynbooks @JenAnsbach @Jenny86753oh9 @irasocol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14042236009
2010-05-15 15:11:24
stevejmoore: Thanks for all the well wishes! @caseydaugherty @pammoran @averyteach @copyjockey @bniebling
@johnsonmaryj @bltg @terri_science @dianadell
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/14042166332
2010-05-14 18:11:36
stevejmoore: "It's like raaaain on your graduation day, it's a free lunch 'cause your parents pay..." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13989737174
2010-05-14 16:42:10
stevejmoore: Educators I enjoy following and learning from: @billcelis @scottelias @kylepace @kevcreutz @drdial
@wmchamberlain @bhwilkott @educationceo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13985557371
2010-05-14 16:37:12
stevejmoore: listening to @kenroyal interview @nmhs_principal on the ERT about setting technology precedents
http://bit.ly/b9rodV #EdTech

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13985323109
2010-05-14 14:50:51
stevejmoore: RT @DalaiLama: If you have love and compassion towards all living beings, particularly toward your enemy,
that is true love and compassion.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13980266589
2010-05-14 14:49:27
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: RT @willrich45: Science Teacher Shares Inquiry-Based Learning in His Classroom:
http://bit.ly/cRMhys via @danmeyer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13980199255
2010-05-14 04:55:20
stevejmoore: Okay @MissouriState, thanks for the past 1.5 years of fun. I'm ready to take that Master's tomorrow. We're cool
w/ the tuition thing right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13957560326
2010-05-14 01:46:43
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty congrats to your sister! I bet it was exciting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13948205128
2010-05-13 21:50:35
stevejmoore: Missouri Students examine oil spill's impact. http://bit.ly/9JgOWj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13936505255
2010-05-13 21:46:51
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: Many students are familiar with the card catalog in the library." // Really? A card catalog?
http://bit.ly/bXSTF2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13936340952
2010-05-13 21:46:06
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I had bad reception at school all day too, I think it may've just been all the storms :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13936307816
2010-05-13 21:44:31
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Technology Institute offers a chance to network with colleagues. Early-bird price ends May 21!
http://bit.ly/cZvSwE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13936237738
2010-05-13 16:01:10
stevejmoore: I've learned a lot about pedagogy through tutoring math this semester. Since I'm not a "math" person, kids learn to
teach me. I see process.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13921272549
2010-05-13 12:53:08
stevejmoore: Coming to school just in time to take cover for nearby tornadoes is not what I had in mind for today... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13912172859
2010-05-12 19:24:52
stevejmoore: RT @SigningElle: How will the proposed FCC cuts to Video Relay reimbursements affect the Deaf in the U.S.?
http://ow.ly/1KgXD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13867498071
2010-05-12 17:22:09
stevejmoore: RT @TeachPaperless: Hey PLN: Looking for examples of Digital Humanities initiatives at the high school level.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13862211297
2010-05-12 17:20:00
stevejmoore: "The Riddle that we guess We speedily despise - Not anything is stale so long As Yesterday's Surprise."
~@EmilyEDickinson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13862111418
2010-05-12 17:03:35
stevejmoore: @rcburrell But #EdMoore has so much potential...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13861365833

2010-05-12 16:05:58
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I bet he could get a few hits if we pump up his persona. #EdMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13858692612
2010-05-12 15:58:36
stevejmoore: Having WSJ cover sports is rather like having Miss Jane Austen write them for you, with Mr. Darcy batting...
http://n.pr/d31Ntp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13858342022
2010-05-12 15:49:31
stevejmoore: @rcburrell All the time. #EdMoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13857918011
2010-05-12 15:49:07
stevejmoore: #Grammar Trying to decide if, on Friday, I "will have graduated" or "will have been graduated." Transitive?
Intransitive? Common? Proper?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13857899663
2010-05-12 15:46:53
stevejmoore: Reading various views in the latest Kappan about performance pay for teachers. http://pdkconnect.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13857794972
2010-05-12 15:44:45
stevejmoore: I love seeing students truly excited and taking initiative for their own learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13857690173
2010-05-12 15:41:40
stevejmoore: RT @21stprincipal: Need schools where "change is embraced as opportunity rather than coped with as a
problem." Schlechty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13857539829
2010-05-12 12:50:09
stevejmoore: @colonelb Let us know what you think of Zhao!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13849204784
2010-05-12 01:51:22
stevejmoore: Congratulations to all the wonderful Republic Graduates of 2010! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13823556020
2010-05-11 01:31:16
stevejmoore: @engltchrleo It feels great!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13760740303
2010-05-11 01:30:32
stevejmoore: @jorech My money's on you in the kneepads, the other guys don't even have a helicopter on their side!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13760702151
2010-05-11 00:58:15
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl @dianadell @msstewart @FriedBob @blairteach thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13759008550
2010-05-11 00:52:28
stevejmoore: Done with my comps! Done done done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13758714082
2010-05-10 22:24:26
stevejmoore: Watching my peers present their individual research now. Go team! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13751259368
2010-05-10 21:23:31
stevejmoore: Group presentation/grilling is done! Now for my individual #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13748507400
2010-05-10 19:35:09
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 Hang in there man, I've been there this Spring. It's hard to feel as though you did well, but weren't

chosen. #jobhunt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13743996392
2010-05-10 19:14:18
stevejmoore: Conditional statement of the day: IF Thesis=Bound, THEN Steve=Unbound. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13743153097
2010-05-10 17:39:11
stevejmoore: Wooo the thesis is being printed and bound! http://twitpic.com/1mqi1k
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13738850927
2010-05-10 15:57:27
stevejmoore: RT @ghartman anyone know where students can setup a fake social networking profile? I know I saw a link like
this b4 and I can't find it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13733624206
2010-05-10 15:57:03
stevejmoore: @klbz @averyteach thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13733606465
2010-05-10 15:20:14
stevejmoore: Great article on Differential from @delgore http://bit.ly/chupkX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13731934145
2010-05-10 15:15:43
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: This week's #edchat poll is up! Have you voted? http://twtpoll.com/r/32a8dm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13731726056
2010-05-10 15:09:46
stevejmoore: Tried to be #green and made my 115 pg indep study a PDF for my advisor to view online. Just got an email back
that said "I'll print it off"!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13731450400
2010-05-10 14:36:52
stevejmoore: Comps oral presentations today, thesis printing, and then I'm DONE.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13729931775
2010-05-09 20:08:32
stevejmoore: New comments on the MEC blogger Forum. Share your voice Missouri Teachers! http://bit.ly/bqZDyn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13685460208
2010-05-09 19:32:37
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: CNN headline story right now "Goodbye Stimulus, Goodbye Teachers...." http://bit.ly/crNXx7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13683993589
2010-05-08 03:59:17
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe No. $42.00 would be the perfect pump. I'm sorry Chris.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13588640517
2010-05-08 02:53:57
stevejmoore: @averyteach thanks for the mention! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13585514012
2010-05-08 01:50:39
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Checking out "@OzarksWP Youth Writing Conference" via @tmmaerke: http://ning.it/b0Mnae
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13582432065
2010-05-08 01:50:06
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 one of my favorite restaurants!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13582404426
2010-05-08 01:23:28
stevejmoore: @AddieGaines yeah, I would've been okay, it just would've put me in a bad mood for a while until it was fixed.
Back to good now :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13581103708

2010-05-08 01:10:44
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/duQWdr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13580483919
2010-05-08 00:21:13
stevejmoore: @dpeter I think its use arises naturally when people are driven to conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13578140774
2010-05-08 00:18:23
stevejmoore: @dpeter I always say that the increase of good pedagogy and collaborative conversation will give rise to use of
more technology
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13578009611
2010-05-08 00:15:12
stevejmoore: got my flash drive back AND recovered my presentation. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13577861748
2010-05-08 23:24:18
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Twitter is like teaching. You never really know who you are affecting because most of your
students or followers never sa ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13634260645
2010-05-08 23:20:45
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Did You Read the Directions? http://bit.ly/9u0OC1 <-- one more reason rubrics are at best
unhelpful and at worst harmful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13634115464
2010-05-08 23:19:31
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Do principals represent those above them (superintendants) or the teachers in their schools?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13634063578
2010-05-08 23:18:41
stevejmoore: It is possibly the best album of all-time RT @nprbooks The Enduring Legacy Of 'Kind Of Blue'
http://n.pr/cvFDt8 via @carlstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13634029607
2010-05-08 21:11:45
stevejmoore: Take Five + Mission: Impossible Theme + @nprnews theme = 1 classy transition
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13629090890
2010-05-08 17:23:19
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 thanks! Now I've only got my presentations and I graduate on Friday! I'm sure you're counting
down to summer as well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13619732471
2010-05-08 16:31:36
stevejmoore: 115 Pages. Done. Turned in.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13617223464
2010-05-08 15:24:55
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Checking out "Do Teachers Belong In Politics?" by @wmchamberlain http://ning.it/dmvDPi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13613839403
2010-05-08 15:24:42
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 :) It was time for a change for the crazy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13613827960
2010-05-08 15:24:05
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @socratech: PLN Help: Looking for technology proficiency/values/use surveys that you
administer to staff.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13613796506
2010-05-08 15:23:23
stevejmoore: RT @thart74: From @PresentationZen - Presentations that Stick http://bit.ly/aALm6I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13613760563

2010-05-08 15:22:48
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: Michael Feldman just said "we're gonna rock juanita k". #whad'yaknow? :) // I love it!
~@ksmu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13613731016
2010-05-07 23:21:32
stevejmoore: @aimeebogush HA! I love it. My department chair actually suggested that we all make hats next week, it'd be
therapeutic.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13575387779
2010-05-07 23:13:47
stevejmoore: @joe_bower Thanks Joe :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13575039582
2010-05-07 23:13:23
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Well, that would be "blocked-box" at school.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13575022245
2010-05-07 23:12:20
stevejmoore: @kylepace You weren't worried about me before the paper hat?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13574973151
2010-05-07 23:10:33
stevejmoore: Left my flash drive at school. BAH! #Why #Ready4FridayAlready
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13574885604
2010-05-07 23:02:34
stevejmoore: Finishing typing my last assignment and final of my last Master's degree course. Then I just have to present my
comps on Monday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13574532031
2010-05-07 23:01:59
stevejmoore: @FirstTeacher Luckily it wasn't totally lost, but I'm back to an older version now. Sigh.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13574505785
2010-05-07 23:01:29
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty just use the "waste" for good. Make sure it's compost and not just trash. Fertilize another
worthwhile effort w/ it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13574483271
2010-05-07 21:29:59
stevejmoore: Comps presentation file: corrupted. I knew PowerPoint was evil...but this has got to be criminal. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13570553691
2010-05-07 20:56:40
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty there's no need to explain wanting to catch up on tweets :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13569147417
2010-05-07 20:53:15
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I was way out of line, that was Vanilla Ice. #90sfail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13569006254
2010-05-07 03:03:56
stevejmoore: @joe_bower I've been reading you (your blog) a lot recently... I'm digging on it. Waiting for the right time to
write in response!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13525199212
2010-05-07 03:03:13
stevejmoore: If there ever was a processor of words more filled with woe, it was this Word and its love for illogical
formatting. OH NO. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13525162949
2010-05-07 02:53:10
stevejmoore: Eye on the prize. Eye on the prize. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13524652587

2010-05-06 03:19:03
stevejmoore: Kim Beasley shares her education blog: "Surviving Second"
http://www.facebook.com/missouried/posts/111439108897147
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13465918755
2010-05-06 02:24:09
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth good for you! I finally got my wife to join twitter, she's learning...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13462915639
2010-05-06 02:23:04
stevejmoore: @Nightenbelle @lionsima nothing wrong with a little fun while you're working :) I just proposed that all our
teachers make/wear hats next wk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13462860439
2010-05-06 01:25:42
stevejmoore: The Missouri Educator Community is always looking for new education blogs to feature. Know anyone too shy to
speak... http://bit.ly/cqJech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13459731213
2010-05-06 01:20:18
stevejmoore: While working within a 77 page document, save often. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13459431899
2010-05-06 01:03:54
stevejmoore: @jugermann oh good deal! let us hear about it later!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13458599224
2010-05-06 00:42:09
stevejmoore: @jugermann where's that meeting? Anything about education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13457456013
2010-05-06 00:13:22
stevejmoore: @Nightenbelle @JenAnsbach @pickledtreats @tenteacher @web20classroom I think making it my new profile
pic is the right decision :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13456034897
2010-05-06 00:04:25
stevejmoore: It's been a stressful week, so I made myself a paper hat. Strangely, now I feel better. http://twitpic.com/1ldl8n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13455588366
2010-05-06 19:08:59
stevejmoore: The trouble with focusing on content as the primary role of ed is that there is an infinite amount of stuff
http://bit.ly/axo21i ~@jasonflom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13503142896
2010-05-06 13:20:42
stevejmoore: [reading] via @chadsansing: can you have democratic ed if it's only "us" & not "them?" @CoopCatalyst
http://bit.ly/9ALA9w
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13486970053
2010-05-06 13:17:57
stevejmoore: 5 Educator Guest Posts This Week on Microsoftâ€™s Teacher Tech Blog http://tinyurl.com/2ufpogx (via @ozge)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13486835652
2010-05-06 13:03:44
stevejmoore: Today in 1940, Steinbeck wins Pulitzer for Grapes of Wrath http://bit.ly/d4jm3i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13486140923
2010-05-06 12:55:05
stevejmoore: [reading] @ChadRatliff via @LEARNNC: One Word sparks reluctant writers: http://bit.ly/a6AgIQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13485715649
2010-05-05 01:51:12
stevejmoore: Damn the torpedos! Boom goes the dynamite! I'm getting off the computer and watching last night's House. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13398092227

2010-05-05 01:47:18
stevejmoore: @hello_newman I am very jealous! I hope to see it on YouTube soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397882773
2010-05-05 01:46:10
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke Drupal is pretty cool (just read your old tweet) and pretty robust as well. It's a good
resource/platform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397818936
2010-05-05 01:44:13
stevejmoore: Just heard that the Missouri Music Edu Assoc doesn't require memorization of solos for state comp anymore.
That's what always plagued me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397709752
2010-05-05 01:43:03
stevejmoore: @hello_newman what kind of music do you all play? what instruments are there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397649053
2010-05-05 01:41:27
stevejmoore: @mbteach As a child, I just wanted to eat her hair (cinnamon buns!) #Leia #May4bwU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397562796
2010-05-05 01:40:22
stevejmoore: @hello_newman that sounds like fun! how many people are in your faculty band?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397503488
2010-05-05 01:33:57
stevejmoore: â€œWe all die. The goal isn't to live forever, the goal is to create something that will.â€
@nashworld)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13397166924

~Chuck Palahniuk (via

2010-05-05 01:28:43
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut why use 2010 technology (that's free) when you can use 1995 technology that you pay for!? #email
#blocking
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13396884916
2010-05-05 01:22:02
stevejmoore: Free books from the MEC to Addie Gaines and @TmMaerke are going out tomorrow! http://bit.ly/bpRZB4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13396524527
2010-05-05 00:46:33
stevejmoore: @mbteach that was my absolute favorite line as a kid, used to crack me up.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13394610367
2010-05-05 00:46:12
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke #geeksunited May the 4th be with you ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13394590640
2010-05-05 00:42:59
stevejmoore: "How long before you can make the jump to light speed?" #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13394414915
2010-05-05 00:38:39
stevejmoore: Internet newspaper image generators are taking notice... http://bit.ly/auljQN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13394185778
2010-05-05 22:10:22
stevejmoore: Teach simple machines with this cute flash game from MSI. http://bit.ly/dnvc8X
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13450200371
2010-05-05 22:06:10
stevejmoore: RT @jackiegerstein: Simple Machines (Museum Science Industry Chicago: ) http://bit.ly/2K05JQ fun game-nice
interface
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13450010215

2010-05-05 20:03:01
stevejmoore: @DanielPink that was my favorite sign as well as "The Jew's Ear Juice" http://nyti.ms/9VRcD5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13444612851
2010-05-05 20:01:34
stevejmoore: RT @GuyKawasaki: Giant (and free) collection of Photoshop gradients http://idek.net/1SME
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13444551435
2010-05-05 20:01:16
stevejmoore: There are some days I just think, "I have so much more to learn." And that's okay.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13444537553
2010-05-05 19:54:26
stevejmoore: RT @poh: I would like to see the Diaspora project, a decentralized "anti-Facebook," gain traction.
http://ow.ly/1Hr3W
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13444252806
2010-05-05 19:33:13
stevejmoore: MO Educator PLN: Read @MSTA's FAQ on #RTTT http://bit.ly/dbuCSu (This tweet fulfills my acronym quota
for the day)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13443371613
2010-05-05 19:27:28
stevejmoore: Stanford Design School http://bit.ly/bchzDW and Some in Arizona http://bit.ly/a9TYC9 value play as an
important part of life and learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13443131084
2010-05-05 18:21:25
stevejmoore: RT @ScholasticTeach: What does your school do to foster professional learning? Leave a comment:
http://bit.ly/9q4l0Y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13440377906
2010-05-05 13:32:28
stevejmoore: Deep breath before EOC testing begins...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13426500017
2010-05-04 23:46:29
stevejmoore: "Help! I think I'm melting! This is all your fault! " ~C-3PO #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13391607789
2010-05-04 22:51:37
stevejmoore: "Marching into the detention area is not what I had in mind." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13389049429
2010-05-04 22:29:30
stevejmoore: "We have an emergency alert in detention block AA-23." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13388066412
2010-05-04 22:27:17
stevejmoore: @sraslim @daveandcori May the fourth be with you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13387967194
2010-05-04 21:36:34
stevejmoore: "Never tell me the odds." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13385695912
2010-05-04 20:29:39
stevejmoore: Really enjoying listening to Freelance Whales http://bit.ly/9ahxio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13382774242
2010-05-03 23:04:44
stevejmoore: @FriedBob good deal! Will you be able to work remotely?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13331289792
2010-05-03 20:57:20

stevejmoore: @FriedBob oh yeah? Your job change or your wife's?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13325564887
2010-05-03 20:26:41
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz sounds like a fun trip for the kids! I'm kind of a lepidopterophobe, but I survived a trip to the
Butterfly Palace w/ my wife.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13324265021
2010-05-03 20:24:24
stevejmoore: @FriedBob yep, moving to KC this summer. I'll be there in June for @GKCWP if you're ever traveling that way,
give me a shout!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13324168935
2010-05-03 20:13:25
stevejmoore: http://xkcd.com/732/ and I don't even have an HDTV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13323700741
2010-05-03 19:58:39
stevejmoore: @gravesle I'm not from Michigan, so that T-shirt logo kinda just looks like a shark that's been run over by a bus.
Where's the Mitten!? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13323077903
2010-05-03 19:50:13
stevejmoore: @carlstewart Dr. Burling could have been the chef, "No, we need less feudalistic appetizers. Those potatoes
have oppressive flavor!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13322730151
2010-05-03 19:48:10
stevejmoore: My AirLiner tablet is driving me nuts today, any time I turn my ear toward it, I hear a debilitating high-pitched
ringing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13322645107
2010-05-03 19:22:10
stevejmoore: @shareski I second what @msstewart says. Using filtering policy as a classroom mgmt tool. buying tech and
hoping people learn to use it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13321558036
2010-05-03 19:19:58
stevejmoore: I'm willing to bet that over half of all "unsubscribe from this email" links do absolutely nothing. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13321465308
2010-05-03 18:28:59
stevejmoore: @kalinagoenglish sorry to hear about your data loss :/ we've all been there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13319320435
2010-05-03 18:27:57
stevejmoore: @carlstewart Just for you: Fragrant and Hot Marxism http://nyti.ms/8YXOFc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13319277597
2010-05-03 15:37:43
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain Haha, think there should be a TEDxMO in the future?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13311537962
2010-05-03 15:28:20
stevejmoore: RT @rainbowhill: Start Learning a Second Language For Free on YouTube: http://EzineArticles.com/3930274
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13311083414
2010-05-03 14:56:50
stevejmoore: @mdprier What kinds of state assessments are there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13309548073
2010-05-03 13:44:25
stevejmoore: @paulrwood I've been on the Beaver River, White River, and Bull Shoals in Arkansas. It's a beautiful place. Did
you grow up there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13306033572

2010-05-03 13:40:58
stevejmoore: @Waamster thanks for the response, is the gender splitting throughout K-12 for math?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13305875311
2010-05-03 13:39:18
stevejmoore: And now... End of Course testing all week + a giant pile of journals to grade. Thankfully I had a relaxing
weekend, time to work! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13305797663
2010-05-02 18:47:37
stevejmoore: @paulrwood Arkansas is really a beautiful place, I love the White River. Where's the Red?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13260163857
2010-05-02 14:53:52
stevejmoore: On the White River in Arkansas doing some trout fishing http://twitpic.com/1kbyo4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13249443894
2010-05-02 12:25:05
stevejmoore: I think I can count on one hand the number of Saturdays I've slept in past 7am this year. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13243079623
2010-05-02 12:21:50
stevejmoore: There aren't many places where you can throw your golf clubs in a boat, fish a while, then float to your course.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13242964705
2010-05-02 03:21:47
stevejmoore: @pammoran I like how you phrase it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13224392855
2010-05-02 03:21:09
stevejmoore: @joe_bower I do need to visit you Northern neighbors sometime! I've been to Seattle and the Great Lakes, but
haven't crossed the border yet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13224357100
2010-05-02 03:16:27
stevejmoore: @joe_bower where is that? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13224123748
2010-05-02 03:15:29
stevejmoore: @poh Thanks for the RT Paul!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13224077681
2010-05-02 03:15:20
stevejmoore: @pammoran Thanks! I really enjoyed her words.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13224069903
2010-05-02 02:45:13
stevejmoore: Sorry non-@gkcwp people, didn't realize that last link was protected :) Here's "Courage Is Contagious" on my
blog http://bit.ly/aaLVSf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13222614117
2010-05-02 02:34:43
stevejmoore: "Courage is Contagious" My alliterative thoughts upon reading Margaret Wheatley at #gkcwp today
(@writingproject) http://bit.ly/dk0oYZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13222107784
2010-05-01 23:58:09
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty had an awesome day at @GKCWP! can't wait for SI :) You? How was @OzarksWP mtg?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13215111671
2010-05-01 23:56:49
stevejmoore: Back in Springfield, now leaving to Golden, MO to go golfing and fishing with my father-in-law. #weekend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13215058504
2010-05-01 22:48:29

stevejmoore: @mdprier always stop in Osceola for cheese :) and this tweet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13212342326
2010-05-01 22:44:38
stevejmoore: Driving through Midwestern thunderstorms and listening to "Yonder Come the Blues" by Jakob Dylan #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13212195046
2010-05-01 18:04:47
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: Educators do not need to be Masters of Tech, only Advocates. An understanding of Tech will
guide students to skills of th ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13201181103
2010-05-01 17:10:23
stevejmoore: Words at #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/ajJH3f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13198747249
2010-05-01 17:09:23
stevejmoore: Significant phrases at #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/cO6GZw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13198700666
2010-05-01 17:05:22
stevejmoore: Pieces of text rendering from #gkcwp #Cinch: http://bit.ly/cS2R5y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13198515499
2010-05-01 16:27:27
stevejmoore: The E Grey Diamond "Diastole" house at UMKC is one of the coolest places I've been. My heart feels at rest. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13196700982
2010-04-30 20:49:11
stevejmoore: Wisdom = (Knowledge + Experience) x Reflection
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13149744489
2010-04-30 20:39:25
stevejmoore: Back to KC this weekend for the 1st Summer Institute meeting of the @GKCWP @WritingProject!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13149337722
2010-04-30 19:28:29
stevejmoore: Anyone else having trouble lately with wikispaces giving http errors?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13146353135
2010-04-30 19:01:56
stevejmoore: For legal quandaries, follow @JonBecker & @EdJurist #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13145235645
2010-04-30 18:59:53
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain @21stprincipal anytime!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13145140616
2010-04-30 18:59:37
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut interesting... thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13145129461
2010-04-30 18:59:20
stevejmoore: @paulbogush truly singular or just a vast majority singular?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13145117156
2010-04-30 18:56:30
stevejmoore: For teachers and admins who are just straight up awesome follow @JasonFlom @Msstewart @mbteach @poh
@paulbogush @bltg @scottelias @joe_bower
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144992480
2010-04-30 18:53:29
stevejmoore: For truly worthwhile education journalism, PD, and research, follow @ASCD @ASCD_Inservice $
@Ed_Leadership #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144861211

2010-04-30 18:50:55
stevejmoore: For sharp principals plugged in to smart uses of social media follow @NMHS_Principal & @21stprincipal
#followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144748630
2010-04-30 18:49:40
stevejmoore: For authentic classroom examples of smart teaching, follow @wmchamberlain & @RussGoerend #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144692947
2010-04-30 18:48:30
stevejmoore: For smart #edtech that will integrate well w/ instruction seek out @web20classroom & @KylePace
#followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144642803
2010-04-30 18:47:48
stevejmoore: I need to give some #followfriday suggestions for teachers. @JerridKruse and @Irasocol are rhetoric/dialogue
warriors, must follows!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144611833
2010-04-30 18:43:46
stevejmoore: [reading] via @jerridkruse "if you develop a good school the test scores will take care of themselves"
http://bit.ly/cZGpE6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144437497
2010-04-30 18:39:01
stevejmoore: Researching mobile options for grading/attendance. Any apps/software out there you've seen? #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144234224
2010-04-30 18:36:27
stevejmoore: RT @poh: Really interesting site via @DoremiGirl 10 Ways to Improve News Media for Young People
http://ht.ly/1FiPw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144124276
2010-04-30 18:35:29
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144082470
2010-04-30 18:35:20
stevejmoore: @Waamster why split for math? is it a pilot program?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144076352
2010-04-30 18:34:59
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut what grades? why do you think it is successful?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13144060531
2010-04-30 17:54:07
stevejmoore: Who has experience with single-gender classrooms? What ages?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13142218366
2010-04-30 04:11:09
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: A #ff or #followfriday hashtag appears at the end of a recommendation of somone worth
following on Twitter Make'm & Take' ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13109852837
2010-04-30 04:10:18
stevejmoore: @rcburrell why is everyone yelling!!? #ads
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13109818100
2010-04-30 01:36:48
stevejmoore: Share your thoughts about creative teaching moments on the Missouri Ed Ning. http://bit.ly/dmFj7g
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13102447251
2010-04-30 00:46:40
stevejmoore: Thesis... I almost have you now... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13099926826

2010-04-29 02:25:36
stevejmoore: My sister got to meet BILL NYE! I'm so incredibly jealous!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13044140947
2010-04-29 23:43:49
stevejmoore: Listening to Gary Burton on @NPRmusic while formatting my APA tables and appendices #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13096896662
2010-04-29 21:56:07
stevejmoore: Okay, who broke 3G in Springfield? Fess up! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13091898623
2010-04-29 21:04:47
stevejmoore: @poorheather I'd jam to that in an elevator or grocery...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13089658924
2010-04-29 20:03:25
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst @JasonFlom: Her curriculum sounds anything but standardized. Sarah Brown Wessling,
Teacher of the Year http://huff.to/aFbDYZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13086902502
2010-04-29 20:02:38
stevejmoore: My wife (@evacmoore) is brand new to Twitter! Welcome her and send your best suggestions/links/howto's/advice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13086867473
2010-04-29 17:07:54
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain Marching band brought us together...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13079317264
2010-04-29 17:06:36
stevejmoore: My afternoon reading: How to Use Computers as a Resource. http://twitpic.com/1jeyxx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13079263335
2010-04-29 16:02:26
stevejmoore: 9 years ago tonight, I asked my now wife to be my girlfriend. She had no idea...poor girl :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13076228638
2010-04-29 15:56:28
stevejmoore: [reading] via @mcleod: Throwing younger teachers to the wolves http://post.ly/dzU0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13075928205
2010-04-29 15:54:40
stevejmoore: @KCPT Where did Jim Lehrer come to speak? KCPT studios?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13075839451
2010-04-29 15:49:23
stevejmoore: @kditzler keep chuggin' along :) Pour yourself another coffee and smile big.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13075580934
2010-04-29 15:42:36
stevejmoore: My wireless mouse batteries are dying, thieving the ones from my projector remote only works for so long...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13075249123
2010-04-29 15:41:41
stevejmoore: Reading about Gen Y teachers in @Ed_Leadership and reflecting on my habits and practices.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13075204620
2010-04-29 13:49:37
stevejmoore: [Reading] via @Ed_Leadership "Teacher quality is not a single concept with a single meaning."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13069573694
2010-04-29 12:56:37
stevejmoore: RT @rmbyrne: Great visuals here: Smarter leaders braindump http://bit.ly/dr7ScU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13066994129

2010-04-29 12:47:44
stevejmoore: @kditzler You can do it all. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13066602993
2010-04-28 21:49:39
stevejmoore: @yess321 thanks! Best of luck finishing your Ph.D!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13030224967
2010-04-28 21:36:47
stevejmoore: Reading @HarvardBiz's http://bit.ly/dz0TTB rule of "strategy" and thinking of Yong Zhao's ideas... What are the
rivals of good education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13029664882
2010-04-28 21:35:13
stevejmoore: We don't stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we stop playing.~George Bernard Shaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13029597942
2010-04-28 21:19:05
stevejmoore: Last meeting of my admin internship group tonight, excited to turn in my binder and leave! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13028889211
2010-04-28 21:16:08
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain Apple Pie!? "How are you today?" "AP" "AYSOS?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13028759620
2010-04-28 20:22:44
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain haha, wow I had to think about "pmp" new lingo for me! Not something a cannibal would
say :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13026251056
2010-04-28 20:20:26
stevejmoore: @LearnBoost thank you! I've tried to focus on my positive peers, b/c everyone gets discouraged, but some are
just chronic energy vacuums
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13026147194
2010-04-28 20:19:28
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain om nom nom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13026103534
2010-04-28 20:14:30
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD Are we out of fashion? We think supporting good teachers should be in vogue: http://bit.ly/cdbhKs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13025880703
2010-04-28 20:11:49
stevejmoore: @edutopia Worst/most surprising thing to encounter as a new teacher: negative/discouraging attitudes from
veterans. Cannibalistic negativity
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13025761752
2010-04-28 20:09:36
stevejmoore: @michellek107 Seek the @TomWhitby... He will let the PLN wisdom flow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13025662324
2010-04-28 18:26:57
stevejmoore: @jonbecker "Any info u produce in ur job is official school info. Official info cant be posted on websites not
owned/contractd by district."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13021048368
2010-04-28 16:02:28
stevejmoore: RT @JasonFlom @ASCD The key to saving American education is supporting good teaching--rebuttal to
@Newsweek http://bit.ly/9keiZm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13014235331
2010-04-28 15:44:33
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I'd take a picture to prove it, but that would just look weird. My wife did a "pleat purge" of my
closet when we got married :P

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13013323038
2010-04-28 12:56:56
stevejmoore: @dgilson It's good stuff man, really good stuff. Hear about grad programs yet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13004779726
2010-04-28 12:44:38
stevejmoore: Didn't even know I owned a pair of pleated pants. Time to do laundry. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13004212197
2010-04-28 12:44:12
stevejmoore: [reading] @LindaAragoni: A cause-and-effect essay includes elements of both narrative & persuasive essay.
http://bit.ly/ANH4o #english
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/13004192258
2010-04-28 04:07:38
stevejmoore: @dgilson Hey D, is that all your work at @thecoffeeethic? Me and Caleb Stokes were there the other night and
we are fans
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12986636537
2010-04-28 02:21:29
stevejmoore: @bltg @JenAnsbach @Aaron_Eyler thanks for the encouragement :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12981256910
2010-04-28 01:27:14
stevejmoore: @iteachgrade2 @mattguthrie @tmsaue1 @JasonFlom @averyteach thanks for the mentions & RTs today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12978282766
2010-04-28 01:26:15
stevejmoore: Thesis Edits: Round Two. I will conquer this beast, tame it, and ride it to graduation.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12978231390
2010-04-27 18:54:21
stevejmoore: RT @TeachPaperless: I love teaching.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959442619
2010-04-27 18:53:53
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 yes annual fees for ASCD, but well worth it. @Ed_Leadership magazine alone is worth the basic
price I think.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959424368
2010-04-27 18:49:24
stevejmoore: @jugermann most definitely. Speaking out against status quo without any intention to build a cooperative solution
is reckless. Must collab.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959247606
2010-04-27 18:44:30
stevejmoore: @irasocol the IJEPL operates with an open source journal and peer review system that you can download and
use yourself on another site
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959048055
2010-04-27 18:43:42
stevejmoore: @irasocol have you seen http://journals.sfu.ca/ijepl/index.php/ijepl ? I attended a session at #ASCD10 about this
journal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959016028
2010-04-27 17:23:27
stevejmoore: Lots of interesting tweeting going on surrounding the #AERA conference in Denver today.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12955753210
2010-04-27 16:52:34
stevejmoore: Teachers who rock the boat are more often reprimanded than rewarded. If the boat doesn't rock, it prob won't
move. (via @michellek107)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12954398741

2010-04-27 16:02:13
stevejmoore: @miketsimpson @erictownsley @joe_bower @miketsimpson @profspears I'm investigating the reasoning
behind blocking Prezi...will report soon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12952165552
2010-04-27 16:00:34
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe @andrewvorce @mattguthrie @stoppedupmath others have confirmed that Sonic uses that tag line
often...I still think it's strange
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12952088358
2010-04-27 15:54:13
stevejmoore: [reading] via @DianeRav in EdWeek "Assessments should be a counseling resource, not a source of extrinsic
motivation" http://bit.ly/chV79X
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12951788599
2010-04-27 02:20:39
stevejmoore: Server at Sonic said over the intercom to me, "it was an honor to serve you today sir." Really? Is this a feudal
drive-through? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12920368680
2010-04-27 00:16:21
stevejmoore: @kylepace Diigo is awesome, use the toolbar in FF and when you click to bkmrk make sure u highlilght
something it will auto paste into bkmk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12913991007
2010-04-27 23:37:12
stevejmoore: Just took a 20 min drive all the way out to SE Nixa to discover that my night class isn't meeting until tomorrow.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12972420345
2010-04-27 19:13:33
stevejmoore: @irasocol that open journal software I referenced before is kinda burried on the IJEPL site here it is:
http://pkp.sfu.ca/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12960225039
2010-04-27 19:07:53
stevejmoore: RT @KCStar: Shawnee Mission tells 37 teachers they won't be rehired http://bit.ly/bl1EQu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959996084
2010-04-27 19:07:09
stevejmoore: I love how @JerridKruse phrases this struggle in education: Are we a bicycle or a tricycle? http://bit.ly/dnJbAe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959966072
2010-04-27 18:56:51
stevejmoore: @msstewart that. is an awesome quote. #teacherstaughtbystudents
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959542184
2010-04-27 18:55:56
stevejmoore: @KylePace did you get Diigo figured out or did you go somewhere else for your bookmarking needs?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12959505589
2010-04-26 20:10:20
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse English as a Foreign Language I believe #EFL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12902060170
2010-04-26 20:05:24
stevejmoore: @mctownsley @plugusin @shareski I always say "principal" needs to be an adjective modifying "teacher" as
well as a noun meaning "admin"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12901841293
2010-04-26 20:04:10
stevejmoore: Note to anyone shopping for a netbook, stay away from Windows 7 Starter. What you save in battery life and size
you pay for in performance
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12901785564

2010-04-26 20:00:33
stevejmoore: RT @shareski: The best school administrators I've seen view themselves as instructional leaders first,
administrators second.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12901617462
2010-04-26 19:30:38
stevejmoore: @EricTownsley waiting to hear back after making a request to unblock it. Usual response is just a blanket "no"
sadly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12900299061
2010-04-26 19:22:03
stevejmoore: It's a real shame that Prezi is now blocked at my school. The kids really liked it the last time I used it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12899919732
2010-04-26 18:53:12
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain oh really!? I had no idea #outoftheloop
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12898638933
2010-04-26 18:49:55
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain maybe someone should start #edchat2 on Wed for the topic that gets 2nd most votes :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12898495406
2010-04-26 18:49:14
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I agree, there are some great tech topics, but keep finding myself wanting to discuss the other
great topics!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12898465953
2010-04-26 18:34:15
stevejmoore: Student paper intro: "Fighting has been around since the beginning of time. The first MMA event was in 1993 (<-beginning of time)" #LoveIt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12897816548
2010-04-26 18:32:16
stevejmoore: @grammargirl I love the "versing" Google Map in the email for today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12897731083
2010-04-26 18:31:00
stevejmoore: @mbteach Finishing Jackson's book now and am writing notes feverishly. I can't wait to blog about it later, not
until my thesis is done tho!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12897675304
2010-04-26 18:17:15
stevejmoore: @mbteach you and I are kin in our love of @ASCD books :) I don't think there's been a time when I haven't had
one in progress this year
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12897078155
2010-04-26 18:16:29
stevejmoore: Vote #4 on the #Edchat poll for this week! http://twtpoll.com/r/o7hqs7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12897046007
2010-04-26 18:15:23
stevejmoore: Have you voted for tomorrow's #edchat topic yet? via @aldtucker @web20classroom @tomwhitby @kylepace
http://bit.ly/adOfh1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12896998960
2010-04-26 18:05:02
stevejmoore: [reading] "If no one ever challenges my ideas, how will I know what I truly believe?" via @mbteach on
surrounding yourself w/ smart people.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12896552279
2010-04-26 17:50:40
stevejmoore: @jimconn haha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12895909939
2010-04-26 17:47:44

stevejmoore: Have been reading Robyn Jackson lately and am really plugging into her ideas: confront the brutal facts, maintain
unwavering faith. Repeat.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12895779278
2010-04-25 01:31:15
stevejmoore: Nothing like a good wedding to get your mind off things :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12794660677
2010-04-25 23:56:04
stevejmoore: After several weeks of driving to KC every single weekend, I've got some serious catching up to do! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12850437156
2010-04-25 17:06:36
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, no sadly but I'd marry my wife again any day too :) it was two of our good friends gettin'
hiched
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12831952927
2010-04-25 17:04:43
stevejmoore: @stoppedupmath hey congrats on discovering the magic that is the press! I never add cream/sugar, but it's just to
taste.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12831863139
2010-04-25 17:02:58
stevejmoore: Glad to see the #Royals have sunk comfortably back into that old easy chair that is last place. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12831779417
2010-04-24 00:23:35
stevejmoore: Friday rush hour in KC + forgotten wallet = cherry on top of my day /sigh #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12733294644
2010-04-24 18:02:24
stevejmoore: Getting ready for a wonderful (if rainy) wedding at Powell Gardens #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12775920178
2010-04-23 22:38:46
stevejmoore: I try sometimes... /sigh http://bit.ly/Yuvb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12728492193
2010-04-23 21:53:12
stevejmoore: Sometimes things are just not meant to be, even when they seem perfect. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12726451269
2010-04-23 17:34:25
stevejmoore: Getting ready to listen to Dr. Bonita Butner of UMKC present on #RTTT implications for Ed Leadership
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12714977405
2010-04-23 17:01:30
stevejmoore: Checking out @profspears awesome display at MPEA in Columbia, MO http://twitpic.com/1hsp0t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12713315808
2010-04-23 14:55:44
stevejmoore: Excited to learn from my esteemed peers today from around Missouri @ MPEA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12706508054
2010-04-23 14:52:31
stevejmoore: RT @dpeter: Thinking of BOOLEAN operators, do we teach AND learn, teach OR learn or teach NOT learn?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12706334327
2010-04-23 14:14:41
stevejmoore: I have the most boring poster here so far @ MPEA. :-P Missouri State, where's your research poster printing
budget?! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12704269741
2010-04-22 02:24:00
stevejmoore: Just sent in my thesis paper for another round of edits... hoping for minimal red ink and a pending stamp of

approval.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12613736644
2010-04-22 01:29:51
stevejmoore: @ghartman Hmmm, Bit.ly failure: try this--> http://www.fodey.com/generators/newspaper/snippet.asp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12610833515
2010-04-22 01:22:37
stevejmoore: Create your own newspaper clipping http://bit.ly/akGStp (via @SuzanneWhisler)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12610457724
2010-04-22 01:18:32
stevejmoore: RT @ksmu: Local Fifth Grader Aims to Make a Difference Using Bubble Wrap http://ow.ly/178npP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12610241881
2010-04-22 01:05:22
stevejmoore: I am a fan of the Windows 7 "snap" feature, but having multiple monitors really throws it off... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12609530721
2010-04-22 00:52:18
stevejmoore: @The1066 haha, another classic!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12608847570
2010-04-22 00:31:54
stevejmoore: @The1066 Totally Blake, haha. Songs of Innocence and Experience?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12607805142
2010-04-22 19:38:11
stevejmoore: New! "Why Celebrate Earth Day?" via A@JasonFlom http://bit.ly/aPlwWE #green /via @edutopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12657088973
2010-04-22 19:37:17
stevejmoore: In KC today for a wedding rehersal at Powell Gardens, then off to MU tomorrow to present my research @
MPEA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12657048420
2010-04-22 05:15:25
stevejmoore: Chipping away at things slowly: only 9 pages due before Tuesday now and then another 10 days after that to do
between 10-20 more. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12621682918
2010-04-22 05:13:40
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr I know my data are fine, it's just a matter of getting all the little formatting details correct now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12621619556
2010-04-22 05:12:46
stevejmoore: @rosamariatorres @pig__ you might check out this article http://www.pinyin.info/chinese/crisis.html on that
Chinese character via @moehlert
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12621586788
2010-04-21 04:37:02
stevejmoore: @BarbInNebraska @cronkb set us straight via @APAstylebook "ay-yah-FYAH'-plah-yer-kuh-duhl" #glacier
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12558405113
2010-04-21 04:35:52
stevejmoore: Who has two thumbs and loves formatting tables of data in APA 6th ed.? *This Guy* #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12558359190
2010-04-21 02:34:50
stevejmoore: Icelandic musician takes on the famous glacier's moniker http://bit.ly/aqgukj via @KelseyProud #Video
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12552620837
2010-04-21 02:31:15
stevejmoore: Practicing saying "EyjafjallajÃ¶kull" just in case I have to drop it (like it's hot) in class.
#KnowYourIcelandicGlaciers

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12552439162
2010-04-21 02:25:51
stevejmoore: Going to catch up on some @CharlieRoseShow and wind down for the night. #Journalism
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12552161318
2010-04-21 02:07:52
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I know what you mean about being off twitter for a while. I won't be on regularly again until get to
graduation alive May 14!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12551259516
2010-04-21 02:05:04
stevejmoore: @The1066 reading Midsummer Night's Dream?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12551109143
2010-04-21 19:17:49
stevejmoore: [reading] by @fisher1000: New Blog Post: AUTHENTIC TASKS? NEW FORMS? WRITE A GRANT!
http://tinyurl.com/2djr75n on @ASCD EDge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12593165296
2010-04-21 19:05:48
stevejmoore: Headlines from My High School Newspaper. By Shaj Matthew http://bit.ly/dqUkGC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592661737
2010-04-21 18:58:32
stevejmoore: Death metal lyrics or William Blake quote? http://bit.ly/cSsAIw (via @fncll) <--I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592346979
2010-04-21 18:56:37
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain that doesn't make it a good policy, but starting this important conversation is an arduous
process we must undertake
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592267933
2010-04-21 18:55:34
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain >>from Web misuse. I have a very supportive admin staff, but dist lawyers and insurers tell
ppl @ top "just say no" on Web
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592224203
2010-04-21 18:53:58
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain if anything, we haven't cut off social contact, we've increased it in person, but many admins
are terrified of litigation >>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592158189
2010-04-21 18:52:13
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I do think there needs to be some filter, but when it is unquestionable and unammendable that
sends the wrong message
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12592085269
2010-04-21 18:49:54
stevejmoore: @TeachPaperless @shareski teachers all given $500 "slates" to use w/ projector, most only use it as wireless
mouse (if that) waste of $$
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591987977
2010-04-21 18:46:17
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain there are legitimate concerns about bullying online, but just as @budtheteacher says it's a
classroom mgmt issue not a tech 1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591837617
2010-04-21 18:41:04
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain fear of litigation should be addressed by sound policy that protects students, but that is flexible
and nimble.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591616958
2010-04-21 18:38:27
stevejmoore: @poh agreed! #greatminds :)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591506108
2010-04-21 18:33:33
stevejmoore: @poh exactly what I said, where is innovation allowed freely
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591297537
2010-04-21 18:32:00
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain that's what ends up happening, but it's sad when the best opportunities for indiv. learning are
forced out of the school
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12591230384
2010-04-20 21:19:15
stevejmoore: @moehlert Make that two linguistic strikes against me. Let me just thank you for the link to that longer article.
Very good reading! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12538002876
2010-04-20 21:18:31
stevejmoore: @moehlert I kinda like snark, not snarky in a pejorative way. Terse and authoritative perhaps. Then again I
suppose I'm snipping out "snide"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12537971414
2010-04-20 20:09:33
stevejmoore: @gericoats you might check my last tweet about that, I was in error.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12535026688
2010-04-20 02:02:36
stevejmoore: @russgoerend @elizabethfisher @tenteacher @poh @reportertanya @klbz @carlstewart Thanks for the replies
folks :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12490154558
2010-04-20 20:08:48
stevejmoore: I stand corrected! @moehlert informed me (rather snarkily) that "Um, no" my Chinese character reference was
flawed http://bit.ly/9JJ2Ad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12534995788
2010-04-20 02:00:29
stevejmoore: @The1066 So are you "the 1066" now because you're done with your taxes or b/c of you're the Norman
Invasion?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12490039349
2010-04-20 20:05:47
stevejmoore: Dbl Yikes! RT @B_Wagoner @ASCD There's a discussion on the Hill, tomorrow titled: Will Mobile
Technology Transform Learning, or Destroy It?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12534869583
2010-04-20 01:58:40
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I have no fishing gear actually. I just from my father-in-law's vast collection!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12489941380
2010-04-20 19:18:34
stevejmoore: @moehlert thanks for the fix on that, I had just read it in a book.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12532818388
2010-04-20 01:57:54
stevejmoore: Thanks to everyone on Twitter for the well wishes :) I'm looking forward to returning (regularly) post job-search
& master's degree (May).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12489901644
2010-04-20 17:30:43
stevejmoore: The Chinese character for "crisis" combines symbols for "danger" and "opportunity" ~Michael Lee-Chin (as
quoted by Roger Martin)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12528129829
2010-04-20 15:55:25
stevejmoore: @Jessica_Endaya I love listening to the @NPRnews puzzlers, I like Click & Clack the best!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12523541423
2010-04-20 15:54:15
stevejmoore: @Aaron_Eyler hey thanks! I was just reading this @KarlFisch post http://bit.ly/cyl4Qd that used it. I'll check out
that book too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12523481787
2010-04-20 15:50:42
stevejmoore: "Sign of intelligence is the ability to hold 2 opposing ideas in mind at the same time and still retain the ability to
function" ~Fitzgerald
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12523307456
2010-04-20 15:47:17
stevejmoore: via @DanielPink & @ASCD Ingenious ed reform from @karlfisch. Make "homework" class time and lectures
"homework." http://bit.ly/aAg1L2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12523136077
2010-04-20 15:42:31
stevejmoore: @FriedBob haha, that's funny considering they were all the subjects of my research...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12522903423
2010-04-20 15:40:26
stevejmoore: "True learning is figuring out how to use what you already know in order to go beyond what you already think."
Jerome Bruner #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12522800467
2010-04-19 22:37:41
stevejmoore: Death. By. PowerPoint.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12479862080
2010-04-19 18:36:26
stevejmoore: Just heard @garystager on @nprnews talking about #rttt and Arne Duncan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12469706268
2010-04-19 18:01:24
stevejmoore: Just had the absolute best interview of my life at Pleasant Hill. Hoping to hear good things :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12468261809
2010-04-19 15:01:08
stevejmoore: The best college application essay ever: Actual student accepted into NYU. http://bit.ly/iXYNO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12460038812
2010-04-18 21:28:15
stevejmoore: @KristinLHoward just got back to your A-team message, how'd they end up doing overall @ Kickapoo?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12418771799
2010-04-16 00:47:40
stevejmoore: I've been waiting for that nap for weeks. Ahhhh.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12254332291
2010-04-15 03:49:06
stevejmoore: Made some serious progress today on finishing my thesis and research poster. Very excited to represent MSU &
Republic at MPEA next week.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12203170449
2010-04-15 01:28:38
stevejmoore: Difference between "literally" and "figuratively" explained. http://bit.ly/bADdB1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12196228607
2010-04-15 20:37:54
stevejmoore: @MLPomerantz have fun! Let me know what you end up using! I love teaching poetry.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12242984328
2010-04-15 20:35:22
stevejmoore: @MLPomerantz I like, "I Chop Some Parsley While Listening to Art Blakey's Version of 'Three Blind Mice'" by

Billy Collins
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12242873202
2010-04-15 20:31:09
stevejmoore: @MLPomerantz what grade level? #animalpoem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12242685194
2010-04-15 20:30:32
stevejmoore: RT @shareski: Any PD where teachers learn, laugh and debate has to be considered a success.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12242657651
2010-04-15 20:30:13
stevejmoore: Just filled up my white board w/ sub notes. Looks intimidating so I wrote "You can do it!" at the end :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12242642335
2010-04-15 16:07:05
stevejmoore: Have the newest @Ed_Leadership magazine sitting at home, but no time to read it! So much great to soak up!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12230958570
2010-04-15 16:05:37
stevejmoore: Ever wonder why there's a dot over the letter "i"? Find out on @GrammarGirl's iPhone app:
http://j.mp/GGiPhone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12230883502
2010-04-15 15:52:55
stevejmoore: @rcburrell amen to that, I'm starting to see tables of data and student journal entries when I close my eyes!
#zugzug
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12230235905
2010-04-15 15:45:22
stevejmoore: @dgilson challenge me, I'm stevejmoore on Words with Friends, I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12229854389
2010-04-14 22:27:51
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst maybe you could get library checkout volume of textbooks vs non textbooks? That might be
public...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12187573627
2010-04-14 22:26:33
stevejmoore: @kylepace congrats on the #140conf panel spot! That's exciting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12187517875
2010-04-14 22:24:56
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst I'd say since your question is a bit longer, put it in a blog post and then people can RT the link.
Might get more exposure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12187446146
2010-04-14 22:06:19
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty If I'm not mistaken they are called "transporters" #geeksunited
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12186635313
2010-04-14 22:03:56
stevejmoore: Somewhere an intern is being reprimanded...Was just invited to the 2009 @NCTE Annual Convention in Philly.
Always wanted to try time travel!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12186530168
2010-04-14 20:24:13
stevejmoore: ProPublica, an independent, non-profit online newsroom, becomes the first online organization to win a Pulitzer
Prize. http://bit.ly/9CPjRS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12182216529
2010-04-14 20:20:40
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: The Career Ladder ping pong game continues, but now it looks like there's some hope.
http://tinyurl.com/y4cw3cf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12182064839

2010-04-14 20:17:24
stevejmoore: Twittering Teachers should check out @GrammarGirl's Rules for 140 Character style "Strunk & Twite"
http://bit.ly/9Mhl1D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12181923332
2010-04-14 17:12:23
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO haha, a good question might be "why do you value proper use of English?" then.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12174033655
2010-04-14 17:05:45
stevejmoore: "Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves." - Carl Jung
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12173736207
2010-04-14 16:55:14
stevejmoore: Library of Congress to archive all public Tweets http://tinyurl.com/y772vjc (via @GuyKawasaki)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12173247804
2010-04-14 16:04:58
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: 2cnd grade class would like help with their wiki http://bit.ly/9cjvzn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12170849323
2010-04-14 15:58:57
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst is that LOC tweet for real? Talk about a ton of data...Every tweet since 2006 would be 140
characters x...well, it's a ton!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12170539633
2010-04-14 15:57:29
stevejmoore: As someone who used to work amongst web designers, it makes me laugh when I see diff angles of the same
corporate clip art on edu websites.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12170467281
2010-04-14 15:45:42
stevejmoore: "Meaningful reflection is critical to honing and reflecting your teaching craft." ~ Robyn Jackson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12169885272
2010-04-14 15:44:35
stevejmoore: Celebrate the English lexicon today: http://bit.ly/aYS0cO 1818 Noah Webster's Dictionary is first published.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12169828330
2010-04-14 02:37:11
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Haha, I wish I could. Lulu will be there in spirit begging for your food.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12140083067
2010-04-14 02:01:11
stevejmoore: Research Haiku Dry dissertation Data data everywhere Washed down with coffee. (I'm not doing a disst, but the
alliteration was better)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12138222669
2010-04-14 02:00:31
stevejmoore: It is an incredibly beautiful day in SGF and I am stuck inside with a bunch of papers! http://twitpic.com/1ffry5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12138187155
2010-04-14 00:09:08
stevejmoore: Graving a cup of Sumatra Rhino DP at @thecoffeeethic and then back to running data for my thesis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12132468380
2010-04-14 00:07:12
stevejmoore: @chadsansing @jenansbach @msstewart @imrsf Wooot! Florida or bust!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12132377644
2010-04-13 20:19:01
stevejmoore: @417coffee I'm not gonna lie, that looks like a Sharper Image version of the french press...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12122295296
2010-04-13 20:13:21

stevejmoore: @room214 yeah, and there are so many nuances within every formula, it really is a daunting proposition to find
an equitable path
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12122058052
2010-04-13 19:54:21
stevejmoore: @room214 I've been trying to do research since our super told us about the change. I think we all want equity,
just a hard word to define!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12121266454
2010-04-13 19:52:36
stevejmoore: @room214 but isn't the state ed revenue stream pluralistic? Not just one pile of $ that got hit, many issues to acct
for in decrease
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12121194933
2010-04-13 19:32:10
stevejmoore: I think it's fair b/c all students across the state need to be provided for equitably through public education. Are u
referring to prop A $?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12120357506
2010-04-13 19:21:45
stevejmoore: Re-reading this article b/c it resonates with me Start Where Your Students Are http://bit.ly/b3eqL2 by
@Robyn_Mindsteps on @ASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12119929569
2010-04-13 18:57:02
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain did your teachers write letters to your reps and Nixon? #hb2014
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118905092
2010-04-13 18:53:25
stevejmoore: "My action today ensures that we uphold our pledge to every school district in this state...â€
http://bit.ly/bJexEl #hb2014
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118757812

-J Nixon

2010-04-13 18:50:29
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain yeah, I don't know who came up with that language...made no sense. Raised everyone's ire
when richest schools got no cuts...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118638027
2010-04-13 18:49:32
stevejmoore: Thanks to MO 138th dist rep @SarahLampe for voting no on HB 2014! http://bit.ly/c5rpVU Why we need more
former teachers in govt as reps.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118597342
2010-04-13 18:45:43
stevejmoore: Original MO House Bill 2014 would have made 371 districts cut nearly 10% while 152 would cut 0%.
@KCStar article http://bit.ly/cSYfPc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118442121
2010-04-13 18:41:49
stevejmoore: Thanks to Gov Jay Nixon, Missouri school budget cuts will be only 2% to all districts rather than several other
less balanced options.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12118283740
2010-04-13 18:31:42
stevejmoore: via @edutopia: New poll: We want to know if u think Twitter can have value in your classroom.
http://bit.ly/baLZsL via @kdwashburn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12117865488
2010-04-13 18:29:24
stevejmoore: @pammoran The Atwell article is from http://www.tcrecord.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12117768076
2010-04-13 18:14:04
stevejmoore: Practice isnâ€™t the thing you do once youâ€™re good. Itâ€™s the thing you do that makes you good. ~Malcolm
Gladwell, Outliers #fb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/12117140790
2010-04-10 04:43:55
stevejmoore: RT @NewsHour: WV Gov. Joe Manchin just announced that the four missing miners have been found dead. Big
Branch disaster death toll reach ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11921195044
2010-04-10 04:25:13
stevejmoore: @mgier I've never been to Murray's! We just had dessert at Melting Pot. Tres magnifique!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11920460527
2010-04-10 02:26:41
stevejmoore: At the Melting Pot in KC with my lovely wife :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11915211028
2010-04-10 20:50:05
stevejmoore: Just decided 1 of my top goals in life is to get kids 2 smile, laugh, have pride & confidence in themselves. Ok, so
4 â˜º via @janetmorrison
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11955326453
2010-04-10 20:46:49
stevejmoore: Thomas Whitby explains how Educators can build a Personal Learning Network. http://bit.ly/darFeA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11955206425
2010-04-10 20:45:00
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: RT @bhsprincipal: Check out "The PLN Blueprint" by @tomwhitby on the new
Educator's Royal Treatment http://bit.ly/c ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11955139711
2010-04-10 20:44:48
stevejmoore: @davidwees Man I've been behind! The last distro I used was Intrepid Ibex! Had no idea they were on L
already!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11955132431
2010-04-10 20:41:40
stevejmoore: How weak/strong is your password? http://icio.us/koul4a via @jrsowash
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11955020564
2010-04-10 20:39:44
stevejmoore: RT @KimMcGill: Atwood on Twitter: Letâ€™s just say itâ€™s communication, and communication is
something human beings like to do. http://bit. ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11954948162
2010-04-10 20:34:58
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl I really liked Linda Oh (I can never have too much jazz type stuff) and Kinna Grannis! Thanks for
sharing those two!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11954769908
2010-04-10 20:31:14
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl you can follow @margomay her new album "Sommerof" is well worth the $8 on iTunes. I went to
HS w/ her pianist @grantbuell too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11954623726
2010-04-10 20:22:00
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl enjoying listening to: Wye Oak, Margo May, Kurt Rosenwinkel, Jakob Dylan, XX, Big Star,
Broken Bells, & Carolina Chocolate Drops
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11954278279
2010-04-10 20:13:31
stevejmoore: RT @pammoran: Ravitch recommends Darling-Hammond book- the Flattened World- #NSBA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11953964603
2010-04-10 18:43:44
stevejmoore: .@carlstewart that's a tough one... For KC BBQ I like Zarda best for nostalgic reasons as much as taste. Gates
and AB are obvious choices

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11950564809
2010-04-10 17:48:49
stevejmoore: Long have I missed thee Zarda BBQ #KC #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11948323161
2010-04-09 20:06:08
stevejmoore: "In order to be effective you have to be able to let your audience drive your instruction." http://bit.ly/9cGsQM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11898717486
2010-04-09 20:00:24
stevejmoore: [reading] What I've Learned This Year http://bit.ly/9cGsQM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11898470780
2010-04-09 19:56:57
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain thanks for the link! I'll check it out. Always like to read other new teacher writing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11898322350
2010-04-09 19:56:05
stevejmoore: @jasonflom @jerridkruse Important to note that the article refers to teachers obtaining their 1st education degree
at a graduate level.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11898285815
2010-04-09 19:48:54
stevejmoore: RT @eChalk: eChalk Talk with Principal David Cohen http://bit.ly/dhaTc0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897988235
2010-04-09 19:47:50
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I have that set to auto-share from Facebook, but I usually post from the @MissouriEd acct too
directly to the ning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897943219
2010-04-09 19:42:31
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth: It takes less than a minute to vote and help FCCLA win $$$ http://pep.si/bPy21c Please
vote!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897720169
2010-04-09 19:41:10
stevejmoore: New blog post from one new teacher to others. http://bit.ly/9Rzyb2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897664134
2010-04-09 19:33:39
stevejmoore: RT @EduTechSmith: 4th grade: Excel Project Please select your favorite pizza toppings. Voting ends April 11.
http://tinyurl.com/yc4hjsm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897348765
2010-04-09 19:25:55
stevejmoore: RT @dsdixon: I just starred Tagxedo - Word Clouds With Style http://bit.ly/ctsZfa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11897021160
2010-04-09 19:20:46
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl You're welcome! :) Any suggestions for my playlist? Always looking for more good music...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11896806478
2010-04-09 19:13:01
stevejmoore: Today's playlist for writing: Jakob Dylan, Passion Pit, Miley Cyrus (no joke), Herbie Hancock, John Mayer,
Primitive Radio Gods, & Margo May
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11896485565
2010-04-09 19:08:46
stevejmoore: Awsome via @ktenkely I want this poster on my wall: http://bit.ly/lBGyS Typeface Periodic Table
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11896307247
2010-04-09 19:06:07
stevejmoore: Finished writing the last column on series about being a new teacher for MSTA. Look for it in May in your

mailbox MO folks! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11896193012
2010-04-09 18:37:30
stevejmoore: 7 Awesome Features Coming In Apple iPhone OS 4.0 http://bit.ly/aa6mL3 via @mrich1911
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11894959852
2010-04-09 18:34:33
stevejmoore: RT @mrich1911: Web 2.0: What Is In It For Teachers? http://bit.ly/d6uUaZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11894828768
2010-04-09 18:34:12
stevejmoore: RT @efeldhusen: RT @NMHS_Principal: New lesson for students: Watch what you post online
http://nyti.ms/aeX1gZ #education #edtech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11894813507
2010-04-09 01:09:09
stevejmoore: @msstewart no way! In Missouri you'd have to clean that sucker off and send it in a special MAP ziplock bag to
be graded! No joke!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11854211320
2010-04-08 22:36:27
stevejmoore: [reading] 10 Gaps in Education by @JasonFlom on @ASCD EDge http://bit.ly/byiq8N
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11847182499
2010-04-08 00:45:57
stevejmoore: Beautiful clouds in MO today on the drive to KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11796100737
2010-04-08 20:47:30
stevejmoore: Check out this comic written by a 5 year old and illustrated by his 29 year old brother. http://axecop.com/ via
@kiel_m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11842607899
2010-04-08 19:40:40
stevejmoore: I feel like I've got a fulcrum... I just need a place to stand...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11839941382
2010-04-08 19:37:52
stevejmoore: @emwilkey thanks Erin!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11839825476
2010-04-08 19:37:27
stevejmoore: @msstewart thanks Meredith :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11839808650
2010-04-08 19:36:53
stevejmoore: And after the plunge all you can do is hold your breath... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11839787158
2010-04-08 19:35:55
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke Hah!! Now that would have been awesome. Not sure I have the cahones to do that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11839748232
2010-04-08 18:42:45
stevejmoore: Deep breath... :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11837602860
2010-04-08 15:45:16
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 @dlegore @ladyvolhoops @dlpd17 @poh @lamoureuxr @carlstewart @thart74 thanks for the
warm wishes! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11829697955
2010-04-08 15:36:29
stevejmoore: "If you don't like change, you're going to like irrelevance even less. " General Eric Shinseki (via

@chollingsworth)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11829294510
2010-04-08 15:30:58
stevejmoore: @bltg oh wow, you were at 1:1 in person! I thought maybe you were just following it on Twitter. Meet many
Iowa twitter folks?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11829040814
2010-04-08 15:19:52
stevejmoore: very excited for my interview this afternoon in KC :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11828522679
2010-04-07 00:46:48
stevejmoore: Insightful comment by @Aaron_Eyler on virtues of homework http://mooreonthepage.com/archives/514
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11728588804
2010-04-07 00:45:44
stevejmoore: RT @LauraManivong: Let the rain kiss you. Let the rain beat upon your head with silver liquid drops. Let the rain
sing you a lullaby. ~ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11728537080
2010-04-07 00:40:35
stevejmoore: Checking out "Do Teachers Belong In Politics?" on Missouri Educator Community: http://ning.it/dmvDPi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11728290831
2010-04-07 00:39:58
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Checking out "Do Teachers Belong In Politics?" on Missouri Educator Community:
http://ning.it/dmvDPi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11728259675
2010-04-07 00:38:40
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: Don't forget to voice your opinion on this post and I might send you a free book!
http://ning.it/cGGssq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11728197566
2010-04-07 23:56:54
stevejmoore: NPR: State Funding Cut Has New Jersey Schools Scrambling-More at http://n.pr/125674831
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11793833848
2010-04-07 23:23:07
stevejmoore: RT @emwilkey: I guess I forgot we can still discover new elements b/c this surprised me. http://ow.ly/1vNHg
welcome to the table ununsep ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11792345771
2010-04-07 23:22:33
stevejmoore: @emwilkey there's a little chemist in all of us I think ;) http://twitpic.com/1dxi9d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11792321928
2010-04-07 22:13:54
stevejmoore: Comment for @bksmith: "This is my very first blog post. Feedback would be great! :-) "
http://tinyurl.com/ykopv4e
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11789403687
2010-04-07 21:57:12
stevejmoore: At first I was mildly excited that Eva ran over a wheel of my mower b/c I didn't have to mow that day. Now I
own a small jungle & dog is mad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11788687664
2010-04-07 21:37:41
stevejmoore: Bought strange looking kumquat fruit at store and said to my wife, wonder what these are like. Here's what I got!
http://twitpic.com/1dwv4d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11787866285
2010-04-07 21:35:38
stevejmoore: Listening to @ksmu talk to Paul Sohlman of @NewsHour

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11787779514
2010-04-07 19:14:18
stevejmoore: "Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in harmony."- Mahatma Gandhi #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11781758146
2010-04-07 19:13:20
stevejmoore: @Teachhub roughly: student perceptions of reading comprehension/vocabulary progress in a developmental
reading class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11781718173
2010-04-07 18:18:56
stevejmoore: Woohoo! I get to present my action research project to MPEA at Mizzou on April 23! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11769371616
2010-04-07 17:20:29
stevejmoore: You should be listening to: Margo May of KC, MO http://bit.ly/9CLRVg Great new album "Summerof"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11766831073
2010-04-07 15:46:09
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Surprised MO is one of the longer ones RT @educationweek: States Strive to Overhaul Teacher
Tenure: http://bit.ly/9IbpId
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11762642480
2010-04-07 15:43:45
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Redesigning education is as important as national security @johncarver #i1 :1i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11762533153
2010-04-07 15:40:40
stevejmoore: @dgilson ooo PTs straight from the source!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11762392029
2010-04-07 14:43:00
stevejmoore: View the current list of experts willing to Skype into your class/school: http://bit.ly/4xYbk6 (via
@web20classroom & @mwedwards)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11759692312
2010-04-07 12:49:21
stevejmoore: @ladyvolhoops Do they provide any differentiation between the two terms? learning/achievement
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11754514846
2010-04-07 12:48:22
stevejmoore: @teach42 oh good! That had me worried :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11754473742
2010-04-07 12:47:45
stevejmoore: [reading] "Peer to peer interactions may be the single most neglected lever of change." http://bit.ly/btCXJN (via
@HarvardBiz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11754447283
2010-04-07 12:44:27
stevejmoore: 15 Twitter Netiquette Rules You Must Know | Web Do's & Don'ts http://ow.ly/1vq19 (via @drmmtatom &
@shannonmmiller)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11754312420
2010-04-06 23:16:52
stevejmoore: high school teachers need to teach students not subjects #edchat /via @21stprincipal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11724371899
2010-04-06 23:15:43
stevejmoore: Cheeseburger coma + evening grad class = eye/brain strain #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11724321165
2010-04-06 21:00:30
stevejmoore: Nothing like a delicious Merle's cheeseburger to wrap up the first part of a pretty solid day. #fb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11718365009
2010-04-06 19:22:50
stevejmoore: @mdprier what is "ekphrastic"? Sounds intriguing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11714163170
2010-04-06 19:12:55
stevejmoore: child prodigy Adora Svitak thinks adults need "childish" thinking, fresh ideas, and optimism #TED
http://bit.ly/b9yXZx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11713753778
2010-04-06 15:49:09
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Today's #edchat : Since we can not scrap the education system entirely, where should our
efforts for reform be placed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11704670216
2010-04-06 15:46:08
stevejmoore: RT @mwacker: Blackboard to Moodle Conversion Tool http://ow.ly/1va8D >Good Stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11704532759
2010-04-06 12:48:16
stevejmoore: Need to buy more coffee for home, gas station coffee just never cuts it. Always so acidic. Bleh!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11696343949
2010-04-06 04:35:54
stevejmoore: RT @emwilkey: RT @poh @writingproject: #nwp's ELL Network helps support teachers of English Language
Learners in Kansas City: http://bit ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11681451209
2010-04-06 03:54:10
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 haha, no idea...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11679690237
2010-04-06 03:47:20
stevejmoore: RT @ChrisLAtkinson: iPad Peek: See How Your Website Looks on the iPad http://ff.im/-iBGs4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11679372737
2010-04-06 03:44:13
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 same here, not much of a bball fan, but that was a great game
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11679219665
2010-04-06 03:30:48
stevejmoore: Holy Basketball Batman...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11678487530
2010-04-06 01:52:37
stevejmoore: Apparently there is some sort of sporting event going on tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11673711094
2010-04-06 01:49:20
stevejmoore: RT @BillCelis: Cool profile about US teacher in space >> Discovery's Most Unlikely Teacher-Astronaut
http://bit.ly/bIByGD via @ABC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11673551526
2010-04-06 01:43:23
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach how sad! You should just ask to Skype in somewhere and "visit" :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11673263217
2010-04-06 01:42:48
stevejmoore: "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure" -Rafe Esquith
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11673235846
2010-04-06 01:39:39
stevejmoore: @gann24 I still have to finish my Master's and get my license. I want to teach longer too. Thanks for the thoughts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11673081936

2010-04-06 01:30:20
stevejmoore: What does my PLN do for me? Provide productive procrastination :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672632344
2010-04-06 01:29:29
stevejmoore: @cristama well best of luck to you as well! It's always a stressful/exciting experience!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672588875
2010-04-06 01:24:02
stevejmoore: @cronkb thanks for the heads-up, I'll check her out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672324877
2010-04-06 01:23:42
stevejmoore: Author @LauraManivong of Escaping The Tiger is scheduling school visits for fall in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa
and Nebraska. Msg for more info!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672308344
2010-04-06 01:19:33
stevejmoore: @msstewart when does your summer fellowship start?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672100869
2010-04-06 01:19:11
stevejmoore: @cristama looking for a new job yourself?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11672083274
2010-04-06 01:17:20
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach done May 26, leaving for KC some point after that. @WritingProject starts in June w/ @GKCWP
That's how I'll be spending my sum!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11671993706
2010-04-06 01:16:08
stevejmoore: @thart74 I havent inserted a video into a Prezi myself yet, but I'm 95% sure I've seen it done...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11671933216
2010-04-06 01:14:14
stevejmoore: Find something to discuss in tomorrow night's EdChat live on Twitter! http://bit.ly/9NT27L
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11671838039
2010-04-06 01:11:04
stevejmoore: RT @jugermann: Tomorrow, Arne Duncan will be answering your questions on education reform. Ask a question
here: http://j.mp/cTzX6i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11671686216
2010-04-03 23:05:57
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I lost them while riding the dolphin, what with all the flips and such...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11557286046
2010-04-03 22:43:27
stevejmoore: Beautiful day on Table Rock Lake http://twitpic.com/1czyp6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11556449363
2010-04-03 18:24:48
stevejmoore: is on a boat http://twitpic.com/1cy2w8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11547170984
2010-04-03 23:06:18
stevejmoore: @FriedBob oh yeah? were you down around here too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11557299300
2010-04-02 17:12:08
stevejmoore: Hanging out with my little neice http://twitpic.com/1cnk5s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11490925267
2010-04-01 23:05:31
stevejmoore: Wm Chamberlain asks a tough question on the MEC forum, what are we preparing students for?

http://bit.ly/aDocTX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11449264845
2010-04-01 22:05:21
stevejmoore: 20-something cashier at mall had to ask manager what 50% of $15 was... #NumeracyFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11446931451
2010-04-01 20:52:36
stevejmoore: MSU Education job fair was moderately depressing today. Very low turnout from schools, cuts everywhere.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11444135408
2010-04-01 20:51:28
stevejmoore: Powered by Susan Hayden Herbert, Missouri's FCCLA has progressed into the second stage for a Pepsi Refresh
grant.... http://bit.ly/9S4rUl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11444089074
2010-04-01 02:34:32
stevejmoore: Triple digit membership on the Missouri Educator ning! Thanks to all of you who are helping build membership
and... http://bit.ly/bMj8zs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11401509258
2010-04-01 01:52:59
stevejmoore: @The1066 after you mentioned John Mayer at lunch today I get your tap-dancing in a burning room reference :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11399502118
2010-04-01 01:51:42
stevejmoore: @The1066 Hahaha, and the Loggerhead Tinklefinch is on your front stoop! #ornithology
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11399440196
2010-04-01 00:37:17
stevejmoore: Shukla Bose talks at TED about educating one child at a time http://bit.ly/djT4oM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11395918630
2010-04-01 00:36:16
stevejmoore: @kenroyal Same here :) I'm lucky to have @RyanBurrell as a friend, he works Web wonders (and did my site)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11395872949
2010-04-01 00:21:41
stevejmoore: @kenroyal It's really top-notch Ken, my applause to the designer (you?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11395215142
2010-04-01 00:11:32
stevejmoore: Enjoying some @askinosie dark chocolate with my @TheCoffeeEthic Salvadorian single origin. #bliss
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11394765600
2010-03-31 03:53:03
stevejmoore: #geeksunited well I agree with @poh too but there's a "kernel" of truth what @tmmaerke says...#nerdpuns
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11347578435
2010-03-31 03:49:05
stevejmoore: @courosa that is the worst thing I've ever read, /wince
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11347390883
2010-03-31 03:45:58
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty lol yay for Title IX!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11347244890
2010-03-31 03:08:10
stevejmoore: @bltg I heard that this morning on the radio, it'll take some pain off of AT&T;'s network too! Good thing since the
iPad's coming soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11345302783
2010-03-31 03:03:08
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty it's not boys only, don't worry, you can join us in #geeksunited ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11344990952

2010-03-31 02:18:59
stevejmoore: @pammoran www.mooreonthepage.com is where my blog is. I've been writing there for about a year, blogging
since 2003 or so.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11342486747
2010-03-31 01:03:39
stevejmoore: Being the chronic "control+s" user that I am, working in a 65pg doc littered w/ links, I feel a digital hiccup every
time I save!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11339109081
2010-03-31 00:16:09
stevejmoore: RT @ransomtech: @joe_bower @mbteach The hard data is in! http://twitpic.com/1c2a3m Two people will be
fired. <-HA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336825859
2010-03-31 00:15:23
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP Of course you can join Keri #geeksunited :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336790963
2010-03-31 00:09:35
stevejmoore: @pammoran science and math fascinate me, but my real passion is writing :) Besides, calc-based physics did me
in!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336523375
2010-03-31 00:03:01
stevejmoore: @pammoran yeah @jasonflom and I became fast friends on the blog beat! I'm an English teacher, but I have a
science background
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336218330
2010-03-31 00:02:17
stevejmoore: @fliegs in the end, we're all just looking for someone to listen to us and help support our growth and
understanding of practice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336182646
2010-03-31 00:01:41
stevejmoore: @fliegs it's true, I often worry that I can't tell the difference between student and teacher attitudes towards one
another.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336156035
2010-03-31 22:48:59
stevejmoore: Get the best success stories from educators and ed tech leaders worldwide on @KenRoyal's new site!
http://bit.ly/9FE2p8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11391147639
2010-03-31 22:32:34
stevejmoore: LOTS of new members this week to welcome! Be sure to make a blog comment http://ning.it/cGGssq and you
may win a... http://bit.ly/bUyuL7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11390454196
2010-03-31 22:31:58
stevejmoore: Will Kansas City Changes Last?: With the school board election in Kansas City just days away...
http://bit.ly/cFGr5O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11390429596
2010-03-31 22:13:56
stevejmoore: @kenroyal Ken, the new ERT looks AMAZING!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11389680522
2010-03-31 19:45:29
stevejmoore: "Be patient toward all that is unsolved in your heart and try to love the questions themselves." -Maria Rilke
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11383497200
2010-03-31 19:35:41
stevejmoore: RT @NWPSiteLeaders: Mike Rose picks up a question from a participant in his NWP Radio session with us and
posts a response on his blog: ...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11383085731
2010-03-31 19:18:42
stevejmoore: See what an awesome classroom @TeachPaperless has: This is Our Classroom http://ow.ly/1tfUf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11382371260
2010-03-31 18:34:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Let me know where you want to go and I can meet you whenever, there's no school on Friday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11380484123
2010-03-31 16:00:47
stevejmoore: National Poetry Month and the National Writing Project: http://ow.ly/1tazJ /via @poh @writingproject
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11373536619
2010-03-31 15:59:27
stevejmoore: @417coffee love love love the Yirgacheffre
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11373466158
2010-03-31 15:57:57
stevejmoore: Dean's doing some good thinking about publishing here. Still chewing on my response. You?
http://bit.ly/b6vlRl /via @budtheteacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11373394781
2010-03-31 15:55:36
stevejmoore: @mbteach 10 minutes or so, just a short hop. I hate driving.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11373279680
2010-03-31 15:54:23
stevejmoore: @rcburrell yay! Please let me buy you lunch soon Ryan, are you free Friday?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11373220011
2010-03-31 04:25:04
stevejmoore: @poh I blame my father for instilling an undying love for bad jokes and puns in me :) so yes, mine is a Pun-filled
Learning Network
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11349027960
2010-03-31 04:20:51
stevejmoore: @joe_bower @jerridkruse I just blogged about this as well! http://mooreonthepage.com #homework
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11348847843
2010-03-31 04:19:42
stevejmoore: RT @jerridkruse Homework: waste of time? http://ow.ly/1sWxn Assign homework? /via @joe_bower
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11348797132
2010-03-31 04:16:33
stevejmoore: @poh pardon me :( late at night my virtual memory gets low #diggingahole #geeksunited
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11348659782
2010-03-30 23:59:59
stevejmoore: @joe_bower I've been loving your blog lately btw Joe :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336072961
2010-03-30 23:59:04
stevejmoore: @pammoran yep I was livetweeting sessions and blogging during #ASCD10 It was an incredible time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11336031932
2010-03-30 23:52:34
stevejmoore: .@thart74 and some teachers get in the way of other teachers' passion for learning #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11335740329
2010-03-29 19:23:48
stevejmoore: Sigh. Vimeo is blocked now. I'll show you a weighted phrase! *shakes fist at filtering software*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11265671351
2010-03-29 19:22:46

stevejmoore: @paulbogush @jenansbach she's had a hard week (for a spoiled lap dog) http://twitpic.com/1bsvdj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11265627380
2010-03-29 19:09:28
stevejmoore: My inbox is swelling...tried emailing it a picture of Ibuprofen, but no luck. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11265048918
2010-03-29 19:05:42
stevejmoore: RT @SirKenRobinson: Join me on Tuesday 30 March for a free, interactive webinar: http://tinyurl.com/y8m5vox
via @msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11264884541
2010-03-29 18:58:34
stevejmoore: RT @dwescott1: The scariest iPhone app EVAH http://is.gd/b5wsk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11264560518
2010-03-29 18:15:36
stevejmoore: @paulbogush it's true, it's nice to have something so good to echo, but echoes only go so far before they fade. We
need to amplify...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11262640978
2010-03-29 18:09:29
stevejmoore: [reading] No Reason to Grade by @Joe_Bower http://bit.ly/bqDCIY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11262363222
2010-03-29 17:22:53
stevejmoore: Reading about Student Empathy from @OzarksWP TC Kim Blevins in @MSTA's magazine: http://bit.ly/cbH3ho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11260199516
2010-03-29 16:55:58
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr it's not really much of a town any more, I think there are about 20 people who "live" there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11258911890
2010-03-29 16:11:37
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr my family is from south of Jamestown in Monango and some of the tiny farm towns near it. Just
went there last year.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11256725455
2010-03-29 15:59:30
stevejmoore: .@erinmisegadis it always makes me laugh and then dig out my wallet-sized periodic table and point to C and
Pb :-P They never expect it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11256106357
2010-03-29 15:49:58
stevejmoore: It's good to heed others' needs @RyanBurrell reminds us: http://bit.ly/cr2lni
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11255634658
2010-03-29 15:44:47
stevejmoore: @kellyhines no one said "lead"? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11255378100
2010-03-29 15:40:26
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr never driven across ND E-W, but have N-S a ways. I love the drive across SD though, absolutely
beautiful in the plains.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11255163949
2010-03-29 15:08:16
stevejmoore: 14 Lines of Homework: A sonnet & reflection on Cathy Vatterott's book Rethinking Homework
http://bit.ly/d5DSyW @ASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11253554877
2010-03-29 20:12:58
stevejmoore: Jewish fun fact: If you celebrate Passover on top of an overpass, you go back in time. ~@ConanOBrienvia via
@SciTeach3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11267807244

2010-03-29 19:58:14
stevejmoore: @stoppedupmath you MUST get a french press. Don't forget to use coarse ground beans (don't buy it pre-ground).
It's my favorite way to brew.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11267158233
2010-03-29 19:50:30
stevejmoore: [Reading] The Secret to Great Work is Great Play: http://bit.ly/be4zyE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11266823039
2010-03-29 19:32:03
stevejmoore: My students read in class as often as possible because it builds a strong relationship b/t them and inquiry.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11266029626
2010-03-29 19:30:59
stevejmoore: RT @DaveSnider @clairecmc appearing on The Colbert Show tonight to talk about #HCR and Mizzou beating
Colbert's Clemson Tigers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11265983404
2010-03-27 21:46:18
stevejmoore: Kevin Brauch of Iron Chef America just demonstrated precise usage by saying "May the *better* chef win!"
instead of "best" #grammar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11163327660
2010-03-27 20:56:57
stevejmoore: @Poh thanks for sharing the photos! It's cool to see @CaseyDaugherty and @OzarksWP in action!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11161669381
2010-03-27 20:55:56
stevejmoore: This week has provided a much needed vacation from all things school. After today it'll be time to get back into
learning mode!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/11161635230
2010-03-23 18:49:20
stevejmoore: RT @Missourischools: OA says that the DESE/higher ed merger would save 1 mil.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10938557926
2010-03-23 18:48:43
stevejmoore: [reading] @edjurist: Blog: The Quick Death of Paper Academic Journals - http://bit.ly/ardDv1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10938535513
2010-03-23 17:28:42
stevejmoore: RT @mmiller7571: Google Apps http://bit.ly/9izlDN we already have some things in place #gtadmin #gct
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10935448932
2010-03-23 17:28:18
stevejmoore: RT @mmiller7571: Google Apps webinar tomorrow, practical applications for teachers http://bit.ly/arkkYh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10935432928
2010-03-23 17:26:56
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth: Correction! Link to follow live blogging at #MoFCCLA is http://mofccla.blogspot.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10935379579
2010-03-23 17:01:00
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: RT @lisibo: Do you think learning languages in Primary is important and why? Please
reply #plimpt and RT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10934308144
2010-03-23 17:00:35
stevejmoore: RT @ghartman: Vote for the MO FCCLA group: http://pep.si/bK7zdz (takes about 1 min.)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10934288868
2010-03-23 16:40:05
stevejmoore: RT @BrandiJClark: #edchat Administration cannot be the only leadership position.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10933410674

2010-03-22 05:11:37
stevejmoore: I had the craziest dreams last night. Instead of March Maddness, people were all watching baseball games where
players all had super powers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10857966985
2010-03-22 05:05:18
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison I've heard there will be a mandate in the new Iraqi govt to include a certain % of women as
reps/officials
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10857766223
2010-03-22 04:48:27
stevejmoore: RT @nooccar: This is what I think is the evolution of the composition textbook. ---> http://bit.ly/bfxN2b #cccc10
#ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10857201319
2010-03-22 04:47:23
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison it'd be nice if Congress represented something closer to America's true demographic makeup,
yes! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10857165727
2010-03-22 04:42:49
stevejmoore: RT @cronkb: Live video Obama reacts to health care vote http://bit.ly/aGyO0p @KCStar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10857011300
2010-03-22 04:29:13
stevejmoore: @KelseyProud haha, I love the name. I'll follow and hope for something journalicious!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10856525819
2010-03-22 04:26:40
stevejmoore: @ryanbretag thank you, I feel very strongly about not jumping to conclusions. Very few critics or supporters
given the voice seek the center
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10856433467
2010-03-22 04:17:49
stevejmoore: >> for or against this complex issue. When we make things out to be simpler than they are, we cheat ourselves of
true understanding.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10856106724
2010-03-22 04:17:34
stevejmoore: >> any time of change, taking of "sides," or emotional dispute. I encourage everyone to reflect before you react in
any fashion >>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10856097265
2010-03-22 04:16:52
stevejmoore: "Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to reform (or pause and reflect)" I keep this in
mind during >>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10856070927
2010-03-22 04:09:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty LOL about Justin Beiber/Trending/HCR oh wow that just made my night Casey
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10855773734
2010-03-22 01:31:58
stevejmoore: Check out Aaron McGrath's group for World Languages. Share relevant presentations, posts, and discussions
here. http://bit.ly/drz1bB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10848599597
2010-03-22 21:40:47
stevejmoore: "Never discourage anyone who continually makes progress, no matter how slow." ~Plato (via @iteachgrade2)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10891701077
2010-03-22 17:26:37
stevejmoore: RT @usedgov: Duncan to discuss admin's ESEA reauth blueprint to CCSSO Leg. Conf.; 11AM, 3/23.
http://go.usa.gov/ii8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10882088317

2010-03-22 17:25:59
stevejmoore: @kylepace Where were you showing twitter to teachers today? Presenting or just modeling for @LSr7 folks?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10882061175
2010-03-22 15:43:45
stevejmoore: .@kylepace Hello from Springfield, MO! You'll love the possibilities for learning Twitter provides. Let Kyle be
your guide :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10877567880
2010-03-21 23:53:19
stevejmoore: @Bligoben lol, that's a field I'd like to learn about.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10844415561
2010-03-21 23:38:52
stevejmoore: RT @mbcampbell360: Physics teachers - check out free resources at the PI Institute http://bit.ly/cFmJf0 (or if you
love theorectial physics)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10843830799
2010-03-21 23:38:20
stevejmoore: RT @thart74: Just watched "Miracle Workers" by Taylor Mali on MEC and I loved it! http://bit.ly/aonfws
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10843809961
2010-03-21 23:37:52
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriEd: #Edchat Poll for this week's topic. Results, voting, and Edchat Info on MEC group
http://bit.ly/d6H9IB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10843791339
2010-03-21 22:08:28
stevejmoore: @rcburrell thanks for the heads-up on the GSoC Ryan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10840372182
2010-03-21 22:07:48
stevejmoore: Google Summer of Code 2010: a PBL scenario between prof & student http://bit.ly/a4ci9v (via @rcburrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10840348518
2010-03-21 21:30:39
stevejmoore: New How-To article on the MEC: How to Update Profile Pictures. http://bit.ly/9RMv5b
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10838956260
2010-03-21 20:55:59
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: What would you like to talk about during this week's #edchat? Vote here: http://bit.ly/cHrXhE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10837650143
2010-03-21 02:11:17
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Fairness is socially-learned, not innate, research suggests http://usat.me?84027
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10800912462
2010-03-20 17:17:35
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/9Mwvkc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10781622538
2010-03-20 16:59:19
stevejmoore: Test Update for Facebook & Twitter for @MissouriEd http://bit.ly/d7BXfm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10780877707
2010-03-20 16:44:29
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Can I use your Twitter avatar picture in a @MissouriEd post?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10780277034
2010-03-20 16:33:31
stevejmoore: Test update from both @MissouriEd and @stevejmoore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10779826250
2010-03-20 16:23:51
stevejmoore: Just added a new group on Missouri Educator Community: Twitter Users Group http://ning.it/c3OlYo

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10779420583
2010-03-20 16:19:53
stevejmoore: Just made Missouri Educator its own Twitter profile @MissouriEd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10779252462
2010-03-20 15:53:33
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Thanks Jen :) I haven't baked any cookies in a while, but I might this week since it's Spring break!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10778124109
2010-03-20 15:51:39
stevejmoore: Does your school offer Chinese language education? Comment here if so! http://bit.ly/bTsYYl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10778043922
2010-03-20 15:49:10
stevejmoore: @poh haha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10777939050
2010-03-20 15:48:05
stevejmoore: Does your school offer any Chinese language education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10777892952
2010-03-20 15:40:36
stevejmoore: Students in Liberty, MO use Skype to communicate and teach English lessons to students in China via Robert...
http://bit.ly/bLN1VE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10777578637
2010-03-20 15:22:46
stevejmoore: [reading] Walt Gardner's "How Important Are Principals?" http://bit.ly/bybIEa (via @tomwhitby)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776817958
2010-03-20 15:18:50
stevejmoore: It's official: I need to buy a bigger french press.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776652299
2010-03-20 15:16:42
stevejmoore: My homework via stdnts: listen 2 song "Things That Rhyme with Orange" http://bit.ly/d6UYk3 it's horrible but
there's a narwhal on the album!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776562519
2010-03-20 15:11:25
stevejmoore: RT @phslp04 via @ASCD: #ASCD10 speaker Geoffrey Canada in a new Amex commercial:
http://bit.ly/aex4yB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776339509
2010-03-20 15:09:09
stevejmoore: @kylepace @chollingsworth No snow in SGF yet, but It's supposed to be coming... It was beautiful and 65
yesterday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776243720
2010-03-20 15:04:16
stevejmoore: via @christina_mark by @Larryferlazzo New post "One Way To Help Students Who â€œShut Downâ€ ?"
http://tinyurl.com/ya8wdkn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10776037308
2010-03-20 15:02:30
stevejmoore: Listening to Number 1 Record by Big Star thanks to the stories about Alex Chilton on @NPRnews. Great music!
http://bit.ly/ajJRk9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10775961892
2010-03-20 15:01:00
stevejmoore: Great Article-->via @thart74 by @alfiekohn When Students Don't Play the Game: http://bit.ly/9Eqm2L @ASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10775894936
2010-03-20 01:39:01

stevejmoore: @jscognam @judiehaynes @HookARack @tarakendyle @averyteach @joe_bower @Futureratti @tonnet Thanks
for your #FF mentions!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10751453732
2010-03-20 01:37:42
stevejmoore: @dolt287 well it's exciting to see great opportunities go to good people!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10751402867
2010-03-20 01:25:50
stevejmoore: Interested in global views on education? Make your mark here and I might send you a book! http://bit.ly/9YlT52
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10750928314
2010-03-19 21:31:56
stevejmoore: .@dolt287 so exciting to hear that you were interviewing at ESPN! I hope things go your way Chris!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10742074968
2010-03-19 20:06:13
stevejmoore: RT @punyamishra: New MSU hybrid PhD program - seeks risk taking practitioners http://is.gd/8dXoE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10738929687
2010-03-19 18:18:51
stevejmoore: @lionsima I should have recorded this class today, tons of linguistic gems like that :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10734816690
2010-03-19 18:04:46
stevejmoore: "Canadians are just like us [Americans] except with more hockey." -9th Grade Student
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10734261155
2010-03-19 17:27:21
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: "You" is the most retweetable word on Twitter. --@DanZarrella
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10732731624
2010-03-19 12:54:15
stevejmoore: Last day of student conferences today, excited to chat with them about their learning & progress
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720795874
2010-03-19 12:50:05
stevejmoore: Find all the #edchat transcripts & other info at http://bit.ly/3T4hh2 (via @ShellTerrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720633703
2010-03-19 12:47:17
stevejmoore: Really enjoying http://bit.ly/d4fFbt "Rethinking Homework" by Cathy Vatterott, excited to write & share thoughts
about it soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720526693
2010-03-19 12:44:00
stevejmoore: @acarvin Don't forget to check your quarks and put your loose ions in plastic containers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720401855
2010-03-19 12:42:59
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom- "Don't wait around for someone else to make a difference. If a difference needs to be
made, make it. Be awesome today!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720363553
2010-03-19 12:42:07
stevejmoore: [reading] Op Eds on rewrite of curriculum in Texas--Side 1: http://bit.ly/9Zy3od & Side 2:http://bit.ly/9Zd95w
(via @21stprincipal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720330801
2010-03-19 12:39:36
stevejmoore: Pell Grant increase proposed. http://nyti.ms/aRq5kS (via @21stprincipal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720236017
2010-03-19 12:38:57
stevejmoore: @chickensaltash #l2conf10 I use Twitter to find the voices of others

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720211333
2010-03-19 12:37:59
stevejmoore: Prezi on Twitter for Educators: http://bit.ly/bzN86K (via @r_o_y_a_n @tonnet @chickensaltash)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720175332
2010-03-19 12:36:44
stevejmoore: RT @Pags21: RT @NMHS_Principal: My updated Delicious page created for teachers http://bit.ly/PtEVl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720129531
2010-03-19 12:35:43
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke Have a good Friday Thomas, Springfield is going on Spring break after today right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720092263
2010-03-19 12:33:57
stevejmoore: Missouri high school students and parents demonstrate in support of adviser driven out by censorship,
http://bit.ly/bvnY1b (via @SPLC_org)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10720026675
2010-03-19 02:35:12
stevejmoore: Currently listening to: http://bit.ly/9dJrJc on @NPRnews TOTN, Tom Burrell on "Brainwash"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10702571160
2010-03-18 04:49:02
stevejmoore: Only Addie Gaines is a candidate for a copy of Yong Zhao's book as of now. Give her a run for it and make a
comment! http://bit.ly/cEN2VY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10656284651
2010-03-18 00:22:53
stevejmoore: Remember, look out for the free books on MEC! Just make a comment! http://bit.ly/9TLNtc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10646429697
2010-03-18 20:04:14
stevejmoore: I definitely should've stretched more (I stretched some) before and after playing racquetball last night. Ugh!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10687045447
2010-03-18 17:31:47
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron Haha! That's good to know, now when you give someone a high-five you can say, "raise to the
power of five!" or "exponential!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10681278536
2010-03-18 16:05:35
stevejmoore: Playing racquetball until 10:00 last night seemed liked a good idea at the time...and now my body curses me
every time I stand. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677692920
2010-03-18 16:04:30
stevejmoore: RT @mme_henderson: Teaching and Learning Languages Videos http://tinyurl.com/yzzyeh6 via
http://bit.ly/7vcA01
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677644522
2010-03-18 16:02:15
stevejmoore: 4th grade students are excited to have adults read their blogs pls visit and comment! http://bit.ly/WrHFJ
~@baldy7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677546212
2010-03-18 16:01:36
stevejmoore: Newest member of the Missouri Educator Community blogs here: http://bit.ly/ccflzO but isn't on Twitter yet.
Leave her a comment!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677517369
2010-03-18 16:00:20
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron are you raising my tweet to the power of 5 times s?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677458009

2010-03-18 15:54:31
stevejmoore: Thursdays always start off slow for me, but this one has really taken on speed in a good way :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677203074
2010-03-18 15:53:52
stevejmoore: What will wordpress 3.0 look like? http://ow.ly/1nROc #wordpress (via @bhwilkoff)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10677174686
2010-03-18 14:51:03
stevejmoore: Student conferences today: going well, I love to work individually with students & talk about their perceptions of
their own learning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10674420236
2010-03-18 12:47:01
stevejmoore: "I never could get the hang of Thursdays."- Aurthur Dent #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10669266135
2010-03-17 02:53:02
stevejmoore: See how Addie Gaines uses student-led conferences in Kirbyville, MO http://bit.ly/a0TzDE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10601943391
2010-03-17 02:48:42
stevejmoore: Just added a new blog post on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/bPOjMv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10601750456
2010-03-17 21:50:21
stevejmoore: Eating some grub at Danna's BBQ in Branson West with my paw-in-law #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10640322144
2010-03-17 21:48:25
stevejmoore: Just had an epiphany: going to write a plan to teach modal auxillaries using weathercasters, "it miiiight rain
today..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10640248238
2010-03-17 20:16:09
stevejmoore: Thanks to Walt Gardner of EdWeek for introducing me to the idea of Cambell's Law http://bit.ly/95dcMm "the
more any quantitative..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10636827526
2010-03-17 19:46:53
stevejmoore: Checking out "Free Books!" on Missouri Educator Community: http://ning.it/dxxaN1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10635754745
2010-03-17 17:23:52
stevejmoore: @FollowMal haha, hadn't heard that joke yet today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10630768827
2010-03-17 17:20:59
stevejmoore: RT @AddieGaines: #maesp it is much cheaper to take care of young children properly than to take care of
teenagers and adults
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10630669726
2010-03-17 17:18:49
stevejmoore: Thank you for your "tardy policy" responses! @averyteach @cb717 @ladyvolhoops @amandacdykes @jagkise
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10630592435
2010-03-17 17:15:01
stevejmoore: via @AddieGaines comment "educators tend to prepare kids for the world they came from, not even the current
reality..." http://bit.ly/b9pPzA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10630455939
2010-03-17 13:57:11
stevejmoore: Does your school have a tardy policy? If so, what are the details? Is it preventative or ineffective? Please share if
you can!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10622439789

2010-03-17 13:06:03
stevejmoore: .@ASCD SmartBrief features @JasonFlom http://bit.ly/9HasfD "Engaging Your Stakeholders with Podcasting"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10620381756
2010-03-16 19:35:30
stevejmoore: RT @melaniemcbride: What is WoW in schools? A video intro http://bit.ly/cqbEdo by the *students*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10584132329
2010-03-16 19:19:04
stevejmoore: [reading] on @edutopia: How to Reform a School without Firing the Faculty http://bit.ly/cuhZBN via
@daveandcori
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10583528047
2010-03-16 18:46:07
stevejmoore: Only 16 days to vote to help us win $ to train teachers in technology! Please vote! http://pep.si/bK7zdz (via
@kylepace @chollingsworth)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10582297508
2010-03-16 18:38:41
stevejmoore: @jonbecker I can hear you thinking of violating FERPA all the way here in Missouri! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10582021694
2010-03-16 18:37:48
stevejmoore: "What we fear conquers us; what we face empowers us." -Lang-Vermaas (via @BobWeisberg & @SArtkras)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10581990074
2010-03-16 18:33:20
stevejmoore: When I see I am on the side of the majority, I know it is time to reconsider where I stand. ~Twain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10581824147
2010-03-16 18:07:49
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, I like that analogy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10580844692
2010-03-16 18:07:17
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: If you are new to #edchat this may help you follow the discussions http://bit.ly/6b7Jxk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10580823859
2010-03-16 18:04:10
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: A study found when effective teachers are hired, scores of students in classes they donâ€™t teach
increase. http://bit.ly/bnIncE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10580704512
2010-03-16 17:49:22
stevejmoore: [reading] Can't Get Kids to Read? Make it Social! via @ASCD http://bit.ly/97Sm4U @ELMagazine
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10580150715
2010-03-16 15:53:14
stevejmoore: RT @Aaron_Eyler @chadsansing are looking for admins to react to this. Speak up "Real Teachers Don't Play
Gatekeeper" http://bit.ly/baAMC6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10575558192
2010-03-16 15:52:02
stevejmoore: Crunching assessment data from my reading students, some interesting results, but needing more analysis.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10575510936
2010-03-16 15:46:46
stevejmoore: What would Intel's Gordon Moore tell us about innovation in education? http://bit.ly/b9pPzA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10575298543
2010-03-16 14:15:32
stevejmoore: @jswiatek Just respond back with this: http://downforeveryoneorjustme.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10571579535
2010-03-16 13:41:49

stevejmoore: I propose we extend Moore's Law into education & innovate before change is needed http://bit.ly/b9pPzA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10570207749
2010-03-16 13:17:50
stevejmoore: RT @WholeChildAdv: The archive of Edutopia's webinar on social & emotional learning is now available
http://www.bit.ly/bPy2oJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10569265687
2010-03-16 13:10:10
stevejmoore: [reading] Rick Hess blogs @educationweek:John Covington Gets It Done in KC http://bit.ly/ad6g2F
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10568972239
2010-03-16 13:05:16
stevejmoore: [reading] via @bjnichols: School Built Around Unorthodox Use of Time http://bit.ly/9Yltc2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10568787496
2010-03-16 02:44:34
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Register for our Technology Institute by 4/15 for early rate & chance to win an iPad.
http://bit.ly/cZvSwE via @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10549450722
2010-03-16 02:21:42
stevejmoore: RT @DrDial: How does your favorite team do?-->"What if NCAA brackets were based on best in class, not on
court?" http://twurl.nl/w5zosj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10548318274
2010-03-16 00:29:37
stevejmoore: RT @iteachgrade2: Why Schools Should Learn To Use Online Services Rather Than Banning Them:
http://bt.io/Eg6k ~@tonnet @Techdirt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10543199912
2010-03-15 23:57:04
stevejmoore: I would like to apply for a loan to buy an iPad http://bit.ly/blVMp1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10541801301
2010-03-15 23:33:37
stevejmoore: Learn to participate in the Ed Chat on Twitter. A new topic every week on important education issues.
http://bit.ly/cfsZyr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10540829545
2010-03-15 23:28:54
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: #Edchat Poll: Less than 10 votes still separate the leading Topics. http://bit.ly/9mDr70
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10540631733
2010-03-15 23:27:52
stevejmoore: Why you should ALWAYS link to sources you reference in your blog: http://bit.ly/9Ka1Xj You never know when
the author may write back!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10540589286
2010-03-15 05:12:07
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty I was watching Pulp Ficiton too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10503758143
2010-03-15 04:40:45
stevejmoore: is taking arms against a sea of troubles...working on opposing and ending them too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10502747420
2010-03-14 21:22:53
stevejmoore: Comment on "Are Creativity & Standards Opposed?" and you might win Yong Zhao's book! http://ning.it/avsCNE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10485657900
2010-03-14 16:31:44
stevejmoore: [great idea] via @NASSP: Maine 1-1 will not send a laptop home until the parent comes in to complete training
as well. #nassp2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10475100112

2010-03-13 20:33:18
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Yay! I'm not watching online sadly, but I'm trying to follow updates.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10437254475
2010-03-13 19:24:58
stevejmoore: A great resource for understanding new media and its effect on teaching and learning. (via @klbz)
http://bit.ly/aKeg1h
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10434916323
2010-03-13 19:19:37
stevejmoore: RT @russeltarr: Hire a remote telescope: http://tinyurl.com/yk4o42s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10434731123
2010-03-13 18:12:46
stevejmoore: Interested in a free copy of Yong Zhao's newest book, Catching Up or Leading the Way? Make a comment & add
to the... http://bit.ly/ciMCD1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10432333584
2010-03-13 17:59:22
stevejmoore: Free SXSW music sampler from @NPRnews's @allsongs http://bit.ly/18D7oU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10431827702
2010-03-13 17:54:06
stevejmoore: Great start to my day: good night's sleep, up early to eat bfast, enjoy some French press coffee, do some writing.
Now to clean the car out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10431634474
2010-03-13 17:09:39
stevejmoore: Slowly approaching 100 members on the MEC! We need more Bootheel representation on our map!
http://bit.ly/93uQ3l
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10429956737
2010-03-13 17:05:53
stevejmoore: Just updated the Google Member Map on Missouri Educator Community http://bit.ly/bWyFxj
http://ning.it/94Gmnx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10429808945
2010-03-13 16:47:27
stevejmoore: @kevcreutz @dianadell anytime :) you are both valuable PLN members. I'd love to share some of your resources
on the MO Edu Community ning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10429078248
2010-03-13 16:46:15
stevejmoore: @kylepace how long before someone hacks two iPads and makes them into a dual screen touch laptop? I would
buy that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10429031750
2010-03-13 16:36:44
stevejmoore: via Terri Waddell Hart (@thart74) Try using EdReadySearch for pre-allocated result lists aligned with an
education... http://bit.ly/bKnIwt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10428661888
2010-03-13 16:33:06
stevejmoore: @dianadell I think they are spam, I didn't click them. DMs on "passtionate about ed tech"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10428517405
2010-03-13 16:32:02
stevejmoore: Help Missouri FCCLA teachers integrate technology into their classes through a training grant from Pepsi. Click
to... http://bit.ly/9D0YWK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10428476075
2010-03-13 16:17:46
stevejmoore: Aaron McGrath of Springfield, MO shares what he learned at the Central States Conference on the Teaching of
Foreign... http://bit.ly/9nc6El
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10427912168

2010-03-13 16:15:05
stevejmoore: @AddieGaines thanks for sharing! What a neat idea to have a student-led conference. How long has Kirbyville
done it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10427807132
2010-03-13 16:14:09
stevejmoore: Addie Gaines (@AddieGaines) of Kirbyville, MO uses Smilebox to share pictures from her student-led
conference. http://bit.ly/c0KqiO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10427769960
2010-03-13 04:58:47
stevejmoore: Th Google exhibition is very popular #ascd10 http://twitpic.com/16yya9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10408279908
2010-03-13 03:18:05
stevejmoore: Come on @Republic_Tigers! FIGHT! Class 4 Missouri State BBall championships
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10404507535
2010-03-13 02:25:09
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty please tweet some updates from the game, I can't find where to watch it online!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10402390633
2010-03-13 02:22:33
stevejmoore: @mtechman haha, well then! I'll have to watch out! #grammarpatrol ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10402288390
2010-03-13 02:06:54
stevejmoore: @nashworld haha, I like the mute-point idea.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10401667599
2010-03-13 01:02:30
stevejmoore: I used #Shazam to discover The Funeral by Band Of Horses http://www.shazam.com/music/web/track?
id=44545768
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10399102560
2010-03-13 00:36:06
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty cheer on those @republic_tigers for me tonight!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10398051669
2010-03-13 00:15:32
stevejmoore: Lisa Holt Deckard is using this tool in her classroom to engage students on their phones. http://bit.ly/aZVcqG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10397242993
2010-03-12 23:59:58
stevejmoore: via @Edutopia Chris Opitz of Willard L. Bowman Elementary School talks about using Social Emotional
Learning in his... http://bit.ly/akUc4x
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10396626362
2010-03-12 23:51:55
stevejmoore: I have the Missouri Educator Community Facebook page status updates channeling through my account,
wondering if it needs a separate one...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10396315099
2010-03-12 23:44:58
stevejmoore: via Missouri State Teachers Association (@MSTA) "There are many education reform issues about which
teachers are... http://bit.ly/dvkLpR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10396046083
2010-03-12 23:39:40
stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new video: @KenRoyal interviews Teacher Techies #TCEA http://ning.it/bFTzkw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395839894
2010-03-12 23:34:21
stevejmoore: Sue J. Smith of Springfield, MO shares her thoughts about learning something new with students.
http://bit.ly/b9VNfR

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395631665
2010-03-12 23:27:36
stevejmoore: What kind of content management does your school use? Share with us on Facebook or on
http://missouried.ning.com http://bit.ly/demlav
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395364105
2010-03-12 23:25:34
stevejmoore: @EightFalls Yes! Please join and share about your experiences! http://bit.ly/23pilz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395285324
2010-03-12 23:21:54
stevejmoore: From @JasonFlom: Slight shifts cumulatively lead to substantive change. In looking to critically transform how
we... http://bit.ly/bRjZ9j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395143151
2010-03-12 23:20:25
stevejmoore: Voices of Value in Ed for #FF: @tomwhitby @ASCD @NMHS_Principal @web20classroom @aaron_eyler
@edteck @bjnichols @poh @shellterrell @mbteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10395083995
2010-03-12 23:17:59
stevejmoore: For #FollowFriday you have to check out these great organizations http://bit.ly/aUha0L
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10394987598
2010-03-12 23:17:31
stevejmoore: Missouri Educators, let me know if you're not on my list http://bit.ly/diFEiI it is what feeds into the Missouri
Educator Community List #FF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10394969743
2010-03-12 23:15:49
stevejmoore: .@MomsL8 No need to promise ME anything, but please do ask me what ways I can make it more
available/interesting/applicable to YOU! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10394903921
2010-03-11 23:11:28
stevejmoore: [new post] Considering Sines of Learning: http://bit.ly/95dcMm A personal reflection on difficult issues in
education.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10343767383
2010-03-11 22:36:45
stevejmoore: @dancallahan I'm not certain of the details post-mortem, but I've heard that many will be reopened/reconfigured.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10342716656
2010-03-11 22:27:45
stevejmoore: Supt Covington of KC said the closed schools would "rise from the ashes like a zenith" I'm sure he meant
"phoenix" :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10342502892
2010-03-11 22:25:46
stevejmoore: Decision to close 26 schools in KC, MO is branded as "right-sizing" rather than "downsizing" by Supt Covington
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10342461518
2010-03-11 22:24:32
stevejmoore: Listening to KC Supt talk about closing 26 schools: http://bit.ly/8XNQDS on @KCStar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10342436847
2010-03-11 20:16:28
stevejmoore: My response to The Most Misunderstood Strategy in Education, by Walt Gardner of @EducationWeek.
http://bit.ly/95dcMm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10337856771
2010-03-11 19:24:47
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: Explore New Content on ASCD EDge http://sbne.ws/r/42qG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10336019395

2010-03-11 19:19:16
stevejmoore: RT @shareski: Why averaging may not be a good grading practice. http://twitpic.com/17yal7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10335822923
2010-03-11 18:13:42
stevejmoore: @ScottElias probably pledge w/ cc then pickup/pay later #apple #ipad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10333434233
2010-03-11 18:08:16
stevejmoore: @KelseyProud well you should just wear a Royals hat then :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10333233502
2010-03-11 18:02:46
stevejmoore: Considering Sines of Learning: http://bit.ly/95dcMm A personal reflection on difficult issues in education.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10333025371
2010-03-11 17:57:38
stevejmoore: @paulbogush >>they can usually choose any article source they want, Web/print/etc and then they provide
written reflection+conversation w/me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10332824355
2010-03-11 17:56:29
stevejmoore: @paulbogush we've been working on spending time in the library every week at least one day where they have
mix of choice/guidance in rdg>>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10332781187
2010-03-11 16:55:33
stevejmoore: Checking out @addiegaines comment on "Are Creativity & Standards Opposed?" on MEC http://ning.it/ano4oJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10330379352
2010-03-11 15:01:43
stevejmoore: Couldn't be more pleased with the development I'm seeing in soft research skills in my freshman, they R starting 2
take initiative/interest.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10325579555
2010-03-11 13:39:03
stevejmoore: @joe_bower I just got around to reading that 1st comment on the testing article, wow is right, very well
stated/clear/true!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10322251949
2010-03-11 13:38:11
stevejmoore: My commute to school in the morning is almost exactly as long as one of the best songs ever written, "American
Pie" by Don McLean. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10322219573
2010-03-11 03:41:15
stevejmoore: @msstewart My mother-in-law drove her giant car into a vet's office, some cats were trapped for hours it was
reported.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10305090623
2010-03-11 03:03:45
stevejmoore: RT @timito4: Author Yong Zhao discusses the National Educational Technology Plan (NETP) on ASCD EDge.
http://bit.ly/aCka5b
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10303559196
2010-03-11 00:53:28
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke sounds good, same here :) I'll look forward to reading it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10297979773
2010-03-11 00:40:17
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke checking it out now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10297417231
2010-03-11 00:38:11
stevejmoore: Awesome time playing Bocce this afternoon with another Eng teacher, great time to relax outside and breathe the

fresh air.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10297329000
2010-03-11 00:23:10
stevejmoore: New post on the MEC | Are Creativity & Standards Opposed? http://bit.ly/8XzzpJ http://bit.ly/bIjPmn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10296704898
2010-03-10 02:21:20
stevejmoore: .@dpeter I think of it like a petri dish [twitter] containing agar [the medium] which spawns biological growth
[communication]. All variable
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10250817335
2010-03-10 02:13:11
stevejmoore: @dpeter the place where I communicate is "social media"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10250448503
2010-03-10 02:12:44
stevejmoore: RT @dpeter: Curious. How would you answer the question, "So, what IS social media?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10250429659
2010-03-10 02:10:55
stevejmoore: @dmmagic pretty slick looking Matt, I like your work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10250349873
2010-03-10 02:05:59
stevejmoore: [reading] via @DrDial & @mbteach: Read about why this guy didn't vote for NJ to take RTTT money:
http://cptl.st/coaDpA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10250139290
2010-03-10 01:44:52
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO haha, my little dog only steals socks and lays on them. Not much desire to gnaw on things
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10249210173
2010-03-10 01:24:36
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: You can learn more about how the US compares to other nations in terms of time and PD here ,
NSDC Study : http://bit.ly/ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10248309704
2010-03-10 01:22:47
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: read this NSDC report comparing the time American teachers have to collab and plan
compared to other nations : http://bi ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10248230158
2010-03-10 01:21:56
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst thanks for your rant/ notes. It was beneficial for me. I'm going over the NSDC paper now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10248193481
2010-03-10 21:05:46
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I care about your life Thomas. I care. ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10288825295
2010-03-10 21:04:23
stevejmoore: [fun video] via @ChrisLAtkinson "Mathematical Pi" to the tune of Don McLean http://bit.ly/ajFt0A
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10288772625
2010-03-10 20:54:46
stevejmoore: @ktenkely oh that's so sad! And you're in beautiful CO! http://twitpic.com/17s1sd There's a little Missouri sun
for you :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10288402770
2010-03-10 20:41:47
stevejmoore: I get tired of the "teaching to the test" argument via @colonelb @NMHS_Principal Most Misunderstood Strategy
in Edu http://bit.ly/aFoUgg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10287915041

2010-03-10 20:33:42
stevejmoore: @CaseyDaugherty You need to check our http://www.polleverywhere.com I think you'll have a use for it in class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10287609876
2010-03-10 20:03:12
stevejmoore: Beautiful day to have the windows cracked open, sun shining in, birds chirping. We're all reading in class &
enjoying it :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10286473744
2010-03-10 19:52:39
stevejmoore: RT @ssjenk6 We too often think signing an AUP-that piece of paper-makes us "good".We have to promote,
cover,discuss continually as we teach.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10286067867
2010-03-10 19:50:40
stevejmoore: [comment] "Creativity and standards cannot thrive apart." http://bit.ly/a0r2vT Clear & well written comment that
helped me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285993603
2010-03-10 19:46:07
stevejmoore: If I write and share, then you write and share, then we both learn. Blogs make that learning public.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285822438
2010-03-10 19:45:18
stevejmoore: [comment] "Assembly lines and factories â€“ I would argue the two arenâ€™t the same..." http://bit.ly/a0r2vT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285791228
2010-03-10 19:43:04
stevejmoore: [comment] "Every product coming off the assembly line is the same. Do we really want that in schools?"
http://bit.ly/a0r2vT @paulbogush
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285705843
2010-03-10 19:40:03
stevejmoore: [comment] "it is difficult to give careful and thoughtful consideration to educational ideas when everyone
around..." http://bit.ly/a0r2vT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285592364
2010-03-10 19:38:20
stevejmoore: @JasonFlom @joe-bower thanks for the RTs you guys!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285527633
2010-03-10 19:37:56
stevejmoore: .@danamhuff @rkiker @engltchrleo @mister_lopez @russgoerend thanks for the responses, I am trying it out
now, very cool! #polleverywhere
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10285513306
2010-03-09 23:46:05
stevejmoore: @JasonFlom yes, another very good one. I came across it while researching Zhao. Love the metaphor too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10244140016
2010-03-09 23:23:21
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/cjLRZy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10243193409
2010-03-09 23:20:56
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/9wUPUz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10243090712
2010-03-09 21:53:02
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 haha, hang in there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10239569331
2010-03-09 21:45:16
stevejmoore: RT @JasonFlom: Marzano said "Rigor"; Merrow said "Vigor". What do you say? http://bit.ly/coIcbH
#EasyChoice #ASCD10

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10239256508
2010-03-09 21:39:00
stevejmoore: The best leaders in Ed/Biz all know how to make others leaders by est. a climate of trust, sharing info & power-Kappan 2/10, Fred Abbate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10239012060
2010-03-09 21:37:37
stevejmoore: We can't think of accountability only in terms of outside mandates or compliance becomes a surrogate for quality-Kappan 2/10, Fred Abbate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10238959995
2010-03-09 20:11:17
stevejmoore: [sad] @PoliticsK12: At Senate's 1st ESEA hearing. Very poor attendance. Just Chairman Harkin, Sen. Al
Franken & Sen. Michael Bennet here.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10235849259
2010-03-09 18:15:29
stevejmoore: RT @elanaleoni-> @Larryferlazzo: Gr8 discussion on Newsweek article on teachers http://tinyurl.com/yfqlrfq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10231631231
2010-03-09 18:13:04
stevejmoore: RT @joe_bower: Yong Zhao blogged about that Tech Report. Very interesting. Perhaps optimism?
http://zhao.educ.msu.edu/ #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10231541983
2010-03-09 18:11:12
stevejmoore: [video] This is fantastic. http://bit.ly/9vAq5e Institutional Education/Learning/Change You must see this.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10231473891
2010-03-09 05:16:37
stevejmoore: RT @lkolb: TwitPoll! In 1999 where was the first place you would go for PD/lesson plan ideas?
http://twtpoll.com/ue5qvn (Please RT)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10207199813
2010-03-09 04:09:14
stevejmoore: @gilesrafol that was a good episode tonight #House
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10204881181
2010-03-09 03:50:39
stevejmoore: New How-To on Easy Podcasting with Cinch on the MEC http://bit.ly/aZvuNp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10204163971
2010-03-09 03:11:53
stevejmoore: @readtoday Just responding as someone fresh off of hearing Yong Zhao at #ASCD10 talk ed/globalization
http://bit.ly/bRozXx interesting topic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10202631761
2010-03-09 03:00:19
stevejmoore: .@readtoday unless "apples" is what will help fix all the broken oranges out there... #ecosys
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10202139006
2010-03-09 02:59:45
stevejmoore: RT @edteck: My 6-part coverage of #ASCD10 in San Antonio - all done with #Prezi http://bit.ly/dj1J7P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10202112305
2010-03-09 02:58:45
stevejmoore: .@sanmccarron haha, my best cooking tool is a pizza slicer or tongs on a grill. Otherwise, I'm good at taking my
wife's directions :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10202070396
2010-03-09 02:53:05
stevejmoore: .@sanmccarron I have his coffee episode permanently saved on my DVR as well :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201835934

2010-03-09 02:51:52
stevejmoore: .@sanmccarron as a former chemist(ry student) and a poor cook who loves to eat and learn, Alton is kinda my
hero.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201785241
2010-03-09 02:47:22
stevejmoore: .@sanmccarron His explanation of pH is awesome. I'm trying to find the Pretzel episode availale online
somewhere... I'll post it if I do
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201599420
2010-03-09 02:41:58
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Haha, all I get around here is Auntie Anne's
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201377420
2010-03-09 02:39:28
stevejmoore: Does anyone use Alton Brown/ Food Science to teach chemistry? Read this ACS article. Delicous applications!
http://bit.ly/buDRCs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201270719
2010-03-09 02:35:17
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I love a good pretzel though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201096155
2010-03-09 02:34:23
stevejmoore: Melinda Miller and Steve J. Moore represented Missouri in Texas this weekend. See the photos and blogs on
MEC! http://bit.ly/abXhvc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10201056821
2010-03-09 02:28:35
stevejmoore: Just uploaded 33 new photos on Missouri Educator Community from #ASCD10 http://ning.it/cKBzg2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10200805902
2010-03-09 02:23:46
stevejmoore: Listening to Alton Brown talk about Philadelphia pretzels makes me sad I didn't get one while I was there for
#NCTE09!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10200602465
2010-03-09 02:19:28
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Thanks! Hoping people take to the idea, I've always been willing to do something new/possibly
challenging for free stuff :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10200420863
2010-03-09 02:12:49
stevejmoore: Adding a blog post to the Missouri Educator Community about using #cinch #Cinch: http://bit.ly/9hfERf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10200144085
2010-03-09 01:58:11
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 @jasonflom @edteck tagged you all in this MEC post on ASCD books #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10199519432
2010-03-09 01:55:35
stevejmoore: @kylepace @web20classroom haha, I bet he's thinking about melting something with his eyes. He's focusing
hard!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10199412768
2010-03-08 00:35:12
stevejmoore: @NancyEH talk to @edjurist or @jonbecker about ed law
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143949113
2010-03-08 00:24:53
stevejmoore: @ASCD I'm waving from the Internets :-) Hi Tweeters! #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143508932
2010-03-08 00:23:53
stevejmoore: RT @karlfisch: RT @MrChase: RT @davecormier: talking NWP with @zachase @budtheteacher on edtechtalk

http://edtechtalk.com/live
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143469273
2010-03-08 00:22:36
stevejmoore: RT @aimeebogush: And while we're at it...powerfully network parents to support the whole
child/school/framework!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143417474
2010-03-08 00:13:30
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal that's always the challenge :) it's a good problem to have, I'll look forward to it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143043924
2010-03-08 00:12:31
stevejmoore: @sebneca are they just asking to destroy/blow up everything now?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10143004588
2010-03-08 00:09:43
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD_Inservice: We can powerfully network as instructional leaders; why not powerfully network
students for learning? #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142889781
2010-03-08 00:07:44
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal I'd be interested in hearing more about how it was geared toward admins if you are blogging
again about #gtadmin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142812513
2010-03-08 00:05:55
stevejmoore: RT @JasonFlom: Wanting a closed microblogging site for your school? YAMMER! http://bit.ly/DD6ER from
@kwmarcus1, @beckyfisher73, @paulaw ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142739622
2010-03-07 02:16:32
stevejmoore: Hey @mmiller7571 we are in the same place as you now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10100507891
2010-03-07 01:35:03
stevejmoore: Going to eat with @Angela_Watson @JasonFlom @davidwees @pblhq on the River Walk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10098917020
2010-03-07 00:00:54
stevejmoore: Teacher leaders take action to validate those around them. #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095482296
2010-03-07 00:00:10
stevejmoore: @JasonFlom I feel a bit far-removed from this session, perhaps we should tweet in our Statler & Waldorff
voices... #ASCD10 ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095452976
2010-03-07 23:57:24
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal well I heard awesome things about #gtadmin from @mmiller7571 yesterday plus your blog
offered a nice taste of the experience
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142390927
2010-03-07 23:53:03
stevejmoore: @paulrwood oh I was just joking, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142219843
2010-03-07 23:51:02
stevejmoore: RT @edteck: Just Posted! My ASCD Conference - Prezi Report 5 http://bit.ly/cBquLg #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142140681
2010-03-07 23:50:33
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal did you make it to all three? #ascd10 #gtadmin #tedxnyed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142121729

2010-03-07 23:49:10
stevejmoore: @paulrwood they've gotta get their rookies some seat time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10142065778
2010-03-07 23:46:41
stevejmoore: @paulrwood yes yes they do! I thought we were just going to take off again several times
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10141968036
2010-03-07 23:42:50
stevejmoore: @ajillgalloway on my way back from #ascd10 in SAT, going to TUL next then driving (ugh) to SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10141815144
2010-03-07 23:41:37
stevejmoore: @paulrwood haha, that close eh?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10141769118
2010-03-07 23:39:56
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 I'm going to blog about hearing that author speak at the conference, got a copy of her book, she's
from STL-Cathy Vatterott
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10141702861
2010-03-07 22:55:08
stevejmoore: Landed at DFW, very long taxiing distance...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10139972132
2010-03-07 22:51:27
stevejmoore: @dtapscott Didn't make it to your session, but I heard many good things here on Twitter, I'll check your site out!
#ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10139834505
2010-03-06 23:55:00
stevejmoore: Sitting on the floor for this session is brutal while trying to type, but I've gotta have an outlet! #ASCD10
@jasonflom is suffering with me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095270127
2010-03-06 23:48:14
stevejmoore: We must understand and be critical of our routines if we are to improve teacher leadership #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10095033073
2010-03-06 23:41:22
stevejmoore: [reading] @JasonFlom's post on Globalization in Education. http://bit.ly/d41GHC #ASCD10 #ZHAO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094792553
2010-03-06 23:35:49
stevejmoore: @AJBianco I have two Macs as well (one is my wife's) just took the netbook for #ASCD10 b/c of its size. Mac
OS X is the best OS out there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094602035
2010-03-06 23:34:48
stevejmoore: @sharnon007 Win 7 is monumentally better than Vista (I had it previously) my netbook has Win 7 Starter, which
is a horrible sham of an OS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094566662
2010-03-06 23:32:35
stevejmoore: I'm sad the #GTadmin and #ASCD10 tweetups are at the same time in diff places, for shame!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094488590
2010-03-06 23:31:23
stevejmoore: False alarm. Windows 7 merely moved all of my files into a protected folder somewhere different than it was
before. Still makes no sense...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094445861
2010-03-06 23:28:33
stevejmoore: Apparently when Windows 7 Starter tells you it needs to "install updates" it means it will WIPE YOUR HDD.
Lost everyting on my netbook. FAIL

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094345585
2010-03-06 23:20:24
stevejmoore: Last Saturday session: Teacher Leadership: Tools and Strategies That Strengthen Practice #ASCD10 @jasonflom
is here w/ me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10094068594
2010-03-06 21:15:30
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I'm going to blog about it on MEC and my website I'll look for a link to post too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10089942926
2010-03-06 21:12:54
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse hahaha, so true :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10089860355
2010-03-06 21:11:22
stevejmoore: RT @jerridkruse: My tweet stream is full of #tedxnyed & #ascd10. Twitter is the best politician: lots of
soundbites. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10089811768
2010-03-06 20:42:14
stevejmoore: What does grading/homework policy look like in your school? #ascd10 #hmwk http://twitpic.com/170dpd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10088870087
2010-03-06 20:40:55
stevejmoore: Twitter just told me that I can't update more than 1000 tweets per day...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10088827321
2010-03-06 20:39:11
stevejmoore: First interactive session I've been to, Cathy Vatterott taking hard Qs on #hmwk #ascd10
http://twitpic.com/170d01
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10088770830
2010-03-06 20:34:37
stevejmoore: Finally back on Twitter, echofon is the only app that works for me right now! #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10088621749
2010-03-06 03:41:34
stevejmoore: Twitter is not updating through my phone for some reason. Let's hope it works tomorrow! #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10057413946
2010-03-06 01:42:55
stevejmoore: Something is up with my Twitter acct...can't update from my iPhone, thankfully there is a PC station at the
Sheraton...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10052783312
2010-03-06 01:42:26
stevejmoore: .@davidwees and I will be on the Riverwalk tonight if any #ASCD10 folks want to join! Just tweet us!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10052764927
2010-03-05 03:53:26
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty the tweet you missed was here: http://bit.ly/cZYPG4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10007466839
2010-03-05 03:52:21
stevejmoore: Safe travels to all who are on their way to #GTAdmin and #ASCD10! Hope to meet some of you tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10007423123
2010-03-05 01:56:28
stevejmoore: @mdprier @tmmaerke thanks guys :) and @caseydaugherty yes I will!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10002629110
2010-03-05 23:19:35
stevejmoore: "The currency of success is brainpower" -Mayor of San Antonio addressing #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10047115428

2010-03-05 22:49:25
stevejmoore: Heading to the welcome reception in Ballroom C for #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10045928774
2010-03-05 22:39:42
stevejmoore: .@ASCD Here is a link to the RSS feed of the #ASCD10 tag http://bit.ly/bG3jzo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10045548289
2010-03-05 22:09:39
stevejmoore: @bengrey I'm proudly sporting jeans :) #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10044383592
2010-03-05 21:44:32
stevejmoore: @edteck me too, I will see you there #ASCD10 #pressroom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10043430430
2010-03-05 21:40:08
stevejmoore: @kenroyal I'm near the reception hall by the coffee place over the catwalk/river overlook. Are you near there?
#ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10043266990
2010-03-05 21:36:11
stevejmoore: RT @lsinrc RT @lthumann: Sample Recommendation Report on Moving to Google Apps http://bit.ly/a5QRyX
#gtadmin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10043121239
2010-03-05 21:35:14
stevejmoore: RT @drewmca: RT @ecalhoon: Pivot tables and Google Docs http://tinyurl.com/95cr5m #gtadmin -- for the data
people
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10043086663
2010-03-05 21:23:28
stevejmoore: @kenroyal I understand that, there's so much going on! Are you in tonight or flying in tomorrow?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10042646341
2010-03-05 21:22:56
stevejmoore: I'm hanging out in the Conf. Center at #ASCD10 most things are still being set up. Make sure you get a trolley
map!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10042626578
2010-03-05 20:40:08
stevejmoore: #ASCD10 anyone else staying at the Sheraton?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10041035729
2010-03-05 20:08:25
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: Read KWF's release on today's presentation http://bit.ly/ckTnFt #ASCD10 /via @wadelphillips
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10039854880
2010-03-05 20:05:52
stevejmoore: #ASCD10 the HW interchange here in San Antonio is amazing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10039760278
2010-03-05 19:43:30
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck it's great to be in Texas! I'll be sure to tweet where I eat!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10038913270
2010-03-05 19:40:12
stevejmoore: @ntdeford yes if you log in at ascd.org you can use the conference session planner to view events #ascd10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10038791663
2010-03-05 19:35:36
stevejmoore: RT @mmiller7571: Ok, I hae only been here an hour and learned more than the last 5 years of using google:)
#gtadmin /via @markwagner
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10038621932

2010-03-05 19:34:16
stevejmoore: I am following the tweets from today's Google Teachers Academy for Administrators. Great stuff! #gtadmin /via
@jeffkessler
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/10038571183
2010-03-04 23:29:42
stevejmoore: What education related books have you read lately? Share on the MEC Book Group: http://bit.ly/9B0Db0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9996459780
2010-03-04 23:24:36
stevejmoore: RT @edteck: Heading to #ASCD10 ? Follow the backchannel with my 2 Twitter visualizers http://bit.ly/doVCjG
http://bit.ly/cs7sPI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9996250650
2010-03-04 23:21:35
stevejmoore: @Iamprometheus oh no! Don't worry, you can schedule that test for just about any time. I did it individually, only
takes about 40 min max.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9996125136
2010-03-04 22:22:19
stevejmoore: @iteachgrade2 @wmchamberlain @allofek12 @shhartley @DoremiGirl @ajillgalloway @ShellTerrell thanks
to all of you! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9993647431
2010-03-04 21:40:28
stevejmoore: I'm so excited! I was selected as a Greater Kansas City Writing Project Fellow in the 2010 Invitational Summer
Institute! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9991978419
2010-03-04 20:49:30
stevejmoore: [woah] @daniel_jacobson: Impressive heist at Best Buy - http://bit.ly/c2cFBN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9990014622
2010-03-04 20:44:56
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9989843001
2010-03-04 20:44:07
stevejmoore: Great site for free online editable certificates. http://bit.ly/9VhTHk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9989812015
2010-03-04 20:33:47
stevejmoore: @JasonFlom I'd be in for lunch Saturday @kenroyal @edteck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9989433208
2010-03-04 20:01:23
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal I will let you know for sure, something should materialize, many will be there for #GTAdmin
& #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9988223665
2010-03-04 19:59:16
stevejmoore: Former Asst Ed Sec/NCLB proponent Ravitch says it put us on the wrong track: http://bit.ly/cbgK4H (via
@NPRnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9988137736
2010-03-04 19:43:46
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain: If we really thought education was an investment in the future, we would never cut
funding.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987579667
2010-03-04 19:41:27
stevejmoore: @mctownsley that is awesome. I love it! Now if only that counted for partial state funding for ADA... eattendance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987497233

2010-03-04 19:40:34
stevejmoore: Starbucks moving to value quantity over quality of coffee as it moves to a 31 oz "Trenta" size offering.
http://bit.ly/9o99Tw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987465940
2010-03-04 19:35:07
stevejmoore: #ASCD10 Interview w/ Sandra Wegner, Part II: Conference Advice http://bit.ly/ajdQpO (Read Part I first:
http://bit.ly/dcG1s3)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987263996
2010-03-04 19:32:09
stevejmoore: How can you participate in National Grammar Day? http://bit.ly/8ZcEwK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987153102
2010-03-04 19:28:28
stevejmoore: RT @mctownsley: student sick at home...just skyped her in to be a part of today's geometry lesson. kids here
were absolutely thrilled.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9987014834
2010-03-04 03:25:22
stevejmoore: Hip hip hooray, 14 hour day! Hip hip hoo--SLOMP ZZZzzzzz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9956041540
2010-03-04 03:23:23
stevejmoore: @jrichardson30 butyric acid smells like rancid butter, it's horrible! Was that on whale wars?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9955961535
2010-03-04 03:18:26
stevejmoore: RT @milobo: What skills do new teachers need? Maybe it's more than content knowledge. http://bit.ly/dyt9Xf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9955760015
2010-03-04 02:59:34
stevejmoore: [reading] @kevcreutz: Integrating Disciplines - Can you help me enrich/extend a lesson? http://bit.ly/c5vNMA
#NewEdBlog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9954962726
2010-03-04 02:57:21
stevejmoore: [AMEN!] @kylepace: Students need to create & publish, not just consume. The 3Cs: Communicative,
Collaborative, and Creative.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9954870421
2010-03-03 00:42:00
stevejmoore: @nothingfuture I think the admin(s) are vital to good morale, just can't forget about the possibility of mutiny :)
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9899854169
2010-03-03 00:41:17
stevejmoore: sure! I agree! @nothingfuture but even the best admin is only a single person, can't determine the attitudes of 100s
of staff. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9899823753
2010-03-03 00:38:38
stevejmoore: [well put] RT @PaulWHankins: Here is what hurts morale ..when innovative tchrs feel like their contributions
would not be missed. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9899713176
2010-03-03 22:08:44
stevejmoore: How does low teacher morale affect learning? Give your response in the Ed Chat forum. http://bit.ly/9bW0ic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9943017133
2010-03-03 19:32:23
stevejmoore: RT @ozge: Make Your Own Handwriting Fonts http://www.yourfonts.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9937326256
2010-03-03 18:37:16

stevejmoore: RT @edtechsteve: how to turn a Powerpoint game or nonlinear activity into a flash game, hosted on web:
http://bit.ly/dCIUyB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9935368383
2010-03-03 18:27:43
stevejmoore: RT @AngelaMaiers: Interesting visualization at Education Eye - Mapping Innovations http://ow.ly/1dH3U
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9935022012
2010-03-03 17:03:17
stevejmoore: But March, forgive me-and All those Hills you left for me to Hue-There was no Purple suitable-You took it all
with you -(via @MsEmilyD)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931979655
2010-03-03 17:01:09
stevejmoore: [awesome] Inbox:0 merit badge is hard to earn! (via @braddo) http://ow.ly/1dH27
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931899244
2010-03-03 16:56:14
stevejmoore: [reading] via @shareski & @irasocol Who needs a Prof? http://bit.ly/aCAcks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931712964
2010-03-03 16:52:48
stevejmoore: [reading] Myths of Independent Reading http://bit.ly/cyDYtA via @caseydaugherty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931586659
2010-03-03 16:49:03
stevejmoore: @spedteacher it's a good problem to have :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931447857
2010-03-03 16:47:30
stevejmoore: @pepepacha it's the little things that you never expect to be asked about :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9931389715
2010-03-03 16:02:57
stevejmoore: [reading] @EdEquality: WSJ on upcoming Race to the Top announcement. http://bit.ly/a0NSxQ #rttt #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9929706498
2010-03-03 15:55:03
stevejmoore: I'm in some kinda awesome teaching rhythm today and it feels great! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9929402632
2010-03-03 03:08:09
stevejmoore: @RegalhcsA they pics were done by http://bit.ly/aEhijd for my menu. His students do a great job.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9906088113
2010-03-03 03:04:53
stevejmoore: @RegalhcsA my school's desktop publishing class made them for me! I have a Taco Bell menu up now too (I'll
take pics soon) #collaboration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9905950840
2010-03-03 03:00:49
stevejmoore: Tough question: what would you do if you lost your job teaching? Share your thoughts and read others'...
http://bit.ly/c9GzIH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9905768870
2010-03-03 02:15:45
stevejmoore: "Heartwrenching....Chile, three days later - The Big Picture: http://bit.ly/9cM3JU" (via @jswiatek)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9903765512
2010-03-03 01:27:04
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO haha! something like that. Time to break it down with da M-E-C!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9901717624
2010-03-03 01:20:42
stevejmoore: Pre-service teachers--learn to converse with your peers and build your digital footprint. Join the Missouri...

http://bit.ly/c4jITY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9901455088
2010-03-03 01:10:40
stevejmoore: Excited I got to participate in the #edchat tonight, no class this evening! It was a much needed change of pace!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9901066519
2010-03-03 01:10:33
stevejmoore: Important new group on the MEC. Missouri Educators, come participate in the Ed Chat-A casual global
conversation... http://bit.ly/9gS0Ps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9901061225
2010-03-03 01:07:28
stevejmoore: What kind of free global professional development do you get on Tuesday evenings? #edchat http://bit.ly/ctsQT7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900929654
2010-03-03 00:58:08
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Thanks for a great #edchat everyone. Follow @jswiatek for the archive, which I will def need to
read later!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900525190
2010-03-03 00:57:39
stevejmoore: Just added a new group on Missouri Educator Community: #edchat http://ning.it/9bsnbt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900505089
2010-03-03 00:51:15
stevejmoore: RT @bjnichols: Morale is similar to achievement. It goes up the more we differentiate our practices to fit
individual needs. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900240013
2010-03-03 00:47:35
stevejmoore: crowdsource your compliments to build morale #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900086428
2010-03-03 00:46:38
stevejmoore: RT @bjnichols: Every stakeholder owns a piece of morale. It really has to be a community approach. Student,
Teacher, Admin, etc. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900047042
2010-03-03 00:45:36
stevejmoore: @VanessaCassie that makes sense, passsion==willing struggle and care, morale==supported & encouraged
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9900003751
2010-03-03 00:44:05
stevejmoore: @nothingfuture I like that :) I'd go to great lengths for mine I think. Well said! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9899939946
2010-03-03 00:43:05
stevejmoore: @vanessacassie what is the difference b/t passion and morale in your opinion? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9899898217
2010-03-02 03:49:40
stevejmoore: Purdue tries something interesting with social media in the classroom http://bit.ly/dcMztA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9858096413
2010-03-02 03:31:28
stevejmoore: RT @comicsteacher Purdue Adds Twitter and Facebook to Class Participation http://bit.ly/alECGX
#backchannel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9857356610
2010-03-02 03:07:18
stevejmoore: @srdill excellent, thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9856335541

2010-03-02 03:05:33
stevejmoore: @tonnet @mguhlin I think it absolutely hampers student success. Blocking any kind of educational tool is harmful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9856261753
2010-03-02 03:03:48
stevejmoore: I'm reading the #ecosys tag posts (interesting ideas) but I'm curious, what's the context for the tag a specific event
or just conversation?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9856182254
2010-03-02 02:44:03
stevejmoore: Only Alton Brown could definte "chilli" as "a sublime gestalt of flavor"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9855333232
2010-03-02 00:57:07
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN: #Edchat poll : 3 of the 5 Topics are very close. Make your choice now!
http://bit.ly/c6gIJI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9850881383
2010-03-02 00:56:56
stevejmoore: "When something magic happens in front of you even if it's not your plan, you have to that being open to that being
better and not worse."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9850874349
2010-03-02 00:53:33
stevejmoore: "The trauma & things you feel strongly about in your life are the things you have to live out in your art." -Cameron
speaking about Aliens.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9850736017
2010-03-02 00:45:41
stevejmoore: RT @7VWP: National Grammar Day: http://bit.ly/dsUo6N
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9850404715
2010-03-02 00:44:56
stevejmoore: Watching James Cameron on Inside the Actor's Studio. "I was pretty good at Physics execpt for the math." <--me
too Jim :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9850372108
2010-03-02 00:24:24
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: RT @englishcomp: When saying "No" means saying "Yes": Latest blog up. http://bit.ly/c6bxsf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9849514072
2010-03-02 00:17:07
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I take no credit, the onus is on the Internets. Web 1.0 in all its glory.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9849213715
2010-03-02 00:07:03
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher Found it: Best website ever. Done. http://bit.ly/lgDii (look for the scrolling cat...)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9848794851
2010-03-01 23:57:46
stevejmoore: [challenge] RT @budtheteacher: Help. I need to figure out the best website ever. Soon. Suggestions?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9848396906
2010-03-01 23:57:08
stevejmoore: @OzarksWP Tweetie is my favorite, Tweetdeck is also good, Twitterific and Twitterfon are good too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9848370507
2010-03-01 23:54:34
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke my English Dept doled out the cash for ASCD, I'm not sure there will be as much conference
attending next year for us. I am lucky
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9848265336
2010-03-01 23:28:31
stevejmoore: @nashworld interesting quotation, I like it. Is Brooks a biologist?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9847171614

2010-03-01 23:28:16
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "Chaos breeds life, where order breeds habit." ~Henry Brooks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9847161217
2010-03-01 23:28:08
stevejmoore: RT @Aaron_Eyler: Persistence might be the most important trait for kids to learn in school. BTW: You don't
need tech for that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9847155674
2010-03-01 04:01:27
stevejmoore: @SmithSystem what does a collaborative learning desk look like?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9809021335
2010-03-01 03:57:57
stevejmoore: What are your thoughts on compulsory age of attendance? http://bit.ly/9LH1HY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9808873541
2010-03-01 00:21:27
stevejmoore: Aimee Sarver asks a hard question in this MEC post: What if you had to leave teaching? http://bit.ly/daVfaB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9800012644
2010-02-28 23:02:30
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: Great effort - hats off to Canada
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9796781561
2010-02-28 22:48:14
stevejmoore: Check out the new post from William Chamberlain of Noel, MO on MEC http://bit.ly/cf8BXC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9796018407
2010-02-28 22:46:58
stevejmoore: Two new members in the past two days on the MEC! http://bit.ly/btH3wq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9795964359
2010-02-28 18:12:49
stevejmoore: Off to Chester's in Branson for lunch #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9785685798
2010-02-28 16:10:52
stevejmoore: Checking out "What Now? Whatâ€™s Next?" on Missouri Educator Community: http://ning.it/a06mXn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9781534265
2010-02-28 02:30:19
stevejmoore: @Lneuburger started reading some of your research on the scribd page you tweeted earlier, interesting stuff!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9757374523
2010-02-28 01:27:49
stevejmoore: Catching up on LOST tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9754956266
2010-02-28 00:20:33
stevejmoore: "Once you discover your true potential it will be very hard to settle for anything less." (via @thadhaines &
@LeadToday)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9752467835
2010-02-28 00:19:18
stevejmoore: A thought provoking blog post by Aaron Eyler on cooperative and project-based learning. http://bit.ly/drASOk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9752422193
2010-02-28 00:06:43
stevejmoore: Loving some new music I discovered through @NPRnews last week: Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan http://bit.ly/9CinRw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9751973398
2010-02-28 23:04:12
stevejmoore: Find out about using presentation tool Xtranormal in Addie Gaines blog post on MEC http://bit.ly/9JwuVK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9796867712

2010-02-27 04:19:31
stevejmoore: @dolt287 remember those elementary school trips to the Blue Springs Rolleradium?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713852855
2010-02-27 04:18:31
stevejmoore: Respect to my Northern Neighbors!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713814616
2010-02-27 04:17:10
stevejmoore: Holding my breath #Ohno
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713762783
2010-02-27 04:14:18
stevejmoore: @vtdeacon www.london2012.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713652161
2010-02-27 04:13:07
stevejmoore: With five teams on the ice, this speed skating relay just looks like a party. Will there be an awkward couple's
skate later? The limbo?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713608147
2010-02-27 04:06:03
stevejmoore: @jonbecker hmm interesting. Like Garcetti v. Ceballos? Something about "citizen speech"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713335091
2010-02-27 04:03:36
stevejmoore: @blairteach another wiki link from @mmiller112 http://bit.ly/bxoxhK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713237995
2010-02-27 04:01:18
stevejmoore: .@swalker2 oh good, send a link to @blairteach #StaffWikis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713145855
2010-02-27 03:58:29
stevejmoore: @mdprier I never saw the sequel, no Niel Patrick Harris, Casper Van Diem, or Denise Richards...let me know
how it is
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9713031497
2010-02-27 03:57:27
stevejmoore: @Lneuburger just noticed you in @caseydaugherty's tweet, I'm assuming you're a MO teacher, let me know where
and I'll add you to my list!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9712991191
2010-02-27 03:49:09
stevejmoore: Wishing I was at #MoWriteToLearn but it'll be nice to have a weekend "off."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9712666816
2010-02-27 03:46:00
stevejmoore: @jonbecker do you think (let's say this goes to court) that a "legal disclaimer" somewhere on her profile would
help her in this incident?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9712543717
2010-02-27 03:42:01
stevejmoore: RT @jonbecker: All public employees should pay attention to this case. The 1st Amendment is tricky:
http://is.gd/9i12p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9712384828
2010-02-27 03:38:44
stevejmoore: @MmeVeilleux bienvenue a Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9712255932
2010-02-27 03:27:11
stevejmoore: [downloaded] via @weemooseus: What a superlative student assessment system should look like, PDF white
paper dl: http://tinyurl.com/yduoz5q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711783714

2010-02-27 03:24:15
stevejmoore: Holy crash sauce Batman! #Ohno!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711663635
2010-02-27 03:17:14
stevejmoore: RT @mrschu81: "Talk with your kids about everything. Then you won't have to be afraid of what they're reading.
" -Judy Blume http://tiny ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711384806
2010-02-27 03:15:56
stevejmoore: RT @blairteach: looking for sample school wikis used for internal school communication & collaboration. Know
of any?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711332577
2010-02-27 03:14:34
stevejmoore: Lots of visual data via @GuyKawasaki: State of the Internet http://is.gd/9geCL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711277540
2010-02-27 03:09:42
stevejmoore: "Happiness often sneaks in through a door you didn't know you left open." John Barrymore (via @Marelisa)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9711081172
2010-02-27 23:54:52
stevejmoore: RT @Aaron_Eyler: Cooperative Learning: Teachers vs. Babysitters http://bit.ly/ad2Jl1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9751532975
2010-02-27 23:26:20
stevejmoore: @deangroom there are some crazy hand-eye coordinated gamers out there. Especially on PCs, console gaming is
not nearly as fast.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9750509732
2010-02-27 23:17:56
stevejmoore: @deangroom once I started teaching I took a hiatus from video games, used 2 be good, Installed Orange Box over
xmas. I sucked at TF2! 2 fast
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9750209966
2010-02-27 23:06:36
stevejmoore: 5 Q survey about teachers & facebook http://bit.ly/9PYEsD (via @ShellTerrell @ultimateteacher )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749806303
2010-02-27 23:04:22
stevejmoore: @danreeve we were using that hashtag to track live updates on the Missouri Educator Community's #MWPN
group http://bit.ly/dxkZcv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749726547
2010-02-27 23:02:53
stevejmoore: @chadsansing @paulawhite but I don't know Chad's son, just my supposition :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749671997
2010-02-27 23:02:21
stevejmoore: @chadsansing @paulawhite I'm not sure it has to be "sad" the kid just wants to learn at his own pace/style, could
be a very good thing 4 him
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749652043
2010-02-27 22:58:26
stevejmoore: @chadsansing very interesting! Great insight
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749506025
2010-02-27 22:52:01
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 oh hey, I'll be at #ASCD10 I didn't know anyone else from SW MO was going!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749284914
2010-02-27 22:51:15
stevejmoore: @MZimmer557 sure, schools will have to have a serious plan on how to keep those who wish to drop out from
dragging their feet.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749257958
2010-02-27 22:49:30
stevejmoore: Update: Dan Reeve's notes from Missouri Write to Learn 2010 in the #MWPN group on MEC http://bit.ly/dxkZcv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9749196264
2010-02-27 22:43:40
stevejmoore: RT @danreeve: Here are all my notes from #MOWritetoLearn - http://bit.ly/cbK3X5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9748992514
2010-02-27 22:34:50
stevejmoore: @MZimmer557 thanks very much. What are your thoughts on the compulsory attendance age increase? Good?
Bad? Indifferent?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9748681665
2010-02-27 22:30:32
stevejmoore: I'm no parent yet but this made me laugh "parenting is a lot like algebra. whatever you do to one side, you have to
do to the other" ~@iMrsF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9748526243
2010-02-27 22:22:17
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 my diplomatic answer to that is "Nothing is guaranteed unblocked except for the school
website/email."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9748227745
2010-02-26 03:18:18
stevejmoore: [reading] "Independent Research Projects Can Foster Learning" http://ning.it/bO6nOz on MEC via
@wmchamberlain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9658990058
2010-02-25 22:03:33
stevejmoore: It's so good to see the sun today...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9645504575
2010-02-25 22:02:43
stevejmoore: "I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are good at heart." - Anne Frank (via @teach42)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9645470718
2010-02-25 21:43:21
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Or a meal at The Restaurant at the End of the Universe...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9644715608
2010-02-25 21:32:38
stevejmoore: @FriedBob at least I could study Vogon poetry then...#42
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9644307189
2010-02-25 21:29:35
stevejmoore: So you need a new iphone case but you don't have the dough...http://bit.ly/aEozAm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9644186061
2010-02-25 21:21:09
stevejmoore: Feeling like Aurthur Dent yet again this Thursday...I hope my house hasn't been demolished to make way for a
freeway when I get home. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9643866629
2010-02-25 21:01:30
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke there was a great deal more behind that 1st tweet I made, but I had never heard that about referrals
before, wanted feedback
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9643123245
2010-02-25 20:59:51
stevejmoore: @tpman24 HA! That's amazing. Serendipity.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9643053963
2010-02-25 20:59:29

stevejmoore: @tmmaerke no you're totally right, it's hard to get around them in Twitter sometimes I think. @ozarkswp has a
great point too about the onus
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9643039947
2010-02-25 20:16:47
stevejmoore: @poh @tmmaerke @ozarkswp this super made it very clear admins need to back up teachers when referrals do
happen, just an interesting topic..
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9641449824
2010-02-25 20:14:21
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke @ozarkswp yes @poh is right, the super was just saying tchrs need to find solutions aside from them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9641357932
2010-02-25 19:21:10
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I think you're right, but is there a kernel of truth to what he says?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9639361005
2010-02-25 18:23:26
stevejmoore: @jugermann I don't think that was intended, just that it was one symptom of an effective teacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9637198999
2010-02-25 18:22:59
stevejmoore: @tjshay you are so right, he addressed that to me as well, principals can't kick you behind the knees by not doing
anything w/ a referral
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9637182235
2010-02-25 18:22:17
stevejmoore: @keithschoch He was saying that having fewer referrals was a symptom of being a good teacher, not the other
way around
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9637156374
2010-02-25 17:07:53
stevejmoore: @ladyvolhoops no I don't think he was insinuating that no referrals makes a good teacher, just a symptom of a
good teacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9634239019
2010-02-25 17:05:52
stevejmoore: RT @lamoureuxr: It is remarkable how Twitter elicits conversations between complete strangers...can't imagine
past generations doing this!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9634157299
2010-02-25 17:04:18
stevejmoore: RT @CorwinPress: Read JTE free through Feb 28! Open access at http://bit.ly/bHR7V4 thanks to our affiliate
Sage.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9634092376
2010-02-25 16:56:37
stevejmoore: A large dist. superintendent (whom I respect) told me recently that the best teachers have the fewest office
referrals. Your thoughts?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9633775570
2010-02-25 03:42:27
stevejmoore: @amandacdykes I've used xtranormal! I kinda like it. Have you tried @animoto too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9609010637
2010-02-25 03:15:40
stevejmoore: @amandacdykes what do you do to get around powerpoint? Do you use Prezi or dramatically change your ppts
somehow?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9607898327
2010-02-25 03:08:32
stevejmoore: Behold! The power of...well, I'm sure we've all seen powerpoint failures like this. http://bit.ly/aGXV0I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9607597713
2010-02-25 03:05:28

stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new photo on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/aHj6v5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9607463267
2010-02-25 03:03:48
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby No kidding. #LeadershipFail That was hard to read earlier today.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9607390585
2010-02-25 02:56:19
stevejmoore: Dilbert on PowerPoint http://tinyurl.com/yaxey3g AWESOME (RT @vtdeacon @Larryferlazzo )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9607060693
2010-02-25 02:39:49
stevejmoore: Find out Who else is going to the Missouri Writing Projects Network event Write to Learn! Click to view event...
http://bit.ly/b85O8f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9606330525
2010-02-25 02:37:42
stevejmoore: There's more great conversation through MEC on Facebook! http://bit.ly/ayhmmC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9606239121
2010-02-25 02:36:36
stevejmoore: Is professional development money drying up at your school? What are ways you are responding?
http://bit.ly/brG9LM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9606190045
2010-02-25 02:29:45
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty: RT @kkrausen: #NCTE urges support for #NWP: http://bit.ly/cKubOQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9605889948
2010-02-24 03:38:59
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain haha, I don't know (wouldn't imagine that) and I'm no parent yet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9559108222
2010-02-24 03:37:09
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty @pickledtreats I think it's pretty cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9559030939
2010-02-24 03:36:18
stevejmoore: @MaryKayG @timelines it's a pretty awesome sport to watch, that and snowboard cross of course
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558994981
2010-02-24 03:34:47
stevejmoore: Teacher educators: if you've ever said do as I say not as I do, you are not doing your job. (via @jerridkruse)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558930315
2010-02-24 03:30:57
stevejmoore: To the girl ice dancing to an orchestral strings version of the Gladiator theme...well done. Bing a sword next time
too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558769033
2010-02-24 03:29:41
stevejmoore: @bltg haha, you sound so enthused about it :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558714332
2010-02-24 03:15:41
stevejmoore: Is this the first year for Ski Cross to be an Olympic event?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558126876
2010-02-24 03:13:13
stevejmoore: @bltg sounds exciting! What is ePeGS?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9558020306
2010-02-24 03:11:17
stevejmoore: Yay for @KristinlHoward and the Rep Academic Team for taking home a giant 2nd place trophy from the Nixa
tournament tonight!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9557937319
2010-02-24 03:00:51
stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new photo on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/cv9PsA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9557474126
2010-02-24 02:56:08
stevejmoore: @bltg thanks for the encouragement :) How goes the Pleasant Hill Technology Plan you've been working on?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9557264026
2010-02-24 02:51:44
stevejmoore: [I love it!] via @nathanremington: LOST is Myst with people, pretty much.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9557071161
2010-02-24 02:50:55
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby haha, Tom you're welcome back in the Show Me State anytime
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9557035673
2010-02-24 02:49:32
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron well I'm allergic to eggs, so I'm not much of a judge :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556974994
2010-02-24 02:40:03
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl Jazz makes it all better...live jazz would be best, but I'll settle for what I can enjoy in slippers :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556555454
2010-02-24 02:39:19
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby no kidding? Near Crowder College?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556523118
2010-02-24 02:37:17
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty so are you tweeting from your phone still or on your computer at home?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556434235
2010-02-24 02:33:51
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 you are a super techie parent!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556282143
2010-02-24 02:33:22
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron haha, I have no chickens or neighbors with chickens sadly. That would be entertaining here in
suburbia.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556260427
2010-02-24 02:30:53
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl :) Thanks. The Kurt Rosenwinkel Standards Trio is keeping me going tonight, there might be a
glass of pinot noir on my desk too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9556145541
2010-02-24 21:16:21
stevejmoore: @msstewart I like "tinkering" but just think of how your kids will view it. It could work... You could call it
Creative Commons club...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592989801
2010-02-24 21:12:34
stevejmoore: [reading] via @colonelb Sorry, but Common Core College Readiness will not get you into college "race to the
middle." http://bit.ly/bNauxX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592849176
2010-02-24 21:11:43
stevejmoore: @msstewart ahhh I see now. I think you could do a lot in a club like that. Maybe measure perceptions on a first
"teaser" meeting...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592816853
2010-02-24 21:10:49
stevejmoore: Darn these other teachers always suggesting books for me to read! :) Just checked out another: Strength in What

Remains by Tracy Kidder
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592784389
2010-02-24 21:09:05
stevejmoore: @msstewart I bet you could get some old PCs to tinker w/ eventually w/ some hunting, most schools that can't
sell old PCs 4 parts toss 'em
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592719748
2010-02-24 21:05:07
stevejmoore: @jonbecker woah! that was rated nc-17! #EpicTeacherFail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592571979
2010-02-24 21:03:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart as in building computers? writing simple code? online design? writing online? photography for the
Web?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592498242
2010-02-24 21:01:38
stevejmoore: @Holtsman @kditzler @poh I wold at least try it once #DoritoPizza
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9592439742
2010-02-24 16:57:29
stevejmoore: Anyone ever heard of a Dorito pizza? Apparently a joint near Truman State U in Kirksville, MO serves one.
#CrazyFood
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9583619388
2010-02-24 16:54:05
stevejmoore: @wcarozza if you get further along and you'd like to know more about what my school is doing, I'll be glad to
share
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9583491422
2010-02-23 04:27:03
stevejmoore: New "How-To" article on the MEC. Check it out! http://bit.ly/c8PoB9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9511193983
2010-02-23 04:17:17
stevejmoore: Checking out "How do you motivate students for MAP testing? " on Missouri Educator Community:
http://ning.it/coY6zV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9510834291
2010-02-23 03:44:20
stevejmoore: @DrDial for shame! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9509558616
2010-02-23 01:22:25
stevejmoore: Thanks to @ksmu I'm at the Legacy of African American People in Poetry event at the Lib Cntr
http://twitpic.com/14tgnc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9503758311
2010-02-23 00:55:26
stevejmoore: Second BSOD on Windows 7 since I installed it in December...iTunes, VLC, and Firefox were the only things
running. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9502626525
2010-02-23 00:28:46
stevejmoore: New blog post on Missouri Educator Community "How to Post a Forum Q" http://ning.it/bQogG8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9501511152
2010-02-23 00:19:05
stevejmoore: Just added a new discussion on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/9gZEIb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9501105283
2010-02-22 04:18:14
stevejmoore: "When I am writing my problems become invisible and I am the same person I always was. All is well." -Roger
Ebert http://bit.ly/bBhF9X

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9461309528
2010-02-22 04:17:06
stevejmoore: RT @tonnet: PBS Teachers is a smorgasbord of teacher resources http://is.gd/8U6EP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9461269378
2010-02-22 03:03:59
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst I'm in the same boat. Casual usually means not even watching it on TV for me, but this was great.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9458362678
2010-02-22 02:57:13
stevejmoore: Wow. This is why you watch the Olympics. Amazing competition on ice. Go World.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9458050757
2010-02-22 02:52:40
stevejmoore: Best NHL announcer comment ever: "This game has been tremendously tremendous!!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9457830556
2010-02-22 02:40:03
stevejmoore: #ASCD policy House Ed Committee wants stakeholder input on ESEA changes. Email comments thru March 26.
http://bit.ly/azBZzj (via @ascd)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9457317647
2010-02-22 02:31:55
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Differentiated instruction site with lots of resources http://www.learnerslink.com/curriculum.htm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456979857
2010-02-22 02:13:17
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach now that I'm moving back to KC I can see the new CHL Mavericks play!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456243508
2010-02-22 02:12:35
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Used to go to IHL games all the time as a kid (KC Blades) then they folded, went to Sioux Falls
Stampede when I lived there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456214357
2010-02-22 02:11:24
stevejmoore: @theresagray @gann24 I know, I thought it was strange NBC didn't put it on primetime...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456164046
2010-02-22 02:09:19
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr give it time, it may take a while for it to register w/ TweetDeck, it took a day or so for mine to
work last time I changed PWs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456078143
2010-02-22 02:08:03
stevejmoore: @theresagray @cronkb @gann24 @nicegrl99 @JenAnsbach this is a great game.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9456025715
2010-02-22 02:03:50
stevejmoore: GOAL USA!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9455848070
2010-02-22 01:54:33
stevejmoore: [great info] via @tonnet: Standard Naming Conventions For Electronic Records: The Rules http://is.gd/8TOlq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9455454024
2010-02-22 01:53:42
stevejmoore: I've come to this conclusion tonight: there is not enough hockey in my life.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9455418977
2010-02-22 01:52:19
stevejmoore: [reading] via @brianfay: Students better off without all the Internet blocking: http://bit.ly/cHO0LZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9455363503

2010-02-22 21:49:55
stevejmoore: @wcarozza @baldy7 I agree with you on all those accounts, the collaboration/PLC aspect is what we are
benefiting from (lots of isolation b4)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9494953552
2010-02-22 21:11:08
stevejmoore: @wcarozza @baldy7 my school is "becoming" a DuFour PLC school, and while I see some negatives about it,
there are many positives we can take
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9493470688
2010-02-22 21:10:00
stevejmoore: @russgoerend @plugsin the fact that colleges woefully under-prepare teachers is the understatement of the day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9493426804
2010-02-22 21:06:02
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr did your pw let you back into TweetDeck today?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9493277379
2010-02-22 21:05:33
stevejmoore: [reading] @Ed_Leadership: Teens tell what makes them strive for perfection in Cushman's Feb EL article:
http://bit.ly/bSxSa7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9493258489
2010-02-22 21:01:17
stevejmoore: RT @bengrey: I don't care how many times I do this, cooperative writing still leaves me awed.
http://bit.ly/bsqmOW #etherpad #awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9493091539
2010-02-22 19:25:01
stevejmoore: Awesome shirt on @woot today http://bit.ly/cV2Yut "Read a Book"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9489386236
2010-02-22 19:21:24
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP NCTE folks - survey for online content ends today. http://bit.ly/9ZAIsu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9489245586
2010-02-22 18:33:47
stevejmoore: Looking forward to authors in San Antonio? Want a preview? Visit http://bit.ly/sOUgt via @ascdmember &
@scottrwillis #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9487406978
2010-02-22 18:28:33
stevejmoore: What would I do without @CaseyDaugherty? :) She makes my day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9487202068
2010-02-22 18:27:34
stevejmoore: [bookmarked] via @edutopia Should Teacher Salaries be Linked to Student Performance? http://bit.ly/dpqqNA
#education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9487164777
2010-02-22 15:25:53
stevejmoore: What an awesome start to my week. Great PLC mtg w/ admin feedback, and 1st hr awesome student journal
conferences. Yay teaching!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9480178778
2010-02-21 23:24:25
stevejmoore: @tpman24 makes sense...you might have to spring for a new one or hit up Amazon http://bit.ly/axQvoQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9449648378
2010-02-21 23:04:46
stevejmoore: "It shouldnâ€™t take a constitutional crisis or an attack on the nation to create honest dialogue in the Senate."
http://nyti.ms/b20fvn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9448901901
2010-02-21 22:54:47

stevejmoore: @tpman24 definitely go buy a copy. I'm sure there's one in your store.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9448513469
2010-02-21 22:53:13
stevejmoore: @sanmccarron My dad got it for me when I graduated from college and I'm just getting around to it. I already
know I'll be reading it again.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9448454318
2010-02-21 00:18:23
stevejmoore: RT @donalynbooks: English teacher creates online poetry forum for students http://sbne.ws/r/3TBB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9405322150
2010-02-21 00:18:00
stevejmoore: [first thought in your head] One piece of advice for new teachers. Keep this tag-->#newteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9405308368
2010-02-20 23:31:30
stevejmoore: Take the quick 2 Question Social Bookmarking Survey on our "Great Links" group. http://bit.ly/as1RkA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9403687345
2010-02-20 23:24:21
stevejmoore: A Practical Digression: RE:Reading http://bit.ly/diC8BY (via @englishcomp)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9403441512
2010-02-20 22:53:01
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic do you say "SIFErs" like "ciphers" or like "siffee-ers"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402383301
2010-02-20 22:52:01
stevejmoore: @msstewart I think you'd be just fine :) then again, you have already done that whole JD thing...no small feat!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402350829
2010-02-20 22:50:25
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, that IS a good plan. Having dinner tonight w/ my parents and then watching The Hurt Locker
w/ my cousin.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402299580
2010-02-20 22:47:57
stevejmoore: @msstewart what does your mom do?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402218976
2010-02-20 22:47:30
stevejmoore: @emwilkey another good reason I keep a large coffee cup nearby, helps me to shut my mouth & listen to others :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402204621
2010-02-20 22:44:33
stevejmoore: @msstewart not busy enough? Need a PhD to work on? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402108144
2010-02-20 22:43:52
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach we're not getting crazy snow (hopefully) but you never know...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9402086027
2010-02-20 22:39:16
stevejmoore: lots of big fluffy snowflakes falling in KC :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9401936263
2010-02-20 22:36:01
stevejmoore: ATT is making me angry today, they have the most inconsistent modem/router combos. #ShakingMyFist
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9401830544
2010-02-20 22:21:07
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/9Blj7r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9401346584

2010-02-20 22:20:29
stevejmoore: New Featured Post this week by Thomas Whitby http://bit.ly/cH4TBN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9401326084
2010-02-20 22:04:31
stevejmoore: Find the Missouri Educator Community on Facebook: http://bit.ly/ayhmmC Be the first fan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9400821928
2010-02-20 22:02:22
stevejmoore: http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=3901412&l;=30183d934d&id;=318872746492
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9400753000
2010-02-20 21:28:05
stevejmoore: What is the MEC about? Check out our introductory video: http://bit.ly/b2DEMI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9399672011
2010-02-20 21:26:00
stevejmoore: RT @jerridkruse: @tomwhitby how do you deal w/ tchers who already think they have "best practices", even tho
their instruction does not ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9399607084
2010-02-20 21:25:30
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher via @jerridkruse "one good way is to invite community in [to schools]-guest speakers, etc"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9399591810
2010-02-19 21:00:27
stevejmoore: @wbass3 I can't for the life of me get an audio player to embed correctly in WP either, some things just conflict
w/ your style sheets
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352429905
2010-02-19 20:57:04
stevejmoore: @francis_grey it's b/c it's what she yelled at you about, not how she yelled at you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352304259
2010-02-19 20:51:52
stevejmoore: @francis_grey b/c it more directly relates to the "me" than to the verb (I'm fairly certain)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352117256
2010-02-19 20:51:08
stevejmoore: @wbass3 Hmmm, latest build of WP?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352090971
2010-02-19 20:50:53
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty yeah, you can usually get away w/ close to 2 hrs, but you have to move your car if it's gonna be
longer :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352081726
2010-02-19 20:48:48
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP & @poh: if you're a friend of the National Writing Project, please read this by @AndreaZellner
http://ow.ly/197Pi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9352006983
2010-02-19 20:47:35
stevejmoore: @wbass3 can't you just use the embed code that Vimeo provides from their site and stick it in your WP post
HTML?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9351963980
2010-02-19 20:46:41
stevejmoore: @emwilkey I think I have the same student! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9351931794
2010-02-19 20:45:36
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty oh no! I could have suggested a place to park!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9351893425

2010-02-19 20:44:44
stevejmoore: RT @educationweek Experts in e-privacy law believe the Pa. district's actions could amount to illegal
wiretapping http://bit.ly/b1rjh4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9351861513
2010-02-19 20:43:57
stevejmoore: @francis_grey adjective
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9351833610
2010-02-19 20:12:28
stevejmoore: Great Post: "A Lesson in Copyright" on Missouri Educator Community: http://ning.it/ddY5fo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9350685387
2010-02-19 19:34:53
stevejmoore: @kperry just bought that set for my classroom, haven't read it yet though. You liking it so far?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9349326364
2010-02-19 19:29:23
stevejmoore: Looking for a positive news outlet? Check out http://www.happynews.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9349122151
2010-02-19 19:20:51
stevejmoore: Accused of Spying on Student at Home Via School Laptop, District Says It Didn't http://ow.ly/16CnLx (via
@ABAJournal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9348813822
2010-02-19 19:09:25
stevejmoore: "...if youâ€™ve ever sat in a teacherâ€™s lounge, you know compliance is often more important than the
dayâ€™s lesson." http://bit.ly/cH2NdB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9348395785
2010-02-19 19:06:19
stevejmoore: â€œTraditional notions of management are great if you want compliance. But if you want engagement, self
direction works better.â€ Dan Pink
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9348282381
2010-02-19 18:55:26
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty that sounds like the right way to spin it to me! I can't wait to see what develops...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9347872664
2010-02-19 18:19:40
stevejmoore: @msstewart have you ever seen the Shakespearean insult generator?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9346527966
2010-02-19 18:07:17
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Not yet. Daren is fighting to get it unblocked, but don't count on it. You might call/email him &
say it's a MUST have 4 SP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9346050345
2010-02-18 23:39:36
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr @JenAnsbach @klbz @jmiscavish @pickledtreats thanks for your warm words! I should be back
in tomorrow :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9307497212
2010-02-18 20:51:39
stevejmoore: Checking out "Does reviewing for high stakes testing equal students snoring in" on the MEC:
http://ning.it/cdvMwn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9300516335
2010-02-18 20:36:51
stevejmoore: Took a much-needed sick day today :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9299951819
2010-02-18 01:42:24
stevejmoore: You can trace back any great movement to a conversation. #danpink /via @blairteach

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9262016936
2010-02-18 01:40:57
stevejmoore: If slides stand alone why present them? They should make no sense without speaker via @englishcomp and
Presentation Zen /via @tseale
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9261957286
2010-02-18 01:38:55
stevejmoore: RT @blairteach: Misconception that "if you don't hate it, it's not rigorous." #danpink
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9261874487
2010-02-18 01:34:06
stevejmoore: @colonelb actually Springfield MO has state rep @SarahLampe who was an elem tchr/principal I believe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9261679812
2010-02-18 01:31:01
stevejmoore: RT @ABAJournal: Infomercial Pitchman Gets 30 Days for Crashing Federal Judgeâ€™s Computer
http://ow.ly/16BvNv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9261551352
2010-02-18 01:28:08
stevejmoore: @emwilkey I'm coming up on Friday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9261433326
2010-02-17 21:03:26
stevejmoore: give your design tips to @bksmith --Working on banner, logo, etc.. for our Moodle courses. Any great ideas on
custom banners/pages?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9251037926
2010-02-17 21:01:58
stevejmoore: RT @jjensenLS: Google Docs Self Check Quizzes from @tammyworcester http://tinyurl.com/y8qpnzw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9250980429
2010-02-17 20:51:58
stevejmoore: [reading] Collaboration: Nurture or Nature? http://bit.ly/donAbq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9250596464
2010-02-17 20:50:37
stevejmoore: .@drmmtatom Missouri raised compulsory attendance age from 16 to 17 this year
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9250545290
2010-02-17 20:49:06
stevejmoore: Excited to be interviewing this weekend to learn at the GKCWP for Summer Institute! http://bit.ly/dpE4XL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9250489474
2010-02-17 20:44:18
stevejmoore: Should Principal's Have MBAs? @Edutopia poll: http://bit.ly/9b42cL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9250312378
2010-02-17 14:21:14
stevejmoore: "Does reviewing for high stakes testing equal students snoring in" on Missouri Educator Community:
http://ning.it/cdvMwn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9235371156
2010-02-16 00:52:14
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty who said stirrup pants are back!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9162774681
2010-02-16 00:50:31
stevejmoore: What's the most interesting Special Education article you've read recently? Let me know!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9162713246
2010-02-15 01:05:16
stevejmoore: Just joined the Education community. http://mrtweet.com/community/education?jt #education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9119648724

2010-02-15 01:04:00
stevejmoore: RT @hadleyjf: RT @spedteacher: What do you want to talk about during this weeks (2/16) #edchat?
http://twtpoll.com/b2rv72 #twtpoll
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9119607118
2010-02-15 01:03:38
stevejmoore: productive day filled with hot coffee, hot tea, and some Olympic games.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9119595174
2010-02-15 20:59:51
stevejmoore: 50 Free Web Apps to Make Beautiful Graphs..http://bit.ly/aOAfpO /via @kylepace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9155778995
2010-02-15 20:29:02
stevejmoore: "Honor the challenges of a resister, legitimize dissent." -Michael Fullan (keeping this in mind during PLC today)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9154754027
2010-02-15 13:35:52
stevejmoore: Staff work-day/mtgs will be nice today (as soon as the coffee gets here)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9140180387
2010-02-15 13:35:06
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN: Alfie Kohn Live chat today at NOON EST. Link to follow later. Limited capacity on the
site so get there early.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9140156072
2010-02-14 22:39:31
stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new photo on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/91o58B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9115012292
2010-02-14 22:13:16
stevejmoore: Check out the new social bookmarking group on Missouri Educator Community: http://bit.ly/dvfXM8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9114190096
2010-02-14 21:53:28
stevejmoore: Just added a new group "Great Links" on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/cB5Kin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9113567932
2010-02-14 21:02:41
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @web20classroom: A New #edchat Poll Has Posted. What Do You Want To Talk About?
Have Your Say! Vote Now! http://is.gd/8nPVf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9111995568
2010-02-14 21:02:20
stevejmoore: 20 Free Web Apps for the 2.0 Student #edchat http://bit.ly/ckzSvH (via @ShannaMJones)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9111984782
2010-02-14 20:06:06
stevejmoore: RT @TopherSimpson: anyone out there use a writepad in conjunction with an IWB and Notebook software?
Wondering how well it works
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9110260834
2010-02-14 20:05:09
stevejmoore: @ancientcivteach haha, I understand. It just irks me to no end when I can't figure little things like that out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9110230820
2010-02-14 19:47:34
stevejmoore: @motherthinker thank you! I feel as though a weight has been lifted from me... #LinguisticRelief
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9109683638
2010-02-14 19:24:00
stevejmoore: I hate reading words I can't pronounce in my head. Still can't say "certiorari" correctly for the life of me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108967195
2010-02-14 19:22:25

stevejmoore: [reading] via @dmcordell: So You Want to Attend a Conference http://bit.ly/cXzSGP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108920068
2010-02-14 19:21:38
stevejmoore: @ScottElias well, pics/words both. I suppose the role of a school as a state entity has something to do with it too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108896627
2010-02-14 19:20:08
stevejmoore: @ScottElias thanks Scott, it's hard to separate what seems like common sense (in law) and what is law.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108849920
2010-02-14 19:15:51
stevejmoore: What's different legally, when a student gives permission to a newspaper to use her picture/words than when its a
teacher/class/blog? #FERPA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108717249
2010-02-14 19:14:20
stevejmoore: RT @officialSPS: Read Jarrett MS student Martha Allen's award-winning essay about her school.
http://bit.ly/a1ewxT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108670824
2010-02-14 19:08:38
stevejmoore: @MikeDial you've been added, now your tweets appear in the MO Ed ning sidebar as well as the list.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108494628
2010-02-14 19:07:21
stevejmoore: @MikeDial Oh I'll add you right away Mike! I would encourage you to join the Missouri Educator Community as
well http://bit.ly/23pilz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108454768
2010-02-14 19:06:31
stevejmoore: Only 11 More ed law cases to go before I break for coffee again...don't worry french press, I'm coming!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9108429220
2010-02-14 01:36:09
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke haha, well Republic was hosting so our team didn't compete (but it was a suit of course)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9078578114
2010-02-13 00:44:57
stevejmoore: I used #Shazam to discover Your Ex-Lover Is Dead by Stars http://www.shazam.com/music/web/track?
id=43752559
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9033487983
2010-02-13 22:50:10
stevejmoore: I used #Shazam to discover You Must Be Out Of Your Mind by The Magnetic Fields
http://www.shazam.com/music/web/track?id=51477306
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9073297579
2010-02-13 22:42:44
stevejmoore: Had an awesome time judging debate today. Very glad I had the time to volunteer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9073069775
2010-02-13 18:50:00
stevejmoore: @jyokley no he was fighting the alligators with the librarian, he said she had a shotgun actually!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9066025673
2010-02-13 17:02:31
stevejmoore: Time for round 4, LD Debate! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9062419851
2010-02-13 15:00:37
stevejmoore: RT @thart74: "When Students Don't Play the Game" http://bit.ly/bl6Dt5 (via @la_pRHOfesora)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9058050650
2010-02-13 14:58:23

stevejmoore: Starting today judging Public Forum #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9057969943
2010-02-12 06:04:16
stevejmoore: @jdornberg It's 9-12, Varsity and JV academic team (scholar bowl, quiz bowl, etc)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8997277265
2010-02-12 01:00:14
stevejmoore: Wooo! Running a 22 team academic team tournament and coordinating 40 volunteers is INTENSE!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8986437820
2010-02-12 23:24:59
stevejmoore: [reading] @russgoerend: Wikis, Safety, Trust and Monitoring | Reflections of the TZSTeacher
http://bit.ly/cdXddh /via @PaulaWhite
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030621620
2010-02-12 23:23:58
stevejmoore: Colleague asked me this today: What does it mean if I dream I'm fighing alligators in the bayou with the librarian
standing on a sunken car?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030585161
2010-02-12 23:16:13
stevejmoore: The @ASCD Tweetup page w/ some great diagrams http://bit.ly/diXEcW #ASCD10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030304621
2010-02-12 23:12:54
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: Coming to #ascd10 in San Antonio? Don't miss tweetups from 6:30 to 7:30 on Sat and Sun! More
info coming...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030186095
2010-02-12 23:08:59
stevejmoore: @mdprier you really should go to settings and put some bio info in :) blog website if you have that too. People
will be more likely 2 follow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030045685
2010-02-12 23:07:47
stevejmoore: @aimeebogush @caseydaugherty @JenAnsbach @mdprier @msgregson haha, I know it was video taped but I
don't think I'll get to see it tonight :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9030003305
2010-02-12 23:06:23
stevejmoore: @mdprier where do you teach? Who are the others?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9029954047
2010-02-12 23:00:50
stevejmoore: I had never judged speech/debate before tonight. Holy cow it's fun! Back tomorrow for more!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9029751466
2010-02-12 21:26:10
stevejmoore: Judging poetry/prose tonight for the Republic Speech/Debate Tournament! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9026406712
2010-02-12 21:02:46
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @mom2preteens Just being honest when @caseydaugherty asked :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9025582652
2010-02-12 20:54:03
stevejmoore: PLN: Calling you out to follow @mdprier, show him the power of this network for teachers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9025275050
2010-02-12 20:32:28
stevejmoore: No @CaseyDaugherty :) I was not yet born when Steve Perry first hit those glissondo-rific riffs #Journey
#StillBelievin'
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9024521320

2010-02-12 18:40:01
stevejmoore: T-30 minutes until my fellow teachers and I hit the gym floor in a musical Glee skit for the homecoming
assembly! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9020551670
2010-02-12 18:36:31
stevejmoore: [good link] via @davidwees: Just discovered I can email photos from my iPhone to my Picasa account.
http://is.gd/8ftom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9020425440
2010-02-12 18:36:00
stevejmoore: "Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear, not absence of fear." - Mark Twain (via @taragotwalt
@dennycoates)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9020406142
2010-02-12 18:23:02
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD Increased emphasis on algebra yields mixed results: A push to have more students take algebra
before... http://bit.ly/deTCsq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9019928618
2010-02-12 18:11:23
stevejmoore: Awesome! via @jasonsaxon All 50 States May Soon Have Snow On The Ground; You Can Help Document It
http://su.pr/3WUYIe (@nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9019491818
2010-02-12 18:03:42
stevejmoore: @mdprier I just finished When You Are Engulfed in Flames in December. A very good read!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9019200222
2010-02-12 17:58:55
stevejmoore: .@tmmaerke haha, thank you Thomas :) I do try not to use the word, "no" in my classroom if I can avoid it. Turn
the Q back on the stu.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/9019010455
2010-02-11 21:29:54
stevejmoore: 90 Min until the 1st ever Republic Invitational Academic Team Competition!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8978529995
2010-02-11 20:59:08
stevejmoore: @lionsima oh you'll be glad you followed Jen :) wonderfully conversational, we got to meet f2f in Philly this
year at #NCTE09
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8977409813
2010-02-11 20:56:04
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach only flitting to and from the computer :) Can't participate atm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8977301212
2010-02-11 20:48:49
stevejmoore: watching the AP back-and-forth b/t @irasocol and @jenansbach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8977045296
2010-02-11 20:46:55
stevejmoore: @jdornberg added you to my RSS feed too! Love the blog!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8976977848
2010-02-11 20:44:04
stevejmoore: via @NMHS_Principal: Twitter can be used by schools 2 dispel rumors http://bit.ly/brmLa9 (@drmmtatom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8976873772
2010-02-11 20:41:58
stevejmoore: .@GrammarGirl Wow "the Dave Brubeck of the art and craft of copy editing" <--that's quite a title! I'd love to be
the Brubeck of anything :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8976798324
2010-02-11 20:28:22

stevejmoore: Have You Seen MakeUseOf? via @jdornberg http://bit.ly/aVeKk8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8976309975
2010-02-11 20:26:27
stevejmoore: @dgilson hopefully! Don't have a job yet, my wife will be teaching dance up there though. I'm looking at more
school as well too, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8976241458
2010-02-11 19:50:12
stevejmoore: Fun language about providing "proof of purchase" for a lesson buy-in (exit pass like) http://bit.ly/av26if
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8974962273
2010-02-11 19:47:17
stevejmoore: Opened a rather uplifting fortune cookie: "Use your abilities at this time to stay focused on your goal. You will
succeed." :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8974861475
2010-02-11 19:34:03
stevejmoore: Twitter Hires CFO from Pixar http://bit.ly/cvxYwr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8974391530
2010-02-11 18:24:30
stevejmoore: Today has been strange: no Twitter or coffee until after noon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8971880600
2010-02-11 18:23:48
stevejmoore: I highly recommend signing up for the @ASCD SmartBrief service, good info for free daily http://bit.ly/aSc4V2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8971855328
2010-02-11 18:22:32
stevejmoore: @mathheadinc what's your name on Google Buzz?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8971809198
2010-02-11 18:22:04
stevejmoore: @dgilson I know you'll do well wherever you end up D, if you're @ KU then we'll be close-ish I'll be in KC after
this Spring.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8971791870
2010-02-11 18:20:52
stevejmoore: @librarybeth I'm not sure there is much purpose other than weeding out people w/ attitudes bigger than their
talent/work ethic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8971748727
2010-02-11 03:38:41
stevejmoore: RT @convergemag: How to Teach with Tech Tools http://bit.ly/cjyk6R by @reportertanya
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8944637432
2010-02-11 03:35:39
stevejmoore: @dgilson wootsauce! You graduating at 5pm? Where'd you apply for MFAs/PhDs?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8944520009
2010-02-11 03:33:41
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell no problem :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8944443654
2010-02-11 03:27:39
stevejmoore: Watching "group week" on American Idol really makes the importance of
collaboration/teamwork/communication so clear. Too many individuals!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8944202010
2010-02-11 03:21:14
stevejmoore: .@kylepace #METC_CSD #backchannel a continuous, independent, collaborative, flexible and social
conversation focused on an ongoing event.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8943946059

2010-02-11 03:17:56
stevejmoore: RT @hello_newman: http://classtools.net/ create your own flash games. cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8943811821
2010-02-11 03:17:29
stevejmoore: @DrDial did you buy your new batter from Apple directly or from a 3rd party?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8943793865
2010-02-11 00:50:35
stevejmoore: This night class is very good but I am dragging after 2 hrs w/ no break!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8927707428
2010-02-10 20:54:17
stevejmoore: AP reporting that Charlie Wilson has died. http://tinyurl.com/ykqfasl (via @arotherham)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8918428314
2010-02-10 20:44:31
stevejmoore: @msstewart woo hoo! I love the sound of check marks scribbled in boxes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8918057920
2010-02-10 20:43:48
stevejmoore: @RMHS_AP you should follow @NMHS_Principal @TomWhitby @web20classroom and @ShellTerrell for
starters. They will help you :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8918030470
2010-02-10 20:34:36
stevejmoore: RT @jodylo the @edutopia Free Friday giveaways are back. Enter now to win Digital Generation DVD (2-disk
set) http://bit.ly/aOT2hR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8917683018
2010-02-10 20:33:41
stevejmoore: .@RMHS_AP welcome to the conversation! Twitter is a great way to learn and share with others.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8917648938
2010-02-10 20:26:36
stevejmoore: .@cb717 I'm trying to figure it out too. I like that it's integrated into gmail, makes more sense than Wave already,
but is Wave gone? #buzz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8917378567
2010-02-10 19:41:22
stevejmoore: Latest article on efforts in Ed using Twitter http://bit.ly/9LSsbb (via @RT @NMHS_Principal @bhsprincipal
@web20classroom @tomwhitby)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8915639574
2010-02-10 19:16:03
stevejmoore: @lionsima @msstewart @jenansbach thanks!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8914660132
2010-02-10 19:14:32
stevejmoore: Checking out: http://www.google.com/buzz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8914600338
2010-02-10 18:20:23
stevejmoore: Officially graduating a term earlier with my Master's now! I've just gotta grind through until May! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8912501340
2010-02-10 16:57:24
stevejmoore: @Jarod_Lambert @mritzius It's such a wonderful change of pace from what people are used to seeing up on
screen
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8909184250
2010-02-10 16:53:56
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha! That's an awesome idea. You're hosting this in a centrally located geographical region like
Missouri right? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8909045147

2010-02-09 21:42:46
stevejmoore: @andreablanco @garystager are we calling kids transistors now? ;) #MooresLaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8872145573
2010-02-09 21:39:54
stevejmoore: Time for a combined 1st year/2nd year teacher cohort mtg #PLC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8872040694
2010-02-09 21:01:53
stevejmoore: RT @AngelaMaiers: Just learned #METC PHPmotion - Free video sharing software - you tube clone - media
sharing script http://ow.ly/15CQ2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8870658489
2010-02-09 20:55:54
stevejmoore: [reading] via @mrlosik The Reality of WPM, http://bit.ly/ajZWON (@wmchamberlain)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8870440002
2010-02-09 19:24:48
stevejmoore: RT @ABAJournal: First Jurors, Now Defendants Tweet Mid-Trial http://ow.ly/16xmnw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8867259446
2010-02-09 17:58:52
stevejmoore: RT @bjnichols: Our access to tech. is due to advocating, researching, partnering, writing grants, etc. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8864202887
2010-02-09 17:06:08
stevejmoore: @dlegore I'll be glad to help! I'll put up a how-to post (with pictures!) when I get home. I'm glad you asked, you
need to be empowered!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8862316984
2010-02-09 17:00:48
stevejmoore: @dlegore let me know what you hear back about that, I'm curious. This might be a good Mo Ed ning forum Q too
if you want to post it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8862114679
2010-02-09 16:51:21
stevejmoore: RT @Edu4U: @larryferlazzo @tomwhitby @rmbyrne all mentioned as leaders in Twitter for teachers #tcea
2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8861762774
2010-02-09 16:48:58
stevejmoore: Live-Streaming of METC Keynote and Selected Sessions via @jenwagner http://bit.ly/drSxhR #METC_CSD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8861675918
2010-02-09 16:46:48
stevejmoore: Principals Link Recess to Academic Achievement (@convergemag) http://bit.ly/9BiykJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8861597056
2010-02-09 16:44:31
stevejmoore: Reading about Expert Habits of students and teachers in @ASCD's latest EL mag http://bit.ly/aZpcYg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8861511501
2010-02-09 15:51:07
stevejmoore: @andreablanco oh no, sadly I am only following #METC_CSD online. Sometime for sure, we will meet f2f
though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8859490608
2010-02-09 14:57:00
stevejmoore: @klmontgomery @wfryer Ooo, I can't wait to hear what comes of this discussion! #METC_CSD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8857414586
2010-02-09 14:56:07
stevejmoore: "Necessity is the mother of invention, it is true, but its father is creativity, and knowledge is the midwife."
~Schattke (@janetmorrison)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8857381588

2010-02-09 13:53:21
stevejmoore: RT @kprentiss Bing poised to turn Google streetview on its head. Watch the demo http://bit.ly/b9hQIz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8855090672
2010-02-09 13:51:31
stevejmoore: PBL Online Video Library....http://is.gd/80Bx3 (via @web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8855028842
2010-02-09 13:50:26
stevejmoore: RT @poh: hoping this Letter to the Editor gets published (thanks for the nudge @growupwithbooks):
http://bit.ly/cSDK5e
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8854991572
2010-02-09 13:48:29
stevejmoore: Today in 1944, Alice Walker, author of The Color Purple, was born. http://bit.ly/b49QW7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8854924827
2010-02-09 13:45:43
stevejmoore: @mathheadinc love your website and the stories you're sharing. Sounds like you've got a great thing going in KC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8854830544
2010-02-09 03:23:12
stevejmoore: "Telescopic Explosion" sounds like a 007 villain weapon not makeup: http://bit.ly/cb0rvn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8838515809
2010-02-09 02:56:30
stevejmoore: I'm very excited to have my high school academic team coach come to @kristinlhoward and I's tournament and
judge this week :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8837506891
2010-02-09 02:53:25
stevejmoore: @russgoerend thanks Russ :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8837392964
2010-02-09 00:16:41
stevejmoore: Hey Comm Arts teachers: Do you have plans for March 4th, National Grammar Day?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8831570897
2010-02-09 00:01:06
stevejmoore: Track #METC_CSD on the Missouri Ed Community http://bit.ly/bnc3y5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8830996944
2010-02-08 04:19:58
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: What does "On The Waterfront" have to do with Standardized Tests? My latest POST Pls Read
& Comment. http://bit.ly/86CKmb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8795908599
2010-02-08 04:18:26
stevejmoore: @scottac87 hey thanks! If you have Ed Law questions, just ask @edjurist or @jonbecker, they are practitioners,
I'm just in an Ed law class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8795860951
2010-02-08 04:15:45
stevejmoore: I'm very happy for the state of Louisiana and their New Orleans Saints! Great game!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8795777432
2010-02-08 23:49:51
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, after all those cookies? not a chance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8830579709
2010-02-08 23:48:39
stevejmoore: [reading] "In Teachers We Trust" on @edutopia http://bit.ly/d1xJBO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8830535810
2010-02-08 23:44:51

stevejmoore: I'm finding this year: it's amazing what kinds of shapes you can hold if you stretch yourself.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8830395360
2010-02-08 23:43:39
stevejmoore: [reading] via @jackiegerstein: Why Grade? Why Test? What If? http://tiny.cc/RH6T3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8830351644
2010-02-08 23:32:12
stevejmoore: Just had a fantastic and friendly phone call w/ former @ASCD exec council member Sandra Wegner about
#ASCD10. Blogging it soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8829933421
2010-02-08 22:19:58
stevejmoore: .@msstewart @lionsima @poh @JenAnsbach @kenroyal @budtheteacher @jerryadkins thanks for the
encouragement! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8827236529
2010-02-08 21:05:08
stevejmoore: It won't be easy or comfortable, but this change will be exciting http://bit.ly/ciibQQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8824567876
2010-02-08 20:34:59
stevejmoore: RT @bltg & @kevcreutz mindmapping sites - http://bit.ly/aHAHAP http://bit.ly/aE1UWQ http://bit.ly/9xjBst
#METC_CSD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8823531005
2010-02-08 20:26:56
stevejmoore: [reading] @yannr Social Media Schizophrenia: The re-wiring of community communication has begun.
http://bit.ly/czd08p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8823259375
2010-02-08 19:46:40
stevejmoore: @edutopia if only it wasn't blocked at school I could enter data here... :P Believe me, I'm a cloud person!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8821918928
2010-02-08 19:17:06
stevejmoore: Lost an excel file with all my questionnaire input from the past two weeks. Boo for 100, 5-question sheets that
need to be reentered!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8820938948
2010-02-08 16:22:04
stevejmoore: In a panic, I ground and bought coffee at wal-mart this week. Worst idea ever. I'm guessing it was years expired.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8814963707
2010-02-08 14:52:08
stevejmoore: @ScottElias haha, I have never seen the "f/u" language on a form. I would have a hard time not laughing too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8811680634
2010-02-08 12:56:18
stevejmoore: RT @mmiller7571: using "webnotes" to highlight an article our teaching specialist shared, : http://webnotes.net/?
NAEtLS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8807829291
2010-02-07 22:32:13
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @cnansen @bltg haha, glad to know I'm not alone ;) I suppose we'll just have to have a side chat
some time via blogs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8781800911
2010-02-07 22:27:24
stevejmoore: I never seem to vote with the majority during the #edchat poll! :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8781629826
2010-02-07 22:25:09
stevejmoore: RT @allofek12: A New #edchat Poll has posted. What do you want to talk about? Have your say! Vote Now!

http://is.gd/7Tc1h
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8781551883
2010-02-07 21:54:20
stevejmoore: Just added a new group "Ed Books" on Missouri Educator Community http://ning.it/a32PfL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8780473253
2010-02-07 21:46:16
stevejmoore: My prezi for Tort Liability & Negligence for the Principal http://bit.ly/bIP7Qd #EdLaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8780198231
2010-02-07 20:38:29
stevejmoore: The meatballs are in the crock pot, the puppy chow is made... #SuperBowl!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777857529
2010-02-07 20:37:12
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison I love that quote :) I wish I remember where I had found it originally.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777814082
2010-02-07 20:21:10
stevejmoore: "Fairy tales are more than true not b/c they tell us that dragons exist, but b/c they tell us that dragons can be
beaten."-G.K. Chesterton
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777272243
2010-02-07 20:18:06
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "Google Social Search" => http://twurl.nl/k8xs8z A text description & help:
http://twurl.nl/wf5s5q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777166870
2010-02-07 20:17:19
stevejmoore: RT @OzarksWP: Contact your legislators to ensure that #OWP and the 200+ NWP sites receive continued
funding http://bit.ly/qR4jZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777140583
2010-02-07 20:16:06
stevejmoore: RT @B_Wagoner: RT @ASCD: Coming to #ascd10 in San Antonio, don't miss our tweetups from 6:30 to 7:30
on Sat and Sun! More info coming...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8777100014
2010-02-07 20:04:20
stevejmoore: Checking out "How to Bookmark the MEC on Your iPhone Home Screen" on #MOEd Ning: http://ning.it/9JauKT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8776706686
2010-02-07 19:37:30
stevejmoore: See the MEC on your iPhone now! http://ning.it/aVCtI0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8775815050
2010-02-07 19:25:10
stevejmoore: RT @kellyhines: RT @Larryferlazzo: The Best Places To Get Royalty-Free Music & Sound Effects
http://tinyurl.com/6a9po5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8775409071
2010-02-07 18:52:54
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 via @pspoppy middle school $200 first sport; $50 ea additional. Per kid. Per year. consume
fees=$100/yr=2muchbusywork.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8774342095
2010-02-07 16:33:43
stevejmoore: Don't blame the kids, the parents, or the administration; look in the mirror. ~@spedteacher http://bit.ly/9stJ2D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8769830268
2010-02-07 16:20:50
stevejmoore: RT @Larryferlazzo: RT @rpondiscio: 'Let's eat Grandma!' or, 'Let's eat, Grandma!' Punctuation saves lives.
Genius FB page. http://bit.l ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8769415616

2010-02-07 04:27:13
stevejmoore: RT @mmiller7571: What does your HS charge for activities fees? per sport? per activity? is there a family limit
or student limit on fees?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8751183256
2010-02-07 04:05:32
stevejmoore: â€œNever regret. If it's good, it's wonderful. If it's bad, it's experience.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8750448728

~Victoria Holt

2010-02-07 03:47:27
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: wireless for schools http://bit.ly/dlcC9n If you have other wireless tips, let me know. Wanting to
move that direction next year.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8749819600
2010-02-06 22:50:57
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl I have used etherpad, but not in a meeting w/ staff yet. You?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8739604477
2010-02-06 22:49:49
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I hope you got some good stuff, are you pretty snowed in?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8739568885
2010-02-06 22:42:24
stevejmoore: Listening to audio of discussion at the #OWP via @caseydaugherty using #Cinch http://bit.ly/apznBv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8739336573
2010-02-06 22:32:35
stevejmoore: "American writers want to be not good but great & so are neither." Gore Vidal (What a great writer) (via
@BillCelis)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8739029041
2010-02-06 21:49:35
stevejmoore: going shopping for Super Bowl party food ingredients! I can't wait!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8737702824
2010-02-06 21:18:51
stevejmoore: RT @r_o_y_a_n @DoremiGirl What collab. tool have U used for mtgs to gather data? EtherPad? Thinklinkr?
Solvr?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8736772532
2010-02-06 21:16:01
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: @caseydaugherty constructive collaboration, thinking partners must be built on trust...
http://twitpic.com/11r067 #OWP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8736686804
2010-02-06 20:50:54
stevejmoore: RT @tbfurman I advise all schools embracing cell phones to have clear policies re use during
emergencies/lockdowns http://bit.ly/9f167E
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8735912854
2010-02-06 20:50:24
stevejmoore: RT @wmcneary Math teachers -- Trying to create a twitter list for math teachers nationwide. (via
@CarissaJuneK)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8735898142
2010-02-06 20:35:41
stevejmoore: You can follow @caseydaugherty's live #OWP updates on the #MoEd ning here http://bit.ly/6H9Wtm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8735454251
2010-02-06 20:17:28
stevejmoore: [reading] Marines vs. School http://bit.ly/crBYSu by @EnglishComp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8734896005
2010-02-06 20:12:48
stevejmoore: Follow live tweets by @KylePace and others at #METC 2010 on the #MoEd Ning http://bit.ly/bnc3y5

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8734751971
2010-02-06 20:03:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'm excited, I know you and your district have a lot you can share with other MO ed people. Just
want to have a central place!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8734462318
2010-02-06 19:30:26
stevejmoore: Reading @AddieGains's notes on "Outliers by Malcom Gladwell" on #MoEdu Ning http://ning.it/bdVswC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8733428958
2010-02-06 19:29:53
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Yay! That's what's it's for! I'm excited and reding @addiegains posts now too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8733410178
2010-02-06 19:28:46
stevejmoore: help for @mmiller7571: Okay, I deleted my "favorites" column in tweetdeck and don't know how to get it back,
anyone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8733375375
2010-02-06 19:00:43
stevejmoore: Making a video on a principal's tort liability for negligence using @animoto
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8732474903
2010-02-05 21:02:03
stevejmoore: RT @wfryer: Become a member of @METC_CSD http://ow.ly/1oaqXm learn abt @dkurpatwa @lesliefisher
@glovely (via @cyberteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8693242008
2010-02-05 20:56:52
stevejmoore: @imrsf @wmchamberlain you guys are blog stars! way to be proactive posters on the #MoEd Ning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8693059751
2010-02-05 20:56:15
stevejmoore: Checking out @imrsf post "Collaboration and Cooperative Learning" on Missouri Educators:
http://ning.it/dCdSMx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8693039104
2010-02-05 20:08:15
stevejmoore: It's been a busy but exciting Friday, observations and conversations 1st through 3rd hours about cooperative
learning & evaluation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8691429973
2010-02-04 21:01:42
stevejmoore: PDF book search engine http://www.pdfbook-s.com/ /via @ozge @iteachgrade2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8647538311
2010-02-04 21:00:19
stevejmoore: RT @caseydaugherty via @janetmorrison: I love journaling! Writing=Thinking/Processing=Planning. Why did I
ever get out of the habit???
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8647489580
2010-02-04 19:21:37
stevejmoore: Great meeting w/ instructional coach today, but a little exhausting
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8644237369
2010-02-04 19:19:33
stevejmoore: Do you misuse "Reticent" and "Reluctant"? http://bit.ly/9YMV45 (via @GrammarGirl)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8644167842
2010-02-04 18:22:37
stevejmoore: [reading] @convergemag: iPad or iFad: How do you Know if an Idea Will Work? http://bit.ly/9qJSLl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8642287582
2010-02-04 18:22:06

stevejmoore: @JasonFlom Hello from SW Missouri students! Twitter has the power to connect you to great conversations.
Have fun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8642270536
2010-02-04 18:02:07
stevejmoore: If I need to record a phone call for an interview, will the iPhone voice memo app do it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8641598638
2010-02-04 18:01:25
stevejmoore: @Candace_OLBooks @AnnEvanston glad it helped!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8641573325
2010-02-04 17:08:20
stevejmoore: @Candace_OLBooks in a web browser? Try control plus the "+/-" keys. That or hold control and use your mouse
scroll wheel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8639757061
2010-02-04 17:01:32
stevejmoore: Speak Up Survey: Aspiring Teachers join national dialogue abt teacher preparation! http://bit.ly/aJF8bc via
@tomwhitby @BillCelis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8639514380
2010-02-04 16:42:05
stevejmoore: "affirmation breeds improvement" via @ASCD's Joanne Rooney
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8638816990
2010-02-04 15:41:20
stevejmoore: @gilesrafol preach it Giles!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8636585453
2010-02-04 13:52:09
stevejmoore: The @Edutopia magazine and community is shifting away from print and membership fees http://bit.ly/cfanwO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8632626625
2010-02-04 13:47:41
stevejmoore: @Cassyt /high five :) As long as I carry my towel I'll be alright.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8632477760
2010-02-04 13:30:09
stevejmoore: Planning on having a good day, but sometimes I just can't shake that Aurthur Dent feeling: "I never could get the
hang of Thursdays."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8631902110
2010-02-04 13:25:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart @melaniemcbride I heard about that Pew social media poll on npr this morning, made me turn my
ear a bit, strange results
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8631765248
2010-02-04 04:16:52
stevejmoore: @keithschoch thanks very much Keith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8618561449
2010-02-04 04:10:43
stevejmoore: @francis_grey a fistbump to tech writers :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8618357606
2010-02-04 04:08:55
stevejmoore: New members are filling up the #MoEdu ning map! http://ning.it/aaBWxJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8618296507
2010-02-04 03:26:51
stevejmoore: I'm going to be doing a phone interview for a pre- #ASCD10 blog post/podcast w/ a former exec. Will the iPhone
voice memo app record a call?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616839528

2010-02-04 03:20:03
stevejmoore: Approaching 75 members on the #MoEdu community Ning! Looking for more statewide Missouri
teachers/admins/pre-service tchrs/etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616601735
2010-02-04 03:13:38
stevejmoore: Checking out "2010 Olympics according to 4th graders" on #MoEdu: http://ning.it/biU9g0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616377781
2010-02-04 03:11:41
stevejmoore: @ghartman @kylepace agree on SL, I checked it out a while ago, I separate my PLN and my video games. I need
the escape of them to b presrvd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616309764
2010-02-04 03:05:58
stevejmoore: [grain of salt included] "Incomprehensible jargon is the hallmark of a profession." http://bit.ly/bJ7YGO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616109512
2010-02-04 03:03:30
stevejmoore: See, video games are dangerous! http://bit.ly/ainRBx Girl breaks foot on Wii Fit board.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8616020890
2010-02-04 03:01:36
stevejmoore: @iMrsF for #vanmeter (Iowa school dist) check out @johnccarver and @derondurflinger, both are admins there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8615951886
2010-02-04 03:00:11
stevejmoore: To smile is to practice happiness [personal maxim].
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8615898012
2010-02-04 02:59:39
stevejmoore: So much writing I'd like to be doing (reflective writing/blogging) but too much school atm! Whew! It's wonderful
to be productively busy tho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8615876482
2010-02-04 02:51:40
stevejmoore: @msstewart ahhhhh that makes sense. Gracias Meredith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8615598807
2010-02-04 02:38:37
stevejmoore: @jonbecker haha, it was Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeier tonight, but I would like to know what an "estoppel" is. Scalia
said it during oral arg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8615135722
2010-02-04 00:55:28
stevejmoore: Really useful and intersting iscussion of search and seizure tonight @ Ed law. I love this class!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8611509844
2010-02-03 22:50:32
stevejmoore: @davidwees woah! A+! that's awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8606839571
2010-02-03 22:49:13
stevejmoore: RT @cb717: textbook publishers look to ipad possibilities: http://ow.ly/13AzN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8606791592
2010-02-03 22:14:15
stevejmoore: Just ate a wonderful Frito chilli pie from Merle's in SGF #foodcoma
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8605560983
2010-02-03 20:54:25
stevejmoore: @web20classroom should tell them for their pres-o to use Prezi...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8602756697
2010-02-03 20:52:11

stevejmoore: Can anyone point (@mritzius) towards examples of successful blogs run by school administrators?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8602682502
2010-02-03 03:44:52
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty thanks! Now all I have to do is not implode before April ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8572863474
2010-02-03 03:25:42
stevejmoore: Just added a new group for @ASCD on the Missouri Ed Ning http://ning.it/bTNLhA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8572143474
2010-02-03 03:14:08
stevejmoore: Just added a Phi Delta Kappa (@pdkintl) group to the Missouri Ed Ning http://ning.it/aCH7VK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8571714998
2010-02-03 03:05:53
stevejmoore: Just added a new group on MO Ed Community: "Ed Law" http://ning.it/c60Eng
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8571404992
2010-02-03 03:05:09
stevejmoore: @iMrsF way to be quick on the blogger-trigger Candace!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8571376967
2010-02-03 03:03:18
stevejmoore: Checking out "The "Sweet Spot" via @iMrsF" on MO Ed Community: http://ning.it/9WHXeW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8571305645
2010-02-03 02:46:24
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain It think that'd be great, All of my Ning posts are cross-posted from my blog. Post away!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8570660319
2010-02-03 02:40:45
stevejmoore: woah... @jswiatek: This is so incredibly cool!!! Check out #edchat in a COMPLETELY different way!!!
http://tweetrad.io/?q=%23edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8570451126
2010-02-03 02:38:32
stevejmoore: RT @CMillerDesign: The National Forensic League is in the running for a $250K grant. Lend your support:
http://ow.ly/12H2E.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8570366246
2010-02-03 02:37:35
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl @hello_newman thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8570329182
2010-02-03 02:24:46
stevejmoore: Calling all Missouri EduBloggers! You need to WRITE! http://ning.it/do1XQc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8569845570
2010-02-03 02:01:51
stevejmoore: RT @LSWTitanDebate: The National Forensic League is in the running for a $250K grant from Pepsi. Lend your
support at the following lin ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8568941088
2010-02-03 01:14:20
stevejmoore: Invited by the Ed Admin Dept to present my research at a statewide poster session in April! Woot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8567024699
2010-02-02 20:00:52
stevejmoore: @r_o_y_a_n sounds exciting, can yo link to the feed of your "notes" tweets?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8555729521
2010-02-02 19:55:02
stevejmoore: Really enjoying reading the article on behavior capital in the latest EL from @ASCD http://bit.ly/9Brl2B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8555528224

2010-02-02 16:54:57
stevejmoore: @DeronDurflinger hope everything went well, I was late to the #vanmeter party. I'll look forward to reading
some sort of reflection on it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8549408066
2010-02-02 16:52:17
stevejmoore: following the #vanmeter tag now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8549313515
2010-02-02 14:41:04
stevejmoore: Today in 1882, James Joyce is born http://bit.ly/9Z8M4J
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8544564458
2010-02-02 01:39:11
stevejmoore: Thanks for all of your well-wishes :) @chollingsworth @poh @JenAnsbach @Jepson @bonitadee @DoremiGirl
@linda704 @msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8523046331
2010-02-02 20:28:28
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: Get 20% off Rick Hess's new book by signing up for ASCD EDge: http://bit.ly/ckGI5G
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8556650961
2010-02-02 20:14:43
stevejmoore: @PeterVogel haven't used SurveyMonkey, but I really like GoogleDocs's form option for surveys
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8556189570
2010-02-01 23:37:04
stevejmoore: @PeterVogel does spacebar not pause it? Win7 pic show
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8518958712
2010-02-01 23:36:48
stevejmoore: Took a sick day today: numb, nauseated, shakes, aches--subsiding now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8518949578
2010-02-01 12:50:48
stevejmoore: Celebrate the Oxford English Dictionary, founded in 1884 today http://bit.ly/auM15N
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8497101463
2010-01-31 22:49:21
stevejmoore: RT @MrsDi: RT @web20classroom: A New #edchat Poll Has Posted. What Do You Want To Talk About?
Have Your Say! Vote Now! http://is.gd/7rdQW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8469346799
2010-01-31 22:46:18
stevejmoore: RT @chadratliff: Content from Open Yale Courses available on phones http://oyc.yale.edu/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8469239902
2010-01-30 22:04:34
stevejmoore: Teach journalism? Check the Student Press Law Center: http://bit.ly/d0fDbG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8426709468
2010-01-30 21:52:23
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach rats! I would have loved to have been in on that. Next year!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8426323679
2010-01-30 21:48:45
stevejmoore: RT @benhazzard Wow! We wrote a book today at #Educon ! The Field Guide for Change Agents
http://bit.ly/chffPw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8426215620
2010-01-30 21:43:31
stevejmoore: @mbteach ooo what kind of session are you in? I want to participate in this CIPA discussion!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8426066744
2010-01-30 20:35:38

stevejmoore: Somehow I have only just discovered the @Edutopia iTunes U channel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8424131164
2010-01-30 19:10:16
stevejmoore: RT @iteachgrade2: Archive of Educon Tweets: http://twapperkeeper.com/educon #educon /via @johnfaig
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8421624193
2010-01-30 18:43:14
stevejmoore: Briefing for Hazelwood v Kuhlmeier and laughing at seeing Baines say "between the Scylla of suit by the students
and the Charybdis of suit"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8420780350
2010-01-30 18:12:03
stevejmoore: Today in 1948: Ghandi is assassinated http://bit.ly/bJoc8V
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8419795096
2010-01-30 17:52:00
stevejmoore: 40 Motivational Speeches in 2 Minutes - http://bit.ly/avOi1P (via @popliterate)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8419145948
2010-01-30 17:38:17
stevejmoore: @nashworld just convince them all to come back to MO with you Sean :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8418707431
2010-01-30 17:20:00
stevejmoore: .@Eduflack districts in Missouri I know of who tweet: @lsr7 @officialsps @parkhillschools @parkwayschools
& @willowschool
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8418117303
2010-01-30 17:15:22
stevejmoore: [reading] @tmmaerke's reply to @officialsps on the MEC forum: IWBs for every classroom, good?
http://bit.ly/9S67v1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8417968224
2010-01-30 05:19:10
stevejmoore: Hilarious and real Yale admission video http://bit.ly/7y1HbW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8400681752
2010-01-30 04:51:43
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst: rural Nebraska high school votes to skip prom and donates all money they had expected to use
to Haiti : http://bit.ly/afAtlf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8399834720
2010-01-30 04:20:47
stevejmoore: .@TNschatz thanks! I'll check it out, tried Google Docs on Ning and it only does powerpoint sharing, Box.net on
Ning only lets one log in
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8398848506
2010-01-30 03:49:02
stevejmoore: Trying to find a good way to share some documents here on the MEC. I'll broadcast when I find the best option!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8397770921
2010-01-30 03:29:40
stevejmoore: 15 Things Worth Knowing About Coffee http://theoatmeal.com/comics/coffee from @oatmeal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8397111520
2010-01-30 03:03:01
stevejmoore: [reading] @djainslie: Good comparison between Delicious and Diigo http://bit.ly/cEJpAa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8396192167
2010-01-30 02:42:38
stevejmoore: Currently listening to Has Been by William Shatner. http://bit.ly/bTaAbU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8395486651
2010-01-30 02:39:24

stevejmoore: My younger cousin's FB updates crack me up, long-titled groups she joins are more interesting than my statuses!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8395373054
2010-01-30 01:20:14
stevejmoore: Just uploaded a new photo on Missouri Educators http://ning.it/dzvsSr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8392641293
2010-01-30 00:59:01
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I know! I wish I were at #educon too :) Have fun, learn for me and tweet it on Jen!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8391906531
2010-01-30 00:00:03
stevejmoore: Currently listening to Only By The Night by Kings of Leon. http://bit.ly/q0L5Q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8389876625
2010-01-29 22:55:05
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth have fun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8387666684
2010-01-29 22:46:05
stevejmoore: Quality Ed Orgs to #FollowFriday @Ed_Leadership @NBPTS @prestwickhouse @WholeChildAdv
@convergemag
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8387361155
2010-01-29 22:29:47
stevejmoore: @AddieGaines just added you to @stevejmoore/missouried which feeds to the MEC homepage!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8386793054
2010-01-29 22:19:55
stevejmoore: RT @tmmaerke: RT @Slate: Interactive map of Holden Caulfield's New York http://bit.ly/a3TT3e // very cool,
thank you @nytimes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8386446929
2010-01-29 22:19:42
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD @web20classroom is quoted in the upcoming, completely web-based ASCD 2009 Annual Report
appearing at Annual Conf in March
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8386439044
2010-01-29 22:06:28
stevejmoore: To all in snowy weather: drive safely!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8385983929
2010-01-29 20:52:23
stevejmoore: Don't leave #FollowFriday without... @NMHS_Principal @budtheteacher @paulbogush @kylepace @tonnet
@ascd @edutopia @poh @russgoerend !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8383435260
2010-01-29 20:48:00
stevejmoore: Ethics Codes...It's a concept, it's a law, it's a bird, it's a plane, it's... Not that Important http://bit.ly/arU2Vl
~@edjurist
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8383290555
2010-01-29 20:35:21
stevejmoore: #FollowFriday for helpful Ed Law-minded content and conversation @mccleod @jonbecker @edjurist
@msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8382870313
2010-01-29 05:05:54
stevejmoore: kayak.com easter egg for LOST fans: Care you fly Oceanic to LAX... http://twitpic.com/109kw5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8355463056
2010-01-29 03:26:30
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth what time and where are you doing the Twitter talk with teachers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8351897518

2010-01-29 02:57:12
stevejmoore: RT @rmbyrne: Free Technology for Teachers: Google Books Adds Shelving Options http://ff.im/-f1Ha6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8350760098
2010-01-29 02:56:37
stevejmoore: watching my mother-in-law's geriatric shih-tzu is like boarding an aging foreign diplomat, I know she's important,
but hard to understand
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8350738089
2010-01-29 02:16:29
stevejmoore: RT @iteachgrade2: Why Teachers Should Try Twitter http://bit.ly/95jzUG @kristenswanson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8349250572
2010-01-29 02:10:35
stevejmoore: Checking out "Praying for Snow Days" on Missouri Educators: http://ning.it/bkaN3n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8349031703
2010-01-28 23:45:30
stevejmoore: RT @poh you can participate in #educon conversations virtually. You can find details at educon22.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8343811834
2010-01-28 23:12:02
stevejmoore: @tpman24 they DO!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8342630734
2010-01-28 23:10:08
stevejmoore: me too--> @markwagner: Wish I were in Philadephia for #educon... and I hope my schedule is clear next year. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8342561539
2010-01-28 23:09:01
stevejmoore: @web20classroom that's awesome! Go blog-reading admin!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8342521628
2010-01-28 23:08:37
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: J. D. Salinger dies. Page summarizing news and notes about his work: http://bit.ly/c31cVI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8342507276
2010-01-28 23:06:58
stevejmoore: Checking out "@officialsps to put SMART Board in every classroom." on Mo Edu: http://ning.it/bpWdei
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8342449114
2010-01-28 22:52:36
stevejmoore: My mother-in-law's dog is staying with us now while she goes on vacation. My house is now a class 5 veterinary
drug cache.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8341944372
2010-01-28 21:46:31
stevejmoore: @irasocol I admit, I've not read anything besides Catcher, thanks for the rec though. I'll add it to my list
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8339682702
2010-01-28 21:38:20
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff I can't think of the last book I didn't like... Reading White Tiger by Aravind Adiga right now,
you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8339404257
2010-01-28 21:37:11
stevejmoore: @mgier so if there was a Snownado, where do you think it would transport Dorothy and Toto?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8339365730
2010-01-28 21:35:16
stevejmoore: @gilesrafol good luck Giles!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8339299963
2010-01-28 21:23:30
stevejmoore: [snownado?] RT @swagbot:we are about to get 7-9 inches of snow [MO] & in Texas they have a tornado watch,

my dream is to see a snow tornado
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8338899963
2010-01-28 21:18:06
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff one of my favorite books in HS, I suppose it was b/c of the identity journey of the young man.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8338715581
2010-01-28 21:09:47
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff never read Catcher in the Rye?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8338431257
2010-01-28 03:20:20
stevejmoore: Checking out favorite educational quotations on Missouri Educators: http://bit.ly/d78l57
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8307303180
2010-01-28 02:52:31
stevejmoore: .@RjWassink #SOTU as #Apple "And one more thing... I'm making Canada the 51st state, lol."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8306376808
2010-01-28 02:47:27
stevejmoore: @kylepace heard on @NPRnews that the ibooks stuff is not all ironed out yet, will be left in large part to
publishers #ipad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8306205306
2010-01-28 02:46:38
stevejmoore: RT @johncmayer: More people would watch the State of the Union Address if President Obama introduced a
new gadget at the end. Just saying.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8306177137
2010-01-28 02:41:10
stevejmoore: I'm always interested in seeing what makes the entire Congress stand. Happy when I don't hear boos no matter
who is President.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8305983226
2010-01-27 04:19:45
stevejmoore: @jonbecker lol, I'm a fan of data. Data are my friend. Have you met this datum?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8265967391
2010-01-27 04:13:56
stevejmoore: @librarybeth dear students, would you like to learn about a denial of service attack? :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8265767456
2010-01-27 04:11:12
stevejmoore: [GrammarFart] "There IS a multitude" or "There ARE a multitude"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8265675466
2010-01-27 03:50:02
stevejmoore: For some reason Google Chrome does not agree with my ATT 2WIRE router/modem combo. I get DNS errors all
the time, none w/ FF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8264905607
2010-01-27 03:20:20
stevejmoore: .@mmiller7571 that's the best part! You've got to put "@MMiller7571" on your conference name badge! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8263819996
2010-01-27 03:15:24
stevejmoore: @iteachgrade2 thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8263639624
2010-01-27 03:12:31
stevejmoore: Just added a new discussion on Missouri Educators http://ning.it/dhPq2d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8263533164
2010-01-27 20:24:18
stevejmoore: Did I miss that there is no Flash on the iPad yet?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8292886120
2010-01-27 19:50:10
stevejmoore: .@eljefetwisted well you could order one of these towels on your Hitchhiker's Guide http://bit.ly/axQitf :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8291653155
2010-01-27 19:48:35
stevejmoore: .@AndrewVorce forgot to put @latortuga (Drew)'s name on that tweet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8291594751
2010-01-27 19:31:51
stevejmoore: [DON'T PANIC] via @chrisalanjones: Does the iPad sound like the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy to anyone
else?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8290953261
2010-01-27 19:31:11
stevejmoore: HOW DARE YOU DREW. ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8290927404
2010-01-27 19:27:01
stevejmoore: No contract, $15/mo 3G? doesn't sound to shabby to me #ipad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8290763495
2010-01-27 19:19:04
stevejmoore: @poh exactly, it's always refreshing and exciting to hear the Apple news, but not something to plan your week
around :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8290435380
2010-01-27 19:10:36
stevejmoore: [bookmarked] When Students Don't Play the Game @ASCD http://bit.ly/cSbueH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8290119818
2010-01-27 18:48:20
stevejmoore: @PeterVogel a multi-card reader would be nice, but I could care less about an optical drive. I couldn't see, were
there usb slots?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8289357230
2010-01-27 18:45:59
stevejmoore: @daveandcori unless you are in the "multitasking is bad" camp :) Should we teach students to focus?
#devilsadvocate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8289278437
2010-01-27 18:43:35
stevejmoore: @poh I'm a Mac fan, but I have to poke fun at the fandom sometimes :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8289198140
2010-01-27 18:17:10
stevejmoore: @msstewart I really like Win 7 (and I'm a Mac guy preferably) I would highly suggest it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8288343018
2010-01-27 18:05:05
stevejmoore: #APPLE ANNOUNCEMENT: Apples are healthful and delicious, also they keep physicians at bay if you eat one
each day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8287944324
2010-01-27 18:03:46
stevejmoore: .@ScottElias @MsStewart we all modeling marketing if we're "selling" learning, right? Making it
appealing/accessible...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8287902455
2010-01-27 17:08:49
stevejmoore: Mo. Dept. of Conservation offers field trip grants, workshops and other teacher resources http://bit.ly/9WEbpM
via @MSTA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8286210388

2010-01-26 23:45:36
stevejmoore: RT @officialSPS: Rountree Elementary is hosting "Hearts for Haiti" tonight. Meal served at 6 p.m.; entertainment
begins at 6:30 p.m.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8256070138
2010-01-26 23:45:05
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Join us in 30 minutes for #edchat! http://boo.fm/b93545
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8256052110
2010-01-26 21:10:17
stevejmoore: @jasontbedell I can't seem to get rid of the lines at the bottom of a page when I move the breaks, they duplicate
and stay on the page!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8250612279
2010-01-26 21:03:44
stevejmoore: Pass on your help to @caseydaugherty Whew!! Just finished a quick training on my new Smart Airliner. Am I
smart enough to run this!?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8250390863
2010-01-26 21:00:22
stevejmoore: @wfryer That IRB process is a fun time...just did my first one last semester
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8250275636
2010-01-26 20:28:02
stevejmoore: Your assignment today: A Big Mac or McNuggets http://bit.ly/9OoPNd #reflection
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8249193316
2010-01-26 20:24:11
stevejmoore: Why can't MS Word deal with horizontal line breaks!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8249068734
2010-01-26 19:16:10
stevejmoore: RT @DoremiGirl archived afternoon #edchat "Should grading be changed to something more 21st Century?"
http://bit.ly/amWCP6 TY @jswiatek
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8246855934
2010-01-26 18:47:24
stevejmoore: [reading] @ShiftParadigm @newliteracy reaction to the NYT-If Your Kids Are Awake, Probably Online:
Always On? http://bit.ly/6OgkCC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8245910256
2010-01-26 18:22:22
stevejmoore: Writing Reflection Menu is ready for biz http://twitpic.com/zvnd0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8245082776
2010-01-26 18:04:08
stevejmoore: Connecting Your Posts to Twitter and Facebook on @ASCD EDge http://bit.ly/bnmKuG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8244475749
2010-01-26 16:52:38
stevejmoore: RT @NewYorker: Financial reporter Joseph Menn's "Fatal System Error": http://ow.ly/10Csh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8242005303
2010-01-26 16:48:13
stevejmoore: @brendajburrell So you'll be the mysterious mistress of the MSU phones?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8241850701
2010-01-26 04:38:12
stevejmoore: Added: welcome message for teachers & RSS feed of Diigo bookmarks. Check out some of the tweaks on the
MEC http://bit.ly/23pilz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8222675421
2010-01-26 02:09:13
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl I'll check her out, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8217236753

2010-01-26 01:54:00
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: Have you voted for tomorrow's #edchat topic yet? http://bit.ly/5d2dtu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8216655812
2010-01-26 01:11:52
stevejmoore: Missouri Education blogger? Join the MO Ed Community and share your voice! http://bit.ly/3jMg6D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8215109024
2010-01-26 01:01:06
stevejmoore: @irasocol thanks Ira :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8214721378
2010-01-26 01:00:27
stevejmoore: @msstewart lol, wooooo swooooooooshy graphics!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8214696588
2010-01-26 00:49:12
stevejmoore: Powerpoint alternative Prezi educator license. Great tool for changing it up on screen: http://ning.it/4RKisQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8214299169
2010-01-26 00:46:32
stevejmoore: RT @edteck: Student / teacher licenses now available for @prezi http://bit.ly/7ziTaF Free Enjoy account (via
@BillCamp)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8214206946
2010-01-25 23:22:04
stevejmoore: @jackiegerstein here's the one I saw on TV http://bit.ly/816sAP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8211633756
2010-01-25 23:19:05
stevejmoore: @irasocol yeah, that's ludicrous. Didn't hear that specifically when she was on @charlieroseshow just about her
"cleaning house"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8211531282
2010-01-25 23:17:04
stevejmoore: @jackiegerstein I just heard her on @charlieroseshow I'll look for the link...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8211462885
2010-01-25 23:02:31
stevejmoore: RT @dianadell: SMARTBoard files that can be used in the teaching of chemistry: http://ow.ly/10lBY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8210950366
2010-01-25 23:01:43
stevejmoore: @irasocol @jackiegerstein what I take away is that there is neither a consistent support sys to impv tchrs nor a
way to release uncaring 1s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8210921063
2010-01-25 23:00:21
stevejmoore: @jackiegerstein @irasocol and I had a talk about this a few weeks ago when I encourntered Rhee on TV for the
1st time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8210867587
2010-01-25 22:44:30
stevejmoore: The new @edutopia YouTube page http://bit.ly/7WaIrR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8210301725
2010-01-25 19:52:19
stevejmoore: Love it when I get to set a goal for a class (really they set it) and I get to reward them for hitting it! Off the the
library...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8204441605
2010-01-25 05:37:01
stevejmoore: Just finished LOST season 5...wow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8181168733

2010-01-25 03:52:07
stevejmoore: Watching the end of LOST season 5 and reading up on Hydrogen bombs as well
http://www.atomicarchive.com/Fusion/Fusion4.shtml
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8177975410
2010-01-25 03:50:01
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal @Pags21 @bltg @JPerino thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8177897743
2010-01-25 03:33:45
stevejmoore: @johnccarver yep, good old MO. I know my way up to Iowa very well. Went to Augustana in SD, know the I-29
drive!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8177268317
2010-01-25 03:29:37
stevejmoore: Sorry for my home state Minnesota, but still happy for first-time Super Bowlers New Orleans.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8177088169
2010-01-25 03:24:37
stevejmoore: @johnccarver if it's 10am CST, I can join in for a bit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8176852566
2010-01-25 03:05:37
stevejmoore: check this out http://bit.ly/92f61N help #vanmeter educate Iowa Legislators We need your tweets on Thursday
morning! (via @johnccarver)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175997928
2010-01-25 03:04:13
stevejmoore: @johnccarver reading!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175942185
2010-01-25 03:02:03
stevejmoore: Is Your School Like a Glowstick? http://bit.ly/76zTyU link from @NMHS_Principal @Pags21
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175856668
2010-01-25 02:59:54
stevejmoore: @MrTRice_Science I'm also a fan of this one, the Briggs Raucher http://video.google.com/videoplay?
docid=680106771263243162#
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175761759
2010-01-25 02:57:29
stevejmoore: @MrTRice_Science http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KlAf936E90
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175653326
2010-01-25 02:57:23
stevejmoore: @MrTRice_Science yeah, the larger atoms bond more tightly, they release (explode) more easily. NI3 makes a
beautiful purple sparkly cloud
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8175648731
2010-01-24 01:54:14
stevejmoore: @bltg now that's exciting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8132342022
2010-01-24 01:51:18
stevejmoore: [reading] Missouri's RTTT app moves in the right direction but stops before taking bold
steps.http://bit.ly/5TWMPD (via @Missourischools)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8132249489
2010-01-24 00:54:18
stevejmoore: You've got to break some things to get at what's best inside of them... http://tinyurl.com/ye2c38m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8130459742
2010-01-23 22:44:40
stevejmoore: @bltg <--now that's the way to plan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8126599322

2010-01-23 22:35:58
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty you've got to watch this too, it'll make you happy http://bit.ly/76YfoU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8126348146
2010-01-23 22:35:35
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty haha, you made my day Casey :) I'll crop what I've got and show the changes later for sure.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8126337495
2010-01-23 20:49:07
stevejmoore: A Visual History of the Supreme Court http://bit.ly/5IfhLx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8123338631
2010-01-23 20:10:12
stevejmoore: I can't, for the life of me, say the word "certiorari" out-loud.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8122237276
2010-01-23 19:58:25
stevejmoore: A special presentation of pure happiness: a must-watch http://bit.ly/76YfoU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121887050
2010-01-23 19:54:49
stevejmoore: @ScottElias They have some neat stuff at Moo, I'm fairly sure that @MsStewart's classy biz cards are from there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121785436
2010-01-23 19:53:12
stevejmoore: .@poh haha, my coffee intake will most likely pay for the salary of at least one cardiologist later in life
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121740135
2010-01-23 19:36:07
stevejmoore: Good read on purpose of education "In @TomWhitby's Humble Opinon" http://bit.ly/4GroXG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121246569
2010-01-23 19:34:40
stevejmoore: safe and warm inside @thecoffeeethic now, going to talk shop with @caseydaugherty in a bit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121203350
2010-01-23 19:33:19
stevejmoore: had to protect my giant comps project binder from the rain on the @missouristate campus.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8121163810
2010-01-23 16:10:42
stevejmoore: Checking out "Using Wordle for Literature Circles" on Missouri Educators: http://ning.it/54N2hH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8115010954
2010-01-23 15:06:31
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "if jackson pollock owned a car wash" - image 23 of 365 => http://twurl.nl/3pgihx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8113114986
2010-01-23 15:05:18
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 where's the choco chip doughnut from? Lamar's is my fav doughnut place in SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8113079450
2010-01-23 15:01:48
stevejmoore: Remembering 100 Years of Gypsy Jazz w/ Django Reinhardt http://bit.ly/5LXdz9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8112977053
2010-01-23 14:58:04
stevejmoore: @msstewart That 80/20 rule is very useful :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8112864305
2010-01-23 05:56:00
stevejmoore: @MrTRice_Science could do something with shock-sensitivity as you move across and down on the periodic
table, increase ionic radius...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8101716219

2010-01-23 04:23:05
stevejmoore: Thanks to @ksmu for providing me with some Django Reinhardt on my way home
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8099054559
2010-01-23 03:34:13
stevejmoore: @jonbecker @msstewart I will have to share that in class on Wed for sure :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097517448
2010-01-23 03:29:46
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 @jonbecker Just listened to Backspacer for the first time, pretty solid record
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097370489
2010-01-23 03:28:42
stevejmoore: [reading] @flourishingkids: Beautiful post by @englishcomp Our students are brilliant http://tinyurl.com/ye49h3e
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097335696
2010-01-23 03:26:25
stevejmoore: @msstewart @JenAnsbach I haven't done that yet, but I'm set on going for sure! Excited to hang with
@chadsansing too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097260227
2010-01-23 03:25:40
stevejmoore: @jonbecker @msstewart haha, I keep thinking of my dog licking her chops when I read his name
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097235418
2010-01-23 03:24:39
stevejmoore: @msstewart @JenAnsback haha, ohh I miss NCTE now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097200870
2010-01-23 03:23:07
stevejmoore: Watching The Best Thing I Ever Ate on FoodNetwork, anyone from Philly, PA been to Kanella (Greek food)?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097149916
2010-01-23 03:21:16
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @msstewart @mcleod @jonbecker Haha that would be awesome. You have some history together
I'm guessing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097090120
2010-01-23 03:19:07
stevejmoore: @jonbecker Choplick you mean?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8097017515
2010-01-23 03:18:02
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats it's taught by the high school super at @officialsps through @missouristate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096980854
2010-01-23 03:14:13
stevejmoore: Ed Law course in 4 words by @jonbecker : "schools are unique institutions" haha
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096851109
2010-01-23 03:10:20
stevejmoore: @janetmorrison sorry for taking a while to get back to your @ msg, long day! :) DM me your email and I'll send
you some PBL stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096719140
2010-01-23 03:09:31
stevejmoore: @msstewart @edjurist I'm presenting/researching/breifing NJ v TLO & Hazelwood v Kuhlmeier next week
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096690681
2010-01-23 03:05:42
stevejmoore: @msstewart @edjurist very excited about the Ed law class, they crammed it into 8 weeks, so it's going to be a
fast, but rich in info
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096559022
2010-01-23 03:04:38

stevejmoore: @nicegrl99 @MSTA @allofek12 @dbrazeal @mbteach @tonnet @mmiller7571 thanks for the #FF mentions
today :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096521649
2010-01-23 03:03:04
stevejmoore: .@mrnichol it's so true! There is always something exciting going on here on Twitter, you have to edit how much
time you spend
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096465963
2010-01-23 03:01:40
stevejmoore: ,@nashworld I think you've got the right attitude about the importance of reading in sci, I would love to teamteach w/ a sci teacher (you)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096414657
2010-01-23 02:58:20
stevejmoore: Watching How It's Made: Tubas. I could watch just about anything on this show.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8096284383
2010-01-22 21:01:37
stevejmoore: @nwp haha, my apologies :) I suppose you got a lot of misplaced @ msg attention, I'll have to double-check the
right address. Peace!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8084210303
2010-01-22 05:26:27
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: "The art of communication is the language of leadership" - James Humes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8058660209
2010-01-22 05:25:52
stevejmoore: .@suewaters I used my own voice on Animoto to do a PBL podcast assignment for my Master's: works well!
http://bit.ly/5FcNZu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8058644581
2010-01-22 05:22:44
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: Best YouTube Videos for Teachers http://bit.ly/8jd1vi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8058564516
2010-01-22 05:04:26
stevejmoore: Still looking for some MO bootheel teachers to fill in our map! http://ning.it/4JuofQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8058070486
2010-01-22 05:01:58
stevejmoore: Sad that Conan's last show is tomorrow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8057998169
2010-01-22 04:53:15
stevejmoore: Working on adding more of our 66 members' locations to the MEC map!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8057738194
2010-01-21 03:26:35
stevejmoore: [reading] Leadership Malpractice via @harvardbiz http://bit.ly/5VHnPG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8012787692
2010-01-21 20:12:30
stevejmoore: The @MSTA Board of Directors announces (1/13) why it opposes RTTT http://bit.ly/7XtCyz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8039838383
2010-01-21 19:19:15
stevejmoore: @KimMcCollum could be either I suppose @grammargirl has a list on her facebook page of the confessions, just
a good cathartic exercise/laugh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8038207788
2010-01-21 19:18:31
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl haha, thanks! I had never thought of it that way.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8038185463

2010-01-21 18:13:46
stevejmoore: What's your worst grammar mistake? (via @grammargirl) http://bit.ly/5K5wNM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8036158068
2010-01-21 17:59:22
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I like her too, really pleasant acoustic sound like a female Jack Johnson
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035699949
2010-01-21 17:54:44
stevejmoore: Lunchtime playlist for today is low-key, just The Swell Season: Strict Joy #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035556775
2010-01-21 17:50:34
stevejmoore: RT @KCStar: Race is on for â€˜Race to the Top' school grants http://bit.ly/7RdAQ2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035427620
2010-01-21 17:45:46
stevejmoore: @irasocol haha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035276036
2010-01-21 17:41:19
stevejmoore: [reading] via @irasocol Historic Switch: Apple is where Apple thought IBM was v Apple in '84 Closed v Open
http://is.gd/6Kvwv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035136036
2010-01-21 17:40:37
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: In wireless age, schools begin to offer text education http://bit.ly/6qW6KO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8035114382
2010-01-21 17:08:31
stevejmoore: Today is going by quickly! Great student interaction as we write our own Reflection Guide collaboratively.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8034077282
2010-01-21 17:03:19
stevejmoore: @web20classroom =SUM(Coffee+Cells A1:A999), solution; cell reads WIN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8033904485
2010-01-21 17:01:22
stevejmoore: Any research/exp on applying linguistic/rhetorical concepts to solving/writing math equations?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8033839945
2010-01-21 16:47:54
stevejmoore: Today in 1789, first American novel published http://bit.ly/8kbMep
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8033392046
2010-01-20 04:57:48
stevejmoore: @pepepacha haha now that'd be a Twitter app: dream tweets
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7975565895
2010-01-20 04:40:31
stevejmoore: I think something is wrong with Twitter, the other day I was approaching 10k tweets, today I'm approaching 30k!
Who knows...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7975057734
2010-01-20 03:14:26
stevejmoore: [reading] Workforce development through my eyes by @DrDial http://bit.ly/8YMjy6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7972082429
2010-01-20 02:54:49
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg Great album! If only it came with a glass of horchata...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7971363067
2010-01-20 02:51:23
stevejmoore: @kylepace Hey good luck Kyle! #eft
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7971242150

2010-01-20 02:18:14
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl :) thanks, just apply "add coffee" too all questions and that's what I would have responded tonight,
lol #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7970043878
2010-01-20 02:15:30
stevejmoore: @TNschatz haha, yeah it's a big scenario to incorporate all the components of our program, one failing
school+$$$+MS.Ed stu = win? We'll see
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969947555
2010-01-20 02:13:15
stevejmoore: "Before I do something I ask myself, "Would an idiot do that?" If the answer is yes, then I do not do that thing." Dwight Schrute
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969867319
2010-01-20 02:01:39
stevejmoore: .@sanmccarron I'll be posting more about it when I get it rolling. It involves the Desktop Publishing/photoshop
class making the signs first
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969453681
2010-01-20 01:57:55
stevejmoore: Looks like I missed a good #edchat tonight. Had a good time working on my admin scenario for my comps project
"Take over a failing HS & fix"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969315560
2010-01-20 01:52:02
stevejmoore: .@msstewart and who knows, it could open up topics about eating healthier. I'd just like to say, "today do a
double cheeseburger or a #4"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969111966
2010-01-20 01:51:00
stevejmoore: @msstewart I haven't eaten McDonald's in years, ever since I saw Super Size Me... I just can't. Kids will enjoy it
though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7969075992
2010-01-20 01:45:04
stevejmoore: .@pickledtreats @JenAnsbach haha, it's just the sound of alllll the water and the jets...I just manned up.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7968860594
2010-01-20 01:44:25
stevejmoore: [Note to self] borrow a coat from James Dean, sing for king and queen, get pink carnation & pick-up truck, sing
dirges in the dark.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7968837591
2010-01-20 00:41:39
stevejmoore: Dilemma: I need to get my car washed, but I really have to pee, do I dare go in? http://twitpic.com/yv42m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7966645545
2010-01-20 22:16:28
stevejmoore: @francis_grey yeah I remember the day I discovered "remove all formatting" lol woo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8002031506
2010-01-20 22:14:55
stevejmoore: My class tonight meets @officialSPS board room http://twitpic.com/yz8gn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/8001978262
2010-01-20 20:40:50
stevejmoore: RT @tombarrett proud to introduce you to our class blog http://priestsic5.blogspot.com please drop by and leave
a comment for my class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7998964286
2010-01-20 20:40:10
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth: 90 Lashes for taking a cell phone to school. http://bit.ly/4UwAAM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7998943307

2010-01-20 20:35:04
stevejmoore: You can upload any file to Google Docs without converting it http://bit.ly/76aPO5 (via @concretekax)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7998781412
2010-01-20 20:28:32
stevejmoore: @SArtkras I have come to like TweetDeck on my Mac, but there are other options like Seesmic as well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7998572875
2010-01-20 20:27:19
stevejmoore: .@Kmorris2600 that's exciting to hear! I would love to be able to do those things someday... I hope you write
about it and reflect online!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7998534763
2010-01-20 19:53:29
stevejmoore: [reading] via @mcleod: New post - Education Trust: Four ways of thinking about achievement gaps
http://bit.ly/6iWR1K
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7997478114
2010-01-20 19:47:42
stevejmoore: Copyright and Fair Use info for teachers: http://bit.ly/8YrhLn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7997300212
2010-01-20 19:37:38
stevejmoore: [reading] Interesting: http://bit.ly/6GNRCO Gender, relationship stability, and education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7996985574
2010-01-20 19:30:25
stevejmoore: @msstewart @specialKRB haha, I'll take a pirate or a valley girl's participation over none. Maybe even a pirate
valley girl... "like Arrrg"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7996757463
2010-01-20 18:58:20
stevejmoore: [reading] Why Teachers Should Friend Students Online http://bit.ly/5UMRJO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7995753693
2010-01-20 18:23:36
stevejmoore: @msstewart I strongly prefer "Talk Like a Pirate Day"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994690951
2010-01-20 18:23:12
stevejmoore: "If Your Kids are Awake, They're Probably Online" http://bit.ly/5Xtqtd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994678145
2010-01-20 18:20:43
stevejmoore: [reading] N.J. district is digitizing learning materials, books for home use http://bit.ly/7uCEXd #edtech (via
@NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994603287
2010-01-20 18:19:19
stevejmoore: "Don't Teach Knowledge, Teach Learning." http://bit.ly/4CXrSh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994559512
2010-01-20 18:11:39
stevejmoore: Comparison chart of Google Wave vs email, docs, wikis, etc: http://bit.ly/6HAKfm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994326494
2010-01-20 18:10:47
stevejmoore: RT @blairteach: "Knowledge becomes worthless surprisingly fast, but the ability to acquire new knowledge is
essential." http://bit.ly/4JcQsr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7994299858
2010-01-20 17:10:26
stevejmoore: A light in the dark: If you're a @woot fan, you'll appreciate this story http://bit.ly/8Fhati #haiti
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7992425947

2010-01-19 21:54:11
stevejmoore: Super excited to make my Reflection Extra Value Menu for post-read choices: http://twitpic.com/yucr7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7961077695
2010-01-19 21:52:21
stevejmoore: I truly started using Diigo regularly today when I installed the toolbar on my school PC. Good for "I'll read this
later" stuff.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7961016364
2010-01-19 20:37:17
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson oui oui, merci!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7958610323
2010-01-19 20:30:38
stevejmoore: Upon student not responding to directions: I apologized, tried again en francais (Eng class), glad it got a laugh &
refocused him
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7958408278
2010-01-19 20:01:22
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: PLN-Check out our first video with captions! http://bit.ly/7vZ0T8 Any feedback welcome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7957515822
2010-01-19 01:23:44
stevejmoore: Brilliant! via @ELanghorst: follow this educator who is eating school lunch each day and blogging about it
@fedupwithlunch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7926800273
2010-01-19 01:23:18
stevejmoore: @aimeebogush haha, just tell him I taught my dog to bring be pizza while I do it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7926785709
2010-01-19 01:10:18
stevejmoore: Feels good to change your own oil/filter. It's the one thing I can do confidently with cars. Only 30 minutes too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7926352151
2010-01-18 06:16:26
stevejmoore: Testing the new tag #newteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7894564817
2010-01-18 06:11:47
stevejmoore: Link for the #NewTeach group on MoEd Ning http://missouried.ning.com/group/newteachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7894452716
2010-01-18 06:11:17
stevejmoore: Link for #NewTeach group on the EduPLN http://edupln.ning.com/group/newteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7894440508
2010-01-18 06:06:44
stevejmoore: Starting a hashtag for #NewTeach Give advice or suggestions to new teachers! I'll run the RSS of this tag on
EduPLN and MoEd Nings
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7894329256
2010-01-18 05:43:10
stevejmoore: @irasocol @irasocol I'm still only really a monoglot, but I'm trying to pick other languages up by chatting w/
students of other languages
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7893734017
2010-01-18 05:41:45
stevejmoore: Waiting tables as an analog for monitoring student need - great post via @iMrsF http://bit.ly/6dYJi6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7893697799
2010-01-18 05:10:24
stevejmoore: @irasocol Had a friend who learned in college, said once you figure out the basic patterns it's just variations on
basic sounds
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892854198

2010-01-18 04:59:18
stevejmoore: [reading] @kalinagoenglish: via @PrestwickHouse Plain English: You All, You Guys, and Y'all
http://bit.ly/5ZvH1Z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892513397
2010-01-18 04:57:52
stevejmoore: @irasocol I took calligraphy in elem school, very fun exercise in design! It would be fun to go back to
sometime...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892468137
2010-01-18 04:52:02
stevejmoore: @nashworld this fog has been nuts this weekend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892283198
2010-01-18 04:50:53
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats what kind of keyboard do you use?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892247111
2010-01-18 04:50:24
stevejmoore: .@msstewart Shoot, that was a status update from the Missouri Ed Ning, it usually adds a link...but it didn't for
some reason
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892231418
2010-01-18 04:49:06
stevejmoore: @weemooseus I'm with @irasocol on cursive, it's not something that needs to be taught in core classes, could be
in design/art class though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7892189406
2010-01-18 04:15:43
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats Every year in elem school (I recently revisited all my old grade cards when cleaning) I was
admonished for penmanship!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7891146666
2010-01-18 03:58:47
stevejmoore: .@principalspage I about died when a teacher came to me to complain about how cursive was dying. Yes, it
should. Schools waste time with it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7890583062
2010-01-18 03:55:32
stevejmoore: .@principalspage Thank you thank you thank you for saying that about spelling. Any linguist would tell you
spelling shifts all the time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7890464766
2010-01-18 03:50:59
stevejmoore: [Reading] @iMrsF: Stop teaching HOW to write from @principalspage http://ow.ly/XwnU Thought provoking
blog post. #365comments 16
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7890316086
2010-01-18 03:46:14
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Same to you Candace, have a good week :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7890152589
2010-01-18 03:05:16
stevejmoore: @tawilkins haha, I'd give @bltg credit for that then, I read right past that :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7888684647
2010-01-18 02:47:50
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Success in the classroom depends on engaement...amen!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7888076029
2010-01-18 23:42:53
stevejmoore: Very excited after an incredibly productive PLC mtg today. +10 to my CommArts dept!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7923434745
2010-01-18 23:24:39

stevejmoore: [reading] @convergemag YouTube: The Next Major Teaching Tool? http://tinyurl.com/ybq5yjf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7922822403
2010-01-18 23:17:22
stevejmoore: @latortuga I know! I was @LoganR I realized it after the fact. I just sniped the link while on Facebook. :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7922578182
2010-01-18 22:15:02
stevejmoore: @wcarozza I plan to post a blog about it when I get home, has to do with conveying abstract change...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7920512689
2010-01-18 19:52:06
stevejmoore: Watching my principal guide us at our whole facilty PLC, it's apparent: you really need to understand ext.
metaphor to be a leader. He does.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7915971792
2010-01-18 17:59:55
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 just trying to make some friendly broadcasts about it, no pressure :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7912318161
2010-01-18 14:00:30
stevejmoore: 7" Video/Audio Message board for $32 on @woot today. http://woot.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7904678670
2010-01-18 13:45:49
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats I always tell the kids that I write in all caps the way I do on the board b/c if I didn't it'd look like I
was drawing Mts :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7904260392
2010-01-18 13:10:04
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: RT @kdwashburn: iPod Apps for Secondary Classrooms from @MrKeenan:
http://bit.ly/6wHn3A
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7903296470
2010-01-17 05:35:38
stevejmoore: [needs your help] -->@gann24 School won't host wordpress.org. Any other hosting suggestionsfor blogs?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7854250362
2010-01-17 02:17:52
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers best show ever. #BSG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7848277053
2010-01-17 02:17:06
stevejmoore: @helainebecker wait is there another option? lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7848254041
2010-01-17 01:09:40
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell it's a wonderful PLN isn't it? :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7846196709
2010-01-17 01:07:51
stevejmoore: On my way to hang with @CMillerDesign in Lees Summit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7846142004
2010-01-17 00:56:07
stevejmoore: Are you a level one or a level two learner? Do you consume or do you go on to create and then share?
http://bit.ly/5SS8ey
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845784091
2010-01-17 00:50:39
stevejmoore: I caused a ripple on @ShellTerrell's post http://bit.ly/4PFAZp (or should I say that I threw a rock at it?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845622603
2010-01-17 00:43:43
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut No kidding, we're on a crazy weathercoaster here in the Midwest.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845418659
2010-01-17 00:36:25
stevejmoore: Congrats to my Band director from 6-12th grades Dr. Tim Allshouse for being selected Blue Springs Teacher of
the Year!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845201759
2010-01-17 00:35:19
stevejmoore: @msstewart NERD!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845168626
2010-01-17 00:33:02
stevejmoore: Catching up on @hadleyjf's post http://bit.ly/5s1QTI about the PLN Comment Challenge! #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845100954
2010-01-17 00:31:41
stevejmoore: @DrDial Tori was at another table grading and I don't think we ever officially met, lots of good St. Joe teachers
though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845061185
2010-01-17 00:31:02
stevejmoore: I didn't get much time to interact while at PLWP, catching up on your tweets now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845042166
2010-01-17 00:30:28
stevejmoore: Dear Missouri: What the FOG is up this weekend?! Two days in-a-row of debilitating pea soup on the days I
have to drive long distances.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7845025323
2010-01-17 00:29:36
stevejmoore: @poh Haha, I thought about doing a spiel on it, but there was no time. I was a little bit late on account of some of
the craziest fog ever!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7844998489
2010-01-17 00:28:53
stevejmoore: @OvhII haha, well hang in there, I know you're a good teacher. It'd be awesome to work together some time O!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7844978162
2010-01-16 04:47:04
stevejmoore: @msstewart I could've typed [meredith look!] instead of [nerd alert] right? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815873609
2010-01-16 04:40:16
stevejmoore: [nerd alert] via @latortuga http://bit.ly/5Fc2nT <--First Person Tetris
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815685399
2010-01-16 04:30:52
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty well we should try and finish and then blog about it together :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815422633
2010-01-16 04:30:21
stevejmoore: @gann24 haha, so what grade do you teach?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815407427
2010-01-16 04:29:50
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I slated Zen to listen to for this weekend's road trip to the land of @nashworld N of KC. Really
enjoying it so far!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815391690
2010-01-16 04:28:45
stevejmoore: @watchorn Where are you from in KC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7815361381
2010-01-16 00:35:37
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: RT @Larryferlazzo: 50 Things we know now that we didn't know this time last year

http://tinyurl.com/y9ms7sr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7808207139
2010-01-16 00:34:38
stevejmoore: @RegalhcsA haha! I'm sure that's a food story... @gann24
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7808177690
2010-01-16 00:26:11
stevejmoore: Listening to Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance on my way back to KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7807922683
2010-01-16 21:15:42
stevejmoore: @nashworld I think we'll be done by 4:00 or 4:30
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7839412498
2010-01-16 19:29:09
stevejmoore: A must-share poem title from PLWP "A Cat De-Furred" <--we died laughing with this poem!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7836289759
2010-01-16 18:39:55
stevejmoore: @poh I think @scooterjoy is the only other one here on Twitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7834895047
2010-01-16 18:35:41
stevejmoore: @poh @caseydaugherty thanks for the RTs you guys! PLWP is rollin' along nicely!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7834776321
2010-01-15 06:01:12
stevejmoore: Went to Webb City MO tonight with @kristinlhoward and the varsity academic team, took 6th place and had a
good time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7778121402
2010-01-15 05:58:28
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke Wow, I had no idea who that guy was! Thanks for sharing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7778051446
2010-01-15 05:55:09
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish yeah! I'll be there tomorrow night and Saturday. Sorry we won't get to meet face-to-face! Another
time for sure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7777972616
2010-01-15 05:37:18
stevejmoore: "meaningful communities are built when people listen and respond"-@Doremigirl http://bit.ly/4LEdz5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7777533996
2010-01-15 00:27:09
stevejmoore: @iMrsF no way.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7767768981
2010-01-15 00:24:29
stevejmoore: RT @markgregston: "Iâ€™ve lived with 'bad kids' for more than 30 years and what Iâ€™ve found is that
theyâ€™re really good kids that are just ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7767684539
2010-01-15 22:16:45
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: has launched a web site to help explain Race to the Top and our opposition to it. Check out the new
FAQ: http://www.msta.org/race
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7803959666
2010-01-15 22:16:09
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby I second that! One of my favorite meals. Cheap pizza and good wine or vice versa.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7803941097
2010-01-15 22:11:43
stevejmoore: Some serious thoughts: "Dress for Success" on Missouri Educators: http://ning.it/8NjgrD

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7803804118
2010-01-15 22:06:42
stevejmoore: @OvhII people giving music the shaft at your school?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7803649687
2010-01-15 22:03:10
stevejmoore: I love the alphabet soup of education. Leaving one acronym for another :) SWRPDC in SGF--> PLWP in KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7803539363
2010-01-15 21:39:21
stevejmoore: @MSTA Heard they have to put the puked-on tests in plastic bags to grade, the DESE rep just cringed and said
the smells were horrible, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7802794954
2010-01-15 21:38:18
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 Hey! Welcome back to Twitter Leslie :D I didn't hear much more, but the Mo Commish of Ed is
determined to make it so.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7802762607
2010-01-15 20:24:47
stevejmoore: Best moment of the day: What happens when someone pukes on a standardized test? Yeah they still grade it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7800519368
2010-01-15 20:10:38
stevejmoore: @dianadell hope it all went well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7800093439
2010-01-15 20:02:11
stevejmoore: RT @edtechsteve: Interested tchr in teaching gravity/physics through video game Rube Goldberg machines (Ex:
http://bit.ly/1HXPy )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7799840981
2010-01-15 20:01:09
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Have fun and happy writing Casey!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7799808708
2010-01-14 03:35:43
stevejmoore: Prediction: Pants on the Ground will be preformed on the Idol Finale with Mary J Blige and 50-Cent (or
someone). I will watch.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7734553819
2010-01-14 21:00:40
stevejmoore: [photo] I support school change...as long as it doesn't really change...http://bit.ly/4KaDHs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7761252477
2010-01-14 03:28:43
stevejmoore: @jonbecker haha, wow. That guy was about to get violent while crying at the same time, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7734318664
2010-01-14 20:57:51
stevejmoore: [reading] America's Best Schools 2009 http://bit.ly/7nihqM (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7761164630
2010-01-14 03:25:35
stevejmoore: Oh wow that guy just ruined Kiss From a Rose for me. #Idol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7734218216
2010-01-14 20:23:02
stevejmoore: @StudyIsland thanks! I've been planning on getting these albums for a while now, really enjoying them so far!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7760111040
2010-01-14 03:06:53
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG gotcha, I like that drive up I-35 a lot more than the one up I-29!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7733604757

2010-01-14 18:25:09
stevejmoore: sad my lunch Twitter session is over, but on to another good class :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7756638284
2010-01-14 03:00:52
stevejmoore: @dalewitte I think that can be part of the solution too. Work with local biz to get netbook discounts for students
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7733399892
2010-01-14 18:22:12
stevejmoore: I want to grab someone and say "Look! They pay me to do what I did for fun when I was 6! And they give me
REAL students" :) -@msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7756552667
2010-01-14 02:58:50
stevejmoore: @johnccarver I'm from KC, I just used to go to a marching band competition in Ankeny every year in HS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7733328238
2010-01-14 18:21:26
stevejmoore: @ScottElias @bethstill <--agreed, at the very least I will be following tags on here for #ISTE10 and
#colearning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7756529910
2010-01-14 02:58:06
stevejmoore: @johnccarver watching Idol on the DVR now, I guess I'll get to the Pants on the Ground thing eventually
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7733304046
2010-01-14 18:20:50
stevejmoore: .@wmchamberlain definitely not! Arguments are great learning tools. I think @irasocol proves that, he's my fav
arguer on Twitter :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7756512444
2010-01-14 02:49:19
stevejmoore: @johnccarver Thanks, I will! Is Van Meter near Ankeny?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7733012931
2010-01-14 17:55:54
stevejmoore: Sometimes I leak happy thoughts. I want to grab a stranger by the sleeve and just say, "teaching is fun!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755760270
2010-01-14 02:43:22
stevejmoore: @deb_norton oh no! At least that person was doing something useful (and eventually delicious) unlike the person
who hit mine.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7732810117
2010-01-14 17:46:37
stevejmoore: @jscognam the drink is delicious! I highly recommend! #horchata
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755484994
2010-01-14 01:57:55
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, 1999 Corolla, graciously provided by my parents when my car was totalled (while parked)
by a drunk driver.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7731199099
2010-01-14 17:45:08
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I'm jealous you're so close, I'd love to go to #ISTE10!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755439675
2010-01-14 01:54:18
stevejmoore: Checking out "Online Teaching" on Missouri Educators: http://ning.it/8dBpZw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7731078741
2010-01-14 17:44:45
stevejmoore: .@jscognam yeah! Now I'm really craving Horchata...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755427802

2010-01-14 01:47:14
stevejmoore: "It makes no sense to spend thousands of dollars on a piece of technology that only one individual can work
with..." -@aaron_eyler
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730842704
2010-01-14 17:39:44
stevejmoore: Lunch/planning time playlist: Kings of Leon, Vampire Weekend, and Passion Pit #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755275574
2010-01-14 01:46:50
stevejmoore: @janellewilson hang in there and good luck with the deadline!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730829416
2010-01-14 17:38:30
stevejmoore: "Collaboration and learning only come when there is a real conversation going on."- @hadleyjf on
http://bit.ly/8dEWZy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7755239034
2010-01-14 01:44:59
stevejmoore: [reading] A case for why teachers need to work closely with their IT department to bring tech in:
http://bit.ly/7GGPhB -@Aaron_Eyler
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730768070
2010-01-14 17:07:27
stevejmoore: Thanks @ShellTerrell! @hadleyjf I'd love to hear your take on what I wrote! http://bit.ly/8dEWZy It is about
community!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7754288064
2010-01-14 01:42:08
stevejmoore: @Life_learner Thanks for the RT :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730674066
2010-01-14 01:41:11
stevejmoore: @pcwoessner oh wow, cheers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730643273
2010-01-14 01:39:11
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey good to see you back on here! did you find a teaching job?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730573746
2010-01-14 01:34:19
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I can do gluten, not eggs though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730411915
2010-01-14 01:32:27
stevejmoore: .@aimeebogush I think once you realize happiness is a choice, it's a whole lot easier to choose :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730346954
2010-01-14 01:31:44
stevejmoore: "more money does not necessarily equal more learning" via @EnglishComp http://bit.ly/5b5dAU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7730322817
2010-01-13 01:43:09
stevejmoore: I'm with Coco: http://bit.ly/8fqBBi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7692154815
2010-01-13 01:35:00
stevejmoore: @nashworld haha, it would be neat, I think Marzano has one too, not much activity though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7691852019
2010-01-13 01:31:50
stevejmoore: RT @mbteach: Don't forget to check out the #edchat group on the Educator's PLN Ning:
http://edupln.ning.com/group/edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7691731493

2010-01-13 01:28:58
stevejmoore: Is this the @jaymctighe from all my text books?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7691624437
2010-01-13 05:26:37
stevejmoore: @sywtt np, looks like you're going to #ASCD10 I'll be there too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7698166117
2010-01-13 05:17:05
stevejmoore: RT @sywtt: 12 Expert Twitter Tips for The Classroom http://ow.ly/VtO8 | 25 Ways To Teach With Twitter
http://ow.ly/VtQF (via @web20class ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7697973273
2010-01-13 05:15:52
stevejmoore: @AngelaMaiers Looking forward to your session at #ASCD10 hope you can bring the power of Twitter to
more :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7697947531
2010-01-13 04:33:40
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke we could use your voice on the Missouri Educator Community http://missouried.ning.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7697106986
2010-01-13 04:26:48
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I really like your websites, sounds like it's fun to be in your class or dept.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7696966531
2010-01-13 04:12:30
stevejmoore: @jscognam ooo congrats! hope something good comes of it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7696654991
2010-01-13 03:38:20
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke I take it you are @caseydaugherty are pals through OWP?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7695751838
2010-01-13 03:37:49
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump amen to that! I like Trek, but SWTOR...in my top five best games ever. STTOR will be...hopefully
awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7695738633
2010-01-13 03:30:13
stevejmoore: @tmmaerke hey! another Springfield teacher!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7695539129
2010-01-13 03:16:50
stevejmoore: I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7695155749
2010-01-13 03:16:42
stevejmoore: Sad I have a night class during #edchat this semester :-( I
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7695151642
2010-01-13 02:09:32
stevejmoore: @nashworld Thanks! A few I hadn't followed yet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7693125542
2010-01-13 01:57:27
stevejmoore: @drmonie I'm planning on seeing you speak at @ASCD Annual Conference
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7692679722
2010-01-13 01:51:34
stevejmoore: @nashworld I'm coming to your town this weekend to grade student writing submissions, any of your English
teachers on Twitter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7692467979
2010-01-13 01:45:46

stevejmoore: @CalamityJen Malbec is one of my favorite reds. Enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7692252962
2010-01-13 01:44:05
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO oh really? That's exciting.!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7692190261
2010-01-12 03:35:52
stevejmoore: share with @mhtalbut: Hey PLN, do any of you use a Ning in your classroom? Do you think it would work in an
online class?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7655733733
2010-01-12 03:35:33
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut I know @caseydaugherty has experience with Nings in the classroom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7655723108
2010-01-12 03:02:45
stevejmoore: @dgilson auf weidersein good night!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7654582994
2010-01-12 03:02:03
stevejmoore: Checking out "In For Good- My Educational Philosophy (Revisited)" on English Companion Ning:
http://ning.it/4oo5Mx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7654557567
2010-01-12 02:59:55
stevejmoore: RT @msstewart: @stevejmoore @akee123 Lots of CC-licensed music here http://www.jamendo.com/en Use for
animoto w/ no copyright infringement
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7654474065
2010-01-12 02:58:18
stevejmoore: @lamoureuxr I never responded to your @ msg earlier, you brought up a good point!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7654416610
2010-01-12 02:46:40
stevejmoore: [good Q] via @Akee123: is using a imported song for Animoto OK as far as copyright goes? It would not be
posted on the web
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7654014308
2010-01-12 02:38:19
stevejmoore: "If you want creative workers, give them enough time to play." - John Cleese (via @motivation)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7653726741
2010-01-12 02:35:25
stevejmoore: TEDxKIDS: The first TED for kids! http://bit.ly/1kEuWg (via @sandyspeicher & @k12lab)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7653625874
2010-01-12 02:34:44
stevejmoore: @Aaron_Eyler so true, cognition and metacognition should be taught as binary operators requisite for all
learning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7653601620
2010-01-12 02:28:29
stevejmoore: RT @awessley: Sad day RT @cnnbrk: Miep Gies, Ann Frank protector, dies at 100 http://bit.ly/6IzLxh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7653383841
2010-01-12 02:28:11
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I'll be blogging and tweeting away at the conference, but I suppose I'll try to remember the
Alamo...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7653373210
2010-01-12 02:13:57
stevejmoore: @francis_grey press onward good writer!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7652886568

2010-01-12 02:13:35
stevejmoore: @dmmagic Is your beard still freezing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7652874273
2010-01-12 02:12:38
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck you will have to remind me, I love German food!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7652841697
2010-01-12 01:59:11
stevejmoore: @BrianDowd I thought so, good stuff at a good price, I'm loving my Dell mini 10, pretty much the same as those
Acers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7652373936
2010-01-12 01:58:27
stevejmoore: Just registered to attend the @ASCD 2010 Annual Conference in San Antonio TX!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7652348936
2010-01-12 01:26:09
stevejmoore: $219 Acer Aspire One 10.1â€ Netbook http://bit.ly/81KqPd Netbook via @woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7651253755
2010-01-12 01:24:55
stevejmoore: Mark McGwire admits using steroids. King Jong Il admits he's weird. Mayor Daley admits Chicago is cold (via
@nprscottsimon & @CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7651210915
2010-01-12 01:18:34
stevejmoore: Checking out "Made Any Resolutions? Filled with Resolve?" on Missouri Educators: http://ning.it/60t8NQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7650998108
2010-01-10 03:55:01
stevejmoore: @KimMcCollum Would you recommend A Wizard of Earthsea? I have it, but haven't started it yet. Was needed
for a course, but didn't get to it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580918023
2010-01-10 03:52:25
stevejmoore: @saraebest Agreed, should include facts otherwise there is no connection to breast cancer, just breasts...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580840851
2010-01-10 03:35:03
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal: Awesome site! RT @J_Albanese: All Things PLC, All in One Place: http://bit.ly/fRGyW
#plc My school uses this as well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580312463
2010-01-10 03:33:47
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I wish it was the Cowboys who were losing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580272272
2010-01-10 03:32:15
stevejmoore: @saraebest I'd be interested as well! That NPR link I posted had a little poll you can see http://bit.ly/4VD3Oj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580223719
2010-01-10 03:27:22
stevejmoore: @jscognam gracias, will do!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7580063672
2010-01-10 03:22:24
stevejmoore: Must See via@jswiatek: CES 2010: Open Source 3-D Printer Turns Designs Into Objects: http://bit.ly/7Sccp3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579916671
2010-01-10 03:20:48
stevejmoore: @jscognam haha, I like just about anything. Just downloaded the XX and Sarah Jarosz, always looking for what
other people really like
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579868640

2010-01-10 03:16:36
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: The Education Podcast Network http://epnweb.org/ #edtech #podcasting
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579743336
2010-01-10 03:16:21
stevejmoore: @nashworld ooo, that sounds amazing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579736043
2010-01-10 03:15:43
stevejmoore: @jscognam Maybe I'll take your suggestion, I have a free album to download form Napster, suggestions?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579717151
2010-01-10 03:14:46
stevejmoore: @shhartley Thanks for the RTs! I liked those two songs already, the acoustic blending made them even better.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579688502
2010-01-10 03:11:36
stevejmoore: @jscognam Core was one of mine as well! Though my very first CD was Counting Crows, August and Everything
After
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7579595795
2010-01-10 02:01:18
stevejmoore: @jscognam I was partial to Frogstomp back in the day...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7577461026
2010-01-10 01:50:48
stevejmoore: RT @nguyetngu84: seeking for a native teacher for kids in Hanoi, Vietnam. Reach me at nguyetngu84@gmail.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7577136340
2010-01-10 01:32:59
stevejmoore: [reading] via @thart74: Transformative School Leaders Focus on Priorities. The Leadership Picture
http://bit.ly/28Toa6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7576592366
2010-01-10 01:25:45
stevejmoore: What did you do about colored FB statuses? Cancer awareness builder or just social media "slacktivism"?
http://bit.ly/6s5QXe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7576383342
2010-01-10 00:55:46
stevejmoore: @msstewart such an amazing show, hard to get back to after so many months of time off!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7575499476
2010-01-10 00:54:36
stevejmoore: @spedteacher Haha, I'm happy for your Jets, hold me to that bagel, I'll get it to you someday... :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7575466782
2010-01-10 00:03:11
stevejmoore: Finally finishing Season 5 of LOST!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7573993343
2010-01-09 03:00:30
stevejmoore: @kchichester yeah, they're playing the Chiefs and the Rams at a bowling alley on your local CBS affliate ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7543245880
2010-01-09 02:54:53
stevejmoore: RT @DrDial: A MO High School BB team says thank you to their student manager in a unique way:
http://bit.ly/6GxKwi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7543083219
2010-01-09 02:47:40
stevejmoore: RT @kalinagoenglish: via @PrestwickHouse The Two Gentlemen of Lebowski http://bit.ly/5laWj8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542885432
2010-01-09 02:43:08

stevejmoore: @principalspage It's DELICIOUS. Imagine the best granola bar you've ever eaten and then put it into a bowl with
milk.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542745853
2010-01-09 02:31:39
stevejmoore: RT @Pags21: RT @TeachPaperless: New Post: Crazy Stuff http://tinyurl.com/ydao8ew Just for fun, let's think
waaaay outside the box.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542392598
2010-01-09 02:28:15
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: "Protecting Reputations Online - In Plain English" => http://twurl.nl/ggqvkm Nicely done
overview, @leelefever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542286590
2010-01-09 02:27:30
stevejmoore: @wfryer have you tried the NPR app? It has Twitter and Facebook sharing integration.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542263921
2010-01-09 02:23:00
stevejmoore: RT @kristenswanson: RT @rmbyrne: SlideFinder - A Search Engine for Slides http://ff.im/-e1q8Y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542124190
2010-01-09 02:20:14
stevejmoore: @principalspage I love cracklin' oak bran! My wife thinks it looks like horse food though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7542038712
2010-01-09 02:16:15
stevejmoore: RT @msstewart @wired 3D printer is INCREDIBLE http://is.gd/5W9f7 #ces
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7541914074
2010-01-09 02:12:45
stevejmoore: RT @fink_girl: I can't offend you if I don't know you - quote of the evening.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7541804786
2010-01-09 02:06:42
stevejmoore: RT @kunami10: If u want 2 no more about #edchat via @web20classroom- Check out this great article via
@reportertanya http://is.gd/5W3uN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7541615403
2010-01-09 01:19:05
stevejmoore: RT @math2go: RT @TopherSimpson: People think it's funny I read so much (maths teacher). kids who can't read
well, can't do maths well.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7540136400
2010-01-09 01:14:32
stevejmoore: interesting via @dsdixon: SRN Client for iPod Touch/iPhone COMING SOON http://tinyurl.com/yexzbtt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7539996932
2010-01-09 00:40:12
stevejmoore: woah! mobile air mouse is amazing! http://bit.ly/8CMpCW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7538934877
2010-01-09 00:36:20
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd which settings are confusing? What did they change?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7538817033
2010-01-09 00:23:34
stevejmoore: @math2go thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7538422805
2010-01-09 00:10:42
stevejmoore: Just bought Mobile Air Mouse and am trying it out now... http://bit.ly/agxsp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7538025892
2010-01-09 00:04:16

stevejmoore: Making some changes on the Missouri Ed Ning so the content is more representative of our members.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7537826499
2010-01-08 23:52:24
stevejmoore: .@JerryAdkins just joined the Missouri Ed Community! http://ning.it/7UAeaT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7537457022
2010-01-07 03:37:07
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats how's life been treating you since NCTE? What are you teaching?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7465520276
2010-01-07 02:57:18
stevejmoore: How to survive grading massive quantities of work (via @edutopia) http://bit.ly/7v9XHe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7464229238
2010-01-07 02:52:48
stevejmoore: "Remember, a duchess in blue jeans is always more appealing than a pig in sparkly fuchsia lipstick."
http://bit.ly/7hlyvb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7464086969
2010-01-07 00:12:36
stevejmoore: RT @tpman24: Charlie Weis as Chiefs offensive coordinator... hmm - http://bit.ly/5dcmpS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7459368685
2010-01-07 00:10:28
stevejmoore: RT @chadratliff: Should we be teaching calculus or statistics? Arthur Benjamin's TED talk: http://bit.ly/8oFVtq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7459302423
2010-01-07 23:01:39
stevejmoore: Apparently the entire state of Missouri is unable to deal with this snow! No school for most of the SGF area
tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7495645872
2010-01-07 22:41:39
stevejmoore: having trouble deleting a partition of my hdd with another windows OS installed, got ownership thu admin cmd
for all subfolders...no luck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7495028682
2010-01-07 21:51:13
stevejmoore: Found a nice cache of floppy disks in my office. Used to carry this before flash drives http://twitpic.com/x3tux
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7493485920
2010-01-07 17:54:29
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Congrats! MSTAer Kay Riek, of Mehlville schools, honored at White House for Math & Sci
Teaching http://bit.ly/6WL8eo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7486416113
2010-01-07 17:53:40
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @MrChase I'm going to have to dig up my recorder now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7486391576
2010-01-07 17:10:59
stevejmoore: Just watched a fellow Missouri State grad student on Ellen play two recorders with her nose. #SnowDay
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7485104946
2010-01-07 11:26:32
stevejmoore: Snow day!! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7475789799
2010-01-06 22:23:49
stevejmoore: Incredible video about authentic learning from Dave Eggers @TED http://bit.ly/4IFu8D on @kerrlockhart's blog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7455990623
2010-01-06 21:22:21
stevejmoore: My lending library has a new home! Not organized yet... http://twitpic.com/wyias

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7454155102
2010-01-06 21:19:15
stevejmoore: Just got a spam @ msg about a chain letter threat. What, Twitter is now Hotmail circa 1998!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7454064782
2010-01-06 21:18:40
stevejmoore: @cristama haha, I'll do what I can. #GoodTechVibes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7454048072
2010-01-06 21:17:31
stevejmoore: [reading] via @celfoster @NMHS_Principal: Great blog by one of my teachers @kerrlockhart
http://bit.ly/4K2eM5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7454014036
2010-01-06 21:10:18
stevejmoore: I am seriously near tears at having the Internet back at school after weeks and weeks. I can stay here to plan
now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7453808574
2010-01-06 21:09:10
stevejmoore: @msstewart ever since I was a young boy... (great song) Never been to Soho or Brighton though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7453776613
2010-01-06 21:06:01
stevejmoore: I feel like I'm breathing clean air again...Like my senses have all returned after a bomb went off nearby...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7453687871
2010-01-06 21:04:44
stevejmoore: I HAVE THE INTERNET AT SCHOOL AGAIN HOLY COW!! I've felt like the pinball wizard for the past
month, blind, deaf, and dumb! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7453650523
2010-01-06 04:51:47
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @tomwhitby: RT @jswiatek: Check out the archive for tonight's #edchat on IWBs at
http://bit.ly/79u2YF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7430036278
2010-01-06 04:40:43
stevejmoore: @Republic_Tigers do you work for the Republic School District?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7429722368
2010-01-06 02:06:54
stevejmoore: @dgilson Awww shucks! Thanks D!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7424620793
2010-01-05 23:04:10
stevejmoore: @iMrsF My suspicion is that the 10-year old cheddar I bought and enjoyed some of before bed was the culprit.
Didn't see ghosts of xmas tho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418805260
2010-01-05 23:03:06
stevejmoore: RT @Edu4U: RT @web20classroom Join us in 2 hrs 4 #edchat. Do Interactive Whiteboards really promote
Interactivity in the classroom?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418773149
2010-01-05 22:59:46
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I hope your staff/board can find the center!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418666772
2010-01-05 22:56:43
stevejmoore: RT @SigningElle: Do you support the Common Core State Standards Initiative? | Edutopia http://ow.ly/T6RK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418575958
2010-01-05 22:54:47

stevejmoore: Was uncomfortably sick last night, dog puking, and my door froze shut. Not a good way to prepare for my first
Spring semester :-( need nap.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418517675
2010-01-05 22:51:43
stevejmoore: RT @mhtalbut: RT kjarrett: I am showing a webinar audience how quickly a message can spread on Twitter.
#watchitspread (via @Edu4U)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418425259
2010-01-05 22:49:33
stevejmoore: @officialSPS This is why every school district needs to be using Twitter, questions like this :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7418359100
2010-01-05 03:13:26
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: RT @Larryferlazzo: New post: "TinkrBox" is new bookmarking app
http://larryferlazzo.edublogs.org/2010/01/04/tinkrbox/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7390094863
2010-01-05 02:41:49
stevejmoore: @kathweaver welcoming doesn't have to mean busy though :) I have a few very simple decs in my room
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7389075065
2010-01-05 02:12:01
stevejmoore: On my list of things I still need to buy for my clasroom: blank canvas for further decoration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7388133259
2010-01-05 02:11:14
stevejmoore: @kathweaver That's where I was, my room was at least 40 years old. I'm sure you make your room welcoming
though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7388108707
2010-01-05 01:31:44
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty haha, sigh... At lest we have plumbing, walls, and heat :) I don't have the Internet, but I got my
PC stuff going today
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386829099
2010-01-05 01:24:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty did you get your projector working?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386590473
2010-01-05 01:24:02
stevejmoore: It always befuddles me how deep into a conversation it takes me before I can figure out what my "business"
friends actually do or sell.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386583341
2010-01-05 01:08:52
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @tomwhitby: Edchat Poll has two Topics seperated by ONE vote. Please make your
selection. http://bit.ly/6c4KCu #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386104320
2010-01-05 01:07:29
stevejmoore: @Mister_Lopez I used @animoto it's a very simple online service that allows you to upload pictures, music, and
enter text before rendering
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386061126
2010-01-05 01:06:23
stevejmoore: @KimMcGill the district owes it all to a growing and supportive community who values education. Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7386024968
2010-01-05 00:58:01
stevejmoore: A little video tour of my new building and room http://bit.ly/4tEATH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385749615
2010-01-05 00:54:25
stevejmoore: @hrmason Haha, hey that's how it goes until everyone learns! Someone needs to become and expert first.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385635692
2010-01-05 00:50:16
stevejmoore: @kenroyal I'll post a video as soon as it's done :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385504511
2010-01-05 00:40:12
stevejmoore: .@simonjob it opens up so many possibilities for instruction and participation. I have made it without ever using
an overhead so far...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385187893
2010-01-05 00:39:02
stevejmoore: .@hrmason No doc cam that would be fantastic, enjoy yours! Still without Internet at school for now so I take
what comes to me gladly :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385150722
2010-01-05 00:37:13
stevejmoore: I'm ready for school to start tomorrow. I've enjoyed my break, but I have been cut-off from school for so long it
feels strange...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385092979
2010-01-05 00:35:33
stevejmoore: I agree with @dgilson: "@TheCoffeeEthic Good coffee + made with love + my hometown = bffs"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385039803
2010-01-05 00:34:24
stevejmoore: Now that I have my own projector permanently set up, I can do SO MUCH MORE at school!
#MoreThanMildlyExcited
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7385003723
2010-01-05 00:33:01
stevejmoore: Making an intro video for class tomorrow with @Animoto, excited to welcome the kids into the new building!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7384960458
2010-01-04 00:18:46
stevejmoore: Today is the day of crazy Chiefs plays...what planet am I on? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7348510716
2010-01-04 00:02:02
stevejmoore: RT @hitechclassroom: Awesome images! RT @rmbyrne: The Decade in Business - 120 Images and Articles
http://ff.im/-dK0UN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7348023717
2010-01-03 23:57:14
stevejmoore: @lfeld52 No kidding #Chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7347883829
2010-01-03 23:53:48
stevejmoore: I thought this was The Onion and now I'm very sad that it is not. The Taco Bell Diet: http://bit.ly/6Dg9XG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7347787606
2010-01-03 23:49:01
stevejmoore: DERRICK JOHNSON!! TD-INT!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7347651186
2010-01-03 23:24:25
stevejmoore: Derrick Johnson is apparently a better running back than Larry Johnson. #Chiefs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7346958258
2010-01-03 20:35:19
stevejmoore: And the ribbon is cut on the brand new Republc High School http://twitpic.com/wjlw0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7342116132
2010-01-03 18:31:37
stevejmoore: RT @budtheteacher: If you can't articulate it yourself, why/how can you be frustrated that others don't

understand?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338852569
2010-01-03 18:31:04
stevejmoore: @msstewart that's actually just an accent wall, I'll do a full video tour soon I hope
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338838781
2010-01-03 18:28:44
stevejmoore: @msstewart sometimes when I log into tweetie I don't realize it is showing old tweets until I'm replying :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338778467
2010-01-03 18:27:50
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I can't wait, at least one kid will fall for it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338755655
2010-01-03 18:25:42
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: 12 Twitter Lessons That Employ Critical Thinking...http://is.gd/5KRau
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338702749
2010-01-03 18:18:03
stevejmoore: Wonder if high school kids will believe I can watch them through a projector screen... http://twitpic.com/wj0tx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7338509586
2010-01-03 03:27:21
stevejmoore: [reading] via @iMrsF: My thoughts on edu today and on change: http://bit.ly/7Lq5Up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319831671
2010-01-03 03:24:11
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth a kid after my own heart :) I love my new Dell mini
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319742425
2010-01-03 03:21:17
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth: RT @debraprice81: Having fun w/ the 365 project...here are my first 2 days of the project.
http://bit.ly/8LXDWX
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319661946
2010-01-03 03:20:04
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove looking at the pictures of the Burj Dubai kind of make me sick to my stomach. I couldn't look
down from the top.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319627877
2010-01-03 03:13:21
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I bought a lot of oil
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319439067
2010-01-03 03:09:34
stevejmoore: Dizzying view from the top of the Burj Dubai http://bit.ly/4s85xH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319331643
2010-01-03 03:09:03
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty cheers to that! I went by today for a bit. You really are a master of separation! :) I can't decide
what to read next!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7319317036
2010-01-03 02:01:46
stevejmoore: @b4something ooo good idea! I've been wanting Banangrams, will have to check out Pears in Pairs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7317414330
2010-01-03 01:49:34
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I hate you Ed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7317072316
2010-01-03 01:49:06
stevejmoore: Thx for the book suggestions! @vtdeacon @motherthinker @LMarle @dlaufenberg @edmostrangelove @poh
@djainslie @librarybeth @RdngTeach

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7317059396
2010-01-03 01:46:59
stevejmoore: @iMrsF not since the break :) December 12 was the last one, but feel free to comment if you like
http://mooreonthepage.com/archives/367
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7317000233
2010-01-03 01:45:06
stevejmoore: Sometimes Prezi can be a pain. Certain themes and styles don't allow for punctuation :-S
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316947620
2010-01-03 01:43:14
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I just cleaned out my google reader, so is your 365 comment commitment a 1-a-day one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316894737
2010-01-03 01:33:18
stevejmoore: @poh I walked around Border's with that and Zeitoun undecided and then decided I'd better come back with more
suggestions from people :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316617310
2010-01-03 01:29:01
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach haha, good question...I have too much to read (a good thing) so I'm taking either personal or
professional suggestions :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316494640
2010-01-03 01:28:27
stevejmoore: @librarybeth Ooo interesting, like photo essays? Link me to one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316478435
2010-01-03 01:24:27
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg thoughts on it? I haven't read an Eggers novel yet, just shorter pieces.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316366597
2010-01-03 01:23:23
stevejmoore: I have a Border's Gift card I need to spend. I can't pick! What are your book suggestions?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316336628
2010-01-03 01:21:00
stevejmoore: Anyone read What is the What by Dave Eggers? http://bit.ly/71GO7Q
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316270444
2010-01-03 01:16:12
stevejmoore: What do you call a nosy pepper? JALAPENO BUSINESS! (helps if you read w/ a sassy inflection)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7316137598
2010-01-02 04:15:11
stevejmoore: binary wit via @weemooseus: .@stevejmoore Actually it should be 0111 1101 1010 #2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7289378907
2010-01-02 04:13:24
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach what'd you think of the Sookie books, I just bought some on student request, haven't read them yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7289334206
2010-01-02 04:10:27
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach dessert does equal love :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7289259565
2010-01-02 04:09:44
stevejmoore: .@tomwhitby well I'm convinced that @jenansbach is correct with "Doscerounocero" !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7289240512
2010-01-02 03:55:57
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach no, it was a Christmas present from my wonderful aunt :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7288883272

2010-01-02 03:52:13
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach or pictures of cookies...actually, now I'm going to get some peanut butter fudge...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7288789264
2010-01-02 03:48:34
stevejmoore: Through some strange miracle of the Internet, I have 2500 followers now, if you think you're getting cookies out
of it you're wrong! ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7288695678
2010-01-02 03:32:26
stevejmoore: @jmundstuk @ileducprof thanks for the RTs :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7288288107
2010-01-02 03:05:57
stevejmoore: .@wcarozza I have nothing but love and thanks for everyone in my 140 discourse :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7287607422
2010-01-02 02:48:19
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ @mmiller7571 I'm on both GoodReads and Shelfari too, haven't decided which I like better...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7287147047
2010-01-02 02:47:31
stevejmoore: @WTULocal6 found you through @TeacherSol after being introduced to Michelle Rhee on CSPAN and Charlie
Rose, glad to follow and learn of U!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7287126492
2010-01-02 02:41:43
stevejmoore: There are so many wonderfully diverse voices here on Twitter, opening up a 140 discourse here is unlike
anything else on earth! Thanks PLN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286978692
2010-01-02 02:39:50
stevejmoore: now listening to Ranid Weingarten on @CharlieRoseShow http://bit.ly/8ekUrp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286931240
2010-01-02 02:36:33
stevejmoore: @TeacherSol I don't! I'm so interested too. I'm just discovering this issue. Please tell me, blog posts, tweets,
articles, etc welcome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286851814
2010-01-02 02:27:58
stevejmoore: [reading] via @thart74: article on closing the achievement gap. "There is no magic bullet." http://bit.ly/6ldAsn
(via @DrStevePerry)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286637196
2010-01-02 02:23:37
stevejmoore: @thart74 sounds interesting, reading it now! Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286527344
2010-01-02 02:13:07
stevejmoore: @eriksyring thanks for sharing the link, watching now. Sometimes I feel Charlie Rose is the only journalist in
America (exaggeration)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286259738
2010-01-02 02:10:58
stevejmoore: RT @eriksyring [watching] Good Charlie Rose half-hour w/ Rhee (contrast incredibly weak and disingenuous
Weingarten) http://bit.ly/8xZXAr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286205648
2010-01-02 02:09:32
stevejmoore: @thart74 that's exactly what @garystager and @irasocol were asking, I'm not sure I got any answer yet from
listening to Rhee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7286169119
2010-01-02 01:52:51

stevejmoore: What would I do without the @NewsHour on YouTube ? Anything I want, it's there :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7285747209
2010-01-01 05:09:09
stevejmoore: Last tweet of the decade, my best to everyone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7260063187
2009-12-31 21:30:59
stevejmoore: @msstewart You know I heart your snarkiness :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7248229991
2009-12-31 20:42:41
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach No cookies for me tonight! We're spending NYE in Kansas City with some friends, so no cooking
or baking. Yourself?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246936028
2009-12-31 20:34:54
stevejmoore: #2010 lol via @JenAnsbach: @stevejmoore Maybe we should be like Ochocinco... Doscerounocero...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246729124
2009-12-31 20:34:17
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend don't listen to @msstewart she's so hasty! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246712798
2009-12-31 20:33:19
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I just realized I was in Epcot on NYE 2000/2001 not 1999/2000 I don't even remember where I
was for the milenium shift...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246686622
2009-12-31 20:31:37
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, you would! @RussGoerend and I will try to find a new creative name...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246640230
2009-12-31 20:31:13
stevejmoore: .@RussGoerend lol, what' should we call it then? How about "prima milenia decadium" #2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246629155
2009-12-31 20:28:37
stevejmoore: via @NPRnews "If you could sum up 2009 in one word..." http://bit.ly/5JZE1F
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246556963
2009-12-31 20:25:04
stevejmoore: Disney's Cars done a la Battlestar Galactica: brilliant http://bit.ly/7KAVps (via @nathanremington &
@calebcopeland)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246462274
2009-12-31 20:20:21
stevejmoore: #10YearsAgo I was on a high school marching band trip to Disney World, I think at this time I was eating lunch
in "Japan" at Epcot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7246334172
2009-12-31 18:55:53
stevejmoore: .@judiehaynes @RussGoerend @janellewilson I don't think anyone will be going for the "two-naught-onenaught" option :) #2010
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7243849634
2009-12-31 18:32:45
stevejmoore: RT @bluka: RT @ShellTerrell RT @jswiatek: 12 TED Talks for Teachers to Watch Before 2010:
http://bit.ly/6Aytfr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7243128890
2009-12-31 18:31:10
stevejmoore: Via @NPRnews 2009, the year in "non-troversies" http://bit.ly/4Hf2a2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7243079263

2009-12-31 18:29:14
stevejmoore: .@judiehaynes seems like a silly thing to mandate to others though :) You can't force colloquialisms, people will
say what comes easily
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7243016671
2009-12-31 18:20:43
stevejmoore: Did anyone say twenty-oh-nine? This twenty-ten vs two-thousand-ten argument seems meaningless to me...
#MySemanticsAreBetterThanYours
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7242748172
2009-12-31 18:11:26
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend submerge in water. ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7242449121
2009-12-31 18:08:07
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Final blog of 2009 and last tweet of the year as well: "Life Changes" http://bit.ly/5OUuMf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7242341942
2009-12-31 18:07:32
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend: Did not know you could dictate the URL of an etherpad. Just go to etherpad.com/X and you'll
be asked to create that pad.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7242322806
2009-12-31 18:03:56
stevejmoore: RT @CMillerDesign: New post on using Google SketchUp in the high school theatre classroom:
http://bit.ly/8ERInm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7242204560
2009-12-30 16:45:54
stevejmoore: NPR: How E-Books Will Change Reading And Writing-More at http://npr.org/122026529
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7201040206
2009-12-30 16:44:28
stevejmoore: We'll miss you Carl! NPR: Carl Kasell: After 30 Years, A Chance To Sleep In-More at http://npr.org/122017544
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7200995379
2009-12-29 05:08:43
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst no joke!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7148933320
2009-12-28 04:48:00
stevejmoore: RT @dtapscott: OLPC outlines its product roadmap for the next three years, including a tablet by 2012.
http://j.mp/7uZ5IE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112595443
2009-12-28 04:44:12
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: The Center for History & New Media at George Mason U: http://twurl.nl/uypplz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112494135
2009-12-28 03:46:44
stevejmoore: @koolkat222 oh no, eggs, fish (but not shellfish), nuts (but not peanuts), raw vegetables...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110904453
2009-12-28 03:45:53
stevejmoore: @nathanremington jealous. That is quite a gift!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110880141
2009-12-28 03:41:00
stevejmoore: My dog has found a spot http://twitpic.com/vjinl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110742196
2009-12-28 03:34:14
stevejmoore: @nashworld definitely the holidays have affected Twitter-traffic, I've been on only sparingly
since...Thanksgiving. Will be on more soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110549131

2009-12-28 03:33:31
stevejmoore: @nashworld it makes me feel like a dirty marketer, but then again, I know some people follow tons of people and
log on @ diff times...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110528623
2009-12-28 03:32:33
stevejmoore: RT @DrDial: Reading "Mind-Sets and Equitable Education" http://twurl.nl/n6q2rf via @NASSP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110500817
2009-12-28 03:27:15
stevejmoore: RT @thart74: Fifth Period Is Facebook: Why schools should stop blocking social network sites.
http://www.slate.com/id/2239560/pagenum/2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110346267
2009-12-28 03:26:54
stevejmoore: @nashworld I've always felt kinda wrong retweeting my own tweets at later times...I suppose it's not inherently
bad...just a diff audience
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110336637
2009-12-28 03:22:14
stevejmoore: @koolkat222 not celiac, not gluten allergy, not sure what it is specifically. I have oral allergy syndrome. I've
tried hops-free beer, bleh!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7110201341
2009-12-28 02:09:43
stevejmoore: @koolkat222 very good, I'm allergic to beer, so I endulge in complex wines, coffees, and scotches. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7108130053
2009-12-28 02:08:59
stevejmoore: @tpman24 Adberg is the best, go to the Mudlounge for a taste.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7108109757
2009-12-28 02:01:02
stevejmoore: My father-in-law is a saint and gave me the last glass of his Glenfidditch 18 YO Scotch. Sublime.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7107884011
2009-12-28 01:46:26
stevejmoore: @bmontana good question, I garnered very little from my "education" courses. As they stand now, ed colleges
would do better to give class XP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7107471688
2009-12-28 01:45:00
stevejmoore: Any teachers on Twitter from Platte County Missouri?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7107430052
2009-12-28 01:21:34
stevejmoore: @msstewart oh pish posh! you are a wonderful conversationalist Meredith. :) I enjoyed our lunch NCTE sessions
very much!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7106777924
2009-12-28 01:19:04
stevejmoore: @mcohen00 There's a ton you can do with 1984, totalitarian rule, oppression, individuality, communism, relation
to movies: V for Vendetta
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7106708801
2009-12-28 00:20:13
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty don'tt forget to enjoy your break Casey! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7105114983
2009-12-28 00:15:35
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 what's a 560?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7104992603
2009-12-28 21:19:57
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: RT @russeltarr: 100 Free Online Lectures to Make You a Better Teacher http://tinyurl.com/lvefmb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135156004
2009-12-28 21:19:13
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @burcuakyol: Good article about plagiarism - for students. http://bit.ly/4GzboJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135135447
2009-12-28 21:17:57
stevejmoore: RT @bltg: Cellphone mania forces scramble for more airwaves http://usat.me/?37122738
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135099519
2009-12-28 21:17:37
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: Comic Sans... ruining hundreds of years of typographic history. Please ban:
http://twurl.nl/7bdmi3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135090391
2009-12-28 21:15:42
stevejmoore: RT @nashworld: 100 Incredible Lectures from the World's Top Scientists => http://twurl.nl/il63bj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135036110
2009-12-28 21:15:25
stevejmoore: @nashworld that plan makes no sense at all...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7135027785
2009-12-28 05:40:58
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp "My World: Connected "all I have learned...in the last year as I have moved...
http://bit.ly/8DwZWS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113968928
2009-12-28 05:27:01
stevejmoore: I'm listening to "Chicago (Adult Contemporary Easy Listening Version)" by Sufjan Stevens (http://bit.ly/5enYmL)
#pandora
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113618601
2009-12-28 05:25:59
stevejmoore: Ok, haven't blogged or wrote at ALL since December 12, can't wait to get back to my...lifeblood, learning, and
words, words, words.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113592468
2009-12-28 05:24:59
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'm no parent (read: hero) but I'd say just set the blanket low and it'd be fine. Make sure they know not to
touch dial maybe...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113566632
2009-12-28 05:24:18
stevejmoore: @francis_grey haha, write away! You'll do fine :) Tech writing program or other?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113549217
2009-12-28 05:23:19
stevejmoore: great ideas via @chrislehmann- Engagement v. Empowerment http://bit.ly/7uKVlI Teacher shouldn't be center of
room
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113524402
2009-12-28 05:15:26
stevejmoore: @francis_grey just answer this question (presumably in 1k words ish) "what do you want to do with your life and
why are you awesome at it?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113320913
2009-12-28 05:08:07
stevejmoore: @francis_grey are you applying to grad school? Anything other than "Can has brainz pls" should work :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113131231
2009-12-28 05:06:40
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I've seen people put kids in hot tubs before, never made an intervention though, just scowled and sent
negative thoughts
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7113093038

2009-12-28 05:01:55
stevejmoore: [reading] via @chrislehmann: New post -- Engagement v. Empowerment -- Some early thoughts...
http://bit.ly/7uKVlI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112965602
2009-12-28 05:01:28
stevejmoore: @iMrsF not sure...insane peopel obviously. It's that store on Campbell with a pseudo-French name like "Le
dipping bath" or something
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112953494
2009-12-28 04:58:10
stevejmoore: @francis_grey publishers still have to pay royalties to authors I imagine
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112862686
2009-12-28 04:56:50
stevejmoore: @iMrsF slightly off subject, but it makes me think of a Springfield commercial for hot tubs that uses BABIES in
hot tubs, not cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7112827541
2009-12-27 05:20:52
stevejmoore: @latortuga it is much more fantastic than other flavors of Windows for shizzle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7081736980
2009-12-27 00:15:44
stevejmoore: .@mssofiaferreira true, didn't think about size right away, my "160" GB hdd is actually "130" <--not even close!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7074388147
2009-12-27 00:05:14
stevejmoore: @gilesrafol yeah that's what I did for my desktop, finally got off the RC, good thing I have multiple .edu addys :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7074148417
2009-12-26 22:21:55
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl is that an iPhone app?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7071878930
2009-12-26 22:21:31
stevejmoore: My mini is running Windows 7 starter, anyone have experience with it? Anyone stuck with it, or is it better just to
upgrade to Win7 home?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7071870504
2009-12-26 21:38:47
stevejmoore: Thanks to @NPRnews for introducing me to Sarah Jarosz, wonderful music, sounds like Nickel Creek covering
Decemberists http://bit.ly/5CtOUC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7070967636
2009-12-26 21:33:01
stevejmoore: RT @Larryferlazzo: "In search of the worldâ€™s hardest language" The Economist http://tinyurl.com/yk9ndrl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7070846784
2009-12-26 21:32:36
stevejmoore: Got 60 free songs from Napster from Dell with my new netbook, nice they can be downloaded as mp3s, but
Napster is clunky and complicated
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7070837971
2009-12-26 20:20:26
stevejmoore: RT @poh Listening to A Very Special Sedaris Christmas on This American Life. Laughing, of course.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7069341997
2009-12-26 20:08:25
stevejmoore: I love my parents, they're horrible at surprising you with gifts, but give them an Amazon list and viola! Built-in
surprise! Excited 2 read!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7069089306
2009-12-26 20:07:12
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Kelly Gallagher ppts/notes on his ABCD Approach to Teaching Timed Writing:

ohiorc.org/orc_documents/orc/for_ela/oat_web ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7069063350
2009-12-26 20:06:58
stevejmoore: RT @klbz: Seth Godin's free e-book: "What Matters Now" http://bit.ly/5NL7Qn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7069058418
2009-12-26 20:05:46
stevejmoore: First steps with new netbook, turn off UAC, turn off Dell's memory-eating "dock" application, and install Chrome
and iTunes...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7069033155
2009-12-26 20:01:34
stevejmoore: @msstewart same here! I miss you all, I miss blogging and reading, I miss the big PLN conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068944384
2009-12-26 20:00:53
stevejmoore: I will say that the screen on this Dell mini is beautiful, but its shininess is prone to glare, in need of light
diffusers...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068928976
2009-12-26 19:59:44
stevejmoore: Excited to start reading my new copy of Infinite Jest, but where will I get the suggested (per forward) one month
off free time to devote?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068901233
2009-12-26 19:48:29
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @msstewart someday I'll even get back online and tweet regularly...lol after the break and move to
our new building is complete
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068667967
2009-12-26 19:47:49
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers keyboard is one of the more comfortable for a 10" netbook, that was my main concern. not too
bad at all. Much better than EEE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068653597
2009-12-26 19:47:04
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers I'm enjoying it so far, but you can't judge any gift on the first day you get it :) I wish the mouse pad
had a physical button
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7068638490
2009-12-26 18:15:38
stevejmoore: Tweeting live from my new Dell Inspiron Mini!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7066657229
2009-12-25 18:32:37
stevejmoore: RT @budtheteacher: Today's poem: "Your Luck Is About To Change," by Susan Elizabeth Howe.
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/archive/poem ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7038790129
2009-12-25 18:13:43
stevejmoore: Woo! Now my SnowShovel Hero star power meter is full! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/7038369454
2009-12-23 19:31:25
stevejmoore: Excited that I'll have my Master's by the end of July! Just a few courses, a giant thesis, two internships, comps,
and the SLLA to go!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6974114526
2009-12-23 19:31:14
stevejmoore: @bradhilldesign It's pretty delicious.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6974109538
2009-12-23 17:23:10
stevejmoore: NPR: 'Avatar': Cameron's Dizzying, Immersive Parable-More at http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?

storyId=121608074
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6970654027
2009-12-22 03:54:24
stevejmoore: @pcwoessner save us all from HannaMontanaLinux! @JohnMikulsk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6917213449
2009-12-22 03:52:26
stevejmoore: And now, sadly, what was once one working machine out of 3 broken ones, is now zero, as moving boards
apparently killed them :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6917155543
2009-12-22 00:39:53
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend: If you need a smile -- 58 Photos of Faces Where They Shouldn't Be - anthropomorphism Gizmodo http://bit.ly/56SEjs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6911260036
2009-12-22 00:39:28
stevejmoore: The graveyard of computer parts in my office is slowly growing into one working machine...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6911248091
2009-12-22 00:33:23
stevejmoore: @steveoc I've installed it now, had trouble with wireless drivers, theme installation, and video card drivers, all
else is working well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6911070435
2009-12-21 22:24:29
stevejmoore: Reacquainting myself with Ubuntu, version 9.1-- got any best how-to/wiki/must-know sites? Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6907366278
2009-12-21 19:20:58
stevejmoore: Forum on AP classes and grade inflation on the EC Ning (via @englishcomp) http://bit.ly/6v7lWk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6902637423
2009-12-21 05:02:40
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz Kate Chopin's "Awakening?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6883871530
2009-12-21 05:02:17
stevejmoore: @msstewart :( sorry to hear that. Enjoy some tea and some rest Meredith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6883862761
2009-12-21 04:52:41
stevejmoore: @msstewart my wife and I spent the weekend cleaning our house, which helped me disengage as well, eating lots
of cookies as well :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6883625954
2009-12-21 04:51:04
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz The 8th Habit, When You Are Engulfed in Flames, and now Wizards First Rule and Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6883585280
2009-12-21 04:20:50
stevejmoore: @msstewart proud of myself, finished two books and working on a third now! I *gasp* haven't thought about
education for days...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6882810610
2009-12-21 04:19:39
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, losing Internet at school the past few weeks was hard, it cut me off, but I've had a lot of healthy
normal activity now too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6882778525
2009-12-21 04:04:33
stevejmoore: @msstewart it's okay to take a break from Twitter too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6882374699

2009-12-21 04:02:54
stevejmoore: @dreamsakes thanks very much for the nod :) Kindly worded
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6882329501
2009-12-20 03:27:58
stevejmoore: @msstewart oh those were happy times! I wish we could all work in our own schooltopia together... Thanks for
posting them Meredith!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6849054783
2009-12-20 19:39:33
stevejmoore: Spending the day at Silver Dollar City thanks to some free tickets #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6868843617
2009-12-19 19:54:20
stevejmoore: @donalynbooks that's awesome! What service did they print them through?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6837912897
2009-12-19 19:52:24
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend used IM exponentially less each year the past five or so
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6837867619
2009-12-19 19:26:46
stevejmoore: Over 50 members on the Missouri Ed Community now! http://bit.ly/7Yt5uH Check it out Show-Me-Staters!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6837260409
2009-12-19 19:23:24
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign haha, it needs a giant statue of Atlas or something too, maybe a gargoyle...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6837179626
2009-12-19 16:58:07
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/u6x0m - A view of my new building!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6833491521
2009-12-19 16:56:11
stevejmoore: RT @ryanbretag: GTA for Admin has tremendous potential - hope Google brings in transformative leaders
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6833443123
2009-12-19 03:30:33
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty not a decision to undertake lightly. Holy cow. I feel like my soul is covered in molasses right
now, begrudging.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6818354119
2009-12-19 16:46:23
stevejmoore: @melaniemcbride yes! We all need breaks periodically.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6833196423
2009-12-19 03:23:43
stevejmoore: @msstewart I've wanted to see that! The 12-year-old boy in me may take me to see Avatar first though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6818180674
2009-12-19 16:40:18
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Everyone who teaches or works with curriculum should know the MCREL Content
Knowledge site (standards database): http:/ ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6833042700
2009-12-19 03:19:42
stevejmoore: @msstewart tour de force is too overused a term...but oh jeez. Had to try so hard not to just break down in the
theater. My body hurts.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6818078831
2009-12-19 16:28:52
stevejmoore: RT @bltg Great collection! RT @cybraryman1: Hit me with your best Educational Nings - Fire Away!
http://cybraryman.com/blogs.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832748017

2009-12-19 03:15:15
stevejmoore: The Road was emotionally visceral. It turns the lights off in your soul then offers only a match to find your way
out. Damn. I miss the sun.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6817966179
2009-12-19 16:28:06
stevejmoore: RT@thart74 @bhsprincipal Must read for all educators: Shifting Ground by Chris Lehmann http://bit.ly/8eS5aT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832729051
2009-12-19 16:24:38
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal what a great collection, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832641894
2009-12-19 16:23:04
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: Reproducibles: nice collection of graphic organizers http://bit.ly/EYCVS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832602218
2009-12-19 16:21:12
stevejmoore: [Missouri Teachers] How are you spending your December? http://bit.ly/7vElgH
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832555131
2009-12-19 16:13:53
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign Amen to that sir! Enjoy your day!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832370784
2009-12-19 16:02:56
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson same to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832097724
2009-12-19 16:02:43
stevejmoore: @Aaron_Eyler it's been a long time coming, lol. Spent yesterday moving into a new high school building, hang in
there, your break will come!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6832092585
2009-12-19 15:56:11
stevejmoore: First Saturday with nothing to do in a long time. Just coffee and a book :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6831927559
2009-12-17 05:46:16
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Frost said, "no teachers for the writer, none for the reader." Does the same apply for
teaching? Read my latest blog: h ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6755904877
2009-12-17 05:45:21
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO then yes, should be required reading for all teachers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6755885728
2009-12-17 05:33:50
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO you mean Principle-Centered Leadership? #Covey
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6755647048
2009-12-17 03:59:03
stevejmoore: @jsuzcampos Just finished that book, I want to put that in huge print on my school's walls!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6753651275
2009-12-17 03:49:23
stevejmoore: "Relish the little assignment that no one else wants...it is a license for self-empowerment" -Tom Peters #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6753401230
2009-12-17 03:48:24
stevejmoore: RT @klbz: NPR's complete list of Best Books for 2009! http://bit.ly/8YO3P8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6753375153
2009-12-17 03:46:43
stevejmoore: Reading Stephen Covey's 8th Habit, "We live in a culture of blame" stop complaining, being wearily negative

and take some initiative. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6753329774
2009-12-17 01:35:23
stevejmoore: Last day of school tomorrow! Then spending Friday moving to our brand new building!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6749529344
2009-12-17 23:40:13
stevejmoore: Really enjoying reading When You Are Englufed in Flames now that school is over. #putsfeetup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6778433628
2009-12-17 15:52:36
stevejmoore: "collaboration, diversity, the exchange of ideas, and building on other people's achievements are at the heart of
the creative process."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6766884150
2009-12-17 13:27:39
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty last day of school today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6763617122
2009-12-16 04:01:54
stevejmoore: @wommusic tried to download the new album and two tracks, "More Than You Know" and "Reflections" give
an error in the mobile iTunes Store.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6719450630
2009-12-16 03:24:41
stevejmoore: only way Lexmark could make a more horrific attack on my sanity: they send someone to flick the back of my ears
every time I turn around.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6718431185
2009-12-16 00:30:12
stevejmoore: Hate to leave #edchat early, but I've GOT to get my writing done for my thesis. Twitter always provides great
composition calisthenics!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713322983
2009-12-16 00:26:03
stevejmoore: @iansands I do visual assmt in my English classes too :) #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713206196
2009-12-16 00:23:51
stevejmoore: @jagkise that's interesting! I like it #edchat backward planning ==summative assmt of teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713144007
2009-12-16 00:21:53
stevejmoore: @MrMusselman I like that, an audience beyond just teacher shows summative value in PBL #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713088260
2009-12-16 00:19:56
stevejmoore: What should the summative assmt of teachers look like? #Edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713032351
2009-12-16 00:19:08
stevejmoore: I hate the word "test" #EdChat Tell me what you're measuring, not that it's just a "test."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6713010536
2009-12-16 00:16:38
stevejmoore: #EdChat what does a summative assmt look like in a Project Based Learning Enviroment?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712939945
2009-12-16 00:13:57
stevejmoore: Not sure if summative assmt shows kids learning is over, hopefully just a layover on way to next destination.
#edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712864613
2009-12-16 00:13:24

stevejmoore: RT @mritzius do summative assessments convey the message that "learning has ended" to students? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712849613
2009-12-16 00:04:36
stevejmoore: #edchat formative assessments should increase awareness about the state of learning, summative about possible
solutions for impvt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712607303
2009-12-16 00:03:21
stevejmoore: Sad, I tried to buy a new Kurt Rosenwinkel album after hearing it on @NPRnews today and two of the tracks
won't download :/ #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712572313
2009-12-16 00:02:20
stevejmoore: My tweets will be dedicated to #edchat for the next hour: How should formative/summative assessments be used
in the classroom?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712543028
2009-12-16 00:00:51
stevejmoore: @rjwassink Hope the concert goes well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712499906
2009-12-16 14:26:10
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell: Interesting! Journey of a Tweet (Infographic) http://bit.ly/7P4ATZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6731371492
2009-12-16 06:26:31
stevejmoore: Just finished and turned in my action research final! 5.5k words, only 11% on TurnItIt and I'm done until January
(pending approval)! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6722667111
2009-12-16 05:59:47
stevejmoore: @wommusic It has earned an earnest spot next to "Take Five" and "Kind of Blue" on my digital shelf. Exactly
what I needed this week!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6722147296
2009-12-16 05:58:41
stevejmoore: @wommusic Yeah, I was planning on contacting iTunes about my account to rectify it. The album is...amazing
though. Absolutely sublime.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6722125821
2009-12-15 23:55:34
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN: #edchat in 5 Minutes....How should Formative and Summative Assessments be used in
the classroom?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712352300
2009-12-15 23:54:30
stevejmoore: [watching] Changing the pedagogical DNA of teachers http://bit.ly/7KexNJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6712322851
2009-12-15 23:41:33
stevejmoore: I have spent at least 2 hrs reading each of the latest 2 EL magazines from @ASCD, definitely the best
subscription I've gotten as a teacher.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6711964198
2009-12-15 23:40:06
stevejmoore: @prestwickhouse Thanks for the #teachertuesday shout-out :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6711923532
2009-12-15 23:38:59
stevejmoore: Hearing the word "Patagonia" gives me chills.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6711893376
2009-12-14 04:18:35
stevejmoore: @jpacubas No joke! This is a brutal battle!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6651564559
2009-12-14 02:25:09
stevejmoore: @msstewart being married to a dancer means learning all about it :) I love musicals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6648397903
2009-12-14 01:04:53
stevejmoore: Watching Holiday Inn and letting my wife tell me all about Fred Astaire
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6646082654
2009-12-13 04:30:05
stevejmoore: @nashworld Wow, that's pretty lame...I suppose you have a creative commons non commercial share alike
icon...who knows.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6619897766
2009-12-13 03:56:14
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson Thanks very much! :) Enjoy your break as well! Bon Holiday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6619078840
2009-12-13 03:07:14
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach That's all I got for ya, there's a dog in a sweater in there, what more do you want! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6617883239
2009-12-13 03:05:09
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach :) Here's some cute dog for you: http://bit.ly/5fH5dS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6617831045
2009-12-13 03:01:55
stevejmoore: "Looking Back on My First Semester" http://bit.ly/66m7uR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6617748026
2009-12-13 03:01:05
stevejmoore: Okay, I haven't been engaging on here in the past week, but I did finish a new blog post>>
www.mooreonthepage.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6617726034
2009-12-13 21:20:13
stevejmoore: Only one final project/giant paper to finish for my grad classes, then I just have to finish grading for school! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6640046469
2009-12-13 21:19:27
stevejmoore: @DoremiGirl that's what I chose :) jazz, piano, and then house music. Helps me in the various stages of my crazy
writing process
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6640022540
2009-12-13 20:48:57
stevejmoore: Listened to all of the Miles Davis and Philip Glass on my iPhone, now it's time for Justice "â€ " #TurnItUp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6639130111
2009-12-13 20:27:52
stevejmoore: My finals, tests, and writing goals are all on the endangered species list now. Booyah! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6638534722
2009-12-13 18:35:34
stevejmoore: Enjoying a wonderful cup of Ethiopia Sidamo Amaro Gayo from @theCoffeeEthic. Warm, complex, and
soothing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6635569247
2009-12-13 16:30:32
stevejmoore: @tseale Love the new avatar! Congrats on being a new GCT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6632512991
2009-12-13 16:28:51
stevejmoore: @msstewart I have a lot fewer students than most, so I attribute that fact to making no grading at home possible :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6632472908

2009-12-12 23:35:29
stevejmoore: This vacation from Twitter is proving to be healthy, but I'll be glad to reconnect with my PLN after the crazy
school season is done.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6612719895
2009-12-09 22:09:33
stevejmoore: Dear Twitter PLN, blogs, and feeds, I miss you all. See you after finals and my classes are over.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6510324010
2009-12-09 22:08:24
stevejmoore: Today was gunpowder guillotine, dynomite with a laser beam, guaranteed, it blew my mind. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6510292511
2009-12-09 13:50:28
stevejmoore: No Internet at school again today, I may not be tweeting from school until after finals :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6496592128
2009-12-09 13:48:46
stevejmoore: 62 degrees in my room this morning, boo #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6496551857
2009-12-09 03:32:00
stevejmoore: @irasocol love the accessibility and freedom of windows and linux to make changes/tinker, but always fall back
on my Macs :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6485661068
2009-12-09 03:18:22
stevejmoore: @irasocol Oh sure, it's true. Neither of my Macs have ever crashed, 02 iBook 06 PowerBook, still have always
had PCs too. Win7 great so far
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6485266571
2009-12-09 03:15:51
stevejmoore: @jsuzcampos @JediMa @tpman24 @teacherspirit I think I've read 36 or so of those books, probably higher %
of the authors
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6485192689
2009-12-09 03:12:16
stevejmoore: @Price86 yes, high five. Move on to Sea Monsters next
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6485086632
2009-12-09 03:11:49
stevejmoore: @irasocol driver as in user or as in software/hardware driver?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6485072918
2009-12-09 02:38:44
stevejmoore: 101 Books for College-bound readers http://bit.ly/6Wj5FY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6484085485
2009-12-09 02:32:36
stevejmoore: Windows 7 just completely locked up on me for the first time, not bad, but I thought we were done with useless
loss of control? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6483899580
2009-12-08 02:18:51
stevejmoore: @weemooseus I had never put one up, been using it a long time for that not to have happened :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6450592613
2009-12-08 02:16:44
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I have adjusted my profile :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6450531559
2009-12-08 02:15:31
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend haha, muchos gracias senor Goerend :D I did laugh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6450496224

2009-12-08 02:12:19
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I think http://www.pandora.com/people/stevemoore.chem will get you to it, I haven't done much
profile browsing on Pandora...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6450404009
2009-12-08 02:01:32
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I've used it periodically for finding specific songs, where on Pandora you have to take what you
get. Doesn't always have new
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6450095475
2009-12-08 01:45:51
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I like it on occasion but Pandora is a much more reliable service, that or GrooveShark. Blip is
more social I suppose
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6449649209
2009-12-08 01:45:12
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Blip.fm picks from all freely available urls of songs online (where it can find them) So it can be
hit-or-miss
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6449630169
2009-12-08 00:21:32
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach why have you booked so far in advance? Just trying to get ahead of the holiday/theme park crowd?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6447206379
2009-12-08 00:15:17
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach for what? Is that NCTE100?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6447015800
2009-12-08 00:09:42
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach also *waves back* :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446847423
2009-12-08 00:08:53
stevejmoore: @SigningElle I admit, "experimented" with Linux in college (har har)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446822738
2009-12-08 00:06:59
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I'd be better if I didn't have to take a day off teaching just to do car repairs...oh well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446766055
2009-12-08 00:05:54
stevejmoore: Good example of great supervision: @NMHS_Principal: Just posted my November Principal's Report; it can be
viewed at http://bit.ly/8Bv0gi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446734346
2009-12-08 00:04:09
stevejmoore: @tseale I hope so!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446683044
2009-12-08 00:03:42
stevejmoore: RT @Larryferlazzo: Infographic on history of Supreme Court http://timeplots.com/scotus/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446669984
2009-12-08 00:01:54
stevejmoore: Installing Ubuntu 9 == much easier than Ubuntu 5 (the last distro version I used)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446617735
2009-12-08 19:45:19
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: If the extra time if filled with extra duties then the time is meaningless.. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6472864182
2009-12-08 19:44:29
stevejmoore: RT @kmadolf: Eistein's def of insanity: Doing things the way we've always done them & expecting diff results.
Lots of Ed fits this fallacy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6472842911

2009-12-08 19:43:34
stevejmoore: Good news! The only thing wrong with my car is that I have one separated tire! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6472819715
2009-12-07 23:59:41
stevejmoore: @tseale Oh I'm jealous! Have fun and tweet often about your learning! #gtadc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446549950
2009-12-07 23:53:04
stevejmoore: [brilliant] @mbteach via @iMrsF: Student was using www.googlegooglegooglegoogle.com in the lab today.
Kinda fun! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446358806
2009-12-07 23:41:24
stevejmoore: Got a "free computer" from school today (read "free" as "really old/possibly broken") Installing Ubuntu 9! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6446031172
2009-12-07 23:36:06
stevejmoore: @carl_young Amen to that! Long live Brett's Royals!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6445881983
2009-12-05 18:10:07
stevejmoore: thanks to @Marisa_C for showing me Xtranormal, just made this video on there in 5 min http://bit.ly/8YZftt "My
Writing Process"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6375371898
2009-12-05 17:55:06
stevejmoore: @jenwagner it's cold here too, but going outside on the boat is optional :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6375008659
2009-12-05 17:35:12
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell @Marisa_C interesting service! Thanks for sharing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6374537592
2009-12-05 17:31:49
stevejmoore: Wife's birthday today, going on a surprise cruise on Table Rock Lake all evening. She's not on Twitter so she
won't know :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6374454841
2009-12-05 17:07:12
stevejmoore: @cuppa_coffee I almost bought it last night, I am putting it on my amazon list for after Xmas though, looks
interesting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6373855687
2009-12-05 16:51:40
stevejmoore: Any reading teachers or cognitive neuroscientists out there read _Proust and the Squid_ ?
http://twitpic.com/s9b4r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6373478174
2009-12-05 16:41:55
stevejmoore: Last night's rest was brought to you by NyQuil. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6373246632
2009-12-05 16:41:35
stevejmoore: .@kdwashburn @ShellTerrell @web20classroom @tamaslorincz @BillCelis thanks for the FollowFriday
shoutouts yesterday! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6373239272
2009-12-04 21:10:54
stevejmoore: trying to set my posterous posts to go to a custom WP page, any one done this?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6349346943
2009-12-04 19:31:40
stevejmoore: Need to tweak posterous to post to my blog, but not on the front page
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6346761215

2009-12-04 00:56:19
stevejmoore: @kaeti Bank of America? Same here :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6321375751
2009-12-04 18:38:43
stevejmoore: One pint lighter now! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6345348534
2009-12-04 00:37:48
stevejmoore: RT @blairteach Good stuff. RT @russeltarr: Blogs, Wikis, and Google Docs:Which one is right for your
lesson?: http://tinyurl.com/lvmhx8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320860905
2009-12-04 17:06:23
stevejmoore: Time to donate my blood!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6342588401
2009-12-04 00:36:02
stevejmoore: .@bltg we have some pretty awesome schools in MO don't we? @lsr7 and @ParkHillSchools know of other
districts on Twitter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320812231
2009-12-04 16:34:33
stevejmoore: "Loneliness and smiling are both contagious". -@paulbogush http://bit.ly/4HKNPQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6341691405
2009-12-04 00:29:12
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby When my wife and I registered for wedding gifts we picked out completely plain white dishes for
just that reason :) Food Network!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320621965
2009-12-04 15:39:18
stevejmoore: @sassysunflwr more power to you elementary teachers, I have endless respect for you! And go MSU! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6340092083
2009-12-04 00:28:38
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: You know you watch too much Food Network when you no longer cook a meal, but you Plate a
dish for your family.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320606282
2009-12-04 15:16:14
stevejmoore: @MissMarista oh no! Well I'm sure your attitude is good despite your blood's suggestion ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6339434235
2009-12-04 00:22:06
stevejmoore: @web20classroom looking at the picture of the Milky Way actually physically makes me want to cry, it's so
beautiful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320426202
2009-12-04 14:32:37
stevejmoore: @GAStroz that's a good way of putting it! Thanks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6338226222
2009-12-04 00:20:23
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD: New issue of Kappan (@pdkintl) has great Q&A; with author Yong Zhao (members only):
http://bit.ly/91Fx2U (via @bltg)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320378523
2009-12-04 14:32:22
stevejmoore: .@MissMarista your blood type is an imperative inspiration: "Be positive!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6338219379
2009-12-04 00:19:45
stevejmoore: RT @brainpicker: World's largest Milky Way image unveiled â€“ 120 feet wide, made out of 800k photos
http://is.gd/5bzDe RT @web20classroom

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320360560
2009-12-04 14:31:36
stevejmoore: [making me laugh] via @GAStroz When in doubt, go with ACDC. For quizzes, that is. http://post.ly/E7iA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6338198551
2009-12-04 00:17:47
stevejmoore: I'm listening to "Carnival Of The Animals, Zoological Fantasy For 2 Pianos & Ensemble" by Saint-Saens,
Camille (http://bit.ly/6syBGj)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320306132
2009-12-04 14:19:40
stevejmoore: RT @ScottElias 6 Types of Time: Which Are You Missing? - PickTheBrain http://post.ly/DmYD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6337883626
2009-12-04 00:16:43
stevejmoore: @msstewart @margaretatwood or @nielhimself would both be awesome, I concur with your entire list though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320277288
2009-12-04 14:17:26
stevejmoore: fidgeting with Posterous today a bit, pretty cool service for posting/allocating info online
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6337825929
2009-12-04 00:15:22
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: RT @AngelaMaiers: Class Struggle - Help pick the best education blogs of 2009
http://ow.ly/Im2V
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320239778
2009-12-04 00:06:57
stevejmoore: @tseale I love it! That's such a fun comic, never thought to use ComicLife with Legos. Not sure about the
embed...RT'd you though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6320010008
2009-12-04 00:05:27
stevejmoore: RT @tseale: My son just used Comic Life & legos to create a book report project: http://bit.ly/6tP3CA How
would I embed it on his edublog?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319969463
2009-12-04 00:05:02
stevejmoore: Burcu Akyol's Blog 40 Influential and Innovative Educators in ELT http://bit.ly/4UjMYM (via @tomwhitby)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319957405
2009-12-03 23:58:20
stevejmoore: @jimconn sounds exciting (not in necessarily a good way) I hope everything ended up okay for your students and
community!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319773767
2009-12-03 23:57:23
stevejmoore: @nancydevine @msstewart I was lucky enough to meet him in Missouri this Fall, he gave a fantastic reading,
love Poetry180!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319749363
2009-12-03 23:54:53
stevejmoore: .@englishcomp #NCTE I heard Kevin Prufer at the Missouri Lit fest this year and he was phenomenal.
http://www.kevinprufer.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319681727
2009-12-03 23:38:42
stevejmoore: Just so everyone knows, @msstewart is funky, but classy. {snap, snap}
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319239484
2009-12-03 23:30:58
stevejmoore: I'm listening to "String Quartet No.2 "Company"" by Glass, Philip (http://bit.ly/5nbLjT) #pandora
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319026071

2009-12-03 23:30:21
stevejmoore: @msstewart :( All I can offer is a text hug. Would you prefer <>, {}, [], or ()?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6319008121
2009-12-02 22:03:29
stevejmoore: [reading] via @englishcomp: How misplaced are high school teachers' priorities? http://bit.ly/4oXTeY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6282611000
2009-12-02 21:07:50
stevejmoore: Time for the Tournament of Knowledge! Where student brains battle with buzzers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6281082764
2009-12-02 20:14:53
stevejmoore: A student just said, "Mirshnaw!" is the sound a zebra makes...I laughed, but I'm not sure if I agree with that
analysis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6279660387
2009-12-02 18:21:50
stevejmoore: RT @bethstill: Still finding Twitter a little bit confusing? Then sign up for a mentor. We are here to help.
http://bit.ly/QeFkM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276707128
2009-12-02 18:21:18
stevejmoore: @damian613 ok good, thanks! Now I can feel confident I'm saying it right in my head :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276692985
2009-12-02 18:18:37
stevejmoore: @damian613 Is there a place on your blog with a phonetic spelling of your last name? Just curious :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276623888
2009-12-02 18:17:40
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: Looking for grants? Over 5 new grants announced in our enews. http://bit.ly/79Jorx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276599072
2009-12-02 18:14:50
stevejmoore: .@shawnpwilliams how do you enjoy the internet without typing "L-O-L"? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276524493
2009-12-02 18:12:38
stevejmoore: Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana. -Groucho Marx #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276468637
2009-12-02 18:12:25
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth lol, you should try to inform the waiter when you order them all about lexical ambiguity :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276463085
2009-12-02 18:04:16
stevejmoore: .@web20classroom language is magical huh? :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276252984
2009-12-02 18:00:49
stevejmoore: >>THE buffalo FROM Buffalo WHO ARE buffaloed BY buffalo FROM Buffalo ALSO buffalo THE buffalo
FROM Buffalo http://bit.ly/8j6V6S
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276162427
2009-12-02 17:56:42
stevejmoore: [complete sentence?] Buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo http://bit.ly/8j6V6S (via
@aprildreamer)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6276051721
2009-12-02 17:54:30
stevejmoore: @msstewart well I guess someone wanted an A+! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6275993926
2009-12-02 17:53:53

stevejmoore: @SciTeach3 I don't need/crave the caffeine as much as I do the heat and flavor of coffee, but good call on the
IV ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6275978286
2009-12-02 17:52:53
stevejmoore: @dpeter @kdwashburn haha, I'd go to your coffee house :) I'm all for java and learning in good company.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6275953258
2009-12-02 17:11:22
stevejmoore: @edutopia @kdwashburn I am good on mugs, but could use a larger thermos due to my increased need for coffee
volume
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6274860985
2009-12-02 17:04:41
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia #Parents, looking for a gift for #teachers? Check out our 2009 Holiday gift guide
http://bit.ly/9123Ui
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6274683477
2009-12-02 17:04:01
stevejmoore: [Blast from the past] Oct 3, 2009 via @budtheteacher "Would You Please Block?" http://bit.ly/8HD6HN A mustread.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6274665910
2009-12-02 16:54:01
stevejmoore: @Jenny86753oh9 you are the kind of parent we all want :) (I suppose that includes Jay too, tell him I say hello!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6274395862
2009-12-02 05:05:51
stevejmoore: Yes it's good to see @cb717 on Twitter after the great #NCTE sesh! @imrsf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6260510998
2009-12-02 05:03:57
stevejmoore: RT @cronkb "No, srsly, we could use BILLBOARDS to hype our newsroom's TWITTER stream. What could
possibly go wrong?" http://bit.ly/6zeQAl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6260467141
2009-12-02 03:40:28
stevejmoore: #MissouriEd Reducing Stress and Raising Morale http://bit.ly/8PtMd5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6258402994
2009-12-02 03:14:01
stevejmoore: .@GAStroz <-you two think alike-> @tpman24 laptop+electric blanket == more awesome :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6257664960
2009-12-02 02:58:18
stevejmoore: Electric blanket may have been the best birthday present ever. Watching "Primer" in bed on the laptop.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6257207849
2009-12-02 02:53:22
stevejmoore: Cool examples of student stories on Storybird http://bit.ly/4BHWL8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6257068577
2009-12-02 02:38:48
stevejmoore: â€œLife shrinks or expands in proportion to one's courage.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6256653524

-Anais Nin

2009-12-02 02:37:40
stevejmoore: [reading] The Over Prompting of Young Writers (via @IraSocol) http://www.choiceliteracy.com/public/968.cfm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6256620502
2009-12-02 02:34:24
stevejmoore: Posted that forum on MissouriEd Ning a few days ago, and #Edchat ended up being very similar! Great talk we
can focus into our MO community.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6256524481

2009-12-02 02:32:32
stevejmoore: #MissouriEd How does your school promote 21st Century Skills? http://bit.ly/6uoerx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6256470193
2009-12-02 00:44:09
stevejmoore: @Larryferlazzo love the blog, put your book on my Amazon wish list as well. Thanks for all you do :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6253168611
2009-12-02 00:42:47
stevejmoore: Wow, stopped refreshing for about two minutes and #edchat had 650 tweets cached in search
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6253127901
2009-12-02 00:40:26
stevejmoore: @kylepace @plugsin I love data, but the kids are much more important #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6253057961
2009-12-02 00:35:22
stevejmoore: @raysadad [we need the] confidence to risk trying new tools and methods. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252906011
2009-12-02 00:34:37
stevejmoore: While collaboration is important, optimism allows for continued growth as a learner #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252883202
2009-12-02 00:32:41
stevejmoore: Skills? We need good attitudes to take advantage of the many skills we possess already. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252824972
2009-12-02 00:30:10
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom great educators reflect, and teach students to do the same... #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252748937
2009-12-02 00:27:56
stevejmoore: educators need to learn how to share #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252682250
2009-12-02 00:26:13
stevejmoore: RT @nlubrano: Great educators are those people who against all odds teach their children how to love learning.
<-Very true... #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252632637
2009-12-02 00:22:23
stevejmoore: good point from @mmiller7571 21st cent knows how to decipher whether lessons needs tech or not #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6252520784
2009-12-01 03:31:39
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 I haven't seen it, but I heard it is available for free on the AMC website, I may have to check it out
(in all my "free time") :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223646238
2009-12-01 03:30:52
stevejmoore: @tseale LOL, you Arkansans and your knee-slappers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223624540
2009-12-01 03:21:02
stevejmoore: @TNschatz Also used Lotus 123 :) Didn't mean to call anyone old, sorry! Excel is old in "tech" years
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223355261
2009-12-01 03:19:21
stevejmoore: @msstewart @iMrsF @tseale @JenAnsbach can you forgive me? I'm only 15. ;) #LongTermLinguisticSlipUps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223308723
2009-12-01 03:17:55
stevejmoore: .@msstewart @iMrsF @tseale @JenAnsbach the more I read it, "staff" doesn't sound right. I suppose it is a
holdover from my ResLife days...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223269672
2009-12-01 03:16:54
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach well I don't mean it possessively :) co-ownership of course
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223241391
2009-12-01 03:13:10
stevejmoore: @tseale lol, well I'm very glad to have @kristinlhoward @livhanchett and @caseydaugherty on my staff :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223138853
2009-12-01 03:11:12
stevejmoore: RT @jonbecker: Reading the Wikipedia article on "data." The New York Times alternates between using it as a
singular and plural noun. Fl ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223085916
2009-12-01 03:09:24
stevejmoore: @msstewart @iMrsF @JenAnsbach @tseale btw, they would say I ditched them to hang with you, fyi ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6223036203
2009-12-01 03:07:40
stevejmoore: .@msstewart @iMrsF @JenAnsbach @tseale That's just how Missouri Teachers roll.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6222988409
2009-12-01 03:00:13
stevejmoore: PLN, show @itorgunrud what Twitter is about for teachers: "I think Twitter is very silly, and am considering
deleting the account"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6222767021
2009-12-01 02:50:04
stevejmoore: .@jonbecker Thank you for fixing that. Each datum will be happy now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6222469174
2009-12-01 02:48:18
stevejmoore: @msstewart @iMrsF @JenAnsbach har har har, maybe I won't come since I'm only "15" and not old enough to
drive! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6222419385
2009-12-01 02:40:48
stevejmoore: [reading] My Lesson in "Us vs. Them": http://twurl.nl/xwa6u5 Reflections on meeting a very important man on a
train (via @mbteach)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6222204156
2009-12-01 02:29:55
stevejmoore: RT @shareski: Hey Twitter, what's happening Brittany-you-know-what-spam wise? You should have enough
data by now to figure this out.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221879747
2009-12-01 02:29:03
stevejmoore: @msstewart lol, I bet @kristinlhoward and @livhanchett heard that! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221854757
2009-12-01 02:26:46
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend and kind of a joke :) wishful thinking
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221789166
2009-12-01 02:18:11
stevejmoore: RT @irasocol: @budtheteacher @stevejmoore @andersongl indeed. When a writer adopts any genre the shaping
is on both sides-assuming the w ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221533773
2009-12-01 02:17:54
stevejmoore: RT @ChrisLAtkinson: Essential Elements of Effective iPod Touch Middle School Classrooms http://ff.im/-cf8jF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221525249
2009-12-01 02:16:59

stevejmoore: @msstewart @imrsf @jenansback you guys can't fly to Cali to see @englishcomp without me, c'mon! :D We'll
meet up in KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6221498905
2009-11-30 03:58:00
stevejmoore: @msstewart Thanks Meredith, now go to sleep!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6191140953
2009-11-30 03:57:41
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach just FYI, comments are allowed on my blog :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6191132266
2009-11-30 03:47:29
stevejmoore: @iMrsF no need to preface, I'm kind :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190822471
2009-11-30 03:46:08
stevejmoore: .@JenAnsbach just did! http://bit.ly/7EM8TB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190782433
2009-11-30 03:42:53
stevejmoore: .@iMrsF I'm reading your Ning Implementation capstone paper right now! Just found it on the ECN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190686888
2009-11-30 03:35:54
stevejmoore: @iMrsF thanks Candace :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190479065
2009-11-30 03:35:44
stevejmoore: .@misscalcul8 it's like stretching your cognitive muscles to write/read/engage with others in your field
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190474721
2009-11-30 03:23:46
stevejmoore: @Linda704 It was the same with me and chemistry, but I realized, while teaching chem, that I didn't get it well
enough and changed to Eng
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190117658
2009-11-30 03:21:09
stevejmoore: Now that I've got that blog post done, time to finish my PBL instructional proposal and plan for my walkthrough
on Tuesday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190043813
2009-11-30 03:20:20
stevejmoore: [New post] Variations of Myself: Written, Spoken, and Done http://bit.ly/4otOpT #NCTE reflection part 2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6190020103
2009-11-30 03:14:38
stevejmoore: Blogging and Tweeting are like stretching/conditioning for a long race. They are the best prep and reflection
possible for meaningful tasks.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189847775
2009-11-30 03:04:27
stevejmoore: .@JenAnsbach LOL maybe I could at least pick up an interrobang...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189522916
2009-11-30 03:02:33
stevejmoore: @cristama :) If you're really looking for a laugh, you should see my math grades from college
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189459249
2009-11-30 03:01:35
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @tomwhitby well what would you do? If I see math walk up to me, I'm gonna say hello.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189427540
2009-11-30 03:00:33
stevejmoore: .@smartinez I saw that meep-ing story! Kind of crazy!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189394356
2009-11-30 02:55:30
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @tomwhitby @msstewart I've said it before: math is like a beautiful woman I've always crushed
on but could never get a date with
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189244636
2009-11-30 02:54:23
stevejmoore: .@tomwhitby amen to truth and beauty :) much more friendly than quadrants and integrals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189208592
2009-11-30 02:53:18
stevejmoore: .@tomwhitby haha, 1984 pub in 1948, 36 year diff, -1 from 3 is 2 and -1 from 6 is 5== 25. Pardon my convoluted
story problem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189173999
2009-11-30 02:51:21
stevejmoore: @msstewart hey now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189110534
2009-11-30 02:49:40
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby 25 :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6189063435
2009-11-29 04:37:07
stevejmoore: [Reading] NSBA BoardBuzz - The best education blogs of 2009 http://bit.ly/716FHJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6161284680
2009-11-29 04:32:20
stevejmoore: [Reading] via @HarvardBusiness - Are You an In or an Out Leader? http://bit.ly/5c5doQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6161178768
2009-11-29 04:02:25
stevejmoore: RT @spedteacher: New blog post: "Differentiating Deliciously" why schools need classrooms with kitchens.
http://is.gd/56oXI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6160497962
2009-11-29 04:00:34
stevejmoore: RT @msstewart @englishcomp 's birthday is tomorrow! Bet reaching 10K on Ning http://bit.ly/EUodL would be
nice present :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6160454438
2009-11-29 03:55:57
stevejmoore: @kylepace I say there will be student and even parent designed courses, maybe local business could weigh in too
on needs of public ed collab
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6160347180
2009-11-29 03:52:28
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby woah! You're right, some sortnof algorithim anomaly...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6160266923
2009-11-29 03:38:03
stevejmoore: .@tomwhitby love that "join" "help" and "reply" are some of the biggest words: all community focused :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159933204
2009-11-29 03:29:44
stevejmoore: RT @BillCelis: â€œDonâ€™t confuse fame with success. Madonna is one; Helen Keller is the other.â€ ~Erma
Bombeck (via @dave_carpenter)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159739083
2009-11-29 03:25:23
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend For Math teachers out there Tim Duncan Calls Out Geometric Angle Needed To Make Bank
Shot | The Onion http://bit.ly/8oLavY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159638426

2009-11-29 03:24:23
stevejmoore: .@kellyhines @mtechman @pepepacha you're all wonderful contributors, sharers and partners in learning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159614854
2009-11-29 03:20:53
stevejmoore: RT @TheCoffeeEthic New Single Origin coffee in the line-up-Ethiopia Amaro Gayo. If you loved the Wondo
Bonko, this is your new best friend.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159532478
2009-11-29 03:20:09
stevejmoore: RT @lpudwell http://twitpic.com/reiln - trying to get back to grading calc exams, but this solution had me
laughing for 5 min straight...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159514770
2009-11-29 03:17:55
stevejmoore: â€œAbove all, I see life positively, try to live it that way and try to leave space around me better than I found
it.â€ via-@pepepacha
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159462797
2009-11-29 03:16:33
stevejmoore: Can't wait to get back home to my computer (only have had iPhone for days) and WRITE.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159431574
2009-11-29 03:10:41
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Just put up latest blog, "Failure is not an Option--It's a Prerequisite!" : http://bit.ly/5CEJ0O
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159295447
2009-11-29 03:09:30
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Coming up on the first anniversary of the EC Ning in a few days (Dec 5th): Hoping to hit 10k
by then! http://bit.ly/6QNMpQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6159267616
2009-11-29 00:56:19
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Suggest you follow @heywoj, new member of ECN, writer for Huggingtonpost and English
teacher (among other things!).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6156135516
2009-11-29 00:55:21
stevejmoore: @msstewart that's the way to do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6156113477
2009-11-29 00:54:49
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe what'd you pick up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6156101205
2009-11-29 00:14:45
stevejmoore: This is one of the best KU-MU games ever #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6155151632
2009-11-28 02:29:34
stevejmoore: @chadsansing @tomwhitby grammatically, I would write "live-tweeting"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6130190958
2009-11-27 23:01:09
stevejmoore: @web20classroom lol a child after my own heart :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6125236292
2009-11-27 22:15:58
stevejmoore: Choice is inevitable, reflection is optional, growth requires both.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6124171964
2009-11-27 21:26:51
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @chadsansing was a live-tweeting fool at #ncte ! We were glad to have him there :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6123037589

2009-11-27 21:04:06
stevejmoore: Last year I was shopping at the Mall of America on Black Friday, not this year! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6122538539
2009-11-27 21:03:10
stevejmoore: .@mgier haha amen to that! No black Friday shopping for me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6122517831
2009-11-27 21:00:50
stevejmoore: I have a lot of shout-outs to give for #followfriday but it's hard from iPhone with very little signal in rural MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6122464378
2009-11-27 20:55:50
stevejmoore: RT @msstewart: Interesting article on what it means to be a boy-Chron HigherEd http://icio.us/2omy5b via
@MrChase
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6122353095
2009-11-27 20:51:18
stevejmoore: RT @BillCelis: "Success is never ending, failure is never final." - Dr. Robert Schuller (via @vickiberry)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6122255199
2009-11-27 19:01:24
stevejmoore: lucky to have great friends like @cmillerdesign I can reconnect with during holidays at home!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6119681020
2009-11-27 18:59:16
stevejmoore: @msstewart yeah, it's down on the Plaza, I always try to walk through it when we go there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6119625597
2009-11-27 18:53:37
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace via @edtechsandyk: Good reminder: Those who "get" #edtech should be patient w/ & helpful to
those who don't http://ow.ly/GeKm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6119494718
2009-11-27 17:26:04
stevejmoore: Bagels and coffee with @cmillerdesign in Blue Springs this morning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6117367876
2009-11-26 21:09:37
stevejmoore: I am thankful for a full stomach and my family today #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6092568466
2009-11-26 15:56:32
stevejmoore: @edublogs I would choose the shortest tag possible #eddie09 or just #eddie #eba09 or something, ie most
people chose #ncte over #ncte09
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6084680721
2009-11-26 00:51:39
stevejmoore: Set DirecTV DVR with my phone to record the dog show tomorrow, yay for that app!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6066868638
2009-11-26 00:41:16
stevejmoore: @iMrsF oh your kids are so cute!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6066605029
2009-11-26 00:12:50
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher my school is not a diotal culture (yet!) immigration is on the rise... No Ellis Island yet, that will
help
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065873413
2009-11-26 00:06:38
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher maybe not too perjorative, but some are ignorant of techology whether voluntarily or not
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065715146
2009-11-25 05:20:34

stevejmoore: @dgilson it's taken a bit of practice, but once you get all your tools lined up and you're used to the car it flies!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041650227
2009-11-25 05:09:47
stevejmoore: Made a list of @CarolJago's books from her #NCTE talk http://amzn.com/w/1AR5OBVQNA532
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041438106
2009-11-25 04:59:30
stevejmoore: Set a record and changed oil in my wife's car in under 20 minutes tonight! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041224218
2009-11-25 04:58:25
stevejmoore: .@msstewart oh sigh, I am tired. As usual, what I'm looking for is right in front of me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041202069
2009-11-25 04:57:44
stevejmoore: @msstewart in Twitter.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041188057
2009-11-25 04:50:14
stevejmoore: Am I wrong that there's nowhere to see if someone RTs you with the "new" built-in method? :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6041032967
2009-11-25 23:55:05
stevejmoore: @budtheteacher some in my building are digital foreigners!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065412835
2009-11-25 04:27:20
stevejmoore: "As a new teacher, I fancy myself an expert at being overwhelmed..." http://bit.ly/8Ok3uq Initial #NCTE
Reflection
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6040558232
2009-11-25 23:52:40
stevejmoore: RT @KoreenOlbrish: I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound they make as they fly by. - Douglas Adams
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065350576
2009-11-25 04:25:38
stevejmoore: .@msstewart kinda like T9 for full screen touch keyboards...I suck at T9, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6040520431
2009-11-25 23:50:01
stevejmoore: @OJTien Ennio is my homeboy, you've gotta hear Yo Yo Ma play his stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065282647
2009-11-25 03:31:44
stevejmoore: .@edublogs #Eddie09 #EdNom #ENOM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6039261072
2009-11-25 23:45:50
stevejmoore: RT @paulbogush: Love @j_allen 's twitter bio line "If technology is an event in your school, you are doing it
wrong."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065175813
2009-11-25 03:24:28
stevejmoore: [so true] http://bit.ly/1s6wfq via someecards.com "I can't wait to nap through 85% of my visit home"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6039082476
2009-11-25 23:45:24
stevejmoore: @KristinLHoward have fun! Eat some cheese for me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065164348
2009-11-25 03:04:53
stevejmoore: .@AndersonGL "anything's possible with an extension cord" <--I love it! #sixwordstories
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038606498

2009-11-25 23:43:29
stevejmoore: RT @tonnet: We Are Digital Immigrants Teaching Digital Natives [.pdf] - http://is.gd/53IIY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065115211
2009-11-25 03:02:14
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Obviously I have something important to do, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038541797
2009-11-25 23:43:14
stevejmoore: @msstewart sounds like someone needs some hot soup!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6065108985
2009-11-25 03:01:55
stevejmoore: .@JenAnsbach this http://bit.ly/6cXIxt was passed to me by @CMillerDesign and ensued my wiki-ing of what
muppets were involved.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038533619
2009-11-25 20:49:18
stevejmoore: @CarolJago one of my favorite poems :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060640625
2009-11-25 03:00:43
stevejmoore: Sigh @msstewart The only way you could cheer us up is if you put a real pic up of yourself.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038503582
2009-11-25 20:48:56
stevejmoore: RT @CarolJago: I was charmed by this Ted Kooser poem about a writer "Selecting a Reader."
http://www.poemhunter.com/poem/selecting-a-reader/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060631386
2009-11-25 02:56:42
stevejmoore: Did you know: there was a Muppet character named "Gawain"? Green frogs, but no knights. http://bit.ly/7hresa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038404242
2009-11-25 20:47:03
stevejmoore: @librarybeth I was so sad, I didn't get any time to shop! I only bought ONE book at #NCTE and I missed all the
sales!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060584588
2009-11-25 02:54:24
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @msstewart oh good timing, I was just googling it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038348279
2009-11-25 20:45:59
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe would you like a Google Wave invite to go with that Chrome sir?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060558117
2009-11-25 02:53:12
stevejmoore: .@MsStewart Actually I botched it, "For sale: baby shoes, never worn." was how Hemingway wrote it.
http://bit.ly/5pCZto
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038319475
2009-11-25 20:45:16
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA podcast: the Pulse offers you a convention recap: http://bit.ly/57H2UC #MSTA09
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060540349
2009-11-25 02:50:09
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach oh she's good http://twitpic.com/qtt18
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038246228
2009-11-25 20:43:33
stevejmoore: .@ShellTerrell thanks! I thought it was time to go back to the "real" me. Working on a post about identity atm as
well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6060497417

2009-11-25 02:40:56
stevejmoore: The Muppets: Bohemian Rhapsody [1080p] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgbNymZ7vqY (via
@CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6038023726
2009-11-25 19:45:58
stevejmoore: [reading] "Another Power of the PLN Post" via @iMrsF after #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6059063310
2009-11-25 02:37:48
stevejmoore: Sadest/best story Hemingway ever wrote: "Baby shoes for sale, slightly used." #sixwordstories
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6037945904
2009-11-25 19:36:49
stevejmoore: lol via @IamTam: Freedom. This is the only time I will thank the Pilgrims.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6058833735
2009-11-25 19:30:23
stevejmoore: Working on my http://EduBlogAwards.com post but I feel like there are missing categories (only one Twitter
category?) and some superfluous
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/6058670211
2009-11-24 04:47:28
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Nominate English Companion Ning http://bit.ly/mQnu for Best educational use of a social
networking service: http://bit. ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5999326430
2009-11-24 04:25:40
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I'd make sure they have a blog...but then again Twitter is Âµ blogging...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5998846954
2009-11-24 04:21:27
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I'd say Twitter page.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5998753299
2009-11-24 04:21:11
stevejmoore: @ScottElias maybe if we heard @principalspage rap we'd give him another chance...but probably not
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5998747269
2009-11-24 03:11:44
stevejmoore: Chris Berman calls KC Chiefs the Killer Tomato Cans? I'll take it! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5997109680
2009-11-24 03:10:51
stevejmoore: @ScottElias but just when you go to accept it @principalspage interrupts you and says he's gonna let you finish
but @mmiller7571 shld win it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5997087734
2009-11-24 02:49:49
stevejmoore: @ScottElias No! As I was watching I added the first seasons to my Amazon wish list though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996558574
2009-11-24 02:48:42
stevejmoore: Working on a post to recognize those I respect and value via the @edublogs http://edublogawards.com/ "Eddies"
2009
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996531080
2009-11-24 02:44:57
stevejmoore: RT @intrepidteacher: The @edublogs awards are out: http://edublogawards.com/ Will it be the same old folks?
Or some new blood?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996436632
2009-11-24 02:39:42
stevejmoore: @msstewart Now you've got me "Karm-enting" on your previous entries to atone for my blog sins ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996304357

2009-11-24 02:34:29
stevejmoore: @ScottElias yes! I just watched and I'm fairly certain that I have side cramps now. I may not laugh w/o pain for
days. #HIMYM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996173902
2009-11-24 02:33:14
stevejmoore: @s7d7 Excited to teach Tears of a Tiger to my freshman next semester, heard you were on here via
@EnglishComp's EC Ning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5996141602
2009-11-24 02:08:41
stevejmoore: What do you do when an administrator doesn't uphold a prereq for your class? Forum on MEC
http://bit.ly/8CYoIR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5995509829
2009-11-24 02:04:09
stevejmoore: @msstewart "heard" of just hadn't explored or toyed with :) Also, it's blocked at school. Naturally (it's useful).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5995393381
2009-11-24 01:46:52
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats what are you measuring?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5994941169
2009-11-24 01:45:46
stevejmoore: @msstewart I had heard about glogster before #ncte but not really explored it. Very awesome service!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5994913079
2009-11-24 01:45:23
stevejmoore: RT @ruth4916: @stevejmoore Offer a study-tip-of-the-day. We cannot assume that students know how to study
efficiently. Resources anyone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5994903177
2009-11-24 01:37:20
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: RT @msstewart: Posted comment re: EdWeek blog post- Is a Ning Enough?
http://bit.ly/70sbcn #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5994693282
2009-11-24 01:29:15
stevejmoore: This glog makes you think: what is so painful about studying...how can teachers help? http://bit.ly/6UCbA3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5994480202
2009-11-24 00:38:26
stevejmoore: Catching up on Parks & Rec, Community, and The Office from being gone Thursday at #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5993142724
2009-11-23 02:52:00
stevejmoore: After an exhausting and incredible weekend at #ncte it will take me a few days to catch up with a.) school b.)
writing and c.) tweets!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5964657559
2009-11-23 02:50:49
stevejmoore: Thanks to everyone for all the warm birthday wishes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5964614211
2009-11-23 00:30:48
stevejmoore: RT @donalynbooks: Submit a proposal for #NCTE 2010. Deadline for electronic submissions: January 20th
http://j.mp/7RB2ib
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5960608395
2009-11-22 22:41:15
stevejmoore: .@LivHanchett I added you and @KristinLHoward to the @stevejmoore/MissouriEd "list" if you click on it then
you'll see only MO teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5957944277
2009-11-22 22:37:51

stevejmoore: @tomwhitby thanks for "breaking" that for everyone Tom. I was inundated w/ B-day wishes at our EC Ning
Tweetup last night :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5957861930
2009-11-22 20:45:46
stevejmoore: Safely home from an incredible #ncte conference. Safe travels to all who are leaving today
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5955009230
2009-11-22 20:34:48
stevejmoore: Safely home from an incredible #ncte conference. Safe travels to all who are leaving today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5954714621
2009-11-22 14:45:44
stevejmoore: RT @yoopertechgeek: NCTE conference wiki from presentation on Copyright and Fair Use-everything's here.
http://bit.ly/6jV0Pd #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5946981914
2009-11-22 12:15:55
stevejmoore: @nooccar yes @msstewart is going to put the EC Ning meetup list on the Ning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5944548000
2009-11-22 12:09:11
stevejmoore: @francis_grey the word count was somewhere between 7-20k for 7th and 8th graders
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5944454848
2009-11-22 12:08:31
stevejmoore: Waiting at the Philly airport for @KristinLHoward to check her Amish peanut butter :-P #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5944446436
2009-11-22 12:07:30
stevejmoore: @pickledtreats it was so nice to meet you! Enjoy the rest of the confernce!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5944433185
2009-11-22 10:47:17
stevejmoore: PS: I plan on getting back to all of your non #ncte tweets tomorrow :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5943421902
2009-11-22 10:45:02
stevejmoore: It's sad, but my time in Philly is coming to an end... What a fantastic experienece. I'll see you all on the flip-side...
#ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5943394329
2009-11-22 10:42:42
stevejmoore: I'm with @halseanderson: "Long day. Incredibly nice people...Fired up to write more... After I sleep for 100
hours." #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5943366586
2009-11-21 02:53:28
stevejmoore: #ncte excellent dinner at Monk's after a long wait
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5908706019
2009-11-21 23:19:41
stevejmoore: RT @donalynbooks: Jim Burke at the ECN gathering. #ncte http://pic.gd/a60070
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5930974611
2009-11-21 23:18:56
stevejmoore: RT @spillarke: English Companion Ning grows-will hit 10K soon #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5930958520
2009-11-21 22:49:19
stevejmoore: EC Ning meetup at #ncte http://twitpic.com/qf6hk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5930316466
2009-11-21 22:34:10
stevejmoore: @nooccar good to meet you!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5929996424
2009-11-21 22:07:02
stevejmoore: #ncte if you're trying to find the EC Ning meetup room 105b is across 12th street from convo doors
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5929426513
2009-11-21 21:14:46
stevejmoore: #ncte back from sightseeing, charging iPhone a bit before returning to convo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5928323470
2009-11-21 21:00:48
stevejmoore: RT @tseale: EC Ning meet up at #NCTE on Sat is at 5:45-7:00 105 B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5928020482
2009-11-21 20:13:54
stevejmoore: #ncte at the liberty bell! #fb http://twitpic.com/qeffh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5926993599
2009-11-21 19:39:02
stevejmoore: @klbz and that is in the first conitinential congress at constitution hall
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5926231730
2009-11-21 19:38:02
stevejmoore: @klbz we are in the historical dist ( @livhanchett & @kristinlhoward )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5926210450
2009-11-21 19:35:38
stevejmoore: More of my staff is joining Twitter! @LivHanchett needs your connections! #ncte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5926160082
2009-11-21 19:04:34
stevejmoore: #ncte oh wow... http://twitpic.com/qe3we
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5925482744
2009-11-21 18:46:17
stevejmoore: #ncte going to see historic Philly! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5925083406
2009-11-21 17:53:50
stevejmoore: @nooccar you mean @englishcomp ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5923921250
2009-11-21 16:54:30
stevejmoore: #ncte finally headed to the exhibit hall to buy books
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5922574437
2009-11-21 16:44:30
stevejmoore: #ncte holy information overload Batman! Awesome sesh with NCTE editor panel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5922347652
2009-11-21 15:56:37
stevejmoore: #ncte is amazing today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5921267646
2009-11-21 15:47:32
stevejmoore: #ncte everyone follow my colleague @kristinlhoward ! She just joined Twitter and needs your connections!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5921070590
2009-11-21 15:23:28
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach same here!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5920559312
2009-11-21 15:22:18
stevejmoore: RT @chadsansing: #ncte G.04 @budtheteacher filtering is an approach to a behavioral problem, a punishment
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5920534327

2009-11-20 01:10:50
stevejmoore: Off to Monks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5875243285
2009-11-20 00:13:26
stevejmoore: @librarybeth lol well played
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5873750757
2009-11-20 00:12:07
stevejmoore: The concept of "checked carry-ons" baffles me...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5873717103
2009-11-20 21:52:42
stevejmoore: @CarolJago great speech this afternoon at #ncte !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5901508418
2009-11-20 21:43:39
stevejmoore: RT @miketsimpson: Watch your grammar Philadelphia - last sessions are letting out, and #NCTE wants to
correct you insufferably.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5901296008
2009-11-20 19:59:54
stevejmoore: @klbz ballroom G in Marriot floor 5 in Secondary general
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5898782248
2009-11-20 19:58:59
stevejmoore: #ncte I'm going to have a lot to read when I leave here...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5898760681
2009-11-20 19:57:12
stevejmoore: @msstewart oh no did you leave us?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5898718008
2009-11-20 19:55:36
stevejmoore: #ncte enjoying listening to Carol Jago
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5898680242
2009-11-20 19:36:22
stevejmoore: #ncte time for the secondary general session!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5898220494
2009-11-20 18:10:13
stevejmoore: #ncte @jenansbach @msstewart @imrsf we are on the balcony level above the ncte central
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5896117793
2009-11-20 17:53:13
stevejmoore: Philly Cheese Steak here I come! #fb http://twitpic.com/q8xvf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5895690901
2009-11-20 17:47:24
stevejmoore: #ncte getting food at the Reading Market and then meeting @jenansbach @msstewart @imrsf near ncte central to
eat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5895547060
2009-11-20 17:20:11
stevejmoore: @imrsf and I are waiting for other #ncte tweeps by the ncte central
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5894853065
2009-11-20 16:52:15
stevejmoore: #ncte amazing ideas brewing at VA Tech new literacy sesh B.53
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5894114943
2009-11-20 16:32:49
stevejmoore: #ncte in an excellent sesh on new literacy, good research from VA Tech B.53
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5893590020

2009-11-20 16:02:23
stevejmoore: @iMrsF are we in the same room?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5892770906
2009-11-20 15:36:10
stevejmoore: #ncte thinking I'll go to b53...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5892073106
2009-11-20 15:29:14
stevejmoore: @iMrsF 53 and 54 sound good too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5891885189
2009-11-20 15:28:24
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I meant b14 that sounds good too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5891863385
2009-11-20 15:27:46
stevejmoore: @iMrsF b17 or b38
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5891847088
2009-11-20 15:26:55
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach lol neither sadly. What session are you at next?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5891824833
2009-11-19 23:39:30
stevejmoore: Landed in Philly after many delays #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5872859262
2009-11-19 18:08:36
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN: If you would like to keep up with the National Council of Teachers of English Conference
search #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5864211419
2009-11-19 04:47:48
stevejmoore: @msstewart @kenroyal good ideas, thanks! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5849189844
2009-11-19 18:07:26
stevejmoore: We made it to Chicago! #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5864182175
2009-11-19 03:03:22
stevejmoore: @msstewart I couldn't find you on the NCTE searchable schedule...is there a room number or floor...no idea how
I will navigate there yet :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5846761590
2009-11-19 15:09:46
stevejmoore: At the airport getting ready to fly out to #NCTE !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5859587016
2009-11-19 02:44:47
stevejmoore: @msstewart when is your presentation for #NCTE ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5846279769
2009-11-19 05:22:06
stevejmoore: @PKTweetmasta2 but where could you house...every single English teacher in America? 2-3% of all is a large
number
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5849871065
2009-11-19 02:43:07
stevejmoore: RT @DrDial: Building leadership capacity--this is so important. "..Preparing AP's for the Principalship"
http://bit.ly/FlV1v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5846236138
2009-11-19 02:37:34

stevejmoore: @tpman24 stay classy Springfield!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5846087818
2009-11-19 02:29:35
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson @kenroyal @msstewart @jagkise @RdngTeach @pm_rodriguez @jenniferward thanks for
the replies, should've asked days ago :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5845872615
2009-11-19 02:16:02
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson @kenroyal bah! I hadn't even thought of biz cards, I have about 15 to my name now that I have
a job...wish I had a netbook 2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5845518317
2009-11-19 02:14:30
stevejmoore: ok, bought new gel insoles for #NCTE preparing to ship books back home rather than check heavy luggage I guess
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5845477273
2009-11-19 02:00:43
stevejmoore: @pamallyn your #NCTE topic sounds very good, I hope to attend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5845108789
2009-11-19 01:57:28
stevejmoore: Any advice on what to bring to my first #NCTE conf? Besides usual human needs and iPhone all I have is a copy
of Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5845017060
2009-11-19 01:25:05
stevejmoore: I should probably start packing for #NCTE now...might be a good thing to do soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5844135552
2009-11-19 00:37:09
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach oh wow! What a view! I can't wait to see Philly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5842843060
2009-11-18 23:58:23
stevejmoore: Jealous of everyone who is already in Philly for #ncte I can't wait to leave in the morning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5841800486
2009-11-18 23:05:24
stevejmoore: Just tried out the new retweet feature...interesting
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5840378155
2009-11-18 23:05:05
stevejmoore: RT @msstewart: @jkdham @mtechman @stevejmoore Chicago Manual of Style goes with online
http://bit.ly/4bJCxg :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5840369257
2009-11-18 23:04:50
stevejmoore: @mom2preteens oh I'm a member, @ASCD is a must-do. I actually read just about everything they send me, not
just rÃ©sumÃ© fluff acronym :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5840361926
2009-11-18 23:02:17
stevejmoore: "I Can Has Cheeseburger" is a category on Jeopardy today. My day has come. MY DAY HAS COME! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5840290373
2009-11-18 14:49:30
stevejmoore: Best gift for a teacher? I said "a thank you card" on the @edutopia poll http://bit.ly/1Wkzgt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5827826342
2009-11-18 05:08:12
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl thoughts on online vs on-line http://j.mp/3lpHew ? Via @msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5818600240
2009-11-18 04:11:43

stevejmoore: @ChrisLAtkinson Best tweet of the day. GraÃ§ias!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5817432046
2009-11-18 04:11:15
stevejmoore: How to Play DOS Games on Your Mac With Boxer http://ff.im/-bCSSx (via @ChrisLAtkinson)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5817421667
2009-11-18 04:09:49
stevejmoore: @LauraSGHE @bdn723 I could really just stay home and watch TED all day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5817388641
2009-11-18 03:37:06
stevejmoore: Incredible TED talk about the Middle East, reality TV, women, and...American Idol? http://bit.ly/15KE7s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5816614867
2009-11-18 02:01:00
stevejmoore: @danreeve I added you to the TweepML and the Missouri Ed list! Check out the Missouri Ed Ning too
http://missouried.ning.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5814160736
2009-11-18 01:24:22
stevejmoore: watching The Prisoner...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5813197595
2009-11-18 01:15:09
stevejmoore: @msstewart @JenAnsbach @RdngTeach I could go for some cookies right now, but I'm on a strict not-doinganything night-cation :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5812951998
2009-11-17 03:51:30
stevejmoore: @msstewart totally! I'm bringing mah crew too. @caseydaugherty is still figuring out Twitter, and the others still
need to join #NCTE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5786308305
2009-11-17 03:50:37
stevejmoore: BLARGH! Curriculum Proposal needs to be done before I go to #NCTE now. BOO.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5786287473
2009-11-17 03:47:04
stevejmoore: via @NCTE2009 Free Wifi for #NCTE this year in Philly meeting rooms. Can't wait!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5786204780
2009-11-17 03:45:59
stevejmoore: @msstewart I'm a Calibri fan.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5786179745
2009-11-17 02:54:19
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend looks good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5784879631
2009-11-17 02:52:48
stevejmoore: Draining my tea cup and writing like mad: lesson plas, sub plans, my review of lit, curriculum essays...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5784840087
2009-11-17 02:02:29
stevejmoore: @msstewart woah! That's a lot of hot water you're in ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5783545182
2009-11-17 02:01:48
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach lol, I'd say piano for dog, techno for cookies.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5783526637
2009-11-17 01:19:37
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I have to go to one of two extremes: techno music and coffee or new age piano music and tea. Both are
equally productive.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5782413863
2009-11-17 01:17:37
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe hmmm, I read too quickly. That would be amazing though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5782362520
2009-11-17 23:21:59
stevejmoore: Massive amounts of work done today. All plans done for subs. All grad work done. Time to sit back and wait for
#NCTE Ahhhhhh COUCH!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5809853511
2009-11-17 20:35:06
stevejmoore: @mom2preteens @RdngTeach thanks very much! I'll take anything newer than 2000 if you have links or titles!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5805505263
2009-11-17 19:54:55
stevejmoore: [reading] via @ASCD: Yong Zhao goes after some RTTT irony in his latest blog post http://bit.ly/WoRzz (via
@JudeLepine)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5804533546
2009-11-17 19:40:56
stevejmoore: @mom2preteens @RdngTeach teaching struggling readers 7-9th grade, Nelson Denny Test, high-interest book
use, vocab building, SSR...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5804210139
2009-11-17 19:20:10
stevejmoore: @kylepace @Dolt287 it's so heartbreaking to be a KC Sports fan... our lot in life is to suffer!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5803728345
2009-11-17 19:12:45
stevejmoore: Really Dwayne Bowe!? I mean Really!? http://bit.ly/3PQkn6 #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5803554322
2009-11-17 19:11:57
stevejmoore: Reading Teachers help me out, I'm in need of another few articles for my review of lit, any suggestions?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5803535900
2009-11-17 19:09:05
stevejmoore: Congrats to Zack Greinke for the AL Cy Young #Royals (via @Price86)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5803468826
2009-11-17 18:47:44
stevejmoore: @lawyervon people keep telling me, thanks for the reminder! I've literally only seen 4 movies since I started
teaching :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5802967755
2009-11-17 18:46:32
stevejmoore: Planning is done until break, curriculum proposal is done, now all I need to do is finish my review of lit for my
research! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5802939487
2009-11-17 18:23:35
stevejmoore: @dmmagic Here's the original @Wired article on the Clover that I read http://bit.ly/1sCqvt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5802403928
2009-11-17 18:22:19
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I wrote about it in 2008 http://thespigot.wordpress.com/2008/08/04/5/ on my old random noneducation blog :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5802374695
2009-11-16 23:23:15
stevejmoore: All Star Game in KC 2012! http://bit.ly/1gGENU (via @awessley)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5779326365
2009-11-16 18:59:05

stevejmoore: RT @NewAtHeinemann excited about this year's NCTE conference. What sessions are you attending?
http://tinyurl.com/ykv3ko9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5772616775
2009-11-16 18:57:11
stevejmoore: [reading] Teachers Take to Twitter http://j.mp/46zezz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5772571632
2009-11-16 18:24:28
stevejmoore: RT @taltebrando: I was at The Educator's PLN Site. It was Amazing http://edupln.ning.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5771782091
2009-11-16 18:23:26
stevejmoore: @MS348 I use mediawiki but there are a lot of good services out there like pbwiki and drupal for content mgmt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5771757699
2009-11-16 17:48:58
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Anyone have thoughts on this? RT @teachersnetwork Should teachers share their lessons... at a
price? http://bit.ly/FdAf6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770920974
2009-11-16 17:46:59
stevejmoore: @rcburrell song lyrics or poetry?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770873737
2009-11-16 17:46:14
stevejmoore: â€œBlog: Stuck in 9th Grade: The Bulge in the Education Pipeline http://bit.ly/4cUzC9â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770855951

-@educationweek

2009-11-16 17:32:30
stevejmoore: @timlauer maybe then they would have Danishes at games... Mmm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770528559
2009-11-16 17:29:50
stevejmoore: I think too many teachers in PDCs are actively waiting for lunch rather actively learning. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5770463145
2009-11-16 03:01:42
stevejmoore: @tpman24 In my other league I had just picked up Ladell Betts, I decided to bench him sadly, 18 points missed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5754597763
2009-11-16 02:58:43
stevejmoore: RT @canyonsdave "I start with the premise that the function of leadership is to produce more leaders, not more
followers" - Ralph Nader
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5754527011
2009-11-16 02:55:14
stevejmoore: @mrpotter A sad day for your Bills, my condolences!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5754448592
2009-11-16 02:53:56
stevejmoore: @pepepacha wow...sad that there are people like that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5754418500
2009-11-16 02:50:59
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I am very sorry for you, all of Brighton will mourn! Maybe Reggie Wayne will get injured...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5754350983
2009-11-16 01:05:11
stevejmoore: Cheifs win! It was an ugly game in a lot of ways, but then again the Raiders always make it so...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5751722255
2009-11-15 01:19:33
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer reminds me of Woody Allen saying you can live to 100 if you give up everything worth making to 100
for (or something close)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5723943918
2009-11-15 01:18:34
stevejmoore: @JeanetteWstfall congrats to your cheerleaders and coaches!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5723922793
2009-11-15 00:19:46
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth that sounds incredible! Now you've got me hungry...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5722620029
2009-11-15 00:19:19
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth RT @tonnet: Reducing Technofobia in Teachers [.pdf] - http://is.gd/4V7Kz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5722610817
2009-11-15 23:41:17
stevejmoore: [Watching] Project-based Learning at High Tech High http://vimeo.com/4645488 (via @nashworld)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5749577329
2009-11-15 21:47:25
stevejmoore: It's bad when you want to turn the Chiefs game off before the end of the 1st quarter. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5746742326
2009-11-15 19:48:35
stevejmoore: Currently reading Free Technology for Teachers: 6 Ways for Students to Publish Their Writing Online at:
http://bit.ly/Tyk6V
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5743820730
2009-11-15 18:03:31
stevejmoore: @tpman24 wooot! Good luck against the Blue Springs Blitz too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5741460692
2009-11-14 23:57:42
stevejmoore: RT @kenroyal 15 Things All Classrooms Should Have PK-12 http://tinyurl.com/ybwvg7a
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5722125894
2009-11-14 23:43:58
stevejmoore: I hate that it gets dark at 5:45pm now, boo! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721824289
2009-11-14 23:35:43
stevejmoore: @paulbogush If it's based on my physical strength it can't hold much
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721642644
2009-11-14 23:34:54
stevejmoore: @paulbogush she's and I teach together, she'll follow back :) she's just getting the hang of twitter.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721624157
2009-11-14 23:27:21
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty then I'd suggest @NMHS_Principal @KenRoyal @TomWhitby @PaulBogush @spedteacher
@tonnet @EnglishComp @MsStewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721454027
2009-11-14 23:20:38
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty Here's one list of MO people to follow: http://bit.ly/4vjcla just enter your info/click follow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721302525
2009-11-14 23:17:11
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty good to see you tweeting a bit, you need to start following other educators to reap the benefits
of Twitter I'll send a list
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5721228287
2009-11-14 21:59:17
stevejmoore: [Awesome Linguistic Map] Language distribution flash map http://bit.ly/23AX4e
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5719521640

2009-11-14 21:50:25
stevejmoore: Find other people attending the @MSTA State Conf. on the Missouri Ed Ning http://bit.ly/2bLj5k
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5719332452
2009-11-14 20:39:18
stevejmoore: @SharpYx Does Truman use Blackboard for a lot of classes? It's pretty much standard as a supplement at MSU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5717757979
2009-11-14 20:35:10
stevejmoore: @SharpYx thanks for your answer, we're trying to get a clear picture of online education in Missouri
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5717667031
2009-11-14 20:34:40
stevejmoore: [Listening] The Swell Season, "Low Rising" on their new album "Strict Joy" http://bit.ly/2aJ9i6 #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5717655569
2009-11-14 20:31:42
stevejmoore: MO Ed: Share your thoughts on technology and social media policy: http://bit.ly/3c7bAW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5717590265
2009-11-14 20:16:57
stevejmoore: @FollowMal thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5717264989
2009-11-14 20:01:36
stevejmoore: Any schools in Missouri use online instruction? http://bit.ly/2ZZG4r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5716929483
2009-11-14 18:29:40
stevejmoore: @mme_henderson thanks very much :) My favorite part is the back canvas, I have a bean bag there now too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5714953811
2009-11-14 03:59:58
stevejmoore: @Price86 @dolt287 how's the MO Mavs game? As good as the Blades used to be?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5700660313
2009-11-14 03:35:15
stevejmoore: Exhausted. Long day. Good. Bad. Busy. Didn't get to any Follow Friday lists. Thanks to everyone in my PLN for
contributing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5700123251
2009-11-14 03:32:30
stevejmoore: @mybiziz it's a very cute show :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5700061098
2009-11-14 01:05:44
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe at least you didn't kill the school van...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5696920379
2009-11-14 00:55:27
stevejmoore: Friday night at the middle school musical, "Honk!" #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5696673167
2009-11-13 04:16:30
stevejmoore: My JV Academic Team went 3-1 and got a 2nd place trophy! http://twitpic.com/pb9sk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5670694834
2009-11-13 02:11:26
stevejmoore: My JV Academic team broke to finals @bhslive ! http://twitpic.com/patcy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5667704496
2009-11-13 22:26:34
stevejmoore: Had a great day at Ozark HS for the StuCo Districts! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5692966529

2009-11-13 22:26:03
stevejmoore: @grantbaldwin Yes they did, great speech, important points about choices :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5692953331
2009-11-13 22:25:29
stevejmoore: @BillCelis @EducationReview @MathPrinciples @OnlineEduNet Thanks so much for the Friday shout-outs!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5692939005
2009-11-13 18:44:14
stevejmoore: @grantbaldwin I teach reading and linguistic skills to freshman at Republic HS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5687277050
2009-11-13 18:09:42
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain they did an AWESOME skit!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5686378299
2009-11-13 16:41:46
stevejmoore: @kylepace oh Lamberts... I have food allergies and I can't eat their throwed rolls so it's hardly worth going :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5684038702
2009-11-13 16:41:34
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I'm across the room from your McDonald Cty kids at the Ozark stuco dist meeting
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5684033592
2009-11-13 16:38:49
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: User friendly site for a backchannel during a presentation. Anyone used TodaysMeet?
http://bit.ly/rqUz7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683958820
2009-11-13 16:37:54
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend: @stevejmoore @jmiscavish While that may be true, it doesn't make it OK to break fair use.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683933947
2009-11-13 16:29:48
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD So true! RT @tomwhitby: A combination of Twitter, Delicious, and Ning will take an Educator a
Long way into a valuable PLN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683713687
2009-11-13 16:29:14
stevejmoore: RT @jmcmellen created a public wave on Google Wave for #sgf users. You can find it by searching "with:public
sgf"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683698631
2009-11-13 16:25:16
stevejmoore: RT @jmiscavish: @RussGoerend I think just about everything we do anymore breaks fair use policy or copyright
law...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683592343
2009-11-13 16:22:50
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth oh I just saw @grantbaldwin speak, lol you two know each other?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5683525952
2009-11-13 14:10:20
stevejmoore: Here I go chaperoning the whole stuco to Ozark...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5680168202
2009-11-13 13:04:27
stevejmoore: @francis_grey @carl_young @koolkat222 @hermit4lyfe @gilesrafol thanks for the grats for my a-team!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5678787161
2009-11-12 20:44:31
stevejmoore: Good read on group dynamics/meeting discourse/debate http://bit.ly/3vymFy (via @MsStewart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5659090338
2009-11-12 20:32:55

stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho I wouldn't say it was a Kimball-style massacre (I did zero binary calculations) but it was a good
routing :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5658805526
2009-11-12 20:32:21
stevejmoore: How To Moderate All Comments and Posts On Student Blogs http://bit.ly/4DgWPs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5658791568
2009-11-12 18:36:51
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho the varsity squad made the mistake of asking to compete against me last night during practice :D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5656055490
2009-11-12 18:23:30
stevejmoore: Anyone involved with the National Writing Project? Is anyone a technology liaison?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5655740520
2009-11-12 18:12:48
stevejmoore: RT @mctownsley: RT @googlewave: New feature! "Follow" public waves in your inbox. Read about on the
Google Wave blog. http://bit.ly/1AMvph
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5655492266
2009-11-12 17:15:40
stevejmoore: @ProfeBarnes I'm so glad to hear it! It took me a while to see the value too, takes time to build and connect w/ a
community here
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5654140673
2009-11-12 17:14:37
stevejmoore: RT @ProfeBarnes Twitter inspires me to improve my teaching. I dismissed it at first, but I love the dialogue and
communal info
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5654114946
2009-11-12 17:08:37
stevejmoore: Unlikely Word Origins Defined In 'Anonyponymous' http://su.pr/6r8AZE (via @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653972276
2009-11-12 17:08:10
stevejmoore: @rcburrell your link, it died!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653961296
2009-11-12 17:07:28
stevejmoore: RT @FaizaK: RT @web20classroom How To Link To A Certain Time In A You Tube Vid...http://is.gd/4TrCB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653944620
2009-11-12 16:55:37
stevejmoore: [video] What do school boards do? http://is.gd/4TsZn (via @schools4me)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653651640
2009-11-12 16:54:39
stevejmoore: [bookmarked] Teachers Should Analyze Student Work Together http://bit.ly/1y1eFH (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653628121
2009-11-12 16:52:17
stevejmoore: .@ProfeBarnes once you build a great community of support, it's hard to disconnect :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653570948
2009-11-12 16:47:23
stevejmoore: @ProfeBarnes in other words: you'll be fine :) Doable!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653451330
2009-11-12 16:46:42
stevejmoore: @ProfeBarnes taking two grad classes now, writing thesis, conducting univ research, coaching, blogging, and
publishing along w/ teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653434354
2009-11-12 16:43:48

stevejmoore: Ken O'Connor weighs in on grades: http://bit.ly/8avKi (via @ASCD & @mctownsley)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653362322
2009-11-12 16:35:47
stevejmoore: RT @edutopia: The Digital Generation: Up Close & Personal by Milton Chen (via @wfryer)
http://bit.ly/1zWqwu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5653163852
2009-11-12 04:23:17
stevejmoore: RT @wmchamberlain "when we focus on our stdnts I think our convos are productive. When we focus on
ourselves they become cntrproductive"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5640567708
2009-11-12 00:16:14
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Day, vey, en, oh as the French would say
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5634281103
2009-11-11 17:12:14
stevejmoore: @SharpYx thanks for reading! I almost went to Truman State, it's a good school. Are you in education or just poli
sci?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623851415
2009-11-11 17:08:09
stevejmoore: @klibrary so how do you get the educator account?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623748876
2009-11-11 17:06:54
stevejmoore: RT @SilviaSanto: Grammar Scavenger Hunt with Wordles http://bit.ly/EopRA (via @aaallain)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623717822
2009-11-11 17:04:11
stevejmoore: The animated gif for Torque on wikipedia does more 4 me in 2 sec than my prof in college did in a term
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torque
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623649122
2009-11-11 17:01:35
stevejmoore: What do zombies, teachers, and demolition men have in common? http://bit.ly/30HWkK #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623581636
2009-11-11 16:57:27
stevejmoore: [study hall] @hadleyjf we have a program coinciding w/ weekly late-start that is 20 min of available tutoring for
students, still new...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623474442
2009-11-11 16:53:40
stevejmoore: RT @Larryferlazzo: Harvard project names our town's wiki the "world's best local wiki"
http://tinyurl.com/yzrq3gp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623378662
2009-11-11 16:49:01
stevejmoore: Does your school use study hall periods? What sort of support is there for academic success?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5623260967
2009-11-11 04:06:29
stevejmoore: Watching the second episode of "V," so far it still feels like a hollow shell of better shows, maybe Diet Battlestar
Galactica at best. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5609720187
2009-11-11 02:48:07
stevejmoore: RT @MissouriJim Mashable!: How Social Media is Taking the News Local http://is.gd/4Scz2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607942329
2009-11-11 02:44:51
stevejmoore: RT @ChrisLAtkinson 40 Breathtaking Sports Shots by Photojournalists http://ff.im/-bhjR6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607866344

2009-11-11 02:36:19
stevejmoore: @thereadingzone first read Anne of Green Gables begrudgingly in college lit class, was happily surprised. A
wonderfully enjoyable read!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607665326
2009-11-11 02:34:52
stevejmoore: .@mmiller7571 that's how it works though! I see an admin doing (and even failing) at doing something good, I'm
more apt to do the same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607629690
2009-11-11 02:33:30
stevejmoore: @dgilson ahhhh poetry workshops :) the last bastions of a child's dreams to change the world with centeraligned, comic sans fonted poetry
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607596825
2009-11-11 02:26:24
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I haven't done much with it yet either, it'll be more useful when it opens up to everyone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607425080
2009-11-11 02:25:30
stevejmoore: .@MSTA wish I could come to both the #MSTA09 and the #NCTE09 but I chose going far away to Philly for
free over STL...next year!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607403424
2009-11-11 02:23:13
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 are you on Google Wave?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607347417
2009-11-11 02:21:39
stevejmoore: @Missourischools you spammed me via DM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607308969
2009-11-11 02:12:56
stevejmoore: the Missouri Educator Community map of the state is filling in with members come join us and share!
http://bit.ly/3jMg6D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5607096272
2009-11-11 02:01:55
stevejmoore: How many people can say they have someone on their fantasy football team who graduated from their high
school? Ladell Betts you're mine! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5606823404
2009-11-11 01:51:27
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 #edchat is a global conversation tracked every Tuesday http://bit.ly/2eLbQ9 by 1000s of educators,
check it out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5606562322
2009-11-11 01:49:55
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 the # denotes a "tag" which can be searched and tracked, think of it like a url link within Twitter
only.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5606524199
2009-11-11 00:50:49
stevejmoore: @mbteach you're right, $ is a fact we have to consider, but some districts continue to stifle free tech in favor of
control #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5605068144
2009-11-11 00:46:45
stevejmoore: @rjwassink lol, yeah it would be a quick death I think too. #edchat maybe someday...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5604967757
2009-11-11 00:46:10
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: How many Admins do not participate in PD for Edu Tech for fear of appearing lacking in front
of staff? #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5604953288

2009-11-11 00:44:31
stevejmoore: This is off-topic, but I wonder what the #edchat would look like in Google Wave...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5604911175
2009-11-11 00:42:45
stevejmoore: @mctownsley true true, keep me grounded :) making websites was my vehicle for the message #edchat learning >
$$
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5604867026
2009-11-11 00:41:21
stevejmoore: @hoprea what would you do with a student who couldn't use a pencil? #edchat you'd stop to teach them, tech is a
diff level but if time prmts
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5604832181
2009-11-11 23:56:32
stevejmoore: [reading] "The Bulletin Board Paradox" in which the 21st Century is trumped by the 19th. http://is.gd/4SWM3
(via @spedteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5633738109
2009-11-11 20:11:45
stevejmoore: An awesome Wordle of the most common crossword answers http://bit.ly/3qJ6JW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5628013840
2009-11-11 19:04:02
stevejmoore: @elanaleoni oh wow, Je suis tres jaloux! Must have been an awesome show!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5626521245
2009-11-11 18:21:48
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I wonder if the dagger symbol will display for you on Twitter, it usually shows most symbols...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625526946
2009-11-11 18:21:01
stevejmoore: @rcburrell That Justice album "â€ " is incredible.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625507905
2009-11-11 18:18:35
stevejmoore: RT @andorkish Google lowers price of online storage, doubles space - 20GB 4 $5/year! http://bit.ly/3asbU 1TB
$256/y (via @PeterVogel)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625449586
2009-11-11 18:17:35
stevejmoore: A little Daft Punk and Justice to wrap up my lunch break and energize through the post-food slump!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625424503
2009-11-11 18:16:33
stevejmoore: RT @cobida: Wagner at FSU The vast majority of reading comprehension problems are because of poor
decoding skills or lack of vocabulary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625399636
2009-11-11 18:15:57
stevejmoore: @MikeDial haha, sometimes it's good to remove the distractions :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625385229
2009-11-11 18:15:03
stevejmoore: "Helping Students Understand the Science Behind Viruses and Vaccines" http://bit.ly/myQYQ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5625362892
2009-11-10 03:25:15
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut oh wow, good luck with the disst! That's a big undertaking. What's your topic?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578735286
2009-11-10 03:04:13
stevejmoore: @bdn723 @awessley you guys are killing me with the books tag. Well done.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578226092

2009-11-10 03:03:02
stevejmoore: @CorwinThesis how was the golf earlier this week?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578196458
2009-11-10 03:02:32
stevejmoore: @bdn723 LOL, please there are at least 26 chapters, one for at least every letter of the alphabet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578184014
2009-11-10 03:01:55
stevejmoore: @FriedBob but I'd suggest just working on the breathing exercises if the knee and ankle pain is bad, maybe
simplify. Still very good stuff.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578167781
2009-11-10 03:01:06
stevejmoore: @FriedBob my parents used to do Tai Chi, very interesting. I used to do Yoga with my dad as a kid. Haven't
studied it since religion class.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5578145901
2009-11-10 02:54:05
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe did you get some good trade-in value for your Civic Si?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5577972743
2009-11-10 02:50:26
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe ok, now I feel prepared to punch you in the teeth and accept your sports car ownership. I DRIVE A
DODGE STRATUS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5577883924
2009-11-10 02:40:50
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 so are you getting the hang of Twitter yet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5577644705
2009-11-10 02:40:07
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 :D What a good reading to have
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5577626186
2009-11-10 02:27:27
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe niiiice still though /fistbump color? coupe or convertible?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5577308443
2009-11-10 02:05:17
stevejmoore: [reading] i carry your heart with me by ee cummings: http://bit.ly/FH123
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5576742940
2009-11-10 02:01:54
stevejmoore: felt sad that I didn't finish my paper earlier so I came home and made PB chip cookies (mine are never as fluffy
as Eva's...) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5576654514
2009-11-10 00:26:23
stevejmoore: @dmmagic interesting! Happy writing Matt!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5574158361
2009-11-10 00:24:43
stevejmoore: @kstewart01 that sounds like a good day!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5574114009
2009-11-10 00:21:14
stevejmoore: @dmmagic haha, what are you writing about? Pardon my interrupting tweet btw.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5574022332
2009-11-10 00:19:39
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck oh man, Zyrtec will put me to sleep in about five minutes. I can't take the stuff!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5573980136
2009-11-10 00:18:58

stevejmoore: @dmmagic I could enter NanNoWriMo this year, if I felt it would be fun to write an Education text book, lol. I'll
be well over 50k words!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5573962763
2009-11-10 00:17:46
stevejmoore: @dmmagic cranking through the large part of a 60 page paper? You wish you were there?! I'm hitting my very
carpal limits this Fall!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5573932176
2009-11-10 00:10:13
stevejmoore: @dmmagic that sounds like a plan, I wish I was going that route rather than sitting and writing at Hebrews...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5573730727
2009-11-09 02:42:09
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend: What a library sign should look like (via Blue Skunk Blog) http://bit.ly/32CqfZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5548500546
2009-11-08 20:34:07
stevejmoore: Educators: welcome my good friend and teacher colleague @caseydaugherty to Twitter! Show her how a PLN
works!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5540060856
2009-11-08 20:33:15
stevejmoore: @caseydaugherty hey you're on Twitter! Welcome to the conversation Casey!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5540041237
2009-11-08 20:14:22
stevejmoore: It's becoming pretty clear to me after 3 quarters. Jamaal Charles > Larry Johnson (via @ArrowheadPride)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5539622352
2009-11-08 20:13:34
stevejmoore: Screen Capture in OSX http://bit.ly/2tKkn9 (via @DigMo)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5539603964
2009-11-08 20:11:05
stevejmoore: @MathPrinciples thanks very much for the mention :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5539546732
2009-11-08 20:07:59
stevejmoore: Another great day to be a Chiefs fan. If anyone needs me I'll be crying in a corner somewhere. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5539477869
2009-11-07 22:27:15
stevejmoore: An introduction to the http://MissouriEd.Ning.com http://missouried.ning.com/video/missouri-educators made
with @Animoto
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5516671453
2009-11-07 21:14:23
stevejmoore: RT @kenroyal Look out! Another one of those bogus 100 Lists is out there! Just nonsense--please avoid.
100+Leader+Twitter=Ad Farm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5515193273
2009-11-07 21:13:29
stevejmoore: Members from all over Missouri http://bit.ly/4vEePs are on the MEC now! http://missouried.ning.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5515174208
2009-11-07 21:10:59
stevejmoore: The Universe on History Channel this afternoon was on black holes, time-travel, and sci-fi tech. I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5515119558
2009-11-07 21:09:25
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign I'll be sure to share as soon as I finish! I'm doing an into video for the
http://missouried.ning.com (join up Chris!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5515085980

2009-11-07 21:08:47
stevejmoore: @triefy that works for my feed, but I was curious if there was a way to syndicate Twitter lists, any ideas?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5515073405
2009-11-07 19:24:12
stevejmoore: @tseale I know! The feeling of satisfaction after you make one is very high. Kids could definitely benefit from
using it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5512963750
2009-11-07 19:20:28
stevejmoore: Hadn't noticed until just now, I crossed 8,000 tweets this morning. Zingo Zango!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5512889151
2009-11-07 19:11:17
stevejmoore: Thanks to @CMillerDesign for introducing me to @Animoto months and months ago, it's been in the back of my
mind for a long time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5512705033
2009-11-07 19:10:22
stevejmoore: @msstewart I'm just about done with my first full-length video! It's such a great service!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5512686610
2009-11-07 19:06:22
stevejmoore: just now made the time to truly play around with @animoto. Got a membership and starting making presentations!
I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5512608104
2009-11-07 18:12:38
stevejmoore: @tpman24 yeah, there is for my feed, but I'm trying to syndicate a list @stevejmoore/missouried no luck yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5511504897
2009-11-07 17:21:08
stevejmoore: @jenwagner @damian613 muchos graÃ§ias!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5510425746
2009-11-07 17:05:36
stevejmoore: Shared: A Program Teaches Teens What to Believe in the Digital World http://bit.ly/2zrEWo (via @clifmims &
@edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5510096800
2009-11-07 16:48:13
stevejmoore: Does anyone know if you can read a Twitter list in an RSS reader?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5509718737
2009-11-07 16:34:37
stevejmoore: RT @colonelb: Why r we so worried abt tchr-stdnt social networking yet we give teens keys 2 drive cars - the
#1 teen killer? (via @bltg)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5509426451
2009-11-07 05:02:26
stevejmoore: "How to play piano like Philip Glass" Go ahead. Try not to love Torley. http://bit.ly/36Ia11 (via
@CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5499549697
2009-11-06 22:05:21
stevejmoore: @tpman24 you won't be disappointed, it's a powerful book.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5490283535
2009-11-06 20:00:56
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut converting would undo all of my previous loyalty I'm afraid. I could never root for the Cards :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5487471675
2009-11-06 19:30:47
stevejmoore: The sad state of Baseball in KC: @KCRoyals: Royals Decline 2010 Options on Crisp, Olivo and Yabuta
http://is.gd/4P3og #royals

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5486790622
2009-11-06 19:19:38
stevejmoore: it's so sad how slow my school computer goes when I try to use Wave, all my virtual memory is eaten up!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5486532761
2009-11-06 19:16:03
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO I see now I misread "can't" :) I think there's an impt. discussion behind assumptions in the
video, would b a good blog entry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5486451301
2009-11-06 18:45:09
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO oh no I was enjoying the satire of the video! I agree with you the idea is ludicrous!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5485731266
2009-11-06 18:21:00
stevejmoore: Very cool that @ScottElias's students used a flash mob in the cafeteria to advertise for a school event!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5485159413
2009-11-06 18:19:58
stevejmoore: RT @educationceo LOL Who can save troubled schools? The Nice White Lady? http://bit.ly/2rWHIq.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5485134148
2009-11-06 17:09:08
stevejmoore: .@GAStroz the public and private worlds may be separated in structure, but there are great lessons that can
translate.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5483426611
2009-11-06 16:37:36
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA MO teachers @ELanghorst, @stevejmoore, @jyokley, @KTVee, @Shaybert,, @tosaelliott,
@debraprice, @mgier, @TammyFlowers #ff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5482639971
2009-11-06 16:35:15
stevejmoore: @GAStroz I love reading biz-organizational mgmt- the ed world/community of teachers is similar in many ways
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5482580987
2009-11-06 16:30:56
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen once I got a VM that just said "I am a being" I never knew what it was supposed to say.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5482470650
2009-11-06 15:55:57
stevejmoore: RT @oliverquinlan: My class blogged: Similie Poems http://bit.ly/21ILFJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481591574
2009-11-06 15:50:48
stevejmoore: #followfriday @russeltarr actively provides great ed materials. Add him to your PLN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481464878
2009-11-06 15:49:54
stevejmoore: #followfriday @russeltarr is always linking me with good stuff.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481442351
2009-11-06 15:39:58
stevejmoore: #followfriday @elanaleoni is engaging on @edutopia as well as here. Add her to your PLN and benefit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481200966
2009-11-06 15:38:18
stevejmoore: #followfriday St. Joe MO is lucky to have @nashworld and @drdial as leaders in ed tech.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481161214
2009-11-06 15:36:53
stevejmoore: #followfriday It's great to see district leaders like MO Sup't @bltg engaged in personal learning networks.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481126871

2009-11-06 15:35:34
stevejmoore: #followfriday Teachers: Subscribe to @RussGoerend He will make you :-) Maybe even lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481093959
2009-11-06 15:34:09
stevejmoore: #followfriday I keep RTing and reading @Ed_Leadership (via @ASCD) tweets. Great value to my PLN.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5481058912
2009-11-06 03:01:25
stevejmoore: There is an inverse correlation between how clean my house is and how much of my review of literature is done
at any given time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5468625617
2009-11-06 02:42:50
stevejmoore: @francis_grey V was not that great, less of a joke than the Fringe pilot, but nothing close to BSG or Virtuality.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5468172874
2009-11-06 02:08:53
stevejmoore: @dolt287 V wasn't terrible, but compared to Ron Moore's work...sigh. I'll give V another episode though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5467352749
2009-11-06 01:53:04
stevejmoore: It makes me sad that V is on TV and Virtuality didn't get picked up. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5466963253
2009-11-06 01:44:39
stevejmoore: @Price86 what's the other?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5466763171
2009-11-06 00:57:22
stevejmoore: @Linda704 that's good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5465617403
2009-11-06 00:56:48
stevejmoore: Watching "V" from the other night on DVR #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5465603886
2009-11-06 00:53:02
stevejmoore: The Future Of The Web: Where Will We Be In Five Years? http://ff.im/-b3iqF (via @ChrisLAtkinson)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5465513530
2009-11-06 00:15:49
stevejmoore: RT @YESPrep: "The single greatest factor determining the achievement of any student is his or her teacher."
http://bit.ly/313dfE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5464610074
2009-11-05 03:12:27
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain twenty push-ups! <blows coach whistle>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439598668
2009-11-05 03:11:10
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach yeah, you and I are in similar territory, but @courosa uses Twitter in a lot of classes.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439565584
2009-11-05 03:00:48
stevejmoore: [wow!] Talk about activity, @courosa has reached 30k tweets.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439300477
2009-11-05 02:57:51
stevejmoore: @ghartman Ooo, you need to check with @CMillerDesign, he's an Animoto champ.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439214368
2009-11-05 02:57:01
stevejmoore: @garystager haha, the genius of American snack foods never cease to amaze me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439190950

2009-11-05 02:51:02
stevejmoore: My wife made some strange spicy shrimp and noodle concoction, I'm not sure what it is, but I'm eating it and it's
delicious. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5439043216
2009-11-05 01:56:19
stevejmoore: RT @ShellTerrell How to Win Friends & Support People on Twitter by @nealchambers http://bit.ly/1jQ2Y1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5437633438
2009-11-05 01:37:30
stevejmoore: @thadhaines strangely, I read that and saw a Michael Mann film and a 1970s L. Frank Baum inspired musical in
my head (Not an NBA fan, lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5437142694
2009-11-05 01:33:19
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, good deal. Sadly, I was born a Royals fan, which was great then because they were
awesome in the early 80s! Now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5437025574
2009-11-05 01:27:52
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, so you're a Yanks fan with a giant TV? I will hold back my comments ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436884862
2009-11-05 01:27:16
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung haha, no matter what you put on pizza...it's still delicious. Man/woman-kind's greatest food-vention.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436870119
2009-11-05 01:21:41
stevejmoore: Motivation is contagious! Spread something good to your "neighbors."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436729924
2009-11-05 01:20:26
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung ohhh I love homemade pizza. Now I'm wishing I had more than coffee...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436698804
2009-11-05 01:17:05
stevejmoore: Good 4-piece jazz set @TheCoffeeEthic no, wait, they are excellent! http://twitpic.com/ob2kv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436616770
2009-11-05 00:58:35
stevejmoore: Google co-founder advocates for tech in schools http://bit.ly/3ywKf (via @cmt1)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436140263
2009-11-05 00:55:46
stevejmoore: live music set of some sort @TheCoffeeEthic, I'm guessing jazz (yessss)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436067739
2009-11-05 00:54:34
stevejmoore: @KeithTeach the person you want to ask about smartboards is @web20classroom hopefully he'll see
this/respond with help :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5436036866
2009-11-05 00:21:42
stevejmoore: @nyates314 that's awesome! You've got some good connections then!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5435200276
2009-11-05 00:15:53
stevejmoore: New post on @KenRoyal's ERT http://bit.ly/89TXa "Move the World? Don't Look in the Mirror..." What
motivates educators?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5435050720
2009-11-05 23:56:37
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey Haha, no need to change your coffee choice, I stick by my black coffee. Hope your day is better
tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5464141524

2009-11-05 23:55:50
stevejmoore: @Linda704 It is still TNR for MLA, but 6th Ed. APA is ONLY Arial now (used to be you had a choice b/t it and
something)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5464122696
2009-11-05 23:23:24
stevejmoore: "Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth tries" - James A. Michener (via @NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5463333637
2009-11-05 23:21:41
stevejmoore: Sometimes I get very tired of staring at Arial font. I wish it wasn't the APA standard :/ #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5463291049
2009-11-05 21:16:20
stevejmoore: RT @kylepace: RT @tomwhitby: This was our LA presentation."Twitter & Education" #140conf pan
http://bit.ly/1Kyu2z w/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5460110325
2009-11-05 20:02:48
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl I'm reading through some administrative PDFs and noticed that they used "On going" rather than
"ongoing" which is correct?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5458335130
2009-11-05 19:47:15
stevejmoore: Connect with PLC data http://www.allthingsplc.info/plcLocator.php based on state
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5457979548
2009-11-05 19:42:22
stevejmoore: Is your school a PLC? Great site on research, evidence, and tools for PLCs http://www.allthingsplc.info/ via
@NMHS_Principal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5457869179
2009-11-05 19:40:11
stevejmoore: @canyonsdave @jonbecker I think influence doesn't necessarily mean visible response like we get with Twitter,
leaders need to reach people
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5457820396
2009-11-05 19:36:51
stevejmoore: RT @canyonsdave: @jonbecker I would say that a lot of educators on Twitter have been a good influence on me
and my leadership.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5457746787
2009-11-05 19:33:00
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: RT @Twilliamson15: "Leave emotional baggage out as a teacher, kids bring enough
with them to school" Mark McLeod
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5457659777
2009-11-04 23:14:55
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach make that NBCT rather
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5433516237
2009-11-04 03:33:17
stevejmoore: @HebrewsCoffee should really stay open later than 10pm!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5411043159
2009-11-04 03:25:37
stevejmoore: @smartinez haha, isn't that a great surprise? If only there were sometimes extra paychecks stacked in there...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5410865333
2009-11-04 02:48:22
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend @WmChamberlain awww you can't beat a kids chorus singing a classic like Landslide.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5409987327
2009-11-04 02:45:46
stevejmoore: Missouri Educators Ning is off to a great start! Be sure to check it out if you're a Show Me Stater!

http://MissouriEd.ning.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5409925937
2009-11-04 02:14:57
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend hmmm not sure, if you do then I know it's free. I'm signed in.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5409180433
2009-11-04 02:09:09
stevejmoore: @andorkish Is that the book by Wiggins and McTighe?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5409039393
2009-11-04 01:41:51
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal Would love to hear your thoughts on PLC's; respond here http://bit.ly/1W8K9E
#education #edutopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5408369280
2009-11-04 01:41:15
stevejmoore: Listening to Regina Spektor makes me glad to be alive :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5408355605
2009-11-04 01:29:51
stevejmoore: @mrdooley thank you so much for sharing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5408129518
2009-11-04 00:51:19
stevejmoore: RT @tonnet RT @Ellsbeth As teachers, it is our DUTY to go outside of our learning style comfort zone to meet
the needs of our students
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5407130066
2009-11-04 00:13:25
stevejmoore: @web20classroom @kjarrett don't have much time to game anymore sadly, but the last thing I bought on Steam
was the King's Quest series lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5406180602
2009-11-04 00:08:22
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby Definitely! I will add it now. I have your #140 conf video up as well. Working on a welcome post.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5406054682
2009-11-03 04:35:35
stevejmoore: @francis_grey go do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5383583128
2009-11-03 04:14:10
stevejmoore: According to ESPN Tony Gonzalez's new first name is Future-Hall-of-Famer #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5383110876
2009-11-03 04:10:41
stevejmoore: This whole GMC "may the best car win" thing would more easily win me over if they had been able to sell
enough cars to avoid bankruptcy. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5383036805
2009-11-03 04:08:34
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ Oh no! Good luck, you can do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382992994
2009-11-03 03:58:45
stevejmoore: "We are perishing for want of wonder, not for want of wonders." GK Chesterton (via @jgates513)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382778352
2009-11-03 03:55:55
stevejmoore: So tired but I can't tear myself away from MNF...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382718228
2009-11-03 03:50:56
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain lol, amen to that!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382609518
2009-11-03 03:50:25
stevejmoore: @sandynay Thought it was a great line, Carnegie's I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382598224
2009-11-03 03:44:35
stevejmoore: U can make more friends in 2 months by becoming interested in other ppl than U can in 2 years trying to get other
ppl interested in U
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5382471757
2009-11-03 03:01:17
stevejmoore: @jc_library welcome to the conversation! Twitter is a great place for learning and connecting.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381464277
2009-11-03 02:59:28
stevejmoore: RT @mcleod Google Chrome gets bookmark syncing (finally!) http://bit.ly/1jGTSW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381416462
2009-11-03 02:58:45
stevejmoore: @GAStroz Anytime! Glad to have you on my page!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381400449
2009-11-03 02:57:54
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO As a KC fan, I'm also tied to your TE Tony Gonzalez, I was sad to see him leave, but
maybe your Falcons can give him a ring...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381380734
2009-11-03 02:56:21
stevejmoore: @msgregson great video tutorials on rational exponents http://bit.ly/LcCPs as an eng teach, I say you need a good
metaphor to make them fun
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381344166
2009-11-03 02:52:54
stevejmoore: @EDUCATIONCEO I take it you're a fan since you're in ATL :) I've got Matt Ryan as my Fantasy QB :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381260821
2009-11-03 02:50:08
stevejmoore: interception by Falcon's Grimes is the sickest thing I've seen tonight on MNF. Brees didn't see that vertical
coming!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381193562
2009-11-03 02:44:19
stevejmoore: RT NMHS_Principal RT @tonnet: Hand-outs about different aspects of the writing process. - http://is.gd/4LAKI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381052813
2009-11-03 02:43:33
stevejmoore: RT @nlubrano RT @edteck: Feed your PLN with Teacher-Led PD: 11 Reasons For Using Classroom Walk
Throughs http://bit.ly/3ZvEqT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5381033781
2009-11-03 02:13:01
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 haha, that must have been fun! I have a lesson about learning to read dealing with skating lingo, I
have to dig it out now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5380275183
2009-11-03 02:05:24
stevejmoore: @GiftedTeechur Lykke til! (good luck!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5380082572
2009-11-03 23:54:36
stevejmoore: @web20classroom @kjarrett I'll be we could run the Internet with our powers combined...or maybe just play
Call of Duty while tweeting... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405707811

2009-11-03 23:53:17
stevejmoore: @web20classroom @kjarrett ahh nerddome :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405676492
2009-11-03 23:51:55
stevejmoore: @edutopia I can't help but draw philosophical comparisons to TEP in NY, both are doing fascinating things for
Ed, love the HS schedules
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405644281
2009-11-03 23:50:48
stevejmoore: @kjarrett @web20classroom built my mid-range PC last year Win7 x64, 4 gig 1066 ram, 2x 2.4 Intel, 550 W
PSU, P35 board, ati8600 hdmi vid
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405617768
2009-11-03 23:46:46
stevejmoore: Very interesting resources from the YES Prep program via @edutopia http://bit.ly/1LcyEh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405522374
2009-11-03 23:42:48
stevejmoore: [Missouri Edus] in emulation of @TomWhitby's http://EduPLN.ning.com: The Missouri Educators Ning
http://missouried.ning.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405427254
2009-11-03 23:39:03
stevejmoore: @Lkeesing Welcome to the conversation! Twitter is a great place to learn and share.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405336115
2009-11-03 23:38:44
stevejmoore: @BarbC711 Welcome to the conversation! Twitter is a great place to learn and share.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5405328703
2009-11-02 03:00:56
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach it's tedious to copy/paste so much on the iPhone :) and I thought the dog's cuteness would win you
over :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353793748
2009-11-02 02:58:34
stevejmoore: RT @francis_grey: Unofficial Word Count for the region so far: 165,838; that puts SGFMO fourth in the world,
unofficially #nanowrimo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353739047
2009-11-02 02:58:01
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach @cfraser150 it was cleaned very quicky! Sorry for sharing the grossness ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353726983
2009-11-02 02:56:06
stevejmoore: RT @shakespeare4kid: Top 10 Shakespeare quotes: http://tiny.cc/rpgxm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353684576
2009-11-02 02:54:43
stevejmoore: RT @jdornberg: @jonbecker remember what the redsox said about Damon? looks like Jesus, acts like judas,
throws like Mary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353652839
2009-11-02 02:52:23
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: if you haven't voted for the #edchat topic take time to review the choices and vote!
http://is.gd/4Km7e
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353598886
2009-11-02 02:38:25
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach poor thing didn't like the windy roads in rural Missouri :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353278704
2009-11-02 02:35:33
stevejmoore: RT @schools4me: TEDTalks : Why can't we grow new body parts? - Alan Russell (2006) http://is.gd/4KnTV

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353213204
2009-11-02 02:33:02
stevejmoore: Dropped my iPhone in dog puke today. Gross. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5353155186
2009-10-31 23:36:20
stevejmoore: Differentiated Instruction Allows Students to Succeed | Edutopia: http://bit.ly/dQzw7 #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5325459865
2009-10-31 21:52:42
stevejmoore: @msstewart short Ethernet cord? Sounds like a serious nerd crime!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5323539036
2009-10-31 19:37:47
stevejmoore: @helenabaert as far as I'm aware it's impossible to delete IE in windows, that's how it used to be anyways...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5320923478
2009-10-31 19:35:26
stevejmoore: RT @dmmagic: This is fascinating, I'm reading an issue of Life magazine from 1951. More interesting than
current news: http://bit.ly/29gqIn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5320878857
2009-10-31 19:33:14
stevejmoore: RT @ASCD_Inservice: #ascdfc Darnell - Observing classrooms is important for not only administrators, but
also for teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5320836385
2009-10-31 19:32:04
stevejmoore: @peoplegogy @russgoerend especially considering all of us here are passionate about the way we teach and
work :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5320813070
2009-10-31 19:31:18
stevejmoore: @peoplegogy @russgoerend sometimes it's hard to be clear in 140 characters, hope I haven't misread any one's
true intent!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5320798318
2009-10-31 17:17:33
stevejmoore: RT @edtechsteve: @tomwhitby @stevejmoore I think it's important to stress "reflection" rather than
"REFLECTION". It shouldn't be too formal.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5318096187
2009-10-31 16:33:11
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN Just opened a group for Educators interested in tching Reading. http://bit.ly/gvtFL Join the
site, join the group.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5317130242
2009-10-31 16:18:59
stevejmoore: .@peoplegogy and if you divorce reflection from any part of planning then your plans will be crippled.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316821004
2009-10-31 16:03:27
stevejmoore: RT @peoplegogy lesson plans are different from lesson planning. [seriously?] what do you think PLN? Offer
your thoughts to @peoplegogy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316481822
2009-10-31 15:56:22
stevejmoore: RT @concretekax: @tomwhitby @stevejmoore Reflection is demonstrable. Best learned by observing reflective
practitioners.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316326859
2009-10-31 15:47:43
stevejmoore: .@peoplegogy I think you're putting way too much emphasis on TITLE, "lesson planning" is so many things, not
standardizeable.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316143008
2009-10-31 15:45:55
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby think you've got to model it many times, develop it as a habit for new teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316105132
2009-10-31 15:41:10
stevejmoore: Reflection has EVERYTHING to do with teaching, planning, and facilitating learning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5316002937
2009-10-31 15:30:45
stevejmoore: @fallapart your apostrophe in Hallowe'en is a nice linguistic kernel!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5315782791
2009-10-31 15:28:13
stevejmoore: .@peoplegogy I hear what u say about a roadmap, but reflection on where you were before is vital if you want to
go somewhere worthwhile.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5315728881
2009-10-31 15:26:06
stevejmoore: .@peoplegogy @mme_henderson I'm sorry but if reflection isn't a part of every act of teaching then you are
failing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5315684548
2009-10-31 15:23:51
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5315636603
2009-10-31 15:20:42
stevejmoore: @wcarozza great respect and thanks to those who work on school budgets.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5315569865
2009-10-31 02:50:56
stevejmoore: @mrpotter PLANTAAAINNNNSSSSSS!!! #veganzombiecon <--that was my favorite :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5305221652
2009-10-31 02:40:45
stevejmoore: @mrpotter if you type in "#treat" you get something fun too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5305017036
2009-10-31 02:38:31
stevejmoore: RT @mrpotter Go to your twitter page and type in "#trick" and nothing else in the What are you doing? box Click
update, prepare to enjoy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5304971173
2009-10-31 02:22:37
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc @OJTien it appears I'm in good company :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5304636689
2009-10-31 02:09:19
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc Isn't it great? I love the Kronos Quartet and if you haven't heard Metamorphosis you need to get it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5304354095
2009-10-31 02:08:37
stevejmoore: @irasocol Yes, just like ballet has to contribute to your jazz, hip-hop, musical theatre and lyrical performance
too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5304339105
2009-10-31 01:51:39
stevejmoore: I'm listening to Philip Glass Radio (http://bit.ly/4BnMwH) #pandora
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5303973604
2009-10-31 01:36:02
stevejmoore: @irasocol and classical ballet is one genre in a complete dance education, you need tap, jazz, and others to
support. Same with "tests" mayb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5303645182
2009-10-31 01:31:05
stevejmoore: @irasocol can't post the whole article on mixed measures, but it's in @ASCD's latest EL magazine
http://bit.ly/9YRwg (interesting quote)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5303540253
2009-10-31 01:12:51
stevejmoore: "Students should understand that tests are a genre, one they are capable of mastering" -Douglas Fisher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5303153355
2009-10-30 23:58:15
stevejmoore: @BillCelis Personal Learning Network! Sorry, add that to the many existing initialisms in Education :) It's a
fairly new one.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5301544287
2009-10-30 20:58:25
stevejmoore: Missouri Teachers, Admins, and Schools http://bit.ly/4vjcla Message me if you need added!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5297568894
2009-10-30 19:57:14
stevejmoore: Check this video out -- #140conf Interview #37 w/ @tomwhitby http://bit.ly/3em0WG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5296205862
2009-10-30 19:40:39
stevejmoore: I must say, the new Win7 commercials (and the OS) are a step in the right direction. MS is starting to get it I
think.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5295835844
2009-10-30 19:38:31
stevejmoore: I'm going to have to set some time aside to play with Lists later.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5295787873
2009-10-30 19:28:00
stevejmoore: @debraprice81 That was my week last week. Frustrating and draining. Hope you can recharge this weekend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5295551267
2009-10-30 19:17:24
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: The Educator's PLN continues to grow. If you are not part of it, you need to be. Join Now!
www.edupln.ning.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5295316596
2009-10-30 19:16:54
stevejmoore: @irasocol I can think of a lot of reasons why instruction of adults should differ from that of 5 year olds
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5295305445
2009-10-30 18:56:45
stevejmoore: .@thadhaines obviously folks here on Twitter like @NMHS_Principal @ScottElias yourself and many others are
not unknowledgeable about tech :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5294848921
2009-10-30 18:55:41
stevejmoore: .@thadhaines maybe that was a bad quote, I didn't mean to imply that so broadly! Click through to read
@McLeod's post.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5294825043
2009-10-30 02:39:29
stevejmoore: JV Academic Team has a perfect record! 0-3, haha! They fought valiantly and lost with dignity.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5277269786
2009-10-29 02:15:39
stevejmoore: RT@mmiller7571 RT @DrDial: "Who Evaluates the Principal?" http://bit.ly/2tGXCz I needed to hear this via
@ASCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5248204844

2009-10-29 02:13:41
stevejmoore: @dgilson haha, I thought you were going to show a large pile of wasted print-outs from the library, but this was
just as funny
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5248155889
2009-10-29 02:04:05
stevejmoore: RT @EdTech4Me Nominate Your Tech-Savvy Superintendent eSchool News nominations accepted until 10/30
http://j.mp/4vDuP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247916144
2009-10-29 01:58:05
stevejmoore: @joevans you've been hacked. Your acct just spam DM'd me. Tell people not to respond to DMs with links and
txt "This you??"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247760739
2009-10-29 01:54:00
stevejmoore: How many former KC Royals are there in the World Series right now? I count Johnny Damon and Raul IbÃ£nez
at least... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247657807
2009-10-29 01:39:57
stevejmoore: My doctor said it appears my fight or flight response has been replaced by the cookie or cake response. (via
@funnyoneliners)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247290986
2009-10-29 01:31:50
stevejmoore: @Arithmeroo I'm an English teacher. I teach reading and writing to high school freshman :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5247084378
2009-10-29 01:20:01
stevejmoore: "Whenever you find you are on the side of the majority, it is time to pause and reflect." ~Mark Twain (via
@courosa)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5246782570
2009-10-29 20:07:46
stevejmoore: @msstewart hey thanks! Maybe you can start a team, it's a highlight in my week to practice with them :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5267850946
2009-10-29 19:15:37
stevejmoore: @officialSPS he taught one of my grad classes, what an inspiring role model for teachers, parents, admins, and
students!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5266644303
2009-10-29 19:07:58
stevejmoore: Congrats to @officialSPS Elem principal Jason Anderson on being named an NAESP Distinguished Principal for
MO! A Wonderful leader
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5266464615
2009-10-29 17:14:28
stevejmoore: Great post from @iMrsF on education/parenting/defending choices "Romanticizing"
http://follisfiles.wordpress.com/2009/10/11/romanticizing/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5263841822
2009-10-29 16:54:42
stevejmoore: Grammar? Spelling? The whole thing makes me sic [sic]. RT @cravenheart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5263369407
2009-10-29 15:23:21
stevejmoore: @kiel_m did you get a DSLR?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5261164181
2009-10-29 15:13:58
stevejmoore: @msgregson I think you can directly import m4a files into iMovie, my wife uses iMovie to cut music sometimes
and does that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5260935791

2009-10-29 15:12:27
stevejmoore: [reading] via @HopeStreetGroup: teacher eval systems and obj. measures of student achievement
http://ow.ly/xiG6 #edreform
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5260899858
2009-10-29 15:09:08
stevejmoore: I may or may not have just eaten all of the mini Mr. Goodbars from my class stash of candy...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5260820834
2009-10-29 15:04:29
stevejmoore: RT @CBlohmAssoc: RT @ASCD: Myths and facts about H1N1 from flu.gov: http://ow.ly/xk5y #h1n1edu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5260708544
2009-10-29 15:00:37
stevejmoore: @MissSheri :) strangely enough my wife is the same, we both hate ketchup and PB & Js!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5260612879
2009-10-29 13:58:00
stevejmoore: .@kdwashburn @edutopia oh but I can hope right? :-D I'd settle for a ton-ton sleeping bag I can climb into in
Hoth-like winters...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5259168278
2009-10-29 13:51:04
stevejmoore: There's nothing better than being surprised at how well a student expresses emotion or ideas in writing. I love
discovering that :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5259019478
2009-10-29 13:48:13
stevejmoore: Excited for the first Varsity and JV Academic Team meet tonight in Ozark! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5258959872
2009-10-29 13:30:32
stevejmoore: 1/2 day today for parent-teacher conferences. Kids are doing some vocabulary journaling while reading. Good
way to end the week early! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5258583901
2009-10-29 12:02:37
stevejmoore: @timlauer makes me sad, when I lived in KC those were the guys I watched play!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5256951902
2009-10-28 20:11:30
stevejmoore: Time for the Tournament of Knowledge! Some brain-on-brain tet-a-tet academic throwdowns!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5239239257
2009-10-28 20:09:47
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe was that from a Jim Gaffigan stand-up piece? Did you just Gaffigan me?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5239200445
2009-10-28 19:24:02
stevejmoore: @jdornberg just make it, "are you smarter than a ten-year-old?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5238182216
2009-10-28 19:02:42
stevejmoore: @charlie1312 go to www.portableapps.com and follow the installation steps. Drop files onto pendrive, open
drive on PC, select "writer"!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5237711282
2009-10-28 18:31:24
stevejmoore: RT @NBPTS: From today's Accomplished Teacher: Massachusetts school library is only lending e-books
http://sbne.ws/r/3avZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5237021163
2009-10-28 18:30:36
stevejmoore: RT @drmmtatom: RT @ASCD: The 2 wk period for free download of the 3rd Whole Child e-book on supporting
the whole child begins nxt Tue

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5237002893
2009-10-28 18:30:12
stevejmoore: RT @PeterVogel: Don't react to DMs of the form "hi. this you on here?" apparently from legit followers followed
by a "blog" URL.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5236993172
2009-10-28 17:22:57
stevejmoore: @msstewart did you have any doubt that I was as mature as a little girl?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5235492697
2009-10-28 17:13:23
stevejmoore: RT @jodylo: RT @msgregson pretty sweet guide to garageband (with pictures!) http://bit.ly/2qnTf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5235272088
2009-10-28 17:12:48
stevejmoore: @alfredtwo I'm allergic to beer, but I see it as having the same appeal as coffee 4 me: interest in how/where it
was made/artisanship/flavor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5235258893
2009-10-28 17:09:41
stevejmoore: @ddraper lol, that's a great question. I have a class library so I just tried not to cover the blurb, but no clue on
"real" librarians.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5235187319
2009-10-28 17:07:45
stevejmoore: RT @russeltarr: Google's Eric Schmidt on What the Web Will Look Like in 5 Years: http://tinyurl.com/ylag5mp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5235142382
2009-10-28 04:09:00
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend: RT @mctownsley: Giving students a license to fail? http://bit.ly/28yAhl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5221994437
2009-10-28 02:52:00
stevejmoore: @MrEarly1 oh, and don't read "you St. Joe people" as pejorative, lol. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5220352655
2009-10-28 02:51:26
stevejmoore: @MrEarly1 I know right!? I was admiring your class ning, very nice! Excited to see you St. Joe people doing
great things w/ tech!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5220339335
2009-10-28 02:39:02
stevejmoore: You don't have to pay me $125k/year, I want this schedule as a teacher: http://www.tepcharter.org/work-day.php
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5220047614
2009-10-28 02:22:08
stevejmoore: This is pretty much the best thing I've ever seen. http://bit.ly/octoshark (via @andrewjaustin)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5219627614
2009-10-28 02:16:45
stevejmoore: RT@bltg RT @MSTA: Retirement contributions for Missouri school employees in PSRS/PEERS to
increase...again. http://bit.ly/3nqiNe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5219490220
2009-10-28 02:13:54
stevejmoore: @MrEarly1 I'm with you on LJ, been saying it since his hold-out a few years ago. He has the wrong attitude!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5219416540
2009-10-28 02:12:12
stevejmoore: Google Wave Will Launch an App Store [Google Wave] http://ff.im/-aCEDk (via @ChrisLAtkinson)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5219372845
2009-10-28 01:15:22
stevejmoore: @fisher1000 haha! I did not see that one, but I concur based on your rendition.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5217680951
2009-10-28 01:14:45
stevejmoore: @aenclade grew up in KC suburb (rich school, not me) now teaching in semi-rural SW MO school, very positive
student interaction/control
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5217662425
2009-10-28 01:02:34
stevejmoore: @aenclade schools are changing though...I see more freedom for kids in school today than when I was a student,
less rigid
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5217290853
2009-10-28 00:34:30
stevejmoore: RT @russeltarr: Web Economy Jargon Generator - http://tinyurl.com/klkeyd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5216420331
2009-10-28 00:33:55
stevejmoore: .@fisher1000 "You would expect hammerhead sharks to be more useful." <--my fav
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5216401168
2009-10-28 00:31:00
stevejmoore: @awessley here here, I do concur with your statement. KC needs more sports so we can lament their failures
duly! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5216302517
2009-10-28 00:14:14
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach My 1st suggestion for incorporating tech is always RSS reader (google reader) and ed blogs.
Warms people up to web 2.0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5215775123
2009-10-28 00:06:09
stevejmoore: RT @raysadad When we see teachers exhibit a spark of curiosity about ed tech, we should be prepared to
mentor. #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5215543374
2009-10-27 23:54:49
stevejmoore: @kylepace amen to that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5215225691
2009-10-27 23:48:01
stevejmoore: RT @Larryferlazzo Adventures of Helvetica man http://bit.ly/4z4IOt #typography
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5215043214
2009-10-27 23:46:30
stevejmoore: @MaryKayG oh snap! "Teach for 25 years or teach one year 25 times??? #edchat " Good way of putting it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5215004196
2009-10-27 23:45:04
stevejmoore: @philhart @kylepace that stagnant teach might be "fine," but I'll be his/her students are not!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5214965489
2009-10-27 02:34:52
stevejmoore: .@BillCelis @GAstroz and I are pretty lucky, optimistic guys, that's how we roll.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5190904130
2009-10-27 02:32:28
stevejmoore: RT @debatekc2010 The 2010 NFL National Tournament website is up and running! Check it out
http://debatekc2010.org (via @CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5190848498
2009-10-27 02:30:32
stevejmoore: RT @ELanghorst Springsteen concert in KC canceled after a member of his traveling party is found dead in KC
hotel : http://bit.ly/3z2Non
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5190801428

2009-10-27 02:15:34
stevejmoore: How Lucky are You? Worth reading! http://bit.ly/15JSL8 via @GAstroz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5190448237
2009-10-27 02:07:39
stevejmoore: RT@kylepace RT @FaizaK: The study room at http://WordAhead.com now has over 900 videos and flash cards
for English Vocabulary.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5190260798
2009-10-27 01:49:51
stevejmoore: @francis_grey http://twitpic.com/n2q6s - isn't the MSU campus just gorgeous right now? I have a few pics of
from trees now too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5189824459
2009-10-27 01:21:42
stevejmoore: Let's get administrators going on modelling http://tr.im/D7CJ (via @Braddo @KenRoyal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5189128901
2009-10-27 01:13:29
stevejmoore: RT @chollingsworth Exactly what wine do you pair with candy corn? Smarties? http://bit.ly/110JDg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5188924588
2009-10-27 01:09:39
stevejmoore: @francis_grey of I'll prove it if it goes down on Friday--wait...we have no school on Friday, I suppose Thursday.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5188831501
2009-10-27 01:04:35
stevejmoore: RT @GrammarGirl We're giving away a "Grammar Devotional" every day for >2 weeks starting 11/27:
http://tinyurl.com/yz3r4sj Scroll down.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5188707984
2009-10-27 00:26:22
stevejmoore: "A smooth sea never made a skilled mariner." English Proverb (via @stillsafe &@BillCelis)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5187775390
2009-10-27 00:03:03
stevejmoore: â€œWhere your talents and the needs of the world cross lies your calling.â€ -Aristotle via @michelleflores &
@tonnet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5187188635
2009-10-27 00:01:59
stevejmoore: RT @TeachaKidd The teacher in me wants to know if this reads as "exploding iguanas" or "exploding
population?" LOL http://ping.fm/gH9Fu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5187160316
2009-10-26 23:59:05
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach so you are a Scarlet Knight then I take it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5187081807
2009-10-26 23:56:13
stevejmoore: @ProfeBarnes haha! Do it, but you should make sure that @Barnes313 dresses up too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5187009684
2009-10-26 23:54:28
stevejmoore: Do kids have a desire for connection? Why do we read and write -->access to others' lives (para. Chabon) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5186964662
2009-10-26 23:49:50
stevejmoore: Listening to Michael Chabon on @NewsHour, "A father is a man who fails every day" on his new book
"Manhood for Amateurs" #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5186844848
2009-10-26 23:48:13
stevejmoore: [reading] today's thoughts on "ed schools" & teachers: http://schoolfinance101.wordpress.com (via
@SchlFinance101)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5186803360
2009-10-26 23:41:33
stevejmoore: RT @edjurist Anyone interested in school finance at all should follow Bruce Baker @SchlFinance101- a prof at
Rutgers and leading expert
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5186633491
2009-10-26 23:40:16
stevejmoore: @dlegore so by "scrubs" should I assume you're going to be a surgeon or nurse or just anything with comfy
clothes? :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5186600257
2009-10-25 02:54:30
stevejmoore: @cristama there you go! Have a good night :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5138318788
2009-10-25 02:53:07
stevejmoore: @JoHart my dad read all the books to me as a kid, still my favorite memories :) the movies are great but not the
same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5138291673
2009-10-25 02:40:43
stevejmoore: @cristama haha, well do something for yourself and relax, you'll be better suited for Monday when it comes :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5138039683
2009-10-25 02:38:46
stevejmoore: RT @Katjewave: RT @kim: #140conf VOTE @web20classroom http://tnkr.in/4wy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5138000490
2009-10-25 02:37:15
stevejmoore: @Linda704 I always say cinnamon toast :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5137969734
2009-10-25 02:35:53
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign congrats to you and your team!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5137941437
2009-10-25 02:25:00
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain ooo a Disney classic!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5137713368
2009-10-25 02:24:28
stevejmoore: @cristama @wmchamberlain haha! Is your board broadcast on local cable? That's awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5137702438
2009-10-25 02:00:45
stevejmoore: There's no end to the joy that The Lord of the Rings brings me :) watching the Fellowship tonight #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5137209021
2009-10-25 20:39:38
stevejmoore: :-) RT @tomwhitby to @kenroyal My years give me wisdom but they do little for my maturity level.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5155232931
2009-10-25 20:00:00
stevejmoore: Dear Twitter: I'll be back when my review of literature is done! <starts another pot of coffee>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5154348547
2009-10-25 18:57:06
stevejmoore: Wow, I'm done with the Chiefs today. I'm going to do something that doesn't illicit as much disappointment and
grief, like homework. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5153030344
2009-10-25 17:41:58
stevejmoore: KC Chiefs are setting up another heartbreaking day, nothing new! 14-0 before the end of the 1st #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5151465703

2009-10-24 03:33:12
stevejmoore: @BillCelis That's how I refer to it! the McNeil-Leher NewsHour! I still teach one of Robert McNeil's essays in
English class. Great minds...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5114982769
2009-10-24 03:28:00
stevejmoore: @SeanBanville as @RussGoerend tells me, you will get your invites eventually and they will be visible, I don't
have any yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5114881347
2009-10-24 03:07:48
stevejmoore: RT @theresawhite: Seen on Facebook "The Swine Flu is the new Snow Day." Too funny :) via @PrincipalJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5114485324
2009-10-24 03:04:49
stevejmoore: @tpman24 that's the way to do it. /highfive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5114424771
2009-10-24 02:46:46
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend not to mention it's not brown anymore :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5114061390
2009-10-24 02:39:40
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend ahhh, I see now. You still have ample apple toys then :) I will say (blasphemy!) the new Zune
actually looks enticing 4 a chnge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113916453
2009-10-24 02:36:23
stevejmoore: @MissouriJim Steve Ballmer: What does he use for his presentations?
http://www.flickr.com/photos/paintitblack/2439080330/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113850642
2009-10-24 02:27:36
stevejmoore: @jonbecker I believe that was how Zombieland started
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113668493
2009-10-24 02:25:02
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend have you considered ditching the 1st gen iPhone for a new one? New processor is 600MHz in
3GS, 256 MB ram
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113615699
2009-10-24 02:22:09
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend hahaha, and I have a glass of red wine and a DVR full of History channel, Discovery, Charlie
Rose and Food Network :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113556466
2009-10-24 02:18:03
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend :D ohhhh I heart nerdy debates. Especially with you Russ. Hope you're having a good night
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113471027
2009-10-24 02:08:57
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend fair enough :) I have liked the Androids I've toyed with myself, but Springfield, MO has no TMobile 3G
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113281940
2009-10-24 02:06:46
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend sure I can get into the guts of my home-built PC more and change whatever I like, but peace of
mind on my Macs is worth a lot 2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113236102
2009-10-24 02:05:59
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend maybe not with free apps, but I'd take stability over max capability. Same reason I prefer my
powerbook to any PC laptop
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113219662

2009-10-24 02:03:38
stevejmoore: Watching Lock 'n Load with R. Lee Ermey on the History Channel makes me want to go back out to the shooting
range #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113169430
2009-10-24 02:01:53
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I DO agree with you on that, but that innovation is coming, until then that's why you can put your
own music on the iphone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113131168
2009-10-24 02:00:08
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I'm not on a 3GS, but my 3G iPhone does more than I could want. Every other situation, I'm at a
computer already it seems :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5113090816
2009-10-24 01:53:44
stevejmoore: @BillCelis I think yes, surprising. I love @NewsHour, grew up watching it with my dad. Cable news is a joke in
comparison to quality jrnlism
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5112958489
2009-10-24 01:49:07
stevejmoore: @BillCelis I suppose most prefer the term conservative now instead, or libertarian.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5112863330
2009-10-24 01:46:09
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend very cool! I say T-minus 30 days until someone develops an iPhone app that does the same
though, don't you think?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5112801156
2009-10-24 23:11:04
stevejmoore: Spent the morning in an awesome PBL workshop with colleagues and staff, afternoon mowing for the last time
(hopefully for winter!) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5133757321
2009-10-24 21:52:58
stevejmoore: .@room214 @ajillgalloway @RussGoerend @sheasmith @mctownsley @ellyn32 @Katjewave thanks for all
your responses about PBL!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5132229967
2009-10-24 19:27:41
stevejmoore: Beautiful day in Missouri http://twitpic.com/mrqhl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5129399339
2009-10-24 16:16:24
stevejmoore: RT @ajillgalloway: @stevejmoore We use it exclusively! #PBL is where it's at.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125527309
2009-10-24 16:14:34
stevejmoore: RT @BillCelis: A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more useful than a life spent doing
nothing -George BernardShaw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125488786
2009-10-24 16:11:08
stevejmoore: .@room214 I think it needs to happen in both. Teachers need to try things out, model for each other #PBL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125419630
2009-10-24 16:04:22
stevejmoore: RT @missouristate: If you ask them what they love, Missouri State RA's can spell it out for you!
http://flic.kr/p/79yD7Z #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125280356
2009-10-24 16:00:37
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Ed Week article on use of Twitter in classroom: http://tr.im/CU5y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125200813

2009-10-24 15:59:38
stevejmoore: @mrnichol have you tried a hard reset?hold the home and lock keys for 25 seconds.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125178681
2009-10-24 15:57:51
stevejmoore: How does your school use project-based learning or student-driven inquiry?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5125143145
2009-10-24 14:30:13
stevejmoore: At the Ozarks Writing Project studying PBL via an @edutopia based paper.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5123415621
2009-10-23 01:37:04
stevejmoore: histry teachrs usng prezi more-reconstructn http://prezi.com/rleosbrquza4/ judaism
http://prezi.com/1oxl7h_i2yd9/ RT @ehelfant
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5085616433
2009-10-23 01:32:58
stevejmoore: One in five internet users are now on Twitter or another status update service | Pew Internet... http://ow.ly/w4bE
RT@dianadell
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5085519913
2009-10-23 00:49:31
stevejmoore: @lawyervon it's been suggested to me, but I haven't seen it yet! Thanks for reminding me. I'll have to rent it and
blog about it soon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5084506181
2009-10-23 00:48:37
stevejmoore: @ajillgalloway reminds me of when whitehouse.com was NSFW and I was in 6th grade. Teacher said "it's DOT
GOV!! Please!" (changed now)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5084485759
2009-10-23 00:39:37
stevejmoore: Pretend that every student you teach has a sign around the neck that says, 'Make me feel important.' -Mary Kay
(via @englishcomp)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5084278326
2009-10-23 00:24:50
stevejmoore: @MissMarista agreed, still an odd statement!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5083935623
2009-10-23 00:23:23
stevejmoore: "The first year is the roughest and then it is all uphill from there!" -Quote from a former colleague giving me
advice, made ma laugh :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5083901874
2009-10-22 03:34:15
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd Interesting, I wonder if they'll make any changes based on that understanding of the grading
process...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5060741703
2009-10-22 02:21:11
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Wow, I know IB is intense, but my experiences with AP aren't even that extreme, maybe 10-15 %
drop at most.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5059175230
2009-10-22 02:20:14
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach wow, sounds like you have emotionally and academically challenging classes! Do you conference
with them personally?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5059153948
2009-10-22 02:16:18
stevejmoore: @RegalhcsA trying to use a a secure connection with Twitter? Not sure if that will work, but I will try it. Not
malicious @mmiller7571 :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5059066763

2009-10-22 01:47:57
stevejmoore: [science is awesome!] RT @NMHS_Principal RT @dianadell: Boyles law http://ow.ly/vOOX interactive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5058414280
2009-10-22 01:45:12
stevejmoore: It makes me very sad that Battlestar Galactica is over. I may have to watch it from beginning to end again... Best
sci-fi show ever. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5058349104
2009-10-22 01:41:07
stevejmoore: Just nominated edutopia for Most Educational to Follow http://mashable.com/owa #openwebawards
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5058255673
2009-10-22 01:32:03
stevejmoore: @balmeras you should never complain about frosting :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5058046932
2009-10-22 01:22:43
stevejmoore: @balmeras that is a sad story! I hope you find better cupcakes or lots of milk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057830472
2009-10-22 01:15:09
stevejmoore: I miss writing! I've been too busy to blog for the past two weeks! About three posts started, but none finished.
November will be prolific!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057651660
2009-10-22 01:13:28
stevejmoore: @Rachel_Elliott are those digital stories online somewhere? I'd love to see if you can share!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057612974
2009-10-22 01:08:55
stevejmoore: @jthorstad you can't beat Stryper though (80s I know). ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057506237
2009-10-22 01:05:58
stevejmoore: @Rachel_Elliott that's awesome! I think the topic of origins is vital to adolescent development for writing,
history, art, etc.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057437990
2009-10-22 01:03:36
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey Woot woot! We pretty much rock. :) High Five!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057382710
2009-10-22 01:01:36
stevejmoore: After 6 periods of "Where I'm From" poems and discussion. My kids represent 5 countries & 16 US states!
http://twitpic.com/mf2mr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057335402
2009-10-22 00:54:26
stevejmoore: @monk51295 @nlubrano thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057172999
2009-10-22 00:53:31
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey yes! Thanks for your support :) Had a wunderbar day today and yesterday including doughnuts,
night golf, poetry, and kids!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057152439
2009-10-22 00:48:18
stevejmoore: My heart goes out to any and all teachers who deal with students coping with substance abuse, probation, and
arrests. They need you. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5057038052
2009-10-22 00:44:19
stevejmoore: @tseale as i just told @irasocol been a PC user since DOS 3.0 and was Mac hater until college. Still use PCs,
but Macs are a nice vacation!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5056950899
2009-10-22 00:43:06
stevejmoore: @irasocol I've been a PC user since DOS 3.0 and was a vehement Mac hater until college. I still use PCs, but
Macs are a nice vacation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5056925861
2009-10-22 23:50:01
stevejmoore: [super useful sci] Flash Animations for Physics: http://tinyurl.com/nhhrrq via @russeltarr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5083117092
2009-10-22 23:46:10
stevejmoore: Read Shakespeare line by line on Twitter: @IAM_SHAKESPEARE via @mbteach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5083030408
2009-10-22 23:40:11
stevejmoore: RT @mbteach: Do you have a classroom blog? Add your name 2 this wiki by @wmchamberlain
http://is.gd/4wyBx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082893721
2009-10-22 23:28:11
stevejmoore: @MissMarista @teachakidd imho: nothing wrong with worksheets per se, something wrong with no instructional
or engaging support for them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082619197
2009-10-22 23:26:56
stevejmoore: @room214 it installs much faster than Vista!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082591648
2009-10-22 23:24:58
stevejmoore: [so true] "words that are chosen by a teacher carry so much meaning and power." @Paulbogush
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082547923
2009-10-22 23:23:06
stevejmoore: [reading] "Stick and Stones..." A new blog post about how words really do hurt http://blogush.edublogs.org/ (via
@paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082506334
2009-10-22 23:22:41
stevejmoore: Old words are not dead: "I have learned two Old Norse words recently"..; http://bit.ly/80fAb (via
@englishonline)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082497472
2009-10-22 23:11:31
stevejmoore: Sitting in my coffee shop doing homework and trying not to laugh at the gabby bunch of what I think are
elementary teachers knitting loudly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082243895
2009-10-22 23:10:10
stevejmoore: RT @isteconnects: Do you think that the term "social media" is outdated? http://bit.ly/44OUta via @vale24
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082213281
2009-10-22 23:02:37
stevejmoore: RT @RussGoerend Just started a thread on tenure on the Educator's PLN Ning. Looking for clarification.
http://bit.ly/1aHwoC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5082042074
2009-10-22 23:00:31
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yay for happy papers and happy students!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5081991359
2009-10-22 22:38:25
stevejmoore: [reading] Blog: What's on Arne Duncan's Lunch Tray? http://bit.ly/KDKUo via @educationweek
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5081480295

2009-10-21 03:24:33
stevejmoore: Nothing like a little Bingo Bango Bongo par 3 night golf to cap off a great day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5035584415
2009-10-20 01:48:36
stevejmoore: @mtechman thank you kindly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5007188354
2009-10-20 01:39:18
stevejmoore: Today's Writer's Almanac poem is great for Eng tchrs http://bit.ly/29XQfg via @msstewart
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5006960788
2009-10-20 01:31:45
stevejmoore: @sir_adam http://twitpic.com/m6z1z - That's awesome Adam!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5006777471
2009-10-20 01:29:14
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I missed a few minutes of it before I realized, but I think I'll get most of it. Sigh!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5006716910
2009-10-20 01:27:55
stevejmoore: Making my stand against a repeat of today starting with giant Lamar's chocolate doughnuts tomorrow morning at
6am and plenty of coffee. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5006685761
2009-10-20 01:18:23
stevejmoore: To top off losing my fantasy football game in 1 play, when I go to turn on House on the DVR its the stupid
Yankees game in the 11th inning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5006457682
2009-10-20 00:30:54
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha, thanks. I wish I had time to re-read those books. My wife is on #6 right now and really
caught up.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005276493
2009-10-20 00:29:41
stevejmoore: RT @rmbyrne: New Google Teacher Academy applications open. Google For Educators http://ff.im/-a9bV1 via
@web20classroom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005245516
2009-10-20 00:26:34
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey thanks for the kind words earlier, made me smile :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005172333
2009-10-20 00:25:58
stevejmoore: @Barnes313 haha, they weren't in the throwbacks yesterday, but yes they are still Lamar Hunt's Texans at heart I
suppose.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005157800
2009-10-20 00:23:26
stevejmoore: Thankfully my planning is done and now I can eat dinner and watch House and MNF in peace. If only my thesis
would write itself...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005096781
2009-10-20 00:20:54
stevejmoore: Was being productive and mowing the lawn until darkness fell and my lawn mower engine locked up. Thankfully,
it did not explode and kill me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5005034961
2009-10-20 00:13:15
stevejmoore: @FriedBob did some servers die?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5004843954
2009-10-20 00:12:32
stevejmoore: .@kmorrissey @kstewart01 @marita_t @lindabeth thanks you guys! I just had to really yell at a kid 8th hour,

never makes me feel good.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5004827370
2009-10-20 19:09:59
stevejmoore: RT @educationweek: Our sister (or is it brother?) publication, Teacher, is now on Facebook. What are you
waiting for??! http://bit.ly/1uWqB6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5025161901
2009-10-20 19:09:00
stevejmoore: RT @dogtrax: A collage of Giant Comic Activity for National Day on Writing http://bit.ly/DvmLH #ndow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5025143076
2009-10-20 17:41:04
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 it's been intermittent for me. Sometimes as soon as it refreshes it will wipe out what I'm typing,
other times it's fine.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023474832
2009-10-20 17:27:52
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend @spillarke We are discussing the George Ella Lyon poem "Where I'm From"
http://www.georgeellalyon.com/where.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023230878
2009-10-20 17:25:00
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend yeah haha, the SuFu entry is mine, apparently there are no Iowans here in my corner of Missouri
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023178187
2009-10-20 17:22:47
stevejmoore: It's interesting that iTweet.net deletes whatever you're typing as soon as it updates. :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023136905
2009-10-20 17:21:48
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend haha, the SuFu entry was mine. No Iowans desire to come to this part of Missouri apparently.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023118058
2009-10-20 17:20:54
stevejmoore: @mctownsley that's interesting! I was wondering how the pinging worked in Wave, it makes sense to connect to
Gmail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023100412
2009-10-20 17:18:24
stevejmoore: Great responses on "Where I'm From" poem for @NCTE Natonal Day on Writing! Diverse origins:
http://twitpic.com/m99c2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5023050270
2009-10-20 17:13:58
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/m99c2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5022961471
2009-10-20 17:07:28
stevejmoore: RT @sanmccarron Model your successes w/ DI, RT @ethang: w/o direction/encouragement from top, little
incentive 2 introduce DI tech #edchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5022831029
2009-10-20 17:04:17
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: The Educator's PLN. 14 Groups 325 members and growing. #teachertuesday.
http://bit.ly/QUthF Join now follow great educators.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5022765423
2009-10-20 16:58:47
stevejmoore: RT @kjarrett: Reading: A Mission of The Heart: Leaders in High-Needs Dists Talk about What It Takes to
Transform a School http://ow.ly/vtVo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5022653797
2009-10-20 16:00:50
stevejmoore: RT @tipsbytony: Schools Canâ€™t Change http://bit.ly/497QaU Warning: not for the sarcasm-challenged

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5021477901
2009-10-20 14:43:03
stevejmoore: National Day on Writing "Where I'm From" poems are going great so far! Kids are really enjoying it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5019933301
2009-10-20 12:54:15
stevejmoore: Getting ready to do "Where I'm From" poems with the kids for @NCTE National Day on Writing
http://bit.ly/1aC3ig
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5017867771
2009-10-20 12:47:10
stevejmoore: RT @SimpleK12: A whole list of internet safety resources: http://www.simplek12.com/internetsafety
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5017744818
2009-10-20 12:42:43
stevejmoore: @msstewart that is rewarding :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5017669414
2009-10-20 12:29:49
stevejmoore: RT @steelepierce: on any give day, I might be idealistic, content, & disheartened! See Where the Wild Things
Are: http://bit.ly/1bErzb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/5017453068
2009-10-19 20:12:35
stevejmoore: had a trying afternoon. Struggling to find my sense of optimism. Inundated with self-induced labor. Deep Breaths.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4999356494
2009-10-19 17:49:03
stevejmoore: One of the biggest factors for new teachers forming an attitude about the profession and their place in it is other
teachers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4996347526
2009-10-19 17:38:12
stevejmoore: @msstewart just twitter.com right now thankfully.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4996116988
2009-10-19 17:36:13
stevejmoore: http://bit.ly/ch2ep via @jess_nunez: RT @NMHS_Principal Study finds 40% of teachers disheartened
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4996075052
2009-10-19 17:23:47
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: Stress, Control, and the Deprofessionalizing of Teaching http://bit.ly/43MAsO
#education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4995808710
2009-10-19 17:22:20
stevejmoore: Been away from regular Twitter usage lately b/c of it being blocked at school and I'm trying to finish Master's
thesis. I miss my PLN though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4995777302
2009-10-18 21:10:13
stevejmoore: @joelysue No kidding! That would have been very sad for Haley and fans everywhere to go 0-6 for the first time
ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4974395252
2009-10-18 20:02:29
stevejmoore: KC CHIEFS WIN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4972956796
2009-10-18 17:42:37
stevejmoore: @frankevans Yes! I got my @woot purchase yesterday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4970100462

2009-10-18 00:29:13
stevejmoore: Heading to the Ozarko marching band finals! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4955018674
2009-10-17 04:06:11
stevejmoore: RT @TechnologyToday: Five tools for the world's best teacher: http://bit.ly/Szl7W
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4935042985
2009-10-17 17:04:07
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, a Twitterific twedding, twouching twuptuals, twedication for tweeternity... If I was saying this
out loud I'd be scowled at
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4946029505
2009-10-17 17:02:13
stevejmoore: Power KSMU by donating now. Then RT this message and come see us on Monday to pick up a gift.
http://ow.ly/um6M (via @ksmu)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4945986788
2009-10-17 17:00:58
stevejmoore: It looks like everyone I follow is going for a run today. Good for you all!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4945959134
2009-10-17 16:51:54
stevejmoore: excited for the wedding of @rcburrell and @brendajdriver today :-D Chalk one up for love.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4945760352
2009-10-17 16:23:55
stevejmoore: @cfaure I don't have any invites yet (that I can tell) I'm still browsing and figuring it out.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4945152125
2009-10-17 15:28:16
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend GWave invite came last night! To answer your other question: the only biz cards I have are from
Google Voice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4943972864
2009-10-17 15:27:13
stevejmoore: Who's got two thumbs and has a Google Wave invite? ME! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4943952056
2009-10-16 23:49:51
stevejmoore: My list for #followfriday of Missouri Teachers/Admins on Twitter http://bit.ly/4vjcla
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4929690152
2009-10-16 23:47:47
stevejmoore: Great teachers to follow for Friday via @NMHS_Principal http://bit.ly/7ZLff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4929646068
2009-10-16 23:46:38
stevejmoore: My late #followfriday list for Ed PLN builders http://bit.ly/4eLrgw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4929621370
2009-10-16 21:23:04
stevejmoore: .@frankevans @ASCD @MSTA @prestwickhouse @iThinkMedia thanks so much for the #followfriday shoutouts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4926476936
2009-10-16 12:52:32
stevejmoore: I'll be late coming to the #followfriday today as I'll be in a reading study cohort all day. Have a great Friday
everyone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4914862068
2009-10-16 02:52:23
stevejmoore: @JaredParker you think so? I thought it was trying to show Achebe's change in his opinion of Conrad over time,
didn't hear whole thing tho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4906221853

2009-10-16 01:33:31
stevejmoore: @JaredParker :) So you're a Conrad defender I take it. I've read Achebe, but not Heart of Darkness yet.
Fascinating conversation I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4904320307
2009-10-16 01:32:22
stevejmoore: Thinking of using The Things They Carried in class, at least pieces of it. Anyone taught it for 9th/10th grade age?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4904290724
2009-10-16 01:08:44
stevejmoore: listening to Sen. Ike Skelton of MO talk about Harry Truman on the @CharlieRoseShow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4903724644
2009-10-16 01:06:27
stevejmoore: @chrisjohnston haha, sometimes comfort is more important than conforming to social norms in dress code, also
I'm a poor 1st year teacher :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4903670279
2009-10-16 00:59:54
stevejmoore: In an attempt to irk fashionistas everywhere, one day this week I wore black shoes & belt, and then a blue shirt &
sweater w/ brown socks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4903510065
2009-10-16 00:36:26
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Sorry for your Rockies but now they can join my Royals at playing winter golf in the tropics.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902979162
2009-10-16 00:34:24
stevejmoore: RT @tseale via @cristama: Excellent Wiki example of district-wide collaboration and source for etools
http://bit.ly/MTfJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902932940
2009-10-16 00:31:12
stevejmoore: Listening to Harvard Prez Faust talk about the new Ed Leadership K-12 degree on last night's
@CharlieRoseShow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902857865
2009-10-16 00:26:58
stevejmoore: @msstewart thanks for the input, thinking of how sloppy chrome was at first and now it's much shinier, hoping
Wave will do the same
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902763933
2009-10-16 00:25:51
stevejmoore: [President of Harvard] "You are a better teacher when you are discovering new things about your field all the
time" -Drew Faust
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902739303
2009-10-16 00:16:35
stevejmoore: [great interview!] Chinua Achebe on Heart of Darkness on NPR tonight. http://bit.ly/2WkKu4 (via @tseale)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902529348
2009-10-16 00:10:38
stevejmoore: "Teachers get what teachers model" - Author unknown (via @NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902394293
2009-10-16 00:09:00
stevejmoore: @msstewart How are you liking Wave? I am waiting for my invite from my new best pal @RussGoerend and
can't wait to play along
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902357466
2009-10-16 00:08:04
stevejmoore: love that my package goes from Dallas (past Springfield, MO) to KC, then to STL, and then (hopefully) to me. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902336741
2009-10-16 00:04:05

stevejmoore: interested in what tomorrow will hold for me at the reading cohort as I fill my curriculum director's shoes.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902245198
2009-10-15 03:49:05
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc I love books like that :) Just finished American Gods by @NeilHimself and it was the same way.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880551392
2009-10-15 03:41:02
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc @iMrsF I actually haven't read Poisonwood Bible yet, just loved everything else of hers so far.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880387339
2009-10-15 03:38:24
stevejmoore: @helainebecker haha, I had a rough day and drank waaay too much brew, gotta take a detox day and a long nap to
rejoin humanity :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880333054
2009-10-15 03:36:26
stevejmoore: @iMrsF If you plan to teach Transcendentalism and Whitman, you could consider reading Bram Stoker's Dracula
since Walt was his inspiration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880293368
2009-10-15 03:33:30
stevejmoore: Don't think my brain saw much adenosine today, going coffee free tomorrow. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880231298
2009-10-15 03:26:59
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer I love your dy/dan title. Classy, short, and nerdy. High five.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880092679
2009-10-15 03:25:20
stevejmoore: Post-it Notes, clean a keyboard. Run sticky side between keys to collect crumbs and bits of lint. (via
@iThinkMedia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4880058433
2009-10-15 03:15:16
stevejmoore: @irasocol good point about politicians! Thanks for the insights!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879841767
2009-10-15 03:14:30
stevejmoore: @irasocol but we're having it about something new. The cycle is continuing (where doesn't knowledge come
from) but technology progresses
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879824567
2009-10-15 03:13:29
stevejmoore: @iMrsF huh! I'm a big Kingsolver fan, Prodigal Summer is my favorite. I'll resolve to give ol' Zora Neale
another try :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879803014
2009-10-15 03:10:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, and it's late. I'm about to nod off personally.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879744056
2009-10-15 03:09:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I didn't enjoy the book in HS, but need to re-read it. Maybe b/c it was read after The Bean Trees, which
I absolutely loved!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879709561
2009-10-15 03:05:36
stevejmoore: .@irasocol or maybe history is not only progressive (because it's hard to argue that it's not even a little bit) but
also cyclical
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879633338
2009-10-15 03:03:40
stevejmoore: Always a good thing when there's a Good Eats on that I haven't seen! Tonight--gasp--coffee beans! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879589285

2009-10-15 03:02:16
stevejmoore: .@iMrsF but of course! @PaulBogush is an institution at least in my PLN :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879557196
2009-10-15 03:01:14
stevejmoore: .@irasocol But wasn't it in the 1960s that the ESEA was first adopted? the ESEA that NCLB was a reauthorization of? Thoughts on that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879533406
2009-10-15 02:52:56
stevejmoore: "Being ignorant is not so much a shame, as being unwilling to learn." -Benjamin Franklin (via @EdTech4Me)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879350559
2009-10-15 02:51:40
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, one of the many quirks of Twitter, it behooves us all to be patient and forgiving ;) @iMrsF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879322171
2009-10-15 02:50:41
stevejmoore: @irasocol why do you think that? What was it about teaching that was different?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879300058
2009-10-15 02:48:22
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I have no idea b/c I wasn't there, my view is based on what I have read, but I would hope there is
more diversity than that now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4879249054
2009-10-15 23:54:28
stevejmoore: Logged back onto Twitter at home, now to figure out why I can't update from Tweetie 2 all of a sudden... :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902026052
2009-10-15 23:53:26
stevejmoore: .@cristama @mmreesescott @dougbutchy @misscalcul8 @Barnes313 @teachlib @damian613
@MsMorganEBHS @RussGoerend thx for the suggestions!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4902003521
2009-10-15 16:58:00
stevejmoore: And my acct us locked out , I can only update via txt :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4893075294
2009-10-15 16:55:30
stevejmoore: It was bound to happen sooner or later, Twitter has been blocked at my school :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4893021671
2009-10-14 03:03:06
stevejmoore: [reading] http://bit.ly/3MwvxT Why I got out of Teaching (via @TNschatz & @techmunoz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852869870
2009-10-14 03:01:52
stevejmoore: @andyhughes @AbbyHughes I'm fairly certain that was my high school's wrestling motto.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852839953
2009-10-14 02:58:58
stevejmoore: [ha!] Did you see how Zits today shows how to "Un-bore" a teenager? Not sure how to implement in my class :)
(via @gardenglen)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852765527
2009-10-14 02:55:47
stevejmoore: RT @HarvardBiz: The Price of a Poor Experience http://bit.ly/zcxIj (via @canyonsdave)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852685409
2009-10-14 02:49:49
stevejmoore: video on Animoto called "Google Apps For Ed...Two Month Thoughts From Students": http://bit.ly/1xmZsg (via
@ChrisLAtkinson)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852534717

2009-10-14 02:43:01
stevejmoore: @helainebecker very cool chat going on, I'll have to try to get in on it in the future, thanks for sharing! #kidlitchat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852369625
2009-10-14 02:33:55
stevejmoore: @MrMusselman glad you could make it! #edchat is incredible and can be overwheming, but good conversations
to be had!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4852144807
2009-10-14 02:04:29
stevejmoore: @helainebecker Harry P is also Arthurian legend and Teutonic Myth, classical hero in many ways
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4851436573
2009-10-14 02:01:13
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @azsgreen @JenAnsbach chocolate chip, is there any other kind?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4851355713
2009-10-14 02:00:43
stevejmoore: @nwinton Yeah, tGtB&tU; is a Spaghetti Western! I love Ennio Morricone's music in that movie.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4851342487
2009-10-14 01:59:37
stevejmoore: @nwinton thanks! I will add those two to my "watch" list. Haven't seen either, but have seen Seven Samurai...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4851312494
2009-10-14 01:58:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Twitter helps us to keep the flame burning. We get to tap everyone else's energy and enthusiasm to help
keep us going!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4851287677
2009-10-14 01:20:50
stevejmoore: @nwinton I saw The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly and I was forever changed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4850369012
2009-10-14 01:14:26
stevejmoore: I don't know how I'd ever do all my grad writing without coffee and Daft Punk. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4850209577
2009-10-14 01:13:22
stevejmoore: @slyjulie Haha, I said the same thing to @GrammarGirl, would be a funny dichotomy, who gets the dum dums
and who gets smarties...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4850183537
2009-10-14 01:12:33
stevejmoore: Wyatt Earp is on AMC, I have it on mute, but I'd like to see it sometime. In the past several years I've developed
a taste for Westerns!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4850164117
2009-10-14 01:11:51
stevejmoore: @teachtechie I'd like to think that some good cookies every now and then are a part of a healthy diet, everything
in moderation :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4850146928
2009-10-14 00:35:17
stevejmoore: @teachtechie just click on the #edchat tag and you will be led to the search of tweets using it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4849280613
2009-10-14 00:27:22
stevejmoore: @alicemercer well good luck to you, just thought I'd provide some levity ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4849091367
2009-10-14 00:25:27
stevejmoore: @iMrsF just because you double @-mentioned me doesn't mean I'm bringing cookies to SGF Catholic tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4849045841

2009-10-13 03:12:09
stevejmoore: Top 10 Reminder Tools for Forgetful Minds - Reminders - Lifehacker http://ow.ly/u4rS (via @TeacherToolbox)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4825855770
2009-10-13 03:10:51
stevejmoore: @LoganR Same thought, is this a consequence of the Michael Jackson death and inevitable Beatles catalog being
freed up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4825825587
2009-10-13 03:10:12
stevejmoore: There's a certain smell your keyboard gives off once you've reached the 12k word mark. Also severe carpal
tunnel pain & smoke from fingers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4825809848
2009-10-13 02:59:08
stevejmoore: I needed Leon Washington to get that Jets TD! C'mon Jets, help a guy out! #fantasyfootball
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4825552658
2009-10-13 01:51:14
stevejmoore: @ellyn32 HS I went to used previous grade in related class, A in Chem I then you can get into AP Chem. AP
Calc had a pre-test though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4823953135
2009-10-13 01:39:21
stevejmoore: @spedteacher oh good! (on no surgery) Best wishes on your recovery
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4823663420
2009-10-13 01:35:11
stevejmoore: @spedteacher glad to hear it, surgery and injuries are never fun. Hope you're back "up and running" soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4823562992
2009-10-13 00:46:14
stevejmoore: @spedteacher haha! Hope your leg is doing better now as well.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4822366085
2009-10-13 00:36:52
stevejmoore: The nerd in me will always be at odds with the part of me that loves fantasy football. http://bit.ly/M4vQW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4822143996
2009-10-13 00:31:23
stevejmoore: @spedteacher oh wow, you learned to set type and print? Color me jealous!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4822013002
2009-10-13 00:15:17
stevejmoore: The Best Teacher Resources For â€œTED Talksâ€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4821637624

http://bit.ly/QFJkS (via @Larryferlazzo)

2009-10-12 23:40:04
stevejmoore: RT @kenroyal Titles Escape Me, Friends Don't http://tinyurl.com/ygnrkpx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4820829135
2009-10-12 22:07:37
stevejmoore: Gate duty tonight for freshman football, go Tigers! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4818780762
2009-10-12 04:10:57
stevejmoore: @FriedBob haha, well done Lee! Makes me want to listen to Iron Maiden...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4801218967
2009-10-12 21:42:30
stevejmoore: Congrats to my HS alma mater Blue Springs on placing 2nd in a Safe Search Awards Program http://bit.ly/iXbfI
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4818230995
2009-10-12 04:04:12

stevejmoore: Twitter must be doing some housecleaning of spammers, just lost 10 followers in about 5 minutes. Peace out
spammers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4801089842
2009-10-12 21:36:16
stevejmoore: Educators get 2 Flip video cameras for the price of one at http://bit.ly/1ljetY! (via @bhirchert &
@SummerWorkation)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4818092256
2009-10-12 04:03:37
stevejmoore: [Ha!] RT @jfishsports: If you told me preseason the Chiefs would be as good as the Titans, I would've taken it.
(via @ArrowheadPride)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4801078355
2009-10-12 21:34:22
stevejmoore: Google Docs Adds Shared Folders - http://bit.ly/9o5Rz (via @mashable & @iMrsF)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4818049769
2009-10-12 03:40:32
stevejmoore: Late thank-yous to @ChristinaVOS @AVPpodcast @mmiller7571 @msstewart @RickCooper @samandjt for the
WP audio suggestions! I have lots to try!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4800620917
2009-10-12 18:50:22
stevejmoore: I think it should be mandatory that all educational departmental meetings be run with Robert's Rules.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4814719430
2009-10-12 03:36:27
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I'll follow Oscar Wilde's advice and try to avoid knowing how laws and sausages are made, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4800539321
2009-10-12 15:43:14
stevejmoore: @jimmiebjr I think the institution of state schools helped Americans who wanted higher ed but couldn't afford
pvt. Pvt plays impt role too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4811218176
2009-10-12 03:32:41
stevejmoore: Great comment from @lionsima on what "friends" are in regard to social media and Twitter http://bit.ly/1zxFLB
Thanks to her for sharing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4800461218
2009-10-12 15:40:13
stevejmoore: @jimmiebjr haha, any issue+emotion is bound to get murky quickly. It takes people who listen (or read carefully)
to build good conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4811153727
2009-10-12 01:42:46
stevejmoore: RT @principalspage: new PrincpalsPage.com Blog "The 6 Levels of Stupid" hopefully, you are none of these
http://bit.ly/v8oR4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4798080971
2009-10-12 15:37:04
stevejmoore: @ThinkQuestion What are the requirements for becoming home school registered?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4811085975
2009-10-12 01:40:15
stevejmoore: RT @NBCCSue: RT @web20classroom: More Sources for Copyright Friendly Images http://is.gd/4eyW3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4798026693
2009-10-12 01:38:02
stevejmoore: RT @tomwhitby: PLN: Edchat Topics are selected by the participants who vote. The poll is open.
http://bit.ly/2IOaAj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4797980005
2009-10-11 04:42:39

stevejmoore: The United States beats Honduras 3-2 to qualify for the 2010 World Cup. (via @BreakingNews &@BillCelis)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4777749760
2009-10-11 00:11:07
stevejmoore: RT @TheEngTeacher "Life is not a having and a getting, but a being and a becoming" Myrna Loy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4772401926
2009-10-11 21:41:52
stevejmoore: @jimwysocki Haven't been to a Super Bowl since #4 so I would love to have some SB losses, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4793291617
2009-10-11 21:35:28
stevejmoore: Hot dogs and QB ratings are the same in that no one really understands what goes into either. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4793170931
2009-10-11 21:01:35
stevejmoore: @AndrewVorce you have to enable selective Twitter status on FB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4792518214
2009-10-11 21:00:28
stevejmoore: @jimwysocki your Bills have had more success than our Chiefs I think, you knocked us out in AFC championship
in 1993
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4792495238
2009-10-11 20:54:11
stevejmoore: @AndrewVorce yes it is :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4792374360
2009-10-11 20:53:26
stevejmoore: @BillCelis but the Chiefs were once the Texans... Lamar Hunt was one too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4792359823
2009-10-11 20:37:57
stevejmoore: No sports team in history has broken as many hearts as the Kansas City Chiefs. Ever. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4792049006
2009-10-11 20:33:06
stevejmoore: Going to have a heart attack during this Chiefs game #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4791947329
2009-10-11 18:00:48
stevejmoore: @ParkvilleMOm haha! This is a great game so far too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4788782209
2009-10-11 17:51:58
stevejmoore: I love watching the Cowboys fumble three times against the my Chiefs :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4788597795
2009-10-10 20:24:12
stevejmoore: is enjoying a weekend with family in KC :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4768075789
2009-10-10 16:29:52
stevejmoore: My dog knows what Saturdays are about http://yfrog.com/2m23hj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4763487224
2009-10-10 15:13:00
stevejmoore: [Reading] Importance of Peer Learning for Teachers http://bit.ly/3zjZnj -Just like my PLN! (via @ronhoutman)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4761942289
2009-10-10 14:57:56
stevejmoore: @fisher1000 sounds like the right kind of relaxing for a Saturday :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4761653626
2009-10-10 14:56:57

stevejmoore: @msstewart WPMu, self-hosted WP blog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4761636174
2009-10-10 14:42:47
stevejmoore: Anyone have good suggestions for WordPress podcasting? I have some audio I want to put into a post, not having
luck w/ "Audio Player"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4761376435
2009-10-10 14:15:53
stevejmoore: .@BillCelis thanks for your kind words :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4760907393
2009-10-10 02:43:58
stevejmoore: Using the new Tweetie 2 and loving it! Best iPhone app for Twitter by far, simple and powerful.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4751964421
2009-10-10 02:40:01
stevejmoore: @msstewart true, it doesn't have to be expensive, but perhaps that is the perception... Schools need tech
advocates and stewards
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4751881367
2009-10-10 02:36:51
stevejmoore: RT @NBCCSue: #FF @NMHS_Principal Shares great resources on teaching and learning. Makes you wish he
was your principal.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4751815144
2009-10-10 00:18:48
stevejmoore: .@damian613 I accept /fistbumps and /highfives as payment
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748861228
2009-10-10 00:16:54
stevejmoore: @shareski woah do you have one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748821068
2009-10-10 00:15:43
stevejmoore: .@web20classroom @chollingsworth she's at least partially right, my loyalties often lie with food... ;) but she's
great too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748795058
2009-10-10 00:11:39
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish @tseale websites cost moolah, most schools put them far down on priority list, even best schools in
our states
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748707525
2009-10-10 00:09:46
stevejmoore: In my car (riding not driving) trying to give nods to great ed people like @kenroyal <--follow him!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748668347
2009-10-10 00:03:39
stevejmoore: I always find myself retweeting @blairteach a great follow for educators
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748538708
2009-10-10 00:02:37
stevejmoore: Pen sentences that utilize (& explain) confusonyms http://bit.ly/wdd8z (via @msstewart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4748516310
2009-10-09 23:13:34
stevejmoore: Another wonderfully positive teacher to follow @chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4747466271
2009-10-09 23:08:23
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish I can show you plenty of bad ones, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4747355943
2009-10-09 22:43:54

stevejmoore: Dont know where i'd be w/o The PLN sage @tomwhitby #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4746821587
2009-10-09 22:40:28
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Engstrom welcome to Twitter! Hope you find this a place of valuable conversations and sharing as I
have.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4746748243
2009-10-09 22:37:54
stevejmoore: Administrators who will lead you to the EdTech promise land #followfriday http://bit.ly/PzUCt (via
@NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4746693085
2009-10-09 22:36:07
stevejmoore: Short "how to" Capture Student Motivation http://bit.ly/XntuH (via @jackiegerstein)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4746655135
2009-10-09 21:43:21
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth that's the way to roll! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4745507342
2009-10-09 21:43:00
stevejmoore: I love talking teaching tech with @damian613 #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4745499892
2009-10-09 21:20:59
stevejmoore: Great teachers to share with: @iMrsF @PaulBogush @MsStewart @RussGoerend @WmChamberlain
@KYteacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4745022844
2009-10-09 21:10:01
stevejmoore: Headed home to KC this weekend! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4744780838
2009-10-09 03:34:40
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano congrats! What are you thinking of studying in grad school?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4725883008
2009-10-09 03:34:13
stevejmoore: Successful men and women keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don't quit. (via @charleslloyd &
@BillCelis)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4725873772
2009-10-09 03:30:14
stevejmoore: @NancyW Haven't been there in a long time, but good memories!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4725789287
2009-10-09 03:28:07
stevejmoore: .@mnjorgensen Haha! Glad to know us crazy staters will be safe for another day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4725746190
2009-10-09 03:12:37
stevejmoore: [ha!] "Donâ€™t worry about the world coming to an end today. Itâ€™s already tomorrow in Australia." Charles
M. Schulz. (via @blairteach)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4725421022
2009-10-09 02:35:16
stevejmoore: simply telling teachers what to do is least effective form of leadership...great leaders inspire [autonomy] (via
@iMrsF)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4724585133
2009-10-09 02:33:13
stevejmoore: @NancyW what a beautiful picture on your twitter background, I'm guessing it's Co Springs?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4724536966

2009-10-09 02:31:35
stevejmoore: via @blairteach to @lfeld52 Here are a few media specialists on Twitter: @jyokley @ljhardin @NancyW
@SonAtJMS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4724497471
2009-10-09 02:31:14
stevejmoore: @bltg I can Direct Message you back if you follow me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4724489065
2009-10-09 02:10:59
stevejmoore: @bltg where in MO are you an admin?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4724015380
2009-10-09 02:08:58
stevejmoore: RT @MSTA: Sen. Gary Nodler wants supplemental $ for Career Ladder in 2009-10. Read more at
http://bit.ly/4lGVcK (via @bltg)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4723967822
2009-10-09 02:03:43
stevejmoore: [Ha!] Hey, GWave...I'ma let you finish, but Twitter is the best social networking service of ALL TIME! (via
@jonbecker)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4723838659
2009-10-09 01:42:35
stevejmoore: @msgregson open Safari, browse to calendar.google.com, then bookmark it on your home screen. Is that what
you're needing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4723313901
2009-10-09 00:17:57
stevejmoore: RT @web20classroom: Integrating Google Tools In The Classroom....http://is.gd/45J5H (via
@NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4721276034
2009-10-09 00:15:41
stevejmoore: haha! Why Dogs Hate Halloween http://twitdoc.com/c/sdfckv (via @Linda704)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4721222575
2009-10-09 00:13:02
stevejmoore: .@ChrisLAtkinson I think Twitter Tools will give the same option in the WP back end
http://alexking.org/projects/wordpress
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4721161300
2009-10-09 00:09:11
stevejmoore: RT @LeadToday: Trying 2 succeed without a plan is like trying 2 win lottery w/o buying a ticket. It's not going to
happen. (via @jkdham)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4721073493
2009-10-09 00:06:23
stevejmoore: @damian613 ahhh, maybe they could spend time composing a simple club mission statement together first.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4721009749
2009-10-09 00:04:42
stevejmoore: ...still, I miss owning a piano
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4720969913
2009-10-09 00:03:29
stevejmoore: So far, another night filled with coffee and carpal tunnel pains! :-/ All this coursework comes at a cost I suppose.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4720940998
2009-10-08 14:10:23
stevejmoore: @spillarke If you lost the file because of a crash then the next time you start Office, it should revive the file as it
was last saved
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709508908

2009-10-08 14:06:26
stevejmoore: Last Time Chiefs Played Cowboys is a Painful Memory http://sbnation.com/e/840230 (via @ArrowheadPride)
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709427537
2009-10-08 13:48:57
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra It's possible... I went to Augustana in SuFu for two years before coming back to MO. Good place,
good state! I miss them both!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709066140
2009-10-08 13:47:12
stevejmoore: Electra225, is playing at BrewCo tomorrow night (10/9/09) from 10:00 - 1:00. Old guys playing rock & blues!
(via @rcburrell) #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709030671
2009-10-08 13:46:38
stevejmoore: Great banned book wiki project http://bit.ly/1av9H (via @rcurrin)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709018890
2009-10-08 13:44:24
stevejmoore: Ha! @mtechman it's always easier (to be a kid) if you are Gallant rather than Goofus! http://bit.ly/31UwYp (via
@msstewart) #highlights
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4708972355
2009-10-08 13:43:35
stevejmoore: @mtechman haha! You just made my day! /highfive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4708956676
2009-10-08 13:43:09
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth I love a good thunderstorm as much as the next guy, but I'm a snow lover at heart, it's the South
Dakota and Minnesota in me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4708948398
2009-10-08 13:40:51
stevejmoore: [good article] Be yourself in your blog! http://bit.ly/nxpZU They use the word "trust," I would add "genuineness"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4708902864
2009-10-08 18:41:52
stevejmoore: @prestwickhouse so are you one person, a robot, or a compendium of tweeters? I know sites like @edutopia use
several tweeters
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4713894333
2009-10-08 18:40:11
stevejmoore: And...Twitter is fixed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4713861233
2009-10-08 18:08:40
stevejmoore: Interesting read on Twitter's infrastructure and possible goals: http://bit.ly/4GmWgA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4713319729
2009-10-08 17:00:34
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 is Twitter broken for you? I can't see anything on my home feed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4712338892
2009-10-08 16:09:10
stevejmoore: My "home" page is still broken, but my follwer/following count shows correctly on my "profile" page.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4711563690
2009-10-08 16:04:14
stevejmoore: Maybe if I update, Twitter will fix itself...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4711486898
2009-10-08 15:19:44
stevejmoore: â€˜Common Coreâ€™ Standards Earn a B From Think Tank http://bit.ly/4g314X (via @EdWeek)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4710789937

2009-10-08 15:10:56
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey I admit to having both Kelly Clarkson and Taylor Swift on my iPod.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4710650785
2009-10-08 14:34:30
stevejmoore: I usually start each Thursday with my favorite Author Dent quote, but today feels pretty good. Maybe I have the
hang of them now :) #HHGTG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4710011316
2009-10-08 14:31:55
stevejmoore: @FollowMal I think I read every single issue of Highlights from the time I was 5 to maybe 10, good memories :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709958456
2009-10-08 14:30:42
stevejmoore: @frankevans a friend's dad's band :) I'll have to ask if it was his first car too. I'd love to cruise in one of those
with the top down!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4709932656
2009-10-06 02:13:52
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 how's your fantasy team doing? Is Def Leopard holding up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644881000
2009-10-06 02:10:25
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend we're a good mix here of plugged and not...good use can help extend the life
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644797782
2009-10-06 02:09:18
stevejmoore: @briwcarter I wish I had an LCD TV and a DSLR!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644771434
2009-10-06 02:03:24
stevejmoore: Favre is amazing tonight. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644626095
2009-10-06 01:52:39
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend how old is your Mac battery? Our PowerBook batt took 3 years to go downhill from 4-6 hrs to 1
ish, iBook took 5 years, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644356250
2009-10-06 01:49:34
stevejmoore: "Twitter always amazes me; itâ€™s like shouting a question out the window and the whole world answers
back!" via @KTVee & @tonnet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4644277568
2009-10-05 22:28:18
stevejmoore: @dmcordell is that in your yard? very nice!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4639475858
2009-10-05 22:26:20
stevejmoore: 100 Ivy League Tools Anyone Can Access. Rich resources! http://bit.ly/9oe7B via via @Bill_Romanos &
@NBCCSue
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4639433459
2009-10-05 21:38:08
stevejmoore: Not enough people are following @legalclips - if interested in school law, it is a necessity. (via @edjurist)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4638368982
2009-10-05 21:32:23
stevejmoore: @msstewart yeah, going to go home, eat a pinwheel (those chocolate marshmallow cookie things, oh man), and
take a nap!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4638242065
2009-10-05 20:48:26
stevejmoore: [holy cow!] great MS podcast via @ltlpodcast These 8th graders have it going on! Check their webpage:
http://bit.ly/270U7a @JasonFlom

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4637265426
2009-10-05 20:44:36
stevejmoore: interesting metric via @rucsb Ask Facebook about the Gross National Happiness Index: http://bit.ly/17HUkY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4637176931
2009-10-05 20:42:42
stevejmoore: I am completely exhausted today. First year teaching+Master's=blargh, no sleep! Much respect to parents who
teach and do anything else :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4637136449
2009-10-05 20:19:06
stevejmoore: Incredible article about temperament in children...and adults with real implications for teachers: http://tr.im/AynF
(via @englishcomp)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4636606391
2009-10-05 17:26:10
stevejmoore: The ERTs Top 15 Education Posts 09/09/09 - 10/03/09 http://tinyurl.com/yeplbkk (via @kenroyal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4632824848
2009-10-05 17:04:52
stevejmoore: Art Beat: Weekly Poem: 'If a Person Visits Someone in a Dream, in Some Cultures... http://twurl.nl/2gkcn6 (via
@NewsHour)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4632359313
2009-10-05 12:18:39
stevejmoore: just got a rave sub report back from Friday, said "thanks for the opportunity." I'm so proud of my classes! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4626608472
2009-10-05 01:19:45
stevejmoore: I like the Yeats quote: "Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire" (via @Darcy1968)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4616952052
2009-10-05 00:15:39
stevejmoore: "Education is more than filling a child with facts. It starts with posing questions" -D.T. Max (via
@NMHS_Principal) it's about sharing too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4615516135
2009-10-05 00:14:28
stevejmoore: @dmmagic great song, great album
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4615490090
2009-10-04 01:16:17
stevejmoore: @dmmagic Tripletes of Belville is an awesome movie! Enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4592234400
2009-10-03 20:56:20
stevejmoore: @celfoster @stevejmoore Animoto is great. I know @dahernallen uses it well in her classes. (via @Horizons93)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4587342982
2009-10-03 20:38:27
stevejmoore: .@celfoster talk to @CMillerDesign about @animoto, I know he's a pro on using it in school
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4587005964
2009-10-03 20:34:51
stevejmoore: @OvhII have you ever heard the wolf cry to the blue corn moon? or asked the grinning bobcat why he grins?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4586938002
2009-10-03 20:33:49
stevejmoore: exhausted after a great morning at the MO Lit Fest, bought tons of books, met some great authors, including one of
my student's mom! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4586917953
2009-10-03 20:32:16
stevejmoore: @llcadle I love the new Moon City design, is that your doing?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4586888347
2009-10-03 20:31:20
stevejmoore: @dgilson sorry I didn't get to hear you read, I was caught up in listening to Kevin Prufer and CafagÃ±a
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4586869567
2009-10-03 18:26:51
stevejmoore: Fairly certain that Roy Blunt just walked past me #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4584405286
2009-10-03 16:33:23
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer I think the same thing, part of me worries that kid's friends will find out and ridicule them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4582040837
2009-10-03 16:26:07
stevejmoore: Billy Collins reading on top of the 3rd base dugout at Hammons Field in Springfield, MO this morning
http://twitpic.com/k3obj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4581883797
2009-10-03 14:48:26
stevejmoore: Billy Collins here in 12 minutes! #fb http://twitpic.com/k39wc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4579907006
2009-10-03 13:39:16
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach yeah he's easily my favorite poet :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4578709130
2009-10-03 12:49:53
stevejmoore: off to hear Marcus CafagÃ±a speak at 9, then Billy Collins (!!!) after that at the Missouri Lit. Festival. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4577997424
2009-10-03 03:35:52
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG oh I think @paulbogush's has to be it. That's $
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4571217757
2009-10-03 03:34:43
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'd be attending the freshman game to see my students play :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4571195339
2009-10-03 03:04:17
stevejmoore: NBA's Chris Paul Hits A Bank Shot (Off The Ceiling!) and the classic Jordan/Bird commercial
http://su.pr/2HewzA (via @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4570607321
2009-10-03 02:49:27
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG or maybe "Aunt Sally: you'll have to excuse me"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4570310264
2009-10-03 02:47:41
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG how about "CoEfficient"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4570273804
2009-10-03 02:39:36
stevejmoore: [good advice] "there is nothing harder to look at than what is in the mirror." (via @e_shep)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4570108721
2009-10-03 02:32:27
stevejmoore: .@e_shep so "know thyself" would be your philosophical advice to all new teachers then I guess?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569964154
2009-10-03 02:29:48
stevejmoore: I believe the Truth only hurts if you cannot admit it is the truth... so I have to help teachers be honest w/
themselves. (via @e_shep)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569906408

2009-10-03 02:28:55
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 hahaha it makes me laugh, but yes a part of me wants to instantly correct them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569888811
2009-10-03 02:02:16
stevejmoore: .@e_shep I love your saying "help them out, or help them out." That's brilliantly poignant and simple.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569343031
2009-10-03 01:56:50
stevejmoore: via @e_shep: New blog post: "There is Always a Bottom 10 Percent" Good Read! http://bit.ly/234JKX (via
@iMrsF)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569227116
2009-10-03 01:54:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF haven't taught Beowulf, but there are some great videos on YouTube of the Lord's prayer in Old English,
fun segue through language
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569172245
2009-10-03 01:51:52
stevejmoore: Friday night: dinner @ home, mancala, dessert, and Rush Hour 2 on TBS with the wife :) sometimes it's good to
just be home #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4569126294
2009-10-03 01:36:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF what kind of stuff are you doing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4568799641
2009-10-02 22:55:46
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'd share an example that isn't yours so she feels comfortable using it on her own w/o worrying about
copying something of yours
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4565515694
2009-10-02 22:42:54
stevejmoore: @llcadle oh good! I saw your picture in the brochure, maybe I'll see you tomorrow then!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4565245231
2009-10-02 22:38:55
stevejmoore: "I truly believe that kids are smarter and more able to deal with complex 'adult' concepts than ever in
history." (via @r_o_y_a_n)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4565162520
2009-10-02 22:24:35
stevejmoore: Wow wow wow. Just shook hands with Joaquin Zihuatanejo after a fantastic poetry workshop at Drury Univ. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4564856953
2009-10-02 20:18:08
stevejmoore: Welcome the biggest district near me @officialSPS Springfield (MO) Public Schools to Twitter for
#followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4562147734
2009-10-02 20:16:14
stevejmoore: @wbass3 haha, I bet! I hope you have a quad-core...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4562106121
2009-09-29 02:47:14
stevejmoore: most important thing I've learned so far this year as a teacher: trust yourself. G'night all.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4460566229
2009-09-29 02:41:41
stevejmoore: @2020Nexus did you update iTunes?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4460436199
2009-09-29 01:31:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart bon nuit et bon chance! A teut ta l'heure. Pardon my French.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458741971

2009-09-29 01:27:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart @nancydevine I agree, I vote for a collaborative twitter poem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458643236
2009-09-29 01:24:39
stevejmoore: @e_shep I had never even had cable until 3 years ago, it's a nice little upgrade :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458582199
2009-09-29 01:21:41
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 join the club! :) maybe having a cuppa tea will finish my plans for tomorrow...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458509290
2009-09-29 01:19:01
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 what a great quote! Where is that from?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458443358
2009-09-29 01:17:54
stevejmoore: Link: listening to "iron and wine - sodom, south georgia" - @msstewart: â€œA hauntingly beautiful song. I love...
http://tumblr.com/xea3avej4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458416071
2009-09-29 01:17:51
stevejmoore: @msstewart: "A hauntingly beautiful song. I love Iron & Wine " â™« http://blip.fm/~e1ie7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458414682
2009-09-29 01:15:33
stevejmoore: over a year since I got DVR and I still forget that I can fast forward! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458357218
2009-09-29 01:08:09
stevejmoore: exhausted. watching House with my dog for a while. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4458175294
2009-09-29 00:37:50
stevejmoore: at school way too late, going home! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4457438999
2009-09-29 00:12:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, yes we first year teachers have loads of dough to throw around (dang, now I'm hungry for
pizza...)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4456873334
2009-09-28 23:50:17
stevejmoore: @msstewart totally mine :) $30ish on Amazon if you search. Now to catalog 300 books or so...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4456336805
2009-09-28 23:47:47
stevejmoore: Got my own USB barcode library scanner! http://twitpic.com/jjmqb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4456276948
2009-09-28 23:46:39
stevejmoore: @msstewart Amen to that. Enjoy.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4456251807
2009-09-28 22:50:40
stevejmoore: Beautiful day for a freshman football game! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4454971808
2009-09-28 20:16:49
stevejmoore: heading home to change into my Republic orange before I go see the freshman team play Ozark tonight. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4451541498
2009-09-28 20:16:08
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Ryan, your website always makes me happy. It feels so warm and fuzzy :) I always laugh at
"searchies!"

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4451526057
2009-09-28 17:57:41
stevejmoore: [reading] From Accomplished Teacher: Teaching qualifications are shifting in reform efforts http://bit.ly/DaCFq
(via @NBPTS & @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4448455323
2009-09-27 20:54:22
stevejmoore: On my way back to civilization #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4425509310
2009-09-27 15:59:17
stevejmoore: .@aboyandhispiano thanks! Be sure to follow @ksmu too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4419242934
2009-09-26 18:46:17
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell @yokkaichi1 @GiseldaSantos thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4399314973
2009-09-26 16:37:41
stevejmoore: Now heading to rural Missouri to visit my new baby neice! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4396705443
2009-09-26 16:36:52
stevejmoore: Wonderful day yesterday, paycheck, massage, and date with the wife :) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4396689052
2009-09-26 03:35:58
stevejmoore: @LoganR @dmmagic as long as @latortuga wears a moustache, I'm okay with him being a Nazi Zeppelin driver.
Can we include Jennifer Connely 2?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4385920445
2009-09-25 00:49:35
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 oh snap!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4356258114
2009-09-25 00:49:21
stevejmoore: @FriedBob :) many condolences to you my friend. Tomorrow is Friday, and I know we both have the hang of
those!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4356252717
2009-09-25 00:48:40
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 you know...you're right... I'll have to inform @Twitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4356237999
2009-09-25 00:37:33
stevejmoore: I am cranky tonight, I never did get the hang of Thursdays... #ArthurDent #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355992430
2009-09-25 00:36:40
stevejmoore: #yourlame if you don't know the difference b/t "your and you're" #trendingtopicsmakemelaugh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355972726
2009-09-25 00:33:27
stevejmoore: @lionsima @kmorrissey It was just on NBC, I'm sure it'll be online soon. I <3 Food Network and the SNL guy
(he's new) was dead on.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355901187
2009-09-25 00:32:28
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @irasocol @motherthinker @EnglishProfi we just have a lot of work to do to change our old
policies, but it's happening
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355879097
2009-09-25 00:31:29
stevejmoore: @irasocol this is what I keep saying :) #highfive

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355857533
2009-09-25 00:31:10
stevejmoore: @paulbogush how did you prevent yourself from harassing a student and inciting a lawsuit!? Your school must
have some good insurance... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355850353
2009-09-25 00:18:51
stevejmoore: LOL Guy Fieri as Food Network correspondent interviewing Obama on SNL is hilarious. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4355578382
2009-09-25 20:38:22
stevejmoore: I have some grading to do soon... http://twitpic.com/j3uyq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377547814
2009-09-25 20:37:48
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth same to you :) I've got to shout out to my Missouri tweeps!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377536236
2009-09-25 20:36:38
stevejmoore: @kyteacher @spedteacher yes the Kindle App is great! Stanza works well also though for all free books.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377511957
2009-09-25 20:34:23
stevejmoore: So many great teachers out there to follow! @jonbecker @fisher1000 @coolcatteacher @damian613 @rmbyrne
@missmarista
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377463980
2009-09-25 20:32:11
stevejmoore: [sci-music] "The Sun is a miasma of incandescent plasma." TMBG has the best science songs ever
http://bit.ly/L4YFD (via @jmcmellen)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377417446
2009-09-25 20:27:35
stevejmoore: @edutopia any time, where would I be without you! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377323385
2009-09-25 20:12:55
stevejmoore: Harry Potter author @jk_rowling is now on Twitter http://bit.ly/2MP6GD (via @MikeRass of @PRI)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4377016759
2009-09-25 20:11:03
stevejmoore: @LoganR you're only allowed to get one if @latortuga and I can join you and bring monocles. Also I get to fight
@dmmagic on the top of it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376977222
2009-09-25 20:09:47
stevejmoore: [books!] Buy 2 books, get the third one free @WellFedHead! Through Sunday, Sept 27th. Just mention you saw it
on Twitter. #sgf #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376950288
2009-09-25 20:08:47
stevejmoore: Teachers, don't forget to follow @prestwickhouse @chollingsworth @balmeras @scottelias and @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376929224
2009-09-25 20:01:57
stevejmoore: @jasongaylor how old is it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376780759
2009-09-25 20:00:55
stevejmoore: .@iMrsF kids are taking a giant essay test today, so I can give everyone the <3 they deserve (hopefully, I'm sure
I've forgotten some!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376757491
2009-09-25 20:00:05

stevejmoore: @jmcmellen but it's such a great song :) I didn't know they had released a "correction" where did you read/hear
that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376736947
2009-09-25 19:48:55
stevejmoore: Great teacher follows for #followfriday @courosa @intrepidteacher @danamhuff @spedteacher @Teachhub
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376499694
2009-09-25 19:47:24
stevejmoore: .@jmcmellen I thought the sun was "a mass of incandescent gas/ a gigantic nuclear furnace/ where hydrogen is
built into helium at a temp..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376467730
2009-09-25 19:34:49
stevejmoore: .@jackiegerstein your bio made me laugh :) I like it, "living teaching..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4376200266
2009-09-24 23:14:41
stevejmoore: @nancydevine I cant imagine bothering with more than one acct, and our district currently disallows studentteacher electronic contact #sigh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4354173300
2009-09-24 22:54:27
stevejmoore: I think online forum etiquette should be required for professors teaching a class via online forum. I'm just sayin'
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4353743267
2009-09-24 22:31:59
stevejmoore: would rather be napping, sigh. Night class and (if it stays light) mowing the jungle that is my lawn. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4353262459
2009-09-24 17:10:46
stevejmoore: Former Chiefs S Bernard Pollard to the Texans (via @kcchiefsfootbal) http://bit.ly/22ykmT #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4346442902
2009-09-24 16:44:01
stevejmoore: "Work hard, set goals, & decide on the most important things you must get done today and do them."
http://bit.ly/16hy2O (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4345823668
2009-09-24 16:43:16
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I hear that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4345807046
2009-09-24 16:38:37
stevejmoore: The Dusk drew earlier in - The Morning foreign shone - A courteous, yet harrowing Grace, As Guest, that would
be gone - (via @LadyEmilyD)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4345699714
2009-09-24 16:36:14
stevejmoore: wht Role shld Social Media Play in Education? http://bit.ly/3p8WFc (via@web20classroom) "Social Media in
Ed is hre 2 stay." (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4345644928
2009-09-24 16:33:06
stevejmoore: I'm oficially going to NCTE in Philly now!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4345570083
2009-09-24 14:54:01
stevejmoore: is always amazed at how the pace of every class is different. I had a 20 minute difference from 1st to 2nd hour!
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4343281350
2009-09-21 04:46:28
stevejmoore: I swear, the next time I have to get out of bed to go spray for noisey crickets I'm gonna sleep in my tub underwater

like Daredevil #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4140211123
2009-09-21 04:35:47
stevejmoore: @FriedBob we have meetings tomorrow, it's a teacher day only
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4140055375
2009-09-21 04:09:11
stevejmoore: via @bdn723 & @Sportspickle: Right now back in NY, a Giants intern is rifling through Manningham's house
looking for guns and sweatpants #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139639734
2009-09-21 04:07:51
stevejmoore: Check out this ATT ad from 1993 about the future. Cool how accurate it was http://is.gd/3vv3n (via @leggnet &
@CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139617401
2009-09-21 04:04:24
stevejmoore: Great ideas about building a PLN from @tomwhitby http://bit.ly/250ZIq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139559716
2009-09-21 04:01:46
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby I wish he would have missed it the first time just to make Wade Philips angry for calling that TO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139515499
2009-09-21 03:43:03
stevejmoore: @frankevans haha oh no, I've been there too. If Ronnie Brown no good tomorrow I'll be ok, small lead
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139159531
2009-09-21 03:34:34
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst so that was a phone survey? Did I hear that right at the end?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4139005711
2009-09-21 03:32:49
stevejmoore: check out this clip about students failing history tests http://bit.ly/5Xe0o (via @ELanghorst)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138973921
2009-09-21 03:20:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF what a class new profile picture you have Candace, we could be a cartoon team
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138746052
2009-09-21 03:04:42
stevejmoore: It's been a rough day for my fantasy football team (Plunderbuss). 4 starters are yielding no catches! Boo! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138431027
2009-09-21 03:02:56
stevejmoore: @iMrsF came from my next door neighbor at school, she has one on her wall
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138392441
2009-09-21 03:00:59
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I've been meaning to make a tombstone for dead words, such a great idea!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138349169
2009-09-21 02:57:02
stevejmoore: Exciting find! "Shaped by Writing" vid from Harvard frosh comp prgrm but useful 2 all, esp AP teachers:
http://tr.im/zfD4 (via @englishcomp)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138265961
2009-09-21 02:54:10
stevejmoore: @sir_adam Romo isn't playing much different than Cassel...only diff bt us and G men is defensive TDs, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138205746
2009-09-21 02:51:50
stevejmoore: If you were observing in HS classrooms watching learners. What positive signs would you look for? (via
@stevebarkley)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138156266
2009-09-21 02:51:37
stevejmoore: @stevebarkley writing, asking questions, eye contact, and engagement
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138151897
2009-09-21 02:48:40
stevejmoore: [optimistic teacher] I am ready to face my students for the fifth week in a row. They make my life interesting! (via
@frecklface)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138088182
2009-09-21 02:47:51
stevejmoore: @frecklface have a good Monday! Glad it's going well for you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138071794
2009-09-21 02:46:04
stevejmoore: @FriedBob what would I do without you Lee :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4138036152
2009-09-20 04:52:00
stevejmoore: @awessley watch out! I'm following you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4118184631
2009-09-20 04:48:05
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey oh you'll be just fine :) have a little faith in yourself. That's the best thing you can do. DM me if
needed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4118123503
2009-09-20 04:46:44
stevejmoore: @bdn723 most likely you are correct, but I am in a 12-person league...it's possible that he could have another 24
carry 55 yard (5 point) wk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4118102284
2009-09-19 22:55:47
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey well I added your blog to my RSS feed, I look forward to following. Hang in there! Deep breaths
every now and then :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4111931979
2009-09-19 22:46:53
stevejmoore: @kmorrissey you said you updated your blog, I was just curious about your post if you care to share
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4111768558
2009-09-19 22:42:58
stevejmoore: making tough decisions about week 2 of Fantasy Football...should I bench Matt Forte...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4111699632
2009-09-19 21:40:24
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 I want to know what subshine is, something you put on a car?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110643452
2009-09-19 21:39:54
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby haha, what a comparison, very visual--no, visceral!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110634100
2009-09-19 21:27:08
stevejmoore: Save Missouri Teacher Career Ladder http://tinyurl.com/m23pte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110418813
2009-09-19 21:24:32
stevejmoore: [reading] School should/need 2 investigate the potential of online social networks (The Journal)
http://bit.ly/1RMSp (via @NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110375658
2009-09-19 21:22:40
stevejmoore: â€œWinners take imperfect action while losers are still perfecting the plan.â€

Gina Graves" (via @Marelisa)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110344585
2009-09-19 21:20:49
stevejmoore: @russechd http://bit.ly/Dlq9Y there you go! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4110313323
2009-09-19 19:46:55
stevejmoore: Nice looking Internet safety poster. Every teacher w/ students who access the Internet shld have 1.
http://bit.ly/5XyGS (via @ErnieEaster)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108694300
2009-09-19 19:38:42
stevejmoore: Does anyone use the Nelson-Denny Reading Test in their school?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108548265
2009-09-19 19:27:33
stevejmoore: Wow - this is a nice tool -- makes YouTube videos safe to show in class by removing comments, etc
http://safeshare.tv/ (via @dogtrax)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108353567
2009-09-19 19:25:02
stevejmoore: RT @NMHS_Principal: "Teaching is not a lost art, but the regard for it is a lost tradition" - Jacques Barzun (via
@NBCCSue)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108309523
2009-09-19 19:23:36
stevejmoore: @spedteacher one of my favorite quotations :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108284410
2009-09-19 19:23:00
stevejmoore: Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again. Fail better. ~ Samuel Beckett (via @spedteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4108274219
2009-09-19 19:03:05
stevejmoore: RT @russeltarr: Why an iPod Touch in education? Great list of apps/ideas: http://tinyurl.com/nvk7ds (via
@NBCCSue)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4107919618
2009-09-19 19:01:52
stevejmoore: Using Instant Messaging to Engage Children with Reading Comprehension http://is.gd/3sDkg (via @tombarrett)
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4107897521
2009-09-18 23:08:50
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen I know there's a SGF dance studio that does Zumba... I'll dm you if I think of it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4090396069
2009-09-18 23:07:52
stevejmoore: @MaryKayG been there! My evil academic team study wiki was blocked
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4090378221
2009-09-18 22:50:51
stevejmoore: What a simple and cool idea! Taking walks to write. This teacher takes it up a level. http://bit.ly/4qkoFn (via
@hrmason)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4090050271
2009-09-18 22:39:40
stevejmoore: Raiders TE Zach Miller (knee) will not play Sunday against the Chiefs. That's a pretty big deal for the Raiders
offense (via @kb_kcstar) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089831933
2009-09-18 22:39:14
stevejmoore: @hrmason @iMrsF I think so, little Stevie needs his weekend otherwise he may interrupt someone during an
awards speech somewhere...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089823768

2009-09-18 22:37:26
stevejmoore: @shareski nightcap?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089789695
2009-09-18 22:34:18
stevejmoore: @hrmason @iMrsF oh also, I read "books" as "boots" and my response was based off reading DK as Donna
Karen... I'm sure that made sense, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089728859
2009-09-18 22:32:51
stevejmoore: @hrmason as long as you promise not to throw barrels at children
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089701028
2009-09-18 22:31:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @hrmason did someone say Donkey Kong boots?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089665150
2009-09-18 22:21:23
stevejmoore: I will post this again b/c it's just too amazing. Legend of Zelda theme played on giant Tesla Coils
http://bit.ly/4FAuJ1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089480530
2009-09-18 22:18:48
stevejmoore: @YannR bon chance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089429544
2009-09-18 22:17:11
stevejmoore: @anbranch the kids had a pretty good laugh at me too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4089398403
2009-09-18 21:18:16
stevejmoore: @kenroyal I love my tiny powerbook, but sometimes I just have to go to my 24" workhorse monitor :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4088276533
2009-09-18 21:13:11
stevejmoore: .@gardenglen @hermit4lyfe this is just proof that Tesla coils make everything better (especially David Bowie)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4088171550
2009-09-18 21:07:18
stevejmoore: [WHAT!] pretty sure this the coolest thing I've ever seen http://bit.ly/4FAuJ1 That's right. Tesla coils playing
music (via @hermit4lyfe)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4088050345
2009-09-18 21:02:17
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend @mgier there are so many good ways to remove things from white boards I had no idea about!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4087942581
2009-09-18 21:01:31
stevejmoore: @kenroyal Who knows, a lot of those larger entities have several people operating them. For all I know they use
a 30" monitor just for twts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4087925648
2009-09-18 20:39:25
stevejmoore: @kenroyal I can see the complaint, but usually those big tweeps are not conversational, their tweets function
more like an rss feed (for me)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4087455836
2009-09-18 20:36:51
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Ooo, that's a good idea too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4087403054
2009-09-18 20:33:14
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth No. Way. Color me jealous, and hungry.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4087328097

2009-09-17 03:54:50
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers the Royals are my team but usually they just die, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4046757864
2009-09-17 03:45:57
stevejmoore: New Blog Post â€” Happy Banned Book Week! http://url4.eu/SCg8 (via @prestwickhouse)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4046601529
2009-09-17 03:44:39
stevejmoore: Thinking about the term "best practice" & the extent to which it robs our power to create better practice. (via
@intrepidteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4046577456
2009-09-17 03:44:01
stevejmoore: @mmunknownfilms I approve of such a worthy & positive goal!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4046565309
2009-09-17 02:55:27
stevejmoore: @SigningElle the CRINOID!!! (Missouri) and I didn't even have to Google it (thanks to my 4th grade teacher's
skills)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045611293
2009-09-17 02:45:52
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth thanks! It won't be online for a while, I believe they are working on the Teacher U website
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045415175
2009-09-17 02:45:12
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff I had to copy it by following the "reply to" links on the discussion to make that link
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045400929
2009-09-17 02:43:58
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff doing Ed Admin degree, very interesting that you are studying Montessori, didn't know there
were programs just for that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045374662
2009-09-17 02:33:32
stevejmoore: @TeachPaperless once I started finding teachers and Ed conversations I was hooked, but it took maybe 3 months
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045156947
2009-09-17 02:31:48
stevejmoore: Excited that some of my new teacher story will be published soon by @MSTA in Teacher U from
www.mooreonthepage.com!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4045120607
2009-09-17 02:12:19
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 your secret is MINE! The Plunderbuss is comin' for ya!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4044704176
2009-09-17 02:07:53
stevejmoore: @iMrsF thanks for the comment Candace :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4044606616
2009-09-17 02:06:47
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/status/4043042057
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4044582681
2009-09-17 01:52:45
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff haha I'm all for paperless but some things my degree requires, and I prefer marking on my docs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4044269927
2009-09-17 01:18:13
stevejmoore: "This week was exciting for two reasons...reason number two: data trends!"
http://mooreonthepage.com/archives/179
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043514432

2009-09-17 01:16:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF should I scent the pages with musk and use frayed leather on the edges?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043486628
2009-09-17 01:15:51
stevejmoore: New blog post: Pull! NewTeacher
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043463902
2009-09-17 01:14:19
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I hope so, I have to spend the rest of the year reading, writing, measuring, and steeped in it! My head's
still spinning a bit...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043431207
2009-09-17 01:13:41
stevejmoore: @dmmagic oooo, I miss the days when I had 2k as an RA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043417710
2009-09-17 00:58:04
stevejmoore: @mrpotter /ConsolingGesture
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4043072317
2009-09-16 04:40:09
stevejmoore: RT @plnaugle: If You Printed the Internet - Love the graphics http://bit.ly/p04Sk (via @Larryferlazzo)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4022727760
2009-09-16 04:10:16
stevejmoore: @spedteacher that's the best kind of exercise :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4022246948
2009-09-16 04:06:48
stevejmoore: @spedteacher oh no! Sorry to hear about your injury!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4022185424
2009-09-16 03:14:23
stevejmoore: RT @chadratliff: RT @abcte: Aspiring Teachers, Tweet Your Way to a Scholarship - http://bit.ly/3AMXDC
#pickmeabcte #education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4021214206
2009-09-16 03:04:51
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 thanks for the heads up on the PBS show! DVRing it now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4021024082
2009-09-16 03:01:08
stevejmoore: via @mmiller7571: "The Principal Story" on PBS starts here in Spgfld, MO in 10 min.
http://www.pbs.org/pov/principalstory/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4020945835
2009-09-16 02:54:19
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 wait! Do you mean the place in Collins and Bolivar? Smith's Restaurant! They have the best of
every pie/cobbler
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4020801765
2009-09-16 02:53:28
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 I wish I knew what you were talking about b/c I wanna go there! #pie
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4020784359
2009-09-16 02:24:52
stevejmoore: @room214 I know some of these are not right. A frmr veteran teacher of mine with doc. does not make only 30k,
there are facts missing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4020182384
2009-09-16 02:17:59
stevejmoore: @room214 Woah! That's crazy! I'm going to have some questions for some people in my district
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4020033197

2009-09-16 02:12:55
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I already know, sadly, I can't attend NECC this summer. I have internships to do for my
MS.Ed, hopefully METC will work out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019921230
2009-09-16 02:11:15
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain good call...I'll be sure to let you know, it would be cool to meet lots of tweachers f2f at
METC10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019884656
2009-09-16 02:09:04
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I would like to go, but haven't made solid plans to yet...did you go last year?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019835526
2009-09-16 01:59:34
stevejmoore: @room214 did the list include admins or just classroom teachers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019617261
2009-09-16 01:58:58
stevejmoore: Top Teaching Blogs http://bit.ly/nd33m (via @dmcordell & @wmchamberlain)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019604169
2009-09-16 01:55:19
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain you sir, are a gentleman and a scholar. Many thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019523390
2009-09-16 01:44:43
stevejmoore: â€œOpportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work.â€ - Thomas A
Edison #fb (via @paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019290960
2009-09-16 01:37:20
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst just realized you were 07-08 Missouri Teacher of the Year while browsing the DESE site, how
exciting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4019134153
2009-09-16 01:30:32
stevejmoore: @JohnMikulski HAHA! That must have been quite a moment to see
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4018989708
2009-09-16 01:23:02
stevejmoore: @JohnMikulski @iMrsF I want an audio recording of all the typing sounds
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/4018828573
2009-09-14 03:43:22
stevejmoore: Greg Jennings is my hero. #fantasyfootball #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3972493743
2009-09-14 03:29:31
stevejmoore: Matt Forte, I'm sorry that your O-line has let both of us down.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3972061275
2009-09-14 02:18:35
stevejmoore: Kanye West is fired from humanity. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3969435864
2009-09-14 02:08:14
stevejmoore: Dear Hardee's: not only do I not believe you bake your biscuits fresh, it doesn't matter bc you put fried lunchmeat
on them. Gross. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3969092027
2009-09-13 00:46:20
stevejmoore: [Yes!] "Just saw this amazing, albeit small, flickr group "It's a trap (lego)" - http://bit.ly/nwQGw" (via
@tpman24)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3944996522

2009-09-13 20:24:42
stevejmoore: Can't believe I benched Patrick Crayton #fantasyfootball
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3961285718
2009-09-13 17:50:19
stevejmoore: FOOTBALL! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3958479864
2009-09-13 04:16:43
stevejmoore: Link: listening to "Gordon Lightfoot - Early Mornin - A classic. http://tumblr.com/xea3349k0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3948665283
2009-09-13 03:29:48
stevejmoore: Lego Bricks with Over 2M Views? WOW! - http://bit.ly/2QLOeo (via @ShellyKramer)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3947868225
2009-09-13 03:16:41
stevejmoore: Link: listening to "Vidar Busk on NRK (Norway): Little Wing" - A good little Norwegian set-Vidar Busk
http://tumblr.com/xea333gjx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3947633713
2009-09-12 21:19:25
stevejmoore: Going on a walk with my two favorite girls #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3941473568
2009-09-12 18:56:59
stevejmoore: Amusing - If architects had to work like sw developers: http://bit.ly/3A1mhR (via @CMillerDesign)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3939010482
2009-09-12 17:28:37
stevejmoore: Stack of essay tests to grade and a bottomless coffee, good to go! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3937426019
2009-09-12 17:27:16
stevejmoore: @ijohnpederson ugh I hate that feeling
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3937401801
2009-09-11 02:17:29
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 and what a GAME this is too, I have the Titans DST and Hines Ward, so I'm following closely :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3902534238
2009-09-11 02:14:08
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 Looks like you've got Blogger installed? I strongly suggest Wordpress, so many more options and
fun things to tweak.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3902462412
2009-09-11 02:13:30
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain Ooo, an "experienced" name...well played.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3902448912
2009-09-11 01:41:52
stevejmoore: @Clifford223 CLIFTON! You're on the Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3901769233
2009-09-11 01:36:45
stevejmoore: @tpman24 @price86 I hear this in my sleep sometimes during NFL season: "You'd better kick it here..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3901662411
2009-09-11 01:31:07
stevejmoore: @Price86 anyone is better than listening to John "obvious facts" Madden (although he does have a grandfatherly
appeal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3901543353
2009-09-11 01:29:35
stevejmoore: Now accepting nominations for my new home network name. Previous name was: "FrumiousBandersnatch" #fb

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3901510742
2009-09-11 23:53:18
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend that's a good one, here's mine: http://xkcd.com/149/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3922780888
2009-09-11 23:31:39
stevejmoore: @SigningElle I love this one too, the tech support flow chart...http://xkcd.com/627/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3922387792
2009-09-11 23:18:39
stevejmoore: "Fact: 30% of biologist frst dates disintegrate into making punnet squares." http://xkcd.com/634/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3922149838
2009-09-11 21:22:42
stevejmoore: @417coffee @thinkzech french press + chemex = hopefully delicious, but possibly not that different in flavor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3919963707
2009-09-11 17:08:58
stevejmoore: Mobile Learning and iTunes U from Apple Education....http://is.gd/39Bvn (via @web20classroom &
@comicsteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3915090489
2009-09-11 16:13:45
stevejmoore: @Horizons93 Same to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3913982223
2009-09-11 16:11:51
stevejmoore: [student quote from the hall] "You look really skilled right now, like... you're a skilled walker" How bored
would I be w/o that stuff? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3913942284
2009-09-11 16:10:19
stevejmoore: "On this day, I try to remember the people we ask to go into burning buildings & blind alleys to protect us." (via
@nprscottsimon)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3913911429
2009-09-11 14:05:58
stevejmoore: 3 Great Ed Follows for #followfriday Middle School English: @RussGoerend Special Ed: @spedteacher and
Deaf Ed: @SigningElle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3911506217
2009-09-11 13:50:52
stevejmoore: Happy Friday! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3911240297
2009-09-10 23:37:57
stevejmoore: [reading] One problem with electric or plug-in hybrid cars: http://pages.citebite.com/s... (via @jgates513)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3899109170
2009-09-10 23:36:07
stevejmoore: @jspry I would DVR that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3899072179
2009-09-10 23:11:48
stevejmoore: @kcchiefsfootbal I will say this, the new http://kcchiefs.com/ is TONS better, and I don't often use the caps-lock.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3898579255
2009-09-10 23:05:29
stevejmoore: "it's bad if someone calls your writing verbiage. It doesn't quite rhyme with "garbage," but it's nearly as
insulting." (via @GrammarGirl)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3898453397
2009-09-10 22:55:02
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell it always throws me off to see the #followfriday links a day early from the Euro sector of my

PLN :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3898244896
2009-09-10 22:53:44
stevejmoore: internet is out at home, I'd rather be there watching NFL Network while I do my homework, but I suppose the
coffee shop will do #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3898219892
2009-09-10 22:34:29
stevejmoore: [awesome graphic] How many solar panels does the world need to build? http://bit.ly/vbdyy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3897845146
2009-09-10 22:30:09
stevejmoore: "Lava Lava" my fav motivational writing/homework music right now. #fb â™« http://blip.fm/~d5ynx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3897759136
2009-09-10 22:27:45
stevejmoore: hierarchy of digital distractions: http://bit.ly/GcciN (via @atrubek) #infoisbeautiful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3897712251
2009-09-10 22:25:24
stevejmoore: .@arstechnica It's a cute idea, but I think they're still missing some light bulbs in the marketing department.
#windows7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3897666792
2009-09-10 20:34:39
stevejmoore: @librarybeth oh good! I hadn't found her yet, but had heard she was all atwitter. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3895455095
2009-09-10 17:19:12
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher Ahh, well I enjoy the aroma, taste, and temperature more than anything. Don't have much need
for caffeine.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3891608456
2009-09-10 13:27:13
stevejmoore: [Ha!] Pigeon Turns Out to be Faster Than S. African Net http://ow.ly/oNUk (via @Lostbishop & @slashdot)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3887093951
2009-09-10 03:15:58
stevejmoore: @spedteacher that's so great to hear, I value sped teachers' opinions so highly, I think we all benefit from them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3879565793
2009-09-10 01:35:50
stevejmoore: Infographic showing Wealth Distribution Around the World http://bit.ly/1aAtDF (via @Larryferlazzo)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3877307857
2009-09-10 01:32:36
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg sounds like you have a lively class :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3877227395
2009-09-10 01:31:56
stevejmoore: Joyce's 'Ulysses' on Twitter (#englishteacher): http://tinyurl.com/nxu9gs (via @russeltarr)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3877210691
2009-09-10 01:28:39
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend google reader is awesome but i'd say it is second to docs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3877136967
2009-09-10 00:45:13
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg agreed, I don't need to be entertained by an addressed just informed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3876089930
2009-09-10 00:44:23
stevejmoore: Giving my first test tommorrow, though it's more of a two day writing exploration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3876070272

2009-09-10 00:42:17
stevejmoore: @spedteacher how's the reg ed teaching going for you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3876021330
2009-09-10 00:41:13
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign three cheers for the light bulb!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3875995805
2009-09-10 00:40:42
stevejmoore: tool to change a PDF to a Word document...http://www.pdftoword.com/ (via @ramblinmaam)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3875983771
2009-09-10 00:39:41
stevejmoore: @atrubek haha I'd be right there giggling too, that or forcing a stern look to avoid it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3875959301
2009-09-09 23:45:09
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend you're killing me, I'm in class starving... I can smell your food...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3874775433
2009-09-09 23:43:11
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend nice! My wife's dad is a meat broker, let's just say it's delicious to be on his deck.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3874736087
2009-09-09 23:38:19
stevejmoore: @shareski I introduced my dog to my students (in description at least)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3874638242
2009-09-09 23:36:38
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend good tip! Makes me hungry...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3874605134
2009-09-09 23:36:03
stevejmoore: If you've cleaned your grates and the burger's still holding on, it's not ready to be flipped yet. Don't force it. (via
@RussGoerend)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3874593301
2009-09-09 20:11:09
stevejmoore: @Todd_M what percentage "similarity" do you require of each paper?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3870487854
2009-09-09 20:09:21
stevejmoore: @fink_girl follow me and I'll DM you, I'd love to hear more, RWT is a great resource for lessons. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3870450958
2009-09-09 19:47:13
stevejmoore: Does anyone else have experience with www.TurnItIn.com either in higher ed or below?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3870008219
2009-09-09 17:10:19
stevejmoore: @dwarlick looks like a "puff ball" full of fungal spores
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3867123694
2009-09-05 04:14:17
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter ;) I almost linked to you on that, but I didn't want to conflate you and the evil character in Aliens.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3773064698
2009-09-05 03:28:52
stevejmoore: I have no idea how to truly "drive" a car but it's a goal of mine to drive the track on Top Gear and make absolute
dead last on the list #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3772311982
2009-09-05 03:18:18
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse on "preaching to the choir:" Sometimes I just want to tweet "do, re, mi, fa, so la, ti, doooo!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3772135468

2009-09-05 03:06:31
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach haha! good of you to "let me in" ;) If ice cream is the scariest stuff in your head, it's a soft and fuzzy
place.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3771933786
2009-09-05 03:00:07
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach LOL. I'm gonna let you sort those questions out for yourself Jen ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3771818527
2009-09-05 02:54:47
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach my wife loves those, l think they're pretty good too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3771722391
2009-09-05 02:36:57
stevejmoore: @dustinj South Africa and Argentina, I would suggest.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3771409071
2009-09-05 02:01:27
stevejmoore: @danamhuff breaking your links or not posting them?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770774745
2009-09-05 01:56:44
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I'm so sorry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770687464
2009-09-05 01:52:11
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach it's Friday, go buy some chocolate, cheese, and enjoy your weekend ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770607427
2009-09-05 01:48:49
stevejmoore: Ha! "Love it, Guy Fiere : 'I have a PHD in food - pretty heavy diet!'" (via @paulrwood) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770547728
2009-09-05 01:47:17
stevejmoore: @garrick_s thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770520631
2009-09-05 01:45:31
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I do my best ;) I blame it all on Alton Brown, Anthony Bordain, and other foodies on TV whom I
aspire to eat like.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770489236
2009-09-05 01:44:15
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach @irasocol it's DELICIOUS! I had never had it before. 3 Cheers for Dubliner cheese!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770466620
2009-09-05 01:37:52
stevejmoore: @snipeyhead haha, I NEVER miss an airing of Aliens if I can help it :) Impt part of my childhood nightmares and
entertainment.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770354052
2009-09-05 01:32:36
stevejmoore: "Aliens" is on TV, I always laugh at "game over man!" scene and Paul Riser's death. #fb #QualitySciFi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770260193
2009-09-05 01:28:21
stevejmoore: .@iMrsF centrism is the only pathway to success in this country. Need to focus on shared ideals not exacerbate
differences a la cable news.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770181994
2009-09-05 01:25:44
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach just went out and got an amazing Dubliner cheese...perfectly delicious.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3770134183
2009-09-05 00:38:19

stevejmoore: @kathweaver you know what they say about eggs--or, omelets I guess (wouldn't know since I'm allergic to eggs)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3769271905
2009-09-05 00:32:52
stevejmoore: "How can something so simple get so stupid. " http://bit.ly/JHJcv "...both sides have short memories...Grown-ups
ruin everything" #sigh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3769174603
2009-09-02 03:53:13
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth no prob! Glad to have you on my PLN "team" :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3704438584
2009-09-02 03:51:22
stevejmoore: @spedteacher Douglas Adams is possibly one of my favorite human beings ever, when he died so young I was
truly saddened. World lost a good 1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3704408047
2009-09-02 02:16:49
stevejmoore: @spedteacher *gasp* No Sci Fi! No Bradbury even?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702679850
2009-09-02 02:06:34
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 He hasn't yet, I saw him get floored by Misty and Keri in beach volleyball, is it the Albert Pujols
one? Good fun indeed. #shaq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702477139
2009-09-02 02:04:16
stevejmoore: @damian613 happy writing to you tomorrow, night.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702431606
2009-09-02 02:01:21
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Reminds me I need to renew my @Wired subscription too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702373490
2009-09-02 02:00:08
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I thought that from your title and the different email at the bottom. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702348228
2009-09-02 01:59:00
stevejmoore: @sir_adam We're Tiger and *gasp* Panther users.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702325527
2009-09-02 01:58:33
stevejmoore: @spedteacher I've been lucky enough to not have to teach things I "don't like" yet so I haven't waged that war w/
myself, attitude matters
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702316533
2009-09-02 01:57:18
stevejmoore: @spedteacher the struggle is the most important part of the teaching/learning process. That's why I do every
lesson I assign first (try to).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702293059
2009-09-02 01:49:44
stevejmoore: @lionsima @spedteacher I think it's easiest to guide students through something you had to learn yourself 1st,
rather than just know.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702144944
2009-09-02 01:48:58
stevejmoore: @spedteacher @lionsima I think reflecting closely upon our own biases is the most important part about being a
teacher. If we learn, they do
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702130181
2009-09-02 01:48:02
stevejmoore: Some ppl are very vague in assmnt of st. testing. Wld love to see more explanation, less rhetoric. Rhetoric spins
us in circles (via @iMrsF)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702111767
2009-09-02 01:43:02
stevejmoore: @principalspage I think the picture is kind of creepy, but the message about getting a flu shot is important...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3702015361
2009-09-02 01:39:36
stevejmoore: @sir_adam as a patient or a doc?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3701949112
2009-09-02 01:38:35
stevejmoore: Reading on @ScottElias's blog about New Literacy http://bit.ly/4pGAhP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3701929549
2009-09-02 01:36:40
stevejmoore: I wish my wife and I's Macs were Intel and not PPC so we could get Snow Leopard :-( #sigh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3701892834
2009-09-02 01:04:43
stevejmoore: @iMrsF wow, that's awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3701259452
2009-09-02 01:03:22
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @iMrsF thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3701232926
2009-09-02 00:46:26
stevejmoore: [New Blog Post] "Wizards and Crickets and Teaching, Oh My!" http://mooreonthepage.com/archives/163
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3700898368
2009-08-26 00:17:32
stevejmoore: Awesome site for graphs and interesting info http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/ (via @nathanremington)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3545992219
2009-08-25 23:58:32
stevejmoore: Wiped out after school today. Cold, cold, go away! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3545635438
2009-08-25 23:54:35
stevejmoore: @lovingyouiseasy Ed Administration/Leadership. All the fun behind-the-scenes stuff :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3545562100
2009-08-25 16:42:31
stevejmoore: grad classes start tomorrow, I'm glad to have my classes "up and running" for the next week or two! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3537988629
2009-08-25 14:12:24
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 haha, thanks. What chance does #TeacherTuesday have against #fatpeoplearesexier and
#countrysidestarwars?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3535261061
2009-08-25 13:26:21
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 ooo, did it read like that? I'm just always trying to find more teachers on twitter :-/ Never want to
sound spammy...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3534526413
2009-08-25 13:14:34
stevejmoore: I wonder what it would take for us to get #TeacherTuesday on Trending Topics...#alliteration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3534351371
2009-08-25 13:11:39
stevejmoore: @web20classroom @iMrsF @irasocol @edutopia 4 great links to start off #TeacherTuesday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3534307149
2009-08-25 02:57:02

stevejmoore: Missouri Literary Festival 10/2-4 w/Billy Collins. http://www.missouriliteraryfestival.org/ (via @llcadle)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3526910335
2009-08-25 02:18:37
stevejmoore: @damian613 $300 for pads? hope they did something else too... you can install your own pads for about $50,
never heard of >$150 for them...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3526192162
2009-08-25 02:09:39
stevejmoore: @msstewart all I can think about when I mow is ways not to breathe in all the grass
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3526013863
2009-08-25 02:09:04
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff @msstewart @iMrsF @RdngTeach @jerridkruse Thanks for sharing your
#inspiration4teaching !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3526002178
2009-08-25 02:08:34
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach sometimes food does it for me too, or the combination of food+coffee... #inspiration4teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3525992751
2009-08-25 02:07:43
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I definitely agree, I find a ton here in the cloud on Twitter and other places too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3525976373
2009-08-25 01:22:16
stevejmoore: [Realization] my best teaching insights come when I'm relaxed and doing something for my own enjoyment. You?
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3525092766
2009-08-25 01:19:53
stevejmoore: @dgilson wait, you don't mean he'll be at MSU do you? I know he's coming to OU this year sometime...I warn
you, don't toy w/ my emotions!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3525045375
2009-08-25 00:56:05
stevejmoore: Pomagranate Oolong may not have been the best choice for tea, sounded good but has too floral an aroma for me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3524580026
2009-08-25 00:41:34
stevejmoore: Going to hang out at the coffee shop with some good friends for a bit: Billy Collins and Robert Service. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3524300793
2009-08-25 00:12:00
stevejmoore: @Rachel_Elliott 40 minutes would be wonderful! Enjoy it! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3523734797
2009-08-24 23:57:27
stevejmoore: @iMrsF 20 minutes for lunch (insanely wrong), but I have my planning period over the lunch hour so I can
technically take a bit longer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3523455056
2009-08-24 23:31:41
stevejmoore: @dgilson your new profile pic is definitely @theCoffeeEthic #ImCallingIt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3522976655
2009-08-24 23:12:16
stevejmoore: I'm so glad it's football season. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3522612739
2009-08-24 23:08:47
stevejmoore: [echo] "Get Your Hands Dirty" memories of one of my best teachers www.mooreonthepage.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3522547556
2009-08-24 22:38:36

stevejmoore: I'm still a bit sick, but this day has turned out better than I expected! #optimism #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3521981032
2009-08-24 20:16:38
stevejmoore: "Get Your Hands Dirty" Week 2 for a new teacher begins: www.mooreonthepage.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3519632177
2009-08-24 16:57:34
stevejmoore: @Mr_Davids_K sounds like you have an interesting project going! Hope your kids like it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3515919383
2009-08-24 16:55:53
stevejmoore: As of lunch time, I'm at about 80% volume and energy, still a bit sick feeling, using copious amounts of germ-x,
looks like I'll make it #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3515886951
2009-08-24 16:54:44
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend thanks for asking, I'm making through the day so far!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3515864837
2009-08-23 22:28:42
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @mhtalbut @vigdissj thanks for your thoughts, not sure if I should Twitter much more while so
medicated, :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3500025668
2009-08-23 15:02:21
stevejmoore: bleh. It'd be nice if I could breath, taste, and not ache anymore. I hope to be better by Monday for school :( #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3492728540
2009-08-23 02:24:13
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign haha! Classy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3484079789
2009-08-23 02:22:29
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 exactly, then it will be easier to run iTunes, render a big Photoshop image and do a few more
things at once
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3484050582
2009-08-23 02:20:02
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach wouldn't want a Twitter without you ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3484008579
2009-08-23 02:17:47
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 gut would tell me more multiple-app support for running VMs and Spaces, etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3483971587
2009-08-23 02:11:47
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 it depends on what the "average" user is doing. Web surfing/doc proc: slight advantage to 64,
bigger for the more you do
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3483869013
2009-08-23 02:06:35
stevejmoore: "Praise does wonders for our sense of hearing." Arnold H. Glasgow (via @jasonsaxon)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3483780110
2009-08-23 02:05:25
stevejmoore: Watching Revolutionary Road and enjoying some hot tea #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3483760567
2009-08-22 22:58:12
stevejmoore: @paulbogush sounds tasty! You must have quite the garden!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3480740158
2009-08-22 22:46:52
stevejmoore: Twitter pro accounts coming by year's end http://su.pr/1MQ5n6 (via @MissouriJim)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3480562977
2009-08-22 22:44:05
stevejmoore: @tylerbreed don't forget the tahini!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3480518170
2009-08-22 22:43:20
stevejmoore: Good home-made food is the best medicine. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3480506570
2009-08-22 21:04:42
stevejmoore: @JoniHannigan I'm glad you liked the blog, hopefully my immune system will be battle-ready on Monday again...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3478917564
2009-08-22 21:03:36
stevejmoore: @denabud @RdngTeach @kyle_baxter @azsgreen @kenroyal @vigdissj @msstewart thanks for the
commiseration/sympathy! Feeling less bleh now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3478899281
2009-08-22 19:50:51
stevejmoore: Medicated honey lemon cough drops are my friend today. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3477722315
2009-08-22 15:04:23
stevejmoore: after the first week of school: I'm sick. Boo. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3472834251
2009-08-22 01:03:57
stevejmoore: @tpman24 o-line scares me a bit, Cassel looks good, LJ meh, and D is not the Swiss cheese mess it was before...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3462702343
2009-08-22 00:31:48
stevejmoore: Time to dust off my KC Chiefs jersey as they face Minnesota (too bad it's a Jared Allen one!) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3462125304
2009-08-21 22:48:10
stevejmoore: great encouragement from @kenroyal I have a feeling you'll count your bad days on one hand. My rule is you're
allowed 5 per year. Thanks :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3460271340
2009-08-21 03:16:58
stevejmoore: @tonnet @jonbecker thanks for the tip! I'll keep an eye out for the social sector signifiers in those biz books
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3442168904
2009-08-21 02:55:44
stevejmoore: @jonbecker He was talking about How the Mighty Fall, haven't read Good to Great yet, I have a soft spot for IO
Psych, theory, and disc.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3441774054
2009-08-21 02:54:12
stevejmoore: @jonbecker I see relevance in his stages of failure, hubris, undisciplined pursuit of more, denial of risk, etc
could apply to tchrs or schl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3441745234
2009-08-21 02:49:46
stevejmoore: @murcha Hi to you all from Springfield, MO! Twitter allows you to connect with wonderful educators who share
and care around the world.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3441662792
2009-08-21 02:38:42
stevejmoore: listening to Jim Collins http://www.charlierose.com/guest/view/911 on @CharlieRoseShow saying some
remarkable things relevant to #EdAdmin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3441456544
2009-08-21 02:28:16

stevejmoore: As a teacher, it's more important that I have "the question" for students than they get an answer from me. They
will produce better answers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3441260212
2009-08-21 01:40:05
stevejmoore: @lionsima ahhh, but you'd have to have read the book :) The beta is vital. It's a quick read though if you're
curious!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3440343490
2009-08-21 01:37:49
stevejmoore: @msstewart Ahh the curse of the Type A... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3440301873
2009-08-21 01:34:23
stevejmoore: contemplating buying a beta fish for my high school class after they read Rumble Fish... too elementary or
community building fun? #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3440236100
2009-08-21 01:33:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 makes sense to me! #swineflu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3440217899
2009-08-21 01:24:04
stevejmoore: @dmmagic oozing inexhaustible enthusiasm is the only way to roll :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3440040353
2009-08-21 01:19:59
stevejmoore: Time for Jeopardy! and chocolate milk #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3439963273
2009-08-20 23:59:59
stevejmoore: @blairteach Ooo, note to self, use "social capital" during administrative evaluations... #MiningForBuzzWords ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3438455295
2009-08-20 23:52:26
stevejmoore: Loving parent open house night so far :) Good conversations #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3438316177
2009-08-20 20:16:25
stevejmoore: agreed to participate in our pep assembly tomorrow...perhaps I should've thought more b4 agreeing. They said
something about pudding... #doh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3434504278
2009-08-20 17:23:42
stevejmoore: [Awesome Chart] (via @nancydevine @wired @Digidave) A Periodic Table of Visualization Methods
http://bit.ly/N52i8 #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3431231061
2009-08-20 17:22:10
stevejmoore: Any edu. major or student teacher qualifies for free membership. http://bit.ly/SyqOK (via @Abcteach)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3431201719
2009-08-20 17:21:02
stevejmoore: @fisher1000 Want to let your new teachers know how many great connections you can make on Twitter with
veteran educators, make 1st yr easier
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3431179843
2009-08-20 17:20:02
stevejmoore: @fisher1000 Hi to you all from another new teacher in Springfield, MO! You can read about my first year here-> www.mooreonthepage.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3431159942
2009-08-20 17:09:41
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach That's a fun idea, I hadn't thought of having entrance music! It's going well :) Week 1 is almost
done and week 2 is percolating

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3430958128
2009-08-20 04:05:59
stevejmoore: @OvhII he had a chance in football but I worry for him in tennis or beach volleyball, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3420792055
2009-08-20 03:38:44
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver awww gloopy :) Kudos to you two for saving the kittens @rcburrell
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3420310379
2009-08-20 03:26:19
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach Once talked to a principal who made sure some custodians mysteriously got a six pack of beer in
their trunk now and then :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3420089483
2009-08-20 03:25:14
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver no Zaphod Beeblebrox, Marvin, Ford Prefect, Aurthur? Zarlax the Confiscator? Doobledrube the
Nauseous?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3420070196
2009-08-20 03:15:09
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver http://twitpic.com/ejsbb - Awwww, have a name picked out?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419887616
2009-08-20 03:08:17
stevejmoore: [good advice that is also delicious] "Hey, do what works. :-) Then bake more." (via @JenAnsbach)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419760150
2009-08-20 03:04:09
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Haha, I gave the last of my choc chip cookies to my tech dept as a bribe to get the attendance/grade
systems up in my room.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419682767
2009-08-20 02:45:23
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 yay for culinary endeavors!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419322504
2009-08-20 02:39:30
stevejmoore: @tpman24 It would be cool, I always feel like I know the show, but the speed is hard to have too. I'll stick to
coaching A-Team in HS :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419210595
2009-08-20 02:31:23
stevejmoore: I <3 Jeopardy! Sad I never tried to qualify for the College Challenge when I qualified... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3419056002
2009-08-20 02:01:54
stevejmoore: A large glass of whole chocolate milk has now become an important part of my planning time. It's a good thing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3418487391
2009-08-19 22:05:50
stevejmoore: @librarybeth @msstewart women can't wear neckties? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3414185529
2009-08-19 21:33:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I did a few more tests to comment replies, shouldn't my gravatar be set in the wp-admin under users?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3413581534
2009-08-19 20:57:21
stevejmoore: [cool!] For your Biology Teachers...A Species Search Engine! http://is.gd/2oOvz@web20classroom #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412913876
2009-08-19 20:55:56
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Haha, my last post got like 8 comments...I see the darkened "reply" color, like it! Any thoughts on
making my gravatar work?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412887723
2009-08-19 20:44:33
stevejmoore: pocket of heavy rain will move into the Springfield area in a few minutes. In West Plains, 1.25" fell in just 30
min #SGF (via @DaveSnider)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412669398
2009-08-19 20:43:55
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse depends on your dist. Check with admin first. CIPA is impt, if email is ok for students to use, offer
to set up an acct w/ them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412656204
2009-08-19 20:41:26
stevejmoore: [fixed link, thx @electricpaladin!] Great article! via @web20classroom: Create a Reading Community in your
Classroom...http://bit.ly/4nPccg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412606943
2009-08-19 20:39:56
stevejmoore: @lionsima Nothing at all wrong with "tutorial" :) How-to, from a linguistic standpoint is a compound noun just
like "turn-style" as I undstd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412578186
2009-08-19 20:31:47
stevejmoore: @electricpaladin I'd have to agree, teachers make a huge difference, you can have all the fancy curriculum/tech
whatever, but must have tch!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3412421658
2009-08-18 03:16:49
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach this is true!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3375476359
2009-08-18 03:03:30
stevejmoore: Seeing ellipses with more than three dots on TV commercials makes me sad "..." <--that's all it is. No more, no
less. #grammar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3375239779
2009-08-18 03:00:07
stevejmoore: @JaredParker @jenansbach is that Tony Danza show actually going to happen?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3375176850
2009-08-18 02:58:29
stevejmoore: @sheasmith mine too! So strange, but doesn't seem to be harmful...yet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3375147284
2009-08-18 02:56:08
stevejmoore: @damian613 @iMrsF hmmm maybe I will get the chance to experience again in the future. I'll have to give it
another chance :) #blockshcedules
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3375105795
2009-08-18 02:48:53
stevejmoore: @iMrsF eww, I hate block. If I was teaching chemistry it would be awesome, but not for CommArts. Talk about
fav books/ writing sample...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374976955
2009-08-18 02:41:53
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz @iMrsF I love cheesy icebreakers, but won't be doing one tomorrow :) Agree about setting a tone,
can show personality w/o icebrk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374851135
2009-08-18 02:27:07
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach holy cow that choc cake from @Chris_Gorham looks ridiculous...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374585631
2009-08-18 02:26:10
stevejmoore: @dgilson thanks!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374568522
2009-08-18 02:13:23
stevejmoore: Operation procure chocolate milk: success, plus bonus of PB Cap'n Crunch on sale. Figure it can't hurt to eat like
a high school kid tonight
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374339153
2009-08-18 01:56:05
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach ok, now I have to go to the grocery and get some (choc milk), you've got me jonesin' for it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3374021150
2009-08-18 01:54:54
stevejmoore: @kenroyal and thanks for the encouragement :D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373999545
2009-08-18 01:54:23
stevejmoore: @kenroyal that's good to hear (that you miss teaching) best admins I know feel the same way, and you can tell by
the way they lead
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373990375
2009-08-18 01:52:10
stevejmoore: watching Food Network (always torturous when hungry) and now I'm craving an olive tapenade... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373951261
2009-08-18 01:48:33
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra @e_shep I've said the same thing a few times here on Twitter :) Make the time if the task is impt to
you, otherwise be honest!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373887045
2009-08-18 01:23:31
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach well I did forget to get more choc syrup for choc milk...now I'm lost!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373433441
2009-08-18 01:19:47
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I love fun storms! :) So far I've checked off video games and cookies...next exciting task: laundry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373365835
2009-08-18 01:11:45
stevejmoore: School starts tomorrow, I feel like singin'!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3373219654
2009-08-17 22:59:57
stevejmoore: @msstewart oh boy! That's early! How has it been so far? Your 2nd year? 3rd?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3370904310
2009-08-17 22:59:00
stevejmoore: @dmmagic yeah I missed it then, now that teaching is under way I'll be tweeting a bit less I think...also more grad
classes start next week
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3370888108
2009-08-15 01:57:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF eeek! Contact your school's sys admin, I'm sure they still have it cached somewhere, most places have to
store data for a while
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320468385
2009-08-15 01:56:13
stevejmoore: little late, but I need to do a few #FF shout-outs: @iMrsF will make you smile, @pepepacha has style, &
@paulbogush is worth your while
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320447138
2009-08-15 01:53:37
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320404921
2009-08-15 01:53:27

stevejmoore: @kenroyal thanks for the encouragement! I was going to plan all day Saturday, but my wife is making me go
swimming at the lake instead :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320402317
2009-08-15 01:52:37
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain talking about #monorails ? you could catch the nearest one in Neosho or Joplin... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320388797
2009-08-15 01:51:06
stevejmoore: @damian613 that's pretty awesome, I bet she loved that. I'll have to remember that one...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320364909
2009-08-15 01:50:38
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut yay for Moms indeed :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320357432
2009-08-15 01:45:12
stevejmoore: Wife and I just made fresh chocolate chip cookies! http://twitpic.com/dxixf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320270033
2009-08-15 01:34:59
stevejmoore: My mom commented on my new blog :) http://bit.ly/L6CES yay for moms #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320104398
2009-08-15 01:13:41
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish the Basaam Shakashiri chemistry demo books are the best out there, DM for link later when I'm not
on the iPhone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3319759654
2009-08-15 01:11:49
stevejmoore: @ScottElias every major town should have better, safe, clean, and accessible public transit #monorails
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3319728047
2009-08-15 01:09:42
stevejmoore: Overwhelmed a bit, but in a good way. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3319692746
2009-08-15 04:14:01
stevejmoore: @pepepacha and thanks :) I put a lot of stock into positivity, have a habit of hope I say.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3322653051
2009-08-15 04:12:53
stevejmoore: @pepepacha @CharlieRoseShow- easily my favorite journalist of any kind. Most robust, conversational, and
pleasantly, intellectually folksy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3322635900
2009-08-15 04:09:07
stevejmoore: @pepepacha "please buy two spiral notebooks to keep in class" cost: maybe 50 cents, I buy a few backup ones
too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3322577675
2009-08-15 04:00:29
stevejmoore: Need to catch up on my @CharlieRoseShow on the DVR soon...have been absorbed in planning #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3322443662
2009-08-15 02:14:37
stevejmoore: More great teachers (I could list all night...) #followfriday @jerridkruse devil's advocate, @irasocol free radical
@msstewart genuine deal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320751670
2009-08-15 02:12:42
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'm a poet, and I wasn't even aware of it ;) (My favorite response to that kind of thing)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320720093
2009-08-15 02:05:05

stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain agreed! I would go all the time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320595122
2009-08-15 02:00:59
stevejmoore: I almost forgot @tomwhitby on #FollowFriday, he always fills my page with goodness.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3320526229
2009-08-14 16:58:37
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe If we could get another person in, you would've been the first to call. I hope to play again next
month or so once I get rollin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3311028897
2009-08-14 16:54:07
stevejmoore: Still have a ton to do before school starts, but inching my way along...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3310943689
2009-08-14 12:30:01
stevejmoore: I love Friday morning commutes because of StoryCorps on @nprnews
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3306567821
2009-08-14 03:57:46
stevejmoore: The world is a better place because of Conan O'Brian #SmallComforts #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3301080468
2009-08-14 03:46:17
stevejmoore: @pepepacha thanks! Hope yours is good as well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3300893627
2009-08-14 03:05:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF downloaded your pdf, going to check it out later, looks very interesting!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3300186347
2009-08-14 02:56:03
stevejmoore: @SciTeach3 it's very exciting, that's for sure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3300023710
2009-08-14 02:53:02
stevejmoore: I thought it was awesome that I get Monday off before school begins, now I get to play a free round of golf at
Twin Oaks Country Club! #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3299970033
2009-08-14 02:52:01
stevejmoore: What a crazy and exhausting week so far! First faculty meeting is tomorrow morning, then school starts next
Tuesday.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3299952113
2009-08-13 23:49:03
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc @iMrsF haha, well our colors are orange and black...but no, I'll be shocked if there is much orange
in the new building
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3296716475
2009-08-13 23:43:15
stevejmoore: Excited to tour our brand new high school building tomorrow morning, only one semester left for the old
building...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3296617593
2009-08-13 23:41:33
stevejmoore: Day 2 of New Teacher Training is over! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3296588014
2009-08-13 02:10:25
stevejmoore: @paulbogush just with friends, but there was mud, blood, and bruising all the same.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277938735
2009-08-13 02:07:39

stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, (chihuahua I think) I did play a little rugby in college, but I've never been so sore in my life
after playing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277888399
2009-08-13 02:02:48
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG I suppose it depends upon how your district is arranged, but could be the community passes more
bonds for secondary use?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277802876
2009-08-13 01:56:38
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 Yale and MIT have quite a few good ones #onlinecourses
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277691057
2009-08-13 01:54:54
stevejmoore: @TeachPaperless but ego can be a pejorative term too, people may fear asserting themselves in that way
depending upon their psychology
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277660592
2009-08-13 01:53:40
stevejmoore: So strange to hear about economist Stephen Moore http://bit.ly/Gb8QM on @PRI today...thought that the hockey
guy was the only famous "me"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3277639382
2009-08-12 23:27:10
stevejmoore: @iMrsF congrats on graduating!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3275411021
2009-08-12 23:25:53
stevejmoore: @pepepacha I think you show that too :) glad you're a part of the conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3275392539
2009-08-12 23:05:50
stevejmoore: @cecinobre79 I know, right? Cake is a wonderful thing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3275091612
2009-08-12 22:42:26
stevejmoore: I really wish there was a cake in my office. A giant, chocolate, double-decker cake. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3274673675
2009-08-12 22:33:03
stevejmoore: @ScottElias but your name is @scottelias and not @stevejmoore! How can you be right!? Blargh! :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3274511527
2009-08-12 22:25:15
stevejmoore: Something I've learned about Twitter: it's a better place for all when you engage in conversation, not willful
certitude of your own ideas
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3274375715
2009-08-12 22:20:48
stevejmoore: @plugusin I am so very sorry for your pain. #IE6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3274298261
2009-08-12 21:56:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF how about you? When does school start? Ready? Taking classes at Drury as well?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273853021
2009-08-12 21:55:35
stevejmoore: @blairteach Thanks! Thanks to Hobby Lobby finally stocking their cardboard vowels I'm not MR MR (read:
Mister Mister, lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273844362
2009-08-12 21:49:47
stevejmoore: @TeachPaperless that's when the onus is on us to show the value of social media and not just the novelty.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273743902

2009-08-12 21:49:14
stevejmoore: @TeachPaperless I think people fear ego, mundanity, assertion of importance where there is none, narcissism,
voyeurism... #perhaps @socmedia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273734849
2009-08-12 21:33:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF super duper :) I have a cloud of plans floating above me, trying to pull them all down onto a calendar
before kids come on Aug 18th
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273455324
2009-08-12 21:28:03
stevejmoore: Holy crap. This makes me want to take a month off of work: http://bit.ly/JetPass #all-you-can-jet (via
@ScottElias) <--Wow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273367618
2009-08-12 21:16:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I will do the same until large interactive touch screens are widely available. I need a big workspace for
my ideas.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273172888
2009-08-12 21:15:14
stevejmoore: @Glennia mmmm that sounds tasty, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3273148248
2009-08-12 21:04:59
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver niiiiice work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3272968838
2009-08-12 19:41:17
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG thanks for the input!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271420816
2009-08-12 19:27:08
stevejmoore: When building a PLN... (via @PodPirate) Be purposefully open to people with starkly contrasting views to those
you hold dearly (@kjarrett)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271162067
2009-08-12 19:25:43
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho They're just 3-D cardboard letters from Hobby Lobby, I am very pleased with them :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271136345
2009-08-12 19:24:17
stevejmoore: @PodPirate ahhh the joys of owning a Mac, my iBook G3 is 7 years old now as well, still running wonderfully
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271112393
2009-08-12 19:22:54
stevejmoore: One day of teacher orientation down...#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271089727
2009-08-12 19:21:51
stevejmoore: @lovingyouiseasy I wanted it to be big and bold, but not menacing :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271072017
2009-08-12 19:18:58
stevejmoore: This isn't imposing is it? http://twitpic.com/dn1kz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3271021812
2009-08-12 18:59:00
stevejmoore: @blairteach @jkmcclung @SuperHeroPHD thanks for the warm wishes on training day! I'm now accepting
volunteers to fill out my paperwork... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3270656730
2009-08-12 18:57:07
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe oh yeah! I'll download paint.net, I remember you mentioning that before. GIMP worked for my
strange WP issue for now

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3270622761
2009-08-12 15:53:25
stevejmoore: [echo] Chronicle of a New Teacher: thoughts on beginnings... http://www.mooreonthepage.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3267338640
2009-08-12 12:06:42
stevejmoore: Time for my new teacher orientation at the high school! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3264080032
2009-08-12 04:59:49
stevejmoore: @poorheather @edmostrangelove I would like a movie role in which @kyle_baxter and I fight to the death--nay,
to the pain--with encylopedias
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259954660
2009-08-12 04:54:31
stevejmoore: @sir_adam thanks Adam! Look forward to seeing yours when it's done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259882518
2009-08-12 04:53:04
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign I worked around the problem, I'm still not sure what the issue was... I'll be sure to ask next time
something crops up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259861838
2009-08-12 04:51:52
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 so true, I'll be sure to tweet a pic of me behind a literal wall of black and white journals at some
point, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259844703
2009-08-12 04:51:08
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby thanks for the mention Tom ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259834452
2009-08-12 04:39:12
stevejmoore: Got my summary post method figured out, now my home page feels less encumbered by the new posts
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259660903
2009-08-12 04:32:49
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 I feel the same way! I've been in and out of my classroom trying to get ready and I've hardly been able
to get any PLN time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259565981
2009-08-12 04:06:39
stevejmoore: Thanks to @rcburrell for doing the incredibly peaceful design on www.mooreonthepage.com, direct your
compliments toward him!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3259162433
2009-08-12 03:14:31
stevejmoore: New post, new site, new year, new teacher :-D http://mooreonthepage.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3258303618
2009-08-12 02:39:58
stevejmoore: @chadratliff I would say check out the ECNing by @englishcomp http://www.englishcompanion.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257701525
2009-08-12 02:31:00
stevejmoore: frustrated b/c WP is not taking my jpegs...downloading GIMP to make PNGs or something else...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257543107
2009-08-12 02:29:02
stevejmoore: @irasocol idk, I'm no farmer, lol. Let us know if you find the answer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257507648
2009-08-12 02:21:47
stevejmoore: @irasocol my whole family a generation back farmed, that's what I was always told about schools (at least in

ND, SD, IL)...that and/or no AC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257384038
2009-08-12 02:15:29
stevejmoore: @SciTeach3 that sounds exciting, I'll be looking forward to hearing about that committee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257271304
2009-08-12 02:14:49
stevejmoore: @Linda704 quiche?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257258683
2009-08-12 02:12:49
stevejmoore: @djmath "Chief Learning Officer" what a great title for a principle!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257222821
2009-08-12 02:11:27
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish well you know there ain't no easy way out...#petty #nbct
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3257197770
2009-08-12 00:36:08
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish you working towards becoming an NBCT?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3255539824
2009-08-12 00:28:40
stevejmoore: Off to play some tennis! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3255414254
2009-08-12 00:19:12
stevejmoore: @xgravity23 haha! #42 indeed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3255261712
2009-08-12 00:13:56
stevejmoore: BLARGH! WP why are you rejecting my image?! It's a good image I promise!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3255179966
2009-08-12 00:10:40
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/dk37g - the view from my desk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3255128633
2009-08-11 22:21:38
stevejmoore: In case you forgot what those letters stood for (via @kellyhines) Glossary of Ed terms and Acronyms
http://tinyurl.com/m62d6c
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253353117
2009-08-11 22:12:36
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 yeah, I know how it is, Nings are blocked at my school, as is Google Docs, I am installing Moddle
and a Wiki on my website tho
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253201428
2009-08-11 22:10:57
stevejmoore: @SummerWorkation finishing my Master's degree, reading tons of blogs, twittering with other teachers across the
globe, and reading 4 myself.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253178127
2009-08-11 22:07:10
stevejmoore: This is incredible--> Living willow structure http://om.ly/FggI (via @GuyKawasaki)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253117812
2009-08-11 22:06:04
stevejmoore: @sir_adam jealous! I didn't get to go to a #Chiefs game last year...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253098282
2009-08-11 22:05:29
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 could use a ning or wiki on a school-operated site for suggesting students b/t teachers for clubs...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253087947

2009-08-11 22:01:15
stevejmoore: Major Meteor Shower to Light Up Skies http://bit.ly/pwjjr (via @sandijacques) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3253029482
2009-08-11 21:58:56
stevejmoore: "You never grow old, you become old by not continuing to grow" (via @pepepacha) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3252988199
2009-08-11 21:55:49
stevejmoore: Preparing the first post for the new site [www.MooreOnThePage.com] which will be on beginning my teaching
career. @rcburrell designed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3252934284
2009-08-11 21:52:53
stevejmoore: A line from my new site's 404 page brilliance by @rcburrell "On no account allow a Vogon to read poetry at
you." Preceded by DON'T PANIC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3252883713
2009-08-11 21:05:05
stevejmoore: "How do we begin to create a school culture that values social & emot. well being while promoting..."
http://bit.ly/1IdslS (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3252087316
2009-08-11 20:10:39
stevejmoore: getting very comfortable in my new classroom! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3251270980
2009-08-11 18:22:48
stevejmoore: I need to remember to thank my dad for teaching me to be a spreadsheet wizard. #Excel #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3249906915
2009-08-11 03:21:07
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @JaredParker system in place already, climb the ladder to admin and put your skills to work, best
principles miss teaching a lot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238699956
2009-08-11 03:16:58
stevejmoore: @terri_science I love your video! Very fun idea! I made up a Syllabus Jeopardy game for my reading classes for
the first or second day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238627531
2009-08-11 03:15:57
stevejmoore: Seven Things for the First Days of School http://bit.ly/tFoGg (via @terri_science)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238609528
2009-08-11 03:10:36
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse @paulbogush I always think of this http://bit.ly/23S7AD during long twitversations :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238516658
2009-08-11 03:06:40
stevejmoore: Link: listening to "Iron and Wine - Carousel" http://tumblr.com/xea2neb7x
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238447914
2009-08-11 03:06:35
stevejmoore: listening to "Iron and Wine - Carousel" â™« http://blip.fm/~bi3u7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238446471
2009-08-11 03:02:55
stevejmoore: .@jerridkruse I just don't think old/young, admins/teachers, or innovation/wisdom are opposing forces. The
solution is social
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238381526
2009-08-11 02:59:07
stevejmoore: @paulbogush During interview season, I noticed a trend of administrators fishing for outside experience to
benefit teaching, publishing, etc

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238313352
2009-08-11 02:54:50
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse @paulbogush I know we've all met tech-knuckle-draggers, but vast majority of "old" teachers I
know are vital and inspiring
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238239408
2009-08-11 02:48:32
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse @paulbogush can't imagine why there'd be an upper limit on teaching, could be value in working
outside in field, then teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3238132248
2009-08-10 19:05:48
stevejmoore: @steveshann @drshann thanks for the mentions! Great quote of Dewey's
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3230205601
2009-08-10 19:04:14
stevejmoore: @sir_adam "you need to widen your world view Arial Narrow!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3230179429
2009-08-10 19:02:43
stevejmoore: Taking a break even from my pln today. School will be here so soon! Hope everyone is having a great Monday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3230154329
2009-08-09 18:43:46
stevejmoore: "Education is a social process. Education is growth. Education is, not a preparation for life; [ed] is life itself."
~John Dewey @nashworld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3211430737
2009-08-09 18:39:34
stevejmoore: spent all morning in the heat mowing, trimming, and watering, could not get the shower cold enough! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3211371918
2009-08-09 18:38:22
stevejmoore: [Awesome] The Font Conference: "get with the times, New Roman!" http://bit.ly/7iGvs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3211355089
2009-08-08 19:57:39
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain so true! I would just like to have a pool... (wouldn't we all in this heat?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3197004489
2009-08-08 19:53:38
stevejmoore: @irasocol Did you say you worked in law enforcement?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196961259
2009-08-08 19:53:09
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 @iMrsF the most wonderful class I had at MSU focused on the source of knowledge, Margaret
Weaver taught us http://bit.ly/bWo9t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196955796
2009-08-08 19:50:08
stevejmoore: @tseale haha, go be socially engaged! Wish I had a pool today...MO is hot and humid!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196923481
2009-08-08 19:49:37
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff let me know how it turns out :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196917930
2009-08-08 19:23:31
stevejmoore: @iMrsF personally I think knowledge is socially constructed. We all learn from others.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196633284
2009-08-08 19:22:50
stevejmoore: @iMrsF it depends upon where you think knowledge comes from! Even the Greeks were split bt
internal/external.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196626306
2009-08-08 19:21:11
stevejmoore: @irasocol least regulated part of the economy as well, an interesting connection. What would teaching look like
if it were supported th sme?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196608623
2009-08-08 19:02:32
stevejmoore: @irasocol @imrsf look at companies like Google and Apple for open work environments with no deadlines
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196397196
2009-08-08 19:00:13
stevejmoore: @dobrien917 I tried it out but the Bank of America app does just fine for my needs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196369137
2009-08-08 18:57:59
stevejmoore: @AldridgeDuff blueberry compote for pancakes maybe...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196344114
2009-08-08 18:56:18
stevejmoore: @dobrien917 yes! Just search the app store
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196326564
2009-08-08 18:52:17
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 Urban Spoon and Yelp will help you find food...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196283385
2009-08-08 18:50:38
stevejmoore: @irasocol what was hat school? Where was it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196265917
2009-08-08 18:46:40
stevejmoore: @latortuga as in the Atmosphere rap duo from the twin cities?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3196223855
2009-08-08 16:29:45
stevejmoore: If you create a Twitter account for your admin. please make sure you help them come up with a plan to manage
info...RSS (via @bethstill)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194666519
2009-08-08 16:20:31
stevejmoore: Just in case you missed this in the past year or so: George Orwell Diaries collected and blogged
http://orwelldiaries.wordpress.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194560331
2009-08-08 16:18:48
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck loved your tweet last night about the simple joy of not setting an alarm on Saturdays :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194540838
2009-08-08 16:18:08
stevejmoore: @MargaretAtwood haha! @ no/now first date typo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194533716
2009-08-08 16:16:28
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher It is very sad, nothing good comes of the political extremes, both sides need to move to the
center and shake
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194515638
2009-08-08 15:54:00
stevejmoore: Fun! Watch SAG actors read stories--"my Kindergarteners LOVE this site" http://www.storylineonline.net (via
@mbteach)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194266820
2009-08-08 15:51:12
stevejmoore: @bdn723 most definitely the 2009 #Royals D is worse than the 03 Chiefs

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194237282
2009-08-08 15:45:20
stevejmoore: Consider digital identity before using @tomwhitby's idea to create a Twitter accounts for our them.
http://bit.ly/TX1zJ (via @bethstill)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194173249
2009-08-08 15:40:18
stevejmoore: @nikosaur don't know if you're a mushroom person, but the #SGF downtown market shittake purveyor is
wonderful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194118294
2009-08-08 15:37:20
stevejmoore: cataloging lesson plans in Google Docs and listening to Whad'Ya Know on @PRI http://www.notmuch.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3194086907
2009-08-08 15:14:09
stevejmoore: [School Admin Mentoring] @stevebarkley 's blog. Great thoughts about coaching and leadership.
http://blogs.plsweb.com (via @langwitches)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3193840817
2009-08-08 03:11:53
stevejmoore: @motherthinker thanks for the rec! It's always good to have you in on the conversation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3188083863
2009-08-08 03:10:52
stevejmoore: An time I say "no pun intended" it's a lie. #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3188071670
2009-08-08 01:02:27
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby you really are the great PLN steward aren't you? You send the right kind of message
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3186456758
2009-08-08 00:53:06
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 that's high-five worthy! #ExtreeeemYoga
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3186341140
2009-08-08 00:23:12
stevejmoore: There is some seriously awesome German folk/pop/polka/rap on @ksmu right now, wish I knew what it was
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3185955906
2009-08-07 23:26:21
stevejmoore: Art walk in downtown #SGF tonight! Anyone in the area should go! http://itsalldowntown.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3185233478
2009-08-07 23:19:27
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut @iMrsF thanks for the shout outs earlier!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3185146272
2009-08-07 23:18:40
stevejmoore: @PRI Got You Pegged http://bit.ly/lerKc was great
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3185136564
2009-08-07 23:15:03
stevejmoore: @shannonm :) thanks Shannon, it's been a good two years. Keep supporting the teachers in your life! Hope your
Doc Dissertation goes well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3185089928
2009-08-07 23:07:16
stevejmoore: [Nostalgia] Did you know there's a Myst iPhone app? It's the full game and it's very well ported.
http://bit.ly/2Qi0ur
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3184990033
2009-08-07 23:05:31
stevejmoore: @iMrsF that sounds awesome!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3184965757
2009-08-07 22:04:28
stevejmoore: And another chapter in my life closes... http://twitpic.com/d2wpj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3184213441
2009-08-07 20:41:49
stevejmoore: @danamhuff I'm from Blue Springs near KC, currently living in Springfield
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3183118358
2009-08-07 20:40:20
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 it's strange, I can update via he web at home but not a work where I can't install tweetdeck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3183097487
2009-08-07 20:36:31
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I prefer Tweetie, the Deck always crashes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3183043278
2009-08-07 20:24:24
stevejmoore: @newegg pick me!! pick me!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3182874838
2009-08-07 19:54:25
stevejmoore: Wish I could update from the web, it's harder to give followfriday recs on my phone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3182466401
2009-08-07 18:32:09
stevejmoore: Apparently Twitter is still having problems, can't update from the web...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3181423502
2009-08-07 16:27:09
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner being a former Linux user makes you a more powerful user on any OS :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179806978
2009-08-07 16:26:05
stevejmoore: Sales Tax Holiday starts today Missourians! http://bit.ly/18Irml (via AltecSalesCom) #taxfreeweekend
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179793348
2009-08-07 16:22:46
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner wellll, I tried to upload a theme from master designer @rcburrell but lacked the requisite plugins
so my wp install borked
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179751513
2009-08-07 16:21:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF File Transfer Protocol http://bit.ly/Hzl2T think of it like email for robots.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179728526
2009-08-07 16:18:55
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl That's how it was all day yesterday for me. I could only post from my phone. Not sure why
though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179700724
2009-08-07 16:14:39
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 @danikabarker @BillCelis Merci beacoup!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179644962
2009-08-07 16:13:45
stevejmoore: Geeez, updating Wordpress via FTP takes FOREVER
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179633329
2009-08-07 15:38:05
stevejmoore: "Twitter feels like note-passing at skool" haha! It kinda does! (via @MargaretLAtwood)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3179167943
2009-08-07 14:58:31

stevejmoore: Important parts of my PLN: @tomwhitby and @jmiscavish both stir up conversation and share great material
#FollowFriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3178657455
2009-08-07 02:06:39
stevejmoore: @pepepacha good luck to you, need peer reviewers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3172658309
2009-08-07 02:05:25
stevejmoore: best way to build your PLN is by recommendations. Qualify your members. Apps to gather #'s are for marketers
not PLN's! (via @tomwhitby)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3172642472
2009-08-07 01:43:10
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho click that little down arrow on the right side of the sidebar
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3172351223
2009-08-07 01:29:49
stevejmoore: Tomorrow is my last day working @Cart32, after then I leave non-career oriented jobs behind forever... #ch-chch-changes #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3172185287
2009-08-07 01:25:15
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl did you know that the Partnership for a Drug Free America's symbol is an interrobang!?
http://www.drugfree.org/#
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3172129270
2009-08-06 22:47:12
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I'm sorry to her that Chris, your family will be in my thoughts, glad he is getting good care!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3170393233
2009-08-06 22:34:59
stevejmoore: @dolt287 are you injured or visiting?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3170231198
2009-08-06 22:00:49
stevejmoore: @dolt287 idk it's a for-profit hospital, my mom worked there before CP bought it and the new mgmt treats RNs
very poorly, glad ur xp ws good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3169845793
2009-08-06 21:54:48
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver I think we'd all be in trouble if we didn't agree :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3169777862
2009-08-06 21:49:52
stevejmoore: @mrnichol that's an intersting idea about the rubrics... Maybe it would be easier to only show 7,8,9/10
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3169722011
2009-08-06 21:44:00
stevejmoore: Anyone else not able to login to TwitPic?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3169656919
2009-08-06 19:26:30
stevejmoore: @mrnichol gotcha, plus your class is elective so they should want to work. Going to change A-93, B-82% too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3168152425
2009-08-06 19:08:46
stevejmoore: Where do you write? Check out these authors' spaces http://www.whereiwrite.org (via @hermit4lyfe)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167944457
2009-08-06 19:05:19
stevejmoore: @mrnichol what's making you want to depart from the traditional 60% scale?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167906723
2009-08-06 19:03:33

stevejmoore: Reading Robert Garmston's article on how to create a collaborative culture: http://bit.ly/SDEd0 (via @nmangum)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167886996
2009-08-06 19:01:05
stevejmoore: Teaching without Technology http://bit.ly/3mPPH2 via @mbteach #ocp (via @ShellTerrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167858654
2009-08-06 18:54:58
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut Story Corps is awesome as well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167787532
2009-08-06 18:42:34
stevejmoore: Wishing that Twitter would work from the web, I can't access my PLN as easily today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3167645759
2009-08-06 17:31:50
stevejmoore: @latortuga are you in the city or are you playing a Chicago song on Rock Band ;) ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166987470
2009-08-06 17:26:36
stevejmoore: I loved @pri's This American Life today, absolutely wonderful radio journalism from @IraGlass and co
http://www.thisamericanlife.org #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166948576
2009-08-06 16:25:41
stevejmoore: 22 iPhone and iPod touch features you may not know about: http://bit.ly/XYt9r (via @stevekatz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166501745
2009-08-06 16:20:44
stevejmoore: [GIFT] Give your Admin a working Twitter Acct with 50 active PLN Members on it for school opening. Make a
difference. (via @tomwhitby)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166476943
2009-08-06 16:18:49
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby that's a seriously interesting idea! I'm going to consider doing that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3166467433
2009-08-06 04:37:31
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 you have my permission ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3160772279
2009-08-06 04:35:03
stevejmoore: @paulbogush you better watch out, she might hear you, bark several times, then hide behind me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3160734734
2009-08-06 04:28:52
stevejmoore: @msstewart :) what would we do with out @paulbogush?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3160638802
2009-08-06 04:28:06
stevejmoore: @LoganR There was a link in my acct on the lower left-hand side of the page
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3160627137
2009-08-06 04:26:50
stevejmoore: Added this line to my course syllabus agreement: "I understand that I CAN succeed in this class." #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3160607862
2009-08-06 01:34:36
stevejmoore: @msstewart teachers use changing tools to teach in a static system... (via @paulbogush) this is a great conv,
harder to reply on iPhone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3157560387
2009-08-06 01:32:55
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @msstewart but kids are not static (via @kellyhines) agreed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3157530501

2009-08-06 01:09:59
stevejmoore: Are you digitally distinct? http://snipr.com/osxh9 #edchat (via @plnaugle)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3157119027
2009-08-06 01:00:44
stevejmoore: @NancyEH I think she is exactly right about committing to students, they challenge you because they need you,
not because they don't.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3156957777
2009-08-06 00:51:13
stevejmoore: had an awesome dinner, chorizo pepper chicken with mandolin-sliced sweet potatoes. I have the best wife ever.
#fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3156791258
2009-08-05 23:00:29
stevejmoore: @jaelithe my 5k was a good RT I believe...just the other day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3154929082
2009-08-05 22:55:19
stevejmoore: RT @deangroom: Loving how Student Information Technology Helpdesk staff are called the SITH by department.
- I love it :D (via @moodleman)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3154840102
2009-08-05 22:52:26
stevejmoore: @dgilson don't forget Qdoba!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3154790327
2009-08-05 22:50:36
stevejmoore: @shareski I believe that is called a "blink"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3154758735
2009-08-05 22:41:58
stevejmoore: @xgravity23 hrm... Maybe keep using it and wait for it to show, I've been GVoicing for a week or two
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3154608564
2009-08-05 21:45:07
stevejmoore: @rcburrell his life is over, am I right @edmostrangelove ? There will be no wedding with @brendajdriver until
he's caught up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153627869
2009-08-05 21:33:47
stevejmoore: @deedee_jacobs I tried it a while back, but didn't find it very useful, perhaps I didn't give it a fair enough chance
though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153428679
2009-08-05 21:32:05
stevejmoore: @sir_adam that sounds delightful, haven't tried any of the Lego games...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153398553
2009-08-05 21:29:55
stevejmoore: @dolt287 there was an ad on my #Gvoice home page, that's what I clicked...it's gone now that I've redeemed it I
guess...lower L-hand corner
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153359181
2009-08-05 21:28:11
stevejmoore: @dgilson lol, hunger for Mexican food and rap b/c of the #gtaco hashtag, someone made a joke earlier about it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153328785
2009-08-05 21:26:09
stevejmoore: @tpman24 agreed. turn signals FTW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153294147
2009-08-05 21:21:45
stevejmoore: Why Some Comics Work... http://bit.ly/Cy2D6 (via @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153217974

2009-08-05 21:19:19
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I think the collective blood pressure of all Americans would decrease if there was public transit
everywhere, we all road rage!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153175772
2009-08-05 21:16:45
stevejmoore: @xgravity23 well, there was an ad on my #Gvoice home page in the lower left hand corner, but now it's gone.
Maybe b/c I've redeemed it now..
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3153131339
2009-08-05 21:04:52
stevejmoore: Awesome printable stuff via@teachHub http://bit.ly/3MgMP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152920276
2009-08-05 20:54:10
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck your biz cards or your #Gvoice #?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152726562
2009-08-05 20:43:27
stevejmoore: Thanks to @ScottElias now every time I read #gtaco I get hungry for Mexican food and rap
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152534809
2009-08-05 20:42:42
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne well everyone knows you're supposed to carry a list of your passwords with you at all times, right?
#security #fail ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152521406
2009-08-05 20:41:31
stevejmoore: The new secretary at our school is my hero, we're getting a new building in Jan. and she still spent 1/2 hr trying to
test my keys w/ me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152500235
2009-08-05 20:40:22
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/cw19x - The free Google Voice biz card is pretty nice looking actually!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152479621
2009-08-05 20:36:37
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen yeah, I'm in the same boat with friends not using my #GVoice #
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152412728
2009-08-05 20:35:20
stevejmoore: @iMrsF wow, that should be fun :) you weren't there so long ago yourself!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3152389729
2009-08-05 20:10:59
stevejmoore: Photo: Just a reminder to myself to finish all the books of his that Iâ€™ve started http://tumblr.com/xea2l8sil
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151964347
2009-08-05 20:10:07
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen I just noticed that little button in my GV acct. How are you liking the service so far?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151949000
2009-08-05 19:55:16
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/cw13o - I definitely uploaded the wrong photo, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151681897
2009-08-05 19:44:02
stevejmoore: @pourmecoffee LOL, well done. /applause
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151481577
2009-08-05 19:43:14
stevejmoore: Did anyone else notice that Google gives you 25 free business cards with your GVoice # on them? Just ordered
mine & they are actually free!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151467260

2009-08-05 19:30:09
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend haha, I can't wait to see your windows! I've been trying to get ready at school, don't have my net
access yet there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3151240244
2009-08-05 19:00:35
stevejmoore: great writing resource from @NMHS_Principal http://www.writingfix.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3150737615
2009-08-05 18:32:17
stevejmoore: My first weeks of class are shaping up on paper... #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3150237088
2009-08-05 18:16:14
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I'm glad you went with Rock Band over Guitar Hero WT. You will be very pleased.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3149953738
2009-08-05 18:15:15
stevejmoore: 100 Best Blogs for Teachers of the Future | Clear View Education Blog http://ow.ly/j3e3 (via @edutopia
@AngelaMaiers)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3149935960
2009-08-05 18:11:07
stevejmoore: Twitter tip: use the reply arrow when replying to specific posts so Twitter can keep the conversation together.
(via @RussGoerend)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3149861251
2009-08-05 18:10:13
stevejmoore: Someone in my wonderful PLN mentioned hiding the Trending Topics yesterday (can't remember whom),
awesome idea!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3149844837
2009-08-05 18:07:07
stevejmoore: @PlatteCountyR3 Great to see another district on Twitter! The only other KC dist. I know of twittering is Lee's
Summit as @lsr7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3149789321
2009-08-05 05:06:14
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I steongly approve of your man cave. #win
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3139862064
2009-08-05 05:04:20
stevejmoore: @shareski consistent punishment is the only thing that made my dog stop, have to rub their noses in it then send
them outiside
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3139834786
2009-08-04 23:27:24
stevejmoore: @dan2600 don't miss Steve Balmer this Fall in Pit Stain Warrior!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3134203478
2009-08-04 21:02:08
stevejmoore: Microsoft made something that's aesthetically pleasing? I'm impressed: http://bit.ly/ox1fO via @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3131743286
2009-08-04 19:22:47
stevejmoore: Math/science people, this one's for you: Functions of love? http://xkcd.com/55/ #maths
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3130015697
2009-08-04 18:55:23
stevejmoore: Reading "What Do School Tests Measure?" http://bit.ly/OeRzW (via @willrich45)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3129531281
2009-08-04 18:51:57
stevejmoore: Just got Twitter spammed for the first time, never had to block anyone before now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3129471678

2009-08-04 18:18:34
stevejmoore: @msstewart wow, I have respect for anyone who has to share their room, that has to be somewhat of an
instructional challenge! kudos to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3128889366
2009-08-04 18:11:20
stevejmoore: Train your staff with this wonderful text on The Whole Internet! http://imgur.com/gI3zO.jpg Incredible PD!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3128760976
2009-08-04 17:41:36
stevejmoore: @alicemercer good admins to follow @scottelias and @mmiller7571 for #teacher tuesday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3128238618
2009-08-04 17:30:30
stevejmoore: "I ate the outer shell of a dreamsicle so I could have cream for my coffee." http://bit.ly/ZHhF0 (via @valerilea)
#genius #coffee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3128045093
2009-08-04 17:17:36
stevejmoore: Worried about compatibility in Windows 7? VMs to the rescue! http://bit.ly/9I5sX (via @arstechnica)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3127823035
2009-08-04 17:13:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart it's a good feeling isn't it? :) Do you have a room theme of some sort?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3127758250
2009-08-04 17:05:36
stevejmoore: Went to go buy some reading books today and happened upon one written by my favorite practicum teacher! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3127611197
2009-08-04 16:26:35
stevejmoore: @des_public there's just enough of a breeze here right now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3126925370
2009-08-04 16:24:20
stevejmoore: RT @GoogleTutor blog post: Video: How to Make a Chart in Google Docs http://bit.ly/mkVqZ (via
@EdTech4Me)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3126886367
2009-08-04 16:21:16
stevejmoore: Beautiful day here in Springfield!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3126834390
2009-08-04 00:30:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell LOL! Yessss Lost is so good Ryan...so good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3114629451
2009-08-04 00:00:12
stevejmoore: Hey Missouri Tweechers, remember that the Tax Holiday is next weekend 8-7 through 8-9! http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3114139256
2009-08-03 21:00:15
stevejmoore: Excited to have friends coming to visit this week! #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3111225552
2009-08-03 19:37:33
stevejmoore: the @woot shirt is genius today http://shirt.woot.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3109924047
2009-08-03 19:14:57
stevejmoore: @shareski if it were my child, I would have to do a DNA test, bacon is just that important to me.
http://xkcd.com/418/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3109547817
2009-08-03 19:01:41

stevejmoore: @dwarlick I was born in the Twin Cities, raised in Missouri. Started my PLN to prepare for teaching, wanted
exposure to new ideas/people
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3109323398
2009-08-03 18:44:19
stevejmoore: @edutopia what a great read as we prepare to enter the school year, I shared on Facebook as well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3109032757
2009-08-03 18:34:01
stevejmoore: "As a teacher, my goal was to go home at the end of each day with more energy than I had at the beginning of the
day. Seriously." @edutopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3108861440
2009-08-03 17:26:21
stevejmoore: I recommend http://bit.ly/W8wqS where you can compare the top 10 web hosting services. All include a free
domain (via @jeffstrk)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107734204
2009-08-03 17:25:55
stevejmoore: @LoganR @dolt287 thanks! I'll be posting a lot more pictures I think...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107727173
2009-08-03 17:24:29
stevejmoore: @jonbecker @vtdeacon If there were a cable package that only offered the Food Network, we would buy it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107703649
2009-08-03 17:23:42
stevejmoore: @jeffstrk Hey thanks! That's a great list!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107690683
2009-08-03 17:21:40
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 But we can teach them, could be added to a senior seminar class or even a 1 day workshop, it's a
life skill now I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107657435
2009-08-03 17:04:12
stevejmoore: Now all there's left to do is add the table, chair, and lamp and the book nook will be complete!
http://twitpic.com/cn0zl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3107363935
2009-08-03 03:42:14
stevejmoore: Wow. "gift to all our graduating seniors, we buy each of them their own domain name - cheaper than a
monogrammed pen "(via @kernkelley)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3097945455
2009-08-03 02:29:56
stevejmoore: Watching The Best Thing I Ever Ate: Pizza on the Food Network, geez... I'm sooo hungry now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3096829306
2009-08-03 00:08:32
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 oh yes, sorry for the confusion, the dates are what is impt ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3094712530
2009-08-03 23:58:42
stevejmoore: @JaredParker yeah, I think so. Not all of Twitter is celeb gossip/meaningless updates or unsolicited crap either.
It's a portal.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3114114646
2009-08-03 23:22:07
stevejmoore: @beckiwithani I'm with you on the toaster oven thing, as soon as I get more counter space, one of those will be
needed I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3113523188
2009-08-03 22:00:04
stevejmoore: The Trouble with Twitter http://bit.ly/3ZMzLP Interesting read, makes me ruminate... Strange that I found it on

Twitter...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3112181361
2009-08-03 21:53:54
stevejmoore: @danikabarker No problem! That's about the best free way to get more info
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3112079275
2009-08-03 21:16:50
stevejmoore: Check it out! How to Get Complimentary Teaching Materials | Edutopia http://bit.ly/2pTF1M (via @edutopia
@spurdave @teacherpedia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3111491157
2009-08-03 21:15:54
stevejmoore: @danikabarker in what terms? you can see who owns it by going to whois.net
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3111476981
2009-08-03 21:06:16
stevejmoore: "Self-esteem is the reputation we acquire with ourselves." Nathaniel Branden (via @BillCelis) #fb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3111323484
2009-08-03 21:04:17
stevejmoore: @michellebythec first CD I ever bought was August and Everything After :) Great great album.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3111292045
2009-08-02 23:32:41
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 yes, 8-7 through 8-9 is the MO tax holiday #woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3094208142
2009-08-02 23:28:28
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I wonder that sometimes ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3094148220
2009-08-02 23:24:36
stevejmoore: Chicken, plum, and red onion kebabs http://twitpic.com/ckf3l
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3094094994
2009-08-02 22:18:14
stevejmoore: @msstewart :) No kidding, I'm helping them take baby steps into a Web 2.0 friendly school. @englishcomp Ning
is an incredible tool
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3093176551
2009-08-02 22:17:14
stevejmoore: @hrmason yeah, its a good springboard. You don't have to use it, but if you're stuck it'll get'cha going
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3093163027
2009-08-02 22:16:39
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I wish, just about any Web 2.0 thing is blocked :-( about the only things that aren't blocked are
Twitter and YouTube
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3093154845
2009-08-02 20:44:06
stevejmoore: @msstewart hey thanks! I'm going to be working hard this year to get Nings unblocked a school (at least for
teachers)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3091843172
2009-08-02 18:48:41
stevejmoore: Very cool lesson goal-building tool http://www.byrdseed.com/differentiator/ helps you keep many parts in mind
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3090200318
2009-08-02 18:43:49
stevejmoore: Recommended @iMrsF to @MrTweet 'She is a wonderful addition to my PLN, full of energy for discussion and
great ideas!' http://bit.ly/QfZCl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3090132605
2009-08-02 18:17:08

stevejmoore: @sir_adam so are you ready for some fantasy football with @price86 @dolt287 and @jpacubas?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3089763706
2009-08-02 18:10:12
stevejmoore: @Holtsman ahhh the wonders of little boys :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3089666877
2009-08-02 18:07:14
stevejmoore: @frecklface Wow, that is an old fish! How's the prep for teaching going?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3089626081
2009-08-02 05:56:35
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung please do! I take part of my inspiration from @imrsf , trying to figure out how to doll out nook bean
bag priveleges
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3082746343
2009-08-02 04:51:58
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung oh wow! Free bean bags, how unexpected
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081999412
2009-08-02 04:20:19
stevejmoore: @frecklface how old is your beta fish?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081598690
2009-08-02 03:53:22
stevejmoore: @paulbogush :) you're an accomplished troublemaker Paul
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081238525
2009-08-02 03:52:26
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung thanks! Going back after I get my class funds to get a lamp, table, rug, and bean bag chair for the
"nook"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081225962
2009-08-02 03:51:08
stevejmoore: @paulbogush how do you spell it? http://bit.ly/E8lvG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081209139
2009-08-02 03:38:23
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 This book? http://bit.ly/dWbnL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3081037941
2009-08-02 03:32:26
stevejmoore: Finished my canvases for my big bulletin board http://twitpic.com/ch1al
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3080958196
2009-08-02 00:09:51
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 thanks I'll check it out! It's called Flipped?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3078223096
2009-08-01 23:39:26
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 freshman struggling readers all day :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3077824387
2009-08-01 23:38:03
stevejmoore: @jkmcclung the previous teacher did it over 9 years, I'm just lucky enough to inherit it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3077806630
2009-08-01 22:21:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart my wife helps but part of it is the RA in me from college days spent decorating dorm floors :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3076800380
2009-08-01 22:20:51
stevejmoore: @JaredParker @giftedteechur it's a roll of paper that looks like old wood http://twitpic.com/cfmwe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3076786488

2009-08-01 22:04:24
stevejmoore: From regular corkboard to super awesome in minutes! http://twitpic.com/cfk6r
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3076568583
2009-08-01 21:03:23
stevejmoore: Lucky to have so many books for kids to choose from http://twitpic.com/cf9ui
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3075750874
2009-08-01 19:25:55
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby is the land of learning where #schooltopia is?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3074409156
2009-08-01 17:43:15
stevejmoore: The Mighty Ducks is on TV, this will be a good day.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3073005048
2009-08-01 17:38:59
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, well obviously if we did that we'd have to tour at ed tech conferences if we did that. I think
one song should be a twaiku.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072946183
2009-08-01 17:21:36
stevejmoore: @chrisalanjones just found your OzBazaar email (curse you spam folder!), I'll be writing something soon for
you ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072705967
2009-08-01 17:15:58
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @msstewart there will be no animals on the twour bus
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072628963
2009-08-01 17:06:45
stevejmoore: @Bligoben wow, that's just beautiful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072496718
2009-08-01 17:02:14
stevejmoore: @KatMantonJones :) thanks so much, I'm very excited
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072431863
2009-08-01 16:57:40
stevejmoore: @azsgreen backup vocals and triangle are both vital, I don't know how I could have forgotten! You're signed up.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072364690
2009-08-01 16:35:02
stevejmoore: @mgier thanks for sharing your story with me, sounds like what I did, are you still in the same classroom?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3072059195
2009-08-01 02:08:55
stevejmoore: going for ice creams at Cold Stone with the wife :D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062979991
2009-08-01 02:08:21
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 yay! It took some configuring and floor-screeching rearrangement, but I think this is going to work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062971542
2009-08-01 02:07:00
stevejmoore: Lengthy conversation about #gifted programs going on at @jonbecker's post on change.org.
http://education.change.org/ (via @GiftedTeechur)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062951023
2009-08-01 02:05:43
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain The Frumious Bandersnatch and The Brawny Biscuit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062931549
2009-08-01 02:05:09
stevejmoore: @hrmason LOL, is that a process or a product? Either way, I hope there's fruit filling.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062922376
2009-08-01 02:04:04
stevejmoore: @damian613 the album "Underneath" was a really solid pop album for Verve Pipe (not the one with Freshman on
it), but yeah, diff bands!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062905378
2009-08-01 02:03:16
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend no windows == poetic challenge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062893230
2009-08-01 02:02:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart I do spend a little too much time in those types o' places, friends are uber nerdy, you should hear our
Rock Band band names...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062887560
2009-08-01 02:01:42
stevejmoore: @msstewart if only there were a way to combine my love for pastry (fritters) and Twitter...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062868680
2009-08-01 02:00:15
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc @web20classroom lol. I'm with you there, Steve Martin is an incredible banjo player too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062845223
2009-08-01 01:58:48
stevejmoore: @jkdham I love your fish background! That's very peaceful, I thought about getting fish for my classroom...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062822029
2009-08-01 01:58:02
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @JenAnsbach @msstewart or we could be Four Less Than Gross (4<Gross even) if gross=144... too far
removed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062810245
2009-08-01 01:56:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart this is sounding better all the time. I wonder how long 140 character songs would be...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062793068
2009-08-01 01:56:07
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc not if you play banjo.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062781095
2009-08-01 01:55:49
stevejmoore: @kellyhines LOL, that's a truuuue crime in this case.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062776631
2009-08-01 01:55:34
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Ooo, no windows, that's harsh! Everyone should have windows, at least to a courtyard.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062772839
2009-08-01 01:54:39
stevejmoore: @damian613 Had no idea either, great band, but I always end up thinking of The Verve PIPE...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062758524
2009-08-01 01:54:06
stevejmoore: Twittering, Not Frittering: Professional Development in 140 Characters | @Edutopia http://bit.ly/2FDCCt (via
@chollingsworth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062750648
2009-08-01 01:32:05
stevejmoore: @steveshann thanks for the follow, I've been following your blog in my feeds for a while now! Good stuff :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062415596
2009-08-01 01:24:53
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yeah, you're sooo the drummer, but what do we call this band? @msstewart @rdngteach @paulbogush
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062304689

2009-08-01 01:21:56
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I've got two! http://twitpic.com/cbn01 moving to a brand new HS in January though, so we'll see
what happens then...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3062259880
2009-08-01 01:04:51
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach Now that's an interesting idea, maybe I could get more pillows...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061993744
2009-08-01 01:02:44
stevejmoore: @msstewart Ooo, I will have to check Target, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061960903
2009-08-01 01:00:07
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG haha, well please do post pics of it when you're done!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061918801
2009-08-01 00:59:40
stevejmoore: @iMrsF cool, I will check that out, I'm going to get a lamp, carpet square, and a bean bag chair for a "special
spot" in my room
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061911033
2009-08-01 00:58:21
stevejmoore: @b4something ok, now I'm jealous! :) How great for you and your students though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061890948
2009-08-01 00:57:46
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach: vocals @msstewart: harmonica @JenAnsbach: guitar @stevejmoore: bass @iMrsF: drums
@paulbogush: synth
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061882089
2009-08-01 00:55:23
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG last year (during student teaching) I tried grps of 4, but quickly went back to trad. rows...I think I've
"got it" now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061845925
2009-08-01 00:54:15
stevejmoore: @dgilson Hmmm, name sounds familiar, I've met a few reading teachers, but I might be thinking Willow
Springs...I'll keep an eye out though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061828445
2009-08-01 00:53:12
stevejmoore: @Bligoben thanks :-D Where is that beautiful picture in your twitter background?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061812876
2009-08-01 00:52:16
stevejmoore: @SigningElle so how did you get rid of your desks? big tables? hammocks? what goes on up there in Idaho?!
POTATO CHAIRS?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061798857
2009-08-01 00:51:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF you said you use lamps in your classroom once I believe, right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061788305
2009-08-01 00:51:14
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc oh good, those are exactly the two words I would hope to associate with it, thank you so much!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061783216
2009-08-01 00:50:41
stevejmoore: @cassadillajones thanks! Finally figured out ways to make it my own, I inherited quite a bit of "stuff" from the
previous teacher.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061774811
2009-08-01 00:49:40
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @RdngTeach @msstewart y'all are full've it ;) You're all great PLNers

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061759174
2009-08-01 00:47:59
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe @rcburrell I'd settle for more moon visits + space elevator. (flying cars already too GOSH!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061733956
2009-08-01 00:47:01
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @iMrsF thanks for the FF shout outs! I've hardly been on Twitter today to promote good people...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061719691
2009-08-01 00:45:51
stevejmoore: @b4something tell me, why is PA the most tech/teaching savvy state ever?! I swear I'm following the whole state,
you guys r doing smthng rte
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061702112
2009-08-01 00:44:52
stevejmoore: @b4something I love big desks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061687102
2009-08-01 00:44:19
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach lol, awwww your flattery will get you nowhere, except into my good graces. @paulbogush is
merely entertained by my dog ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061678695
2009-08-01 00:43:23
stevejmoore: @mayfieldc that's a good consideration! That's why I did 3 instead of 4 desk groups, it's looser, also every kid
can face the front too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061664699
2009-08-01 00:36:04
stevejmoore: @msstewart I have TWO fans! They don't work that well though, poor fans plus poor AC = warm class.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061556230
2009-08-01 00:35:27
stevejmoore: @SuzanneWhisler @b4something I agree! I'm a big fan of cooperative learning! I love to throw it in when they
least expect it ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061547120
2009-08-01 00:34:21
stevejmoore: @SigningElle @garrick_s @koolkat222 I'll have 10 freshman struggling readers per class, plus one study hall of
18
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061530560
2009-08-01 00:32:43
stevejmoore: @SuzanneWhisler @msstewart @RdngTeach @garrick_s @b4something @SigningElle @koolkat222 @iMrsF
@hrmason @cristama thnx so much for the @s!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061506151
2009-08-01 00:21:18
stevejmoore: Need to catch up on tweets, soon as I can do so on my pc rather than iPhone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3061337057
2009-07-31 23:27:56
stevejmoore: Setting up my first classroom, exciting and challenging! Tried to sit in each desk to consider perspctive
http://twitpic.com/cb5g6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3060532110
2009-07-31 23:26:23
stevejmoore: Got to hang with a bunch of special ed teachers today, it was pretty cool.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/3060508228
2009-07-31 13:02:42
stevejmoore: Directory of K-12 interactive websites broken down by content area/assessments http://bit.ly/MKKqS (via
@NMHS_Principal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2950546804

2009-07-31 12:50:11
stevejmoore: Headed off to a day of reading instructional training in Nixa
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2950388972
2009-07-31 04:19:22
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach it's only the most important hash tag of the moment Jen. #schooltopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2945135266
2009-07-31 01:35:12
stevejmoore: Finally got into my classroom for next year and I am excited!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2942397607
2009-07-30 21:48:45
stevejmoore: 49 yrs ago our Pres was a dreamer who sent us to moon-I hope our new Pres will be the dreamer to send us to
Mars (via @therealBuzz) #MARS
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938675851
2009-07-30 21:46:19
stevejmoore: @zazzle more like ZAWESOME.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938633477
2009-07-30 21:45:48
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove pretty incredible movie I thought. I just lent my dad the book this weekend actually.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938624083
2009-07-30 21:27:11
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I really like certain lorem ipsum phrases like VESTIBULUM EGIT NISI! Sounds like some kind
of Harry Potter cursing spell.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938287260
2009-07-30 21:22:26
stevejmoore: @plnaugle I love the name of your blog :) lucky you Miss PLN!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938202331
2009-07-30 21:22:01
stevejmoore: What would happen if I Googled you? My new blog post. http://bit.ly/J7rSO (via @plnaugle)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938194794
2009-07-30 21:13:05
stevejmoore: Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Nam vel turpis. Vestibulum eget nisi quis tellus
elementum dapibus.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2938034712
2009-07-30 20:58:18
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers Google Reader is super. Much <3 to GR from me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2937764130
2009-07-30 20:50:03
stevejmoore: "If Iâ€™d have asked my customers what they wanted, they would have told me â€˜A faster horse.â€™â€™â€™
- Henry Ford (via @iMrsF)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2937619386
2009-07-30 20:49:12
stevejmoore: @rrmurry lol, I like it. I think it's "pro" as in before, like "proactive" though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2937605168
2009-07-30 20:39:51
stevejmoore: @zazzle obviously because of alphabetical discrimination!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2937440240
2009-07-30 20:39:15
stevejmoore: @SigningElle Ketchup chips!? Please tell me that you're joking...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2937429683
2009-07-30 19:58:38

stevejmoore: @tomwhitby what is the LinkedIn group you're talking about?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936703775
2009-07-30 19:58:17
stevejmoore: @NMHS_Principal I most certainly recognize you from your show. Always liked watching The Principal's
Office for some entertainment ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936697449
2009-07-30 19:42:05
stevejmoore: @zazzle wouldn't you know, you're on Twitter :) were your ears burning?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936409846
2009-07-30 19:41:19
stevejmoore: @AyeshaWrites4u I suppose it happens :) I lost about 100 last week when Twitter did their big spammer purge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936396057
2009-07-30 19:40:01
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth hmmm, nope, well, it may have, but only a tiny amount, a few hundred or so perhaps.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936372204
2009-07-30 19:37:54
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend my PLNizzle.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936334893
2009-07-30 19:34:05
stevejmoore: Woah, Twitter must be cleaning out spammers again, I just lost 40 followers in the past 5 minutes, peace out
spammers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936268006
2009-07-30 19:33:12
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend @SigningElle thanks for the RTs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936252442
2009-07-30 19:31:42
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne @misscalcul8 @RussGoerend I agree, we should verb it, hey, can you Zazzle this for me?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936226035
2009-07-30 19:31:08
stevejmoore: @dolt287 @LoganR @mailman1175 @msstewart I have no idea why! I was just in JimmyJohn's one day and
thought...I must have them. No warning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2936215993
2009-07-30 19:09:50
stevejmoore: @dolt287 oh, but they can try to get you (for jury duty)...they can try...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2935836434
2009-07-30 19:08:46
stevejmoore: Before this summer, never in my life have I craved salt 'n vinegar chips...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2935817640
2009-07-30 18:48:29
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 Is this what you're looking for http://www.zazzle.com/cr/design/pt-print ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2935457024
2009-07-30 17:52:18
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer yeah, I usually love it too, but I chose to wear jeans today and I've walked a lot! :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2934440369
2009-07-30 17:36:00
stevejmoore: muggy, nasty, rainy day in SGF today, usually I like rainy days because they're refreshing, but it's grossly humid!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2934145316
2009-07-30 05:19:06
stevejmoore: Last final turned in! Another 18 hrs of classes (this time next year) and this degree will be done! #woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2925018738

2009-07-30 04:34:41
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano I'm trying to spread your awesome hash tag invention ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2924384031
2009-07-30 03:13:34
stevejmoore: "There's nothing to writing. All you do is sit down at a typewriter and open a vein." - Walter Wellesley "Red"
Smith (via @kristenking)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2923053310
2009-07-30 03:11:18
stevejmoore: @paulbogush lol, I owe it all to you and @aboyandhispiano this is why I should be a part of your #schooltopia ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2923015151
2009-07-30 03:06:25
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I'll give you 30 #twitpoints for creating #schooltopia
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2922931250
2009-07-30 02:58:54
stevejmoore: @jpacubas here is what their jerseys should say: http://twitpic.com/c3f3d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2922797190
2009-07-30 02:50:44
stevejmoore: @dmmagic ooo you made biscotti?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2922655919
2009-07-30 00:15:42
stevejmoore: By utilizing conflict as an opportunity event, a supervisor can exercise reflective and corrective conversation to
make useful observations.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2919971093
2009-07-29 23:49:38
stevejmoore: @dancingmule where will your coffee shop be in SGF?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2919544820
2009-07-29 23:48:31
stevejmoore: @SharpYx KC actually, I'm a Blue Springs grad though, so we would have been rivals ;) Hope you're not in
band...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2919526532
2009-07-29 21:52:20
stevejmoore: I need this sign for some things to be filed under at school http://www.engrish.com/2005/03/rubbish/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917649054
2009-07-29 21:49:57
stevejmoore: @SharpYx if you liked that...I found this in my wife's parents' house http://twitpic.com/97euh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917610784
2009-07-29 21:49:00
stevejmoore: @SharpYx I know! My uncle is just that awesome I guess. He is a big music buff, used to own a record store in
Warrensburg.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917595598
2009-07-29 21:47:24
stevejmoore: @helenabaert I've wondered about that Nike+ program for a while, I may have to try it out. I'm curious how "far"
racquetball takes me...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917569611
2009-07-29 21:40:51
stevejmoore: @417coffee I never realized the both @TheCoffeeEthic and Hebrews coffee in SGF use PT's Coffee from
Kansas, it's good stuff!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917463570
2009-07-29 21:32:25
stevejmoore: @shareski that site is brilliant.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2917326633

2009-07-29 21:10:16
stevejmoore: Woodstock '94 Pepsi can found in my uncle's garage last weekend. Unopened! http://twitpic.com/c23oe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2916966793
2009-07-29 20:28:34
stevejmoore: @BestFoodBlogEVR when did you have the AT&T; outage?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2916271221
2009-07-29 20:25:23
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic it'll be good to have the Square back in September! #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2916218740
2009-07-29 20:14:20
stevejmoore: @paulawhite are you looking for blogs about one's school/classroom or about teaching in general? Haven't seen
many tch blogs unsafe for any
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2916032524
2009-07-29 20:04:49
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho If I can work out a way to get robot arms, I'll let you know.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915871005
2009-07-29 19:59:19
stevejmoore: A huge list of Free ebooks for K-12 and Adult titles http://is.gd/1T8L6 (via @web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915773831
2009-07-29 19:55:50
stevejmoore: @msstewart combine large hands, piano lessons, years of computer gaming, English major, and a few years of
tech support/writing :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915716599
2009-07-29 19:47:35
stevejmoore: The root of assessment is "assidere" meaning "to sit by" (via @kdwashburn)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915580300
2009-07-29 19:46:55
stevejmoore: @kdwashburn Ooo, (I'm guessing an Old French or Anglo Norman root?) thanks, that's a good one too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915569190
2009-07-29 19:45:36
stevejmoore: Being able to type 90 wpm has its advantages, but very soon I predict that all the nerves in my forearms and
around my carpals will fuse.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915547097
2009-07-29 19:35:20
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I support your decision to prank wholeheartedly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915375363
2009-07-29 19:33:37
stevejmoore: @helenabaert nice job! I need to get a pedometer, the iphone one only works when it's turned on
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915345764
2009-07-29 19:32:18
stevejmoore: @kdwashburn my professors are probably tired of hearing me say it in class :-) thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915323619
2009-07-29 19:31:52
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend uhhh, dibs on English ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915316160
2009-07-29 19:27:12
stevejmoore: @ParkvilleMOm is that the place on Zona Rosa?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915238322
2009-07-29 19:18:57
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver do you have a gluten allergy?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915102798
2009-07-29 19:18:32
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @kdwashburn "principal" was an adjective before it was a noun (when concerning schools)
principal TEACHER (or learner)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915095903
2009-07-29 19:15:39
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I still like planning though, but having skills transfer from admins to teachers to students is a good
thing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915047693
2009-07-29 19:13:17
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I would love to work in your schooltopia :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2915008869
2009-07-29 19:01:17
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @SuperHeroPHD @sheasmith 140 chars always makes it more challenging to utilize discussion,
limits ranting though :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2914805307
2009-07-29 18:24:00
stevejmoore: @sheasmith great quote! Thanks for contributing it to our discussion.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2914185363
2009-07-29 18:22:38
stevejmoore: @SuperHeroPHD that's what I was addressing, as a leader, you can't call people out on that but you have to
understand that attitude is there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2914163130
2009-07-29 18:11:31
stevejmoore: @paulbogush a good leader can help people edit when they are overwhelmed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2913978801
2009-07-29 18:06:17
stevejmoore: @paulbogush ahh, the art of war :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2913890986
2009-07-29 18:04:35
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @imrsf @mayfieldc ...then just say, I am doing this instead. No one likes listening to a laundry list
of your "responsibilities"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2913861797
2009-07-29 17:57:07
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @imrsf @mayfieldc yes, I think it's just about honesty, don't say "I don't have time" if you think the
idea isn't worth pursuing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2913735763
2009-07-29 17:43:40
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @mayfieldc couldn't agree more, "I don't have time" == "I choose to not make time" in many cases, just
be honest about it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2913513591
2009-07-29 16:36:19
stevejmoore: @CEAMOfficial welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe! via http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2912354724
2009-07-29 05:28:44
stevejmoore: @courosa my mom wrote me notes like that monthly for most of my first two or three years of college, it was nice
I suppose :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2904721300
2009-07-29 03:54:14
stevejmoore: @frecklface that sounds intense, did you get busted up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2903368878

2009-07-28 23:54:49
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck therein lies the TRUE challenge: make French toast without eggs!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2899735189
2009-07-28 23:54:27
stevejmoore: @azsgreen thanks for the shout out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2899729860
2009-07-28 23:53:50
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano haha, how could I forget :) #10 #Twitpoints to you for inventing them!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2899720426
2009-07-28 23:49:56
stevejmoore: @AuntyTech very nice, except I'm afraid of butterflies so I'll have to look past that somehow ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2899662944
2009-07-28 23:47:00
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Basically tracks your calls, sms's, VMs, etc you can read transcripts of them (not calls
though) I say sign up, then dabble
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2899619031
2009-07-28 22:43:33
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach will do :) she's keeping me good company while the wife is out of town
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898642547
2009-07-28 22:38:33
stevejmoore: Two teachers suggested on #TeacherTuesday @MomsL8 @JenAnsbach both add great input and energy to any
discussion
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898563671
2009-07-28 22:36:16
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck [Quickfire Challenge] Can you combine the elements of a french toast recipe with an Asian rice
dish!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898528007
2009-07-28 22:33:40
stevejmoore: @Darcy1968 I know mine is being redone soon because it is very very Web 1.0 :) most municipal sites in MO
are.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898487111
2009-07-28 22:32:39
stevejmoore: Loving the chat/txt feature Google Voice offers, helps streamline conversations and narrows gap b/t email and
texting as communication.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898471256
2009-07-28 22:16:17
stevejmoore: @KatMantonJones don't you just love @edutopia? :D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2898211614
2009-07-28 22:03:05
stevejmoore: This is the part where the #Royals WIN 10-in-a-row (right?) #OneCanHope
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2897997474
2009-07-28 21:44:36
stevejmoore: Hot Blueberry Scone == Amazing, delicious, and rejuvenating.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2897704050
2009-07-28 21:18:43
stevejmoore: The sheer volume of financial data that goes into a district budget is intimidating. It's strangely addicting to dig
through through...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2897283618
2009-07-28 21:15:15
stevejmoore: @Darcy1968 be sure you poll for the WORST school website too, that could be pretty funny (if anonymous ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2897227510

2009-07-28 19:35:46
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 it was a hard transition from my speedy blackberry keyboard to the iPhone, but the features are
worth it. Predictive text FTW!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2895608867
2009-07-28 19:34:45
stevejmoore: @2012ad LOL, wow... I'm not sure I could get on board for that too long
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2895592131
2009-07-28 19:33:47
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I feel more satisfied somehow knowing my site is being influenced by Middle Earth... ;) I vote for an
Elvish easter egg...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2895576076
2009-07-28 19:30:18
stevejmoore: futzing with Google Voice and all its cool toy features.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2895518725
2009-07-28 04:53:21
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 with only your pinky? I have giant hands and I use my thumbs actually
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884636400
2009-07-28 04:46:00
stevejmoore: @2012ad I remember seeing that on the shelf, worth renting?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884534369
2009-07-28 04:45:07
stevejmoore: "Once there was a way to get back home..." â™« http://blip.fm/~aq818
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884521485
2009-07-28 04:26:51
stevejmoore: William Shatner is [use lit pres. tense for TV?] awesome on Conan tonight, you should check out his album "Has
Been" from 04 if you haven't.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884254092
2009-07-28 04:20:57
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign it's all blackberry if I have anything to do with it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884168391
2009-07-28 04:17:45
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign what about 816-I-HAS-PIE? It would be hard not to call that number...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884122553
2009-07-28 04:13:06
stevejmoore: @brooksielane Yes, Educational Administration/Leadership at Missouri State, you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884054081
2009-07-28 04:11:51
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra Ooo, too late, I didn't think about authors or words! Couldn't have fit The Frumious Bandersnatch
anyways (Lewis Carrol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884035670
2009-07-28 04:10:47
stevejmoore: @TRADUTOR I believe @aboyandhispiano invented #TwitPoints as a credit for awesome people
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2884020012
2009-07-28 04:08:16
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, well I'll have to live with my Google Voice number then, not to mention I'll lose all my Twit
cred ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883981505
2009-07-28 04:06:50
stevejmoore: @damian613 awesome, lol I like it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883959711

2009-07-28 04:03:54
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign LOL I teach em, that's awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883914743
2009-07-28 03:22:32
stevejmoore: Trying to pick a Google Voice number thoughts for keywording an English teacher?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883290382
2009-07-28 03:19:21
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign keyword "WRITER" is also a hit for 816...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883241518
2009-07-28 03:16:52
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign xxx-MASH is available in 816 area...still looking for that magic number ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883204301
2009-07-28 03:12:39
stevejmoore: @msstewart trying to pick a # now... xxx-woot is available... nothing related to teaching though in my area code
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883140031
2009-07-28 03:09:34
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign trying to pick a number...nothing with teach, read, ed, etc is available :-( Woot is though! lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2883093148
2009-07-28 02:58:10
stevejmoore: Got my Google Voice Invitation! w00t!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2882922033
2009-07-28 02:45:19
stevejmoore: @Price86 oh yeah, it's the one where he spits in a girl's face, drops a pass, and falls short of the first down right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2882738926
2009-07-27 14:40:29
stevejmoore: Last week of summer classes begins!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2871149970
2009-07-27 07:23:33
stevejmoore: Aldous Huxley vs. George Orwell (nice visual comparison) - http://bit.ly/7lA1k (via @courosa)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2866866121
2009-07-27 03:08:38
stevejmoore: needing to stare at something not made of light emitting diodes or a cathode ray tube, peace out internets.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863718119
2009-07-27 03:04:39
stevejmoore: @paulbogush point taken, I concur.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863657497
2009-07-27 03:01:50
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 shift-apple+3 or shift-apple+4 for screenshots whole or partial
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863613546
2009-07-27 02:59:59
stevejmoore: @paulbogush that sounds like a dangerously simple generalization, no one goes forward? (maybe limited
Twitter-gument space?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863582268
2009-07-27 02:55:14
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 unless you're talking a Mac and then...you don't <i>need</i> to install anything upon
purchase ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863508960
2009-07-27 02:53:23
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 firefox, pidgin, pspad, itunes, and VLC are my first installs usually
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863480399

2009-07-27 02:40:31
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 how old is your computer?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2863284378
2009-07-27 02:18:35
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach she's busy ;) http://twitpic.com/bs1am
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862942300
2009-07-27 02:06:11
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @JenAnsbach you should have seen the grouping too...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862748194
2009-07-27 02:03:32
stevejmoore: @paulbogush Ok Paul, here's some straight manliness for you http://twitpic.com/brz4w
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862706839
2009-07-27 01:54:56
stevejmoore: @kellyhines about 25 min behind on the DVR, but Melissa just about made a tear sneak out the corner of my eye
on her intro/story to judges
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862572625
2009-07-27 01:51:22
stevejmoore: @kellyhines me too! Watching Next Food Network Star?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862520688
2009-07-27 01:50:24
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth me too, I don't read nearly as much on Google Reader as I used to (b/c of Twitter) but it's still a
great tool
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862506201
2009-07-27 01:23:36
stevejmoore: @markpeysha @rcburrell is fantastic, dong great work for all his clients including me.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2862114288
2009-07-27 00:54:16
stevejmoore: I actually have stopped checking my reader about three months ago...Twitter is the new RSS (via @paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861695714
2009-07-27 00:21:27
stevejmoore: @ErnieEaster lol, that sounds like a serious problem in your area
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861246567
2009-07-27 00:20:09
stevejmoore: @paulbogush hmm, I'll keep you in mind, but I don't need any more right now, how long is it good for? Will you
freeze it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861228948
2009-07-27 00:18:59
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @msstewart haha yes I like to buy local when I can :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861213232
2009-07-27 00:11:42
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I think it was 98 cents/lb the wife and I eat it pretty much weekly. You grow a lot?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861115114
2009-07-27 00:06:38
stevejmoore: Thanks to Gordon's market, I have fresh tomoatoes, zucchini, and onion. Time for dinner!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2861046487
2009-07-27 23:41:37
stevejmoore: @tomBILLIONIS wine tour? Nice rural Missouri scenery up there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879910132
2009-07-27 23:37:34
stevejmoore: So cool. RT @wired: Stunning photo of the space shuttle + space station crossing the sun http://bit.ly/J3lkz (via

@JaredParker)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879847433
2009-07-27 23:28:36
stevejmoore: @jonbecker Blues Clues?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879706512
2009-07-27 23:27:40
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby amen.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879692286
2009-07-27 23:25:46
stevejmoore: @eriksyring All I know is: LuftputefartÃ¸yet mitt er fullt av Ã¥l!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879663857
2009-07-27 23:21:10
stevejmoore: @msstewart yeah, watching reruns, Williams is always awkwardly funny on shows like TDS or Conan, but last
week's TDS was a gem!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879593798
2009-07-27 23:15:16
stevejmoore: Brian Williams is hilarious.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2879503177
2009-07-27 21:22:59
stevejmoore: @eriksyring Norwegian?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2877714269
2009-07-27 21:07:06
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Death Magnetic? bleh, I didn't like it, only listened to it once though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2877451694
2009-07-27 20:46:17
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove are you "le tired" too? If so, do you have "ze missiles"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2877106582
2009-07-27 20:43:10
stevejmoore: @damian613 just include an exhaustive list and call it a curricula vitae instead of a resume ;) then it's ok for it to
be longer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2877054574
2009-07-27 20:29:04
stevejmoore: @oswego98 next best guess after consulting Google is some kind of Abutilon hybrid, but I really thought it was
an orchid.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2876818008
2009-07-27 20:10:41
stevejmoore: @oswego98 orchidae orangalicious
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2876510302
2009-07-27 20:07:42
stevejmoore: Poll results are in! NPR Listeners pick the best songs and CDs of the year (so far) http://tinyurl.com/l8yewp (via
@allsongs)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2876459707
2009-07-27 19:58:20
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 must be with brightness turned down, wifi off etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2876299164
2009-07-27 19:46:10
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 and what does a PC laptop batt get 1.5 hrs? My 7 year old ibook batt gets 1 hr. I'm skeptical of
"7" though on MBP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2876098812
2009-07-27 19:37:35

stevejmoore: @dgilson thanks for printing out my tech fee $$$s ;-) You can get away with anything in the summer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875956318
2009-07-27 19:30:42
stevejmoore: @elemenous how awesome, I had no idea! Thanks, I'm sorry yours broke!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875841132
2009-07-27 19:24:54
stevejmoore: On Microsoft's newest ads, cheaper doesn't mean better, sales confirm http://bit.ly/lA0Gx (via @dmmagic)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875744863
2009-07-27 19:12:39
stevejmoore: @elemenous you had a Google lava lamp?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875544465
2009-07-27 19:11:44
stevejmoore: @DrDial thanks so much for the suggestions! The more teachers in the PLN the better!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875528854
2009-07-27 19:09:55
stevejmoore: @SigningElle very cool! Very pretty up there, went on my honeymoon to Seattle on suggestion from an Idahoan
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875498423
2009-07-27 18:56:50
stevejmoore: Gotta be optimistic on a Monday. "open up your eager eyes..." â™« http://blip.fm/~ap3jm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875281343
2009-07-27 18:53:27
stevejmoore: @SigningElle Didn't know you were on Twitter! Yay! So you in Idaho? Your own private version?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875226389
2009-07-27 18:43:15
stevejmoore: @DrDial thanks for the welcome! Are many other Eds near KC twittering? I haven't found many compared to the
rest of the state.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2875061793
2009-07-27 18:37:30
stevejmoore: loving the new @NPRnews site http://www.npr.org
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874969556
2009-07-27 18:33:57
stevejmoore: An All-purpose pronoun? "They"? http://bit.ly/rBx3q (via @JaredParker)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874912167
2009-07-27 18:32:35
stevejmoore: @dianadell greetings from Springfield MO! I teach Reading/English and use Twitter for generating
conversation/feedback on important topics
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874890182
2009-07-27 18:15:05
stevejmoore: I think I followed the entire #STJOE Missouri school district yesterday, kudos to them for being so active online!
found thru @jakeskellyton
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874609442
2009-07-27 18:07:51
stevejmoore: New post dedicated to twitter/blog lurkers "Never question your power..." http://blogush.edublogs.org/ (via
@paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874491582
2009-07-27 18:04:59
stevejmoore: @eldongermann I was introduced to Radiohead as a college radio DJ in Sioux Falls, no turning back, loved In
Rainbows
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874444228
2009-07-27 18:02:48

stevejmoore: following conversations at the #DCPLE hash on high tech high and collaboration for at-risk student success
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874408388
2009-07-27 17:57:19
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby of course, if by "Carribean" you mean "Branson" then I'm totally in!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874318107
2009-07-27 17:46:01
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 Hmm, well I plan to play with that soon, we'll have to update one another on our
successes/failures
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874136507
2009-07-27 17:45:25
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby what's your plan for f2k (2k followers)? Two bottles of bubbly? Have a drawing for a follower
prize? YouTube vid of you juggling?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2874126580
2009-07-27 17:35:47
stevejmoore: @dmmagic consuming the volume of coffee required to build an orbital laser to thwart James Bond necessitates a
transcendent presence in #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873967089
2009-07-27 17:34:04
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 I need to look into that, I've heard of it and a few friends do that or something like it, I'd love to
have universal cal :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873938598
2009-07-27 17:33:17
stevejmoore: Tonight - Andrew Exum, American scholar of the Middle East / musician Hugh Masekela / musician Yusuf Islam
(via @CharlieRoseShow)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873925528
2009-07-27 17:23:25
stevejmoore: "When we turn to one another for counsel we reduce the number of our enemies" Khalil Gibran (via @citador)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873762009
2009-07-27 17:20:31
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby *offers champagne* congrats on 1k for real this time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873714942
2009-07-27 17:16:20
stevejmoore: @eduDR I'd be careful with those follower sites, the best way to build your PLN is through conversation,
sharing, and connecting w/ people
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2873644542
2009-07-27 14:42:30
stevejmoore: @msstewart If you just want to be signed into more than one acct for email you could forward one address to
another, I do that for old gmail
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2871179830
2009-07-26 23:34:58
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign thanks Chris! Are you pretty pumped to start at the wonderful @lsr7 in a few weeks?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860613547
2009-07-26 23:29:47
stevejmoore: @BeckyFisher73 true true and true. It takes one (read: curious person) to know one too :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860541294
2009-07-26 23:28:59
stevejmoore: @JaredParker ahh, my second guess was that you were in Kentucky
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860530875
2009-07-26 23:17:58
stevejmoore: @tpman24 /head desk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860381858

2009-07-26 23:15:53
stevejmoore: @JaredParker lol, it really isn't something in the water, it IS the water. Is that near Anderson?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860353146
2009-07-26 23:10:48
stevejmoore: @jaelithe In Missouri it's more like soy, soy, soy, corn, soy...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860284689
2009-07-26 23:02:37
stevejmoore: @Braddo interesting... I'll have to consider how to use that kind of omission, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860174879
2009-07-26 23:00:48
stevejmoore: "They made a statue of us/ and put it on a mountaintop..." â™« http://blip.fm/~anj6n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2860149483
2009-07-26 22:25:19
stevejmoore: @Braddo exactly, like expecting something different than the 5 paragraph theme from HS writers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2859663010
2009-07-26 22:22:57
stevejmoore: @BeckyFisher73 it would be nice to know that all teachers had such values, but they are subjective, hard to
measure...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2859630736
2009-07-26 22:22:08
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @azsgreen @classroots I think inclusion of something new is the best way to cultivate curiosity
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2859619836
2009-07-26 22:20:50
stevejmoore: @paulbogush it's true, it spreads to your students when you show a love of learning and discovery. Not something
you can just announce eithr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2859602653
2009-07-26 21:36:55
stevejmoore: If you aren't a curious person, you have no business being a teacher.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2859011178
2009-07-26 16:39:16
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby what is Duncan's supposed acct?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2855013006
2009-07-26 16:38:35
stevejmoore: [Sad] "The way we've been playing, it's as bad as any team I've played for." #Greinke #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2855004774
2009-07-26 03:09:20
stevejmoore: "We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit." -- Aristotle (via @chollingsworth)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2847423808
2009-07-26 02:07:18
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe yay Coca-Cola!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2846619977
2009-07-26 01:20:04
stevejmoore: @CoachAllam hope you survive the film man, we've all been there ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2846019389
2009-07-26 01:16:15
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck that is enviable!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2845971723
2009-07-26 01:15:10
stevejmoore: Is it a federal law that elementary teachers must type everything in Comic Sans font? #rant This made me
chuckle ;) (via @mswojo)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2845957913
2009-07-25 20:20:46
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe wow beverage fail!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2842245969
2009-07-25 19:48:16
stevejmoore: @christopherdr welcome to the Twitterverse!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2841825314
2009-07-25 19:41:35
stevejmoore: @JaredParker I've got family in Golden, MO, are you near there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2841740231
2009-07-25 18:39:29
stevejmoore: @JaredParker I'm from Blue Springs by way of Minneapolis, currently residing in Greene county in Springfield
MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2840924130
2009-07-25 17:36:14
stevejmoore: Helping family move in KC brings this picture to mind http://twitpic.com/bl74o
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2840081807
2009-07-25 04:46:42
stevejmoore: Watching There Will Be Blood with @edmostrangelove such a great film
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2832674195
2009-07-25 04:38:14
stevejmoore: @woodpainter it would be expensive as well unless I get Netflix, one can hope
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2832562910
2009-07-25 02:35:40
stevejmoore: Ambition: spend a year watching only Criterion Collection movies, one a week.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2830851760
2009-07-24 21:57:46
stevejmoore: Great driving music. "I Want My Sega CD" by The Polish Ambassador â™« http://blip.fm/~ajscz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826741775
2009-07-24 21:51:00
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic Rats! As soon as I plan to leave for the weekend the farmers come in with their tastiness. Hope
everyone finds some produce!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826637465
2009-07-24 21:48:36
stevejmoore: @arotherham welcome to Twitter! Hope you find your way into some conversations! start here:
http://twitter4teachers.pbworks.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826600894
2009-07-24 21:43:01
stevejmoore: @nashworld Did you know Brubeck is still touring at 90? Would have seen him in SGF if cheapest tickets
weren't $250 for nosebleed seats...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826513188
2009-07-24 21:42:19
stevejmoore: @eduinnovation @edutopia thank you so much for the nods!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826502403
2009-07-24 21:41:52
stevejmoore: @LoganR I hope to go sometime soon, across the pond that is
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826495223
2009-07-24 21:41:27
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 lol, you people and your vacations! @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2826488611

2009-07-24 16:50:51
stevejmoore: @dmmagic well done :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2821618112
2009-07-24 16:00:39
stevejmoore: @nashworld Sometimes...all you need is Miles Davis. Hard to pick b/t him and Dave Brubeck for my favorite
jazz musician ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2820722734
2009-07-24 15:59:12
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 what, are you reading James Michener?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2820695995
2009-07-24 15:58:25
stevejmoore: @mathteachers thanks for the FF mention! I love your bucky-ball background, o-chem always fascinated me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2820681977
2009-07-24 15:56:17
stevejmoore: Miles Davis and John Coltrand, "So What" on Kind of Blue â™« http://blip.fm/~aj2gw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2820645237
2009-07-24 15:19:40
stevejmoore: Super excited to head back to KC/Blue Springs this today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2820015032
2009-07-24 15:10:01
stevejmoore: @dmmagic Haha, it's true, the iPhone doesn't do good self-portraits. I trust you are nerding out though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819853302
2009-07-24 15:09:24
stevejmoore: @terri_science There's great food down there too, I love Landry's!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819843215
2009-07-24 15:08:51
stevejmoore: From the #Fail Blog...The Educational Software Fail... http://is.gd/1KriL (via @web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819834067
2009-07-24 14:34:50
stevejmoore: @dmmagic of course!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819250740
2009-07-24 14:33:05
stevejmoore: @terri_science yay Branson! I know someone in the Peter Pan show, didn't see that did you? I've still never been
to Dixie Stampede...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819222295
2009-07-24 14:30:32
stevejmoore: @BillCelis Thanks so much!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819180539
2009-07-24 14:27:50
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @englishcomp @iMrsF @msstewart Four Fine Folks for Follow Friday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2819136549
2009-07-24 14:19:09
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 ooo an outlet cover would work for electicity!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2818999135
2009-07-24 14:17:40
stevejmoore: @ShellTerrell yipes! Sorry you lost so many :( !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2818975845
2009-07-24 14:16:30
stevejmoore: @iMrsF most people just don't understand the special moments we get with kids, they're ludicrous ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2818958219

2009-07-24 04:31:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart honestly it's the wife's but I <3 her, grandparents had mastiffs that were wonderful dogs, wouldn't
mind one o' them whn I get yd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812758567
2009-07-24 04:30:45
stevejmoore: @leblanjo welcome to Teaching and to Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812740869
2009-07-24 04:29:48
stevejmoore: @iMrsF LOL, that's awesome. I'm jealous you got to have that conversation with a kid.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812725348
2009-07-24 04:29:08
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 bone=dinosaurs, anvil=gravity, ethernet cord=internet, a match=human brain, and a tesla
coil=electricity, best I got short ntce
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812715203
2009-07-24 04:27:18
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby If I were you I'd just pour another flute and whistle a tune ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812687707
2009-07-24 04:26:01
stevejmoore: @msstewart you don't have something against lap dogs do you? http://twitpic.com/atonp ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812667865
2009-07-24 04:23:01
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby haha, cheers to you! I think Twitter is culling spammers or something
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812621697
2009-07-24 04:20:12
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I was merely being ludicrous, my apologies ;) It was a funny request, I couldn't resist. Let us know
what items you use!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812579190
2009-07-24 04:18:01
stevejmoore: @SysAdmKC well now you've gained one!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812544620
2009-07-24 04:16:39
stevejmoore: @dmmagic pics or it didn't happen (ignore grammatical tense)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812523269
2009-07-24 04:14:06
stevejmoore: @msstewart haha, awww dumbfounded in joy ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2812483472
2009-07-24 02:54:50
stevejmoore: University Presses on Twitter: an annotated list http://tr.im/tK3k (via @unmodern)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2811179355
2009-07-24 02:54:17
stevejmoore: @ParkvilleMOm probably the case, they go through pretty often and scrub out spammers, for every 2 I gain I lose
1 or so
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2811169967
2009-07-24 02:46:11
stevejmoore: These guys are awesome, you must get the album â™« http://blip.fm/~ai4g5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2811034414
2009-07-24 02:43:08
stevejmoore: @dmmagic http://twitpic.com/bebvz - Very nice!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810984437
2009-07-24 02:27:21

stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 one object for all? Hmmm how about a hammer!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810732780
2009-07-24 02:26:39
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby Diamond got a Pulitzer for his work in History, sometimes reads like PhD dissertation, but so good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810721853
2009-07-24 02:09:19
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove you like it Ed. I will see you tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810446154
2009-07-24 02:08:40
stevejmoore: @danikabarker whatever album it was that came out in 1996 for Cranberries, that one was good. Mission:
Impossible sndtrk comes to mind...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810435694
2009-07-24 02:07:17
stevejmoore: Anyone looking for an elementary special ed job in SW MO should message me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810413821
2009-07-24 02:04:30
stevejmoore: National Ed. Technology Standards for Administrators found here: http://bit.ly/IiMn1 #education (via
@web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810368841
2009-07-24 02:03:35
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby if it's upper level HS, I would say something about themes from Jared Diamond's book Collapse:
How Societies Choose to Succeed...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810354312
2009-07-24 02:00:17
stevejmoore: @AngelaMaiers a desire to understand one another sincerely (consider written expression's tones).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810299293
2009-07-24 01:56:47
stevejmoore: @iMrsF same here on CDs, first one was used copy of August and Everything After by Counting Crows bought
for $3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810242715
2009-07-24 01:41:58
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @msstewart @paulbogush 's Twitter background used to be a bunch of cassettes...Foreigner comes to
mind specifically...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2810007741
2009-07-24 01:39:22
stevejmoore: @danamhuff I thought about using that with freshman, good read!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2809966613
2009-07-24 01:37:50
stevejmoore: @llcadle agreed, I'm waiting for Bleeding Love... #sytycd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2809942443
2009-07-24 01:28:24
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove mmmm I would agree #nomnom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2809791072
2009-07-24 00:12:15
stevejmoore: @paulbogush don't tell that to William H. Macy [Thank You for Smoking]
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2808622713
2009-07-24 00:11:22
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump the reason I will never root for the Yankees is simple... I'm not a NYer, never been, not a bandwagon-jumper. Root for home teams!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2808609183

2009-07-24 00:07:49
stevejmoore: Cheese Fact: While Americans can buy "Swiss cheese," there is no product called "Swiss cheese" in
Switzerland. (via @Foodimentary)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2808555137
2009-07-23 22:47:24
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I did actually get a ton done today, one one assignment left in two classes, biggest one was write your
own 3 year CSIP...ugh!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2807302853
2009-07-23 21:53:04
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe did you get auto@replied by Are you ready for possibly the most delicious PAD THAI recipe
ever?: http://tinyurl.com/d3xpug too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2806411689
2009-07-23 21:51:34
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor I'm with @dendari and @karlfisch it's called trivia for a reason ;) You can understand and idea
w/o knowing its author
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2806387237
2009-07-23 21:11:48
stevejmoore: @timlauer willing to bet that kid can drive farther than me, I've got a terrible baseball swing problem :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805722081
2009-07-23 21:10:14
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor always interesting in talking about teaching and tech, I'll let you know when I watch the webinar
once it's posted
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805694754
2009-07-23 20:59:53
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor cool, well maybe you'll hear from me later then ;) thanks for the amicable discussion
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805515992
2009-07-23 20:54:05
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor ah, I believe I missed out by not seeing the webinar, I was just reading your tweets
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805416789
2009-07-23 20:50:00
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor just curious, but what things do you list as the "risks" of cell phone use in class?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805346791
2009-07-23 20:45:26
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor I just find that in high school it's more helpful to open doors than close them, cell phones not
much diff than PCs now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805268723
2009-07-23 20:34:53
stevejmoore: @edutopia I was gonna say, that was random ;) good info though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805087697
2009-07-23 20:33:23
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe your Pad Thai trumps my DQ chicken strips, I forgot to close my eyes and imagine while eating
them...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805062069
2009-07-23 20:32:44
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor that's not to say that kids shouldn't know how to use the dictionary, but depending upon the
situation, the choice is nice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805050913
2009-07-23 20:31:53
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor I'd rather have a kid google a definition on his phone than not look it up at all b/c he doesn't
want to use the dictionary.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2805035755

2009-07-23 20:25:41
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor yeah, cell phones can't replace anything in a classroom, but I say use well what your kids will
use with instruction!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2804928093
2009-07-23 20:18:48
stevejmoore: @matthewktabor at various times, teachers I've worked with have used cell phones during activities for txting
google or the mw dictionary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2804808753
2009-07-23 20:08:01
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe you stop it with your vacation updates you. The rest of us are stuck in various boring places.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2804616481
2009-07-23 19:51:12
stevejmoore: "We should be graduating students that 'want' to learn knew things" http://blogush.edublogs.org/ (via
@paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2804328009
2009-07-23 19:43:40
stevejmoore: Excited to go back to KC this weekend, hang out with family and friends!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2804202146
2009-07-23 19:15:53
stevejmoore: @poorheather what does that even MEAN? lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2803734081
2009-07-23 18:59:00
stevejmoore: @azsgreen @iMrsF @christama enjoying tweeting over your shoulders :-) Good conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2803443361
2009-07-23 17:59:48
stevejmoore: Close to 3500 words, 23 pgs, 3 year CSIP DONE! Only two cups of coffee required <achievement unlocked!>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2802436474
2009-07-23 17:56:06
stevejmoore: @azsgreen I suppose PD in a dist counts towards "higher" qualification, but advanced degrees, certs should too
(ADE, GCT, NBCT, etc)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2802374217
2009-07-23 17:24:00
stevejmoore: @azsgreen NCLB defines a Highly Qualified Teacher (HQT) as one with a certification in their state basically...
seems like just a QT to me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2801827952
2009-07-23 17:22:46
stevejmoore: @azsgreen so true, but is that a reflection of the legislation or the teachers/admins interpreting/reacting to it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2801807397
2009-07-23 16:26:00
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby I would guess between 15-30% depending on the day. Usually try to reply to as many people or
more that reply to me, stimulat conv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2800831556
2009-07-23 16:23:51
stevejmoore: @burcuakyol @edutopia @pepepacha thanks for the RTs! I found it from someone else, but I had the tab open so
long I couldnt find them again!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2800795413
2009-07-23 16:22:47
stevejmoore: How should we define a "highly qualified teacher" [NCLB]?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2800778193
2009-07-23 16:13:48
stevejmoore: Awesome Ed Tech webquest about Web 2.0 and education http://bit.ly/2JAo4 (via @someone)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2800626367
2009-07-23 16:03:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush love your new bio, count me in as a book customer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2800453008
2009-07-23 15:32:30
stevejmoore: Google Docs just got the ability to share editing privileges via a link (only in spreadsheets before). This is huge!
(via @bhwilkoff)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2799929924
2009-07-23 15:07:04
stevejmoore: Any MO Teachers have experiences with writing/contributing to a CSIP you'd like to share?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2799506659
2009-07-23 01:47:03
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump that might just be the best idea I've ever heard... Let me know wha you find. Lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2789845753
2009-07-22 23:58:20
stevejmoore: @KimWood I'm glad :) I suppose my parents "spoiled" me by banning soda
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2788154815
2009-07-22 23:55:48
stevejmoore: @karlaolson I've started DVRing it now :) it's nice to come home to a little trivia. That and Cash Cab
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2788115272
2009-07-22 23:49:50
stevejmoore: @KimWood can't go wrong with water! did you really not like it at some point?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2788023447
2009-07-22 23:46:40
stevejmoore: @Linda704 oh that is sad! Yo quiero peaceful rest...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2787974559
2009-07-22 23:14:58
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove @poorheather woooot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2787475921
2009-07-22 22:53:39
stevejmoore: Beowulf category on Jeopardy! today, I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2787126026
2009-07-22 22:29:15
stevejmoore: Beautiful clouds here today http://twitpic.com/b9fv6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2786716084
2009-07-22 21:52:45
stevejmoore: 5 TED Talks on Science That Will Blow Your Mind - http://bit.ly/cQqf5 (via @web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2786092940
2009-07-22 21:42:05
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck true...I haven't thought of that yet, but honestly I have about 2e10^9 rollover minutes b/c I use
hardly any.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785911420
2009-07-22 21:40:23
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd LOL, and don't forget coffee.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785882321
2009-07-22 21:32:56
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck you can set it to be used with your cell too, that's what most people I know are doing. Still waiting
for my invite!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785754345

2009-07-22 21:32:10
stevejmoore: @reportertanya I'm really finding a lot of good material on your site! Any other bloggers/writers on your staff on
Twitter?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785740994
2009-07-22 21:30:08
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe apparently Mizzou did *not* merge its Photo-J program into the rest of the J-School, just ask
@MissouriJim
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785704542
2009-07-22 21:14:53
stevejmoore: For those of you who've never seen a Frito chilli pie: #nomnom http://twitpic.com/b95uc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785441157
2009-07-22 21:12:48
stevejmoore: @MissouriJim can't respond back via DM, but hope you find Missouri a suitable place ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785404769
2009-07-22 21:02:47
stevejmoore: @Twilliamson15 My PLN is constant connection to new conversations and materials that benefit my ability to
teach students #nctapln
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785230081
2009-07-22 20:52:04
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump shhh don't say that, some of them may hear and get pouty! We can keep our fingers crossed ;) that's
why there's fantasy football...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2785039218
2009-07-22 20:47:41
stevejmoore: @MissouriJim so are you a displaced Missourian in Philly?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784961161
2009-07-22 20:36:26
stevejmoore: @SZimms Integrate your contacts with Google acct, get text read outs of your voicemail... read/listen to VM
online...it's pretty spiffy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784757836
2009-07-22 20:31:30
stevejmoore: @nathanremington stop with the nap/tired talk! I'm all tired myself! No nap in sight...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784669046
2009-07-22 20:18:47
stevejmoore: Social Media Sparks Policy Debate http://bit.ly/10ZIxd (via @reportertanya)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784440771
2009-07-22 20:16:15
stevejmoore: â€œonly way you can teach students responsible [net] use is to [demo] [it]...If blocked, they donâ€™t ever learn!
â€ (via @web20classroom)+emphasis
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784395515
2009-07-22 19:59:13
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend I just usually jokingly chide "thumb-downers" b/c I think FB wants to be a welcoming place, who
knows what their aim is though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2784086792
2009-07-22 19:41:50
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend now Russ, that's not very nice! ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783779916
2009-07-22 19:30:16
stevejmoore: I get up every morning determined to both change the world and to have one heck of a good time doing it. ~ E.B.
White (via @nmangum)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783573977
2009-07-22 19:29:46

stevejmoore: @calebcopeland niiiiice! that's a good one. Still trying to come up with one if I can
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783564859
2009-07-22 19:29:12
stevejmoore: @poorheather oh snap! @edmostrangelove is MINE fool! Peace out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783555072
2009-07-22 19:08:14
stevejmoore: @nashworld it's true, I just don't get to hear as many stories from elem as often. I was astounded by the things I
heard about here in SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783186196
2009-07-22 19:06:02
stevejmoore: @poorheather so you're in da OC right now?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783148256
2009-07-22 19:05:49
stevejmoore: @grammargirl just wanted to extend a consoling gesture ;-) after your "correction" email
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2783144542
2009-07-22 18:46:19
stevejmoore: spent the last hour of class listening to amazing stories from elem teachers. I have a more profound amount of
respect for elem now thn evr!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2782807662
2009-07-22 15:04:21
stevejmoore: Absolutely shocked that the OED didn't have "andragogy" listed! Opposite of pedagogy, teaching of adults vs
children
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2779099025
2009-07-22 15:01:58
stevejmoore: @adewitt2 sadly they aren't on Twitter yet but I would be in a very different place personally w/o their
encouragement. #GreatAdmins
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2779060181
2009-07-22 14:57:07
stevejmoore: @motherthinker @tomwhitby I think effectve teaching is socially constructed to some degree, varies from child to
child
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778979115
2009-07-22 14:33:36
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby couldn't agree more, the success of all teachers belongs to all teachers, help your neighbor be happy
and successful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778604108
2009-07-22 14:32:01
stevejmoore: @adewitt2 needs to be a useful mix of art of people connecting and science of organizational change, people are
bottom line though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778579363
2009-07-22 14:30:44
stevejmoore: @adewitt2 what my administration does successfully is engage in dialogue consistently with all staff, I never feel
like I can't approach thm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778559299
2009-07-22 14:21:40
stevejmoore: @damian613 Hi from Springfield, MO! Twitter is a great place to converse with, link to , read about, and find
educational stakeholders
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778420481
2009-07-22 14:16:39
stevejmoore: @spedteacher in that case: To be or not to be, that is the question. Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer the
slings and arrows of o...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778344556

2009-07-22 14:15:33
stevejmoore: @adewitt2 exactly what I said about blame, it won't fix any problems, Admins are not on a different team, we all
want learning 4 students
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778327808
2009-07-22 14:10:57
stevejmoore: @plattecommish1 Parkville, MO is one of my favorite places on Earth :-) Spent many--no, every--Summer there
since 1994 at camp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778258178
2009-07-22 14:08:44
stevejmoore: Young inventors put creativity to the test in KC http://bit.ly/6Pj39 and video http://bit.ly/sKfnm (via
@ParkHillSchools)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778224935
2009-07-22 14:03:46
stevejmoore: @spedteacher Can't take credit, just learned/exposed to in class yesterday :) from MO's principal of the year
teaching at Missouri State
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778149824
2009-07-22 14:01:02
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby @ShellTerrell I think admin supervision is impt and they have to take ownership of problems, but
dsn't "bad" tchr need to too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778108918
2009-07-22 13:57:17
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby why is blame so impt? True admins share responsibility, but they are in the fishbowl too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778053921
2009-07-22 13:55:12
stevejmoore: @spedteacher don't forget the future teachers of the student (makes a bigger impact to consider that "customer"
the younger students you tch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2778024542
2009-07-22 13:46:31
stevejmoore: Phi Delta Kappan-"Who's Cheating Whom?" - moving past Gotcha! in thinking about academic cheating: (via
@alfiekohn) http://bit.ly/dCXsP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777903633
2009-07-22 13:00:54
stevejmoore: 7 teachers are selected to make suborbital flight http://sbne.ws/r/2eBZ Truly OUT OF THIS WORLD! (via
@GiftedTeechur)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777302316
2009-07-22 12:53:13
stevejmoore: current students have less fear/response 2 authority, but want coaching from tchrs who form positive relationships
w/em (@MrTeacherPerson)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777208016
2009-07-22 12:52:14
stevejmoore: @MrTeacherPerson all of the above.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777196181
2009-07-22 12:36:27
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG Ahh, of course! I always hope for the Banjo Of Consternation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777012345
2009-07-22 12:35:49
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 @wmchamberlain @GiftedTeechur @irasocol @tomwhitby thanks for the great conversation last
night, you're all invaluable PLNers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2777004951
2009-07-22 12:32:42
stevejmoore: @MrsBMG I hope therer's another new Linksys router, I need a new one! #WootOff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2776969704

2009-07-22 11:44:01
stevejmoore: @woot -off today! http://www.woot.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2776455484
2009-07-22 04:53:50
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain I think all of us here hate those kinds of attitudes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772548551
2009-07-22 04:51:59
stevejmoore: @spedteacher the problem is not that people don't examine their own morals, it's that they don't try to understand
others'
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772523040
2009-07-22 04:48:30
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 yeah it's hard to determine the semantics of merit but bttm line we ALL want better teachers for kids
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772475096
2009-07-22 04:43:26
stevejmoore: @everyone can't easily @reply you all on iPhone but thanks to my awesome PLN for the great conversation on
such a touchy/important subject!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772404305
2009-07-22 04:37:13
stevejmoore: @motherthinker thats how I feel, train those who want to stay but we need a way out for those who simply don't
teach
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772315281
2009-07-22 04:31:33
stevejmoore: @JaredParker yeah wiped hdd, can I DL through itunes? Or do I need to contact apple?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772232502
2009-07-22 04:27:37
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby us greenhorns trying to figure it all out appreciate it ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772174299
2009-07-22 04:26:44
stevejmoore: @MissMarista MO state avg starting pay is 30k, wow be thankful for that 42!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772161313
2009-07-22 04:23:02
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby thanks for bringing your wisdom :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772106349
2009-07-22 04:21:13
stevejmoore: @JaredParker so when I put my acct info in new iTunes install my apps/songs should pop up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772079742
2009-07-22 04:20:07
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump hard to watch them #Royals, I'm already gearing up for Chiefs season, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772063266
2009-07-22 04:19:13
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby yes good point! PD and Incentive NEED each other!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772049858
2009-07-22 04:16:34
stevejmoore: @spedteacher I know too many who don't, sadly. Here we are the minority. I just mostly think the current sys
needs work
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2772010449
2009-07-22 04:13:18
stevejmoore: @spedteacher commission in any sales job, I sold the most software while working at a previous job so I was
paid more, it was incentive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771960757

2009-07-22 04:05:20
stevejmoore: @irasocol Apples/Oranges? Banks/Schools?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771837951
2009-07-22 04:04:14
stevejmoore: so I reinstalled Windows without thinking of backing up my iPhone purchases. Any thoughts on retrieval? They're
still on my phone not iTunes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771820735
2009-07-22 03:52:16
stevejmoore: @irasocol So your ideal system is the current one? I'd rather it be a more meritocratic system, but these changes
take time and hard work
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771633131
2009-07-22 03:49:55
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 As a new teacher, I think merit pay (ideally) would/should have the effect you say, rewarded teachers
who work hard
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771597217
2009-07-22 03:46:57
stevejmoore: @irasocol I think what @KD9SR (or his source) was implying was the change in test scores, it could be bldg
specific merit, not state mandate
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771552241
2009-07-22 03:27:43
stevejmoore: Thanks to .@ScottElias for telling me to watch How I Met Your Mother! Introduced the wife to it and she agreed:
good show.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2771243713
2009-07-22 03:02:36
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I need to do that too, let me know how it goes...good luck!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770824724
2009-07-22 02:44:37
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland what's in your homemade veggie burger recipe?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770541066
2009-07-22 02:39:51
stevejmoore: Finally got Windows 7 up and running, had to wipe my whole hdd to fix the issue, but it's working well so far.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770457406
2009-07-22 02:39:06
stevejmoore: @iMrsF :( I'm sorry to hear that, hope your car is ok at least
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770444609
2009-07-22 02:36:28
stevejmoore: @iMrsF you can appeal those if you can mail in your proof of insurance, it happened to me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770399273
2009-07-22 02:15:58
stevejmoore: @tomwhitby Thanks! You may want to try @GrammarGirl 's podcasts/website she does awesome work and has
a great book!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2770034319
2009-07-22 00:38:21
stevejmoore: @clifmims Hey Eds! I'm an English/Reading teacher from Springfield, MO Twitter is a wonderful tool for new
teachers to get input/info
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2768387741
2009-07-22 00:32:32
stevejmoore: Uhh, ok Torchwood: Children of Earth is moderately creepy, poorly paced, and has seriously low production
value. Deleted.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2768295377
2009-07-22 00:30:21

stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @mom2preteens @paulbogush @llcadle @sheasmith thanks for the help, lol Now I know.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2768260425
2009-07-21 19:37:51
stevejmoore: Doing my taxes is infinitely less complicated than getting my Fed. Student Aid PIN for my FAFSA. It is such a
pain!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2763534609
2009-07-21 16:54:17
stevejmoore: @KelseyProud de Grasse Tyson is a great science ambassador! Love reading/listening to him
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2760880004
2009-07-21 16:47:34
stevejmoore: @dgilson he's not followig you if you can't DM him I would guess
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2760774282
2009-07-21 16:26:38
stevejmoore: By Frank McCourt: "How to confront 30,000 words a week of teenage angst and ecstasy." http://bit.ly/TwA52
(via @mayfieldc)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2760442535
2009-07-21 16:25:11
stevejmoore: @Marelisa would that be a "possiline"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2760419576
2009-07-21 16:21:44
stevejmoore: Please help my grad school friend by completing this survey. http://bit.ly/9Gu0G (via @DrewMcLellan)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2760365713
2009-07-21 15:34:38
stevejmoore: @haikumelody no problem! I hope you find good things here on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2759592201
2009-07-21 03:16:19
stevejmoore: @mrkimmi TweetDeck is robust but clunky, crashes a lot locks up a lot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2751222409
2009-07-21 03:07:40
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic love that show, keep meaning to suggest Gailey's here in SGF!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2751086733
2009-07-21 03:06:07
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe looks awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2751062715
2009-07-21 02:55:42
stevejmoore: @BillCelis thanks for linking to that story, had heard, forgot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2750896250
2009-07-21 02:44:43
stevejmoore: @BillCelis wow I wish that were hader to believe...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2750723909
2009-07-21 00:28:00
stevejmoore: @dmmagic that's some of my favorite coffee, Zen Blend is probably my second fav...why are they not on
Twitter?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2748616648
2009-07-21 00:26:35
stevejmoore: @chrisalanjones @stevejmoore likes this.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2748595507
2009-07-21 00:26:00
stevejmoore: #FreePastryDay tomorrow morning! Info here: http://bit.ly/1b4eTE (via @starbucks)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2748587025

2009-07-21 23:58:32
stevejmoore: @Price86 watching some Boss Ross are we?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2767755480
2009-07-21 23:02:07
stevejmoore: @paulbogush lol oh Paul I can always count on you for a laugh. I'm sorry my dog is not manly enough, it is really
my wife's
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2766871561
2009-07-21 21:59:08
stevejmoore: @dan2600 @stevejmoore likes this.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765856134
2009-07-21 21:56:31
stevejmoore: â€œThe universe is made of stories, not of atoms.â€
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765814405

~ Muriel Rukeyser (via @nprscottsimon)

2009-07-21 21:51:36
stevejmoore: Should I know who/what Demi Lovato is and why he/she/it is a Twitter trending topic?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765735894
2009-07-21 21:48:55
stevejmoore: @atrubek lol, that's a good one #lameclaimtofame
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765693660
2009-07-21 21:41:35
stevejmoore: @AllieHull holy cow that looks good! enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765577540
2009-07-21 21:41:20
stevejmoore: I've found a TON of great teachers on Twitter today (too many to name)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765573436
2009-07-21 21:36:04
stevejmoore: @JaredParker that's what it was! I was in Bloomington several weeks ago and tweeted it and we conversed :) I
knew we'd talked!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765488851
2009-07-21 21:34:49
stevejmoore: Great, even for non-designers! The Visibility Principle | http://bit.ly/121PB5 | Fantastic article about design. (via
@kdwashburn)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765468342
2009-07-21 21:23:51
stevejmoore: @SuzanneWhisler please let me know when you do, I'd be very interested i that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765289446
2009-07-21 21:22:30
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 @JenAnsbach LOL, um...sure, yeah animals are good too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765268051
2009-07-21 21:21:29
stevejmoore: @GingerTPLC I'd have to read through, but from what I understand, it covers quite a bit.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765251679
2009-07-21 21:15:49
stevejmoore: @bethstill your purple text on the pastel green is very hard to read, just so you know ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765159244
2009-07-21 21:11:43
stevejmoore: lining all my ducks in a row today...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765091607
2009-07-21 21:09:38
stevejmoore: @rmccarl @dobrien917 @nctobiasen Glad to connect with more teachers like you on Twitter!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765057424
2009-07-21 21:07:30
stevejmoore: @nctobiasen welcome to Twitter! You may want to check out this http://twitter4teachers.pbworks.com/ for more
teachers on Twitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2765022906
2009-07-21 20:59:07
stevejmoore: @GingerTPLC @russgoerend I think Apple Care covers just about anything as insurance would. They've
replaced my old 20 GB ipod twice for ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764880712
2009-07-21 20:54:57
stevejmoore: @JaredParker for some strange reason I wasn't following you! Thought I'd been for a while...sorry man! Aren't
you in the KC area?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764812559
2009-07-21 20:53:13
stevejmoore: support World Diabetes Day here: http://www.worlddiabetesday.org/ (via .@MomsL8)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764783292
2009-07-21 20:50:33
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 haha, something like that! maybe I'll just tattoo my face: "I <3 Humans" and cover everything
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764739361
2009-07-21 20:47:14
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 I would be glad to tweet in support if asked, but If I "wore" a ribbon for everything I supported my
avatar would look amess! :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764685077
2009-07-21 20:45:05
stevejmoore: @JaredParker Ooo, I like that perspective too, maybe the floppy disk is a lexigraphical artifact that has historical
retention value...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764649765
2009-07-21 20:43:48
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 what is the blue circle in your avatar for support/awareness of?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764628380
2009-07-21 20:42:15
stevejmoore: @SuzanneWhisler try following @weboword they have cool vocab stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764603101
2009-07-21 20:38:01
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend @LoganR I like both your suggestions, SAVE or a cloud image...perhaps the cloud is an entirely
separate option though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764531758
2009-07-21 20:37:31
stevejmoore: @llcadle Ahh, I see. We need to get more MSU COAL faculty twittering. I think Weaver would be an easy
target...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764523244
2009-07-21 20:24:33
stevejmoore: @alisonela I've been doing that with #facebook too, nice to hem people's radical updates if there are some.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764307804
2009-07-21 20:23:34
stevejmoore: This is old, but it still makes me laugh: Steve Ballmer of Microsoft uses a Mac for his pres...http://bit.ly/mvuYM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764291753
2009-07-21 20:16:12
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho A flash drive might be good...maybe an hdd icon like the Mac home drive icon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764168694

2009-07-21 20:14:26
stevejmoore: Yahoo redoes homepage http://bit.ly/196bZu still too much on one page, I prefer Google.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764139369
2009-07-21 20:11:41
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 wow, one of the family's teachers left class today to go see the bus move, I hope she got to see,
it's exciting for them!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764093676
2009-07-21 20:10:57
stevejmoore: @llcadle reviewing an MSU peer?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764081306
2009-07-21 20:07:04
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 are you going to be there for the bus moving?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764016984
2009-07-21 20:06:12
stevejmoore: The floppy disk as save button doesn't make sense amymore (and hasn't for 7 years). Time for a new metaphor,
Microsoft. (via @frizz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2764002389
2009-07-21 19:58:19
stevejmoore: [Short Ed Survey] Take 3 minutes for my supervision survey if you can, only 4 short Qs! Thanks!
http://bit.ly/FXGXV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2763868526
2009-07-21 19:57:04
stevejmoore: If I had $1 for every time I typed bit.ly.COM today, I'd be able to buy myself lunch.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2763848106
2009-07-20 23:56:18
stevejmoore: @Twitter PLEASE reinstate #GingerTPLC s account. She is an awesome educator, resource, & needs this for
Google Teacher Academy.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2748147233
2009-07-20 23:29:54
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I need to head back to the Mudhouse and give them some love. I miss the Huehuetanango
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2747754029
2009-07-20 23:28:32
stevejmoore: @MAK0215 I've heard that choc milk is really good to drink after exercise actually, high in good proteins and
calcium
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2747734016
2009-07-20 23:10:11
stevejmoore: @azsgreen it was tasty! http://twitpic.com/b1ut4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2747455430
2009-07-20 23:08:05
stevejmoore: @Price86 you guys use @CBS_Sports ? If you need another person let me know
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2747423927
2009-07-20 23:06:50
stevejmoore: @dmmagic oh, I may have mistyped, if you clicked through it was instrumental :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2747405173
2009-07-20 22:28:32
stevejmoore: Another day of grilling! I like this pattern... Jerk chicken http://twitpic.com/b1pie
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2746809751
2009-07-20 21:48:03
stevejmoore: "I've been thinking it's a sign/that the freckles in our minds are mirror images/and when we kiss they perfectl...
â™« http://blip.fm/~aaxlj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2746168876

2009-07-20 21:34:17
stevejmoore: @Price86 do you guys do a pay league or free?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745950895
2009-07-20 21:33:54
stevejmoore: @mom2preteens LOL, I love it!! Where's The File!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745944985
2009-07-20 21:17:43
stevejmoore: @talcotts actually yeah, I've seen it quite a bit in the past year in HS classes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745690680
2009-07-20 21:16:28
stevejmoore: free issue of Edutopia magazine http://www.edutopia.org/free-trial-issue (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745670698
2009-07-20 21:12:56
stevejmoore: What's Your Learning Style? | Edutopia http://tinyurl.com/n2v84l (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745614962
2009-07-20 21:07:18
stevejmoore: @dualicious where/what are you applying (for)?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745524732
2009-07-20 21:01:34
stevejmoore: @ScottElias They had to set their phasers to stun first. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745431429
2009-07-20 21:00:21
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz @msstewart @hrmason just the letters, is saying "w.t.f" profanity in your school?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2745411656
2009-07-20 20:30:53
stevejmoore: A $3,000 Grand Prize. The Good Housekeeping short story contest: http://bit.ly/EtS1S (via @GrammarGirl)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744942123
2009-07-20 20:23:00
stevejmoore: [quick poll]: do you let your HS students say WTF?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744815769
2009-07-20 20:21:29
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck my CT during student teaching would say BALLS all the time, but chided students for saying
WTF, made ma chuckle :-P #pseudocurse
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744791876
2009-07-20 20:16:35
stevejmoore: @eldongermann I vote nap.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744712648
2009-07-20 20:09:17
stevejmoore: @phdbre wow, we couldn't be more opposite, lol It's a pretty useful test, I've gotten similar results years apart
now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744595622
2009-07-20 20:04:51
stevejmoore: @phdbre I fluctuate between an ENFP and an ENFJ, on the MBTI, you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744525689
2009-07-20 19:56:41
stevejmoore: wow, this is some serious CHEESE
http://www.sarahcheeselady.com/sculptures/sportingevents/samsphoenixglend2.jpg (via @mcleod)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744395492
2009-07-20 19:35:18
stevejmoore: Watson's story will be remembered http://bit.ly/1WYZZU (via @pgatour)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2744060660
2009-07-20 19:30:38
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst that's too bad, I miss the KC Star, didn't really need to go full color like they did, but anything is
better than SGF Leader...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2743985807
2009-07-20 19:06:45
stevejmoore: @dolt287 http://twitpic.com/ayhjg - That's a nice picture. Makes me miss KC...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2743608721
2009-07-20 19:05:01
stevejmoore: @Price86 @dolt287 how big is your league? Here in SGF or in KC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2743580393
2009-07-20 19:02:10
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I don't know, I think as I was young, my friends and I just knew, Louis Sachar, RL Stine, etc I read
different books now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2743534259
2009-07-20 18:56:55
stevejmoore: excited that fantasy football season is drawing nigh. This year, Plunderbus will rise to the top for sure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2743449824
2009-07-20 16:03:38
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl you did?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2740707500
2009-07-20 15:56:11
stevejmoore: Chemistry (and all subjects) powerpoints and powerpoint all free for teachers http://bit.ly/kHq8Q (via
@SchooNoodle)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2740591950
2009-07-20 15:42:30
stevejmoore: @ahanneken that would be a better way to write it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2740385897
2009-07-20 14:50:03
stevejmoore: - x2(b âˆ’ x) = d walks into a bar. Barman says "sorry sir, we don't do functions" (via @llcadle)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739596528
2009-07-20 14:45:45
stevejmoore: @jaelithe haha, I cut vowels before punctuation I feel needed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739534167
2009-07-20 14:42:00
stevejmoore: @SuzanneWhisler I'm from Springfield, MO! Twitter is a great place to connect with other teachers and share
resources/ideas/opinions
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739479436
2009-07-20 14:37:22
stevejmoore: I was lucky enough to have met the man and heard him speak #McCourt http://twitpic.com/b04jr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739412934
2009-07-20 14:33:34
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove When can we do coffee this weekend Ed sir?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739358630
2009-07-20 14:26:48
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl lol, that Calvin and Hobbes quote "Verbing weirds language" is classic!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739263214
2009-07-20 14:23:34
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I suppose I hadn't noticed a shift having grown up with a father who read non-stop & was always
pshng bks @ me, alwys rspctd authrs

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2739218110
2009-07-20 14:01:30
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Stars's album Set Yourself on Fire is awesome, more kudos for your station +10 #twitpoints
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738913934
2009-07-20 13:53:25
stevejmoore: @GAStroz I'll give you that ;) at least we can both root against the Twins
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738805736
2009-07-20 13:50:39
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I was going for good things rather than disasters, lol (authors=stars?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738770160
2009-07-20 13:38:54
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Arctic Monkeys?! Who said you could hide all these great bands from me?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738617682
2009-07-20 13:36:59
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Also, when did Jimmy Eat World become this damn good? 2004? How did I miss this album?
Must've been my Modest Mouse phase...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738593314
2009-07-20 13:34:05
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe whatever your seeds were for this Pandora station that you shared with me, I love it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738556486
2009-07-20 13:33:19
stevejmoore: @jaelithe and now we have astronauts tweeting from space!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738546721
2009-07-20 13:32:53
stevejmoore: @jaelithe Hard to make as symbolic, but certainly important, I have always been a net kid, or at least a tech one.
Thx to my Dad for that :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738541410
2009-07-20 13:31:29
stevejmoore: @GAStroz haha, so true! Even more impressive though, I "saw" the Royals beat the Cardinals in the World
Series
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738523399
2009-07-20 13:29:32
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yeah, who said the summer could go so fast?! I suppose I'm excited for the school year though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738497689
2009-07-20 13:06:22
stevejmoore: Before my parents were my age, they saw the Moon conquered and Mt. Everest climbed, I suppose I've
seen...yeah, hard to compare.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738216550
2009-07-20 12:58:52
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer Did you go see McCourt speak too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738125734
2009-07-20 12:56:42
stevejmoore: @llcadle I think Jethro Tull and Allison Flannigan are the only two ever to make the flute cool in pop culture
(sorry to Sir J. Gallaway)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2738101013
2009-07-20 12:39:09
stevejmoore: @llcadle you've gotta love Jethro Tull ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2737902746
2009-07-20 12:38:17
stevejmoore: Heard this at @TheCoffeeEthic this morning, good song. â™« http://blip.fm/~a9u95

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2737893702
2009-07-20 03:48:09
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 my PLN is there for me, I only seek to return the favor!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2732776623
2009-07-20 03:46:49
stevejmoore: Frank McCourt, RIP. You made us think through laughter, which only highest spirits can do & you gave old
writers hope. (via @chrislehmann)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2732758249
2009-07-20 02:46:43
stevejmoore: @SummerWorkation The new Cohen Bros. Film with Clooney, Pitt, McDormand, and Malkovich
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2731907136
2009-07-20 02:28:38
stevejmoore: Going to watch Burn After Reading!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2731647796
2009-07-20 00:45:00
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe you win! So did you have to drive yet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2730187306
2009-07-20 00:43:40
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I enjoy getting hands dirty sometimes and built my own pc last year, macs are great if you'd rather
not problem solve for hrs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2730170045
2009-07-19 23:57:10
stevejmoore: @chrisalanjones don't say that Chris!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2729567499
2009-07-19 23:56:18
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 well, I would say that I own a Windows machine (for compatibility and gaming enjoyment) but I'm
a Mac guy :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2729556342
2009-07-19 23:51:10
stevejmoore: Frank McCourt, author of Angela's Ashes dies at 78 http://bit.ly/VR7nJ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2729492095
2009-07-19 20:12:23
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish yeah no kidding, Mac=less hassle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2726658735
2009-07-19 19:45:32
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe I rather like KS when the weather is nice, can be very pretty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2726309165
2009-07-19 19:21:16
stevejmoore: @tpman24 actually yeah it's just made everything inaccessible to me that cold possibly be used to fix anything
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2726002713
2009-07-19 19:11:18
stevejmoore: Now all my system files are missing (like msconfig and troubleshoot.exe) awesome... Windows do you have to
make it this hard to own you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2725874058
2009-07-19 18:52:14
stevejmoore: @tpman24 yeah, I can change the settings in control panel, but they won't save...it's kind of sad My rating went
from a 5.0 to a 6 with Win7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2725623282
2009-07-19 18:46:43
stevejmoore: For some reason I can't seem to turn off UAC in Windows 7...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2725552105
2009-07-19 03:06:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, awww, I love my dog, she started off as my wife's but I have totally accepted her now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2716045233
2009-07-19 01:18:36
stevejmoore: Dr. Robotnik stands no chance against my wife and I! Huzzah!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2714674775
2009-07-18 23:26:02
stevejmoore: Perfect evening at he park, we have our books and our dog has her stick http://twitpic.com/atonp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2713304424
2009-07-18 22:31:11
stevejmoore: Went walking with the girls at Close/Natahaniel Greene Park, pretty place
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2712634731
2009-07-18 20:47:36
stevejmoore: Good to chill with the @dmmagic and some coffee this morning! Always up for java with any SGF peeps
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2711359952
2009-07-18 20:31:45
stevejmoore: @principalspage I hope you're right! I'm rooting for Watson!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2711161372
2009-07-18 19:29:02
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd thanks for the follow, great blog too, glad you valued my poetic insight ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2710383501
2009-07-18 18:52:31
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst I went to school with his [Watson's] daughter actually at Blue Springs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2709934539
2009-07-18 18:38:47
stevejmoore: Grocery shopping, lunch, and homework done, now playing Sonic 2 with Eva. Yes, she's the best. :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2709762371
2009-07-18 17:35:09
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd They are often hidden beneath a stranger's smile
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2708943859
2009-07-18 17:13:43
stevejmoore: listening to "Say it to Me Now - Glen Hansard" â™« http://blip.fm/~a68wx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2708665721
2009-07-18 17:11:26
stevejmoore: every day I spend studying Ed. Admin I find some new nugget which gives me more respect for good
principals/admins
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2708636282
2009-07-18 16:24:13
stevejmoore: @davecormier @josiefraser Such a great movie, awesome soundtrack too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2708020991
2009-07-18 16:11:56
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe I'd love to just wander through one on the ground and feel surrounded by giants. Maybe I'd bring a
Cervantes book too...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2707864342
2009-07-18 16:06:23
stevejmoore: @ericmacknight that is the best coffee shop name ever! Do they serve a flight of the wounded bumble bean? (Is
that in China?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2707793394

2009-07-18 15:37:11
stevejmoore: Harry Potter was great last night, left out a ton, just made me want to read the book again.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2707428200
2009-07-18 15:36:16
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Thanks for the rec to @MrTweet Russ!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2707416548
2009-07-18 01:20:04
stevejmoore: Exited to see Harry Potter tonight!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2699010057
2009-07-17 23:36:27
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd I always miss missing members of my PLN! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2697582182
2009-07-17 21:49:18
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I think it's better titled as content comprehension than literacy at this point b/c we're talking about
pictures, sounds, and words..
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2696045857
2009-07-17 21:36:09
stevejmoore: @tseale are you familiar with the IB system? My HS didn't have it (AP) I wonder if they give more feedback?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695849337
2009-07-17 21:25:05
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend iiiiinteresting...thanks, I will check it out.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695681654
2009-07-17 21:24:02
stevejmoore: @edutopia it happens :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695665963
2009-07-17 21:19:35
stevejmoore: Error Messages as Haikus http://bit.ly/iNCld (via @jimknight99)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695598498
2009-07-17 21:17:29
stevejmoore: @lynb330 welcome to the twitterverse :) find more teachers on here: http://twitter4teachers.pbworks.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695566531
2009-07-17 21:15:12
stevejmoore: apparently my @wired subscription ran out and no one thought to tell me :-( hard to tell when the whole magazine
is SUBSCRIBE PLS ad inserts
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695531437
2009-07-17 21:11:40
stevejmoore: Hey Missouri Teachers, let's help out @haikumelody new to Twitter, share your PLN with her, help her connect
with more http://bit.ly/4csATA
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695477264
2009-07-17 21:06:36
stevejmoore: @haikumelody http://www.twibes.com/group/MissouriTeachers You can search for other NCBTs too, I know
off-hand that @tonitheisen is one
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695398513
2009-07-17 21:04:33
stevejmoore: @haikumelody you should go here http://twitter4teachers.pbworks.com/ and start following more teachers. You
can join Twibes too to find more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695365666
2009-07-17 21:02:44
stevejmoore: @nmangum love love that song :-D the melody always makes me feel like I'm on my way to something good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695337383

2009-07-17 21:01:58
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 that's how I've heard it [gvoice] is best/intended to be used.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695325403
2009-07-17 20:56:49
stevejmoore: Awesome song for the end of a Friday. Inspiring, "the exodus [read: weekend] is here..." â™«
http://blip.fm/~a4h77
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695243223
2009-07-17 20:54:04
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Worst place ever on the planet to drive. SGF fails at roads.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695200191
2009-07-17 20:42:22
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 haha, I had to swear myself off of StumbleUpon b/c it was too addictive. It was a lifesaver when
I worked at a dorm front desk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2695015024
2009-07-17 20:36:46
stevejmoore: @poorheather haha, you are an 'as" thanks for that addition ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694926424
2009-07-17 20:14:59
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend lol, /high five
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694583715
2009-07-17 20:03:00
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend they have a thing for that already, it's called fire. Comes in the form of a stove ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694392277
2009-07-17 19:59:11
stevejmoore: [Good Read] Real People Don't Have Time For Social Media.... http://is.gd/1CsGP --After reading, what do you
think? (@web20classroom)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694328532
2009-07-17 19:55:08
stevejmoore: #followfriday @tonitheisen est un professeur franÃ§ais merveilleux avec les bonnes informations! la suivre!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694264419
2009-07-17 19:52:06
stevejmoore: Edutopia on twitter-great resource. Did webinar for Edutopia-Brain Learning. at http://bit.ly/PDx4N (via
@judywillis)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694217708
2009-07-17 19:39:45
stevejmoore: @2012ad awww nerd date!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2694023399
2009-07-17 19:34:47
stevejmoore: I'm reading the "glossary of climbing terms" on wikipedia. "Fall"Â Undesirable downward motion. Hopefully
stopped by a rope. via @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2693945095
2009-07-17 19:31:01
stevejmoore: @msstewart I love when I've ordered a book on Amazon and then I forget about it until it hits my doorstep :-)
Best kind of surprise
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2693884439
2009-07-17 19:15:29
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin I sooo want to read that
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2693639363
2009-07-17 18:31:34
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck The Hobbit is my favorite childhood book, Dad read it to me, so I have high expectations for
whomever takes up the helm ;)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2692932881
2009-07-17 18:24:09
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I would prefer McAvoy though, think he's a better actor. I have a hard time taking (apologies to
fans) Dr. Who seriously
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2692812257
2009-07-17 18:22:57
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck [on The Hobbit] agreed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2692793136
2009-07-17 17:31:24
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish I could go for more of this, definitely! Wish I was on a boat...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691945261
2009-07-17 17:27:29
stevejmoore: @dolt287 night vision goggles+video game?! Yes, please!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691880477
2009-07-17 17:21:16
stevejmoore: Why can't all the state standards be as elegant in their clarity and simplicity as the New York ELA ones:
http://tr.im/sOT6 .@englishcomp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691777646
2009-07-17 17:19:58
stevejmoore: @englishcomp @msstewart enjoyed the Buddhist sand painting bit, interesting concept of the permanence of
art/creations
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691755976
2009-07-17 17:07:09
stevejmoore: It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691540328
2009-07-17 17:02:32
stevejmoore: @dolt287 <fist pound> kill 'em ded Dolt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691461782
2009-07-17 17:02:04
stevejmoore: @dgilson I love your twitter background
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2691453394
2009-07-17 16:14:41
stevejmoore: @unmodern I don't live in your area, but that would be a useful tool
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690661781
2009-07-17 16:04:40
stevejmoore: @dolt287 Good luck Chris! Who's it with?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690495471
2009-07-17 16:03:02
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl you should make your newsletter updates tweetable bites, I always want to RT your tips w/ a
link or something, good short info!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690468031
2009-07-17 15:50:24
stevejmoore: listening to this makes me feel like I'm a part of a movie montage...or something cool like that. +10 to produc...
â™« http://blip.fm/~a3tp1
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690260542
2009-07-17 15:43:38
stevejmoore: #FollowFriday @iMrsF A new teacher, energetic, helpful, and conversational. #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690150170
2009-07-17 15:42:21
stevejmoore: #FollowFriday @PaulBogush Authentic, sage, has a cool hat.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690129213
2009-07-17 15:41:32
stevejmoore: #FollowFriday @irasocol if this teacher doesn't inspire you with his energy for meaningful arguments, you don't
care enough
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690115963
2009-07-17 15:38:59
stevejmoore: @FriedBob hahaha, we don't want a cranky Lee <offers a Coke>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2690074513
2009-07-17 15:32:49
stevejmoore: @pepepacha good for you to post a simple description of your #followfriday candidate :D much more meaningful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689974944
2009-07-17 15:31:54
stevejmoore: @FriedBob all it takes is one bad day of jitters to make me turn off the pot for a day or two, I <3 coffee, but I <3
my health/sanity too :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689959842
2009-07-17 15:28:57
stevejmoore: thanks to @dianadell for posting more great educators to follow! #followfriday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689911507
2009-07-17 15:27:20
stevejmoore: "To avoid criticism do nothing, say nothing, be nothing." Elbert Hubbard (via @maggiev)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689885783
2009-07-17 15:25:58
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck Ooooh, I love io9, since I started grad classes I have seen less of all three. So sad! I'll have to
rely on your nerdy tweets ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689863841
2009-07-17 15:24:33
stevejmoore: Too much coffee on Wednesday, none yesterday, a balance today.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689841298
2009-07-17 14:53:59
stevejmoore: listening to the piano tunes of @grantbuell and workin' away
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2689350801
2009-07-17 14:30:54
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I could just read Gizmodo all day, couldn't you? :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2688989905
2009-07-17 14:29:29
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove hang in there Ed! The OC is calling... <seagull noises>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2688967564
2009-07-17 01:59:30
stevejmoore: @jwrussell @cskiles62 @dianadell welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe, reply back w/ your position/city
if you want!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2680590435
2009-07-17 01:15:33
stevejmoore: watching Sigourney Weaver in Ghostbusters on AMC makes me want to watch Alien(s)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2679941868
2009-07-16 21:44:30
stevejmoore: Social Networking Watch tells you it's time for an intervention http://bit.ly/qpOsR (via @hermit4lyfe)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2676779486
2009-07-16 21:38:31
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 haha, yeah TweetDeck can be kinda finicky
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2676688808

2009-07-16 21:37:55
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 whoops! Yeah, I just wanted the clip where he says his signature line :) You get my drift though,
have a little faith in you :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2676679641
2009-07-16 21:32:49
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 wooo! congrats!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2676600806
2009-07-16 21:13:58
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 did you ever figure out your TweekDeck window?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2676310769
2009-07-16 20:46:31
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 but you're good enough and doggone it people like you! http://bit.ly/DgQmb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675883306
2009-07-16 20:29:08
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @misscalcul8 I hear what you're saying, I think that's the exciting challenge of teaching HS, finding
those moments
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675610309
2009-07-16 20:27:01
stevejmoore: @danamhuff #edubk I tried and tried to think of a book that influenced me most, but nothing is more valuable in
Ed than other teachers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675577295
2009-07-16 20:20:06
stevejmoore: @paulbogush really...how come you never got recertified? It's very easy for men to get jobs in elem ed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675469090
2009-07-16 20:09:28
stevejmoore: @paulbogush El Ed teachers are pretty awesome, in a class now filled with them, taught by elem principal, great
perspective change for me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675301589
2009-07-16 20:04:48
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 this one http://bit.ly/10JXJ ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2675227929
2009-07-16 19:46:47
stevejmoore: The hook brings you back/ I ain't tellin' you no lie â™« http://blip.fm/~a1z4w
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674945288
2009-07-16 19:43:55
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen you're in good company I think, still haven't gotten that 42 towel from @thinkgeek yet...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674900666
2009-07-16 19:19:31
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen @friedbob we've worked together @cart32 for a while now and we're both big Douglas Adams
fans ;) Hoopy Frood is a good band also.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674521556
2009-07-16 19:17:10
stevejmoore: @OJTien make that last link @CHLprohockey :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674484857
2009-07-16 19:14:15
stevejmoore: @OJTien I'm pumped there is more hockey coming to Missouri, we just got a @CHL team in KC, Missouri State
has as team too, miss watching it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674439385
2009-07-16 19:11:31
stevejmoore: @OJTien Hockey, philosophy, and human resources? What a combo :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674396335

2009-07-16 19:01:11
stevejmoore: Wow, this is what the web has become: a self-referential metaverse with lists about lists...http://om.ly/?sgo
thanks @GuyKawasaki
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674232113
2009-07-16 18:58:21
stevejmoore: GREAT pic of Neil Armstrong minutes after walking on the Moon. http://tinyurl.com/npogzv (via @stiennon)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674186346
2009-07-16 18:47:44
stevejmoore: "'This must be Thursday,' said Arthur to himself, sinking low over his beer, 'I never could get the hang of
Thursdays.'" -Arthur Dent HGTTG
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2674020084
2009-07-16 18:37:17
stevejmoore: @Marelisa great quote, I needed that today. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2673857738
2009-07-16 14:41:40
stevejmoore: lunch with the Comm Arts Dept at 11, fun times!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2670418411
2009-07-16 05:07:24
stevejmoore: @irasocol @paulbogush @motherthinker thanks for the discussion/thoughts! Now I must sleep
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664749726
2009-07-16 05:03:26
stevejmoore: @motherthinker So true, but we can examine the successes and merits to see what will apply cross-culturally,
must consider our current place
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664701982
2009-07-16 05:02:36
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, well anything from the farmer's market deserves a place on my plate :-) I prefer using
tomatoes as pizza sauce
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664691434
2009-07-16 05:01:58
stevejmoore: @paulbogush sports in school is an American tradition, but I think the dual role of coaching/teaching shouldn't
fall under the same paycheck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664683424
2009-07-16 05:01:11
stevejmoore: @irasocol quote != taking out of context
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664673510
2009-07-16 04:56:20
stevejmoore: @paulbogush that sounds delicious! Reminds me I need to hit up my local SGF farmer's market soon for some
globes and beefsteaks! Mmmm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664614086
2009-07-16 04:54:52
stevejmoore: @motherthinker Many European systems would agree, separate the sports and arts from the school and students
are not bound by schools limits
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664596362
2009-07-16 04:52:45
stevejmoore: @irasocol It wasn't a call-to-arms against non-Aristotlean educational elements ;) Has some good to say about ed
as a diplomatic tool too...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664571362
2009-07-16 04:51:20
stevejmoore: @irasocol I think the item was rhetorical rather than prescriptive, he used the idea to say something less broad
about his programs at Yale.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664553911

2009-07-16 04:43:30
stevejmoore: @irasocol I may have misrepresented Mr. Levin, you watch the interview and see if you would rather keep your
lemons ;) http://bit.ly/w12m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664455876
2009-07-16 04:26:43
stevejmoore: @kaeti Fawlty Towers==one of the funniest shows ever. I grew up on that show on PBS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664239359
2009-07-16 04:25:20
stevejmoore: @irasocol he was asked specifically about economics because that is what he studied in college/grad school,
said don't need it or psych ie
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664221071
2009-07-16 04:18:18
stevejmoore: @dan_and_ashley haha, do you have some inside info that I should know about?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664129499
2009-07-16 04:16:50
stevejmoore: Math, science, history, language, and literature are all you need in high school Yale president Richard Levin says
on @CharlieRoseShow thts?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2664110283
2009-07-16 03:01:25
stevejmoore: Made a great dinner, took the dog to PetsMart, now watching sytycd and combing my district CSIP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2663050170
2009-07-15 21:47:50
stevejmoore: Hey SGF people, check out @OzarksBazaar and www.ozarksbazaar.com!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2658491651
2009-07-15 21:43:45
stevejmoore: @mom2preteens @tseale I agree, more meaningful, applicable (and better taught) the more likely it will be done,
I like to start in class too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2658430538
2009-07-15 21:42:47
stevejmoore: It's expensive to be a Vista user...http://bit.ly/7PfXC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2658416439
2009-07-15 21:20:25
stevejmoore: @tseale I think you have to work a plan out wish students so they can pass if they put forth effort, ultimately. I'm
very frank in that sens
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2658076265
2009-07-15 21:19:05
stevejmoore: @tseale @CoachAllam the worse a student is about turning in work, the more aggressively it is pursued, reports,
call parents, etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2658055477
2009-07-15 20:51:57
stevejmoore: @tseale Interesting read, I believe in giving some credit for late work, but at penalty otherwise it's easy to kill
morale/effort, thoughts?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2657634245
2009-07-15 20:24:33
stevejmoore: @dolt287 hope you brought your flippy floppies
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2657202793
2009-07-15 20:23:19
stevejmoore: @Jenny86753oh9 :-( I've heard one of the owners has a health issue, I hope that don't have to close the business.
SGF dwntn wld NOT be same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2657182747
2009-07-15 20:00:47

stevejmoore: It should be illegal for Merle's to close two Wednesdays in a row, I just want my Frito pie!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2656825600
2009-07-15 19:06:18
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove yeah, it was a little too intense today, made me on edge during class. Got some PT's coffee
from @TheCoffeeEthic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2655966699
2009-07-15 18:49:33
stevejmoore: woah, little too much coffee this morning, had breakfast and was still jittery very quickly, maybe I'll go back to
drip brew from press...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2655704023
2009-07-15 03:41:28
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut @dianadell thanks for the Twibe RTs! Hoping to round up more MO teachers, I know there are more
out there, admins too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2645031300
2009-07-15 03:27:54
stevejmoore: @chrislehmann oh, it's superbly done. I need to watch it again actually. Cate Blanchet does the best Dylan
http://bit.ly/Shg40
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2644829163
2009-07-15 02:43:46
stevejmoore: Woman twitters her way through a bank heist http://post.ly/1I7S (via @plish)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2644146707
2009-07-15 02:34:19
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Isn't the Extreme Home Makeover house for a family that goes to Willard schools?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2643998210
2009-07-15 02:28:00
stevejmoore: @chrislehmann Amen to that, everyone should have more Dylan in their lives. Have you seen "I'm Not There"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2643897080
2009-07-15 02:25:56
stevejmoore: @CRFederman @scheeramy @cassadillajones welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe, tell your MO friends!
via http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2643864033
2009-07-15 00:23:26
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I concur with your pastry-related goals.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2642002226
2009-07-15 00:22:51
stevejmoore: @poorheather I'm still waiting for my chance at the bandolier of carrots :( #woot
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641993211
2009-07-15 00:17:54
stevejmoore: @shannonm congrats to her on the award!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641917349
2009-07-15 00:13:14
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho I'm jealous! I can't wait to see it. Have fun being up at 3:20am dude
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641844376
2009-07-15 00:10:08
stevejmoore: @MomsL8 What do you teach up there near STL?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641795750
2009-07-15 00:01:11
stevejmoore: @terri_science @MomsL8 welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe :) via http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641658550
2009-07-14 14:31:01

stevejmoore: Another 1/2 hr of intense, eye-melting, strategic planning research and then off to class
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2632843904
2009-07-14 14:28:55
stevejmoore: @tonitheisen @langolab every language has a diff history we can learn from, diff intersections with other
cultures and times.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2632812906
2009-07-14 13:55:13
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet I added you to my RSS feed a week or two ago :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2632347118
2009-07-14 13:30:27
stevejmoore: There's a killer 80s mix playing @TheCoffeeEthic but I just can't turn off my Justice station on Pandora
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2632028744
2009-07-14 13:25:23
stevejmoore: @dmmagic It's so beautiful up there...I would move in a heartbeat if Eva said she could ignore the frequent rain.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631965205
2009-07-14 13:24:35
stevejmoore: @GAStroz haha, I've been there before, hope your day proves to be better
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631955489
2009-07-14 13:23:13
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic I hope the press pot--er, French Press--counts ;) #bastille day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631938584
2009-07-14 13:22:14
stevejmoore: @BethFishReads @beatccr haha, that or "wingardium leviosa!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631926784
2009-07-14 12:54:13
stevejmoore: @GAStroz I'm going to drain a whole press before 9am this morning :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631596559
2009-07-14 12:52:03
stevejmoore: @Horizons93 good morning!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631573073
2009-07-14 12:40:57
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I'm Ã¼ber jealous that you're going to SEA! Drink some Tulley's for me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2631453386
2009-07-14 03:46:41
stevejmoore: Everything I learned about leadership I learned from William Shakespeare: http://bit.ly/10uLGD (via
@chrislehmann)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2626428061
2009-07-14 03:39:06
stevejmoore: I'm super enjoying www.goodreads.com right now. I had forgotten it existed. If you're on there, let me know!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2626318185
2009-07-14 03:21:08
stevejmoore: @tpman24 wow...that clock is awesome. WANT.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2626063884
2009-07-14 03:20:15
stevejmoore: @courosa Teacher from MO, USA Twitter helps me connect with a global community of writers and learners
who want to share/help.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2626051410
2009-07-14 03:17:10
stevejmoore: listening to "The Polish Ambassador - I Want My Sega CD" â™« http://blip.fm/~9vvnm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2626009146

2009-07-14 03:15:18
stevejmoore: @iMrsF ahhhh I see now, nice wrap-up! Bon chance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625982946
2009-07-14 03:14:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I go to @TheCoffeeEthic several times a week and I'm just a big kid :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625970999
2009-07-14 03:05:18
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter you're a poet, and you weren't even aware of it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625841406
2009-07-14 03:00:47
stevejmoore: @AllieHull haha, Pandora Nirvana is very respectable, a comfortable place to be
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625772671
2009-07-14 03:00:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF could use a clip from Amazing Grace if you talk about Olaudah Equiano
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625759387
2009-07-14 02:57:03
stevejmoore: @iMrsF hmmm that is quite a transition, I read those in different grades in HS, no connection for me off-hand
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625716504
2009-07-14 02:52:11
stevejmoore: Fail whale art! http://bit.ly/PPAQd (via @MurphyWriting)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625645350
2009-07-14 02:51:33
stevejmoore: thanks to @librarybeth for alerting me to @halseanderson ! I loved using Speak in Freshman English, glad to be
following her now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625636110
2009-07-14 02:49:47
stevejmoore: @Braddo yeah, it's an interesting project I'll be watching I think. #Echo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625609831
2009-07-14 02:48:35
stevejmoore: @paulbogush agreed on Fred D, it is a super short read, but short sections can be removed for great discussion
too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625592442
2009-07-14 02:47:42
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Richard Wright? Maybe use 1,000,000 Black Voices and change the pace, it's short and pictographic
(could loan it to you if you want).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625579634
2009-07-14 02:45:58
stevejmoore: @Braddo I think if you're a blogger and not using social media, then you're missing out on discussion
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625554306
2009-07-14 02:42:18
stevejmoore: I'm out of coffee beans...Run to the Hills!!! â™« http://blip.fm/~9vt5n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625499615
2009-07-14 02:34:47
stevejmoore: Dear Windows 7, why are you 20GB for 64bit?! Please go away and come back when you are smaller. Must be
*this* small to ride.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625388201
2009-07-14 02:33:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF So things like, My Antonia, The Things They Carried, Out of the Dust, etc?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625363415
2009-07-14 02:22:51

stevejmoore: @iMrsF Things Fall Apart, Weep Not Child, Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry...those fit?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625209840
2009-07-14 02:18:10
stevejmoore: @Braddo I think the article makes a valid point about parallel channels of discussion away from the source, so
yeah, it may be dead...you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2625141506
2009-07-14 02:06:23
stevejmoore: @dmmagic chocolate's main chem component (theobromine) is only one methyl (CH3) group different than
caffeine!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2624962932
2009-07-14 01:58:50
stevejmoore: (via @Braddo) really interesting idea. Blog comments Dead, Twitter Holds Smoking Gun. Possible solution.
http://bit.ly/cFfu5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2624846095
2009-07-14 01:47:01
stevejmoore: I vote that there be a day called "hug a web designer day" I choose @rcburrell.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2624670105
2009-07-14 01:42:10
stevejmoore: @web20classroom If the aliens have chocolate cake AND a spaceship, I don't know if the 8 year-old inside me
will be able to resist
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2624597517
2009-07-14 23:38:43
stevejmoore: @wmcneary iMrsF @lslay @wmcneary welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe! Tell your friends so they can
connect too! via http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641325870
2009-07-14 23:34:03
stevejmoore: @PLW0711 Hey Paula! Welcome to the twitterverse :) How's that cute child of yours?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641255881
2009-07-14 23:28:59
stevejmoore: @lslay You have a long list of awesome interests in your bio :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641179830
2009-07-14 23:27:23
stevejmoore: Calling all Missouri Teachers on Twitter... Join up our MO Teachers Twibe via http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641155015
2009-07-14 23:25:57
stevejmoore: @chrislehmann Maybe try a Wallflowers song first ;) Is your Jakob named after Dylan's son by chance or is it
just coincidence?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2641133647
2009-07-14 21:54:01
stevejmoore: @dgilson Stephen Dunn is great, At the Smithville Methodist Church is a good one too, have you taken class with
Cafagna at MSU?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2639708435
2009-07-14 21:39:19
stevejmoore: I missed getting the @woot BOC by ONE order number today, booooo! I blame the Dow Jones
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2639474402
2009-07-14 21:07:12
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 I plan on building a cheap linux box soon for a second desktop, I miss ubuntu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638964639
2009-07-14 21:06:09
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, my wife is a tiny dancer, but that's about where the comparisons end.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638947824

2009-07-14 21:03:00
stevejmoore: @dualicious Clif bars are amazing.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638895826
2009-07-14 20:55:06
stevejmoore: @paulbogush does that mean that 9% of your cells are the same as Elton John's?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638769464
2009-07-14 20:50:52
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 huh digsby on mac eh? It's an interesting client. It'll have to do a lot to pry me away from Adium
on mac and Pidgin on PC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638702216
2009-07-14 20:42:15
stevejmoore: @zmanrdz wow, I am jealous! I think @iMrsF and @hrmason will be too! long live gmail!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638564518
2009-07-14 20:38:43
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 btw, I think there's a Willard Elem K teacher in an MSU admin class with me, can't remember her
name, but I will check tomorow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638508910
2009-07-14 20:37:59
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 ooo good! I will try when I get home and have wifi to sync with :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638497321
2009-07-14 20:30:40
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 viewing excel files works really well even if you can't edit them yet, that sucks about forms... :( Can you try another input?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638379564
2009-07-14 20:27:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I think Plurk makes conversations easier I think, but since I've joined, I've found more good resources on
Twitter from sheer #s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638331759
2009-07-14 20:23:52
stevejmoore: @iMrsF some would say it's redundant, and since I've been twittering more I've been plurking less, but Plurk is
more like Twitter+chat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638271492
2009-07-14 20:22:23
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 editing excel would be hard to orchestrate in an iphone app I would imagine, I'm going to get the
app though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638248222
2009-07-14 20:17:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @hrmason that + fix could work, I'm still blocked at school for Docs, but if you're not let us know how
it works!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638173309
2009-07-14 20:08:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 oh I couldn't find it before searching for dataviz, found it now, looks promising... $5 may be
worth that...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2638027356
2009-07-14 20:05:38
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'll look at it now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637983295
2009-07-14 20:05:19
stevejmoore: @hrmason just recently posted on using Google Forms though if you're interested
http://teachersaid.wordpress.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637978044

2009-07-14 20:01:04
stevejmoore: @iMrsF thanks! I've got yours on my RSS feeds (which I don't read that much...) wait 'til you see the new website
@rcburrell is doing for me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637912011
2009-07-14 20:00:28
stevejmoore: @hrmason not with students, sadly they are blocked b/c of the email thing, but they are amazing tools when you're
not on a limited network
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637902044
2009-07-14 19:57:12
stevejmoore: @hrmason @iMrsF the email is our barrier too and it's not one I can get around anytime soon, teachers can't even
use it, but I do on my own.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637850888
2009-07-14 19:55:41
stevejmoore: @stevewaugh76 the slim5 is my fav, but everything I've had is good there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637827760
2009-07-14 19:55:19
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 oh yeah, and freak my coworkers did when they saw how fast I had returned, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637821989
2009-07-14 19:55:01
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend they do deliver, but I'm about 1 block from one :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637817591
2009-07-14 19:54:45
stevejmoore: @dualicious the bread is always fresh and tasty, it's just a simple sandwich place, but they do it FAST and well.
Worth going.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637813644
2009-07-14 19:52:09
stevejmoore: @hrmason Google Docs is your friend! Google Forms as well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637773176
2009-07-14 19:51:27
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 if you find an iPhone app that edits files...let me know!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637762767
2009-07-14 19:49:32
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 no edit, just view and send. It does just about every file type though, incl pics and music, pdfs and
rtfs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637732614
2009-07-14 19:48:07
stevejmoore: Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire. â€“ William Butler Yeats (via @WeAreTeachers)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637710923
2009-07-14 19:44:34
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 haven't used data viz, but I have used Files and Files Lite, both are awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637656089
2009-07-14 19:42:53
stevejmoore: I love that I can leave my office, go to Jimmy Johns, get a sandwich, and be back at my desk in under 5 minutes. I
win.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2637629424
2009-07-14 16:47:01
stevejmoore: @msstewart the answer is blowin' in the wind...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2634893042
2009-07-14 16:45:31
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove yeah, I really liked it :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2634868928

2009-07-14 14:31:53
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver Ooo, yeah, I would not be a fan of sleeping on a plane that long!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2632856503
2009-07-13 20:48:17
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver haha, yeah Hawaii is about 7 hrs over the ocean, spend your monies on shows, museums, and
food in Chi-town!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2620235733
2009-07-13 20:47:22
stevejmoore: @plish thanks for the link! have a good week yourself! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2620222074
2009-07-13 04:16:22
stevejmoore: @LoganR yeah, peta would not approve, unless that's people for the eating of tasty animals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2609043521
2009-07-13 04:15:37
stevejmoore: Make any surface a whiteboard surface with "Idea Paint" http://bit.ly/1Afqy (via @plish)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2609034121
2009-07-13 04:14:41
stevejmoore: @phdbre watching Next Food Network Star now...and wow, I can't believe Debbie made it through. Such a
crime!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2609022309
2009-07-13 04:07:29
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver yay! where are you and the @rcburrell going?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2608934364
2009-07-13 04:06:58
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter /high five Paul, you rock that job!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2608927834
2009-07-13 03:56:19
stevejmoore: @LoganR he told me he'd never order it in a restaurant b/c it'd be >$100 for a steak, try to buy it and cook
yourself (still pricey though!)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2608789278
2009-07-13 02:41:00
stevejmoore: reblip @imposter22 this group needs a comma, lol. Peter, Bjorn & John. I always read it wrong. â™«
http://blip.fm/~9tkqp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607794066
2009-07-13 02:34:24
stevejmoore: @LoganR beer and sake I believe. Father-in-law is a meat broker, so this was $0, probably won't every buy one
in a restaurant...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607705944
2009-07-13 02:31:30
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe lulu is very glad to be back :) http://twitpic.com/a6vyw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607664808
2009-07-13 02:21:46
stevejmoore: wife has been gone since Wed...it will be nice to have her back :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607532691
2009-07-13 02:17:29
stevejmoore: The most delicious steaks ever http://twitpic.com/a6uca
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607474845
2009-07-13 01:48:04
stevejmoore: @chrislehmann thanks for the follow and thanks for sharing your experiences here on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2607087348

2009-07-12 17:27:28
stevejmoore: Hey #mariomarathon keep up the good work guys (Mario Marathon live > http://ustre.am/VS3)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2600859390
2009-07-11 23:10:56
stevejmoore: the Kobe beef is out of the fridge and resting, the fires await...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2590350634
2009-07-11 22:40:53
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth yes, using PDAnet it should
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2589993845
2009-07-11 21:54:35
stevejmoore: Going to grill up some WagyÅ« Kobe ribeyes tonight. Can't WAIT.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2589440483
2009-07-11 15:56:32
stevejmoore: Improved over 10 strokes since last week, sucking less at golf and a nice two mile walk in while doing it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2585096951
2009-07-11 11:13:44
stevejmoore: back for revenge this morning at the Cassville Golf Club with @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2582591905
2009-07-11 05:13:03
stevejmoore: @dolt287 yay! Tell your sister congrats for me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2579925565
2009-07-11 05:12:11
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @kmorrissey oh that's good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2579916475
2009-07-10 21:54:28
stevejmoore: @shareski it's so much cooler, I like golfing in the early morning too, going tomorrow at 7am in Cassville, MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2574360222
2009-07-10 21:22:03
stevejmoore: @dThara thanks for the @mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2573912320
2009-07-10 20:57:07
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @nashworld wow, where is that? Must be near St. Louis if it's that classy ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2573563921
2009-07-10 20:55:00
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Hi to you! I'm a HS English teacher from Springfield, MO! Twitter is a great tool to connect with
other teachers and the world!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2573538502
2009-07-10 19:38:47
stevejmoore: Young adult novels for older adult readers: http://om.ly/?pkD GR (via @GuyKawasaki)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2572601235
2009-07-10 18:46:36
stevejmoore: #FF teacher/conversationalist @iMrsF writing guru @GrammarGirl and web designer @rcburrell I recommend
following each!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571957220
2009-07-10 18:41:54
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd rolling eyes would be fine, it's the glaring that I worry about, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571899021
2009-07-10 18:41:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I wish Nings were not blocked at my school :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571890297

2009-07-10 18:40:33
stevejmoore: @LoganR what kind of card are you running on?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571883481
2009-07-10 18:37:55
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe apparently we need to drink this http://twitpic.com/9wsfl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571850082
2009-07-10 18:22:53
stevejmoore: pumped that I have worked ahead this week and can relax this weekend, play some golf, read a book, and chill at
the Lake with @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2571662321
2009-07-10 04:39:19
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove has more sentimental value for me I guess, always liked it growing up, watched it with my
Dad, good for conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2563102023
2009-07-10 03:24:58
stevejmoore: After watching Virtuality last night on DVR, it's great to transition to Carl Sagan's Contact on TNT, a favorite
movie of mine.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2562115080
2009-07-10 03:20:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF oh so cute, have a name yet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2562052892
2009-07-10 03:05:08
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach Lulu is usually here with me :) http://twitpic.com/9urf2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2561837194
2009-07-10 02:52:34
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho yeah, I just finished HL2 a few weeks ago, so that comic was dead on, lol. Finished Portal, working
on HL2 ep 1 now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2561658057
2009-07-10 02:51:25
stevejmoore: @jenansbach http://twitpic.com/9tpau - Awww, cute dog :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2561641976
2009-07-10 02:50:18
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I've had a few classes that way, one as an undergrad. It works for more focused subject matter I think,
def not for HS classes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2561626457
2009-07-09 21:57:53
stevejmoore: @iMrsF but how many points are total? A few of my grad classes have only been 100 points for a course.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557485370
2009-07-09 21:54:14
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I've read Good Omens and Anansi Boys, finishing American Gods now. He's very good, love the
Kindle app too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557432894
2009-07-09 21:53:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Yup, tech support for @cart32 plus grad papers == major carpal tunnel pain at 24 (not to mention
twittering/blogging/etc)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557415368
2009-07-09 21:50:48
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach @iMrsF all dogs are lapdogs :-) Mine is small though http://twitpic.com/3aja5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557383374
2009-07-09 21:47:51
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yay for taking 9 hours this summer plus working!! Feels good when you get done though, 1 class is over

for me now thankfully!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557339869
2009-07-09 21:42:08
stevejmoore: @dmmagic find him @nielhimself which book are you reading?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557256312
2009-07-09 21:39:21
stevejmoore: This is sad because this is exactly what I do with PC games http://xkcd.com/606/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557215665
2009-07-09 21:28:51
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish I liked TweetDeck, but it crashes SO MUCH, not worth it. Tweetie is simple sleek and works
wonderfully. Links to Safari too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2557060985
2009-07-09 21:21:45
stevejmoore: @stewartn it's true I'm sure, cats type the darndest things!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556957403
2009-07-09 21:12:57
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 217 E Commercial St. www.bigmommascoffee.com I've only been there once, but it was good. I
prefer @TheCoffeeEthic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556827753
2009-07-09 21:10:53
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 what book is that ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556797120
2009-07-09 21:10:43
stevejmoore: "Only a person who has questions can have understanding." (via @misscalcul8)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556794646
2009-07-09 21:08:25
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach goes back to Middle English, certainly before the colloquial American usage we would connect it
with now took root
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556759664
2009-07-09 21:02:25
stevejmoore: @stewartn wow, too bad you weren't videotaping that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556667783
2009-07-09 21:00:14
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove hey what was that crazy venti americano coffee drink you told me to get a while back? 4 shots
over ice, raw sugar...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556634120
2009-07-09 20:58:30
stevejmoore: two words that don't mean what you think they mean, "titular" and "niggard" http://bit.ly/INhdZ and
http://bit.ly/r9RRO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556607928
2009-07-09 20:50:50
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach http://www.gliffy.com there you go
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556494907
2009-07-09 20:50:22
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach gliffy.com works
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556487777
2009-07-09 20:45:24
stevejmoore: @hrmason @darlick I'd have to agree, the EC Ning and Twitter are pretty amazing tools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556413581
2009-07-09 20:42:15

stevejmoore: Ira Glass wins Murrow Award http://cli.gs/7M5SP (via @PRI )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556368073
2009-07-09 20:41:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I was very confused upon reading that, thought you meant the tax tea party things you see on cable news,
lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556359983
2009-07-09 20:38:47
stevejmoore: Every Best Buy has the same 7 employees http://bit.ly/oekPY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556318248
2009-07-09 20:27:00
stevejmoore: @pepepacha lol, something like that yes. Coffee is very important
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2556144047
2009-07-09 20:06:43
stevejmoore: @unmodern reminds me a bit of Winslow Homer...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555846950
2009-07-09 19:53:10
stevejmoore: @gailkonopbaker I flipped out the first time it happened. I was putting phone in pocket and BING! new song...I
was so confused, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555644531
2009-07-09 19:39:23
stevejmoore: @latortuga Dude, that guy is sooo in Thrice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555441490
2009-07-09 19:37:22
stevejmoore: BING = But It's Not Google (via @calebcopeland)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555412777
2009-07-09 19:36:19
stevejmoore: @gailkonopbaker lol, you shaked your iphone/ipod I did the same thing after the 3.0 update and hadn't realized I
had "shuffle shake" trnd on
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555397442
2009-07-09 19:27:34
stevejmoore: @Othella Ooo, I love getting lattes just for the designs. Good link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555268085
2009-07-09 19:25:01
stevejmoore: @rainnwilson Tell him you're Steve Carell!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2555230987
2009-07-09 19:00:43
stevejmoore: @principaljensen welcome to twitter! Here's a link I to find some great teachers to follow
http://twitter4teachers.pbworks.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2554869651
2009-07-09 18:50:45
stevejmoore: @rainnwilson Did he get a tattoo of your mother's name?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2554722678
2009-07-09 17:57:53
stevejmoore: @tpman24 awesome awesome song
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2553929772
2009-07-09 17:54:01
stevejmoore: @pepepacha If I do get a withdrawal headache, I go the next week or so without coffee because I'd rather not be
clinically addicted, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2553872629
2009-07-09 17:34:15

stevejmoore: First morning in weeks, maybe months, that I haven't had coffee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2553573109
2009-07-09 17:33:50
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet :) we all need some relaxation every now and then
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2553566815
2009-07-09 16:27:21
stevejmoore: Ahhh slept in, raisin toast, juice, work, racquetball, stretch.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2552552827
2009-07-09 04:44:25
stevejmoore: @phdbre not to mention... it barely shows the product. Do they have marketers? Have they seen the iPhone
commercials? *shrugs*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2545357799
2009-07-09 04:37:26
stevejmoore: @phdbre I was just watching the one with the crazy redheaded girl...it's creepy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2545265074
2009-07-09 04:34:57
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach thanks, I'm sure I heard @paulbogush say it, every time I try to credit him his humility armor rejects
me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2545229748
2009-07-09 04:20:04
stevejmoore: @phdbre I love that movie!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2545034509
2009-07-09 04:19:26
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach hahaha, thanks ;-) you and the other tweechers have prepared and inspired me well :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2545026262
2009-07-09 04:03:26
stevejmoore: @mswojoRT @TeachPaperless:Est. total # of yrs teaching of folks in my PLN. This is my 1st. Respond & Plz
RT #YearsExpKto12ClassroomTeaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2544808929
2009-07-09 02:37:45
stevejmoore: @iMrsF sugar would be hard, maybe not as feasible as TV either, both are bold though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543578353
2009-07-09 02:33:36
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 uh oh, I knew my ears were burning! Or...should my eyes be burning if you're writing about me?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543516377
2009-07-09 02:20:25
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish haha, enjoy your bachelor time, speaking of which, it's about time for me to go bachelor grocery
shopping.../pauses History chan
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543325824
2009-07-09 02:16:06
stevejmoore: @ijohnpederson you mean a word like "accipology?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543262991
2009-07-09 02:13:39
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 My wife and I team up on this, she hates dishes, I hate laundry: swap= win-win!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543227528
2009-07-09 02:04:17
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish @msstewart spouse is out of town for 5 days, I know I will be on twitter more, more frozen pizza
too, perhaps video games even..
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543090695
2009-07-09 02:01:27

stevejmoore: @msstewart haha maybe @jimiscavish is a trustworthy tweeter ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543048790
2009-07-09 01:59:58
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer that is awesome! reminds me of playing TIM as a kid
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2543025283
2009-07-09 01:50:58
stevejmoore: 25 Incredible TED Talks for Educators from Learn-gasm http://ow.ly/gPrM (via @dianadell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2542897008
2009-07-09 01:46:27
stevejmoore: @principalspage folding clothes, easy.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2542831101
2009-07-09 01:44:13
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish @nprnews and @pritheworld are about the only trustworthy journalistic non-sports broadcasters in
radio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2542798541
2009-07-09 01:36:24
stevejmoore: @msstewart NPR is all you need. (I do love House, Lost too)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2542688380
2009-07-09 01:26:45
stevejmoore: Lit fans, English majors, and teachers check out @UlyssesSeen for a graphic novel version of the James Joyce
classic http://bit.ly/10AV7E
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2542550946
2009-07-08 23:17:59
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter *wince* sorry to hear that, but then again, it's happened to my dad working downtown too, not
surprised.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540810651
2009-07-08 23:05:02
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach ew, yeah, I'm not sold on it yet either...sorry to Emeril
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540627921
2009-07-08 23:00:03
stevejmoore: Logomaniacs, verbolatrists & epeolatrists rejoice! World's largest thesaurus. http://tr.im/rtdP (via @unmodern)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540553223
2009-07-08 22:58:01
stevejmoore: @poorheather you'll have 400 BABIES, so many BABIES, they'll all run like KENYANS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540525221
2009-07-08 22:57:30
stevejmoore: @kellyhines I can at least imagine how you would make a pinto bean pie (could be savory) but vinegar...how?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540518201
2009-07-08 22:55:50
stevejmoore: @dan2600 yeah, if only we all had $600 for an out of contract iPhone...booo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2540495041
2009-07-08 21:57:48
stevejmoore: @kiel_m Next for Ian McShane: "Deadwood: The Sioux Falls Contingency"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539654735
2009-07-08 21:56:37
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend ah, did you get the deal on @Woot the other day?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539637773
2009-07-08 21:54:21
stevejmoore: @kellyhines http://twitpic.com/9q1vu - Uhhh... vinegar??
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539604627

2009-07-08 21:49:32
stevejmoore: Reading: Online Conferences - Awesome, Convenient Professional Development for Educators
http://tinyurl.com/cf76sf (via @kellyhines)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539533807
2009-07-08 21:49:03
stevejmoore: @kiel_m any idea how many episodes of Kings are left?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539526589
2009-07-08 21:48:21
stevejmoore: @dan2600 :-/ that's no good. I guess take it to Apple and demand a genius explanation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539516093
2009-07-08 21:46:52
stevejmoore: @unmodern a student brought a copy to me this year actually, it's a pretty cool interpretation of Beowulf!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539494387
2009-07-08 21:45:31
stevejmoore: @weemooseus Glad to hear it, tired of polarization. The center is the only place where things are accomplished.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539474236
2009-07-08 21:42:41
stevejmoore: @dan2600 do you keep wifi or bluetooth on? If not, you may have apps using push constantly that are actively
draining the batt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539433363
2009-07-08 21:15:50
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra I'm actually just guesstimating, but it was close to that, a ton of points!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2539036270
2009-07-08 21:04:21
stevejmoore: @poorheather @edmostrangelove @hermit4lyfe you like Chocolate? How about SHOCKLATE!!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2538867738
2009-07-08 21:00:06
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra CT during student teaching gave 10 daily points (like 10% of total grade) and kids would do anything
to get all 10 it seemed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2538802434
2009-07-08 19:51:35
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Dessert time? Are you going to make me cakes?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2537784567
2009-07-08 19:50:55
stevejmoore: @tpman24 It may be terrible, but...I have a soft spot for MacGruber
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2537774527
2009-07-08 19:35:06
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer I don't think I can next Tuesday, sorry I didn't respond to your email right away
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2537533434
2009-07-08 18:49:51
stevejmoore: I am 83% addicted to Twitter http://bit.ly/12QvNC from the magical @oatmeal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2536848028
2009-07-08 18:32:22
stevejmoore: @FriedBob you're in the wrong state Bob!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2536583868
2009-07-08 18:32:10
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth haha, you know it! I queued that tweet like ten minutes in advance
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2536580910
2009-07-08 18:28:18
stevejmoore: Normally I hate SNL sketches to movies, but McGruber! I would see! Luv me some Forte'.

http://tinyurl.com/mc4yrv (via @rainnwilson) !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2536521822
2009-07-08 17:34:06
stevejmoore: 12:34:56 7-8-09!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2535693704
2009-07-08 15:33:20
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove your face is mostly awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533847282
2009-07-08 15:31:34
stevejmoore: @SZimms I just heard those as well, wasn't sure if I would be herded out of my building or not
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533820467
2009-07-08 15:27:43
stevejmoore: At 56 seconds past 12:34 today, it will be 12:34:56 07-08-09. (via @dualicious)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533763678
2009-07-08 14:49:28
stevejmoore: @rampantheart I'm no objectivist, but I absolutely love The Fountainhead, fascinating characters that pull you in
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533212117
2009-07-08 14:46:13
stevejmoore: Mistakes are the portals of discovery.- James Joyce (via @rampantheart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533166570
2009-07-08 14:44:18
stevejmoore: @kellyhines ha! Philosophical though for the day, thanks ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533139801
2009-07-08 14:41:02
stevejmoore: Just had a pizza lunchable, how old am I? Not important :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2533095666
2009-07-08 12:31:21
stevejmoore: wake.coffee.write.repeat.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2531544510
2009-07-08 03:46:58
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland your new avatar is awesome Caleb, you are winning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2526834230
2009-07-08 03:06:46
stevejmoore: @msstewart I'll eat just about any fruit in a pie, muffins, or a spinach salad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2526239918
2009-07-08 02:37:59
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz @iMrsF I think reading aloud helps with comprehension when facilitated and supported well in a
group.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2525815257
2009-07-08 01:56:38
stevejmoore: @msstewart @iMrsF wait, if there will be blue raspberries there you'd better not leave me out, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2525207392
2009-07-08 01:54:57
stevejmoore: @sir_adam Oooo, I've been there. Sorry Adam :'-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2525183058
2009-07-08 01:52:14
stevejmoore: @danamhuff wind burn? I've had that happen before
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2525143423
2009-07-07 23:30:03

stevejmoore: @jgates513 you deserve applause for choosing teaching in bleaker times, bravo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2523173231
2009-07-07 23:22:36
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg I <3 Wall Drug and the Corn Palace! Priceless Midwestern schtick, yay South Dakota! What are
you doing there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2523072803
2009-07-07 23:20:21
stevejmoore: @poorheather sounds like someone was a CIA grad or Anthony Bourdain fan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2523040934
2009-07-07 23:10:37
stevejmoore: @Jenny86753oh9 I thought that company went under a while ago...huh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2522904049
2009-07-07 23:10:04
stevejmoore: @alfiekohn "declaration of interdependence" sounds like something Stephen R. Covey would write :-) I like it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2522896117
2009-07-07 23:08:49
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I always think of "Star Trekkin'" by They Might Be Giants. Quality song.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2522879287
2009-07-07 23:05:21
stevejmoore: Star Wars toaster http://bit.ly/42P05 vs. Battlestar Galactica toaster http://bit.ly/14t2xR whoever wins, we lose!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2522831001
2009-07-07 21:52:49
stevejmoore: Guy is thrown out of Yankee stadium for trying to get up for the restroom during 7th inning rendition of patriotic
song http://bit.ly/wG122
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521822115
2009-07-07 21:38:44
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend also, why do you use both Evernote and RTM? I have tried both, just ended up using google Cal
and iCal instead, pros?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521622965
2009-07-07 21:38:11
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend trying out Wikipanion also...interesting app, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521615240
2009-07-07 21:36:45
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend also, hey we're doing our part by beating down on the Tigers for you atm, so lay off we suck
anyways, lol #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521596093
2009-07-07 21:36:06
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend Files is an awesome app even the lite version for backing up docs, pics, music, to phone over
wifi. My updates are borked atm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521587042
2009-07-07 21:31:41
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend my home page http://twitpic.com/9mk3j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521524953
2009-07-07 21:24:20
stevejmoore: @jgates513 I love your avatar picture with the cracked screen :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521424119
2009-07-07 21:03:57
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish @iMrsF what about just using the six word format for short prompts for discussion? If you have
PCs in your room could do tweets.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2521135663

2009-07-07 20:05:24
stevejmoore: @RussGoerend that's another good point, maybe someone should develop a "twiteracy" app to track twitter
literacy, word choice, etc @tseale
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2520279297
2009-07-07 19:49:23
stevejmoore: @tseale I've thought of the same application for wordy kids, lol it could work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2520002478
2009-07-07 19:24:03
stevejmoore: @dwescott1 The force was with him...also, I just went to Lexington for the first time this Spring, it's a beautiful
place!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2519509662
2009-07-07 19:22:48
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner LOL, it's true and @nofrak is right, some people can be expected to put the "funny" answer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2519486433
2009-07-07 19:07:42
stevejmoore: @GingerTPLC you Love the interrobang?! ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2519192098
2009-07-07 19:03:02
stevejmoore: 11 of 1009 people actually thought that Buzz Lightyear was the first person on the moon. http://om.ly/?noN SAD.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2519110778
2009-07-07 18:57:11
stevejmoore: @dmmagic yah Matt! iPhone 3GS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2519011505
2009-07-07 18:32:22
stevejmoore: @rrmurry I can't believe he didn't outlive Clint Eastwood's mom!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2518531301
2009-07-07 15:34:30
stevejmoore: @JaredParker ooo need to get the keynote app... Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515545243
2009-07-07 15:30:28
stevejmoore: @bksmith good questions though! Always seeking diversity in opinion
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515482477
2009-07-07 15:29:34
stevejmoore: @bksmith I think kids are going to be distracted by somethng else if not op. sex, separation engenders ignorance
of issue I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515468666
2009-07-07 15:11:16
stevejmoore: Google Finally Peels The Beta Label Off Gmail, Docs, Calendar, and GTalk http://ow.ly/gGqB (via @dianadell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515200353
2009-07-07 15:10:39
stevejmoore: @phdbre sorry to hear that! Hope the rest of your day is better!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515191034
2009-07-07 15:09:01
stevejmoore: @jonbecker good fo you :) you could sell that #moonfruit for several XO olpc laptops too...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515167174
2009-07-07 15:07:29
stevejmoore: Hadn't viewed slide presentations on the iPhone until just now, not bad!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2515144861
2009-07-07 14:51:51
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I can't, I'm totally swamped this week. I may not even be able to go Thursday, but I will try then.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514917399
2009-07-07 14:50:14
stevejmoore: @willrich45 Have you found any unblocked/well-used instances of facebook in K-12 ed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514894334
2009-07-07 14:44:18
stevejmoore: @bksmith I think if we do that, how do we expect kids to interact once they leave school? Is the work-force
single sex? Nd 2 lrn 2 wrk tgthr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514809799
2009-07-07 14:40:43
stevejmoore: "You went into the kitchen cupboard, got yourself another hour, and you gave half of it to me..." â™«
http://blip.fm/~9igz0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514761370
2009-07-07 14:38:20
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I get headaches too when my glasses are dirty or not sitting right on my nose. Sorry dude :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514729097
2009-07-07 14:37:15
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Oooo, fanciful!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514714035
2009-07-07 14:28:01
stevejmoore: In my 4000th update, I'm going to give props to @rcburrell for doing my website (to come...) Thanks Ryan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2514584796
2009-07-07 12:41:17
stevejmoore: My next update is my 4000th, any thoughts on how to make it special? Sorry, I can't give away an iPhone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2513278848
2009-07-07 03:52:12
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth man, my parents could never tear me away from my legos! Tell him to build on kid!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2508564227
2009-07-07 03:24:07
stevejmoore: @courosa you've got all that French influence up there, long epiglottal vowels
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2508180142
2009-07-07 03:20:10
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I couldn't drink it every day, but every now and then it's a sweet pleasure
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2508125182
2009-07-07 03:17:42
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe oh maybe the DVR'd episode was from last week, it was about two moons bigger than Mercury
(Titan, Ganymede) only 1 got it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2508091348
2009-07-07 03:09:55
stevejmoore: @msstewart how did they taste?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507982651
2009-07-07 03:08:20
stevejmoore: Correction on the blue raspberries link, genus, and species, Rubus_occidentalis, http://bit.ly/GoILy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507960876
2009-07-07 03:04:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart just informed me that indeed the blue raspberry, Rubus leucodermis, is real. I am simply stunned.
http://bit.ly/p4uRA thank you.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507901983
2009-07-07 02:56:12
stevejmoore: @msstewart wait...wait...you're shaking my reality. There are real...blue raspberries?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507786899

2009-07-07 02:50:44
stevejmoore: Best Kool-Aid flavor? Blue! Feel free to disagree, but I happen to like its mystery. Is it berry? Is it lime? I could
drink it all the time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507710467
2009-07-07 02:25:29
stevejmoore: Taking a class titled EAD 666 right now, sadly it isn't titled " Exorcisms And Demonology 666"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507355654
2009-07-07 02:18:28
stevejmoore: @swagbot welcome, but they accept sucking too, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507257590
2009-07-07 02:17:47
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe awesome final Jeopardy Q today, you will enjoy. Thanks to Kimball.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2507247934
2009-07-06 21:21:49
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho I know! I've been waiting for someone to write that article for a while now, it's so true. I will pass
such knowledge on to teh kidz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2503243988
2009-07-06 20:52:05
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 @hermit4lyfe @rcburrell no place has worse water than Warrensburg, I'd rather drink Martian
water.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2502871468
2009-07-06 20:48:09
stevejmoore: For all the talk about declining literacy, we're writing more than we were a generation ago http://bit.ly/178zE4
(via @MaudNewton)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2502815262
2009-07-06 20:17:52
stevejmoore: @iMrsF haha, I know how that goes, no ATT down on Table Rock Lake so I had to go wihout for most of he
weekend :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2502387838
2009-07-06 19:41:39
stevejmoore: @tseale great links, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2501873505
2009-07-06 18:04:56
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 I'm with @hermit4lyfe on this... whatever water I've had in KC tastes like sweet sweet bliss
compared to SGF, Blue Springs FTW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500509266
2009-07-06 18:03:06
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl Thoughts on the difference between using "systemic" and "systematic"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500482826
2009-07-06 18:00:13
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I think most cool people are already using FFML, FORCE FIELD markup language... Get the net!!
Live in the now!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500441967
2009-07-06 17:43:51
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach we saw a snake this weekend too, not a copperhead though, small water snake of some kind.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500212513
2009-07-06 17:43:18
stevejmoore: @LoganR ahh, you saw what I did there bud and you nipped it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500204862
2009-07-06 17:42:20
stevejmoore: @msstewart and I'm always drinking coffee :)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500191625
2009-07-06 17:41:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart teaching in the Fall, I'm a perpetual student though :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2500185682
2009-07-06 17:07:47
stevejmoore: session two of summer classes have started, coffee intake peaking, attention span piqued
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2499700092
2009-07-06 14:09:30
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach good to meet another English teacher too :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2497245266
2009-07-06 14:07:56
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach I never knew! Thanks, lol maybe I'll get to visit the other one someday :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2497226220
2009-07-06 13:02:04
stevejmoore: It makes me laugh that my data analysis textbook has a section on "force field analysis," the future is now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2496472834
2009-07-06 03:00:24
stevejmoore: @JenAnsbach nope, down in the Ozarks here in southern Missouri :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2491271341
2009-07-05 20:34:55
stevejmoore: @LoganR cafÃ© breve?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2486696869
2009-07-05 20:34:24
stevejmoore: Slowly but surely I am sucking less and less at golf!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2486690713
2009-07-05 02:19:59
stevejmoore: More fireworks tonight on the Golden Arm of Table Rock lake
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2477188872
2009-07-04 23:54:15
stevejmoore: Playing Wii sports with Eva's 8 and 9 year old cousins :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2475763103
2009-07-04 23:12:24
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe well the rain hit us hard and we only got to play 8 :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2475354802
2009-07-04 23:11:19
stevejmoore: @latortuga eat some lefsa for me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2475344491
2009-07-04 16:37:25
stevejmoore: Just barely made it off the course before the rain hit in Cassville
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2471005401
2009-07-04 03:43:01
stevejmoore: Great fireworks show by the HW 86 bridge on Table Rock Lake!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2464625859
2009-07-03 23:45:33
stevejmoore: Found this in my in-laws basement just now http://twitpic.com/97euh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2461845649
2009-07-03 19:56:57
stevejmoore: @kaeti Aww, I love that movie! Any day's a jolly one with Julie Andrews and Dick Van Dyke.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2458929994

2009-07-03 19:54:19
stevejmoore: Not much time to tweet today, packing for a family reunion at Table Rock Lake, lots to do. Everyone have a safe
weekend!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2458894515
2009-07-03 19:52:59
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @kamperk @jmiscavish @TimGee3 thanks for the Follow Friday shoutouts! You all are great to tweet
with :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2458876677
2009-07-03 16:24:00
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe got yer chopper eh?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2455980711
2009-07-03 16:06:39
stevejmoore: @dmmagic last night was AWESOME. You get a win for one of the best LANs ever. /high five.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2455742921
2009-07-02 22:28:36
stevejmoore: @kiel_m I heard a story about it on NPR but I haven't read it yet. I need to add it to my Amazon wish list...thanks
for the reminder!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2444426549
2009-07-02 22:27:51
stevejmoore: Off to @dmmagic's LAN for some nerdy PC gaming action. See you on the flip-side...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2444416985
2009-07-02 21:12:12
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen haha, every family has their own style, I love it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2443349862
2009-07-02 21:10:43
stevejmoore: @tseale yeah, my department is pretty sweet :-D Need to get more of them on Twitter though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2443329463
2009-07-02 21:09:14
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen Kudos to you for indulging that joke :) my father's greatest gift to me was an insidious sense of
cheesy humor. I'm Zinfindellin'
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2443308385
2009-07-02 16:51:33
stevejmoore: Off to an English teacher meeting/fooding/pool event !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2439594927
2009-07-02 15:53:15
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen also, I've always wanted to ask you, but are you gellin' Mr. McMellen? Ok, I'm done now ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438738304
2009-07-02 15:51:36
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen thanks! It was part of @Matt_Almaraz 's portrait exhibit in downtown #SGF, @rcburrell did my
new theme, is wrking on new site too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438713793
2009-07-02 15:49:15
stevejmoore: @tseale great link and good advice for resumes! What a "team player" you are ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438677963
2009-07-02 15:47:08
stevejmoore: @josiefraser Ooo, I love Garcia Lorca. Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438646343
2009-07-02 15:38:11
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Lulu misses you Ed. http://twitpic.com/91r6k
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438516797

2009-07-02 15:18:46
stevejmoore: Will be DVRing @CharlieRoseShow tonight for Guillermo Del Toro
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438237514
2009-07-02 15:17:29
stevejmoore: Coffee Drinks Illustrated. very nice. http://twurl.nl/3pve3o (via @emarg0ed)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438219177
2009-07-02 15:12:30
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ I haven't heard of a good way to use roleplaying in an interview process, but that's something I wish
would happen more often
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2438148423
2009-07-02 14:15:46
stevejmoore: @rampantheart you're not alone :) books can do that, even ones that aren't that great can have solid characters you
identify with
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2437359652
2009-07-02 04:53:52
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Next July I'll be done with MS, then I'll probably investigate a terminal degree, but not sure if I'll start
right away, tempting...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2432456942
2009-07-02 04:47:32
stevejmoore: @Glennia yeah, I was wondering about that...#sytycd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2432384405
2009-07-02 04:46:20
stevejmoore: @iMrsF woot! Good for you! Waiting for my final to be posted on BlackBoard, prof is a little late on it, not too
tech savvy sadly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2432370543
2009-07-02 04:21:47
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish @iMrsF as with everything, there is no ONE way to do it :) every school/teacher and every combo
has unique needs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2432082172
2009-07-02 04:00:25
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'm getting in late on this convo @jimiscavish but I agree about admin, hoping to make a more sound
difference by reaching teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2431811714
2009-07-02 02:34:24
stevejmoore: Slowly but surely figuring tennis out inch by inch and getting some good exercise in the process.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2430635452
2009-07-02 22:38:25
stevejmoore: Had less than 24 hrs to finish My final because the prof posted it online a two days late! Booo.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2444559889
2009-07-02 22:30:23
stevejmoore: I've own two Saturns and loved each, so I was VERY happy to hear this today: Saturn lives thanks to Penske!!
http://tinyurl.com/p8nh2h
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2444450379
2009-07-01 21:57:12
stevejmoore: This is the time every day that I love...5pm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426893629
2009-07-01 21:41:48
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 means you need to check out Illinois's principal certification requirements. You'd probably just
need to track a diff portfolio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426679475
2009-07-01 21:39:30

stevejmoore: @tpman24 agreed. In other words, Clint Eastwood deserves more awards.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426647988
2009-07-01 21:38:36
stevejmoore: @danamhuff haha, I'd be lying if I said I'd never done that myself ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426635716
2009-07-01 21:36:17
stevejmoore: @dan2600 I take it you've seen www.konamicodesites.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426604169
2009-07-01 21:34:18
stevejmoore: "There's a shadow, you can't see my eyes/ And the sea is just a wetter version of the skies..." on "Folding Chair"
by Regina Spektor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426576380
2009-07-01 21:28:09
stevejmoore: @sandijacques Teacher Man is absolutely wonderful, had the distinct pleasure of meeting McCourt at a speaking
event, compelling & pleasant
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426490974
2009-07-01 21:21:19
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove thank the gods? wait, are you in a constant Battlestar Galactica roleplay currently Ed?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426397292
2009-07-01 21:13:25
stevejmoore: A real Chair-man http://bit.ly/2jSNo0 (via .@msstewart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426284830
2009-07-01 20:59:59
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 it's all thanks to the talents of Mr .@rcburrell if you need web design done, he's your guy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426092427
2009-07-01 20:59:07
stevejmoore: .@rainnwilson I'm willing to bet @nielhimself doesn't use a sub-par apiarist either.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426080052
2009-07-01 20:54:46
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 how about that, apparently it's cool to be a bean bag blogger :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426020151
2009-07-01 20:54:28
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I don't use Blogger regularly, I prefer WP, but I think somewhere in their settings they have a
control for link location
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2426016080
2009-07-01 20:46:16
stevejmoore: @paulbogush lol, I would expect nothing less from you Paul, I'll even give you a higher rez pic ;)
http://thespigot.wordpress.com/about/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2425897248
2009-07-01 20:34:20
stevejmoore: @paulbogush well that one comes with pretty girl and purebred puppy I'm guessing, only explanation.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2425730663
2009-07-01 20:29:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, a bean bag wouldn't exactly last then, unless it was made of chain maille
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2425664508
2009-07-01 20:19:20
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @misscalcul8 have you guys seen the SumoSac? http://www.sumolounge.com/sumosac.php
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2425523208
2009-07-01 20:12:35
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe lol, that's because... you stole your iphone, crime doesn't pay!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2425429215
2009-07-01 19:34:23
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 lights are good, lamps make a room feel more personal, really anything not just attached to the
walls flatly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424887552
2009-07-01 19:19:19
stevejmoore: @danamhuff I love the look of your blog, very cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424677371
2009-07-01 19:18:01
stevejmoore: http://thereifixedit.com/ #WhyOnEarthWednesday <--oh yeah, it's a real hash (now)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424659490
2009-07-01 19:16:20
stevejmoore: dial *639# on your [AT&T;] phone, it'll send you a text message of your upgrade eligibility date
(via .@Matt_Almaraz) for those curious...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424636385
2009-07-01 19:05:29
stevejmoore: @msstewart actually, he's just found me on Twitter, lol @Matt_Almaraz and on Flickr too
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sharekc/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424491852
2009-07-01 19:04:18
stevejmoore: @matt_almaraz http://twitpic.com/8nac8 - After inventing TUMS, Matt decided to give them a test run...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424475806
2009-07-01 18:53:55
stevejmoore: Twitter in education study (via @kappadeltapi) http://bit.ly/T5WJq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424336129
2009-07-01 18:48:59
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ our high school teachers all get really nice bags or planners usually, not sure about elem or middle
though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424271349
2009-07-01 18:47:54
stevejmoore: @dmmagic @rcburrell haha, maybe you should name your sumo sac santa vaca! (that's as close as I come to
espanol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424256627
2009-07-01 18:47:11
stevejmoore: @msstewart thanks! A good friend does wonderful photography in KC, he's not on Twitter yet though
http://sharekc.com/index.php
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424246277
2009-07-01 18:44:29
stevejmoore: .@GrammarGirl explains why "i's" and "a's" are correct when using single letter plrual apostrophes
http://grammar.quickanddirtytips.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424208115
2009-07-01 18:37:22
stevejmoore: New mondo awesome super fancy website on the way from .@rcburrell He just tricked out my twitter page to
match....moore to come...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424110509
2009-07-01 18:34:47
stevejmoore: .@rcburrell you beat me to it Ryan! I was just about to Twee-tout your skillz!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2424074261
2009-07-01 17:20:08
stevejmoore: @kiel_m also, just watched the last Kings, I'm still wishing they hadn't canned it, I'm not sure there will be much
resolution when its over

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2423017550
2009-07-01 17:18:58
stevejmoore: @kiel_m yeah, I read about that, kind of sad, but you're right, the intarwebs are the standard now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2423000929
2009-07-01 16:09:33
stevejmoore: @mrkimmi just noticed you're in Salina, KS. I had a good friend used to carpool to college in SD with from
Salina. Nice town!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2422019615
2009-07-01 16:06:55
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish hoping we can close the Twins series up today, go #Royals!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421982575
2009-07-01 16:03:53
stevejmoore: @kiel_m lol, this is good. I like it when bureaucracy benefits indie music. I miss doing PSAs, I used to make
them up rthr thn read th cards
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421938011
2009-07-01 16:00:14
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yeah, this guy (Dr. Bill Burling) was the kind you would have paid your tuition at the door to hear
lecture every class.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421882845
2009-07-01 15:56:08
stevejmoore: @mrkimmi as usual, they tell quite a great story w/ the album, quality work, think I still am more attached to
Crane Wife though, you?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421825227
2009-07-01 15:54:35
stevejmoore: Had my @TheCoffeeEthic punch card all filled up for single origin and got a free bottomless cup today! /dance
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421803313
2009-07-01 15:51:19
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish well, you have the occasional AWESOME college class that is part student led, I had a few at
Augie and MSU, those are rare gems.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421757047
2009-07-01 15:49:39
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ Google Forms is your friend :) http://teachersaid.wordpress.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421732672
2009-07-01 15:49:05
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/8y8v5 - Didn't realize I was doing this much stuff at once until I hit F9!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421724862
2009-07-01 15:38:24
stevejmoore: This song reminds me of my first days DJing for 89.1 KAUR with @kiel_m I played this album a lot â™«
http://blip.fm/~978os
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421575959
2009-07-01 15:33:25
stevejmoore: @RenovatingKaeti woah, that's kind of a cool exercise, I am totally trying that today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421505998
2009-07-01 15:31:12
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I had one or two who were truly great (useful and entertaining) lecturers at MSU sadly one passed away
this year, great Brit lit prof
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421474077
2009-07-01 15:29:26
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I think I need a SumoSac now, thanks to seeing @dmmagic's holy cow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421448461

2009-07-01 15:27:43
stevejmoore: @FriedBob it's only because I slow down just for you
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421425511
2009-07-01 15:26:13
stevejmoore: @melaniemcbride I like where that thought is going, look forward to the post
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421405358
2009-07-01 15:25:29
stevejmoore: @brycehamilton if by trumpet you mean mellophone, then I'll agree with you Bryce ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421395405
2009-07-01 15:24:32
stevejmoore: slept in until 9am this morning <stretches> ahhhh, much needed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2421382347
2009-07-01 04:14:58
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 thanks!! I enjoy your tweets as well, glad to have you in this great conversation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2415305839
2009-07-01 02:39:18
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho let me know how the hackintoshing goes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2414089203
2009-07-01 02:38:23
stevejmoore: @kellyhines semantics can be tough on Twitter whr spc is lmtd ;-) complex ideas best left to blogs or a
FriendFeed forum
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2414077091
2009-07-01 01:54:08
stevejmoore: @kellyhines think I know wht @shareski @AngelaMaiers r trying to say but passion and relationships are not
opposite of change or complexity
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2413475546
2009-07-01 01:49:58
stevejmoore: @thart74 @mr_jcrew catching up on new Missouri Teacher Twibe members, welcome to the group! via
http://twib.es/B7B
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2413419759
2009-07-01 01:36:22
stevejmoore: [short survey] Research for a grant proposal Please help! http://bit.ly/2Amvv (via .@suzieswimz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2413241072
2009-07-01 01:29:10
stevejmoore: @zemote that was a quality bit :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2413145113
2009-07-01 00:37:09
stevejmoore: Wretched Writers Welcome, I love it! (via @NPRnews) http://bit.ly/hBkrN
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2412468192
2009-07-01 00:14:40
stevejmoore: Watching the #Royals /Twins game hoping for a repeat of last night...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2412179607
2009-07-01 00:12:00
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I started my masters right away so my loans don't accrue until I finish it, as for a Doc...may be
wise to wait for admin pay ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2412145920
2009-06-30 23:21:49
stevejmoore: @dolt287 ooo, that's no good... what album was it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2411496128
2009-06-30 23:20:55

stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 your math skills will come in handy, my program has some serious data analysis and stats stuff,
valuable info though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2411484666
2009-06-30 23:19:14
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I think it depends on the state. Missouri requires an Admin master's to be a principal and almost
every Ed.S or Ph.D req it too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2411462517
2009-06-30 23:16:36
stevejmoore: Off to get my free San Francisco Oven pizza!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2411428031
2009-06-30 23:15:13
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho I played Eve for a bit, kind of a cool game, the spaciness is very peaceful, hp mini as in the netbook?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2411409682
2009-06-30 22:01:56
stevejmoore: @nathanremington dude, it's still in Beta, give 'em a break... ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2410444923
2009-06-30 22:00:59
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 oh I forgot about the router, you can use any kind, I like Linksys though, always used theirs.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2410431476
2009-06-30 21:09:14
stevejmoore: If you get a Mac, then you will have to buy a program (there are some with free trials like TransMac and
MacDrive) to transfer b/t filesystm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2409714532
2009-06-30 21:08:38
stevejmoore: that's strange about Safari, I have had a few issues with it in 64bit Vista with it, but I usually use FireFox instead.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2409705969
2009-06-30 20:14:51
stevejmoore: I'm pretty pumped that Missouri is getting a CHL hockey team! http://www.missourimavericks.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2408951080
2009-06-30 19:51:39
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 do you have a Mac or a PC? Intel (post 2006) Mac or PPC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2408631479
2009-06-30 19:36:50
stevejmoore: It was great to work with Ozarks writing teachers this morning even for a little while! Thanks to them for having
me as a guest!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2408426721
2009-06-30 12:50:45
stevejmoore: On my way to the Ozarks Writing Project at MSU!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2402971725
2009-06-30 03:38:34
stevejmoore: @paulbogush thanks Paul! :) didn't even think about that while I was writing it, great post
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2398442499
2009-06-30 03:19:35
stevejmoore: Waching a dvr'd episode of Mythbusters and seeing an ad for Pitchmen (Billy Mays's show) is sad!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2398200152
2009-06-30 01:40:52
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 the dot makes them viewable to everyone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2396921151
2009-06-29 22:14:50
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe woot woot SSSSSSSSSS !

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2394338698
2009-06-29 21:53:27
stevejmoore: b/c it's the end of the day and you need a laugh http://manbabies.com/popular (via .@rcburrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2394055974
2009-06-29 21:47:02
stevejmoore: Peer Review Programs Offer Mentorship to Struggling Teachers http://bit.ly/JBWto (via .@Larryferlazzo)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2393970318
2009-06-29 19:49:26
stevejmoore: @kathweaver I'm pretty sure you can't upgrade to 64 from 32 unless you reinstall the whole thing, at least with
XP and Vista.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2392326315
2009-06-29 19:14:46
stevejmoore: @evanplancaster oh shoot! I was wrong, just a typo, thanks for catching that! +10 #TwitPoints
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2391841052
2009-06-29 19:14:08
stevejmoore: @kiel_m Haven't watched it yet, on the DVR waiting, McShane is always a treat, I hope he gets more work soon
after Kings fades...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2391832279
2009-06-29 18:24:11
stevejmoore: ok on any plurk page type this (up,up, down, down, left, right, left, right, a, b) http://plurk.com/p/153ggv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2391147040
2009-06-29 15:36:51
stevejmoore: @phdbre I couldn't agree more! I think a good pet can be a key to a happy home :-D Good practice before having
kids too, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388860537
2009-06-29 15:35:06
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yeah, I think the most well-meaning male culture just doesn't want to "mess up" kids b/c they think moms
are geniuses ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388835891
2009-06-29 15:24:11
stevejmoore: @teacherc tru dat. Tweet tweet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388692664
2009-06-29 15:23:21
stevejmoore: @phdbre Awwww, I love our little Lulu, I thought it was going to be "my wife's dog" but I'm so attached now.
What are yours named?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388681770
2009-06-29 15:22:00
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I grew up in a family where both parents worked full time and were great parents too, didn't have a
"work-only" dad. Think its chngin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388663574
2009-06-29 15:20:35
stevejmoore: @teacherc hard not to get into semantic this-or-thats and absolutes on Twitter in our 140char bursts ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388645594
2009-06-29 15:15:12
stevejmoore: @iMrsF the influence of gender/sex is there, how we react/interp is the question.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388573024
2009-06-29 15:13:20
stevejmoore: @teacherc not a question of "should" if you acknowledge there are differences in gender/sex, it already affects
everything, need 2 adjust
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388549455

2009-06-29 15:10:44
stevejmoore: .@des_public Ha ha, she's a tiny papillion. http://twitpic.com/1cjdv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388516636
2009-06-29 15:08:10
stevejmoore: paraphrase of current chapter of this data analysis textbook "school processes," = I <3 FLOW CHARTS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388484423
2009-06-29 14:54:27
stevejmoore: "You will never 'find' time for anything. If you want time, you must make it. ~Charles Bruxton (via .@balmeras)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388309873
2009-06-29 14:52:57
stevejmoore: @teacherc before I did English Ed, I was acs chem, waaaaay too much math for me! I don't mind it now, but
couldn't do it all day long.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388291401
2009-06-29 14:50:25
stevejmoore: @iMrsF @msstewart looking back on women in education... we (as a society/profssn) have come a long way
thankfully! http://tinyurl.com/clp2ev
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388259896
2009-06-29 14:46:30
stevejmoore: @iMrsF that's good to hear, I hope that our generation of teachers DO and TEACH, rather than fulfill the old (and
insulting/false) maxim...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388210620
2009-06-29 14:34:37
stevejmoore: @danamhuff another guy who left before his time...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388066861
2009-06-29 14:34:04
stevejmoore: Dropped an A-bomb on this data analysis homework [asplode!] thanks to Wikipedia I remembered standard
deviation and probability just dandily
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2388060093
2009-06-29 11:42:38
stevejmoore: @evanplancaster Haha, if only they were keeping us a bit higher in the division, best of luck to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2386356233
2009-06-29 03:41:47
stevejmoore: Not sure why .@ChiefsNFL is tweeting about baseball...that is why I follow .@RoyalsMLB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2382504916
2009-06-29 03:38:48
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I liked how tonight the Iron Chef contender called him "Chair-Man" with a clear separation, lol
oh Francais, je temps!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2382448507
2009-06-29 03:36:23
stevejmoore: @clifmims woah! that's a crime! I suppose the heat is to blame, everyone wants lots 'o slushie.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2382400079
2009-06-29 03:33:33
stevejmoore: "Every book is a children's book, if the kid can read." ~Mitch Hedberg (via @nashworld)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2382347288
2009-06-28 19:14:12
stevejmoore: nice and "cool" today at 86ish, going to mow the lawn later on hopefully, some grass is taller than my tiny dog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2375028632
2009-06-28 19:12:19
stevejmoore: RT @courosa iPhone 3GS dropped in pool, still works - http://bit.ly/uLcZc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2375006203

2009-06-28 15:30:34
stevejmoore: @aleah I think blocking is all you can do
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2372469063
2009-06-28 14:55:14
stevejmoore: @stevekatz I think Tweetie is the most solid. Tweet Deck has more features, is free, but crashes OFTEN.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2372136316
2009-06-28 06:00:26
stevejmoore: @phdbre amen to that,
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2368739010
2009-06-28 03:55:38
stevejmoore: @pepepacha denying challenge while encouraging positive energy is the big challenge in and of itself, this is
where the theatre comes in.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367632648
2009-06-28 03:54:09
stevejmoore: @TimGee3 boo mowing! I agree, maybe turf is the answer...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367618334
2009-06-28 03:37:24
stevejmoore: @pepepacha just an admin student in leadership, but similar to Godin's tribes theory and Pygmalion,
expectations-->reality, + attitudes stik
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367453655
2009-06-28 03:35:46
stevejmoore: @grader #31 in Missouri woot woot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367437362
2009-06-28 02:59:38
stevejmoore: @pepepacha doing an Admin MS right now and finding plenty of leadership lessons that apply to teaching as
much as administration
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367071864
2009-06-28 02:56:16
stevejmoore: @paulbogush wait, Prozac or Cognac... ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367038438
2009-06-28 02:53:26
stevejmoore: @pepepacha agree about complaints, but a "rule" would only suppress people, what you need is leadership who
can help "vent" the heat.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2367010309
2009-06-28 02:52:11
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck I have a friend with a tiny Yaris which she calls "the roller-skate"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366997657
2009-06-28 02:41:25
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I take it this was in the xB...not sure which is which, but the box one? I rode in the sport coupe once
and really liked it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366888299
2009-06-28 02:40:35
stevejmoore: @irasocol @paulbogush @pepepacha that was an oh snap on the exhaustion Paul, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366879627
2009-06-28 02:13:22
stevejmoore: @aleah live jazz set again?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366603163
2009-06-28 02:11:03
stevejmoore: @kevinokeefe wow! that is sleeeeze-tastic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366580346

2009-06-28 02:05:55
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe speaking of regripping, I regripped my tennis racket after playing with David today. We've got to
get out and play some soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366528097
2009-06-28 01:54:28
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 woah! I just saw your emoticons! Haha, they work!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2366410121
2009-06-28 00:16:51
stevejmoore: Awesome tennis match today (I'm still learning) and now I'm exhausted!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2365449790
2009-06-27 19:36:01
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe my thumb is in PAIN, lucky I could type my papers today. I will have to do something about my
clubs b4 next golf outing, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2362579635
2009-06-27 19:27:29
stevejmoore: @edutopia just complimented my blog :-D my day is made, wait 'til they see @rcburrell's redesign of my
website...I promise fanciness & shine
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2362488391
2009-06-27 18:59:47
stevejmoore: @scottelias so I'm finding that it would be very helpful to have degrees in math and finance while studying
EdAdmin lol catching up on stats
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2362190746
2009-06-27 18:48:38
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne I joined as well, I need to use FriendFeed more, my acct just kinda exists out there in cyberspace atm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2362073171
2009-06-27 18:47:54
stevejmoore: One of the benefits of FriendFeed is that you can threaded conversations in a manner not avail on Twitter
http://ff.im/-4vQPH (via @rmbyrne)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2362064993
2009-06-27 18:36:05
stevejmoore: @truetiger05 yeah I would put something about teaching in your bio, not too snarky either, simple=best
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361939000
2009-06-27 18:34:52
stevejmoore: @irasocol true, duely noted.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361925351
2009-06-27 18:33:37
stevejmoore: @Truetiger05 TweetDeck is great and free crashes sometimes, Tweetie is $2 I think and solid, Twitterific is
free/easy and twitter.com works2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361912133
2009-06-27 18:19:58
stevejmoore: @truetiger05 (via @msstewart )"@stevejmoore I think @kellyhines is a must for elem folks, also @langwitches
"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361763912
2009-06-27 18:19:01
stevejmoore: It frustrates me when I can't find something on the internet, pretty sure I have an unofficial degree in Googling.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361753658
2009-06-27 18:17:34
stevejmoore: @irasocol boy you are difficult, lol center==unbiased, non-judgmental and definitely challenging/doubting all as
you say :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361737828
2009-06-27 18:15:50

stevejmoore: @chollingsworth I did that first on FB wehere this all started, tat's where I started out! Thanks for the reminder!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361718688
2009-06-27 18:13:41
stevejmoore: @TrueTiger05 my 1st random suggestions, follow: @edutopia @msstewart @kyteacher @paulbogush @iMrsF
@clifmims @dkdykstra @misscalcul8
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361695499
2009-06-27 18:08:54
stevejmoore: Hey teachers! New elementary teacher here on Twitter, @Truetiger05 follow her and help her out! She needs
suggestions of people to follow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2361644140
2009-06-27 16:42:13
stevejmoore: @everyone ok closing my twitter tab so I can focus back on my giant student learning/standardized testing
project, have a good lunch evryone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360687579
2009-06-27 16:40:13
stevejmoore: @irasocol this one seemed more philosophical/semantic in nature than political. Political centrism is a quality I
try hard to exude as tchr.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360666006
2009-06-27 16:37:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I vote sandwiches, but I'm not one of your kids. Park your twitter typers for a while, you can save the
world later ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360640900
2009-06-27 16:36:00
stevejmoore: @balmeras I <3 farmer's markets. You just can't get better tomatoes anywhere else as @goodeatsfan would
agree.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360619404
2009-06-27 16:33:37
stevejmoore: @shandon87 haha nice work Shandon, I would have tweeted the same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360590201
2009-06-27 16:31:27
stevejmoore: @irasocol @iMrsF This is like watching Ayn Rand's Howard Roark play tennis against Seth Godin! Make sure
to shake hands after the game ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2360561772
2009-06-27 15:10:59
stevejmoore: @junewild hahaha I sync my feed with Facebook, Plurk, and FriendFeed. I knew I'd catch a bunch of people in
Facebook. Thanks for noticing ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2359599164
2009-06-27 15:08:43
stevejmoore: @ScottElias congratulations to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2359574310
2009-06-27 05:35:35
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe good times today, maybe we'll be featured in a municipal golfing article online somewhere after
today, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355671935
2009-06-27 05:10:47
stevejmoore: TV would be a sad place without Conan O'Brien
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355453769
2009-06-27 04:37:03
stevejmoore: @iMrsF this is why twitter is great :-) good to be in the conversation with you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355135711
2009-06-27 04:35:29

stevejmoore: @paulbogush I'm not against AP classes, but anyone can take the test and do well, so why not just encourage it of
all?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355120179
2009-06-27 04:31:45
stevejmoore: just for those of you teachers not on Twitter, you're missing out on great conversations and material.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355082517
2009-06-27 04:30:33
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @iMrsF @irasocol @vtdeacon all comes dwn to Pygmalion for me. Expectations of students lead
to their reality http://bit.ly/wrq9S
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355070284
2009-06-27 04:28:10
stevejmoore: @vtdeacon mixing AP instruction shouldn't change much, minus the test-prep material and EXPECTATIONS,
which was min. in my AP classes in HS.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355046281
2009-06-27 04:25:23
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @imrsF perspective is exactly what is shareable/discoverable and valuable, couldn't've said it
better
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355019368
2009-06-27 04:24:00
stevejmoore: @irasocol that's what truly pushed me into teaching.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355005632
2009-06-27 04:23:29
stevejmoore: @irasocol I truly believe that, strong kids absolutely need to be challenged, and teaching is such a challenge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2355000526
2009-06-27 04:21:47
stevejmoore: @vtdeacon I approach math instruction (in my limited experience teaching it) the same way as music, rehearsal is
key, not just performance.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354983218
2009-06-27 04:20:05
stevejmoore: @vtdeacon I taught chemistry before English and I absolutely understood how hard it was to "get," but great
teachers led me through comm 1st
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354965514
2009-06-27 04:18:33
stevejmoore: @vtdeacon you're so right, but those who wish to understand communication and dedicate themselves to it can
show logic (math) to others well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354950012
2009-06-27 04:15:35
stevejmoore: @imrsf @paulbogush I love how terse twitter forces you to be, this conversation is tough to word, but that cuts
out junk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354920015
2009-06-27 04:14:10
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I don't just mean teacher's aids, but true leaders challenged to find solutions to social dilemmas in small
groups, the top are calld
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354905638
2009-06-27 04:11:16
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I agree (sorry it's late ;-) this is one of the best ways to challenge the top kids imho Teaching brings
high bloom undrstnding!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354876704
2009-06-27 04:03:43
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @imrsf I really believe in good mixes grps, kids who "get it" in my class I've seem become
wonderful help to others
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2354798331

2009-06-26 21:42:12
stevejmoore: @msstewart I would love a hammock...in fact, when my wife and I buy our first house, I'm going to be looking for
two trees for one :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2350377863
2009-06-26 21:28:25
stevejmoore: @tomBILLIONIS [Deadwood] Ian McShane is absolutely incredible (as are many of the actors/actresses in the
show) I'm mid-way through Season 2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2350191745
2009-06-26 21:25:58
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @hermit4lyfe yeah it's not "gentlemen only robots forbidden..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2350160352
2009-06-26 21:24:50
stevejmoore: thinking I could use more Will Shortz in my life, going to attack some more x-words and Puzzlers this weekend
http://tinyurl.com/ab9lx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2350145946
2009-06-26 21:11:38
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I <3 @wordpress and it is very easy to use, but I thought you didn't want a blog?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349977373
2009-06-26 21:05:12
stevejmoore: @SprintCenter October 13 2008!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349894366
2009-06-26 21:04:21
stevejmoore: listening to @NPRnews on the Stitcher Radio iPhone app, excellent for a ton of online radio content
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349883051
2009-06-26 20:53:08
stevejmoore: @paulbogush yes, I remember that song now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349734827
2009-06-26 20:35:24
stevejmoore: @unmodern what is the picture in your avatar of?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349500560
2009-06-26 20:28:09
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 hmmm, I remember setting it up a while ago... the internets always have an answer though
http://tinyurl.com/lgv963
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349401470
2009-06-26 20:15:32
stevejmoore: @nashworld nachos? but KCI has an Sbarro!! You could have had mall pizza! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349231961
2009-06-26 20:11:01
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 yes.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349170340
2009-06-26 20:08:16
stevejmoore: @paulbogush Isn't that a song?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2349133555
2009-06-26 19:27:39
stevejmoore: @FollowMal oooh, that's why it looks familiar. It does look homey!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2348587691
2009-06-26 19:08:40
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I likey, top notch work on that site. I love the color palate.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2348324154
2009-06-26 18:28:03

stevejmoore: @FollowMal what is your twitter background image? kinda resembles the hatch on LOST.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2347745448
2009-06-26 17:48:56
stevejmoore: Missouri State discovers Springfield NewsLeader involvement in "Student Welcome Pack" mailing
http://tinyurl.com/l48jlt (via @missouristate)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2347198419
2009-06-26 16:56:08
stevejmoore: @houseofwarwick Oh Gilardi's in wonderful. Haven't been in two years, but I have fond memories. Both places
have great wine lists too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2346431598
2009-06-26 16:50:18
stevejmoore: @houseofwarwick say you're a foodie, I just ate for 1st time at Metro Grill on Battlefield. Holy cow! Flash fried
spinach and duck! Been?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2346354399
2009-06-26 16:36:13
stevejmoore: @LoganR "Blue, the most human color." loving that album every day right now. I think "Folding Chair" is my
favorite, but it's hard to pick.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2346160565
2009-06-26 16:29:11
stevejmoore: @ksmu thanks for the mention. I'm touched and delighted! :-D I listen every day on 91.1 fm #417
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2346061694
2009-06-26 16:27:26
stevejmoore: @aleah @houseofwarwick following you upon @ksmu 's mention :-) enchantÃ©!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2346037603
2009-06-26 15:42:35
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet that's what I told myself I would do, only done one so far, "poet forward" I say.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2345407232
2009-06-26 15:36:43
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet I know! The funny thing was, that stall was my place of poetic inspiration (did a lot of writing in
there) how perfect!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2345326314
2009-06-26 15:27:50
stevejmoore: [poetry] "beauty can be a lacewing/or a meteor, and lands wherever it pleases." http://tinyurl.com/m6a65l (the
last stanza is my favorite :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2345203820
2009-06-26 05:09:27
stevejmoore: @elemenous there's a Twitter button in Shazam?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2339648055
2009-06-26 05:08:14
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet I have a great story about that poem, I found it taped to a bathroom stall in the English bldg at
Missouri State U!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2339636045
2009-06-26 04:31:26
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet My cop-out answer is always Workshop by Billy Collins, but This one is great too
http://www.rattle.com/rattle26/alexanderm.htm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2339241467
2009-06-26 04:26:05
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl being nice==the only way to roll.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2339180317
2009-06-26 04:25:28
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 no blog, no ning, no wiki? find a web designer I would say then :-) @rcburrell or @kiel_m are

friends of mine
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2339173342
2009-06-26 04:04:19
stevejmoore: @summerlikins welcome to the twitter Summer ;) How goes it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2338922581
2009-06-26 03:57:04
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I believe that is called a blog. ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2338831845
2009-06-26 03:15:26
stevejmoore: @elemenous Shazam is one of my favorite apps!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2338312333
2009-06-26 03:13:24
stevejmoore: @MissMarista Oregon Trail!!! You win!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2338286244
2009-06-26 02:05:04
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin very cool, let me know how you like it. Have you found all the twittering lawyers out there yet?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2337377157
2009-06-26 02:02:57
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut haha, what choice do the #Royals leave me but optimism?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2337348103
2009-06-25 04:59:57
stevejmoore: Conan O'Brian makes me so happy :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2322066623
2009-06-25 04:59:17
stevejmoore: @dehensel welcome to Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2322059752
2009-06-25 04:50:27
stevejmoore: @Glennia haha, +10 #twitpoints you are so right, and I love SYTYCD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2321967149
2009-06-25 04:31:46
stevejmoore: @Glennia Cat's a great host, much better than Seacrest I think!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2321761294
2009-06-25 04:22:09
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I totally understand! I like your smiles :) :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2321654526
2009-06-25 01:08:53
stevejmoore: @paulbogush something like that :-D @mmiller7571 is the master of the emoticon though here on twitter ":):):):)"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2319265694
2009-06-25 01:01:33
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I was asked about that in my first interview and I told 'em, there's no way I could not smile. Mgmt
doesnt come from stern looks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2319176119
2009-06-25 00:58:56
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I saw that tweet you sent him, lol. Thanks for the bio compliment, really sums up my philosophy!
Expectations lead to--->reality
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2319142615
2009-06-25 00:47:35
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I suppose maybe @alfiekohn doesn't "get" Twitter yet. It's all about connections and conversations
as you say. Two-way streets!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2319009039

2009-06-25 00:44:49
stevejmoore: @paulbogush you make a good point...I've been purging those who don't follow me back, but I still follow people
who post good links
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2318976136
2009-06-25 00:34:28
stevejmoore: @alfiekohn Alfie Kohn is on Twitter now, I highly recommend following and adding some of his books to your
reading list
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2318855475
2009-06-25 21:57:51
stevejmoore: time for a racquetball throw down!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2333019345
2009-06-25 21:54:37
stevejmoore: @417coffee #OZ tag appropriate for Ozarks in general or would people think of either L. Frank Baum or...
prision?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332947283
2009-06-25 21:49:35
stevejmoore: The King of Pop has left the building
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332841047
2009-06-25 21:45:43
stevejmoore: @jlampert736 illegal things like...bombs and drugs? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332767180
2009-06-25 21:44:05
stevejmoore: Argh, #Royals lose the sweep in Houston :-S We'll show those pirates on Friday though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332737420
2009-06-25 21:12:18
stevejmoore: Regina Spektor is making the sun shine for me today...listening to "Folding Chair" on her new album.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332271364
2009-06-25 21:08:58
stevejmoore: @poorheather I love the cat/shoe pic!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332224849
2009-06-25 21:05:19
stevejmoore: @latortuga ahhh gotcha, I'll try to find it and listen to it and report back to you
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2332174289
2009-06-25 20:31:27
stevejmoore: can't wait for some intense racquetball this afternnoon with @rcburrell @brendajdriver @hermit4lyfe and David
(who is NOT on Twitter, fails)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2331705097
2009-06-25 20:29:11
stevejmoore: @jlampert736 illegal ram?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2331673374
2009-06-25 20:26:49
stevejmoore: @kappadeltapi I never found the KDP member blogroll (I got a message on LinkedIn a while ago about it) got a
link?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2331640777
2009-06-25 20:24:12
stevejmoore: @WeAreTeachers I've been to the gum wall in Seattle! It's right outside an awesome improv theater, my gum is
there from 2007!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2331603625
2009-06-25 19:38:02
stevejmoore: RT @DaveSnider Few cells along S MO-AR border... may be producing brief hvy rain/small hail wind No
severe 4 the mmnt. http://bit.ly/KY3St3

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2330968169
2009-06-25 18:27:41
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: Literary lineage? Hamlet, Huck, Holden, and now Harry. What is with the H's?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2330017115
2009-06-25 17:49:07
stevejmoore: @LoganR you can listen to each song in full streaming on that NPR link I tweeted earlier.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2329490624
2009-06-25 17:48:39
stevejmoore: @lindabeth haha, didn't think of that! I'm not much of a (photo)shopper though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2329484335
2009-06-25 17:40:52
stevejmoore: When I talk about Gaussian distribution in student data, 1st image comes to mind isn't bell curve but the Gauss
rifle. Thanks video games ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2329377988
2009-06-25 17:26:04
stevejmoore: @michellebythec my name is less exciting, same name as my dad minus middle initial. My son (granted I have a
boy) will have an original name
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2329171284
2009-06-25 17:24:56
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Zut alors! Would that be Amanda Neal? If so, tell her I say "salut!" What class is it?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2329155251
2009-06-25 16:50:39
stevejmoore: @mehjun When you say "help me get more followers" most people unfollow, like me. Twitterfail.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328659565
2009-06-25 16:49:23
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Happy B-day! Hope your present is not having strep!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328640709
2009-06-25 16:39:40
stevejmoore: @michellebythec So are you Meeeeechelle, like the song or were you just your parents' "belle"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328503990
2009-06-25 16:38:35
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver spreadsheets are very important, they has teh datum inside
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328489573
2009-06-25 16:37:48
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @brendajdriver Vundabar! Congratulations!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328478886
2009-06-25 16:33:39
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck Nickel Creek has had a huge influence on my life, they just make (made) great music.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328421243
2009-06-25 16:32:06
stevejmoore: @askinosie your chocolate is delish.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328400392
2009-06-25 16:31:10
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck "ninjosity" I <3 it! I promise to say this and credit you in the future :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328387661
2009-06-25 16:14:40
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck haha, it's ok, I'll check out your people later, music inspired by Sheep stomach can't be boring!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328161963
2009-06-25 16:13:29

stevejmoore: I dearly miss poetry class, the EC Ning has a great roundtable going on though
http://englishcompanion.ning.com/group/poetryroundtable
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2328145878
2009-06-25 15:57:41
stevejmoore: Teaching as Soulcraft (Or Why I Didn't Get to Sew in High School) http://bit.ly/10S869 (via @msstewart)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327927660
2009-06-25 15:42:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart yes NPR has it all on there! It's really worth buying, absolutely magical and poetic.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327730340
2009-06-25 15:39:56
stevejmoore: New HBO series explores a post-American econocalypse. Count me in! http://tinyurl.com/lqumel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327690471
2009-06-25 15:25:54
stevejmoore: Spektor's first exposure to English was her dad's Beatles and Queen albums. @ReginaSpektor 's new album is
sublime http://tinyurl.com/m9epwx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327504409
2009-06-25 15:20:13
stevejmoore: @EmilyManck Flogging Molly meets Nickel Creek or DropKick Murphys meets Nickel Creek? (all I read was
bagpipes, lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327430130
2009-06-25 15:19:07
stevejmoore: @DanielFlorien haha, I'm with you on Linux, I've used it for years now and untarring is still a pain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2327415579
2009-06-25 05:01:44
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin Is Unit kind of like #squarespace?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2322087315
2009-06-24 22:48:39
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove lolling at @rcburrell he can't escape our branding
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2317596271
2009-06-24 22:01:58
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Can I just settle for calling you Brandy Alexander all the time?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2317018382
2009-06-24 22:00:09
stevejmoore: @kiel_m Maybe in Kings they pray to Kara Thrace...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316994512
2009-06-24 21:59:42
stevejmoore: @kiel_m yes, I was thinking the same thing (so say we all) while watching, gods be praised, BSG's religious
themes were fascinating
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316988473
2009-06-24 21:33:37
stevejmoore: Joining a Twitter group. http://twibes.com/KDP?v=1 - What twibes do you belong to?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316656509
2009-06-24 21:32:55
stevejmoore: @KappaDeltaPi is on Twitter, great resources from a great organization
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316647369
2009-06-24 21:20:31
stevejmoore: @kiel_m btw, what did you think of the horror-esque episode of Kings from last week?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316486092
2009-06-24 21:19:55
stevejmoore: @kiel_m lol, you are a severe man, I like it.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2316478082
2009-06-24 20:09:20
stevejmoore: @kiel_m So if you were a teacher would you ask your students to refer to you as Mr/Dr MagicMouse? Because
that would be awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315508140
2009-06-24 20:08:30
stevejmoore: @tpman24 maybe that kid is addicted to whiplash, don't judge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315496805
2009-06-24 19:53:55
stevejmoore: @melaniemcbride Canada is far ahead of the US in educational tech integration on a broad spectrum
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315287464
2009-06-24 19:48:46
stevejmoore: @emarg0ed I see an Ngugi book on your background, haven't read A Grain of Wheat, but Weep Not Child was
good, lit major?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315217964
2009-06-24 19:46:28
stevejmoore: @kiel_m I love that you call yourself MagicMouse on that site
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315187305
2009-06-24 19:44:47
stevejmoore: Cromulent. Word of the day http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/cromulent (via @hermit4lyfe) esp. if you are a
Simpson's fan
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315163993
2009-06-24 19:44:00
stevejmoore: @thecleversheep "I know it is right to dine and dash from this restaurant"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2315153227
2009-06-24 19:08:00
stevejmoore: @jaelithe but not the blond beauty pageant kind that are prevalent where I am, I'd prefer actual journalists (which
there are plent of)!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2314672525
2009-06-24 19:04:50
stevejmoore: EDUTOPIA POLL: Will $125,000 teacher salaries translate into student achievement? http://bit.ly/3bt5oN(via
@edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2314628586
2009-06-24 18:09:20
stevejmoore: @latortuga enlighten me, what is this Vheissu you speak of?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2313870708
2009-06-24 16:15:19
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Kitsch is great, hope was a bit of a departure to pop, but this already feels like a successful
culmination of the two
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2312336650
2009-06-24 16:05:18
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I'm gonna have to say it's her best yet...as a whole
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2312197900
2009-06-24 15:59:21
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin you are in for a treat, just came out yesterday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2312114061
2009-06-24 15:42:10
stevejmoore: @anbranch your avatar pic makes me laugh, I like it! Are you excited to student teach?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2311883708
2009-06-24 15:41:05

stevejmoore: Love love loving the new Regina Spektor album
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2311868974
2009-06-23 23:06:02
stevejmoore: Off to Metro Grill for our anniversary dinner! Happy 2 years honey!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301927450
2009-06-23 22:16:45
stevejmoore: @ahanneken I think they could both benefit from reading Choice Theory by W. Glasser. Neither one wants to
compromise something...end rant :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301315105
2009-06-23 22:07:25
stevejmoore: @ahanneken it's an excuse to not deal with their own issues, kids can tell at a young age if their parents are
happy, should have ended show
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301195821
2009-06-23 22:05:20
stevejmoore: I hate those old, blind, obese goldfish... http://bit.ly/SInUu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301168616
2009-06-23 21:59:08
stevejmoore: @danamhuff lol, that's quite the description...what comes to mind is Langdon wearing yellow pants and holding a
memento morie and dagger
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301088029
2009-06-23 21:56:17
stevejmoore: @ScottElias good luck to you on getting an iPhone ;-) Did you say you have a 1 gen?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2301052458
2009-06-23 20:26:40
stevejmoore: @nathanremington I've wanted to watch that show...now that there are 2 seasons of dvds out I may start.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2299867175
2009-06-23 19:16:53
stevejmoore: @ahanneken My wife watches (and I with her sometimes) it seems like the "we put our kids before our marriage"
formula does not work so well.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2298923897
2009-06-23 18:48:54
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] Free at last!! Best (and most impartially just) wishes to those selected!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2298547814
2009-06-23 18:02:55
stevejmoore: @diljs I'm on LinkedIn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2297929944
2009-06-23 17:58:36
stevejmoore: @shareski I've had zero luck syncing to MS Exchange but gmail and novell have worked just fine as have several
ohther services
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2297870386
2009-06-23 17:35:49
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe lol I think you're right! Noodles!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2297563589
2009-06-23 17:32:23
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut no phones on in court but we can use them in the waiting area/ jury panel room
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2297517190
2009-06-23 15:39:26
stevejmoore: Just as promised for @hermit4lyfe http://twitpic.com/86yuz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2296012002
2009-06-23 15:21:38

stevejmoore: @nofrak np I'm just in a heightened state if awareness/boredom waiting for jury selection
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295775839
2009-06-23 15:20:26
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe graÃ§ias si seÃ±or!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295760068
2009-06-23 15:19:01
stevejmoore: @mikebrothers good to connect with other sgf bloggers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295741453
2009-06-23 15:14:53
stevejmoore: @nofrak good comparison of the ends/means idea with that of care vs insurance, I think that is a meaningful
distinction
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295687266
2009-06-23 15:11:03
stevejmoore: @shareski is your mail still setup? I haven't had any issues on 3.0 with replying (a feature I use daily)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295637737
2009-06-23 14:55:10
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter let me know if you run into my dad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295431216
2009-06-23 14:52:37
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] been reading the 61 rules of criminal judicial procedure from www.thelawpod.com on my iPhone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295398963
2009-06-23 14:44:24
stevejmoore: @Jenny86753oh9 I'll try to get a picture later :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295293717
2009-06-23 14:43:01
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe lol ok when I get back to where the paining is I will snap one and tweet as soon as i cn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295276136
2009-06-23 14:41:16
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe where did you see the dvno video? I'm a fan of the d.a.n.c.e. songs, I'm going to get Eva to
choreograph a # to one
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295254459
2009-06-23 14:37:30
stevejmoore: @maudnewton ooo we OED junkies of the world thank you for posting that link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295207031
2009-06-23 14:35:54
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] the Greene County, MO depiction of lady justice is not blindfolded, I find this funny. Also, she has
sea monsters at her feet...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295186937
2009-06-23 14:33:56
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] still waiting to enter court...today we're supposed to finish b/t noon and one, but I don't buy it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2295161616
2009-06-23 04:11:18
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] juror selection round 2 tomorrow morning, fun times here we go...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289936692
2009-06-23 04:09:19
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @pepepacha @yalebot @teacherc @irasocol going to blog about it soon hopefully and continue
the conversation that way as well...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289913737
2009-06-23 04:08:28
stevejmoore: @irasocol @teacherc I need to go to bed so I can get up for Jury duty, but thanks for continuing the conversation

with me! Glad 2 hear input
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289904307
2009-06-23 03:57:31
stevejmoore: @irasocol true, and I don't want to take away protection from good teachers. I think you're right about good
training and empowering bng key
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289775824
2009-06-23 03:55:00
stevejmoore: @teacherc but why do "better" professions have that image? Is it accountability? Is it compensation? Is it
difficulty?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289746763
2009-06-23 03:08:28
stevejmoore: @irasocol why don't any other professions outside of academia have this sort of system? Are there not
boss/subordinate disagreements?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289179690
2009-06-23 03:05:48
stevejmoore: @irasocol I hear you on that. The Q I come back to is this: why do we need tenure to be protected? Can't we just
have better schools?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2289146236
2009-06-23 02:53:50
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @pepepacha @yalebot @irasocol So glad to b hearing both sides, nthg worse than being
convinced you are right in a complex issue
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2288996354
2009-06-23 01:56:30
stevejmoore: @pepepacha I couldn't agree more with you on tenure! http://tinyurl.com/nqrsc6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2288268998
2009-06-23 01:36:53
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I'm very interested in the tenure discussion, as a new teacher. I see so many adverse effects of it (in
my state)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2288022646
2009-06-23 01:34:42
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut that's great good to hear, I got so tired of hearing the lunchroom political banter, all the arguing just
isn't becoming to anyone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2287996076
2009-06-23 00:28:45
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut I always try to engender a spirit of civic duty and active centrism. I want kids to work to understand
http://tinyurl.com/d2kwhf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2287191355
2009-06-22 22:22:29
stevejmoore: @pspoppy isn't it true? I rely on Chromeo/Daft Punk for purging/focus music, makes me feel like there's a wind at
my back!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285629754
2009-06-22 22:21:03
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut and sadly, I have no govt students. I teach Reading/English :-) There's always room for a lesson on
civic duty though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285611503
2009-06-22 22:20:26
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut sadly, it was all but enjoyable (though there was educational value!). I can't legally discuss much, but
it was 2x as long as int.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285603669
2009-06-22 22:06:26
stevejmoore: Listening to (cross) by Justice and trying to purge my brain of anger so I can focus on homework
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285419198

2009-06-22 22:02:31
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho it was painful... "one time I saw a guy eating a sandwich. I'm pretty sure he was a lawyer."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285366706
2009-06-22 21:51:51
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] jury panel has to reconvene tomorrow bc too many people wasted time talking about obscure
acquaintences who may be important.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2285225237
2009-06-22 20:04:21
stevejmoore: @tpman24 dang you must be hooked...on those books
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2283790819
2009-06-22 20:03:32
stevejmoore: @MissMarista oh sorry, I have an iPhone and I use tweetdeck on it :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2283779838
2009-06-22 17:57:33
stevejmoore: @phdbre she tells a compelling story
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2282113039
2009-06-22 17:56:14
stevejmoore: @FriedBob ack! Maybe I will get out before 5 but there is no guarantee...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2282095641
2009-06-22 17:55:26
stevejmoore: @MissMarista I was doing it before we entered the court and now on lunch recess :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2282085710
2009-06-22 17:12:33
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish nah the baliffs took my whole utility belt and grappling gun at the door, they say I can keep my cowl
and cape though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2281524005
2009-06-22 17:10:27
stevejmoore: [Jury Duty] maybe this would be more exciting if I wasn't losing money and missing grad class time. I don't know
what I'll do if I'm chosen.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2281496555
2009-06-22 17:00:56
stevejmoore: @MissMarista can't have phones in the courtroom turned on
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2281369022
2009-06-22 14:34:43
stevejmoore: [jury duty] I'm going to be here allll day. Wishing I had dressed up like Tina Fey in that episode of 30Rock...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2279476660
2009-06-22 13:59:55
stevejmoore: [Jury duty] do not bring scalding coffee to the courthouse, you are forced to drink a sip before entering (ruling
after Gotham v Two-face)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2279068496
2009-06-22 13:53:02
stevejmoore: [Jury duty] nowhere to park in juror parking and there is a poster of Harrison Ford on the wall
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2278991761
2009-06-22 03:04:23
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I don't know, but I have my doubts about the part saying I owe Jay Nixon and Roy Blunt foot
massages... that's just gross
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2273757073
2009-06-22 02:50:01
stevejmoore: Jury duty in the morning!! <--not that excited, MO doesn't pay you unless you serve an extended term, NOT FAIR
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2273593375

2009-06-22 02:28:45
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/82j3s - Fountains/Fire on the Branson Landing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2273351874
2009-06-21 23:59:32
stevejmoore: getting ready to watch the fire and fountain show on the Branson Landing http://twitpic.com/822fw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2271732210
2009-06-21 18:32:53
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove thanks Ed!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2268285091
2009-06-21 18:19:58
stevejmoore: Hitting up some jetskis down on Table Rock Lake in celebration of our 2nd Anniversary!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2268151591
2009-06-21 17:16:16
stevejmoore: 10 Things Teachers Should Know About Twitter http://bit.ly/C2Vbn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2267497454
2009-06-21 14:47:42
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 go to Marshall's they have a yon of iPhone cases with arm bands and fit cheap!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2266041861
2009-06-21 14:45:18
stevejmoore: RT @MurphyWriting: "What did I know, what did I know of loveâ€™s austere and lonely offices?"
http://bit.ly/tk7ee
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2266020933
2009-06-21 04:32:03
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho I'm way over 75 hrs in and getting close to the end (I keep leaving it and not finishing it) It's really
very good, one of the best.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2261897386
2009-06-21 04:06:07
stevejmoore: Iran green plan cartoon via @TheAtlantic http://bit.ly/laQOH "I do not like them in the street, I do not like them
sent by tweet!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2261636064
2009-06-20 21:06:02
stevejmoore: @caroy hey thanks for posting that Risk video, good stuff in there!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2257290040
2009-06-20 20:50:07
stevejmoore: @sir_adam sometimes I don't have a choice, lol. work+school+wife=no life unless I work quickly/efficiently.
How's the new job?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2257125115
2009-06-20 19:04:09
stevejmoore: 2.5k words, 15 pages, 10 sources, 5 hours, and only 3 (8 oz) cups of coffee! Boomsauce, I say!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2255972472
2009-06-20 18:46:56
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 ha! let me know how that case works for you, it looks nice...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2255783101
2009-06-20 18:44:18
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 wow, so your family is a triple-threat with twitter tech!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2255753553
2009-06-20 18:43:18
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse it's part jounalistic reflection, part sharing, part networking, but 100% enjoyable once you build a
network
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2255742356

2009-06-20 17:28:01
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove @hermit4lyfe well, we say "gorf" but that's just us. ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254906429
2009-06-20 17:09:16
stevejmoore: [Survey] What are your thoughts on K-12 public school tenure?http://tinyurl.com/n9jwfo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254702398
2009-06-20 16:36:43
stevejmoore: listening to "Paper Planes - M.I.A." â™« http://blip.fm/~8kmpe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254349477
2009-06-20 16:31:15
stevejmoore: @azsgreen it always makes me happy to meet more teachers on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254290315
2009-06-20 16:30:04
stevejmoore: @teach_j "@Key_wurdz" is now following you on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254276781
2009-06-20 16:29:23
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe didn't know Family Golf had a par 3, good to know for when I head back to KC... I only know their
mini-golf course :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254269373
2009-06-20 16:27:16
stevejmoore: Listening to some serious Daft Punk while writing at coffee shop, headphones out to get refill, Colbie Callait is
on, now I crave a sandbox.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254246876
2009-06-20 16:19:41
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe dang, sorry man. I'm not sure when I'm going to KC next, but if you can join me, we are GOING to
Stone Canyon b4 it is private.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2254165279
2009-06-20 15:30:53
stevejmoore: @ "Cheesy observation alert- learning new things is fun ;)" (via @msstewart) I happen to agree
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253645507
2009-06-20 15:29:39
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe did you find a place to tee off?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253632175
2009-06-20 15:29:16
stevejmoore: @irasocol Haha, I like it, might make a humorous intro for a paper presentation
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253628258
2009-06-20 15:28:16
stevejmoore: "I don't wanna battle from beginning to end, I don't wanna cycle, recycle revenge..." â™« http://blip.fm/~8kivi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253618269
2009-06-20 14:43:46
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove it's a new place on Republic Rd out towards the Y.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253181319
2009-06-20 14:34:36
stevejmoore: @irasocol I make it more exciting my always using the Courier font, not sure why but it feels better that way
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253095774
2009-06-20 14:25:44
stevejmoore: @FriedBob Chris is in KC for Father's Day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253015754
2009-06-20 14:24:31
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe just tell them that you went to HS with Tom Watson's kid and ask to join

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2253004589
2009-06-20 14:13:31
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe "Remind Me" by RÃ¶yksopp just came on my "Chromeo" Pandora station. Today is a good day,
lol. /dances
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2252907449
2009-06-20 13:50:56
stevejmoore: Hebrew's Coffee has eggless scones!! My day is made!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2252713490
2009-06-20 03:27:22
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms there are some quality license plates in MO, my fav was one that said "Cylon 6" if you're a
BSG fan...I have the pic somewhere
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2248331128
2009-06-20 02:28:46
stevejmoore: @pritheworld I <3 the PRI iPhone app
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2247692126
2009-06-20 00:35:54
stevejmoore: @sir_adam Hey! I like the site. I will pass the word along.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2246440179
2009-06-20 00:29:52
stevejmoore: @JaredParker thank you for taking it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2246371401
2009-06-19 22:26:11
stevejmoore: Picked up some great produce at SGF farmer's market: globe tomatoes, golden green beans, blueberries, and
fresh shitakes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2244943949
2009-06-19 21:40:08
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver what!? That's nuts! The hut is nuts!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2244378631
2009-06-19 21:10:59
stevejmoore: @chrisalanjones yeah, our office is 80 degrees, it's no bueno
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2244008281
2009-06-19 21:09:13
stevejmoore: Downtown Farmer's Market coming to life right [on the square]. Come join in the fun. (via @TheCoffeeEthic)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243985115
2009-06-19 21:03:20
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @dmmagic I don't have any problem with deferred compensation as long as the company has good
actuaries
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243908651
2009-06-19 20:41:26
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I assume you're talking about the Police/Fire pension prob in #SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243625912
2009-06-19 20:39:21
stevejmoore: @Marelisa hahaha, maybe if the DOT donated their old equipment for artists
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243598618
2009-06-19 20:16:11
stevejmoore: is sad he doesn't get to write an article for the Springfield Business Journal, but feels honored he was asked!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243296680
2009-06-19 20:15:17
stevejmoore: @Marelisa wow I love it! Sure it's vandalism, someone (the city) owns those ruined cones, but it's art too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243284599

2009-06-19 19:54:08
stevejmoore: Can't wait to get @ReginaSpektor 's new album http://bit.ly/DS05n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2243001816
2009-06-19 19:51:17
stevejmoore: @courosa I just haven't been able to go back to previous versions since I went to the gold master last week
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2242964225
2009-06-19 19:37:37
stevejmoore: @courosa Let us know if it borks your phone! I'd like to have tethering for $0/month instead of $55!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2242784809
2009-06-19 19:30:24
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish thanks! I like them that way, easy to make, not imposing on peoples' time, and easy to analyze then
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2242689549
2009-06-19 19:14:56
stevejmoore: [Survey] How Does Technology Impact Education for teachers, students, admins? http://tinyurl.com/lmftc7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2242484817
2009-06-19 18:01:50
stevejmoore: @Math Teachers: http://xkcd.com/599/ Funny if you know who Paul ErdÅ‘s is
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2241503397
2009-06-19 17:52:09
stevejmoore: Idolize. Revolt. Repeat: We all have moments when we come to the realization that our heroes...
http://tinyurl.com/najks6 (via @rcburrell)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2241370932
2009-06-19 17:40:46
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd I <3 Russian cartoon Steve Jobs, always makes me laugh, as does the jogging pineapple icon
which appears at some point :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2241214627
2009-06-19 04:20:11
stevejmoore: @aeden lol, you are correct, http://gbuell.mp renders correctly, quickly in Chrome 2 on Windows Vista Ultimate
64
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233425133
2009-06-19 04:12:40
stevejmoore: @aeden b/c I have spent a lot of time behind a tech support desk, I ran into the other room to "duplicate" that for
you :-) Yeah, it works!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233342864
2009-06-19 04:07:10
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho you'll survive dude ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233282622
2009-06-19 04:06:38
stevejmoore: Hey - here's Billy Collins reading his poem "Aristotle." Give it a listen. http://bit.ly/38pYS (via @budtheteacher)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233276769
2009-06-19 03:57:59
stevejmoore: @ParkCentralLibr nuh-uh...that is awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233191445
2009-06-19 03:57:07
stevejmoore: Check out the new Poetry Round Table on ECN: http://tr.im/p0Fm and be sure to respond to email about summer
options after book club.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233181699
2009-06-19 03:54:46
stevejmoore: @jonbecker PETA ALERT! PETA ALERT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233154839

2009-06-19 03:54:12
stevejmoore: @aeden it was in Vista Ultimate 64, I'm fairly sure it was Chrome 2...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233148348
2009-06-19 03:53:14
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut bon chance!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233137221
2009-06-19 03:52:28
stevejmoore: @grantbuell I DL'd your songs, diggin' 'em. Next time I'm in KC, I'll keep an eye out for your gigs.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233128231
2009-06-19 03:51:34
stevejmoore: @balmeras lol, I know! It's strange...(even stranger to meet people with an iPhone who aren't on twitter...)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233117946
2009-06-19 03:50:33
stevejmoore: @melaniemcbride would you support abolishing tenure in the US system?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2233106146
2009-06-19 03:15:22
stevejmoore: @grantbuell speaking of Chrome, your site http://gbuell.mp does not render in that browser, just a heads up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2232689870
2009-06-19 03:14:39
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Chrome is nice, sleek, shiny, googlicious, but I still prefer FireFox, Safari 4 is screaming fast
on OS X though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2232680875
2009-06-19 01:29:50
stevejmoore: Awesome and intense racquetball session with @rcburrell and fellow teacher David (who is not on Twitter)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2231401905
2009-06-18 21:22:05
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump hopefully tonight goes better than last night! I felt Greinke's pain :-( #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2228379746
2009-06-18 20:33:22
stevejmoore: Do you like Star Wars? Do you like squirrels? If you answered yes to either, you'll enjoy this:
http://tinyurl.com/nzv49l (via @hermit4lyfe)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2227725717
2009-06-18 20:21:11
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher don't mean to say reading HS kids in rural America will fix MidEast, but starting a positive
conversation will open minds
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2227562270
2009-06-18 20:16:35
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher all it takes is the right tour guide and even the most diverse cultures can meet in peace, for me
books r a great vehicle.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2227501517
2009-06-18 20:15:38
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher I taught a book called Under the Persimmon Tree to kids in subrural SW MO and they were
shocked at MidEst culture simlrtys.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2227488738
2009-06-18 18:53:33
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano another time perhaps!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2226388115
2009-06-18 18:31:01
stevejmoore: Survey Sweeps on TeacherSaid! How to use GoogleForms to utilize your PLN's potential
http://tinyurl.com/la4lxz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2226087996

2009-06-18 18:01:31
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2225685772
2009-06-18 17:59:10
stevejmoore: Class was cancelled today, writing a post for TeacherSaid on GoogleForms, link to come...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2225651969
2009-06-18 17:55:28
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I know :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2225601830
2009-06-18 16:39:40
stevejmoore: Already gotten some great answers/feedback on my short diversity survey, thanks! http://tinyurl.com/mtgpa4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224567005
2009-06-18 16:34:57
stevejmoore: $55/month to tether with iPhone/AT&T; http://tinyurl.com/nlytq6 but can they stop jailbreakers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224503452
2009-06-18 16:30:20
stevejmoore: @arstechnica I read nothing about Safari 4 in the article, I'll assume it will be included later...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224441008
2009-06-18 16:26:08
stevejmoore: Imogen Heap popped up on Pandora, forgot how good she is
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224383006
2009-06-18 16:20:25
stevejmoore: If you have a spare five minutes, take my super short Diversity survey http://tinyurl.com/mtgpa4 Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224305967
2009-06-18 16:16:07
stevejmoore: Teachers, If you haven't subscribed to the @GrammarGirl newsletter, you should! My question is featured today!
http://tinyurl.com/5fkpef
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224247918
2009-06-18 16:13:40
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl how exciting, thanks! I'll look forward to reading it and sharing with my techie friends
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224214692
2009-06-18 16:09:46
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano hey man enjoy your day! Actually if you drop by @TheCoffeeEthic I'll buy you a cup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2224161700
2009-06-18 14:35:19
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano hey happy birthday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2222899198
2009-06-18 14:30:44
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe lol, someone reads the golf tips on weather.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2222839988
2009-06-18 03:45:35
stevejmoore: @stewartn from the app failed, I'll try when I get back to my desk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217362132
2009-06-18 03:40:39
stevejmoore: @stewartn I got the same thing earlier... Haven't gotten it yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217304125
2009-06-18 03:38:56
stevejmoore: RT @englishcomp: If you teache writing you should know about the Natl Com on Writing site, esp the "Neglected
R" report. http://tr.im/oSse
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217283599

2009-06-18 03:30:59
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove wow, that is sad...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217189115
2009-06-18 03:26:16
stevejmoore: @jerridkruse you will enjoy cut/paste
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217132383
2009-06-18 03:21:57
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra woah you ARE green!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2217081192
2009-06-18 02:34:01
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I forgot that @Kohl_EL was on twitter! He's the one who introduced me to it. Also, I added
an "r" by mistake for @tpman24
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2216500535
2009-06-18 02:26:12
stevejmoore: @tpman24 ooo tasty, have you ever tried Ardberg?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2216402581
2009-06-18 02:20:42
stevejmoore: @tpman24 what kind are you sippin' on?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2216333511
2009-06-18 01:55:03
stevejmoore: @CRFederman you were my 1500th follower! You deserve...a commendation, or a cupcake! I don't think I can
manage the latter, thanks though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2216007235
2009-06-18 01:46:25
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe nice work, this is encouraging.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215905529
2009-06-18 01:36:24
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove it's nice, cut/paste and landscape keyboard are awesome, needto get tethering now....
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215784298
2009-06-18 00:52:00
stevejmoore: @shareski I remember what it was like to use Netscape Navigator when it was stunning new technology for the
library.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215237624
2009-06-18 00:50:37
stevejmoore: @msstewart lolling at your picture...I'm not sure what to think, but I award you 10 #twitpoints for the
npr/lego/coffee girl combo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215221000
2009-06-18 00:49:01
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe sounds like playing that harder course, then returning to HortonSmith has it's merits!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215201013
2009-06-18 00:45:26
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish Ender's Game is on my short list to read next too. Just started "Liberation: Being the Adventures..."
http://tinyurl.com/5tgs4t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215158771
2009-06-18 00:42:28
stevejmoore: @CRFederman @LLLyle welcome to Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215123293
2009-06-18 00:39:07
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer I use my amazon list as a "to read" list if not just a "to buy" 1 I've got a load this summer, but
I'll let you know, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215083666

2009-06-18 00:37:02
stevejmoore: "School is No Place for Heroes, Says One Scholar" http://tinyurl.com/mgbyuq (via @Larryferlazzo)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2215059692
2009-06-18 00:21:26
stevejmoore: @readinator there are a ton of great conversations there! Spread the word to teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2214876280
2009-06-18 00:20:14
stevejmoore: @dan2600 @HollisRocks @LoganR @Price86 I think you're all right there are some films erroneously put on
that list, plenty deserving though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2214861728
2009-06-17 22:30:11
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland it's cool at the Mudhouse too, anything to get out of this balmy furnace of a Springfield summer!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213533817
2009-06-17 22:28:58
stevejmoore: @ink_slinger yeah, it was a pretty terrible movie, lol I had a cousin who thought it was brilliant though, so I saw
it with him
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213518449
2009-06-17 22:14:14
stevejmoore: @ink_slinger @dan2600 I hate to admit it, but I have seen Death to Smoochy TWICE, once in the theater
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213334685
2009-06-17 22:13:31
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho make some tea, close your eyes for 60 seconds. It's not a cure-all, but helps calm me down at work if
I'm stressed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213325851
2009-06-17 21:58:53
stevejmoore: @fallapart There's an arcade called "1984" here in Springfield that has the original arcade game to play. I've
spent many hours on it :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213135580
2009-06-17 21:57:56
stevejmoore: 50 Movies you can wait to see until after you're dead: http://www.kottke.org/09/06/50-films-you-can-wait-tosee-after-youre-dead
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213123271
2009-06-17 21:55:07
stevejmoore: @latortuga @fncll yeah, this is certainly getting interesting...I'm sure it won't end here
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2213086663
2009-06-17 21:47:11
stevejmoore: is very very hungry. <GauntletLegends>Blue Warrior needs food badly</GauntletLegends>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212984043
2009-06-17 21:35:54
stevejmoore: @moodleman http://twitpic.com/7nib8 - Haha, very cute outfit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212836943
2009-06-17 21:32:08
stevejmoore: @MissMarista laptop fail! I <3 my 12" ibook
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212787284
2009-06-17 21:30:13
stevejmoore: News: Second Circuit judge has ruled that it's possible to copyright a character from a single work:
http://cli.gs/0S9qJR (via @grammargirl)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212761352
2009-06-17 20:53:21
stevejmoore: @tseale haha, the ultimate sneaky parent trick with benefits for both, she gets an iphone, you get to track her :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212270305

2009-06-17 20:37:06
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer No, but I've read a lot of ideas by Alfie Kohn, good stuff. Thanks for the suggestion, added to
my amazon list.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212054894
2009-06-17 20:33:18
stevejmoore: Wow. http://spezify.com/ is INCREDIBLE! (via @rhavekost)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2212004704
2009-06-17 20:12:13
stevejmoore: @courosa it had better get broke soon!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211723583
2009-06-17 20:11:27
stevejmoore: @tseale what features do you use/value most from MobileMe?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211712911
2009-06-17 20:10:39
stevejmoore: @tseale yeah, it hasn't seemed worth it to me in the past but, the more features they add, the more likely I'll be to
drop $99/year on it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211701915
2009-06-17 20:09:58
stevejmoore: Message from a student, "Stop Blocking Online Content" http://bit.ly/xw1q6 (via @edutopia)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211692248
2009-06-17 20:03:37
stevejmoore: If you don't read/sub to Edutopia yet, you should: http://www.edutopia.org/files/existing/edutopianews.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211606323
2009-06-17 19:52:57
stevejmoore: After my baptism by fire in customer service and tech support I have developed and ironclad sense of patience.
It's healthy to remember this
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211460407
2009-06-17 19:46:25
stevejmoore: @tseale oh is the bluetooth iphone to iphone sharing only for mobilme users?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211372464
2009-06-17 19:45:36
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl I thought the same thing about "Happyness." It actually turned out to be a cute little plot device!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2211361216
2009-06-17 18:30:14
stevejmoore: @tseale thanks for posting that! I saved it to read later.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2210371198
2009-06-17 18:27:55
stevejmoore: RT @nprnews: 'Catcher In Rye' Dispute Judge Leaning Towards Salinger? http://tinyurl.com/nw7not
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2210340273
2009-06-17 18:16:36
stevejmoore: Pomberry smoothie from Kaldi's == Amazing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2210188565
2009-06-17 17:25:26
stevejmoore: remember when I said Tweetie was where it's at? Make that TweetDeck. Tweetie: old and busted. TweetDeck:
new hotness. (via @hermit4lyfe)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2209468371
2009-06-17 16:19:05
stevejmoore: @poorheather Zelda is in my thoughts, hope she is okay!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2208534644
2009-06-17 14:47:05

stevejmoore: @FriedBob @Jenny86753oh9 there is if you live in Europe, ATT has just blocked it in the US for now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2207322768
2009-06-17 04:45:12
stevejmoore: @paulbogush about that Texting prize, it's not my sister, but that's my sister's name, lol It made me do a doubletake for a minute.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2202412899
2009-06-17 04:14:06
stevejmoore: Taylor Swift+T-Pain FTW http://tinyurl.com/maat7s I've been a fan of hers for a bit now
http://tinyurl.com/clsd68
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2202095899
2009-06-17 02:58:11
stevejmoore: I <3 flowcharts!! http://twitpic.com/7le82
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2201218049
2009-06-17 02:06:58
stevejmoore: @llcadle what's on your summer reading list?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2200598110
2009-06-17 02:02:45
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump lol, if that's true I'm buying stock in GoldToe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2200545980
2009-06-17 02:00:31
stevejmoore: Tweetie == dumped. Start new protocol >TweetDeck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2200517742
2009-06-17 00:40:13
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms ooo tweetdeck! Worth checking out at least
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2199555184
2009-06-16 20:12:31
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut haha, @GrammarGirl makes accessible very simply what too many try to make knowledge of
privilege meant to ridicule others with.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2197000002
2009-06-16 19:34:47
stevejmoore: Hey principals and admins: do you know the diff b/t principal and principle? @GrammarGirl enlightens us fully
http://tinyurl.com/lzng7l
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2196519165
2009-06-16 18:49:40
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Files Lite is superb, but you can get unlimited space on your phone for files if you buy the full app
and store music/pics too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2195952628
2009-06-16 18:48:43
stevejmoore: @everyone thought my bio was too much, updated to something simpler.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2195941281
2009-06-16 18:02:43
stevejmoore: @ScottElias download the Files app or free files lite app, there's also a PDFreader app which is nice
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2195374201
2009-06-15 03:19:09
stevejmoore: @courosa the same thing happens to me! It happens with "chess" too. /ducks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173189308
2009-06-15 03:17:35
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer @dmmagic your innocent little kitten probably just saw a cheezburger it had to can has, Matt's
clavicle was just a casualty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173172350

2009-06-15 00:29:36
stevejmoore: mini research paper done, hitting the driving range with @hermit4lyfe woot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2171229078
2009-06-15 23:29:15
stevejmoore: Fore!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2184832497
2009-06-15 21:53:18
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho some of my favorite tweets ever were in response to the Onions fake Apple ClickWheel computer...oh
it was sad that some ppl believed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2183715889
2009-06-15 21:39:33
stevejmoore: @missouristate Why is there no Wifi in Karls Hall? Consider this an informal grumbling.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2183549554
2009-06-15 21:19:56
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland the price you pay for great music :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2183311275
2009-06-15 21:05:01
stevejmoore: Billy Collins is speaking at University of Tulsa later this year on an unconfirmed date. I think it'll be worth
making the trip for...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2183128143
2009-06-15 20:12:01
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 that is impressive! Is it a common elem admin practice? Do you or your staff do that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2182461088
2009-06-15 18:49:19
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I heard that one of the Willard El principals goes to visit every student who is starting
kindergarten during the summer, true?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2181433175
2009-06-15 16:44:46
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain yeah there is a good chance of rain, haven't heard anything on tornados yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2179906299
2009-06-15 14:17:20
stevejmoore: collaboration this morning, work in the afternoon, and maybe golf in the evening if there is no rain *crosses
fingers*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2178162835
2009-06-15 14:16:15
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 your iphone is crashing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2178151181
2009-06-15 04:03:08
stevejmoore: @garrick_s @jmiscavish @kiel_m I saw a lot of potential, I'll be sad not to see it develop and grow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173639088
2009-06-15 04:01:18
stevejmoore: back to the grind tomorrow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173620283
2009-06-15 03:29:37
stevejmoore: @courosa literally as soon as I sent that tweet @ChessTweets followed me. Priceless.11111
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173299489
2009-06-15 03:24:32
stevejmoore: Watching Kings, which isn't a super great show, but I just can't stop watching Ian McShane. He's so good! Hoping
show gets better b4 canned.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2173246406

2009-06-14 23:32:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove with what? Hy-Vee?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2170655959
2009-06-14 22:33:10
stevejmoore: listening to "Dig - Incubus" â™« http://blip.fm/~889l5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2170071645
2009-06-14 22:28:22
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/7f16u - @edmostrangelove I found this for you @poorheather may be interested, lol.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2170023285
2009-06-14 22:27:13
stevejmoore: @kprentiss ditto! I was merely hoping for one before ( I have a decent chair, but in nice weather...you can't beat a
hammock+book+beverage).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2170012235
2009-06-14 21:45:17
stevejmoore: @dmmagic ;-) I'm going to start by teaching the best I can.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2169590392
2009-06-14 21:35:28
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I'm going to start with empty promises meant to increase my pay-grade (buffered by buzz words) oh
wait, that's what's happening now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2169491359
2009-06-14 21:33:43
stevejmoore: @tagmirror @kprentiss Tribes is a good quick read, can be done in one or two pots of coffee, tea, pitchers of
lemonade + hammock or recliner
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2169473412
2009-06-14 21:32:44
stevejmoore: @PodPirate are you on a Mac? I had problems in 10.4, but it was on a PPC PowerBook... I've heard they took out
PPC arch for SnowLeopard...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2169463348
2009-06-14 20:25:45
stevejmoore: Loving Safari 4, but @Pandora_Radio does not start the next song in the queue unless you toggle its tab...not cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2168771345
2009-06-14 20:24:58
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I think that was more @GingerTPLC 's way of prefacing the audience of the article, it's a short
read.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2168762977
2009-06-14 20:23:23
stevejmoore: Reading Seth Godin's "Tribes." Next on my list: saving modern public education. I will need lots of coffee.
Who's in?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2168746891
2009-06-14 18:18:37
stevejmoore: Poet Stephen Dunn continually inspires me. Reading "Don't Do That" in the current New Yorker.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2167470755
2009-06-14 16:36:56
stevejmoore: Are you a leader to adults or students? Seven Reasons Leaders Fail http://moourl.com/LeadershipFail (via
@GingerTPLC)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2166478698
2009-06-14 04:16:39
stevejmoore: @sc_fearless /slow clap for that reference, lol well done.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2161720445
2009-06-13 23:30:12
stevejmoore: C'mon #Royals! Teahen wasted that inning

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2159091314
2009-06-13 23:10:20
stevejmoore: Watching three-year-olds in a tumbling recital: possibly the cutesy and most hilarious thing ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2158908248
2009-06-13 20:36:40
stevejmoore: In the place of practice yesterday, the Chiefs went bowling. Todd Haley probably made a few friends.
http://kl.am/Kfo (via @ChiefsNFL)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2157470312
2009-06-13 20:25:17
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano Die Hard 4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2157362502
2009-06-13 20:11:06
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner wha!? Your 13 y/o is 6'1"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2157228118
2009-06-13 19:28:27
stevejmoore: Anyone do a lot of audio editig for Mac? What's your favorite program?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2156821104
2009-06-13 18:56:39
stevejmoore: All the data you collect is worthless if you don't know what it reflects. http://is.gd/10SfM our ways of measuring
schools...(via @irasocol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2156516801
2009-06-13 18:48:07
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 I use wikispaces.org it's really easy to use. My academic team page is:
http://knowledgecrunch.wikispaces.com if u want an xmpl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2156435594
2009-06-13 17:48:52
stevejmoore: Is lights and sound man for the day http://twitpic.com/7asdo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2155855555
2009-06-13 14:44:44
stevejmoore: @kamperk wow, is that in KC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2154110684
2009-06-13 14:25:13
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg ooo that sounds nice, I <3 hammocks. Enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2153950344
2009-06-13 04:31:23
stevejmoore: @danamhuff only thing that limits my network is my old router and spotty ATT modem
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2150334824
2009-06-13 04:28:37
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano ooo congrats! Who is it for?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2150307123
2009-06-13 04:04:05
stevejmoore: FB username got! http://www.facebook.com/steve.j.moore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2150046474
2009-06-13 03:42:49
stevejmoore: @danamhuff is it your home network or a public one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149829568
2009-06-13 03:38:18
stevejmoore: @tagmirror don't try to make it fancy, how would you describe it to your mom?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149785878

2009-06-13 03:36:02
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove you should watch @CharlieRoseShow tonight, it's just a discussion on the election (and a bit
on Waiting for Godot)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149764285
2009-06-13 02:56:43
stevejmoore: @paulbogush duely noted, but now you know the level of TwitCred you have with me ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149364675
2009-06-13 02:54:24
stevejmoore: @frankevans LOL, well I'm glad I don't partake in this pizza very often then. I'll look for Cicer's next time I'm in
STL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149340425
2009-06-13 02:46:15
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove just emailed you that pic in wallpaper size
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149253692
2009-06-13 02:37:56
stevejmoore: So "tests" if created properly should be part of the learning process, not the end of it. (via @paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149154203
2009-06-13 02:36:50
stevejmoore: New retro Apple logo lock screen makes me smile http://twitpic.com/793yp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149139756
2009-06-13 02:32:21
stevejmoore: @frankevans really!? Oh man, maybe it's because it's still new to me, but I love the creamy sauce/cheese they
use...what's your pizza brand?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2149093367
2009-06-13 01:55:27
stevejmoore: Muhtar Kent, CEO of Coca-Cola, says that 80% of Coke's sales come from outside the US. <--wouldn't have
thought that.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2148713182
2009-06-13 01:33:38
stevejmoore: @good_education thanks for the RT!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2148493524
2009-06-13 01:31:48
stevejmoore: cut for TV and dubbed, a beautiful foreign film (Hero) comes off as cheesy and melodramatic rather than operatic
and contemplative. Click.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2148475490
2009-06-13 01:29:17
stevejmoore: Dear Saint Louis: We may be sports rivals, but I have to thank you for Imo's Pizza. Mmmmmm Mmmm.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2148449626
2009-06-13 01:13:45
stevejmoore: Thank you to everyone who took my quick education survey http://tinyurl.com/nkds68 Now I can start my paper!
It's still open though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2148290813
2009-06-12 23:43:26
stevejmoore: The bad part about HD tv for food ads is that you can tell when the food is plastic--instant turn-off.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2138429171
2009-06-12 21:48:23
stevejmoore: #Follow Friday @misscalcul8 @paulbogush @jmiscavish @iMrsF @CMillerDesign @mmiller7571
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2137189650
2009-06-12 21:43:15
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl How do you pluralize "OS"? --"Both Windows 7 and Snow Leopard are designed to be faster,,,
than the OSes they're building on."

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2137131480
2009-06-12 21:27:13
stevejmoore: Dave Brubeck: Still Hip After All These Years http://tinyurl.com/nc5qxg (via @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2136947048
2009-06-12 21:12:58
stevejmoore: @kyteacher that's an interesting idea...thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2136782295
2009-06-12 21:06:56
stevejmoore: Most dangerous words to search for online: http://blogs.zdnet.com/security/?p=3457 Guess what is at the top...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2136711110
2009-06-12 20:19:08
stevejmoore: @latortuga I think @pandora_radio needs to make there stations linkable like blip.fm, I've always got stations I
feel like sharing via link.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2136131029
2009-06-12 20:05:36
stevejmoore: @garrick_s it was nice to get a little rain, but I'm welcoming the sun back now :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2135966015
2009-06-12 18:47:52
stevejmoore: @chrisalanjones Hey Chris! I'm doing well, working on my Master's and teaching Reading in the Fall at Republic
HS. Yourself? Back form OK?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2135004781
2009-06-12 18:27:09
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 h4 h4 h4, d0n't y0u just10v3 1337sp34k? ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2134749389
2009-06-12 18:16:54
stevejmoore: awesome thunderstorm just visibly shook all the windows in downtown Springfield
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2134621852
2009-06-12 15:57:26
stevejmoore: @rcburrell it was a good time :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2132842839
2009-06-12 15:35:45
stevejmoore: @venhi thanks for your input! it's very much appreciated.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2132569600
2009-06-12 15:34:47
stevejmoore: @misscalcul8 thanks for the RT and what a fun alias!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2132558669
2009-06-12 15:31:39
stevejmoore: .@SaraLampe saw you in @TheCoffeeEthic this morning :-) It's good to know there's a teacher representing us
here in the 138th. Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2132519087
2009-06-12 14:21:10
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer what are you leaving teaching for?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2131662303
2009-06-12 02:18:19
stevejmoore: @paulbogush 3.72 min is a good time...not too short, I'm sure you gave just the right amount of contemplation ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2125635013
2009-06-12 02:16:03
stevejmoore: @paulbogush thanks Paul! @nmangum thanks Nancy! I'm going to have a great base of responses now!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2125608976

2009-06-12 02:09:29
stevejmoore: @jrichardson30 it's really, really good. That's all I'll say.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2125532687
2009-06-11 21:53:25
stevejmoore: Racquetball/handball tonight, then more racquetball in the morning. Will I be sore this weekend? Perhaps...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2122675772
2009-06-11 21:12:36
stevejmoore: Wow. Senate gives FDA control over Tobacco http://tinyurl.com/lln5sx (via @nprnews)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2122200989
2009-06-11 20:10:29
stevejmoore: .@jimcavish has already filled out my survey! Thanks to him for being quick! http://tinyurl.com/nkds68
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2121453027
2009-06-11 20:05:57
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish thanks so much! It's some casual research for a paper for my MS Ed. @ MSU
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2121400083
2009-06-11 19:53:21
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish yeah i'm sure hey will charge... But you never know, I'll break it if need be :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2121247420
2009-06-11 19:45:16
stevejmoore: ATTN Teachers: I'd love to steal 5 minutes from you for a quick survey :-) Only FOUR short questions
http://tinyurl.com/nkds68 Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2121150968
2009-06-11 19:43:24
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish I want tethering badly, my school has no wifi, and there's none in my summer grad classrooms either
(hits head on desk)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2121128566
2009-06-11 18:40:56
stevejmoore: Just found this: landscape keyboard mode in Tweetie FTW
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2120380090
2009-06-11 18:05:29
stevejmoore: @raquelooski my wife teaches dance, so I started off being "forced" to watch the show, but now I'm addicted like
her. Who was1st frm Chapmn?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2119960899
2009-06-11 17:23:58
stevejmoore: Final Destination-esque tragedy (via @nprnews) http://tinyurl.com/lyeq5v Woman who misses fatal Air France
flight is killed in car crash
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2119466628
2009-06-11 16:53:08
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 haha, good for you ;) I won't be getting a 3GS, but I am in the market for a new macbook...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2119094598
2009-06-11 16:36:21
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 ooo so you're getting a 3GS?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2118894867
2009-06-11 16:34:33
stevejmoore: @raquelooski so do you know the guy from Chapman on SYTYCD?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2118873211
2009-06-11 05:40:44
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet lol, merci beaucoup. I suppose my ramblings could be called a joke at times. ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2113769360
2009-06-11 03:45:51

stevejmoore: @terri_science haha, I did that by accident at first and it freaked me out!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2112700894
2009-06-11 01:53:14
stevejmoore: @terri_science hey! we all are still learning I hope :) I don't know how new your Mac is but try holding ctrl and
two-finger scrolling up...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2111468384
2009-06-11 01:51:25
stevejmoore: @paulbogush never thought about that dichotomy...interesting...thanks for the thought ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2111449081
2009-06-11 01:49:47
stevejmoore: Royals win! Also, apparently the MLB only plays "Lost" by Coldplay when a team loses at home, several games
I've noticed this on now.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2111430800
2009-06-11 00:57:26
stevejmoore: @tpman24 lol yeah no joke
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110868123
2009-06-11 00:51:44
stevejmoore: @dolt287 should I adjust my TV set? Are the Royals up by 9 or have I entered... The Twilight Zone...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110808722
2009-06-11 00:49:01
stevejmoore: And just as strangely as it disappeared, FoxSportsKC has returned to my TV...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110779704
2009-06-11 00:14:22
stevejmoore: @terri_science Hahaha, on a Mac you get different views of all your open files by hitting those keys, just means I
am easily entertained ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110412884
2009-06-11 00:12:35
stevejmoore: @paulbogush as in, bored ever or while teaching?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110394379
2009-06-10 23:58:31
stevejmoore: It's kinda fun to cycle through F8, 9, 10, and 11 in OS X when I'm working on a paper using 4 PDFs, 4 docs, and a
browser :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2110240793
2009-06-10 22:38:38
stevejmoore: Peach Apricot Pear smoothie from @theCoffeeEthic, mmm perfect companion to concentration.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2109393993
2009-06-10 22:36:45
stevejmoore: @fallapart I'm thinking our protagonist is called Harry Praxis, mentor figure is named Mr. Dumble, evil principal
is Mort V. Olde (too far?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2109373784
2009-06-10 22:34:26
stevejmoore: Dear Bing (and Microsoft): please get rid of your annoying flash/mouse-over ads that are non-collapsible until
you watch them. That is all.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2109348656
2009-06-10 22:03:41
stevejmoore: @fallapart haha, exactly...maybe we should write a script...I hear it's lucrative.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2109010105
2009-06-10 19:41:23
stevejmoore: @fallapart yeah, pretty much. We're all the same right? Coaches are dumb, english teachers are brittish women,
& principals are clueless...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2107337367

2009-06-10 19:38:02
stevejmoore: I <3 landscape texting on the iPhone!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2107299556
2009-06-10 18:42:59
stevejmoore: @brooksielane thanks for the warning! I'll steer clear now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2106672471
2009-06-10 18:42:03
stevejmoore: @fallapart oh yeah, a little heavy in the caricature and stereotype, but good hearted :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2106661629
2009-06-10 18:06:08
stevejmoore: Damn you Mr. Holland, damn you Richard Dreyfus, damn you tears...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2106249928
2009-06-10 15:27:10
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen hey thanks! Got it now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2104370161
2009-06-10 14:37:41
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver @dmmagic any experience with setting up Bearmail on iPhone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2103794359
2009-06-10 13:42:12
stevejmoore: @myworldsastage @JaredParker you've got to have a developer UUID, wooo! I just copy/pasted in tweetie!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2103202646
2009-06-10 05:02:53
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet just being facetious, and now I'm too tired to be witty any further ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2099760509
2009-06-10 04:48:31
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet unwrapping my new wifi inkwell tonight, can't wait to scribe with this... #pens
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2099637927
2009-06-10 04:45:24
stevejmoore: iPhone 3.0 OS has arrived on my phone. I win!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2099610717
2009-06-10 00:53:50
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra the mighty metropolis of Sioux Falls! I went to Augie for two years before I transferred to Missouri
State (debt became real lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2097024306
2009-06-09 23:56:47
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd I lived in South Dakota for two years and it's cold there longer than KC, but just as hot come
summer. Surprised me :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2096401217
2009-06-09 23:55:10
stevejmoore: @melaniemcbride I would retweet that but it ends up being too long :-) I'll just take it to heart.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2096383531
2009-06-09 23:52:56
stevejmoore: finally getting some work done this week. Camped out with coffee and tunes so I can study and plan.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2096359359
2009-06-09 21:36:52
stevejmoore: LOL via@dan2600 http://site.despair.com/soc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2094842713
2009-06-09 21:04:50
stevejmoore: @tseale ooo I'm jealous, I really want to see England. Tweet a pic of a Beefeater if you see them at the Tower.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2094469211

2009-06-09 20:44:39
stevejmoore: @CallMe_Hal are you drawing little swollen brains on the outsides of the envelopes? Because that would be fun.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2094235655
2009-06-09 19:58:02
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach that's sad, I always hate to hear about good teachers being booted for budget reasons or whatever.
:-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093697973
2009-06-09 19:47:47
stevejmoore: @RdngTeach are they leaving or being booted?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093580998
2009-06-09 19:37:37
stevejmoore: @lindabeth They are all active in their solo careers though. I have the Punch Brothers and Fiction Family albums
http://tinyurl.com/c66g88
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093465734
2009-06-09 19:33:58
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I hope someone comes in to document that event, I'm sure you look gleeful ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093423700
2009-06-09 19:23:22
stevejmoore: @rcburrell there's only once more place to take this...and that is to your face (indubitably).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093304399
2009-06-09 19:19:08
stevejmoore: @FriedBob indubitably.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093255793
2009-06-09 19:07:29
stevejmoore: Just used the word "indubitably" in a chat, I don't think I've ever typed that word.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093122756
2009-06-09 18:58:36
stevejmoore: listening to Nickel Creek lights a little candle in my heart... â™« http://blip.fm/~7xcq3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2093018523
2009-06-09 18:53:57
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yes! thank you very much, @wmchamberlain helped out as well, so I was in good shape. :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2092966004
2009-06-09 18:26:30
stevejmoore: Microsoft's worst mistakes - http://bit.ly/LPDrD (via @courosa)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2092655622
2009-06-09 18:11:07
stevejmoore: via @irasocol #TOTN Arne Duncan! Pls call for UDL and assessment reform before charter schools and merit
pay. Then we have a plan for change
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2092477327
2009-06-09 18:09:24
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner just getting into golf now, yeah, it is not an easy sport lol, but wonderful on a nice day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2092456822
2009-06-09 17:39:38
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I'll try not to drink the spitoon full of coffee either, a la Sideways (I <3 that scene, hopefully
that is not me 15 yrs).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2092108208
2009-06-09 17:29:15
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @brendajdriver let it be known that "Awwwwww, B+R=adorable"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091987994
2009-06-09 17:27:48

stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I will cup you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091971384
2009-06-09 17:26:22
stevejmoore: @CallMe_Hal I kinda liked it actually, the tapioca pearls are strange, but a nice change, I've never had anything
like it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091955541
2009-06-09 17:10:37
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic sounds like something I want to be a part of, added to my iCal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091775015
2009-06-09 16:51:13
stevejmoore: @kiel_m I follow quite a few designers, I really like your work, thought I'd share it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091549741
2009-06-09 16:49:58
stevejmoore: @dolt287 haha, There's a Vietnamese place next to Akin's on Battlefield that has Boba. It's a little weird, but I
kinda like it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091534943
2009-06-09 16:27:15
stevejmoore: Trying Boba tea for the first time after seeing it on Food Network last night...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2091275652
2009-06-09 14:53:51
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic what is the "Coffee Cupping"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090213928
2009-06-09 14:52:45
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth my wife does the same thing, "I just have to bake!!" I blame Izzie from Grey's Anatomy
(apparently she bakes when stressed).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090201750
2009-06-09 14:51:38
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain ahhh muchos gracias!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090189612
2009-06-09 14:48:55
stevejmoore: RT @kiel_m Tim Smith and The Great Graphic Exchange today on GC: http://www.graphiccontentfp...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090158619
2009-06-09 14:36:46
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth oh man that looks tasty...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090025806
2009-06-09 14:36:14
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 hey, how do you capture your iphone screen like you did a few tweets ago?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090019953
2009-06-09 14:34:52
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 Thanks for the mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090005174
2009-06-09 14:34:26
stevejmoore: @dolt287 the funny part is that Blunt's dad hit a Democratic senate aide's car last week. Like father like son!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2090000560
2009-06-09 04:42:53
stevejmoore: Well, Matt Blunt is certainly no Bill Janklow...hits scooter/moped driver in SGF
http://www.ktts.com/tabid/4882/xmid/33359/Default.aspx
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2085965272
2009-06-09 02:28:21
stevejmoore: @clairecmc read about you in Time today http://tinyurl.com/cn6q8n Yay for MY Missouri Senator! You're a top

"celeb" follow apparently :P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2084636874
2009-06-09 02:13:40
stevejmoore: I need one of these things http://bit.ly/EfT2K
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2084479592
2009-06-09 02:09:30
stevejmoore: @Jenny86753oh9 why the change? (and why not go with "jill" ;-))
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2084434367
2009-06-08 21:54:32
stevejmoore: @alfredtwo @kathweaver thanks for sharing your story, good to hear about solid teachers like that :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2081772827
2009-06-08 21:46:05
stevejmoore: @alfredtwo kudos to you for sticking it to that particularly evil admin, the best way to respond to threats is to do
your job better :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2081680865
2009-06-08 21:39:54
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 @scottelias that is interesting, I forgot that the iPhone's reduced price is related to the AT&T; 2
year contract
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2081612317
2009-06-08 18:27:13
stevejmoore: @rcburrell lol, I wonder if I send my iphone with you if I could track you with the new "find my iphone" app, I'm
sure it can do comets...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2079285332
2009-06-08 18:21:30
stevejmoore: @rcburrell you worry me Ryan... you look parched...would you like some... KOOL-AID!?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2079216288
2009-06-08 18:20:30
stevejmoore: @alfredtwo I suppose that makes sense, I had just never encountered the situation. Thanks for the heads up! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2079204411
2009-06-08 18:19:55
stevejmoore: @LoganR yeah, I'd love to get a new one with SSD
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2079197032
2009-06-08 18:19:10
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland I vote Yeah Yeah Yeahs.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2079188063
2009-06-08 17:18:12
stevejmoore: $1499 for the new MacBook Air? Yes, please.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2078420739
2009-06-08 17:06:59
stevejmoore: and so it begins... http://live.gizmodo.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2078275272
2009-06-08 17:06:50
stevejmoore: @alfredtwo I was not aware, that seems so backwards to me, isn't that what a return address is for?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2078273471
2009-06-08 16:57:40
stevejmoore: @rcburrell We got a letter marked "34 cents short" with a pre-addressed envelop for us to mail the change back
to the USPS in. Seriously!?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2078159592
2009-06-08 15:46:07
stevejmoore: @ryanbretag but buzzwords are a great way to make up for actual useful knowledge and ability!!!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2077342910
2009-06-08 15:40:28
stevejmoore: So apparently if you mail a letter with inadequate postage, the recipient, not the sender, is stuck with the charges.
WTF?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2077280697
2009-06-08 04:28:40
stevejmoore: It took all weekend, but FINALLY our house has been deep cleaned.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2072662590
2009-06-07 15:06:34
stevejmoore: Listening to Big Whiskey and the GrooGrux King and making coffee, playing racquetball at 6am tomorrow with
@NathanRemington
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2065201007
2009-06-06 23:03:52
stevejmoore: @ScottElias woah, I hadn't heard about the Pre touchstone/magnetic charging...that is cool.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2059007792
2009-06-06 22:58:59
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I finished it on xbox actually, really good up to the end.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2058965316
2009-06-06 22:55:40
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst wow, thanks for posting that document
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2058938087
2009-06-06 20:22:19
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove saw this in hobby lobby, made me want to get out my gravity gun... http://yfrog.com/5in1cj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2057634462
2009-06-06 19:05:36
stevejmoore: Hobby Lobby is ready for Xmas already... Too soon! http://yfrog.com/0fcj6wj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2056949912
2009-06-06 16:38:30
stevejmoore: Had a relatively good day, the back 9 was filled with pars (a huge success for us beginners)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2055615634
2009-06-06 14:55:25
stevejmoore: Just shot two pars in a row!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2054706131
2009-06-06 12:39:09
stevejmoore: Teeing off in 5...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2053771696
2009-06-06 01:17:28
stevejmoore: So sad :( MLB >> Greinke's long homerless streak ends http://kl.am/yMq (via @RoyalsMLB)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2050225496
2009-06-06 00:25:57
stevejmoore: Grilling some turkey burgers, asparagus, and beans on the grill tonight.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2049749588
2009-06-06 00:17:12
stevejmoore: @tonitheisen que est-ce pÃ©tanque? Je connais des escargots... mais que faisaient-ils sur cette balle de bocce ?
(pardon moi francais mal)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2049668988
2009-06-05 23:55:33
stevejmoore: DVRing @CharlieRoseShow tonight, Sam Mendes will be on
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2049463488

2009-06-05 23:50:23
stevejmoore: @smartinez Ooo, I'm jealous! I <3 PHC and Garrison Keilor, I know the traffic will be worth it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2049414473
2009-06-05 23:36:34
stevejmoore: When I start a hair metal band it will be named "CUDGEL THY BRAINS" after the line in Hamlet, Act 5, scene
1, 50â€“59
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2049281866
2009-06-05 22:56:11
stevejmoore: @TheEllenShow ...musically talented orphan girl with freckles and red pig tails.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048884414
2009-06-05 21:54:56
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I had some of that with breakfast the other day + an everything bagel/schmear
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048259011
2009-06-05 21:47:34
stevejmoore: What's with these homies dissin' my girl? Why do they gotta front?! â™« http://blip.fm/~7peuu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048183280
2009-06-05 21:43:58
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I can understand that, just give me the word and I'll get you some Mudhouse beans or
@TheCoffeeEthic (if they sell theirs).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048144857
2009-06-05 21:38:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I pressed more of that @sbux Colombian this morning. It's one of the best I've had from there.
Very rich & complex.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048091075
2009-06-05 21:34:01
stevejmoore: "Eddie Vedder & Pearl Jam do a good remake of The Who classic......."" â™« http://blip.fm/~7pdt9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2048038458
2009-06-05 21:11:52
stevejmoore: @stevekatz I had coffee and PC Cap'n Crunch, 'tis a good breakfast.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2047798912
2009-06-05 21:10:44
stevejmoore: @dmmagic woah! Glad you're ok Matt, hang in there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2047786584
2009-06-05 20:46:55
stevejmoore: listening to "Everyday - Dave Matthews Band" â™« http://blip.fm/~7pa8p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2047524905
2009-06-05 20:39:27
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I <3 venn diagrams
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2047441091
2009-06-05 18:43:46
stevejmoore: we're living in a den of thieves, and it's contagious... â™« http://blip.fm/~7p063
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2046125652
2009-06-05 18:05:44
stevejmoore: via @sharon_elin: I applied at the wrong school! I should have tried for the http://ping.fm/UO9gO ($125,000/yr
salary).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2045691360
2009-06-05 17:50:17
stevejmoore: via @ParkCentralLibr Dallas Jones on our stage tonight. + come meet our June artist, photographer Debbi Joiner.
Art walk is gonna be huge!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2045514635

2009-06-05 17:36:47
stevejmoore: CrunchBerries real?! via @MissMarista @stevejmoore did you read the story about the crunchberries?
http://bit.ly/EF1j7 (via @loweringthebar)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2045359912
2009-06-05 17:11:58
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher I own Koyaanisqatsi, it's the film that started my Philip Glass obsession, still haven't seen the
other two in full
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2045074074
2009-06-05 16:53:24
stevejmoore: I knew I was forgetting someone important and insightful in my Follow Friday love @CMillerDesign is a must
follow for teachers/designers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044839384
2009-06-05 16:52:49
stevejmoore: @balmeras oh wow, I never realized that you could make a text-coffee-cup...you have just made my day. <[_]
*clink* [_]> cheers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044831782
2009-06-05 16:51:43
stevejmoore: @MissMarista I did not, do enlighten me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044817505
2009-06-05 16:51:04
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove how much under list price is the @woot today? (an @sbux espresso machine)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044809232
2009-06-05 15:59:06
stevejmoore: a little bird told me that today is National Donut Day. CELEBRATE!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044178808
2009-06-05 15:56:54
stevejmoore: Follow Friday @mikerass @nprscottsimon @pritheworld @balmeras @irasocol @intrepidteacher @woot
@jenwelton @imrsf @melaniemcbride
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2044153557
2009-06-05 15:12:39
stevejmoore: Wife made fun of me this morning for eating PB Cap'n Crunch, but it's so tasty!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2043651322
2009-06-04 22:53:51
stevejmoore: FORE!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2035672796
2009-06-04 21:53:47
stevejmoore: collaborative wiki on web 2.0 issues in schools today http://unmaskdigitaltruth.pbworks.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2035021307
2009-06-04 21:34:52
stevejmoore: via @kjarrett Teachers trump class size: Gates Foundation's new CEO says better teachers not smaller class
sizes r key http://bit.ly/14H9fz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2034807137
2009-06-04 21:28:07
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter did you hear about the job?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2034728594
2009-06-04 21:02:20
stevejmoore: @rcburrell oh that is good...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2034415699
2009-06-04 19:57:12
stevejmoore: great discussion on tech http://bit.ly/ikJ6W
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2033611476

2009-06-04 19:44:08
stevejmoore: Take these chances, place them in a box until a quieter time... â™« http://blip.fm/~7mv0m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2033459749
2009-06-04 18:39:07
stevejmoore: @dmmagic yep, same ol' place just down the block from the MSU student gallery.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2032708187
2009-06-04 18:00:02
stevejmoore: @GAStroz lol, but subsidizing my hunger now with fatty burgers will create jobs in healthcare decades from now
when my cholesterol peaks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2032256271
2009-06-04 17:45:58
stevejmoore: yay for Merle's in Springfield, $3 for the recession special: two hot dogs, chips, & drink! They also have a
"bailout burger" meal for $3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2032097443
2009-06-04 17:44:44
stevejmoore: via .@ELanghorst .@ccassinelli the . allows everyone to see your reply instead of just the person you are
replying to
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2032083231
2009-06-04 17:36:13
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher try http://www.bomb-mp3.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2031986254
2009-06-04 17:34:00
stevejmoore: @intrepidteacher a really ghetto way to do it would be to save the source, open in text editor, save as html page
with a link, R-click link.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2031960112
2009-06-04 17:31:26
stevejmoore: @kaeti http://twitpic.com/6ly4f - that is one fabulous package
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2031930254
2009-06-04 16:13:02
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove 2be twitter elite =sell your firstborn's naming rights, mine will be Ashton Mashable Oprah
@aplusk @oprah @mashable @grader
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2031021951
2009-06-04 15:54:11
stevejmoore: @JenWelton [I jest in respect] obviously it was the Five Point Palm Exploding Heart Trick
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2030801483
2009-06-04 15:08:40
stevejmoore: @Karma2215 add coffee.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2030280162
2009-06-04 15:06:03
stevejmoore: @brainline it's a great free app, but for $2.99 Tweetie has a bit more umph
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2030250229
2009-06-04 14:55:13
stevejmoore: Hey @robynjanehardy@gmail.com test... (qaprimary live > http://ustre.am/37IO)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2030126723
2009-06-04 14:54:34
stevejmoore: watching and chatting with @intrepidteacher on http://www.ustream.tv/channel/qataracademy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2030119396
2009-06-04 14:24:14
stevejmoore: Top 50 Tweeters in Missouri--> http://bit.ly/piQbI
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029788665

2009-06-04 14:09:47
stevejmoore: Reading this old maxim made me laugh "Writing about music is like dancing about architecture." -Anonymous
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029635534
2009-06-04 14:02:52
stevejmoore: Aawesome--"In the year 3000, YouTube, Twitter and Facebook will merge into one super time wasting website
called YouTwitFace."-Conan O'Brien
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029563852
2009-06-04 14:02:04
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I'll have to settle for some delicious Mudhouse Zen Blend.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029555228
2009-06-04 13:59:41
stevejmoore: A blues force of nature passes on... via @npr http://bit.ly/ShiSj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029529017
2009-06-04 13:55:19
stevejmoore: @FriedBob will drinking that Trader Joe's coffee make my financial portfolio complex and balanced?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029485518
2009-06-04 13:46:40
stevejmoore: via @mikerass BBC reports that David Carradine has been found dead in a Bangkok hotel
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2029399918
2009-06-04 11:48:00
stevejmoore: Up early for some racquetball punushment with @NathanRemington
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2028434184
2009-06-04 02:51:15
stevejmoore: Pondering Google, Facebook, and Wasting Time via @npr : http://bit.ly/xlNiB
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2024807707
2009-06-04 02:37:31
stevejmoore: listening to "The Fray - Heartless Cover" â™« http://blip.fm/~7le0g
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2024665342
2009-06-04 02:19:59
stevejmoore: @bdn723 there's nothing you don't type here that I won't read Ben.../evil laugh Ok, but really, welcome to
Twitter ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2024482602
2009-06-04 00:59:21
stevejmoore: listening to "This Is The Day - The The" â™« http://blip.fm/~7l7l5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2023636937
2009-06-03 01:11:27
stevejmoore: watching Inside the Actor's Studio with Daniel Radcliffe-- jealous that Kenneth Branagh didn't teach ME
Shakespeare at 14.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2010923872
2009-06-03 23:43:16
stevejmoore: @JenWelton <whisper>it's Don McLean </whisper> ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2022877525
2009-06-03 23:35:13
stevejmoore: @Darcy1968 @rmbyrne "The title of this post is not meant as an insult!" <--a disclaimer like that would make me
change the title, imho ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2022796567
2009-06-03 23:14:36
stevejmoore: I can still remember how that music used to make smile... â™« http://blip.fm/~7l0vd
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2022590121
2009-06-03 22:09:59

stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 I'd be interested to see how people respond to that...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021921239
2009-06-03 21:56:44
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho you could...integrate the two...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021776790
2009-06-03 21:52:09
stevejmoore: @brooksielane My mother-in-law raved about that book and passed it on to me. I may even read it if I hear
another positive review...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021727199
2009-06-03 21:40:18
stevejmoore: via @ksmuarts and @jmcmellen : Wednesday Noon in Founders Park http://ow.ly/aTco free things in SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021597919
2009-06-03 21:38:03
stevejmoore: Game psychology, collecting items and achievement pursuit... http://bit.ly/TDIC0 (via @maudnewton)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021572353
2009-06-03 21:30:21
stevejmoore: http://squared.google.com interesting... (via @latortuga)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2021487399
2009-06-03 20:39:13
stevejmoore: it's kind of a grey and un-verdurous day...come back sun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020906803
2009-06-03 20:34:41
stevejmoore: @Price86 +happyhour = you are full of win.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020857705
2009-06-03 20:33:53
stevejmoore: @calebcopeland Congrats!! Film courses or general TA stuff like IDS 110 and Comp 110?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020849180
2009-06-03 20:31:53
stevejmoore: temporarily returning to the tech world has meant a return of an unwelcome old friend...the screen headache... >.<
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020827724
2009-06-03 19:38:52
stevejmoore: I need to cut PB crackers from my work snack diet I think. I've already had 1/4 of my day's sodium value. Peace
out PB, hello dried apricots
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020211025
2009-06-03 19:37:39
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver well, if they don't like it we will petition them/ chase them with our putters
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020197295
2009-06-03 19:33:46
stevejmoore: @poorheather oh my gosh that sounds good. I <3 anything lemon. I'll bring shortbread instead of graham crackers.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2020152229
2009-06-03 18:07:54
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver I hope you're prepared for the dress code, it is tweed only, your socks must be visible above the
ankle, hats are optional...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2019184278
2009-06-03 17:46:29
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne your school and students are very lucky :-) are you a math teacher?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018956383
2009-06-03 17:43:56
stevejmoore: @poorheather if you're making buttercream, then I'm coming to your house with graham crackers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018929232

2009-06-03 17:04:52
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne that is awesome! Looks like he/she understands that "principal" is not just a title, it's an adjective
paired with "teacher" :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018512510
2009-06-03 16:55:51
stevejmoore: @paulbogush some people in Missouri think it's cool to put the "rebel" (as if it were star wars...) flag on their
cars/belt buckles.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018414335
2009-06-03 16:54:24
stevejmoore: Exciting day tomorrow: racquetball at 7am with @nathanremington, work, then golfing after 5 with @rcburrell
@brendajdriver and @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018398796
2009-06-03 16:43:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell we had some good play yesterday, some exhausting rallies for sure
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018279133
2009-06-03 16:42:41
stevejmoore: @bdn723 Now you've got a follower :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2018274844
2009-06-03 16:11:01
stevejmoore: @rcburrell wow, that's awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2017938715
2009-06-03 04:41:21
stevejmoore: @dolt287 that tweet was a TREEET, booom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2012990163
2009-06-03 04:02:09
stevejmoore: listening to "Radiohead Creep Acoustic Flash - " â™« http://blip.fm/~7jaqt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2012649698
2009-06-03 03:03:17
stevejmoore: @terri_science hahaha, are you excited for Land of the Lost?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2012090954
2009-06-03 02:45:54
stevejmoore: Will Ferrell on Man vs. Wild is probably the greatest stroke of marketing genius ever. Ever. Waiting for Eva to
get home to watch it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2011911125
2009-06-03 01:19:13
stevejmoore: @suzieswimz haha, I'm pretty sure they aren't crayfish
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2011002765
2009-06-02 21:48:01
stevejmoore: heading out in a few to throw down with @rcburrell in a racquetball duel. There May Be Blood... the modal
auxiliary saves me from copyright.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2008878466
2009-06-02 20:19:09
stevejmoore: @superjazz my dog is a papillion, she's not exactly a fierce mole-attacking carnivore,
lol...http://twitpic.com/6hh9w
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007899778
2009-06-02 20:15:47
stevejmoore: @cgroveshr haha, high explosives!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007862782
2009-06-02 20:12:39
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut I'm just not sure if that's what they are...it's just strange dirt piles...lol I have no idea. I was mowing
all-of-a-sudden CLOMP!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007827553
2009-06-02 19:28:35
stevejmoore: Has anyone ever had moles? I went to mow the lawn yesterday and there were strange dirt piles of unknown
origin everywhere...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007323596
2009-06-02 19:27:23
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin also, if you're a Mexican food fan, have you tried Ted's in OKC yet? It's muy bueno.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007308965
2009-06-02 19:26:45
stevejmoore: @andrewjaustin that's an interesting comparison. I love Albee's The Zoo Story, my high school did that one act,
fascinating starkness in it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2007301660
2009-06-02 18:33:11
stevejmoore: @rcburrell as in "5 tasty snake recipes for hungry badgers"? Because if that were a post, it would have to be
pretty original...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2006699179
2009-06-02 17:19:44
stevejmoore: Really enjoying listening to my new Django Reinhardt station on Pandora
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2005885284
2009-06-02 15:32:03
stevejmoore: @rcburrell yeah no kidding, I've been doing some social media pruning lately, wish there was an openID for soc
media...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004652636
2009-06-02 15:27:16
stevejmoore: @rcburrell Plurk.com has CSS backgrounds and a comment structure (which Twitter has discussed using)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004600792
2009-06-02 14:56:25
stevejmoore: @csilberman1 I've had the best luck in situations where I over-prepared, life is more exciting when you're busy
doing interesting things :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004269267
2009-06-02 14:54:13
stevejmoore: @KimWood I'd bing that...lol, another great verbbed noun from the web world.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004246445
2009-06-02 14:48:51
stevejmoore: Summer classes are starting soon, I'm going to have a lot of reading to do this summer, 3 classes, prep for 1st
year of teaching, work...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004190707
2009-06-02 14:34:48
stevejmoore: Google vs. Bing side-by-side http://bit.ly/1atKKS via @rmbyrne
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004046901
2009-06-02 14:30:46
stevejmoore: via @msstewart Blogging is boring!? Great post via @sarahhanawald http://bit.ly/zbm6J
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2004006278
2009-06-02 14:13:49
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove wait, what are we doing in Iowa?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2003836257
2009-06-02 14:11:14
stevejmoore: @dmmagic you can cry on my shoulder ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/2003811118
2009-06-02 03:52:16

stevejmoore: @tpman24 @dolt287 tru dat!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1999813763
2009-06-02 03:46:55
stevejmoore: Conan!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1999764889
2009-06-02 00:03:24
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove that coffee you gave me was de-lish.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1997556381
2009-06-01 23:58:23
stevejmoore: @nikosaur I just saw you on OPT talking about Antiques Road Show :-) I <3 Public tv/radio!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1997506942
2009-06-01 22:33:29
stevejmoore: Teachers are knowledge workers, but unions seem to promote complacency of productivity http://is.gd/LOOM
(via @jerridkruse)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1996712967
2009-06-01 21:11:31
stevejmoore: a sad series of series reveals a more familiar Royals record...hopefully they can turn things around
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1995880838
2009-06-01 02:38:34
stevejmoore: @damian613 so are you watching Food Network too? It's a large portion of my television viewing; I see that
Heb. Nat'l commercial a lot.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1987003990
2009-06-01 02:37:00
stevejmoore: @ScottElias that's a very cool picture, is one color for honors grads?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1986984598
2009-06-01 02:36:23
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign you know what they say, fight fire with--well, maybe that isn't such a good idea now that I type
it out loud (murder is bad).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1986978046
2009-06-01 01:54:37
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner I'm not going to totally abandon my propane grill...but there's just a certain "je ne sais qua" about
the charcoal experience
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1986492515
2009-06-01 00:32:01
stevejmoore: It's official, grilling with propane is faster, but not as tasty or enjoyable as charcoal.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1985660804
2009-05-31 22:30:59
stevejmoore: @donharkey my little sister got a "highest score" mini-golf award when we were younger during a church
outing :-) she was thrilled
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1984644101
2009-05-31 22:27:59
stevejmoore: Grilling kabobs for dinner, summer is here!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1984618836
2009-05-31 21:32:07
stevejmoore: @jpacubas no joke, the #Royals are making me very sad lately.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1984148051
2009-05-31 21:31:17
stevejmoore: @irasocol woo me too, yay for grillin' on a nice summer day!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1984140828
2009-05-31 17:57:24

stevejmoore: Found this at my parents' house, my first flash drive circa 2000, a whopping 64 MB!! http://yfrog.com/7hmzjj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1982311056
2009-05-31 17:52:38
stevejmoore: @dmmagic saw this bumper sticker in SGF, "Carpe DM, Sieze the dungeon master" http://yfrog.com/5cy30j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1982272255
2009-05-31 01:58:36
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth LOL, I totally should
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1976755825
2009-05-31 01:58:02
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst wow! Very cool! It is a beautiful place
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1976752869
2009-05-31 01:56:48
stevejmoore: Royals! You're breakin' my heart!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1976746009
2009-05-30 22:33:51
stevejmoore: At another wedding, at the WynBrick in Liberty, MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1975629790
2009-05-30 16:15:35
stevejmoore: @donttrythis don't forget @grammargirl
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1972456418
2009-05-30 07:11:32
stevejmoore: @fallapart just saw that tonight as well, completely agree.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1969487725
2009-05-30 06:34:38
stevejmoore: Ok if you want to drop $20 on a movie ticket... An AMC Cinema Suite is the way to go, holy pampering batman.
KCP&L; is awesome!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1969290071
2009-05-30 03:28:03
stevejmoore: Dining in a cinema suite in KC...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1967930718
2009-05-29 17:23:01
stevejmoore: @kaeti you should get the Chariots of Fire soundtrack, or at least the main theme, excellent running music!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1962010076
2009-05-29 17:21:31
stevejmoore: What advertising spots do you want to punch in the stomach? I'll go first, Alltel commercials. (via @kiel_m)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1961994072
2009-05-29 17:20:46
stevejmoore: @joelysue yeah Word docs on iPhone are awesome :) I suggest the Files Lite app too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1961986050
2009-05-29 17:18:49
stevejmoore: Picking up lunch at the Mudhouse and driving back to KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1961964645
2009-05-29 16:36:15
stevejmoore: @paulbogush how are you blocked? No web? Have you asked your school's sysadmin for access?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1961504149
2009-05-29 15:26:22
stevejmoore: @JenWelton who did your twitter background? That's a nice little ditty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1960744439
2009-05-29 14:33:22

stevejmoore: Experts don't just cite their credentials, they use them.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1960182816
2009-05-29 14:02:44
stevejmoore: @irasocol haha, yeah it's true. Objectivism wouldn't be a very popular educational philosophy for most ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1959874156
2009-05-29 12:59:53
stevejmoore: @irasocol but do you think a free market system could improve education?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1959299140
2009-05-29 02:04:22
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish Lamar's are the best ever.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954825322
2009-05-29 02:03:09
stevejmoore: @pspoppy good Covey quote :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954812645
2009-05-29 01:56:56
stevejmoore: I wish I had doughnuts...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954748372
2009-05-29 01:51:29
stevejmoore: 16 correct spells in-a-row and now three down in-a-row
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954691318
2009-05-29 01:29:36
stevejmoore: JURY DUTY!? Booo civic responsibilities. Day before my wedding anniversary too. C'mon Greene country!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954467892
2009-05-29 01:14:23
stevejmoore: @FollowMal you need to get the album that song is on, "Why Should the Fire Die" it's fantastic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954314431
2009-05-29 01:13:46
stevejmoore: listening to "When In Rome - Nickel Creek" â™« http://blip.fm/~787nz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954308378
2009-05-29 01:12:03
stevejmoore: Just learned a new literary term from the Bee: "hypallage" -interchange in syntatic relationship between two
terms. Spelled a-w-e-s-o-m-e.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954290991
2009-05-29 01:07:34
stevejmoore: watching the Spelling Bee...it's awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954245029
2009-05-29 00:54:19
stevejmoore: watching last night's @CharlieRoseShow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954100395
2009-05-29 00:50:02
stevejmoore: @CoMoMegs The Sting is a great movie! Enjoy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1954054784
2009-05-29 00:39:35
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove wait, so this coffee ISN'T from Central Missouri?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953942741
2009-05-29 00:39:09
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I trust your creative process, if you want to go somewhere to break for coffee/tea let me know
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953937978
2009-05-29 00:35:23

stevejmoore: @calebcopeland that kind of boredom is impressive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953897162
2009-05-29 00:33:44
stevejmoore: @rcburrell don't hurt yourself ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953879115
2009-05-29 00:29:54
stevejmoore: played more racquetball today, good and sore, hope to be back for more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953836319
2009-05-29 00:28:43
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove you are a dear friend, a gentleman and a scholar. BEANS!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953823103
2009-05-29 00:25:22
stevejmoore: @PoundCake_aka_ParkvilleMOm: "Flagpole Sitta - Harvey Danger" â™« http://blip.fm/~784l0
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953786176
2009-05-29 00:21:07
stevejmoore: @jpacubas Your sister (guessing it was yours) was quoted in a teaching magazine I get that interviewed the
BSHS music staff about Obama Addy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1953740455
2009-05-28 15:38:12
stevejmoore: Slow morning at work, getting some Merle's for brunch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1948362184
2009-05-28 14:32:59
stevejmoore: via .@rcburrell This is really awesome: http://www.ondemandbooks.co... Totally something I hope to see around
here soon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947691032
2009-05-28 14:12:35
stevejmoore: listening to "Slow Motion (Cover) - Acoustic Guitar - Third Eye Blind" â™« http://blip.fm/~76sy3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947485314
2009-05-28 13:54:22
stevejmoore: just added a new page on the TeachersOnTwitter Wiki http://bit.ly/wiZAc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947303253
2009-05-28 13:49:48
stevejmoore: @michellebeck interested to hear one pro, one con on being an NBCT, coming from a new teacher contemplating
the idea of NBC in the future...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947259605
2009-05-28 13:46:54
stevejmoore: @chollingsworth I am! Found a lot of good teachers to follow there too CommArts Teachers-->
http://tinyurl.com/pyxvng
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947232631
2009-05-28 13:45:10
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho a second office or just a relocation?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947216908
2009-05-28 13:44:42
stevejmoore: shake it off Royals, enjoy the day off and then let's hammer those Sox!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947212619
2009-05-28 13:39:15
stevejmoore: Made chai in my French press last night, my coffee has a nice hint of the flavor this morning.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1947163016
2009-05-28 12:08:22
stevejmoore: morning has broken...my wonderful sleep...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1946446945
2009-05-28 01:46:51
stevejmoore: sometimes I forget how awesome @hulu is, just browsed over there and found that Super Size Me is on in full.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1942181035
2009-05-28 01:37:54
stevejmoore: @dustinj @sonicdrive_in has the best happy hour :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1942092919
2009-05-28 01:34:23
stevejmoore: 3G iphone speed ranks in my recent travels: 1-Lexington, KY 2-St. Louis 3-Chicago 4-Springfield, MO 5-ND has
no 3G, KC this weekend...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1942057433
2009-05-28 01:31:31
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I know! well, I think buying a "42" towel from @ThinkGeek to use as a golf towel will suit me as
well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1942029474
2009-05-28 00:32:19
stevejmoore: @LeesaB yeah, tech support tried to play it off, but someone is being yelled at I think, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1941475044
2009-05-28 00:31:28
stevejmoore: @teach_j oh did you get the audiobook? I haven't done that often, I have a short commute, haha
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1941467470
2009-05-28 00:25:07
stevejmoore: went online to pay my internet bill from AT&T;, too bad their SSL EXPIRED, LOL. Cust. serv said "try again in
about an hour" wow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1941410008
2009-05-27 23:10:18
stevejmoore: It would take 32 grande black coffees from @sbux to put me six feet under http://bit.ly/1v7i6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940733270
2009-05-27 23:04:16
stevejmoore: @GAStroz @FriedBob @Azn_Ho @mhtalbut had to play without my glasses today, still fun, but it gave me a
headache :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940678032
2009-05-27 23:03:46
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove yeah I'm nowhere close to filling mine up, but it's a great service (wonder when it will be out
of beta, lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940673240
2009-05-27 23:02:42
stevejmoore: Douglas Adams fans must know about http://twitter.com/PartSixofThree
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940663225
2009-05-27 22:54:50
stevejmoore: @tpman24 haha, very nice, gotta love the canned air
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940592673
2009-05-27 22:43:47
stevejmoore: @teach_j McCarthy's The Road was easily my favorite book of this year
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940494418
2009-05-27 22:42:42
stevejmoore: how did I miss Towel Day in honor of Douglas Adams!? http://www.towelday.org/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1940484518
2009-05-27 17:13:36
stevejmoore: Walking through downtown SGF saw a big truck drive by blairing "I'm on a boat," awesome, just awesome, lol.

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1937704701
2009-05-27 16:56:44
stevejmoore: gmail inbox limit is approaching 8 gigs :-D I think I've been using it since 2005 now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1937538828
2009-05-27 16:33:28
stevejmoore: Going to play some racquetball today, excited
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1937312610
2009-05-27 15:12:11
stevejmoore: Cool iPhone app, draws with text "Type" http://yfrog.com/12tmvj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1936521409
2009-05-27 14:41:46
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove it's my policy to ask you for free coffee when I visit ;) I'm coming to KC this weekend
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1936232255
2009-05-27 14:35:17
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove makes sense, just caught me off guard :-p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1936173316
2009-05-27 14:33:16
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove the kiosk in Republic just gives me a full mug for 80 cents
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1936154972
2009-05-27 13:49:24
stevejmoore: listening to ""The Distance" (Official Music Video!) - CAKE" â™« http://blip.fm/~74iju
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1935759841
2009-05-27 12:36:36
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove sbux on Campbell charges $1.74 for a mug refill, FAIL.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1935179919
2009-05-27 03:05:38
stevejmoore: My friend Ryan Burrell (.@rcburrell) is a pretty stinkin' fantastic designer, see for yourself people:
http://ryanburrell.com/portfolio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931579402
2009-05-27 02:59:05
stevejmoore: @readinator I think you're right! I'm going to KC this weekend :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931509714
2009-05-27 02:58:39
stevejmoore: @MissMarista yeah, but we're behind quite a bit, catching up on recorded stuff
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931505235
2009-05-27 02:52:25
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd great list for summer reading! thanks for compiling that!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931440397
2009-05-27 02:38:36
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms is there cabbage in there? It looks good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931293403
2009-05-27 02:37:46
stevejmoore: watching LOST with the wife and having some tea
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1931284743
2009-05-26 21:56:35
stevejmoore: @dmmagic yeah, I don't think I've blogged in...yeah a while. I think a restructuring of my blogs is in order,
theSpigot may merge w/my other
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1928502315
2009-05-26 21:54:33

stevejmoore: I think I do my highest quality and quantity of work when I'm hungry and thinking "I get to eat after this, just one
more page..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1928482053
2009-05-26 21:46:56
stevejmoore: Mmmm data.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1928405106
2009-05-26 21:01:06
stevejmoore: @tseale that sounds exciting! Hoping to travel overseas with my wife before we have kids, have fun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927941446
2009-05-26 20:59:45
stevejmoore: @iMrsF well, aside from hitting up more weddings and funerals, I'm taking 9 hrs of classes and prepping for my
first year :-) and working...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927926780
2009-05-26 20:58:31
stevejmoore: @GAStroz confession: Gord's Gold is one of my fav albums ever
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927913610
2009-05-26 20:50:53
stevejmoore: @GAStroz you're making me sing Gordon Lightfoot in my head...good song though, "The Wreck of the Edmund
Fitzgerald"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927835152
2009-05-26 20:50:02
stevejmoore: @dmmagic @paulbogush it won't change as long as public education is totally free b/c few admins will risk
taxpayer $ on untested ideas
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927826107
2009-05-26 20:38:09
stevejmoore: Awesome cover of a Tom Petty classic â™« http://blip.fm/~72zum
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927703100
2009-05-26 20:30:06
stevejmoore: listening to ""Carry On Wayward Son" 1976 Video - Kansas" â™« http://blip.fm/~72z7x
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927618157
2009-05-26 20:21:02
stevejmoore: via @dmmagic On Education: "Students donâ€™t have short attention spans for their games, movies, music, or
[net]." http://bit.ly/BsSJt [PDF]
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927524616
2009-05-26 20:16:39
stevejmoore: asks what are your summer plans?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1927479879
2009-05-26 16:17:04
stevejmoore: RT .@mcleod 2/3 of dropouts said they would have tried harder if more was expected from them.
http://snipurl.com/is3eh (via .@iMrsF)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1925016756
2009-05-26 16:05:29
stevejmoore: Farmers market in Springfield http://twitter.com/socialSGF/status/1924841598
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1924900572
2009-05-26 15:42:48
stevejmoore: starting some temp work @cart32 once again :-) hello again to @friedbob @jenwelton
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1924672158
2009-05-26 15:06:09
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I thought it was you but it was my cousin @latortuga
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1924310787

2009-05-26 13:44:07
stevejmoore: @rcburrell hey what was that color sync tool link you sent me a while back?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1923537063
2009-05-26 03:39:18
stevejmoore: @frankevans hahaha, you're the first on Twitter to make that joke, I'm pretty sure she said something like that
today :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1919860219
2009-05-26 01:08:54
stevejmoore: @jaelithe was that a request or a vague Nirvana reference?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1918447658
2009-05-26 00:07:47
stevejmoore: @tee62 very nice flowers!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1917909534
2009-05-25 22:51:09
stevejmoore: Big catch of the day: http://yfrog.com/0yrdptj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1917268109
2009-05-25 22:34:16
stevejmoore: @tseale I may spend longer on links/blogs I found on Twitter, but not just reading tweets
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1917125077
2009-05-25 22:32:50
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic keep on keepin' on!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1917112708
2009-05-25 21:45:51
stevejmoore: A rainy but very good day of fishing on Table Rock! Eva caught a five lb small mouth bass, pics later
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1916700856
2009-05-25 11:45:14
stevejmoore: Going fishing before the sun comes up...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1911683011
2009-05-25 03:02:31
stevejmoore: Just saw the @woot for today, $149 eee PC!! Man I missed out...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1908760273
2009-05-24 23:57:50
stevejmoore: @brycehamilton five weddings, two funerals so far for me this year, four were far out if state :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1907255402
2009-05-24 23:06:14
stevejmoore: @dolt287 for sure, hopefully we'll head back up that way soon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1906866628
2009-05-24 22:58:51
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W LOL that Is awesome, I will gave to see it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1906809427
2009-05-24 22:57:35
stevejmoore: Got caught in a TINY but of rain out on the lake
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1906800332
2009-05-24 16:37:56
stevejmoore: @MissMarista my new teaching position :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903737375
2009-05-24 16:34:11
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W as in, "we're going to pwn your colon"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903709023

2009-05-24 15:53:42
stevejmoore: Ad in new @Wired Omega: first and only watch worn on the moon, why do I think that's a bunch of hooey?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903405531
2009-05-24 15:51:08
stevejmoore: Back from illinois last night, now off to Table Rock Lake for the rest of the weekend
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903386924
2009-05-24 15:49:25
stevejmoore: @dolt287 best of luck to you Chris :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903373932
2009-05-24 15:32:47
stevejmoore: Just got my preliminary contract in the mail!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903251077
2009-05-24 14:58:24
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday LOL, don't die Jarod!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1903010695
2009-05-24 14:56:07
stevejmoore: @iMrsF oh so its more of an art/photography project than a comm arts one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1902995530
2009-05-24 03:06:51
stevejmoore: @iMrsF my kids loved doing a descriptive prompt from magazine pictures. What kind of "photo essay" are you
talking about?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1899342001
2009-05-24 03:03:20
stevejmoore: 1hr left. After next weekend, I swear I'm done driving for as long as possible. No funerals or weddings outside of
Springfield allowed.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1899313516
2009-05-24 02:56:31
stevejmoore: @brandon72mo Rx: turn on some funk and shake it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1899259715
2009-05-24 02:34:01
stevejmoore: D.C. music teacher wins "summarize an opera in one Tweet" contest. http://snipurl.com/imn5v (via @mcleod)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1899081092
2009-05-24 02:29:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF haha, are you laughing at the 70s hair?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1899042458
2009-05-24 01:55:09
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms I'm jealous, have fun man!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898780014
2009-05-24 01:26:57
stevejmoore: @PrincipalJ Mosquitos are your state bird right? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898562337
2009-05-24 01:23:36
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho warrensburg? Par-tay... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898536607
2009-05-24 01:21:22
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms looks like fun, what's playing?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898519815
2009-05-24 01:20:21
stevejmoore: @LizaMinetli Eva loves that's place!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898512204

2009-05-24 01:19:35
stevejmoore: @mandymcgraw gwad-a-la-harr-ah :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898506615
2009-05-24 01:14:44
stevejmoore: On the way back from Illinois, driving past the Arch http://yfrog.com/12uwij
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1898470240
2009-05-23 16:01:00
stevejmoore: @LizaMinetli two and a half elipses and counting... ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1894202440
2009-05-23 15:49:21
stevejmoore: @caroy not if you have seasonal allergies :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1894106124
2009-05-23 03:01:35
stevejmoore: Ed maxim of the week: "An effective teacher becomes popular, a popular teacher doesn't necessarily become
effective" (via .@paulbogush)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1889845988
2009-05-22 23:15:37
stevejmoore: We made it to Bloomington
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1887945888
2009-05-22 19:15:28
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho don't forget Lebanon...and I know there are more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1885725018
2009-05-22 19:07:43
stevejmoore: Anyone know if/how to save PDFs from Safari on the iPhone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1885647485
2009-05-22 17:50:35
stevejmoore: @JaredParker my grandmother's funeral, sadly, she lived for a long time in Heyworth, later Peoria. Do you teach
there?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1884869468
2009-05-22 17:46:47
stevejmoore: Almost to Cuba...Missouri
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1884830729
2009-05-22 14:09:15
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl great grammar fail in action from Springfield, MO http://tinyurl.com/oklyz4 via @marktrevor
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1882596237
2009-05-22 14:03:00
stevejmoore: Another weekend approaches and we must travel yet again. Bloomington, Illinois here we come.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1882537050
2009-05-22 14:02:04
stevejmoore: @Price86 Freshman Reading
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1882527959
2009-05-22 04:04:00
stevejmoore: @Price86 well, HIGH school is out :) I have summer classes too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1878961277
2009-05-22 04:00:12
stevejmoore: Schooool's out for summer! Schoooool's out--well, not forever. â™« http://blip.fm/~6sk9d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1878927787
2009-05-22 03:37:27
stevejmoore: "Lovliest of trees, the cherry now/ is hung with bloom along the bow/ and stands about the woodland ride,
wearing white for Eastertide..."

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1878713451
2009-05-22 03:25:33
stevejmoore: Watching Sytycd with the wife
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1878609673
2009-05-21 17:14:24
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho LOL, I'll let you know when I get it off the ground
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1873045237
2009-05-21 17:08:16
stevejmoore: @poetrymagazine ...hungry for an angry fix... Angel headed hipsters...love Ginsburg
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1872982241
2009-05-21 16:42:47
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho ewww, sorry man, that's more than my loans for Augustana and MSU combined :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1872719026
2009-05-21 16:35:00
stevejmoore: Art teacher brought in a caraffe of @sbux coffee to lunch!! I win!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1872639998
2009-05-21 15:09:10
stevejmoore: @mcleod I think you're right on about some teachers' unfortunate attitudes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871733110
2009-05-21 15:00:27
stevejmoore: @ScottElias woot :) now if only your mac would write that speech...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871641218
2009-05-21 14:54:20
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I think shift+option+e will give you the accent over the letter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871577882
2009-05-21 14:42:40
stevejmoore: @jgates513 if people don't stand up for tech's value to learning, most school computers become no more than
typewriters or paperweights.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871464618
2009-05-21 14:36:08
stevejmoore: It's another gorgeous day in Springfield!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871401826
2009-05-21 14:35:31
stevejmoore: @poorheather that sounds yummy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1871395826
2009-05-21 04:06:15
stevejmoore: tomorrow is my last day in a classroom as a sub! Next year here I come!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1867647467
2009-05-21 04:02:48
stevejmoore: @tpman24 we didn't do all that terrible aside from losing more balls than--I'm sure there's an appropriate way to
finish that, but idk it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1867619607
2009-05-21 03:55:09
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove it is no Crane Wife
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1867560545
2009-05-21 01:39:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush hahaha, thanks Paul, I'm kinds glad I changed my avatar back too, I had other protesters too :-p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1866161917
2009-05-21 01:38:17

stevejmoore: Just got done walking the back 9 with @tpman24 at Horton Smith in #SGF, good times!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1866146541
2009-05-21 01:36:47
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove what did you think of the new Decemberists album?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1866131300
2009-05-20 22:07:52
stevejmoore: Classic Canadian 12-String Gordon Lightfoot, reminds me of my dad â™« http://blip.fm/~6pdo2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1864162273
2009-05-20 22:06:20
stevejmoore: Vista keeps changing my gamma correction every...5 minutes or so...WHY?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1864147540
2009-05-20 21:39:44
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I'm pretty sure most places rent clubs, I'd have to call though. Maybe @dolt287 would want to join
us...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863888190
2009-05-20 21:30:57
stevejmoore: @tpman24 yeah? can you get some/rent some/borrow some?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863801929
2009-05-20 21:29:51
stevejmoore: @ScottElias @nancydevine wondered about this b4 doing interviews, thought it would be marketable to say "I
can show you today how I teach!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863790681
2009-05-20 21:25:27
stevejmoore: thinking of going to the driving range today...anyone up for some golf?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863747775
2009-05-20 21:21:27
stevejmoore: @cnansen so, the [dot] and [bang] are ways around the new follower-reply display rules? They are
interchangeable?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863708517
2009-05-20 21:17:08
stevejmoore: even the most basic of html (believe me, mine are basic) skills can save your life when something doesn't quite
go right. I <3 PSPad
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863665583
2009-05-20 21:05:10
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove did I grind them last time?! I'll be sure to bring whole ones. ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863545318
2009-05-20 21:04:14
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho So are you working remotely for the ASBSCP--I can't remember the name--my aunt & co?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863535762
2009-05-20 21:02:55
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove lol, it's too tasty for me to care what it's called. Remind me before next weekend and I'll bring
you some beans from MudHs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863522402
2009-05-20 20:50:40
stevejmoore: Pressing the last of my Guatemalan Huehuetanango... http://yfrog.com/0uiqhpj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863396427
2009-05-20 20:21:47
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms I will have to go there someday, I've driven by many times
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1863114274
2009-05-20 15:51:08

stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms what park is that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1860433961
2009-05-20 14:58:38
stevejmoore: @AuntyTech students can make you feel pretty darn special :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1859909575
2009-05-20 14:35:05
stevejmoore: was just confirmed by the school board!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1859681806
2009-05-20 04:42:48
stevejmoore: @timlauer lol, that is priceless. You don't often see things like that in high school
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1856089721
2009-05-20 04:03:29
stevejmoore: @jimconn ha! That's awesome, so many great connections here!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1855768667
2009-05-20 03:12:07
stevejmoore: 12 iPhone apps for Designers http://bit.ly/OoFPc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1855256703
2009-05-20 03:08:54
stevejmoore: @YannR that's awesome, good reason to brush up on my French too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1855225082
2009-05-20 02:47:09
stevejmoore: Royals get the "W" in the 9th :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1855005054
2009-05-20 02:35:54
stevejmoore: ack! Go Royals! Finish it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1854892524
2009-05-20 01:16:42
stevejmoore: @GAStroz haha, no worries
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1854080786
2009-05-20 01:15:16
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 yes they do, there may be itunes podcasts even...but My TV is bigger than my 12" powerbook ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1854066198
2009-05-20 01:14:09
stevejmoore: @markpeysha Ooo, that is a good proverb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1854054594
2009-05-20 01:06:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF that is so awesome! What a good idea for some massive student input :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853981000
2009-05-20 01:00:54
stevejmoore: @tseale sounds exciting, you won't be bored for sure with those obligations!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853916033
2009-05-20 00:51:07
stevejmoore: @GAStroz LOL, that's awesome, thanks for being honest <cue Doogie music>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853811429
2009-05-20 00:49:20
stevejmoore: going through last week's @CharlieRoseShow but the only one I want to watch (Ron Howard, Tom Hanks) is 1/2
ruined on DVR from storm watch :/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853792903
2009-05-20 00:46:33

stevejmoore: @frizz I think it matches the redone facade on that strip next to it, but I know it's a satellite of San Fransico Oven
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853764147
2009-05-20 00:38:21
stevejmoore: @GAStroz haha, @paulbogush suggested I go back to my more casual picture, opinion on the new one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853682396
2009-05-20 00:23:09
stevejmoore: @AllieHull no joke, and it's super awesome. :-D $5, but well worth it. Easy to control/navigate through too
surprisingly
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853533046
2009-05-20 00:21:17
stevejmoore: @GAStroz I'm going to say it's five, as you originally said :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853514659
2009-05-20 00:20:34
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter Mickey Rourke is incredible in it, heartbreaking and powerful. I loved the ending actually, fav
movie of last year I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853507648
2009-05-20 00:08:04
stevejmoore: enjoying the nostalgia of the Myst iPhone app, still one of the most mysterious and challenging games of all time
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853386069
2009-05-20 00:04:36
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I can support that
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853352278
2009-05-19 02:34:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove KSMU-FM interviews Prof Mark Biggs about film tax credit incentives:
http://tinyurl.com/p74z2g (via @moxie_cinema)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843037066
2009-05-19 02:33:22
stevejmoore: @justcreative yup, redirects to m[dot] ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843022204
2009-05-19 02:26:11
stevejmoore: @garrick_s it's a standard, a classic, and I love it :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1842952739
2009-05-19 02:04:07
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 is Willard out after this week too?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1842735912
2009-05-19 02:03:27
stevejmoore: picked a random channel to have "on" while I make a quesadilla, turns out Princess Bride is on Brave. Win.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1842729393
2009-05-19 01:39:47
stevejmoore: @MostFavorite there's never a bad time for Journey ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1842497187
2009-05-19 00:03:47
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg wow that is interesting...maybe it was from some kind of criminal database?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841589799
2009-05-19 23:54:26
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter woah...really? Not your cup of tea?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1853253085
2009-05-19 22:58:09
stevejmoore: Only in Springfield...via @davesnider http://www.alice955.com/pages/NewsHottieVoting.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852720312

2009-05-19 22:55:49
stevejmoore: @danreeve wooo congrats! counting down to next August for my own :) Here's to climbing the payscale!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852696716
2009-05-19 22:47:14
stevejmoore: @your_ma time for my allowance then
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852607790
2009-05-19 22:45:58
stevejmoore: @beautiful_etsy oh I'm very glad that we're having, acc'd to KY3, the first spell of 5 dry days in a row since the
beginning of March!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852596182
2009-05-19 22:31:05
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho booo Access, only thing worse is the devil itself, OUTLOOK
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852458053
2009-05-19 22:30:04
stevejmoore: @BS_Rob perhaps I will own a new-ish car someday, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852448095
2009-05-19 22:28:32
stevejmoore: @kyteacher we enjoyed our drive very much through the hills and trees, minus the part where we were almost
stranded in Corydon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852433627
2009-05-19 22:27:53
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, really? It was a fun picture...you know that leather jacket only cost $8? BTW, your hat it
fantastic, I get a kick
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852427608
2009-05-19 22:26:08
stevejmoore: @jlampert736 there's only one answer: Ben Folds.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852411228
2009-05-19 22:24:27
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter @edmostrangelove @tpman24 Price Chopper is the worst. no help can be found in the aisles in
smile form or not
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852395150
2009-05-19 22:23:02
stevejmoore: @beautiful_etsy Ooo, very nice, my mother would like it, my wife is not a pink/red person usually
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852381821
2009-05-19 22:19:39
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter please do. I will give my opinion after you watch it so as not to bias you :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852349619
2009-05-19 22:19:00
stevejmoore: @paulbogush That's sad to hear, compared to middle school (for me) high school was wonderful. Freshman year
can be rough though.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1852343412
2009-05-19 21:21:13
stevejmoore: @kyteacher Where are you in KY? I was just in Lexington for a wedding this past weekend, it's very pretty out
there.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851768193
2009-05-19 21:20:11
stevejmoore: if you ever need auto repairs done in the Springfield, MO area you've got to go to SonRay's, integrity, speed,
quality, awesome.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851757212
2009-05-19 21:10:10
stevejmoore: ahhh it works!! the BlackBoard+Learn app is awesome!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851653320
2009-05-19 21:07:41
stevejmoore: @willrich45 careful... @GrammarGirl is watching ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851628402
2009-05-19 20:51:59
stevejmoore: iphone BlackBoard+Learn app is not syncing :-/ using Safari works fine, but I'd love to have a handy app if it
will work! Trying over Wifi-http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851466573
2009-05-19 20:50:42
stevejmoore: @dwarlick Dear Arne, how do you think tenure in the school will change over the next decade as merit pay plays
a growing role in teaching?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1851453340
2009-05-19 19:03:11
stevejmoore: Happy hour at Sonic!! Cheap slushes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1850358101
2009-05-19 17:08:37
stevejmoore: mowed the lawn, now enjoying a homemade chocolate raspberry crescent roll. Mmmm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1849207590
2009-05-19 15:00:56
stevejmoore: @Artmaker good times :) I need to get a copy if Bone
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1847921915
2009-05-19 03:08:17
stevejmoore: "Brain Magic" talk on TED by Keith Barry http://bit.ly/4gZ1v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843352746
2009-05-19 03:07:14
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 hahaha, well you all (admins) work hard and we teachers appreciate it when you do :) have a
good last week!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843343129
2009-05-19 02:49:51
stevejmoore: @leebarger welcome to the Missouri Teachers Twibe, good to connect with someone from Lee's Summit, great
schools!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843179724
2009-05-19 02:46:49
stevejmoore: @JustinSMV is everyone on twitter watching Bravo? lol #princessbride
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843151036
2009-05-19 02:41:25
stevejmoore: "Firefox can't find the server at www.google.com." is never a good message to get, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1843100056
2009-05-18 23:40:07
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 what distro do you run?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841366783
2009-05-18 23:39:23
stevejmoore: @iMrsF did you ever find any suitable music?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841360118
2009-05-18 23:38:31
stevejmoore: My life the past few months: 3 weddings and 2 funerals, thankfully only more weddings to come, but I'm getting
tired of driving.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841352402
2009-05-18 23:36:37
stevejmoore: @nashworld very nice #twaiku

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841335718
2009-05-18 23:35:12
stevejmoore: @ddmeyer Joining the conversation from Springfield, MO!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1841322739
2009-05-18 22:31:49
stevejmoore: @LizaMinetli I'm thinking our Jerome is witness to the act or the scene afterwards, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1840741456
2009-05-18 22:28:40
stevejmoore: June is coming WAY quicker than I expected
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1840712645
2009-05-18 22:27:53
stevejmoore: A Texan reviews KC BBQ, makes me very hungry, drooly- http://bit.ly/2tcWp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1840705573
2009-05-18 22:18:00
stevejmoore: @Twitter fixed the "following" bug from this morning, I'm glad I hadn't been hacked!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1840622533
2009-05-18 19:37:39
stevejmoore: Do you use "a" and "an" correctly? @grammargirl shows you how simply: http://bit.ly/qel3p
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1839084788
2009-05-18 17:22:15
stevejmoore: @ScottElias there's always the DTV refer a friend program, both of us get $100 credit on our bills. ;) NFL
network was a point for me w/ DTV
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1837793918
2009-05-18 17:18:43
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove wow, that is one of the best Shirt woots in a while. I hope it will be on the Reckoning soon
for sale (surely it will be)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1837761332
2009-05-18 17:17:02
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I am a huge fan of my DirecTV, I recommend it whole-heartedly. Have used Dish, didn't like it as
much.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1837746072
2009-05-18 17:08:10
stevejmoore: @dmmagic My home feed doesn't look like I'm following more people...but it shows that I am. When I click on
"following" it seems ok- strange
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1837664745
2009-05-18 16:08:41
stevejmoore: @paulbogush that would explain the increased carpal tunnel pain too...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1837102943
2009-05-18 15:36:16
stevejmoore: uh...somehow the people I'm following category magically jumped from 750 or so to 1458 over night...what
happend @Twitter ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1836786890
2009-05-18 15:34:28
stevejmoore: next year: more hectic? yes. more awesome? totally. less sleep? let's hope not, but probably.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1836770052
2009-05-18 15:12:28
stevejmoore: @rcburrell yeah :) I get no IM at school though, thankfully Twitter isn't blocked
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1836557395
2009-05-18 14:18:49
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver I found it all :-) thanks! I'm subbing today so no IMing possible anyways. Have a good Monday!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1836070527
2009-05-18 14:07:59
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver when you nav away from the Banner home pg, it's impossible for me to get back by clicking
"return to my MSU" it jst refreshes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835977654
2009-05-18 14:05:30
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver Do you know where I can find the new course numbers/CRNs for my degree? It looks like in
Banner they are all different :(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835957056
2009-05-18 13:48:22
stevejmoore: got my car into the shop, got to work early, have coffee, getting things done. Happy Monday everyone :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835814074
2009-05-18 13:46:41
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver trying to register for the Fall (finally) I'm hoping this Banner thing works ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835800635
2009-05-18 13:43:23
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver how was Guns 'n Hoses?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835774308
2009-05-18 12:58:29
stevejmoore: @LizaMinetli "Jerome Dixon had never heard of someone drowning in a washing machine, but there's a first time
for everything he thought..."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1835429277
2009-05-18 02:51:51
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Billy Collins is pretty much my favorite poet.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1831960503
2009-05-18 02:22:55
stevejmoore: Anyone else ever had a broken fuel pump in their car? It's not cool.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1831703139
2009-05-17 20:26:34
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove cranberry muffins are amazing, that makes me hungry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1828787307
2009-05-17 20:25:37
stevejmoore: Road signs on my journey today that could be fiction protagonist names: Jerome Dixon, Santa Claus Kentucky,
and English Sulphur.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1828779524
2009-05-17 17:54:43
stevejmoore: @WendyJShapiro I recommend Apple Care on Macs bc they cover you often even after the terms are up. Had my
logic board replaced free twice!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1827532507
2009-05-17 11:52:38
stevejmoore: Now to start the 9 hr drive back to Springfield from Kentucky...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1825224684
2009-05-16 23:37:12
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I'm jealous :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1821176217
2009-05-16 23:36:25
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, yeah we've only been in one so far, but they've been in several states, MN, KY, MO...lots of
traveling by car
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1821170771
2009-05-16 23:31:54

stevejmoore: I honestly don't think I can count the number of weddings that Eva and I have been to since we got married
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1821138905
2009-05-16 23:27:13
stevejmoore: @dolt287 what kind of camera did you get?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1821104638
2009-05-16 21:53:49
stevejmoore: Now here's how you rock the reception tap style! http://yfrog.com/17xwkj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1820374550
2009-05-16 17:07:01
stevejmoore: 3G in Lexington , KY is twice as fast as it is in Springfield, MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1817906965
2009-05-16 01:15:52
stevejmoore: Just ate the best black angus steak of my life at Murray's in Lexington, KY
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1812256208
2009-05-15 19:13:26
stevejmoore: We made it to Lexington, now time for the rehersal
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1809175836
2009-05-15 19:09:54
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I <3 Legos
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1809142406
2009-05-15 19:09:29
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I <3 Legos
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1809138604
2009-05-15 19:09:22
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I <3 Legos
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1809137586
2009-05-15 16:24:46
stevejmoore: @just_sit isn't he @sethgodin ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1807539284
2009-05-15 16:21:21
stevejmoore: Almost to Louisville, KY!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1807505816
2009-05-15 15:57:59
stevejmoore: @rabeidoh I am pretty sure the new firmware will have MMS and copy/paste among other things
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1807272020
2009-05-15 15:52:50
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @brendajdriver how exciting!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1807220974
2009-05-15 03:36:36
stevejmoore: @dolt287 yeah, sadly you are right, my MLB standings app hasn't updated yet
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1802483076
2009-05-15 03:32:40
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1802448598
2009-05-15 03:31:23
stevejmoore: Royals have lost 5 in a row, magically still in first place...who sold thier soul?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1802437100
2009-05-15 03:04:54
stevejmoore: @dualicious at least go bouldering... Then have drinks

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1802199002
2009-05-15 02:56:59
stevejmoore: @dualicious oh man I'd go climbing fir sure
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1802121559
2009-05-15 01:38:45
stevejmoore: Heading to STL tonight and then to Kentucky tomorrow for a wedding
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1801461838
2009-05-15 01:07:39
stevejmoore: Dear Nabisco, I like Nutter Butters better when they are called Peanut Butter Ritz Bitz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1801189732
2009-05-15 01:05:13
stevejmoore: @teacherc I prefer cheese Ritz as well! The "crust" on Nutter Butters is gross(ly) different IMHO ;).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1801168160
2009-05-15 01:01:37
stevejmoore: Okay so Parks and Recreation was actually funny tonight, compared to other nights when it was at best a rendition
of recycled Office writing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1801135344
2009-05-14 23:08:30
stevejmoore: aaaaaand nap.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1800162052
2009-05-14 19:57:13
stevejmoore: @jgates513 I've went through my old posts and did tagging a while ago, I would say it's worth it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798442415
2009-05-14 19:34:45
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday I promise I will still finish your book :) job search is over, finals are almost over, then no
school until June
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798285002
2009-05-14 19:32:33
stevejmoore: @ninjen that's what ethanol does to apples, increases decomposition. Bad apple=CH2CH3OH producing. Same
in school, but ethanol=distraction
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798262898
2009-05-14 19:13:39
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump yeah, I'm in Springfield, MO :) Although, I used to live in SF (Sioux Falls, SD) when I started school
at Augustana College
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798073011
2009-05-14 19:12:37
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign I may end up being a Speech & Debate sponsor next year, maybe we'll cross paths if you invite
Republic to your tourney
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798062793
2009-05-14 19:11:08
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign That's incredible! Congratulations! I am jealous, their school building is...fancy to say the least.
Wonderful schools in LS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1798047542
2009-05-14 19:02:52
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign LSW= Lee's Summit West?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797963622
2009-05-14 18:58:08
stevejmoore: blogging/twittering teachers should learn HTML "30 HTML Best Practices for Beginners" by @Nettuts
http://bit.ly/Riznq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797914463

2009-05-14 18:55:05
stevejmoore: @readinator b/c it is blocked by my school and google more often is not. I really like Google Reader too, so the
bookmarking went along with
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797884287
2009-05-14 18:52:03
stevejmoore: @readinator I have used del.icio.us on and off, but now I mostly use Google bookmarks and Reader for keeping
track of things
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797854391
2009-05-14 18:44:30
stevejmoore: I hate that my district blocks social network bookmarking :-( at least I can tweet though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797779562
2009-05-14 18:41:01
stevejmoore: @beckiwithani @paulbogush by my linguistic rules, I'm going to have to say that portmaneau word, "meagan,"
would have to mean a meager vegan
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797746547
2009-05-14 18:39:37
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'm sure you will :) a student here was short-listed for Yale, but didn't make the final cut, we were all so
proud!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797732338
2009-05-14 18:35:25
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday yeah, I'm going to have to go ahead and call his name a pseudonym failure.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797691927
2009-05-14 18:32:27
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump good to know another Royals fan too :) I'm displaced in SGF, but enjoying how this season (barring
the last series) is looking!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797663034
2009-05-14 18:31:37
stevejmoore: via @brianadrian "The formula for success is quite simple: double your rate of failure." -Thomas J. Watson, Sr.
(founder of IBM)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797655007
2009-05-14 18:30:05
stevejmoore: @paulbogush @iMrsF is my new fav tweecher follow (warning: prolific!) she's near me in Springfield MO also
suggest @msstewart @englishcomp .
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797639597
2009-05-14 18:20:19
stevejmoore: @iMrsF that's great news! Good for your kids! I'm sure you spent plenty of time on reference letters for some ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797544823
2009-05-14 17:38:58
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne I'm with @dcannell Go for multiple rather than larger, although multiple large monitors is best by
far :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797145700
2009-05-14 17:37:13
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst @sarahholmes @CMillerDesign @jamiemmiller @missourihawkeye Thanks for joining the
Missouri Teachers Twibe, tell your friends :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797129001
2009-05-14 17:28:48
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump thanks for the RT about the Tweecher Twibe! http://www.twibes.com/group/MissouriTeachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797047946
2009-05-14 17:24:36
stevejmoore: @michellebythec It's such a wonderful compendium of ideas, all teachers should know about it at least for their
own personal interest
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1797007789

2009-05-14 17:12:38
stevejmoore: So someone decided to write Catcher in the Rye 2? Blasphemy! http://tiny.cc/91IWX (via @Teachhub)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1796892003
2009-05-14 16:49:43
stevejmoore: @rcburrell agreed on cross posting, I vote for openID
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1796664998
2009-05-14 15:35:06
stevejmoore: @WendyJShapiro welcome to Twitter, hello from Springfield, Missouri!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795916904
2009-05-14 15:33:41
stevejmoore: @MelissaTweets wait, did she (Pelosi) enter a beauty contest?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795902896
2009-05-14 15:31:49
stevejmoore: via @jimconn Student perspective (sort of) on high-stakes testing: http://bit.ly/18d8Pr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795884072
2009-05-14 15:25:56
stevejmoore: @dlegore I hope no one vomits today! ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795824848
2009-05-14 14:50:03
stevejmoore: @jgates513 it's always good to see that kind of reminder in writing!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795472990
2009-05-14 14:45:20
stevejmoore: I know there are a lot of Missouri "Tweechers" out there, find us all on
http://www.twibes.com/group/MissouriTeachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795428176
2009-05-14 14:37:39
stevejmoore: Just started a Twibe for teachers in Missouri Visit http://twibes.com/MissouriTeachers to join.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795356020
2009-05-14 14:36:10
stevejmoore: Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/TeachersOnTwitter to join
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795342428
2009-05-14 14:35:24
stevejmoore: Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/Every-child-a-reader to join
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795335284
2009-05-14 14:32:39
stevejmoore: Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/EdPolicy to join
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795310356
2009-05-14 14:32:22
stevejmoore: Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/Ayn-Rand to join
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795307771
2009-05-14 14:30:47
stevejmoore: @TechnologyInEd Edmodo is an interesting service, I plan to use it this summer for a seminar via
http://twibes.com/group/EdTech
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795293103
2009-05-14 14:28:31
stevejmoore: Just joined a twibe. Visit http://twibes.com/EdTech to join
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795271755
2009-05-14 14:25:29
stevejmoore: Mizzou J-School offers/requires/subs iPod touches/iPhones for iTunes U http://tinyurl.com/r3ac6m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795244300

2009-05-14 14:22:59
stevejmoore: @dan2600 /slow clap for the 1337
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795221680
2009-05-14 14:21:45
stevejmoore: @GAStroz that's inspirational! I left my coffee in my car this morning, now your example is my driving force, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795210545
2009-05-14 14:20:23
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I can't write without instrumental music, favs: Dave Brubeck, Phillip Glass, Batman Begins Score,
Watchmen Score, and Daft Punk
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795198134
2009-05-14 14:17:59
stevejmoore: via @neilhimself asleep on sofa...while writing, & woke up with cracked computer screen. HOW? Was I fighting
aliens in my sleep? Or ants?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795176027
2009-05-14 14:07:00
stevejmoore: @jmiscavish he's on as @neilhimself I believe :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795077502
2009-05-14 14:06:15
stevejmoore: @michellebythec TED is pretty amazing, I can't wait for an opportunity to use one of the talks in my classroom
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1795070882
2009-05-14 13:58:04
stevejmoore: @samtastico @wilw @donttrythis and @levarburton are my fav nerd follows
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794997912
2009-05-14 13:53:07
stevejmoore: starting to read American Gods, by Neil Gaiman today during my subbing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794955061
2009-05-14 13:29:17
stevejmoore: Grrrr, I left my coffee thermos in my car. I'll have to wait until 10:30 to get it at least :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794751645
2009-05-14 13:25:06
stevejmoore: I'm beginning to use Twitter to connect to more teachers. Just changed my profile to link to my teaching blog
rather than my personal one.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794717751
2009-05-14 12:43:48
stevejmoore: Subbing again in what will be my classroom next year :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794401750
2009-05-14 12:07:07
stevejmoore: @dmmagic these aren't the storms you're looking for /waves hand
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1794160130
2009-05-14 05:25:39
stevejmoore: @dmmagic agreed, Twitter failed tonight
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1792198495
2009-05-14 04:11:36
stevejmoore: I hope everyone is safe in the Springfield area
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1791816198
2009-05-14 04:05:52
stevejmoore: @DaveSnider whoever is twittering for Dave Snider, I hope you update often :) Dish keeps going out
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1791785115
2009-05-14 01:57:51
stevejmoore: @irasocol heck, I wonder if people don't have better things to read in Missouri, lol

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790757234
2009-05-14 01:56:48
stevejmoore: @jenniferchapman <cheesy voice>this dangerous storm is brought to you by Pepsi! </cheesy voice>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790745524
2009-05-14 01:54:37
stevejmoore: @principalspage that is why we have DVR :-D I don't respond well to commercial interruption anymore.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790724849
2009-05-14 01:52:11
stevejmoore: @irasocol Haha, I love checking those stats every now and then I've gotten almost all of the OPEC countries now
(darn UAE...)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790700994
2009-05-14 01:49:03
stevejmoore: @tonitheisen does the new McDonald's McCafÃ© commercial just drive you bonkers with their improper accent
aigu pronunciation?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790669561
2009-05-14 01:36:43
stevejmoore: @dlegore I suggest buying the whole soundtrack and renting the movie. Artist is Glen Handard who wrote the
songs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790551982
2009-05-14 01:33:29
stevejmoore: @dmmagic ditto, beautiful story, unique as modern romances go too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790520291
2009-05-14 01:27:19
stevejmoore: I hope more people go and see the movie "Once" after hearing American Idol guy Kris Allen sing music from it.
Beautiful movie.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790460610
2009-05-14 01:14:52
stevejmoore: Dear Springfield Fox Affiliate weather, when you put cheesy "danger music" on during Doppler Weather Alerts,
it makes me think they are ads.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1790345125
2009-05-13 23:50:39
stevejmoore: How to find a teaching job http://bit.ly/13w74o
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1789571619
2009-05-13 21:59:23
stevejmoore: going to hit some golf balls with @diljs in #SGF before the rain hits tonight
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1788563817
2009-05-13 20:20:10
stevejmoore: @newsmonkey8 We all need a good laugh every now and then ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1787603962
2009-05-13 19:58:13
stevejmoore: Swine flu being spread by house/office plants? http://tinyurl.com/2w4apm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1787417798
2009-05-13 17:26:59
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign It's almost better to read the words, but seeing him perform it is amazing too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1786455661
2009-05-13 17:19:36
stevejmoore: via @grammargirl Supreme court grammar ruling... http://bit.ly/Pp7rP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1786385777
2009-05-13 17:09:05
stevejmoore: @Artmaker I didn't think of it like that...but yeah I guess so :-/

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1786284025
2009-05-13 16:24:53
stevejmoore: @Artmaker I agree! Too bad few of my friends will see this response and subsequently follow you back due to
"serendipitous discovery" :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1785855208
2009-05-13 03:28:04
stevejmoore: @jpacubas uh, yeah, Royals are tear inducing right now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780864481
2009-05-13 03:18:47
stevejmoore: via @todaysmama "If you find a path with no obstacles, it probably doesn't lead anywhere" - Anonymous
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780783061
2009-05-13 03:17:46
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I wish there was a way to type "lol" in a French accent, because I would
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780774105
2009-05-13 03:15:52
stevejmoore: I can't type anything because my dog keeps trying to lick my fingers it's cute
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780757205
2009-05-13 03:10:42
stevejmoore: @tpman24 this is a priceless your mom joke setup...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780710331
2009-05-13 03:01:44
stevejmoore: there's no end to the enjoyment I get from Ben Bailey's fake cabbie impressions on Cash Cab
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780629022
2009-05-13 02:02:20
stevejmoore: watching last night's House and eating dinner, congrats to Republic HS class of 2009! Graduation was short and
sweet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1780070982
2009-05-13 00:03:08
stevejmoore: @kiel_m Kiel, you've got a slick looking site! A+ design work too, love it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778996544
2009-05-12 23:56:27
stevejmoore: At RHS graduation now, definitely should have eaten dinner before coming...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778936711
2009-05-12 23:55:15
stevejmoore: @latortuga another reason to move to KC, there's no crime!!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778926871
2009-05-12 23:54:47
stevejmoore: @latortuga *consoling shoulder pat* sorry Drew :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778922893
2009-05-12 23:50:49
stevejmoore: @dlegore that poor kid!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778889008
2009-05-12 23:46:30
stevejmoore: @tpman24 that is cool
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778852286
2009-05-12 22:46:43
stevejmoore: this just came out in a flutter of fingers/keys in a paper "glearn." Portmanteau word of "glean" and "learn," I like
it. I love GLEARNING!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1778341233

2009-05-12 21:37:23
stevejmoore: @msstewart "I'll make u rich kwik uzing ONLY TWITTER! pay 4 skool w/ FREE MONEY using your twitter
followers!!!" ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777710731
2009-05-12 21:35:51
stevejmoore: You know you've been working a long time when you open a new Word doc and it's called "Document 29" lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777696450
2009-05-12 21:26:54
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove June 23 is too long to wait for the new @ReginaSpektor album!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777606664
2009-05-12 21:14:42
stevejmoore: @dmmagic haha, I still have much love for Mudhouse (who needs to get on Twitter) but it's always so packed.
There are times for darkness...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777485907
2009-05-12 21:13:36
stevejmoore: @careerdiva thanks for the RT! the world needs all the good citizens it can get :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777475941
2009-05-12 21:12:03
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho oh man Phillip Glass is my favorite, @edmostrangelove introduced me a while back, it's my default
Pandora station too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777461867
2009-05-12 21:11:03
stevejmoore: I <3 @theCoffeeEthic I'm pretty much converted from the Mudhouse b/c of the Clover and the open space
(Mudhouse is always DARK)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777452395
2009-05-12 21:02:17
stevejmoore: I'm addicted to being a good neighbor/citizen :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777369188
2009-05-12 20:54:40
stevejmoore: Just in case you were looking for great instrumental music to study/grade/focus with, the Watchmen soundtrack is
superb.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777296298
2009-05-12 20:53:11
stevejmoore: @KimWood what picture is that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1777282468
2009-05-12 20:10:00
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho @dolt287 @tpman24 I vow to match all monetary donations with 2:1 ratio of RTs to $s (that's the
secret)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1776874114
2009-05-12 20:02:53
stevejmoore: marking off my list slowly: get a teaching job (check), get a summer job (check), pay off student loans with $
from people on Twitter... ( )
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1776805782
2009-05-12 18:37:46
stevejmoore: @paulbogush very thought provoking question...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1776040964
2009-05-12 06:46:47
stevejmoore: I enjoy sonnets
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1771273722
2009-05-12 02:21:29
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 they just frustrate me to no end. Whenever you want them to go up they go down, one side sags...

sigh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769453910
2009-05-12 02:20:46
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter ? a guitar for me?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769447641
2009-05-12 02:20:20
stevejmoore: @jgates513 haha, I agree. Also, overusers of the exclamation point!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769443908
2009-05-12 02:19:40
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday just don't replace it with liquor, haha, that would not help your writing speed
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769438079
2009-05-12 02:09:49
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho tell me about it, 9 hrs of grad credit=$$$!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769351159
2009-05-12 01:39:07
stevejmoore: whomever invented window blinds should be slapped
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1769079110
2009-05-12 00:56:44
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I have to say I am guilty of the same at some point during college
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1768718622
2009-05-12 00:36:12
stevejmoore: RT @rmbyrne: Homework: How Much is too Much? http://bit.ly/2cyye
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1768552484
2009-05-12 00:35:10
stevejmoore: hmmm the weather is beautiful outside, time to take the dog for a walk!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1768544488
2009-05-12 00:31:51
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I smell incentives...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1768519615
2009-05-11 23:51:24
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday refer to my tweets from yesterday, wrote ~4k words in 3.5 hours with the help of coffee and
ninja typing, you can do it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1768200876
2009-05-11 22:42:47
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter much love for Rock Band
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1767637191
2009-05-11 22:35:28
stevejmoore: @danreeve I hadn't heard of him either, I will be looking for anything else he does now though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1767576786
2009-05-11 20:27:17
stevejmoore: @tseale wow, that is a cool site, thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1766471041
2009-05-11 20:26:58
stevejmoore: @iMrsF it's ok ;) I've never seen Top Gun, never read Lord of the Flies either
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1766468341
2009-05-11 20:24:55
stevejmoore: "You're a teacher, what do you make? Be honest..." http://edublogs.tv/play.php?vid=5573 wait for the big "OH
SNAP!" at the end teachers...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1766450514

2009-05-11 17:36:50
stevejmoore: @iMrsF WHAT! *dies of shock*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1764982806
2009-05-11 17:34:59
stevejmoore: Mmm mmm grillin' the good stuff http://yfrog.com/2l3iwj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1764967238
2009-05-11 06:51:01
stevejmoore: For any Car Talk fans out there: http://www.xkcd.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1761139415
2009-05-11 05:05:33
stevejmoore: @ninjen a standard in my house :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760628892
2009-05-11 04:57:39
stevejmoore: Royals unable to find themselves in the standings: http://bit.ly/oo4q9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760584112
2009-05-11 04:08:33
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove you're a winner!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760291192
2009-05-11 03:49:08
stevejmoore: @rockstarjen much <3 for @reginaspektor 's voice, gives me chills
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760162065
2009-05-11 03:47:12
stevejmoore: @ninjen hard to beat snicker doodles :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760149231
2009-05-11 03:44:59
stevejmoore: @iMrsF If you're a Star Wars fan like myself, you would like the History Channel's 2 hr special on it, very
academic, Campbell, New Critical
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760133947
2009-05-11 03:43:22
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yeah, I can't wait, it should prove to be interesting, I've had several lit teachers reference his work.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760122980
2009-05-11 03:32:41
stevejmoore: @mandymcgraw Shadow, Sassie, and...Chance, my little sister must've watched that movie 1000 times growing
up, :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1760048274
2009-05-11 03:20:36
stevejmoore: @dkurtenbach lol, nice, I completely agree
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1759960878
2009-05-11 02:56:17
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I finally got a new edger/trimmer after mine broke last summer, good to be weedless again! :-) love
having a tidy yard
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1759769677
2009-05-11 02:15:22
stevejmoore: @principalspage if you want something quaint, quasi-rural, artsy, inexpensive and with good food try Eureka
Springs, AR. Went last summer
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1759458061
2009-05-11 00:09:22
stevejmoore: @raquelooski haha, hey at least you have a plan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1758543137
2009-05-10 22:54:47

stevejmoore: @llcadle I know exactly what you mean, it's sad to see fully capable students put forth minimal effort, or to skip
revision alltogether
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1758050406
2009-05-10 21:55:14
stevejmoore: @msstewart good deal, can't wait to read it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757644957
2009-05-10 21:54:04
stevejmoore: just shy of 4k words in 3.5 hrs booyah!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757637099
2009-05-10 21:12:54
stevejmoore: @msstewart ahh considered law as well for a while, decided it wasn't going to make me happy. What made you
switch to teaching?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757350457
2009-05-10 21:10:03
stevejmoore: @jgates513 I have a compulsive habit of hitting ï£¿+S every five minutes or so. Lost one thing too many to a
crash, so sorry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757330254
2009-05-10 21:07:33
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano I hear some poetry in that thought...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757313131
2009-05-10 21:06:44
stevejmoore: @msstewart I'm wondering how much writing other grad programs require in the Ed fields, I have been doing
15pgs/week for 9 hours on average.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757307376
2009-05-10 21:05:30
stevejmoore: @msstewart when the pressure is on, I can really put the hammer down with enough coffee, lol. I didn't write this
much as an English major!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757298815
2009-05-10 21:04:01
stevejmoore: @CoolLikeYourMom haha, no those are his initials
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757288459
2009-05-10 21:03:08
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 haha, true...you're probably right, I just like the sun
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757282311
2009-05-10 21:02:22
stevejmoore: another hour, another thousand words, cutting myself off from coffee about now, will need real food soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757276743
2009-05-10 20:36:47
stevejmoore: I hope all this dreary rainy stuff lets up soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1757099358
2009-05-10 20:14:06
stevejmoore: just crossed 2k words on this paper, time for a coffee refill!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756946531
2009-05-10 19:56:32
stevejmoore: I don't know what I'd listen to sometimes without my Dave Brubeck Pandora station...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756844155
2009-05-10 18:41:26
stevejmoore: @kyteacher I like the picture/caption, works nicely, easy to read
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756456565
2009-05-10 18:36:02

stevejmoore: I'm a little lopsided today, powerbook missing a foot and my table @theCoffeeEthic is wobbly, :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756424938
2009-05-10 18:28:37
stevejmoore: here comes the sun
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756374427
2009-05-10 18:08:02
stevejmoore: Thanks to all the moms out there :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1756233818
2009-05-10 06:25:13
stevejmoore: @paulbogush Haha, maybe both! I would lean towards dad though...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1752911969
2009-05-10 06:18:19
stevejmoore: STAR TREK WAS AMAZING!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1752879666
2009-05-10 01:29:11
stevejmoore: Going to see Star Trek
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1751023563
2009-05-09 22:22:13
stevejmoore: @Price86 oh wow...that sounds amazing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1749759314
2009-05-09 18:50:42
stevejmoore: @dmmagic we've been cooking a lot more pork chops lately, try using some kind of jam or fresh fruit on top (like
peaches), it's very good!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1748309895
2009-05-09 18:44:53
stevejmoore: @CoolLikeYourMom oh yeah :-P I'm a huge rebel, as @tpman 24 said
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1748268516
2009-05-09 18:43:01
stevejmoore: @ohsnapattack you are the best twitter find of the week for sure. I love to OH SNAP
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1748254993
2009-05-09 18:41:25
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I think Eva and I would have some issues if we couldn't cook burgers, lol ;) wait, so she likes steaks
but not burgers?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1748243733
2009-05-09 18:27:04
stevejmoore: getting my grill ready for some steaks, sweet corn, and zucchini
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1748141678
2009-05-09 16:35:13
stevejmoore: Wife is gone again this weekend, just mowed the lawn, came in a drank straight from the OJ jug, OH SNAP!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1747340898
2009-05-09 16:32:47
stevejmoore: It's a beautiful day in Springfield!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1747323448
2009-05-09 04:37:52
stevejmoore: @dolt287 booooo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743943851
2009-05-09 04:18:07
stevejmoore: @dmmagic lol awesome quote
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743812548

2009-05-09 03:56:01
stevejmoore: @dolt287 @tpman24 we need to do our royals night soon, I have a grill now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743661462
2009-05-09 03:34:43
stevejmoore: @rcburrell i want to hear about how @garyvee wants to fix education..
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743509183
2009-05-09 02:48:42
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Sarah Pence says hi, I saw her today on her last day of student teaching
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743173149
2009-05-09 02:48:08
stevejmoore: @iMrsF sounds like my kinds guy, props
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1743169000
2009-05-09 00:46:52
stevejmoore: missed an awesome @wootshirt today http://shirt.woot.com/ "The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1742207407
2009-05-09 00:42:08
stevejmoore: cleaning up my "new" grill!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1742169009
2009-05-08 13:25:26
stevejmoore: Tornados!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1737381905
2009-05-08 19:16:49
stevejmoore: @iMrsF the more writing the better I say! Although you do have to grade it all...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1740442785
2009-05-08 18:45:19
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I like that idea, "what is a hero" I've seen kids do good work on such a topic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1740172259
2009-05-08 18:34:04
stevejmoore: @lcurrie The Road, by McCarthy (not for the faint of heart, but sooo good)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1740076229
2009-05-08 18:31:42
stevejmoore: @iMrsF do you read them all aloud? That's my favorite way to do Beowulf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1740055856
2009-05-08 18:17:44
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I like a comparison to The Hobbit as well, third battle in Beowulf::Smaug battle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739935097
2009-05-08 18:15:34
stevejmoore: @iMrsF you've gotta do the Seamus Heaney Beowulf, it's the best! Maybe read "Grendel" too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739916522
2009-05-08 18:14:21
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I would start planning stuff first, then prioritize/order as you feel they fit best, then you can take the
"pieces" to dept head
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739905424
2009-05-08 18:09:46
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I see her point too, but it's your judgment call, depends on your class and what you are planning, change
can be refreshing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739865509
2009-05-08 18:01:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF that's an interesting concept, I think it would work as long as you followed the threads of influence
backwards specifically

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739797346
2009-05-08 17:15:31
stevejmoore: @dmmagic oh ok, I don't always digest tweets fully on the go :-/, my thoughts to her family!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739391375
2009-05-08 17:12:56
stevejmoore: @dmmagic my thoughts are with your family
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1739368129
2009-05-08 15:58:20
stevejmoore: @spedteacher I can't boil my politics down to 140 characters so I usually avoid it :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738702245
2009-05-08 15:49:52
stevejmoore: @MaternalSpark yeah that only holds 16 oz, I just need yo he sure I don't kill my heart from caffeine before I'm
30 :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738626486
2009-05-08 15:47:53
stevejmoore: @dotsofcolor LOL very true
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738609000
2009-05-08 15:23:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yes, as far as I know reublic people are ok, thanks for asking!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738392686
2009-05-08 15:13:16
stevejmoore: @dotsofcolor oh dogs, our lives would be missing something without them :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738297527
2009-05-08 15:12:08
stevejmoore: @Price86 easy to be disoriented in a world where the Royals are well in first place :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738287559
2009-05-08 15:10:39
stevejmoore: @MaternalSpark the worst. I resolve to buy a bigger thermos than this one: http://yfrog.com/0ckhjsj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738274321
2009-05-08 15:08:55
stevejmoore: @jpetals no clue, sorry, he's a personal friend and I bet he would know more than me about Canadian tax, good
luck!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738258428
2009-05-08 15:05:54
stevejmoore: @dianadell thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738232044
2009-05-08 15:01:35
stevejmoore: @ScottElias do you sell potassium supplements? ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738192780
2009-05-08 15:00:51
stevejmoore: @MoInColumbusOH my dog is funny when she dreams, she twitches her paws and does little yips
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738186353
2009-05-08 14:55:23
stevejmoore: @dianadell me too! ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738137307
2009-05-08 14:54:38
stevejmoore: Ran out of coffee WAY too soon this morning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738130702
2009-05-08 14:53:52

stevejmoore: @Price86 you're not in Kansas anymore
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738124181
2009-05-08 14:44:45
stevejmoore: @KimCulbertson oh I wish I had a bagel and schmear right now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1738044027
2009-05-08 13:27:33
stevejmoore: @jpetals i'd ask @friedbob about taxes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1737397768
2009-05-07 21:28:22
stevejmoore: @FriedBob something about not checking tweets 24/7 impedes me from knowing everything ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1731176043
2009-05-07 21:23:28
stevejmoore: @rcburrell what are you traveling for? Where?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1731134890
2009-05-07 21:17:58
stevejmoore: @rcburrell very nice! What flavor of hotel is that?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1731087875
2009-05-07 01:42:29
stevejmoore: @Price86 let's hope not!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722875055
2009-05-07 01:42:16
stevejmoore: @standtrooper it's a strange phenomenon I know...looking back over the past 10 years at this point there's only 1
time we weren't in last
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722873088
2009-05-07 01:41:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF hope you find something :) When in doubt, listen to Miles Davis or Dave Brubeck, best jazz musicians
ever (NOT the Kenny G type jazz)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722867815
2009-05-07 01:35:49
stevejmoore: @diljs that is the best picture ever from, I believe, a photoshop phriday on a Something Awful forum, per
@hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722814376
2009-05-07 00:47:20
stevejmoore: Let's go Royals!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722391932
2009-05-07 00:43:01
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I'm listening to thses now: regina spektor, iron and wine, phillip glass, massive attack, the American
life, depche mode, to name few
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1722357309
2009-05-06 23:36:50
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I use pandora.com when I want to find new music
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1721826319
2009-05-06 22:07:26
stevejmoore: @FriedBob LOL that's almost as good as http://bit.ly/ORSjy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1721101165
2009-05-06 21:58:57
stevejmoore: @tseale do you use free resources online or is there something your school has purchased? This will be my first
year teaching anything :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1721026412
2009-05-06 20:43:54

stevejmoore: @tseale someone else just told me to follow you, hope we can collaborate! How long have you taught?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1720362878
2009-05-06 20:42:38
stevejmoore: @stewartn I do now! Thanks for suggesting her!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1720350280
2009-05-06 19:20:59
stevejmoore: wish I could've gone to the GT show last night at MSU, sounds like everyone else had a blast!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719614534
2009-05-06 19:01:27
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I will be the freshman Reading teacher, low scoring readers from 8th grade placed, max 10 per class,
I'm my own department, have ...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719436665
2009-05-06 18:44:47
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho yeah yeah, you and your deep dish, blah blah, just keep making us jealous already
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719282551
2009-05-06 18:44:09
stevejmoore: @iMrsF That's why we need friends in the business to keep us encouraged, everyone has bad teaching days, just
make sure the good are greater
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719277069
2009-05-06 18:43:03
stevejmoore: @michellebythec very nice, I have yet to attain that status, I bake more pies at home than order though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719266943
2009-05-06 18:42:18
stevejmoore: @katforshort you couldn't be more right if you were spying on me, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719260186
2009-05-06 18:15:06
stevejmoore: @jasondrohn LOL that's exactly right, recession FTW for cheap pizza
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719017057
2009-05-06 18:14:24
stevejmoore: @standtrooper that's exactly what I did, sometimes I did 79 cent $ave brand ones, those are special
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719010664
2009-05-06 18:13:24
stevejmoore: @michellebythec haha, that's the way to live :) I'll never get tired of pizza, keeps the bachelor spirit alive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1719001595
2009-05-06 18:12:20
stevejmoore: @jasondrohn frozen :) tony's I think...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718992105
2009-05-06 18:11:42
stevejmoore: @tpman24 the first summer I lived alone after high school I ate frozen pizza four times a week, it was brilliant
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718986525
2009-05-06 18:07:18
stevejmoore: @dan2600 done and done.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718946768
2009-05-06 18:05:55
stevejmoore: @iMrsF :) yay for you and your kids! They are lucky to have you
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718934782
2009-05-06 18:03:11
stevejmoore: Wife was gone for five days, most used kitchen utensil during that time: pizza slicer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718909656

2009-05-06 16:30:45
stevejmoore: @TimGee3 good to meet another teacher on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1718068530
2009-05-06 16:22:32
stevejmoore: almost 50 emails in one of my inboxes...let the fun begin
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1717995144
2009-05-06 16:13:35
stevejmoore: After all these years of watching and waiting and never losing faith I'm glad to see the Royals are what I always
thought...winners @dolt287
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1717913692
2009-05-05 21:08:40
stevejmoore: thanks to @wirak for all of the fantastic help :-) I feel as though I will be very prepared come the Fall!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1710031500
2009-05-05 21:07:21
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove No! Not Dom DeLuise! That is tragic, I may have to watch Secret of NIMH or An American
Tail in his honor tonight
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1710019800
2009-05-05 21:04:59
stevejmoore: @tpman24 my thoughts to you and your dad, hope all goes well
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1709998111
2009-05-05 04:09:00
stevejmoore: watching @CharlieRoseShow "Tonight - A conversation with J.J. Abrams"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1703095222
2009-05-05 03:29:58
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer from what I understand, it will be very one-on-one in classes of about 10, reading
instruction/supprt for freshman
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1702792049
2009-05-05 03:28:29
stevejmoore: @dmmagic no moving for me!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1702780063
2009-05-05 01:56:58
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter republic, mo where I student taught it's outside SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1701972751
2009-05-05 01:01:00
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I try not to use that word, use effective instead
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1701469530
2009-05-04 22:13:21
stevejmoore: and also to @Price86 @dmmagic @standtrooper @UnknownFilms @lovingyouiseasy for the well wishes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1700057075
2009-05-04 22:12:51
stevejmoore: thanks to @FriedBob @latortuga @myworldsastage @CMillerDesign @tpman24 @edmostrangelove
@cgroveshr @iMrsF @EmilyManck @hurumble @jj_bend !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1700053001
2009-05-04 22:05:03
stevejmoore: is going to be the new Reading instructor at Republic High School!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1699988134
2009-05-04 19:08:27
stevejmoore: I got a job!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1698432514
2009-05-04 15:22:08

stevejmoore: Breakfast at Gailey's Breakfast Cafe, pretty much the best place on #SGF for such fare. http://yfrog.com/63379pj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1696478025
2009-05-04 15:18:26
stevejmoore: @jeffkorhan there are keyboard shortcuts for all of those in windows too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1696446810
2009-05-04 15:07:33
stevejmoore: Just in case you can't tell on this pic, it's a Honda dealership advertising on a Chevy Silverado
http://yfrog.com/0f9crj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1696356649
2009-05-04 14:43:00
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove "random clips" would not be a good name for a hair cutting establishment
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1696152020
2009-05-04 14:40:59
stevejmoore: drumroll please (this may not resolve for a while, like after 3pm)...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1696135592
2009-05-04 13:08:01
stevejmoore: Is hoping everyone has a great Monday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1695437012
2009-05-04 12:33:12
stevejmoore: http://www.woot.com/ is a... rosebush today?!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1695218462
2009-05-04 04:24:56
stevejmoore: @charlotte98 hahaha, I'm sure it's tea
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1693043403
2009-05-04 03:43:19
stevejmoore: how would you caption this picture? http://twitpic.com/4j03v
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692760926
2009-05-04 03:40:59
stevejmoore: What my dock starts to look like near the end of the school year: http://twitpic.com/4j01y
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692744480
2009-05-04 03:25:53
stevejmoore: is going to have an exciting morning hopefully... cross your fingers! http://plurk.com/p/rn9n9
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692634953
2009-05-04 03:14:09
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter hey, it was 52 minutes, thank you very much!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692548319
2009-05-04 03:13:43
stevejmoore: @iMrsF yes, I think you're right, same concept of playing god, let me know if you use it/how it goes!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692545122
2009-05-04 02:04:41
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Gattaca: different in a good or bad way?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1692006328
2009-05-04 00:38:34
stevejmoore: @teacherc high school English 9-12
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1691339836
2009-05-04 00:23:25
stevejmoore: I love plain vanilla yogurt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1691228828
2009-05-03 23:44:22

stevejmoore: need to get off the computer for a while
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690945147
2009-05-03 23:29:40
stevejmoore: @ScottElias Your #prom tweets this weekend make me chuckle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690837867
2009-05-03 23:27:54
stevejmoore: @teacherc I read that as "barista," was worried starbucks was trying to kill you ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690825018
2009-05-03 23:06:59
stevejmoore: @aaswartz I couldn't agree more :-) I have lake family, good times at their place. Relaxation!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690675427
2009-05-03 22:58:11
stevejmoore: @cindeelean we all get a little behind every now and then :) just make a list I say
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690611612
2009-05-03 22:44:59
stevejmoore: @cindeelean I feel the same way :) lots to do at the end of the year
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690516464
2009-05-03 22:38:33
stevejmoore: @frankevans I'm sure CA is very different than MO :-) We have plenty of hard-to-staff dists too, maybe for diff
reasons
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690469251
2009-05-03 22:36:32
stevejmoore: @frankevans definietly, I hear that concern, but if teachers ever want to be viewed as professionals then we need
to raise standards
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690454590
2009-05-03 22:23:46
stevejmoore: @hurumble thanks for the RT, don't let the "bad" teachers disuade you during student teaching :-) Be positive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690360831
2009-05-03 22:18:28
stevejmoore: @CheriGregory good luck! :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690321930
2009-05-03 22:16:53
stevejmoore: @shanegibson I'm loving their new design, much easier on the eys than WHITE EVERYWHERE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690310388
2009-05-03 22:12:38
stevejmoore: Why is it so hard to fire bad teachers? http://bit.ly/16RUPb
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690279045
2009-05-03 22:08:18
stevejmoore: via @tpman24: Emerald Nuts commercial fine print: Never commit arson. Not even once
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690247135
2009-05-03 22:07:25
stevejmoore: Daily Aphorism: "The Mundane is to be cherished." http://thedailyaphorism.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690240573
2009-05-03 22:01:19
stevejmoore: Keane â€“ Somewhere Only We Know â™« http://blip.fm/~5i8lc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690193843
2009-05-03 21:59:59
stevejmoore: @PauloFurtado good song
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690182750

2009-05-03 21:58:52
stevejmoore: @lovingyouiseasy I'm the same way, a former chem major actually! Much happier in CommArts :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690174469
2009-05-03 21:46:50
stevejmoore: listening to "The Egg And You - Yoko Kanno" â™« http://blip.fm/~5i7ie
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690085113
2009-05-03 21:43:44
stevejmoore: listening to "PIANO BLACK - Yoko Kanno
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690061940
2009-05-03 21:41:39
stevejmoore: @paulbogush every slam I've been to has been, most are vulgar and more visceral too, some are plain, some very
impressive performances
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690046818
2009-05-03 21:39:37
stevejmoore: Trying out Seesmic Desktop, already I like it better than TweetDeck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690031577
2009-05-03 21:38:43
stevejmoore: @danielflorien but...but...they have queso... *cowers before the mighty chipotle*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1690024894
2009-05-03 21:34:00
stevejmoore: Now that it's raining more than ever...Nothing like a good cover. â™« http://blip.fm/~5i6kv
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689989212
2009-05-03 21:30:08
stevejmoore: most used kitchen utensils when wife is out of town: pizza slicer and coffee pot.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689959281
2009-05-03 20:51:54
stevejmoore: @Price86 what did Teahen do?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689666530
2009-05-03 20:49:05
stevejmoore: Love @reginaspektor 's voice â™« http://blip.fm/~5i32s
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689645078
2009-05-03 20:37:22
stevejmoore: @danielflorien I used to worship Chipotle too, that is until I found Qdoba...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689558040
2009-05-03 20:34:26
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I haven't done a unit with it yet, but Spirited Away is all about identity, rated PG, wonderful wonderful
film
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689535498
2009-05-03 20:33:29
stevejmoore: @marita_t great link about the poetry archive! Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689528079
2009-05-03 20:29:56
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Oh, you're right...sorry! What are your criteria for movie choices besides rating?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689500636
2009-05-03 20:23:22
stevejmoore: @lcurrie I read that as "birth control exhibit in branson" and I about peed myself, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689451554
2009-05-03 20:20:22
stevejmoore: @iMrsF If you don't care if the film is an action film, the movie Equilibrium with Christian Bale (2001ish?) has
propaganda and dystopia...

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689428698
2009-05-03 20:10:30
stevejmoore: @academicdave my band director in HS used to say, "if you're on time, you're late" I live by this now
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689354882
2009-05-03 20:03:32
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Ooo, Gattaca is amazing (fav of mine)! Not sure if it has any propaganda...ethical dilemmas though,
relevant to Frankenstein.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689302531
2009-05-03 19:53:41
stevejmoore: @csilberman1 Agreed you can have some great discussions but I always try to make it relevant to my classroom
if the discussion goes too long
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689227806
2009-05-03 19:52:49
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign yes, it is probably a fairy tale, but I will report back with my successes or failures!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689221405
2009-05-03 19:52:08
stevejmoore: @wifi_guy LOL, /high five
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689216272
2009-05-03 19:41:40
stevejmoore: @csilberman1 That's why they invented golf umbrellas :-) May be hard to putt depending on green type/size
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1689137571
2009-05-03 18:36:47
stevejmoore: going to reduce my coffee consumption this week
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688651267
2009-05-03 17:53:57
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I did a practicum at Willard under G Redding, had a great time, very helpful
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688339028
2009-05-03 17:53:16
stevejmoore: @iMrsF Yep, well BS Ed, and now MS Ed Admin, who is your friend student teaching at RHS?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688334305
2009-05-03 17:49:45
stevejmoore: @iMrsF where do you teach? I have been looking at your sites, you have great material and class support online!
Added you to my RSS feed too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688309366
2009-05-03 17:46:30
stevejmoore: @iMrsF I've been working at Republic High School, about to change a bit though for the Fall, good to meet
another twittering #SGF teacher!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688286429
2009-05-03 17:44:59
stevejmoore: @rickscheibner hahaha, maybe removing your bluetooth counts as doing something while wearing it, if only
momentarily
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688275242
2009-05-03 17:09:44
stevejmoore: Sometimes I like listening to Jon Hassell, but usually he just gives me a sense of harmonic dizziness.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1688024950
2009-05-03 17:05:33
stevejmoore: @MostFavorite PushToTalk was actually worse though, I'm glad that phase is over. "I HAVE TO YELL INTO
THIS PTT PHONE SO PPL KNOW I'M BUSY!!"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1687995817
2009-05-03 17:04:17

stevejmoore: @MostFavorite I worked in retail when the things were becoming popular and there is no end to the frustration I
got from ppl wearing them.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1687986819
2009-05-03 16:57:07
stevejmoore: attention people of Panera! Wearing a bluetooth headset while you eat does not make you look cool, young, or
savvy.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1687935580
2009-05-03 16:28:07
stevejmoore: Finally making some serious progress after a dreary, lazy, and rainy weekend
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1687738710
2009-05-03 05:24:11
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove came upon this today http://tinyurl.com/davch4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1684902167
2009-05-03 03:33:31
stevejmoore: Wooo ROYALS!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1684202589
2009-05-03 01:09:32
stevejmoore: @TM_Washington just be prepared if you do, lol find a hotel with wifi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1683154145
2009-05-02 23:47:57
stevejmoore: @TM_Washington just about the whole state of North Dakota has no ATT
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1682585792
2009-05-02 21:08:31
stevejmoore: @JNez sometimes I get that too, its nice, but often my iphone replaces "for" with "fir" "golf" with "gold" and
"hasn't" with "hadn't" :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1681481293
2009-05-02 20:56:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I'd Just go buy a canning jar at Hy-Vee. Ask @dolt287 he's been making some cold brew with
some success I think.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1681403914
2009-05-02 20:32:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove diff than "cold brew" coffee? I though that had more caffeine...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1681242235
2009-05-02 20:15:29
stevejmoore: grocery time!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1681119133
2009-05-02 20:04:02
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/4fcxq - Pong machine (and original TV used on) from my uncles' childhood farm home.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1681035792
2009-05-02 19:52:45
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I have better things to do too, I'm hungry so I think I'll get my bac-on
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680954061
2009-05-02 19:45:42
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove what is a toddy maker functionally?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680902783
2009-05-02 19:45:13
stevejmoore: @paulbogush APORKALYPSE!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680899210
2009-05-02 19:09:19
stevejmoore: @TimMoore haha, that's cute. He should get a grilled cheese and tater tots I think (anything but the coney dog)

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680640621
2009-05-02 19:01:14
stevejmoore: @jenleereeves the @NPR app isn't that great for audio, it's clunky. The streaming audio feature on @PRI is all
there is, plain and simple.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680582616
2009-05-02 19:00:02
stevejmoore: @SelbySherman thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680573239
2009-05-02 18:59:39
stevejmoore: @Price86 where is the BS one?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680570438
2009-05-02 18:40:55
stevejmoore: @Price86 P Sub is pretty amazing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680438274
2009-05-02 18:36:08
stevejmoore: @ToddBrink Oh man those look good, I want to grill out now...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680403381
2009-05-02 17:46:39
stevejmoore: the Public Radio International (@PRI) iPhone app is awesome, for those of you like me who can't get enough
public radio
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1680046001
2009-05-02 16:48:11
stevejmoore: A Haiku: Warm on the inside/ hot coffee and oatmeal/ the perfect breakfast.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1679626397
2009-05-02 16:41:50
stevejmoore: @wirak Hey Kari! Welcome to Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1679582299
2009-05-02 06:08:05
stevejmoore: Good read on leadership decision making and confidence http://bit.ly/Ofx5H
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1676770271
2009-05-02 05:18:26
stevejmoore: @zachflauaus I fear those clocks will come back to haunt us in a future wootoff along with the usual parade of
roombas
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1676524619
2009-05-02 05:04:26
stevejmoore: worst @woot day in a long time http://www.woot.com
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1676447780
2009-05-02 04:42:14
stevejmoore: @paulbogush That NPR literary classic tweets was hilarious
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1676321038
2009-05-02 02:40:08
stevejmoore: @tpman24 plus, where else can you bowl with 91 pins?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1675496780
2009-05-02 02:32:27
stevejmoore: @tpman24 this is why Wii bowl was invented
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1675439284
2009-05-01 23:12:31
stevejmoore: catching up on my @CharlieRoseShow on the DVR and having some soup
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673922851

2009-05-01 22:46:40
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @hermit4lyfe here you go via @superwitter "Widget Brings Twitter to World of Warcraft
http://ow.ly/4LbL"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673720906
2009-05-01 22:38:03
stevejmoore: Mmm, I love potato chips... â™« http://blip.fm/~5dkat
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673652708
2009-05-01 22:22:36
stevejmoore: listening to "AC DC - Thunder Struck - " â™« http://blip.fm/~5dj0u
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673528625
2009-05-01 21:55:49
stevejmoore: @latortuga epic win for that, I like aporkalypse
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673308838
2009-05-01 21:41:11
stevejmoore: Woo hoooo! â™« http://blip.fm/~5dfm6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1673187554
2009-05-01 21:17:17
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen Interesting twitter tool, thanks for the link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1672987208
2009-05-01 19:24:57
stevejmoore: @tpman24 @Price86 at least it was rather cheap, and I didn't lose too much gas in the process. Pop-a-lock needs
a twitter account I think...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1672033180
2009-05-01 19:22:10
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign Haha, yes I think most people in public education are starting to hire servants, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1672009770
2009-05-01 17:06:43
stevejmoore: Having a great day so far, just locked my keys in my car trying to open my umbrella :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1670835267
2009-05-01 02:00:18
stevejmoore: Closing in on deadlines and finals, feeling good. I'm not sure how non-English majors survive grad school: I'm
used to prolific essay reqs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1665279749
2009-05-01 01:31:14
stevejmoore: I just spent two minutes trying to decide how to spell "boundaries." :-) I kind of love those moments, finding a
habit I need to fix.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1665025980
2009-05-01 00:33:48
stevejmoore: I grew up with no pets. Never had a dog until I got married. Now, I don't know how I survived :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1664555349
2009-04-30 23:58:05
stevejmoore: Finally got to mow the lawn, had to bag it today it was so long!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1664269774
2009-04-30 23:57:17
stevejmoore: @tpman24 yeah, I think we used about 30 pitchers today, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1664263300
2009-04-30 23:56:44
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I think they are good "forever," but somewhere there is a way to set an exp date if you need
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1664258904
2009-04-30 23:55:06

stevejmoore: @SteveWorrall mid 50s F would be ideal I think, 54ish
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1664245919
2009-04-30 21:33:55
stevejmoore: @dolt287 you watching the game?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1663074973
2009-04-30 21:26:30
stevejmoore: I suppose walking six people in one game isn't as big of a deal when you get just as many double plays... #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1663013584
2009-04-30 21:18:36
stevejmoore: pitching fail #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1662948587
2009-04-30 20:34:44
stevejmoore: @tpman24 what is Davies trying to do on the mound today? He's throwing crazy balls!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1662567673
2009-04-30 19:53:52
stevejmoore: @elemenous NCTE has some great resources, good link!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1662212463
2009-04-30 19:53:02
stevejmoore: Making lists, agendas, and prioritizing feels like it's just a step above procrastinating, but at least it moves you in
the right direction.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1662205350
2009-04-30 17:35:16
stevejmoore: Great cover. Lenka's version of Gravity Rides Everyting. â™« http://blip.fm/~5aace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1661000996
2009-04-30 17:18:25
stevejmoore: An interesting upbeat Miles Davis... â™« http://blip.fm/~5a8x3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1660846745
2009-04-30 16:54:14
stevejmoore: I listened to a few remixes of this, but the original is best â™« http://blip.fm/~5a6x6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1660623695
2009-04-30 15:27:49
stevejmoore: @donharkey @kurttheobald Interested in your #sgfsmt and finding out what others are doing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1659829969
2009-04-30 15:23:06
stevejmoore: via @sgfblogs: New from #SGF Blogs: Social Media Think Tank Takes Off in Springfield http://ow.ly/4wVj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1659787504
2009-04-30 14:59:40
stevejmoore: @mortimas lol, +10 #twitpoints
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1659573564
2009-04-30 14:58:43
stevejmoore: @Price86 yeah, he usually stops to congratulate himself on each punchline with that bowling thing, which is
kinda fun, but doesn't make up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1659564907
2009-04-30 04:40:51
stevejmoore: How many minutes into his show can Jimmy Falon go without getting a real laugh (don't hold your breath).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1656390086
2009-04-30 02:46:04
stevejmoore: @dolt287 well I think we may just have to get together for the next game then, thoughts @tpman24 ?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655538737

2009-04-30 02:36:03
stevejmoore: @2012ad dang, what is it? mush and iceberg lettuce?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655454064
2009-04-30 02:35:22
stevejmoore: @dolt287 @tpman24 lol, you may be right. <wheelin dealin voice> If you switch to DirecTV we both get
$100...</wheelin dealin voice>
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655448267
2009-04-30 02:32:19
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain what do you teach?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655422230
2009-04-30 02:31:15
stevejmoore: @tpman24 no joke, lets hope they keep pace
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655412967
2009-04-30 02:23:43
stevejmoore: @standtrooper it can only mean that the Detroit Lions will be in the playoffs soon...lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655348468
2009-04-30 02:22:53
stevejmoore: @Price86 0.56 is a big leap from 0.00 sadly, but we'll forgive him in the long run I think
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655341497
2009-04-30 02:22:05
stevejmoore: @wmchamberlain it's one of my favorites of the year for sure, maybe their best album
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655334756
2009-04-30 02:21:30
stevejmoore: @llcadle oh, I don't think I'm ever unprepared to be brokenhearted by KC sports, lol but I like to celebrate when I
can :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655330043
2009-04-30 02:20:48
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove 'tis a tasty flavor, better than Squirt even though @hermit4lyfe may disagree, he's a big squirt
proponent
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655324153
2009-04-30 02:20:00
stevejmoore: Who are these Royals!? Woo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655317113
2009-04-30 02:15:39
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 good luck with your master sched :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655280085
2009-04-30 02:14:36
stevejmoore: @tpman24 wooo! Not too shabby for tonight so far. Let's see what Jacobs does
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1655270633
2009-04-30 01:15:48
stevejmoore: Billy Butler Home Run! #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654752461
2009-04-30 00:55:04
stevejmoore: @tpman24 no joke, boooo
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654571365
2009-04-30 00:46:46
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms you can find that brand at Akin's in #SGF or at Mama Jean's but Akin's has more flavors.
Unbeatable soda!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654500013
2009-04-30 00:45:56

stevejmoore: @2012ad Oh, I'm going to have to look for that cover! Thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654492952
2009-04-30 00:32:58
stevejmoore: Blue Sky, Grapefruit soda, mmmm http://yfrog.com/0224577102j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654385163
2009-04-30 00:11:32
stevejmoore: listening to "Teardrop - Massive Attack" â™« http://blip.fm/~58o49
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654209559
2009-04-29 23:46:34
stevejmoore: Blue Man Group does The Who percussive justice â™« http://blip.fm/~58mja
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1654009233
2009-04-29 21:32:18
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver well you must be getting wiser more quickly than you expected, that is the only answer ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1652910658
2009-04-29 21:31:38
stevejmoore: Good news, I am inches closer to a new job! Woot!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1652904723
2009-04-29 19:39:26
stevejmoore: @grammargirl I just had a grammar revelation, I suppose I could go "get my haircut downtown" or "get my hair
cut downtown" right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1651896549
2009-04-29 19:37:36
stevejmoore: going to get my hair cut in downtown #SGF at the old barbershop, best place ever!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1651880371
2009-04-29 19:36:32
stevejmoore: @steveoleolson hey thanks for responding, good to know there's another Norwegian in #SGF though I'm not a
farmer (plenty in my fam though)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1651871222
2009-04-29 17:39:26
stevejmoore: going to grab some mongolian bbq!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1650852614
2009-04-29 16:38:48
stevejmoore: @scottelias you mean that isn't the right way to get a job? Pestering? ;-) I've been learning a lot this year tried not
to pester principals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1650327285
2009-04-29 16:04:01
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe check out Erik on twitter @corwinthesis !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1650026359
2009-04-29 15:44:15
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove Good to see you this weekend for a bit, let me know if you're coming to #SGF anytime soon
Can't believe you're going to OC!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649854905
2009-04-29 15:40:44
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver also, I have to say gray hairs are classy, plus...it's so Rogue (or Stacy London, although I'm
afraid to make that reference)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649825181
2009-04-29 15:39:22
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver you are full of win! The universe owes you an ice cream cone.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649813238
2009-04-29 15:36:06

stevejmoore: I can't stop listening to this album...it's so good! â™« http://blip.fm/~57ioi
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649785704
2009-04-29 15:34:33
stevejmoore: via @budtheteacher "I think my general teaching philosophy is something like 'I can't do it FOR you, but I'm
happy to do it WITH you.'"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649772238
2009-04-29 15:33:25
stevejmoore: @paulbogush Hmm, I've wondered the same thing, I think the challenge is up to him on what he wants to
"publish" we all have public thoughts.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649762589
2009-04-29 15:32:08
stevejmoore: @dmmagic @rcburrell BTW, the new site looks incredible, I love it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649751735
2009-04-29 15:28:35
stevejmoore: @dmmagic definitely not my blog (which has been very neglected lately) after school ends, I'll get a few more up
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649721603
2009-04-29 14:59:53
stevejmoore: @ELanghorst thank you for sharing! Your kids are fantastic! Kudos to them and their fun projects!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649468541
2009-04-29 14:58:39
stevejmoore: @dmmagic trying to catch up on essays for my classes since I have been traveling so much lately. The end is
near!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649457741
2009-04-29 14:57:50
stevejmoore: @Adkron haha, it is nice sometimes, but I hate the smell of grass and allergies
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649450550
2009-04-29 14:48:37
stevejmoore: asks does anyone else use a Flip video camera in the classroom (or something like it)? http://plurk.com/p/quoaq
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649370032
2009-04-29 14:42:18
stevejmoore: draining my coffee pot, writing, and putting off mowing the lawn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1649315445
2009-04-29 05:39:13
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet it's ok not many people know about it, it's a hood place too. Someday I'll go overseas though, I
hope soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1646579802
2009-04-29 01:54:47
stevejmoore: @tpman24 @TMetzner you could just feel the shame when the first base coach said "what does it mean when the
ump puts both his hands up?" lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1644891145
2009-04-29 01:43:28
stevejmoore: Royals RF Ballboy fields a fair ball accidentally, but it was funny. First base coach Koontz says "next time throw
out 2nd!" Ha!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1644791198
2009-04-29 01:14:40
stevejmoore: @FriedBob @rcburrell just dance guys, dance.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1644533487
2009-04-29 01:13:34
stevejmoore: @sleepingpoet If only it weren't Lebanon, Missouri. Maybe I should have been more specific. I suppose that was
a confusing tweet :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1644524000

2009-04-28 20:53:05
stevejmoore: @rcburrell the fact that you revealed it means you don't have a good p-p-p-poker face
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1642578383
2009-04-28 16:14:07
stevejmoore: getting ready for my trip to Lebanon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1640125806
2009-04-28 16:12:50
stevejmoore: @JenWelton Hahaha, sneezing multiple times in a row is what I do best. I hope no one is coming down with the
swine flu ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1640114792
2009-04-28 01:08:38
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho haha, the pizza isn't that big, I was talking about the soda. It's waaaay bigger than I thought when I
asked for a "large"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1634580895
2009-04-28 00:11:32
stevejmoore: @rcburrell there is a support group, but it's run by it family, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1634109367
2009-04-28 00:10:50
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday me Jarod? Never...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1634103628
2009-04-28 00:10:17
stevejmoore: @Futureratti it is great to see family, even if the reason is sad. :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1634098999
2009-04-28 00:09:25
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 haha yeah I hear that. Lenscraftets is having a huge sale right now so mine were much cheaper
than usual
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1634091983
2009-04-27 23:48:29
stevejmoore: Just in case you were wondering, Sbarro Pizza has insanely large "larges." You have been warned.
http://yfrog.com/eavuwj
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1633919474
2009-04-27 23:00:55
stevejmoore: Shopping for Rx sunglasses, apparently I am too blind for any style but "ugly." I'll show you a curvature problem!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1633537968
2009-04-27 22:18:16
stevejmoore: Back home finally. I am done with the car for a while. Logged close to 2k miles in the past week :-/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1633200250
2009-04-27 00:34:01
stevejmoore: I can't wait to be out of the car...in St Joe, MO just a bit farther to KC
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1624724036
2009-04-26 19:26:23
stevejmoore: Back in Sioux Falls for lunch, I love Culver's root beer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1622585235
2009-04-26 13:17:21
stevejmoore: Leaving North Dakota, it was a great family get-together, if not very sad at the same time.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1620311809
2009-04-25 18:26:57
stevejmoore: Apparently I'm related to just about the whole state if North Dakota
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1614482489
2009-04-24 23:06:07

stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday I think they have planes, LOL, just more plains
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1608396244
2009-04-24 22:59:39
stevejmoore: AT&T; does not exist in North Dakota :( thankfully I have wifi at my hotel...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1608346446
2009-04-24 21:35:28
stevejmoore: @FriedBob yeah, but when you weren't looking I stole your towel and your flippy floppies.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1607680407
2009-04-24 21:32:27
stevejmoore: @poppymom I suggest a compromise: a hammock! Nap outside.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1607655934
2009-04-24 21:16:48
stevejmoore: is in North Dakota...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1607528133
2009-04-24 18:11:42
stevejmoore: @LoganR 'tis a good place, SuFu
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1605957463
2009-04-24 17:15:06
stevejmoore: I'm in Sioux Falls!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1605485757
2009-04-24 12:05:02
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday Jarod, they don't have planes in North Dakota, honestly.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1603031997
2009-04-24 06:49:22
stevejmoore: It's official: I can't sleep when I visit my parents. My dad snores like a freight train on steroids.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1601767919
2009-04-24 03:11:49
stevejmoore: Very tired after driving to my interview, still 2 hrs to home and then 12 to North Dakota tomorrow.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1600505571
2009-04-23 00:28:32
stevejmoore: @standtrooper lol, so true! The app is for a teaching job, no baseball for me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589749711
2009-04-23 22:30:39
stevejmoore: over an hour drive in a suit to this interview, praying my AC keeps up!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1598368722
2009-04-23 19:46:54
stevejmoore: the "Files Lite" app for iPhone is AMAZING!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1597053174
2009-04-23 19:26:53
stevejmoore: @KC_Chiefs1 I wish the absolute best for Tony G but geez he would have been helpful this coming season. Not
sure if the pick was worth it...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1596886936
2009-04-23 19:23:49
stevejmoore: @rcburrell it was tasty, but now I feel ill
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1596861890
2009-04-23 19:08:21
stevejmoore: is wondering if Panera's forest mushroom soup was filled with poisonous mushrooms...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1596734744
2009-04-23 17:01:29

stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic MSU+Me is jealous!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1595727280
2009-04-23 16:05:06
stevejmoore: And all the world's a stage today, celebrate Shakespeare, our most celebrated player
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1595266073
2009-04-23 16:02:43
stevejmoore: another interview today
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1595246392
2009-04-23 15:20:22
stevejmoore: @Price86 It was nice not to see a parade of double plays against us either
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1594889076
2009-04-23 15:19:35
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I'm holdin' out for Krafty Klingon personally
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1594882165
2009-04-23 15:18:30
stevejmoore: @dmmagic that was a fun and refreshing tune, I wonder how people would react to god being such a hippie, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1594873418
2009-04-23 02:07:20
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I would go, but I've got to go out of town. Enjoy though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1590527596
2009-04-23 01:43:59
stevejmoore: @tpman24 and a good one too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1590344714
2009-04-23 01:38:04
stevejmoore: C'mon Soria don't lose this! #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1590296480
2009-04-23 01:37:37
stevejmoore: Making more resume copies
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1590293233
2009-04-23 01:11:27
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove /hug
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1590084352
2009-04-23 00:42:41
stevejmoore: @GrammarGirl As long as there are macros and brightly colored cells you've gotta love a good spreadsheet :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589857654
2009-04-23 00:29:32
stevejmoore: @Nkcaump wooo! I was sad to see that double play last inning, thought the board would change a bit more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589757354
2009-04-22 23:38:59
stevejmoore: @Price86 no prob, I'm glad DirecTV is broadcasting this game in #SGF, it's hit or miss with Royals games here.
Glad I found you on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589369416
2009-04-22 23:35:28
stevejmoore: @poorheather woo hoo!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589343617
2009-04-22 23:35:05
stevejmoore: watching the #Royals game and filling out an application
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1589340725
2009-04-22 21:59:37

stevejmoore: shares http://tinyurl.com/dcvcgf (Do schools reflect culture or vice versa?) asks @paulbogush Great read! You ...
http://plurk.com/p/pm4da
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588612287
2009-04-22 21:58:06
stevejmoore: @paulbogush loved the article! I'll start brewing mine soon. As for another title...how about "How Can We Help
Kids Contribute to Culture?"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588600634
2009-04-22 21:46:57
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe 25 bones: http://springfield.craigslist.org/spo/1135036812.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588513789
2009-04-22 21:43:25
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove that's so sad! Hang in there Ed's lappy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588486055
2009-04-22 21:40:18
stevejmoore: @dmmagic I'm all for smashing things
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588461605
2009-04-22 21:39:44
stevejmoore: @dolt287 it's so hard not to get the sergio...but sometimes I go for fried pork tacos too. Have you tried their crazy
PBJ-like dessert?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588457010
2009-04-22 21:36:24
stevejmoore: @teachers How do you deal with politics in the classroom? #education http://tinyurl.com/d2kwhf
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588431194
2009-04-22 21:23:34
stevejmoore: @dolt287 oh man, I'm jealous. Did you get the Sergio?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1588329439
2009-04-22 17:16:32
stevejmoore: @dolt287 that's awesome! What proportions of coffee to water did you use? How long did it brew?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1586353812
2009-04-22 05:30:46
stevejmoore: @dolt287 do what you've gotta do for the brew!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1582422358
2009-04-22 04:26:48
stevejmoore: @Glennia I think he studies architecture at unc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1582042413
2009-04-22 03:12:10
stevejmoore: @SelbySherman Haiku reply: I suppose I'll try/ Never know what I may find/ short form benefits.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1581510399
2009-04-22 01:43:15
stevejmoore: heard this on House, great tune â™« http://blip.fm/~4qag2
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1580796480
2009-04-22 01:36:14
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove I am indeed. What's up?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1580740281
2009-04-22 00:50:28
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano good deal! if you're ever in need, be sure to tweet me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1580365427
2009-04-22 00:08:11
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano you need a ride?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1580020883

2009-04-22 00:07:04
stevejmoore: @paulbogush Ooo, that's a great question, sounds like a blog meme prompt...if you write a post I'll follow suit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1580012117
2009-04-21 17:29:55
stevejmoore: I love when people claim something contains "no chemicals."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1576752214
2009-04-21 17:24:25
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic I didn't make it out there on Sunday, was there a jazz set again?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1576707197
2009-04-21 15:45:38
stevejmoore: @dmmagic /high five :-D
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1575894891
2009-04-21 15:45:07
stevejmoore: @dolt287 wow, that is pretty cool, if only you didn't need 3D glasses for 3D to work, then I would care, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1575890501
2009-04-21 06:49:22
stevejmoore: @jimmyfallon I know the "s" key is a long ways from the "l" but just think, you missed a huge opportunity to Rick
RoLL the whole world 2nite
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1573125232
2009-04-21 06:44:14
stevejmoore: can't sleep, up studying, twittering, and watching @charlieroseshow
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1573104014
2009-04-21 06:25:15
stevejmoore: @mawrogers Hey! I'm in your EAD 657 course :) Nice blog post on the class site
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1573023492
2009-04-21 04:18:02
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove that and film school ;) possibly the beach is a plus too I'm guessing...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1572352445
2009-04-21 04:16:11
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter @tpman24 +10 #twitpoints to you for that pun!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1572340583
2009-04-21 04:08:22
stevejmoore: @rcburrell your face is awesome
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1572288049
2009-04-21 04:07:08
stevejmoore: @tpman24 LOVE the CorkDrive
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1572279569
2009-04-21 04:05:42
stevejmoore: @dolt287 let me know how the cold brew works at home!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1572269445
2009-04-21 01:36:13
stevejmoore: done writing, done reading, on to food-finding...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1571076983
2009-04-21 00:53:07
stevejmoore: I am killing this school improvement plan! #AddictedToProductivity
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570730208
2009-04-21 00:44:24
stevejmoore: is it too early to be listening to this song? â™« http://blip.fm/~4o1i3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570661513

2009-04-21 00:38:34
stevejmoore: @califmom haha, that's always good. I was flipped off the other day for driving too slow (5 over) and I just
waved enthusiastically back :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570616015
2009-04-21 00:37:19
stevejmoore: @bduverneuil I hope you can find reprieve somehow, perhaps ibuprofen infused coffee...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570606676
2009-04-20 23:49:01
stevejmoore: @dolt287 Tasia is a pretty tasty place but I got sick there once (due to my food allergies not their food) and I
have a hard time going back
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570230765
2009-04-20 23:40:38
stevejmoore: @califmom haha, just as you said that she started typing again. Now it sounds like someone dropping tic tacs onto
sheet rock tile...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570164500
2009-04-20 23:30:05
stevejmoore: @bduverneuil ever had a professional massage? They've worked wonders for me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570081361
2009-04-20 23:29:24
stevejmoore: There's a lady across from me at the coffee shop who has HUGE nails and whose constant typing sounds like a
hail storm. AAGH!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570075935
2009-04-20 23:20:12
stevejmoore: @dolt287 you're too kind, the only thing I can offer you in return is...do you have a need for used teabags? How
about my pog collection?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1570002842
2009-04-20 23:18:21
stevejmoore: @tpman24 but Tyler...they are Geeks...the one true source of technological truth in this crazy world, who can we
trust if not them (gReeks?)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569988351
2009-04-20 22:36:30
stevejmoore: @dolt287 I need to get some Mudhouse beans soon (I miss Huehue), but @edmostrangelove keeps me stocked
with more @sbux than I can drink, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569663115
2009-04-20 22:29:50
stevejmoore: @tpman24 good video link. My iBook G3 is older than dirt and runs the same as it did when I got it (used) in 04.
Mac laptops FTW at least
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569609301
2009-04-20 22:24:45
stevejmoore: @TM_Washington lol, thanks, no I don't feel so alone. I read it in the new @wired in a little iPhone feature
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569569892
2009-04-20 22:15:21
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen thanks for the tips, I'll report back once I get a chance to experiment
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569496319
2009-04-20 22:10:40
stevejmoore: call me stupid, but I just noticed that my iPhone headphones had a button on them. I knew it was a mic, but I'm sad
I didn't know sooner!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569458947
2009-04-20 22:08:40
stevejmoore: @jmcmellen Ooo, that's a good idea! I may have to try that at home soon.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569443215

2009-04-20 22:02:11
stevejmoore: @terri_science I'll send my positive thoughts her way! They have wonderful schools out there North of the River
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569390078
2009-04-20 21:55:22
stevejmoore: @dolt287 http://tinyurl.com/cgz6pg this guy writes about cold brewing if you're interested
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569334139
2009-04-20 21:53:21
stevejmoore: @dolt287 Apparently it takes almost a whole day to brew cold in the fridge and it is very strong. I like it plain
over ice but u can do more
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569317317
2009-04-20 21:51:53
stevejmoore: @terri_science I've had a few, the results are all still percolating. I've got another one soon but I'm pulling for a
job @parkhillschools
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569305490
2009-04-20 21:49:07
stevejmoore: They keep playing this at Hebrews Coffee in #sgf I love it. Great cover that really gives the song a brighter s...
â™« http://blip.fm/~4nq1z
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569283094
2009-04-20 21:42:28
stevejmoore: drinkin' some cold-press coffee and doing some studying after a relaxing driving range session
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1569229547
2009-04-20 20:33:56
stevejmoore: Going to hit a few golf balls before I get to work on classes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1568664660
2009-04-20 19:49:58
stevejmoore: @rcburrell great Stewie quote
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1568304423
2009-04-20 17:23:26
stevejmoore: @SelbySherman I've considered doing that, but the 140 character logistics have stumped me a bit, I may just link
to some on my blog
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1567152675
2009-04-20 16:56:40
stevejmoore: Hoping to hear good news today..,
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1566939260
2009-04-20 15:41:29
stevejmoore: 1000000 Strong! for "Why I donâ€™t care about Facebook changes" http://bit.ly/icow4 via @dmmagic
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1566331456
2009-04-20 15:18:17
stevejmoore: Making fresh OJ http://twitpic.com/3np6j
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1566142353
2009-04-20 00:34:57
stevejmoore: eating strawberry rhubarb pie with the wife and watching Food Network Challenge, then catching up on LOST
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1561625810
2009-04-19 23:36:45
stevejmoore: Someone at Dylan's Grocery hot creative (pastry fail) http://twitpic.com/3mmj4
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1561325929
2009-04-19 18:40:40
stevejmoore: For as big as Branson is you'd think I'd get more than 2 bars of Edge service on AT&T..;.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1559643167
2009-04-19 18:05:09

stevejmoore: Going to Branson to eat at Landry's, best seafood in Missouri!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1559417516
2009-04-19 18:02:48
stevejmoore: @TeachaKidd ask for "Ardberg," aged, very tasty, very complex. Perfect gift for fifty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1559402479
2009-04-19 15:28:27
stevejmoore: planning on going to @theCoffeeEthic later for some live jazz (hopefully), coffee, and reading
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1558469824
2009-04-19 01:14:43
stevejmoore: @shandon87 Shandon did you really just tweet that you were in the shower? lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1554894750
2009-04-19 00:38:21
stevejmoore: @tpman24 it was on the I-44 turnpike in OK, I couldn't not document it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1554673962
2009-04-18 21:59:08
stevejmoore: @dolt287 hey sorry I didn't drop by the South Mudhouse yesterday, hope you weren't too bored!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553702910
2009-04-18 21:56:59
stevejmoore: @HarperAcademic I can understand why! Where was that? I've always been a Midwestern kid personally
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553690007
2009-04-18 20:40:21
stevejmoore: Robots in diguise? http://twitpic.com/3jptp
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553214397
2009-04-18 20:37:35
stevejmoore: It's hailing like mad in Oklahoma!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553197148
2009-04-18 20:13:34
stevejmoore: Reading the latest @Wired that hit by mailbox today, great article by JJ Abrams inside on spoilers, scripts, and
the age of immediacy...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553044159
2009-04-18 20:11:15
stevejmoore: @TradingGoddess good tweet!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1553029413
2009-04-18 17:54:19
stevejmoore: From @wired "why aren't data plural anymore?" do you know the proper singular noun form?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1552145115
2009-04-18 17:20:45
stevejmoore: @ickaickaicka haha, I do love the java. I think it makes my page feel friendly and delicious
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1551931452
2009-04-18 17:19:01
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove How was your movie day?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1551920106
2009-04-18 03:14:30
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I have never heard of Monroe Mufflers, but thanks all the same!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1548173161
2009-04-18 03:12:57
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver ;-) anytime you want to change it "for yourself", I have jacks you can borrow if you need and
"help" to provide
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1548162955

2009-04-17 19:28:30
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver this was last week right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1544788883
2009-04-17 19:27:52
stevejmoore: @shandon87 yeah that's how they make their money :) hard to change your oil without a garage and all the tools
though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1544783841
2009-04-17 19:25:24
stevejmoore: @tpman24 oh I've been there before too, then once I got the tool it wouldn't fit in the filter area, took me a while
to get my system down
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1544763937
2009-04-17 18:15:39
stevejmoore: changing the oil in my wife's car today, I got all ready and then realized I forgot a filter, :-P
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1544196902
2009-04-17 15:06:52
stevejmoore: @hjumper hey, I found another Steve Moore! --> @superwitter (he found me actually)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1542669820
2009-04-17 15:06:37
stevejmoore: @hjumper hey, I found another Steve Moore! --> @superwitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1542667857
2009-04-17 15:05:10
stevejmoore: @Superwitter thanks for the #followfriday @ mentntion! Have a great Friday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1542656244
2009-04-17 07:12:32
stevejmoore: @besttweet @hjumper @Futureratti thanks for the @ mention!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1540389056
2009-04-17 07:05:05
stevejmoore: @rampantheart pick a charity every week, ask for a buck every now and then in donation to said charity
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1540360906
2009-04-17 06:45:15
stevejmoore: ugh, can't sleep, up watching Charlie Rose until I can slow my mind down a bit
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1540283580
2009-04-17 04:14:40
stevejmoore: @hjumper I think Scottish/Welsh Moores as far as I know
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1539558695
2009-04-17 03:18:02
stevejmoore: @MikeWehner that is SAD!!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1539195231
2009-04-17 03:13:47
stevejmoore: @hjumper We Steve Moores need to stick together! Happy twittering!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1539166755
2009-04-17 02:28:02
stevejmoore: @Futureratti I don't know! It's strange AND sad (I reserve the right to repeat that joke)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538854018
2009-04-17 01:47:01
stevejmoore: @ScottElias haha, I'm so glad someone completed that joke +10 #twitpoints to you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538565224
2009-04-17 01:45:31
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I couldn't stand his monologue so I didn't make it to Elmo, I miss Conan! Make June come quicker!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538554829

2009-04-17 01:22:04
stevejmoore: apparently the http://www.mcrel.org search engine does not understand Boolean operators... makes me laugh
AND cry a little
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538390153
2009-04-17 01:16:18
stevejmoore: leadership tip via @shanegibson Fill yourself with joy, if that's what leadership looks like, others will be willing
to lead too.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538352398
2009-04-17 01:14:48
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver I used cold fusion to write a novel about renewable energy, the ensuing irony was too unstable
though and it ceased to exist.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538341789
2009-04-17 01:11:51
stevejmoore: @Azn_Ho that's why dachshunds are so mean, they're sick and tired of the weiner jokes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538321708
2009-04-17 01:10:28
stevejmoore: @tpman24 although Parks & Rec is a laugh-riot compared to Jimmy Failon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538311839
2009-04-17 01:03:22
stevejmoore: @electricpaladin You can surprise kids too because they have a set idea of who they are as a student. Treating
them alike is very helpful...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538263015
2009-04-17 01:01:57
stevejmoore: shares http://tinyurl.com/cwzndb (Vocabulary Jewelry), interesting concept http://plurk.com/p/ol2ie
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538253000
2009-04-17 00:55:44
stevejmoore: @amcmoore my little dog is the same way :) nap all day, lounge, beg for treat, cuddle, etc
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538209530
2009-04-17 00:55:03
stevejmoore: @garrick_s I about died in my car when I heard this. Yet another reason I <3 @npr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538204756
2009-04-17 00:49:18
stevejmoore: @electricpaladin most of the struggles I've had or heard of others experiencing with discpline can be traced
directly back to this principle
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538166439
2009-04-17 00:24:42
stevejmoore: consider how you treat your students... read Pygmalion in the classroom http://bit.ly/3qQrmL
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1538002704
2009-04-17 00:19:44
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 looks like fun, hope your board meeting is productive!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1537970190
2009-04-16 23:39:31
stevejmoore: back at the Hebrews Coffee doing some work on direct instruction and cooperative learning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1537705106
2009-04-16 23:37:37
stevejmoore: Hilarious piece on the anniversary of Strunk and White's Elements of Style via @npr http://bit.ly/WqIlZ
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1537692592
2009-04-16 22:03:10
stevejmoore: Going to SFO with @hermit4lyfe
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1537087787

2009-04-16 21:13:38
stevejmoore: @rcburrell it was delicious too!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1536783416
2009-04-16 18:41:51
stevejmoore: Homemade pizza and a spinach salad for lunch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1535746808
2009-04-16 17:27:49
stevejmoore: @colorofsakura I liked Twitterific, but for two bucks, I like Tweetie the best
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1535223334
2009-04-16 17:04:46
stevejmoore: @dmmagic yeah, interesting study for sure. I don't think the "experiment" was that extreme though, just a trialand-error policy change...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1535057615
2009-04-16 16:12:49
stevejmoore: good advice @Foodimentary: "Part of the secret of success in life is to eat what you like and let the food fight it
out inside."~Mark Twain
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1534680744
2009-04-16 16:10:49
stevejmoore: is starting the day off right :-) tea and essays
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1534666291
2009-04-16 16:05:31
stevejmoore: increasing math education volume via @educationweek: 'Double Dose' of Algebra Boosts Scores in Chicago
http://tinyurl.com/dfo4ch
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1534627932
2009-04-16 02:45:23
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut yes it is! Good for higher Ed in MO
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1530693118
2009-04-16 02:09:28
stevejmoore: via @missouristate: House Passes Bond Amendment: A constitutional amendment giving $700 million to
Missouri c.. http://tinyurl.com/ccoozr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1530438744
2009-04-16 02:05:37
stevejmoore: @beautiful_etsy very nice, I like it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1530411214
2009-04-16 02:00:57
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove good, IF I end up coming to KC to teach, it will be before then and we can hang out
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1530376070
2009-04-15 23:56:32
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove so when are you planning to leave KC or the OC?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1529521198
2009-04-15 22:36:10
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe yeah, we would destroy, I think BWW trivia night is calling you and I soon...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528998423
2009-04-15 21:58:40
stevejmoore: @ruckermanley haha, a classic pangram. Also, "Brick quiz whangs jumpy veldt fox."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528734315
2009-04-15 21:11:10
stevejmoore: Taking my lazy dog on a walk in the Springfield sun http://twitpic.com/3d8ox
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528395672
2009-04-15 21:02:42

stevejmoore: I need to go to NY and try to get on the Cash Cab, I would cash it in for sure!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528335277
2009-04-15 21:00:54
stevejmoore: @rabeidoh within an hour usually
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528322275
2009-04-15 20:52:54
stevejmoore: @ScottElias 11 interviews in one day, sounds exhausting! Best wishes to you and your school!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528262876
2009-04-15 20:33:20
stevejmoore: 1040 DOG form via @grammargirl, a good laugh :) http://www.dogware.com/1040-DOG.htm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528118626
2009-04-15 20:25:38
stevejmoore: @hermit4lyfe Chris is on Twitter!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528063526
2009-04-15 20:18:15
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra I love GoogleDocs, best way to encourage collaborative peer contributions and track changes in the
writing process!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1528010979
2009-04-15 19:26:09
stevejmoore: Finally made it to the DAV to donate Eva and I's old clothes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1527644895
2009-04-15 17:28:38
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra what is it like to be an IB teacher? What do you do differently than before (if anything)?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526824441
2009-04-15 17:24:22
stevejmoore: @ScottElias If I could move to CO then I would :) I am still waiting to hear about job offers after my interviews
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526794324
2009-04-15 17:21:47
stevejmoore: @2012ad I vote turquoise.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526775865
2009-04-15 16:48:13
stevejmoore: @TheEllenShow My wife told me to follow you :) but I like your dancing
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526529910
2009-04-15 16:47:13
stevejmoore: @rcburrell @brendajdriver maybe you should just keep a picture of Ryan by your feet to keep them warm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526522763
2009-04-15 16:45:47
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver have you ever heard the animal crackers song by "Melanie"?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526512469
2009-04-15 15:58:54
stevejmoore: Going to the driving range in a bit with @dolt287
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1526172586
2009-04-15 15:11:32
stevejmoore: @mrkimmi @mailman1175 the Brett days are long over for sure, but you never know about the Royals...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1525832293
2009-04-15 03:03:47
stevejmoore: @mailman1175 I've always stayed true :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522440031
2009-04-15 03:02:24

stevejmoore: @mrkimmi the Royals decided to show up for work this season apparently!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522430243
2009-04-15 03:01:50
stevejmoore: @GAStroz I was being polite :) but I know what it's like to have an atrocious Royals team, my sympathies to your
team
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522426763
2009-04-15 02:48:46
stevejmoore: GRAND SLAM!!! #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522336276
2009-04-15 02:39:26
stevejmoore: @GAStroz haha, your team is a worthy adversary
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522272972
2009-04-15 02:38:20
stevejmoore: Wooooo DeJesus! #Royals
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522265578
2009-04-15 02:20:42
stevejmoore: watching the Royals game
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1522142797
2009-04-14 19:27:10
stevejmoore: Going to get some coffee and do some work in downtown Springfield
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519047972
2009-04-14 14:50:47
stevejmoore: @rmbyrne I agree, windows and sunlight are key!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1517101309
2009-04-14 14:50:42
stevejmoore: Happy Tuesday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1517100773
2009-04-14 02:56:38
stevejmoore: Immobilized by cuteness... http://twitpic.com/3aja5
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513981256
2009-04-14 01:44:57
stevejmoore: @zachflauaus I got the first season on DVD for xmas this year, it was the first thing that the wife and I watched,
key to our upbringings :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513512894
2009-04-14 01:43:53
stevejmoore: @grammargirl I'm sad about the ROFL survey :-( I'm ROFIT, rolling on the floor in tears.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513506015
2009-04-14 01:36:44
stevejmoore: I may need to eat real food again at some point, but I just have too much to do to stop drinking coffee I MAY GO
CRAZY! /evil laugh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513459320
2009-04-14 01:35:53
stevejmoore: meals today: 1.) a whole french press of aged sumatra 2.) delicious grilled cheese and wild rice soup (thanks to
the wife) 3.) coffee...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513453803
2009-04-14 01:35:04
stevejmoore: @zachflauaus +10 #twitpoints for the Animaniacs reference, well done
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513448436
2009-04-14 01:00:48
stevejmoore: I am pumped about school!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1513229122
2009-04-14 21:39:36
stevejmoore: is full of energy!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1520006361
2009-04-14 21:28:44
stevejmoore: @ScottElias sounds like there's a technical writer in you... :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519924237
2009-04-14 20:58:26
stevejmoore: "The easiest way out of a problem will lead you right back in"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519702052
2009-04-14 20:50:54
stevejmoore: asks how do you read? left to right and then down the page? scanning for keywords? center up and then center d...
http://plurk.com/p/o7r7f
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519647187
2009-04-14 20:41:38
stevejmoore: "Humankind is defined by language, but civilization is defined by writing"
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519579273
2009-04-14 20:32:04
stevejmoore: "The time of your greatest growth is the best moment to plan for harder times." -Peter Senge
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519507629
2009-04-14 20:27:42
stevejmoore: @FriedBob you missing the mudhouse and coffe ethic now that you're gone?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1519474380
2009-04-13 23:44:15
stevejmoore: @paulbogush lol, "wonky" is one of my absolute favorite words to use. Just take the leap and try it out sometime
it only brings satisfaction
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1512749297
2009-04-13 23:36:09
stevejmoore: Hebrews Coffee's wifi is wonky, I have signal, but no data, can't ping google, no router showing up.. Grrr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1512699614
2009-04-13 18:33:35
stevejmoore: @paulbogush I couldn't agree more, you must have good teachers first. If you can't teach a good lesson without a
smartboard, then why get 1?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1510816081
2009-04-13 17:35:22
stevejmoore: is SUPER EXCITED.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1510443423
2009-04-13 17:10:21
stevejmoore: @edmostrangelove ED! I'm so proud of you! *pinches cheeks*
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1510289769
2009-04-13 15:25:04
stevejmoore: @des_public Table Rock Lake down in the Ozarks. It was pretty for about one day this weekend before the rain
started
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1509662777
2009-04-13 15:22:46
stevejmoore: @travisfitzwater haha, glad to be in your company then, I'll be tweeting my golf exploits/misadventures
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1509649451
2009-04-13 15:22:06
stevejmoore: @FriedBob it's good to see your face now, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1509645694

2009-04-11 18:22:35
stevejmoore: Got my first birdie this morning! Almost dropped an eagle!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1498266351
2009-04-11 13:53:42
stevejmoore: Oh rural Missouri, you make me laugh http://twitpic.com/35i0o
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1496966492
2009-04-11 12:15:25
stevejmoore: A misty morning on the lake... http://twitpic.com/35eo3
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1496645451
2009-04-11 00:20:55
stevejmoore: It's just an absolutley beautiful day in Missouri
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1494098617
2009-04-10 16:13:53
stevejmoore: @paulbogush ...I'm not sure I was that surprised, they were all very straightforward. Today may be a different
story though!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1491247504
2009-04-10 16:13:09
stevejmoore: @paulbogush hm, it was so long it's mostly a blur now, lol. The first Q was just about who I am, hardest was
about discipline, surprising...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1491242651
2009-04-10 16:11:55
stevejmoore: getting some coffee/wifi/lunch on Zona Rosa before my interview this afternoon
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1491234568
2009-04-10 14:44:53
stevejmoore: Ok Park Hill here I come...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1490678823
2009-04-10 14:43:58
stevejmoore: @BradHart I just want to ride on my motorcycle...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1490673307
2009-04-09 22:17:36
stevejmoore: @brycehamilton oh no, much better, Winsteads
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1486486603
2009-04-09 20:46:23
stevejmoore: My personal reward after my interview today: Winsteads! http://twitpic.com/32bwy
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1485953057
2009-04-09 19:59:12
stevejmoore: Interview #1: check. I am exhausted, but in a good way.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1485675805
2009-04-09 19:53:58
stevejmoore: @dmmagic if I land a good job, then we will move
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1485645697
2009-04-09 16:59:17
stevejmoore: @lsr7 I'm interviewing to teach in your district today :)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1484628372
2009-04-09 16:17:52
stevejmoore: "Ability will never catch up with the demand for it." - Malcolm Forbes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1484387224
2009-04-09 16:08:34
stevejmoore: @FatHeadPhil yeah I was disapointed, it was a favorite place of mine a few years ago and now--how do you
have a coffee place without wifi!?!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1484332662
2009-04-09 16:03:57
stevejmoore: Chickens! http://twitpic.com/31vcz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1484305193
2009-04-09 14:01:25
stevejmoore: @Mobasoft what kind of coffee?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1483591168
2009-04-09 13:59:46
stevejmoore: What, no wifi at Einstein Bros in Blue Springs? Sigh...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1483581350
2009-04-09 13:43:27
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday LOL, your time will come Jarod...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1483488557
2009-04-09 03:36:13
stevejmoore: @sunshowerallday thanks Jarod! I'm still planning on writing about your book soon, after all this job-hunt stuff
dies down
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1481252946
2009-04-09 03:29:22
stevejmoore: @LizaMinetli Hi Lisa! Welcome to Twitter
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1481217492
2009-04-08 23:05:17
stevejmoore: heading home to Blue Springs to get ready for my interviews tomorrow and Friday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1479849627
2009-04-08 19:09:57
stevejmoore: @dolt287 totally Chris, just let me know when you're free and I'd love to go.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1478483254
2009-04-08 17:33:29
stevejmoore: @tarnus feels good to just relax and hit some balls too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477903517
2009-04-08 17:21:53
stevejmoore: @tarnus I've only just started playing, but it's a great sport.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477838538
2009-04-08 17:21:08
stevejmoore: @dolt287 hey, well we will have to join forces sometime, I'm a "hacker" too. You free this afternoon or is that
why you were jealous?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477834457
2009-04-08 17:16:35
stevejmoore: I knew there was a good reason Kal Penn left... #House http://tinyurl.com/c4sxbz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477809186
2009-04-08 15:23:51
stevejmoore: @dolt287 do you golf too? I need to find more people (preferable people who as as bad as me, lol) to go with in
#SGF
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477154201
2009-04-08 15:22:18
stevejmoore: Twitter has a major problem with losing its favicon in my browser, it's very strange. I go to look for it and it's
different every time...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477145508
2009-04-08 15:01:46
stevejmoore: One of my favorite poems, which I found taped to a bathroom stall door at MSU:
http://rattle.com/rattle26/alexanderm.htm

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1477026664
2009-04-08 14:48:24
stevejmoore: is going back to the driving range today!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476946276
2009-04-08 14:22:08
stevejmoore: @FriedBob I would have been home shortly after arriving if that were the case, haha
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476789309
2009-04-08 14:21:36
stevejmoore: @dmmagic soon...very soon I will have a pot at work, whenever I get my own classroom and such
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476786194
2009-04-08 14:18:59
stevejmoore: @BarJD Plurk is something in between Twitter and a chat room. http://plurk.com/stevejmoore I use it to connect
with other teachers
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476770915
2009-04-08 14:17:07
stevejmoore: @18_Wheels yes indeed, I went to Blue Springs so I suppose we could have been rivals depending on when you
were there
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476760298
2009-04-08 13:55:31
stevejmoore: is sad to be out of coffee already :-( Note to self: purchase larger thermos...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476637200
2009-04-08 13:53:41
stevejmoore: @intbac I'm interested in teaching at an IB school, how do teachers become IB certified?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476626949
2009-04-08 13:15:12
stevejmoore: doing research on Lee's Summit and Park Hill schools http://plurk.com/p/n83nt
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476406509
2009-04-08 12:56:19
stevejmoore: @ScottElias hang in there, it's Wednesday!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1476304460
2009-04-07 21:54:58
stevejmoore: Trying out my new clubs for the first time http://twitpic.com/2z288
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1472364042
2009-04-07 19:07:50
stevejmoore: @spatially agreed. My iPhone changes "golf" to "gold" and several others that I can't recall
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1471373230
2009-04-07 17:27:15
stevejmoore: shares http://tinyurl.com/d274ql (Advice from an administrator about interviewing for a job in education)...si...
http://plurk.com/p/n3iqm
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470801839
2009-04-07 17:15:00
stevejmoore: @WaltRibeiro you can't go wrong with google spell check
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470734714
2009-04-07 17:14:15
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign lol, mac FTW! You've got me daydreaming about buying one rather than building another PC...
especially if I want to be #ADE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470730591
2009-04-07 15:47:13
stevejmoore: @dlegore I have two up in the KC area (Park Hill and Lees Summit) and one in Republic near Springfield, I'm
pretty excited!

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470247265
2009-04-07 15:44:24
stevejmoore: @FatHeadPhil thanks! /putsonbusinessface
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470231446
2009-04-07 15:41:09
stevejmoore: via @courosa Bill Gates' Facebook page - funny http://www.pcworld.com/zoom...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470213389
2009-04-07 15:07:48
stevejmoore: just landed another interview... :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1470027455
2009-04-07 14:32:24
stevejmoore: @cgroveshr haha, that must be what it is. Tuesday-shock is starting to subside in an inverse proportion to my
coffee intake though
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469828934
2009-04-07 13:14:49
stevejmoore: Happy Birthday to William Wordsworth. Where would we be without "Tintern Abbey"...
http://tinyurl.com/ckfask
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469394735
2009-04-07 13:10:24
stevejmoore: @jaelithe /bows but will I will use my position of influence and geek power for good...or for awesome...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469371878
2009-04-07 13:09:28
stevejmoore: @cksample ooo, I'm going to have to try that when I get back home to my mac...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469366970
2009-04-07 13:07:59
stevejmoore: @Terry007 Happy Birthday! Enjoy the milestone, tell some kids to get off your lawn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469359461
2009-04-07 13:07:09
stevejmoore: Hi @FriedBob @CMillerDesign, thanks for the @MrTweet recommendation. http://mrtweet.net/stevejmoore?tr
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469355190
2009-04-07 13:05:08
stevejmoore: @CMillerDesign oh that IS sadness!!I have my wonderful ladies at the Republic #sbux to serve me my 80 cent
refill each morning thankfully...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469345055
2009-04-07 13:04:06
stevejmoore: http://twitpic.com/2yd06 - I was worried that this would happen while I was asleep and I would miss it. I'm
1337!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469339819
2009-04-07 12:41:30
stevejmoore: Ugh, Tuesdays are always harder than Mondays...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1469230460
2009-04-07 04:38:34
stevejmoore: Hi! If you think I add value to your network, do drop me a recommendation at http://mrtweet.net/stevejmoore?gr
Much appreciated!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1467638578
2009-04-07 04:16:07
stevejmoore: is constantly mentally preparing for his interviews this week; Prepare to meet your match school boards!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1467534732
2009-04-07 04:14:35
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter haha, ducks are tasty and utilitarian

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1467527060
2009-04-07 02:24:17
stevejmoore: going to eat the last double chocolate chip cookie... OM NOM
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466924433
2009-04-07 02:01:42
stevejmoore: @ScottElias well, please be free to bask in the awesomeness of the fact that I couldn't tell! #awesomeness #ADE
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466800952
2009-04-07 01:56:23
stevejmoore: @downtheticket haha I would have to agree with you on that, but Efron may end up starring in a long-running
sitcom about a group of NY pals.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466771121
2009-04-07 01:53:47
stevejmoore: My dog has been asleep on the couch next to me for a long time. She just got up, farted, and left to go chew on my
dress sock. Sigh.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466756852
2009-04-07 01:27:06
stevejmoore: @ScottElias hey thanks for showing me your ADE video! Very nice work! Did you use iMovie or Final Cut Pro?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466609885
2009-04-07 00:47:08
stevejmoore: if anyone else is watching #House , can you tell me if the lung cancer guy is Meatloaf? It sure looks like his
graviness...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466543069
2009-04-06 23:54:09
stevejmoore: @ScottElias It's the one with Neil Patrick Harris right?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466246964
2009-04-06 23:53:31
stevejmoore: now I have fancy credentials again thanks to Heather and Dan!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466243315
2009-04-06 23:30:57
stevejmoore: anyone else lose their Twitter profile pic?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1466117354
2009-04-06 20:55:54
stevejmoore: @myworldsastage Those are both KC schools actually :-) I'm from KC too, but I'm flattered you were ready to
welcome me to STL ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1465271033
2009-04-06 19:29:47
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W thanks!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464780569
2009-04-06 19:04:00
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 but Lees Summit would be fantastic too, both have great schools, I'm a Blue Springs grad. Are
you from this area?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464647992
2009-04-06 19:00:32
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yeah, I'm pretty psyched! I'm interviewing for a 9-12 English job, and PH would be amazing, they
offered me a building tour too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464627725
2009-04-06 18:56:13
stevejmoore: How Do You Define Literacy? http://teachersaid.wordpress.com/2009/04/06/defining-literacy-today/ #education
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464603342
2009-04-06 17:38:52

stevejmoore: Now I have TWO interviews this week! 1.) Lee's Summit School Dist. 2.) Park Hill School Dist.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464166583
2009-04-06 17:37:16
stevejmoore: @ScottElias LOL, that is full of awesome indeed. I need to watch the show apparently
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1464157426
2009-04-06 15:23:03
stevejmoore: @ScottElias haha, yes awesomeness and modesty go hand-in-hand. I would like to check your video out too, do
you need my email?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1463389603
2009-04-06 15:10:19
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms haha, I don't think they are
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1463318306
2009-04-06 15:09:06
stevejmoore: @ScottElias I'm curious about your #ADE honors, is there a process beyond an application? What did/do you do
to become an ADE?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1463311500
2009-04-06 13:06:45
stevejmoore: Happy Monday
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1462655668
2009-04-06 02:14:36
stevejmoore: @geerlingguy it's pretty much the best jazz album ever (Take Five). Bruebeck came to Springfield, MO, but
nosebleed tickets were $250...sad.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1460420408
2009-04-05 20:07:56
stevejmoore: marking off my check-list slowly but surely feels good. Is anyone else addicted to being productive?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1458609606
2009-04-05 20:05:43
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 not even an #sbux kiosk in a supermarket? I'm sorry!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1458598861
2009-04-05 19:45:33
stevejmoore: the jazz group @theCoffeeEthic is playing "Take Five" by Dave Bruebeck by request now, love it.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1458499235
2009-04-05 19:29:13
stevejmoore: live 3-piece jazz set @theCoffeeEthic in downtown Springfield!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1458420002
2009-04-05 18:07:40
stevejmoore: nothing better than hot biscuits and gravy on a cold day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1458029197
2009-04-04 02:56:04
stevejmoore: @santamistura ahhh Counting Crows are always good
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449561141
2009-04-04 02:35:49
stevejmoore: Sometimes you just need some Maiden â™« http://blip.fm/~3sox6
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449466764
2009-04-04 02:31:20
stevejmoore: â™« http://blip.fm/~3sopz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449445963
2009-04-04 02:26:50
stevejmoore: Huey Lewis and The News always makes me think of American Psycho /dancingwithanaxe â™«
http://blip.fm/~3soiz

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449424335
2009-04-04 02:20:59
stevejmoore: Reliving high school and laughing â™« http://blip.fm/~3soai
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449396876
2009-04-04 02:14:54
stevejmoore: Another version of William Shattner's song from 2005 â™« http://blip.fm/~3so08
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449368192
2009-04-04 01:57:05
stevejmoore: the Mack is back â™« http://blip.fm/~3sn4d
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449281563
2009-04-04 01:24:09
stevejmoore: @paulbogush haha, maybe if my job interview goes well next Friday I'll be able to afford giving random people
$ ;)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449124709
2009-04-04 01:19:04
stevejmoore: @srndur thanks for the #followfriday mention !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449100749
2009-04-04 01:17:55
stevejmoore: Making a playlist with Eva of the best songs from 1997-2003...give your input if you want
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449095391
2009-04-04 20:52:13
stevejmoore: @SoCalVillaGuy yeah I think I've bought more on my phone since I've had it
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1453402912
2009-04-04 20:01:24
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 yeah, that was at #sbux on Campbell in #sgf, is there one in Willard?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1453168719
2009-04-04 19:59:25
stevejmoore: @2012ad you never know who is lactose intolerant, I knew a guy who ate corn flakes with OJ or Grape juice
(why isn't it called GJ?).
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1453159109
2009-04-04 16:38:00
stevejmoore: @2012ad wait, corn flakes IN coffee?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1452203195
2009-04-04 16:36:48
stevejmoore: It's a little windy in Springfield... http://twitpic.com/2tg4i
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1452197600
2009-04-04 04:45:17
stevejmoore: @SoCalVillaGuy love Shazam!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1450038007
2009-04-04 04:44:53
stevejmoore: Wow, Jimmy Fallon is struggling to get laughs...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1450036416
2009-04-04 03:08:00
stevejmoore: no doubt â™« http://blip.fm/~3sqbz
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449617878
2009-04-04 03:06:25
stevejmoore: I'm eating fresh dark chocolate chocolate chip cookies from the oven
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449610795
2009-04-04 03:04:52

stevejmoore: @TradingGoddess http://twitpic.com/2mcub - This is why I'm glad I'm a guy, lol props to women for their
dedication to beauty
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449603560
2009-04-04 03:03:45
stevejmoore: @jasonanderson run toooooooo the Hiiiiiiiiiilllllls!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1449598102
2009-04-03 20:08:46
stevejmoore: I am filling my good karma bank this week: I gave blood today, jumped a stranger's car last night, and who knows
tomorrow!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1447459442
2009-04-03 15:24:36
stevejmoore: is going to give blood today
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1445877467
2009-04-03 14:55:58
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 thanks for suggesting me for #followfriday! Hope your Friday goes well!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1445706118
2009-04-03 13:13:28
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano ahh, I loved reading Beowulf, ol' Hrothgar and Grendel at it...if you're a Hobbit fan, read the
last battle very carefully.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1445120221
2009-04-03 13:11:44
stevejmoore: I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness, starving, hysterical, naked, walking through the ne...
http://tinyurl.com/cpr83m
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1445111360
2009-04-03 01:57:40
stevejmoore: @dolt287 no worries, another time for sure
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1442569563
2009-04-02 23:17:50
stevejmoore: @tpman24 cool deal, is @dolt287 coming?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441703831
2009-04-02 23:14:14
stevejmoore: @tpman24 ah, I just got down here a little bit ago if you want to join me
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441683360
2009-04-02 23:13:50
stevejmoore: chillin at @theCoffeeEthic in #SGF, doing some writing, listening to Dave Bruebeck
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441681414
2009-04-02 21:56:49
stevejmoore: @TomVMorris ooo good quote
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441245914
2009-04-02 21:51:49
stevejmoore: @GregRLawson that whole Rand interview by Donahue is fascinating
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441216996
2009-04-02 21:45:47
stevejmoore: I wish that Lamar's Donuts was open :-( Why do they not understand that I need donuts after 3pm?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1441181979
2009-04-02 18:45:54
stevejmoore: @tpman24 @dolt287 after 6 is fine for me too
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440118077
2009-04-02 18:44:38
stevejmoore: @ScottElias try the Skype iPhone app yet?

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440110345
2009-04-02 18:35:11
stevejmoore: @kyle_baxter I second that Fallon is terrible! At least O'Brien is going to be on an hour earlier soon and I can
watch on school nights lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440055150
2009-04-02 18:32:22
stevejmoore: @aboyandhispiano is that for your class with Mrs. Howard?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440038238
2009-04-02 18:30:22
stevejmoore: has another big chunk of work to do before the weekend.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440026462
2009-04-02 18:26:34
stevejmoore: @tpman24 @dolt287 how's about tonight? @TheCoffeeEthic sound good? after 5pm sometime
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1440003117
2009-04-02 15:55:03
stevejmoore: Mmm, lunch in 10 minutes
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1439101489
2009-04-02 15:53:30
stevejmoore: @FriedBob haha, that's exactly what I did
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1439092540
2009-04-02 14:34:46
stevejmoore: I think I drank too much coffee this morning, I'm feelin' jittery...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1438617448
2009-04-02 13:43:53
stevejmoore: @balmeras That's awesome! I have one post on my blog in particular that has been getting tons of comments in
Russian, Cyrillic text so cool!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1438324642
2009-04-02 13:37:05
stevejmoore: has an interview and principal-guided buildings tour via invitation of the Asst. Superintendent next Friday. <-EXCITED
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1438288290
2009-04-02 12:15:20
stevejmoore: is planning on having a super-duper day
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1437905814
2009-04-02 02:26:27
stevejmoore: Poll: Cosby sweater or not? http://twitpic.com/2pcn7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435835178
2009-04-02 02:22:40
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 lol, and good principals deserve them. I'm just a black coffee man myself. 'night!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435815226
2009-04-02 02:20:57
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I'm going to trust you on that one Ryan. I will have to try it sometime
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435805933
2009-04-02 02:20:19
stevejmoore: @shannon_e but still...jello is pretty dang awewsome. Just ask Bill Cosby!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435802239
2009-04-02 02:18:45
stevejmoore: @mmiller7571 coffee is the best way to start the day! #sbux refil in Republic is only 80 cents!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435793927

2009-04-02 01:58:15
stevejmoore: @rcburrell wait...really?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435682290
2009-04-02 01:57:34
stevejmoore: @shannon_e haha, why not? I was eating some orange jello...and it was very delicious
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435678362
2009-04-02 01:56:45
stevejmoore: @jessicakunkel ooo, good one! can't forget pudding.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435673731
2009-04-02 01:49:09
stevejmoore: what's better than jello?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435631811
2009-04-02 01:10:21
stevejmoore: @Lotay love that song #RockOn
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435418447
2009-04-02 00:49:38
stevejmoore: @dlaufenberg sometimes the busy ones are the best ones! If not, then they feel good when they're over
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435306140
2009-04-02 00:42:23
stevejmoore: via @bbceducation: Pupils will achieve more if money is spent on teacher training, rather than classroom
equipment http://tinyurl.com/czdyba
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1435267998
2009-04-01 23:31:19
stevejmoore: @mhtalbut yeah, it was pretty packed. As soon as I got there I wished I had used nicer resume paper lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1434922096
2009-04-01 16:33:13
stevejmoore: Is knockin' 'em dead at the MSU career fair for education!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1432369324
2009-04-01 14:34:54
stevejmoore: @KimWood I do the same thing, get too caught up in what I'm doing and can't bother moving to get food
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431655047
2009-04-01 14:30:17
stevejmoore: @jameskupka "novices" is the correct plural, just to ease your mind ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431627374
2009-04-01 14:26:30
stevejmoore: Bah! I missed the BOC on @woot today
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431605231
2009-04-01 14:22:22
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver that baseball/church quote is funny, even better b/c of where you found it!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431581540
2009-04-01 14:20:22
stevejmoore: @dmmagic fix it Matt!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431568902
2009-04-01 14:19:34
stevejmoore: Enjoying my amazing clover made free coffee for being @theCoffeeEthic 's 200th follower!
http://twitpic.com/2ohfw
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1431564118
2009-04-01 03:01:47
stevejmoore: says way to go Republic Academic Team! 2-1 at the COC competition!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1428949883

2009-03-31 22:27:20
stevejmoore: @TheCoffeeEthic yay coffee! Thank you!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1427417574
2009-03-31 22:25:28
stevejmoore: The matches begin! First victim: Willard
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1427406815
2009-03-31 19:18:11
stevejmoore: @todaysmama probably not as bad as you think ;-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426338211
2009-03-31 18:52:43
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I fail at knowing that, lol. Let's do coffee sometime this week with @dolt287
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426186823
2009-03-31 18:45:20
stevejmoore: @brendajdriver /high five.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426145372
2009-03-31 18:43:14
stevejmoore: in one day, I've gone from being a little behind to being caught up and working ahead steadily. No better feel...
http://plurk.com/p/m0vxs
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426132942
2009-03-31 18:33:11
stevejmoore: @The_Grotto I love your food!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426073975
2009-03-31 18:28:15
stevejmoore: @tpman24 we need to hang out sometime Tyler, I didn't realize you were here
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426044077
2009-03-31 18:26:11
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms when/where is the #SGF tweetup?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1426031937
2009-03-31 18:18:12
stevejmoore: @UnknownFilms good question, hard to choose, here's three: The Seventh Seal, The Good the Bad and the Ugly,
and Primer.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1425986570
2009-03-31 18:00:46
stevejmoore: @tpman24 I thought you were in Blue Springs, are you in Springfield?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1425886776
2009-03-31 17:02:51
stevejmoore: taking a post-lunch break from school reading for pleasure reading on the awesome Kindle app
http://plurk.com/p/m0l4g
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1425534433
2009-03-31 15:49:39
stevejmoore: @lsadler good quote!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1425079062
2009-03-31 15:27:43
stevejmoore: is excited to lead his team to districts tonight in academic competition! http://plurk.com/p/m025u
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424940759
2009-03-31 15:19:59
stevejmoore: @Brian_Fey @jfey my FB isn't linked with Twitter today either for some reason
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424893043
2009-03-31 15:07:41
stevejmoore: @willrich45 I'll have to try that app, I use Tweetie now and love it, much better than Twitterific

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424816537
2009-03-31 14:58:49
stevejmoore: @damian613 let me know what you think of it! http://tinyurl.com/cytfa7
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424759908
2009-03-31 14:55:04
stevejmoore: @rcburrell You knew it was a dream when the duck gave you the "what's up" head nod as you were leaving
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424737153
2009-03-31 14:53:28
stevejmoore: PowerPoint Fail http://tinyurl.com/d922jh
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424727612
2009-03-31 14:43:44
stevejmoore: @teacherdork I would watch that movie :) Especially if it was student-made
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424668622
2009-03-31 14:25:17
stevejmoore: @niffrig that does sound tasty...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424559703
2009-03-31 14:23:32
stevejmoore: @FriedBob mmm ducks
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424549642
2009-03-31 14:20:00
stevejmoore: @rcburrell I'm intrigued by your duck story
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424529125
2009-03-31 14:05:05
stevejmoore: @DineandDish that's cute :-) My wife is always asleep when I leave in the morning
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424446353
2009-03-31 13:32:28
stevejmoore: @ToddBrink haha, my father-in-law just joined FB and I laughed a little
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424268604
2009-03-31 13:26:11
stevejmoore: Skype for iPhone today! http://tinyurl.com/cx9a2t
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424236023
2009-03-31 13:15:38
stevejmoore: nerdy woot shirt today http://shirt.woot.com/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1424182719
2009-03-31 00:54:53
stevejmoore: all the CRT TVs in House's hospital are the same one as mine
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1421407070
2009-03-31 00:47:41
stevejmoore: watching the new #House
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1421372116
2009-03-31 00:39:45
stevejmoore: @tk8541 woot for new #HOUSE !
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1421333297
2009-03-30 23:58:49
stevejmoore: @April_Dreamer it's decent, friendly atmosphere, tasty coffee, it's no mudhouse, but it's much closer to me :-)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1421133524
2009-03-30 22:08:09
stevejmoore: Grrr, if I would have known the wifi was out here I wouldn't have ordered a bottomless coffee and parked myself
here #sgf Hebrews Coffee

http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1420572079
2009-03-30 20:43:41
stevejmoore: My wife is so crafty :) http://twitpic.com/2m428
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1420094384
2009-03-30 19:04:51
stevejmoore: public schools make kids "step back in time" when they enter the doors... http://b2e.qeddata.com/story-23323.html
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419587274
2009-03-30 19:02:18
stevejmoore: @GrantGriffiths very cool! Thanks for the link
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419573707
2009-03-30 19:01:20
stevejmoore: @mleis amen to that, I'm getting coffee asap
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419567806
2009-03-30 18:35:32
stevejmoore: @coconutlime oh my gosh, that sounds delicious! I love corned beef!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419416702
2009-03-30 18:25:22
stevejmoore: today is going by quickly!
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419356746
2009-03-30 17:49:44
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W wow...that is impressive, lol
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1419147039
2009-03-30 17:10:02
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W but there are some serious ones here http://tinyurl.com/ddrc6n
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418913416
2009-03-30 17:07:09
stevejmoore: @Ramona_W "...that depends on what the definition of 'is' is."
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418896947
2009-03-30 17:01:16
stevejmoore: all my lunch supplies were thrown away during spring break :-(
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418863263
2009-03-30 15:51:35
stevejmoore: Do you deserve a degree in social media? http://www.telegraph.co.uk/a/5073683
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418458730
2009-03-30 15:49:39
stevejmoore: @willrich45 working on my blogs and writing often has definitely made writing essays for my Master's easier,
the opposite is true as well.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418447355
2009-03-30 15:47:23
stevejmoore: @lisaswrite working like mad, but also twittering like mad...
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418433761
2009-03-30 15:46:33
stevejmoore: @techmama don't forget improved dexterity (if you don't get carpal tunnel syndrome, lol)
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418428822
2009-03-30 15:43:45
stevejmoore: I'm kind of addicted to the Scrabble iPhone app... it's pretty awesome, even better than the facebook one
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418412149
2009-03-30 15:41:53

stevejmoore: @dkdykstra that sounds great, let me know where you post them
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418401001
2009-03-30 15:34:04
stevejmoore: @dkdykstra fun! What did they do?
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418355536
2009-03-30 15:21:30
stevejmoore: @stevewhitaker that's awesome, lol 10 #twitpoints for the Bauer joke
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418283376
2009-03-30 15:16:47
stevejmoore: Don Quixote saves the day http://xkcd.com/556/
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418256147
2009-03-30 15:15:30
stevejmoore: @tpman24 no joke, 'twas a good break indeed. I fired up my PS2 (I'm poor) for the first time since August for
more than 30 minutes at once.
http://twitter.com/stevejmoore/statuses/1418248945

